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I The University of Dayton
Founded in 1850
The University of Dayton is a private, coeducational school founded and directed
by the Society of Mary (the Marianisb), a Roman Catholic teaching order.r It is
among the nation's largest Catholic institutions of higher learning. Aware of the
richness of cultural diversity, representatives of many faiths arenumbered among
the University faculty and students. For the same reasoo the University has
consciously drawn its students and faculty not only from the immediate community
and the middle.westem neighborhood, but from across the country and from
nrunerous foreign countries.
The main campus of over a hundred landscaped acres, is on a hill overlooking
the city of Dayton, Ohio. The buildings are a pleasanfly eclectic ardtitectural
mixture of old and new, all well equipped. The faculty, both lay and religious, are
competent and well qualified to provide their students with excellent instruction
and prudent counseling. The University's policy of tempered discipline encourages
studenb to use responsible judgment and conduct in the pursuit of academic and
professional excellence.
A liveln friendly atmosphere; nrunerous and varied religious, culfural, and
social opporfunities; an early-semester calendar allowing a number of sfudy-recess
options; intercollegiate and intramural athletic programs for both men and women;
academic options such ashonors programs, independentsfudy, and sfudy abroad;
academic, professional, and personal counseling cooperative work-sfudy plans; a
placement service for students and graduates-these exemplify the myriad aspects
of the character of the University of Dayton.
BRTEFHISTORY
ln the summer of 7849, Father Leo Meyer and Brother Charles Schultz, the fust
Marianistmissionaries toAmerica,joumeyedfromAlsacetoCincinnati,wherethey
intended to establish a base for the order in this country. But they arrived during an
epidemic of cholera, and Bishop fohn Purcell of Cincinnati soon sent Father Meyer
to Daytory to minister to the sick of Emmanuel Parish. Here he met |ohn Stuart,
whose little daughter died of cholera the year before. Mr. Stuart wanted to sell his
Dayton property and retum with his wife to Europe. On March 19, 1850, the feast of
St. Joseph, Father Meyer purchased Dewberry Farm from him and renamed it
Nazareth. Mr. Stuart accepted a medal of St. |oseph and a promise of $72,000 at6o/o
interest in refurn for 1?5 acres, including vineyards, orchards, a mansiory and
various farmbuildings. Meanwhile,moreMarianists arrived, andNazarethbecame
the first permanent foundation of the Society of Mary in the western hemisphere.
The University of Dayton had its earliest beginnings on ]uly 1, 1850, whm
St. Mar5/s School for Boys, a frame building that not long before had housed farm
lThe Society of Mary founded in France in 1817 by Father William Joseph Chaminade,
presently conducts sdrools throughoutthe UnitedStatesand inAfrica, Canada, Europe,lndia,
Japan, Korea, and Cmtraland SouthAmerica. TheSociety operates ChaminadeUniversity in
Honolulu and St. Marv's Universitv in San Antonio.
Ll.
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hands, opened ib door to fourteen primary studmts from Dayton. In September, the
classes moved to themansion, and thefirstboardingsfudentsarrived. FatherMeyer
was administrator, Brother Maximin Zehlerwas teacher, BrotherSchultzwas cook,
and Brother Andrew Edel was farmer-gardener.
Five years later the school burned to the ground, but within a year classes
resumed. By 1860, when Brother Zehler became president, enrollment approached
onehundred. TheCivilWarhadlittle directeffectontheschool;mostof thestudenb
were too young to serve. St. Mary's grew; college preparatory cotrrses were started
in 1861; then came a novitiate and anormal school for Marianistcandidates. An old
history refers to the period of 7U60-75 as "the brick-and-mortar years." The Chapel
of the Immaculate Conception was completed in 1869. In 1870, visitors marveled at
new St. Marl/s Hall, the largest building in Dayton, and called it "7*hle{s Folly."
The new "college department" moved into it in 1871. (St. Mary's Hall is now listed
in the National Register of Historic Places.)
In 1882, the institution was incorporated and empowered to confer collegiate
degrees under the laws of the State of Ohio. In L883, another devastating fue visited
thecampus, butthis timesome of thebuildings weresaved. The statuenow known
asOurLadyof thePineswaserected ingratitude, and thefollowingyearSt.foseph's
Hall was built, symbolizing the renewed confidence of the Dayton Marianisb. In a
more famous emergency, the school was spared bywater as ithad notbeenby fire.
Because of its hillside locatiorL it survived the Great Flood of 1913 untouched and
was able to give shelter to 600 refugees.
St. Mary's had reorganized in 1902 into four departments{assical, scientific,
academic, and preparatory. In L905 it added the Commercial Department, which
would become the Department of Commerce and Finance i^7921, the Division of
Business Organization in7924, and ultimately the School of Business Adminisba-
tion. Four engineering deparhnenb, appearing from 1909 to 1920, were tobecome
the Engineering Division. In 1915, the Marianist training program (novitiate and
normal school) was moved to Mount St. fohn's (now Bergamo Center).
Known atvarious times as St. MarS/s School, St. Mary's Instifute, and St. Ma4/s
College, the school assumed its presentidentity in 1920, whenitincorporated as the
University of Dayton. The same year, the elementary division was closed, the
Division of Education was organized, and the University started ib hadition of
evening and Saturday classes, to serve the adult members of the surrounding
community. In1922, the College of Law opened, also with evening dasses. Other
graduate programs followed, to augment the professional degree programs which
distinguished the University from many of Ohio's other independent institutions
of higher learning. ln 7923, the fust suruner session was held; ib classes, like
those of the law college were open to women as well as men.
The 1 930s, with the Great Depression, were in many ways a time of retrenchment
for the University of Dayton as for most other American schools. But the Dayton
Marianists hadsrirvived"cholera, smallpox, and influenza, wars, fireand flood,"and(n 1924) a Ku-Klux-Klan cross-buming on the campus. ln 1935, even as the
University tumed its preparatory school functions over to Chaminade High fthool
and graduated what was to be its last dass in liaw for almost forty years, it
inaugurated a college for women, with sisters of Notre Dame in charge of twenty-
seven entering female studenb. Two years later, the college for women dosed; all
divisions opened to women, and the University became fully ce'educational.
Enrollment had passed a thousand when World War II broke out. By 195Q with
the retum of the veterans, it was more than 3500. In 7967,itwas over 1Q000. But
then, with the expansion of a community college and the establishment of a state
universit5r nearby, enrollment declined, and the resulting retrenchment was exacer-
bated by rising inflation and the energy crisis. Nor did the social turbulence and
T2
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activism of the late 1960s and early 1970s bypass the university of Dayton. some
students and faculty protested against the Vietnam War, compulsory ROTC, and
defense.related resdaich activities. They campaigned also for changes in the curricu-
lum, seekingmoreopportunities formeetingpersonalneeds and goals.InresPonae,
the university gave greater responsibility to studenb for their own academic
decisions, and it inidited interdfuiplinary programs, self-directed learning, and
various experimental courses and methods. Meanwhile, the plofile of the student
bodychanged. The 1960s saw significantincreasesinfemale andrninority students.
In the 197-0s, there was a shilt to a largely residential student body, and at
the same time many more "nontraditional'7 (older) students matricullled.- B--y
the mid-1970s, total- enrollment steadied at over 10,000, with about 4000 full-
time undergraduates.
To keep pace with the Universit;/s Sowth, a series of building programs has
more than tripled the number of major facilities since the Centenary Year of 1950.
The University held its first general public campaign in order to erect Wohlleben
Hall in 1958 aid Sherman Hall in 1960. Both campus and off-campus residences 
-dormitories, aparhnenb, and houses 
-were added 
and improved as such emer-
gency accomrnodations as surplus Army barracks and an adapted Army hospital
(lenamed the West Campus) were phased out.' 
A long-range environmental design has helped integrate new byildings and old,
and mad-e theiampus more livableby increasing itsbeauty aswell as i-ts eIficielE.
In 1985, old and new combined in the much heralded architectural design of the
Anderson Center between Rike Hall and Miriam Hall. When fire ravaged St. f oseph
Hall in 1982 the University was able to rebuild and restore it without harming the
architecturalintegrityof thathistoriccornerof campus.Keepingpace-with-theneeds
of the University,-theiesse Phillips Humanities Center opened in 1993, and plans are
in the making to revitalize the Ufuversi!/s existing scimce complo<. Opgti"g-* $e
mid-1990's,l6ngtermdevelopmentindudestheconstructionof new facilitiesforthe
School of Law on the northwest property of the University.
The edifices are not the only changes seen at the university of Dayton.ln7960,
the University reorganized academically and administratively. Administrative
changes saw the formation of the College of Arts and Sciences from what had been
two slparate units. Other divisions became the Sdrools of Busines Administration,
Educahon and Engineering. In 7970, the University charter was amended
and members from the lay community now ioined the Marianisb (who today
constitute 20 percent of th-e goveming-body of the University), o1 the- Board of
Trustees. I^1974, when the *hool of Law reopened, the University achieved its
present configuration.^ Academicilly, the University has continued to expan{ and enrich its offerings
and support services, especially since mid-century. Gradu_ale_studies, abandoned
during World War II, resumed i^1960, with the School of Education leading the
way. In 1969, tre Department of Biology inaugurated the first doctoral Program
sinie 1928. The Sch-ool of Engineering introduced two doctoral prygrlms in
1973,andin December, 7992,tlle first d&toral degrees in Educational Leadership
were awarded.
ln 1975, the Marian Library which had grown to international reknown since its
inception rn 1943, founded 
-the International Marian Researdr Institute 
-g\q!,
whiih was incorporated in 1984 as a branch of the Marianum in Rome. IMRI is
empowered to confer licentiate and doctoral degrees in theology, with a specializa-
tion in Mariology.
For all undeifraduates, a general education p,lan was 4oft"{ i" 1-983 to foster
integration of th6 hberal arb in a professional eclucation. To further this course of
actioO in 190, the Academic Senate approved a revision of the general education
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requirements that called for an integrated base of four humanities courses com-
plemented by dusters of other courses, various disciplines to focus on a
single theme.
Ln79f36, the School of Business Adminishation established the Center for Busi-
ness and Economic Research. With an advanced information systems laboratory
among its resources, the center provides contract research services for local busi-
ness, goverrunent and other organizations and support for f"."lty research.
The University has always maintained a tradition of innovation. In 1874, St.
Mary's Institute's new Play House glannasium was the only one of its kind in Ohio,
and it is probable that the first organized basketball game in the state took place
there. A system of elective studies was inaugurated in L901. [r 1924 the University
was the first school to be granted a charter by the National Aeronautical Association.
It was one of the first in the nation to offer a course in biophysics (1935). In 1948, it
was a pioneer in sfudent ratings of professors, and rn7952, it invited persons over
60 to attend its evening classes as guests. Its graduate program in laser optics was
one of the earliest in the country. It was one of the first educational institutions to
adopt elecbonic data-processing equipment and to offer degrees in computer
science. The University Library, in the service of sdrolarship, continues to adoptnew
technology, including an online catalog which became fully operational in 1988.
But more than just a breeding ground for academic excellence, the University
responds to theneeds of the surrounding communitie aswell. Sponsored research
at the University began in 1949 with a few faculty members and student assistanb
doing part-time research for industry and government agencies. In 1956, the
University of Dayton Research Institute (UDRI) was formed to consolidate the
administration of the growing research activities. Annual research volume has
increased from $3,821 r 7949, to nearly $45 million at the present time.
STATEMENT OF PURPOSES
Approved by the Board of Trustees, May 1,4,1969.
The University of Dayton, by tradition, by legal charter, and by resolute intent,
is a church-related instifution of higher learning. As such, it seeks, in an environment
of academic freedom, to foster principles and values consonant with Catholicism
and with the living traditions of the Society of Mary. Operating in a pluralistic
environment, it deliberately chooses the Christian world-view as its distinctive
orientation in carryingoutwhat itregards as four essential tasks: teaching research,
serving as a critic of society, and rendering public service.
The University of Dayton has as its primary task to teach-that is, to transmit the
heritage of thepast to directattentionto the achievements of thepresent, and to alert
students to the changes and challenges of the future. It regards teaching, however,
as more than the mere imparting of knowledge; it aftempb to develop in its students
the ability to integrate knowledge gained from a variety of disciplines into a
meaningful and viable synthesis.
The University of Dayton holds that there is harmony and unity between
rationally discovered and divinely revealed truths. Accordingly, it commits its
entire academic community to the pursuit of such tnrths. It provides a milieu
favorable to scholarly research in all academic disciplines, while giving priority to
studies which dealwithproblemsof a fundamentallyhuman and Christian concem.
It upholds the principie of responsible freedom bf inquiry, offers appropriate
assistance to its scholars, and endeavors to provide the proper media for the
dissemination of their discoveries.
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The University of Dayton exercises its role as critic of society by creating an
environment in which faculty and sfudenb are free to evaluate, in a scholarly
manner, the strengths and weaknesses found in human institutions. While, as an
organization, it remains politically neutral, objective, and dispassionate, it encour-
ages its members to judge for themselves how these institutions are performing their
pioper tasks; to expose deficimcies in their structure and operation; to propose and
actively promote improvements whm these are deemed necessary.
The University of Dayton recogpizes its responsibility to support, with means
appropriatetoits purposes, the legitimategoals and aspirations ofthecivic commu-
nity and to cooperate with other agencies in striving to attain them. It assists in
promoting the intellectual and cultural enrichment of the commrrnity; it makes
lvailable not only the resources of knowledge that it possesses, but also the skills and
techniques used in the accumulation and dissemination of knowledge; and, above
all, it strives to inspire persons with a sense of community and to encourage men and
women of vision who can and will participate effectively in the quest for a more
perfect human society.
BASIC ACADEMIC STRUCTURE OF THE TINTVERSITY
The University of Dayton now includes the College of Arts and Sciences and four
professional schools, each with a dean: the fthool of Bwiness Administration, the
Sthool of Education, the School of Engineering (induding Engineering Technol-
ogy), and the School of Law. The deans, through their departrnental chairpersons,
adininister the undergraduate and graduate Programs. The vice president for
graduate sfudies and research and dean of graduate sfudies has the overall respo-n-
siUitity for all graduate programs. At the head of the academic structure of the
University is the provost.
The University of Dayton awards the following baccalaureate, professional, and
graduate degrees:
Bachelor ofArts
Bachelor of Chemical Engineering
Bachelor of Civil Engineering
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering
Bachelor of Fine Arts
Bachelor of General Studies
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering
Bachelor of Music
Bachelor ofScience
Bachelor of Science in Art Education
Bachelor ofScience in Business
Administration
Bachelor ofScience in Education
Bachelor of Science in Engineering
Technology
Master of Arts
Master of Business Administration
Master of Computer Science
Master of Public Administration
Master of Science
Master of Science in Aerospace
Engineering
Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Master of Science in Civil Engineering
Master of Science in Education
Master of Science in Electrical
Engineering
Master of Science in Elecho0ptics
Master of Science in Engineering
Master of Science in Engineering
Management
Master of Science in Engineering
Mechanics
Master of Science in Management Science
Master of Science in Materials Engineering
Master of Science in Mechanical
Engineering
Master of Science in Teaching
Educational Specialist
furis Doctor
Doctor of Engineering
Doctor of Philosophy in Biology
Doctor of Philosophy in Educational
Leadership
Doctor of Philosophy in Electro'Optics
Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering
L5
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College of Arts and Sciences
The College of Arb and Sciences includes the following departmenb and
prograrns: American Sfudies, Biology, Chemistry, Communication, Computer In-
formation Systems, Computer Science, Criminal |ustice, Economics, English, Gen-
eral Studies, Geology, History, Human Ecology, Intemational Studies, Languages,
Mathematics, Medical Technology, Military Science, Music, Philosophy, Physical
Science, Physics, Political Science, Psychology, Religious Studies, Sociology, and
Visual Arts.
Preprofessional courses are offered in medicine, dentistry, dietetics, optometry,
veterinary medicine, music therapy,law, foreign service, and radio and television
broadcasting. The program leading to the Bachelor of Science with a major in
NudearMedicineTedmologyisoperated incooperationwithnearbyhospitals.The
clinical prograrrs are accredited by the Committee onAllied Health Education and
Accreditation of the American Medical Association through the National Accredit-
ing Agency for Clinical Laboratory Sciences.
Programs leading to the Master of Arts or the Master of Science are offered in
American sfudies, biology, chemistry, communication, English, history, humani-
ties, mathematics, pastoral ministry, philosophy, political science, psychology, and
theological studies. The Departrnent of Computer Science offers the Master of
Computer Science. The Deparftnmt of Physics, as part of the Center for Electro.
Optics, offers graduate courses in support of the Master of Science in Electro.Optics.
The Interdisciplinary professional degree Master of Public Administration is also
offered. The Department of Biology offers the Doctor of Philosophy.
School of Business Administration
The School of Business Administration offers undergraduate majors in
accounting, economics, finance, management, management information systerns,
and marketing. On the graduate level, the School awards the Master of Business
Administration degree.
School of Education
TheSchool of Educationpreparesteachersfortheelementaryandsecondarylevels
and for specialized fields such as art, music, speech, business, health and physical
education, food and nutrition, pre-physical therapy and education of the handi-
capped. It conducb retraining and post-graduate programs and offers graduate
programs leading to the degrees of Master of Science in Education, Master of Science
in Teaching, Educational Specialist, and Doctor of Philosophy in Educational Leader-
ship. These programs are desigrr.ed to prepare schml administrators, school counse-
lors, school nurse educators, school psydrologisb, elementary teachers, high school
teaclrers, and special educators for both public and private schools nationwide.
School of Engineering
The School of Engineering includes the departments of Chemical and Materials
Engineering, Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics,
Electrical Engineering, and Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering. The School
offers four-year curricula leading to the degrees of Bachelor of Chemical Engineer-
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ing, Bactrelor of Civil Engineering, Bachelor of Electrical Engineering, and Bachelor
of-Ivlechanical Engineering. Thesctrool offers graduate Programs leading to the
degrees of Master of science in Engineering Master of science in Aerospace
Enlrneering Master of Science in Chemical Engineering, Master of Science inCivil
ungineerin& Master of science in Electrical Engineering, tn9*o of science in
nlectro-optia, Masterof science in EngineeringManagement, Masterofscience in
Engineering Mectranics, Master of science in Management scielcl Master of
Science in Materials Engineering, Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering,-
Doctor of Engineering,-Doctor of Philosophy in Engineerin& and Doctor of
Philosophy in ElectroOptics.
The ijnlineeringTechnology Division of the School of Engineering includes the
Departmeits of CLemical Technology, F{ectronic Xnglree-nng. Technology,- and
Mechanical Engineering Technology. Engineering Technology offers four-
year bachelor's degree iurricula in chemical Process technology, electronic
engineering tectrnology, environmental engineering technology, industrial engi-
nelrittg teihnology, -mechanical engineering technology, and manufacturing
engineering technology.
-Engineering 
serviJ6 courses within the fthool provide coruse work and pro-
grams-incertainareasof concentratedstudyforbothengineeringandnon-engineer-
ing majors.
School ofLaw
The University of Dayton school of Law offers the |uris Doctor and two joint
degreeprograms:lurisOoctor-Masterof BusinessAdministrationandJurisDoctor-
Vtasterbf Science in Education (Educational Administration).
LIBRARIES
Theuniversity of Dayton Roesch Libraryhouses the universityLibrarywith its
book, joumaf governmentdocumenb, and microformcollections forbothgraduate
and undergraduate students. The University Library's main collections are auto-
mated and available through an online public access catalog. Its holdings number
1,000,000 resource items including its 5,000 joumal titles. The Marian Library other
rare and special collections, and theUniversityArchives are alsopartof this facility.
It is open 98 hours a week, provides almost continuous reference service, and offens
onlinebibliographic searching. Comfortable study areas are convenienttg the open
stacks, and typewriters, photocopiers, seminar r@tns, and faculty and graduate
student carrels are available. The Libraries €ue a member of OhioLINK, a cooPera-
tive venture of university libraries and the Ohio Board of Regents. OhioLINK
partnershavecreated acommoninformationnetworkprovidingrapidphysicaland
ielefacimile access and delivery to over 9,000,000 volumes and numerous biblio-
graphic and full-text databases.
" ihe Universit;/s active membership in the Online Computer Library Center and
the Southwestem Ohio Council for Higher Educationhas significantly augmented
the library resources available to its students. All of the libraries affiliated with the
Council provide on-site borrowing privileges to studenb and faculty associated
with the University.
The Marian Libiary, on the seventh floor of the Roesch Library building, houses
theworld'slargestcofiection of works on theVirgin Mary.Its resources inover fifty
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languagesincludeTl,00Obooksandpamphleb (some6,000printedbefore1800),125
periodicals, a clipping file of over 52,000 items, and a growing number of micro.
forms. These works are supplemented by smaller collections: slides, medals, post-
cards, postage stamps, and illustrations of various kinds. In addition to these
materials dealing with Mariolog)', the library has significant holdings in national
and regional bibliographies, reference works on the Bible, ecclesiastical and dog-
matic history, church art (especially of the Eastern Churches and Medieval Europe),
and the historv of the book.
The Univeisity of Dayton School of Law Library is located on the ground floor of
the RoeschLibrarybuildingand is connectedwith the Law School Building (Albert
Emanuel Hall). Its collection contains over 15Q000 volumes and 63,000 physical
units of microforms. The open-stack arrangement of the Law Library permits easy
access to all materials.
Academic Technology Services are located in the Jesse Phillips Humanities
Center and in Miriam Hall. The Media Group of Academic Technology Services
provides a range of audio.visual equipment to classrooms as well as consultative
assistance in the effective use of instructional technology. The Instructional Com-
puting Group of Academic Technology Services provides consultation and assis-
tanceinthe effectiveuseof computers tosupportlearning. Additionally, thisGroup
provides assistance to faculty and students in research design and statistics.
The Curriculum Materials Center, which houses the specialized collections of the
School of Education, is on the first floor of ChaminadeHall.Itoffers awideselection
of elementary and secondary textbooks, filmstrips, records, transparencies, cas-
setteq charb, material kits, and teaching aids.
ACCREDruATION
The University of Dayton is officially accredited by the following agencies:
The Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology, Inc., for the programs in
chemical, civil, electrical, and mechanical engineering and in electronic,
industrial, manufacfuringengineering technology, and mechanical engineering
technology
The American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB) for the
baccalaureate, accounting and Master of Business Administration programs of
the School of Business Adminishation
The American Bar Association for its School of Law
The Association of American Law Schools for its School of Law
The Computer Science Accreditation Commission of the Computing Sciences
Accreditation Board for the program in Computer Science
The National Association of Schools of Music
The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
The North Central Association of Colleges and Schools
The State of Ohio Departrnent of Education
The University has the approval of the following:
The American Chemical Societv
The American Dietetic Associa'tion
The National Association for Music Therapy
The League of Ohio Law Schools for its School of Law
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INSTITUTIONAL MEMBERSHIP
The University holds institutional membership in the following:
The Academy of Criminal ]ustice Sciences
The Americah Assernbly of Collegiate Sctrools of Business
The American Association for Higher Education
The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
The American Association of Colefrate Registrars and Admissions officers
The American Association of University Administrators
The American Council on Education
The American Dietetics Association
The American Home Economics Association
The American Libtary Association
The American Society of Criminology
The American Society for Engineering Education
The Association of Aherican Colleges and Universities
The Association of American Law Schools
The Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities
The Association of College and University Housing Officers
The Association of Goveiring Boards of Universities and Colleges
The Association of IndependEnt Colleges and Universities of Ohio
The Catholic College Coordinating Council
The College Entrance Examination Board
The College and University Personnel-Association
The Comiarative and Intemational Education Society
The Cooperative Education Association
The Couhcil for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE)
The Council for the Advancement of Experiential Leaming
The Council of Graduate Schools
The Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce
The Dayton Art Institute (sponsoring)
The Institute of Intemational Education
The League of Ohio Law Sdrools
The Midwestem Criminal fustice Association
The National Association of College and University Fo"d services
The National Association of College Auxiliary Services
The National Association for Foreign Student Affairs
The National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities
The National Association of Student Personnel Administrators
The National Catholic Education Association
The National Council of Catholic Bishops
The National Scholarship Service and Fund for Negro Students
The North Central Association of Colleges and Schmls
The Ohio AcademY of Science
The Ohio Association of Colleges for Teacher Education
The Ohio Association of Privale Colleges for Teacher Education
The Ohio College Association
The Ohio Continuing Higher Education Association
The PBS Adult Leaming Satellite Service
The Society for the Advancement of Education
The Southwestem Ohio Council for Higher Education
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SOUTHWESTERN OHIO COUNCIL FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
_ _ 
several corp_orations and numerous institutions of higher leaming, including the
university gfPj-{9."4u"e organized the southwesteir onio couiicit for Hi[her
Education (SOCHE). The participating institutions seek to increase inter-institu-
tional cooperation, improve curricula, develop new counses and programs, share
library resollrces, 
-mrnunze cos! and centraliie selected functions, bi using com-puters, modem educational technology, and communication media. -
Among the benefits of the Council ic that regularly enrolled full-time studenb at
one instifution, under certain conditions, may regiiter for credit at no additional
charge in courses offered by other Council insUtrltions in which no instruction is
available at their own institution. Also available through the Council is the Air Force
ROTC program.
RELATED LINTVERSTTY SERVICES
Besides the regular day sessions, the university conducb special as well as
regulal svsnint and summer sessions and offers short-termworkshops, instifutes,
and conferences. All credited courses, whenever offered or in whatever form,
conform to the same standards and are govemed by the same policies and regula-
Hon6 prevailing during the regular day"sessions.
continuing Edugatio-n es_pecially serves the part-time students of the Dayton
community, to make the university and ib course offerings, both credit-and
noncredif more easily available to them. similarly, the offrce of Intemational
services serves sfudenb from other countries who are enrolled at the University.
To foster interdisciplinary efforb, the office of the provost administers courses
dfignatedUDl (UniversityofDaytonlnterdisciplinary) toaccommodateinterschool
offerings and experimental programs. (uDI cburse-s'are listed and described in
Chapter X, as are other special offerings.)
The Research Instifute, an integral, not a separate- component of the university
of Dayton, provides important resources and reinforcernent for all levels of aci-
demic endeavor, as dog-the office for Computing Activities. (see Chapter X.)A unit of the Reserve officers Training Co1p3, abdbased on the camp's, offersiS acade_mic program through the Department of Military science.'(see MIL,
Chapter VI.)
ACADEMIC CALENDARYEAR
The university of Dayton operates under an early semester, split third-term
calendar. The academic year begins with the fifteen-week fall ternn, which ends
before chrishnas. The winter te.m, ut"o fifteen weeks, besins in lanuarv and ends
early in May. The third, or spring-summer term, is split inlo tr,lro compldte sessions
of six weeks each.
The advantages of sudr a calendar are many. students may enroll for the
traditional fall and winter semesters and have a four-month summer vacationl or
th"y p1y ad{ faU terms or full terms to eruich their programs or speed 'the
completion of 
.their grldualon requirements. (rhe univ6rsity notas griduation
cerernonies at theend of.each term.) Students who mugt eam their ownironeycan
flvg atra time for ernployment in spring and summer; or they may enroll rdr ttrethird term and work during the faii-or-the winter term, when thi: employment
market is not crowded with other college students.
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OFFICES OF RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS
AND RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
one of the most ctrallenging and growth-oriented experiences available to
studenb is residential living. The University strives to provide a co'curricular
environmentwhichisconducivetooptimalpersonalgrowth,allowingeachstudent
to reach their fullest potential. Respect for the rights of olher people and awilling
ness to cooperate coitributes to an ahnosphere of friendliness and mutual leePect
that encourages academic success and allows for positive co-mmunity buitding.
professioial, graduate and undergraduate student staffr coordinate with the
Offices of Residdtial Programs and Residential Services in administering Univer-
sity residence halls, suites, houses, and aparbnents. An elected council represenb
students' opinions and provides programmatic initiatives in each living area.
Counseling and consultatiorL as well as-the celebration of Mass, are provided in the
residence f,ails by Campus Ministry to the studenb residing in the various residerF
tial living areas.
All fiist-year and sophomore students are required to live_in the University
residence system unless they are married, are twen$r-one years of ageor o-ver, or are
local residenb livingwith their legal guardian. Junior and senior students have the
opportunity to arraige their own housing in University aparhnents and houses or
to choose non-university housing.
Upon a studenfs offiAal acceltance to the University of Dayton, the Office of
Adrnission sends all new students applications, conbacb, and instructions for
securing residential living accommodations, Howevet 
-any gues{ons regarding
obtainiighousingshodd6edirectedtotheOfficeof ResidentialServices.Questions
regardin! resideitial living issues should be directed to the Office of Residential
Programs.
FOOD SERVICES
The University of Dayton Food Services operates three full-service student
dining facilities located inkennedy Union, Marycrest Compler<, and the VirqntlW.
Ketteing Residence Hall. Studene may use tlreir student ID, known as the One
Card, iriany of these facilities during sdreduled meal hours. For evening and
weekend diiing Food services offers eltended servicesin the Kennedyunionand
Marycrest food courts and the Stuart Hall snack bar.
Al studentslivingina traditionalresidencehallarerequired topurchase a meal
contract. Contract options are as follows:
. 5 Day Meal Plin 
- 
Provides breakfast, lunch and dinner, Monday through
Friday during scheduled meal hours.
. Any i5 Meat-plan 
- 
Provides any 15 meals, breakfast lunch or dinner over
seven days, starting with the first day of classes'
. Any 10 Meal Plan 
- 
Provides any 10 meals, breakfast, lundr or dinner over
seven days, starting with the first day of classes'
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Note regarding the Any 15 and the Any 10 plans: only one meal consumed per
mealperiod isallowed. Forexample, twolunchesonthesamedayusingoneof these
meal plans is not permitted.
In addition to the selected meal plan, most resident studenb open a declining
balance account to supplement their needs beyond the scheduled meal periods.
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTTVITIES
The office of student Activities sponsors and coordinates campurwide extra-
curricular and co-curricular activities to enridr and enhance academic life and foster
a spirit of community. It is the central resource for information about activities,
organizations and campus-wide programming. [r addition, the office registers all
student-sponsored events. The sfudent Activities office grants recognition to
sfudent organizations, approves funding and space allocations, ensures organiza-
tional conformity to university policies, provide assistance for organization advi
sorsandawardstheToporganizationawards.TheorganizationsAdvisoryCouncil,
composed of sfudent leaders, works with student organizations to maintain their
recognition. It also plans programming on leadership education and offers re-
sources and assistance in organizational management. Campus Activities Board is
the programming unit for the office. student program coordinators are responsible
for developing educational, culfural and social, recreational events.
student Activities supervises all operations of the social Greek life advises
student media groups and is involved in other University-wide programming such
as college Bowl, christmas on Campus, Distinguished speakerJSeries and the Arts
Series. Student Activities sponsors educational forums on current issues;isual and
performing art programs, strnuner activities prograrns and entertainment in The
Pub. It produces weekly and monthly calendars which list campus evenb and
musical, dramatic, artistic and other public events in the community. The student
Activities office also coordinates sfudent activity postings on the "Flyemet" Infor-
mation Channel.
KENNEDY MEMORIAL TINION
- -The Kennedy Memorial Unior; centrally located on the campus, offers comfort-
able surroundings arrd a variety of servicesfor the University community. Lounges
provide free space for discussion, sfudyrng, and socializing. The unionoperates a
games room with bowling lanes, pool tables, and video games. The ground-floor
food court includes a pizzeria, a bakery, a delicatessen, a mini-sna& bar, and apub. A candy counter offers bulk candy, snack items, and check cashing. Three
automatic tellers, display cases, and vending machines are housed in the union, as
are sfudent offices for sfudent Govemment Association, Flyer Nmss, Daytonian,
WDC& OAC, Greek councils, and The Pub entertainment and a loungjfor the
Commuter studenb. other offices in the Union are those of the Afo Series,
lgntinuing Education, KU Food Service, and the Wagon-Lits Travel Ag*cy.Meeting r@ms, a ballroom, and a theatre are available for use. Numerous and
varied cultural, educational, social, and recreational activities are presented in the
urign regula1ly. Amorrg the continuing programs are recitals ind concerts by
sfudents and faculty, theatrical productions, and dance ensemble concerts.
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STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
During the academic year, the student Health center, in Gosiger Hall, is staffed
24 hours i day, seven days a week, to provide a broad range of medical services to
studenb. A full-time physician is available for consultation every weekday. The
Health Center maintains a large stock of commonly used medicines, disPmsl,ng
these to patients by order of the physician. The Health Center In-firmary provides
facilitieslor bed care for students too ill to take care of themselves but not requiring
hospitalizatiory and for isolation of patients with certain communicable diseases.
COUNSELING CENTER
The main purpose of the Counseling Center is to assist students in self-
development,inciuding career planning, personal adjustment-and social skills
building. All students in need of objective insights or merely "a listening ear'are
encouriged to make use of the Center's services. No student's concem is too minor
to exploL. This is usually accomplished through one-to'one counseling, though
there are opportunities for group interaction on certain topics and ouheach
ptogrum in! for student, faculty, and staff $oups. The Center also provides
career and personality testing services.
Because counseling often involves sensitive personal matters, discussions
between counselors and studenb are strictly confidential. An exception occurs
when students who have life-threatening problems are required to receive
psychiatric evaluation and/or counseling. such problenrs,may include but
are not limited to suicide attempts, chemical dependency, anorexia nervosa,bulimia
nervosa, and psychotic behavi,or. The university and the sfudent may enter into a
contract to esiablish conditions regarding required beatment. The student may
decide to use the services offered by the University or to receive treatment else'
where. In the latter case, periodic review by the university is required to confirm
that contract conditions aie met. For the welfare of the student, problems warrant-
ing treatment more intensive than the University can offer may require temPoratry
mEdical withdrawal from the University. The student may be readmitted to the
University upon acceptable completion of contract conditions. In life-threatening
circumstances, the University assumes the position that the Parents or Sgardians of
the studentshould be notified, and itwill initiatesuchnotification if the studenthas
not done so within an appropriate time or refuses to do so. Life threatening
problems involving minoistudlnts are cause for immediate notification of parents
or guardians.
l one.time counseling fee charged to all matriculating undergraduate students
covers thecostof servicesby theCounselingCenterwhile theyare attheUniversity'
Graduate and nonmatriculated undergraduate sfudents pay nominal dtalSes on 1
fee.for-service basis. The Center is accredited by the Intemational Association of
Counseling Services, lnc.
CRTTICAL ISSUES EDUCATION
The Office of Critical Issues Education coordinates educational efforts on the
topics of alcohol, relationships and sexuality. Critical Issues Educationis a Program
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that seeks to educate studenb about some of their most basic life experiences,
decisions and developmental processes. Unique to the University of Dayton is that
the traditional "alcohol and other drug prevention office" or a health education
program no longerexists. rnstead, theprogram combines all ofthe issues ofalcohol
and other drug use, sexuality, relationships, gender issues, communication, self
esteem, and peer pressure together in all of its prograrns.
Critical Issues Education includes the sexual assualtprevention program; a peer
education program called srART (studenb Talking About Real ropics); an educa-
tional theater (Theater and rhought); the critical issues committees on ArDS
awareness, relationships issues, and alcohol and other drug prwention; a major
speakers series; and visual education projecb. The Coordinator of Critical Issues
Education collaborates with other areas of the University community to program
critical issues topics.
SERVICES FOR DIVERSE STUDENT POPULATIONS
The University of Dayton is committed to creating an environment that cel-
ebrates cultural diversity while focusing on the Marianist philosophy of service,
leadership and community. Under the guidance of an Associate Dean of students,
the division of student Development provides facilities and services to support
African-American students and Latin-American students. This support often as-
sumes the form of special programming that reflects the cultural heritages of these
populations, as well as supplemental counseling and advising. The Diverse student
Populations staff works closely with academic deans, facultyind other administra-
tive offices to provide a nurturing community thatpromotes a better understanding
of racial,/culfural understanding.
LEARNING ASSISTANCE CENTER
The Leaming Assistance Center offers three courses-{ritical Reading and
Study skills, Developmental Mathematics, and Developmental writing-andbther
seryices to accommodate both the academic and the personal development of each
student and to provide all students an opportunity to enjoy their maximum
academic success. (See also DEV, Chapter X.)
Tutorial services offers individualized tutoring, available to all uD studenb, in
anyundergraduatecourse. Academic assistance on a drop-inbasisis availablefrom
thewrite Place for anykind of writingprojectortheMathplaceformathematics in
any subject. There is no charge for any of these services.
NEW STUDENT ORTENTATION
Each year new undergraduate sfudents arrive a few days before the opening of
the academic year to participate in the New student orientation lrrogram. ts
purpose is to familiarize sfudents with the c.unpus and to assist them in their
hansition to student life by providing a variety of academic and social functions.
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PUBLIC SAFETY
The office of Public safety is the recognized, lawftrl, professional police agency
on all University property. ie oUlectivels to make the University-a comfortable,
efficient, and ruf" pUi". fhu Univbrsity of Dayton Public Safety staff are dedicated
to the preservation of freedom of movement and communication without the
fear of property loss or personal i^jrry. Those in need of emergency-assistance
or ambirlance iervice sno.la cal 9i1 on camPus or the Office of Public Safety
at?29-2721'
PARKING
Campus parking facilities are limited. commuting students 
-are 
iss.ugd Pe{nilts
to park in f6ts 51 ;d 52. Parking permils will be issued to residence hall students
on a sPACE AVAILABLE, first-c-ome, first-served basis to those who can validate
a special need. Studenb with off-campus jobs must Present a letter of emplgnnent
oncompany letterhead. Otherswillbeplacedonawaitinglistuponrequest. Drivers
with unusual problems will be given special consideration.
In Campus'South, the Garden Apartnenb, and uD houses, one parking permit
per apartrient/house will be allocated. In the event additiorral parking permits
f*oti* available due to under-utilization, these permits will be issued on a first-
come, first-served basis. Permits are issued through the department's division of
Parking Services located in Gosiger Hall,2nd floor.
STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARDS
At the beginning of the school year, all students must secure his/her student
identificatioi (ID) Jard known as the One Card. Students are encouraged to carry
the One Card at ail times as it is not only necessary to obtain numerous University
services, but it is the official ID source when asked to be presented to authorized
University faculty, staff and Public Safety members.
The de Card is issued and administered by the Department of Food Services.
If a student withdraws from the university during the academic year, the one
Card should be retumed to the Office of Student Development'
STUDENT HANDBOOK
Each student at the University of Dayton is responsible for knowing and
observine the policies, reSulations, and procedures contained in the official student
handbooi. This publicati"on provides much useful information on such subjects as
University serviies, student 6rganizations, student publications, and intercollegiate
and intramural sports schedules.
student handbooks are available at the opming of the fall term in University
housing, the McGinnis Center, and the Kennedy Union.
CAMPUS MINISTRY
Campus Ministry seeks to lead the University in fostering an active faith com-
munity among its members. This faith is manifested in personal and communal
devodon to Gid, especially as revealed in Jesus Chrisf in common worship; in the
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growing awareness of religiousvalues and response to issues of social justice; and
in service to the community and the Church.
In order to realize this goal, Campus Ministry, in cooperation with other
segments of the University, provides a number of services to ail who are part of the
u- niversity community. It provides opportunities for prayer, for the celebration of
the sacraments, for retreat experiences, and for pastbrai counseling. It sponsors
events, classes, and seminars that concem the deepenhg of faith, the-awareness of
sociel justice issues, and opp,ortunities for mi*itry-with special emphasis on
student-to-student ministry. It coordinates the efforb of m&e than two dozen
sfudent organizations that.offer op_porfunities for service to the local community
and bey-ond. Though specifically Roman Catholic, it cooperates with and helps
foster other religious groups on campus.
ATHLETICS
_ 
M*y- people throughout the country have come to know the Universi$r of
Oaytgn tlr9ugh the accomplishments of ib intercollegiate athletic teams. Participa-
tion in athletics is part of the educational development the university offers all
students. There are seven men's intercollegiate spore: football, soccei and cross
country in the fall; basketball in the winter; andbaseball, golf and tennis in the
spring.There 3re nine nromen's intercollegiate sports: volleyball, soccer and cross
country in the fall; basketball and indoor track in the winter; and softball, golf, tennis
and outdoortrackinthespring. Cheerleadingtryoub, opento allstudenL, areheld
each year.
- 
Any athlete'male or female.who anticipates trying out for any varsity sport must
submit a complete physical and medical history, iigned by a ddtor, before he or she
T3l-pgti.ipate in any tryouts, and must be certified through the NCAA Initial-Eligibility Clearinghouse.
INTRAMURAL AND RECREATIONAL SPORTS
. 
Tlq Recreational Sports Department provides a variety of intramural activitiesin which .rnyone can find exercise surrounded by a unique spirit of fun and
-competition. Activities include softball, football, indoor soccir, volleyball, basket-b.aff, tenma racquetball and lany others. All studenb are invited to participate;
ability is not important- just the desire toplay. The Inhamural office ii located on
the second floor of the Physical Activities Cienier and studenb are invited to stop in
at any time.
The Thomas f. Frericks Center,/Physical Activities center houses intramural
competitiory informal recreationand sports clubs. InsidethepACis a 2lyardpool,
handball, ra-cquetball, and squash courts, men's and women's carpeied locker
rooms, weight r@Ills, one tennis court, and three basketball courts sturounded bv
a 1/9 mile track. A student lounge overlooks both the collins Gymnasium ani
Lackner Natatorium. The PAC is connected to the Thomas I. Frericks Athletic and
Convocation Center where there are an additional free weight room, four basketball
and_volleyball courb, a multi-use room, and a modem co-nditioning center.
. 
one of thequickly developing features of the Recreational sporb-Departrnent is
the sports Club Pro_gr1m. Currently, there are seventeen ricognize^d clubs on
campw. Thesports Club Programoffers students theopportunity-toparticipate on
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a competitive level, while at the same time leaming and developing new skills.
Anyoneinterestedinjoiningasportduborshrtinganewoneisencouragedtocome
in and speak with the Sports Club cooldinator.
Stud6nts are permitted to use the University's recreational facilities whenever
they are not beiirg used for organized Prograrns such as classes, intercollegiate
oratfices or eamel, intramurafsports and special events. Schedules conceming
iree play hoius and scheduled ivents mayi be secured from the Recreational
Sports office.
CAREER PLACEMENT CENTER
The services of the Career Placement center, available to seniors, graduate
sfudenb, and alumni seeking career positions in business, industry, and govern-
ment include the following:
1. personal employmerit guidance on resrune writing interviewing and job
search strategies
2. Literature describing opportunities with employers
3. A listing of currmt job oPenings
4, Direct referral of alumni and alumni data networks
5. Campus interviewsbyrepresmtatives of brrsiness, indusfy, and govemment.
These interviews are conducted from October through Mardr; they are announced
in a monthly calendar which can be obtained in the Career Placement Center in the
Caldwell Sbeet Center.
Part-time and summer employment are the responsibility of the Student Em-
ployment Coordinator, Room216, Powerhowe. Teicher placement is handled by
'the'Teacher Placement Office, School of Education.
COMMUTER STUDENT SERVICES
Commuter student services provides an essential aspect to the University of
Davtoncampus. Commuter stud-ents knowledge andprideof the Dayton area help
male out-ofltown students feel more comfortable and at home while at the Univer-
sitv. An on-campus lounge for commuter sfudenb is located in Kennedy Union and
is irsea for study, relaxition, and meeting friends. A telephone, microwave, and
refrieerator are provided for the convenience of commuter students'
Tf,e advisor tb the commuterstudentsprovidesservices and facilities to meetthe
educational, developmental and physicil needs of these students and maintains
contact with the acidemic and nonicademic areas of the University to increase
understanding of these specific needs.
DISABLED STUDENT SERVICES
Disabled Sfudent Services provides assistance and counseling for prospective
and enrolled students with p'hysical or leaming disabilities. It assisb with the
identification of special neddi and the coordination of spe-cial services and
."t"t"a aspects of'campus adjustment. All physically and leaming-lp"Fl"{
st"ae"tr 
":',.1"iring 
assistince are encouraged to cohtact the coordinator of Disabled
Student Services.
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m Admission
Each application for admission to the university orDaytonis considered indi-
vidually. ii1e Admission Committee reviews the academic adrievement, aptitu{e,
and interestof every applicantwith tlie goal of admitting students who possess the
intellectual ability and the motivation to profit best from their attendance at the
University of Dayton.
APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
All applications for admission mustbe submitted to the director of admission on
forms suiplied by the University of Dayton. Appli-canb are dncouraged to submit
applications eady in the senior year of highsdrool.
''The 
applicanimust also prelent an official transcriptof courses 
"$ g14q -i"
secondaffschool and the results of either the Scholastic. Assessment Test (SAT-I),
the college Entrance Examination Board (CEEB) or the Anrerican College Test
(ACT). AnypersonwhosenativelanguageisnotEnglishmustsubmitanacceptable
icoreinth6festof Englishas a ForeignLanguage (IOEFL). Exceptionstothispolicy
may be made for students whose education has been in schools where Engligh is the
principal language of instruction.
- 
Ad-mission is 6ased on the total information submitd by the applicant in his or
her behalf. It is the applicant's responsibility to see that complete information has
been provided to the director of admission.
When submitting the completed application to the high school counselor or
principal for the indwion of the banscript, the applicant should attach a dreck or
honey order for $30.00 payable to the University of Dayton. This application fee is
nonrefundable.
CONSIDERATIONS FOR ADMISSION
The applicant musthave graduated from a high school accredited by a regional
accreditiiri; agency or by a sLte deparhnent of education and have a total record
indicating a titetilrooa of success afthe University of Dayton. The General Educa-
tion Dev6bpment (GED) certificate is also recognized for consideration by the
admission committee.
The quality of the academic record is shown by the applicanfs grades, standing
in class,ind silection of courses. Although no set pattem of courses is required for
admissiory a well prepared candidate will have had from 1.5 to 18 unib in EnSlish,
social sciences, mathematics, foreign language and laboratory science. Those
who plan to major in one of the natural sciences, mathematics, computer science,
business administration or engineering will find a strong mathematics background
mosthelpful.
Additional indicators of academic aptitude are scores received on the Sctrolastic
Assessment Test (SAT-I), the American College Test (ACQ, and, when applicable,
the Test of English as a Foreign Language (IOEFL).
The admiJ,sion committee is vLry interested in the applicanfs personal
traits and record as a school citizen. The recommendation of the high school
guidance counselor concerning ability, motivation and character is carefully re-
viewed by the admission committee.
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Each applicant is encouraged to visit the campw for an interview with an
admission counselor. A visit also will provide an opportunity to see the campus and
ask questions of the students and faculty.
ENTRANCE I.]NIT RECOMMENDATIONS
Numbers represent acadernic units (years) of recommended high sctrool preparation.
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Business (all majon) 4 I 1 1 1 8
Engineering (all majors) 4 I 1 1 1 1 L 6
Engineering Tedrnology (all majors) 4 I 1 T 9
Education + 1 1 L 1 I 7
Dietetics, Nutritioo Exercise Science
& Fitness Mgt. 4 I 1 I 1 1 L 1 6
Exercise Science & Pre'Physical Therapy 4 1 t 1 I 1 1 L 5
American Studies, Art History
Communication, Criminal Justice Studies,
Economics, English, Fine Arts,
Foreign Languages, History Music,
Music Therapn Philosophn Photographn
Political Science, Psydrology,
Religious Studies, Sociology, Theatre,
Visual Comnunication Design, Undeclared 4 2 1 I 1 1 6
Biodtemistry, Biology, Chemistry,
Environmental Biology, Nuclear Medicine
Tedmology, Pre-Dentistry,
Pre-Medicine 4 2 1 1 1 L 1 I 1, 3
Computer Science, Mathematics,
Physical Science, Physics, Exercise Science 4 2 I 1 1 I I 1 4
Computer Information Systems 4 2 1 L 1 1 1 5
Geology, Environmental Geology 4 2 1 I 1 L 1 3
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TRANSFER STUDENTS
Students from accredited institutions may be considered for transfer to the
University of Dayton provided they are in good standing socially and academically
(at least aC aveiagi2.O cumulative grade point average).
Transfer studentswillbe considered for admission after theyhave followed the
regular admission procedure. They must also submit official hanscripb from all
it ititoUons previously attended. It is not necessary for a tranfrferap-plicant to receive
a guidance'counselor-'s recommendation to be accepted. The Colll8e of Arts and
Scienceshas seta fall transfer application deadlineof August 1. Studentswhoapply
to the College after that date will still be considered, but course sections may be
closed, transfer evaluations delayed and financial aid limited.
A student with transfer credit from a two-year institution will be required to have
atleast54 semester hours from a four-year institution for anybaccalaureate degree.
A transfer student is considered for a deglee only if the last 30 semester hours have
been taken on the University of Dayton camPrffi and other requirements for
graduation have bem met.
sAT or ACT test resulb are required only of transfer applicants under 21 years
of age.
VETERANS
All departments at the University have been ryPr919d b]' the State A3frgving
Agency for Veterans'Training. The Veterans Affairs Office is located in St. Mary'_s
201 anil will assist in processing the necessary forms for educational benefits. Each
semester the Veterans schedule Form must be submitted and any changes in
program be reported in writing. Failure to fo-llow this proc$ur9 may result in
canlelation of tenefits by the V.A. For the conditions for good academic standing
see 
,,Academic standing," Chapter v. If a veteran on probation fails to acquire the
required cumulative gridepoint average at the end of the veteran's next full-time
term, the benefits from the V.A. cease.
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
Undergraduatesfudentswho arenotUnitedStatescitizensorpermanentresidenb
of theUnitedShtesareocpectedtosubmitintemationalstudentadmissionapplication
forms. Theyneed to folloi thegeneral admissionsproce-dureoutlinedaboveand the
specific pr&edures outlined lrlt}re Cuide to Admissions for lnternational Studmts.The
afpticaritwnosenativelanguageisnotEnglishmustdemonstrateascoreof 500 to525,
deirendinguponthemajorheld,ontheTestofEnglishasaForeigr,r IanguagecIoEFL).
Eiceptiori tb this polii, may be made for students whose education has been in
schools where English is the principal language of instruction.
A student ,roibte to demonstrate an acieptable TOEFL score at the time of
application may wish to apply for admission-conditionally, Sych a student will
rioi-uUy Uu 
"xpected 
to attend bne of the special intensive English programs offered
in the United States and demonstrate an idequate TOEFL score upon completion.
International student applicants must present their academic credentials in
official English translation-along with their transcripb.il the original language.
The appt&nt must also presen-t certification of financial resources available to
support an education at the University of Dayton.
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other pertinent information may be obtained from the director of Intema-
tional Services.
PROGRAMS FOR SELECT AT-RTSK STUDENTS
The University has planned academic support programs for a limited number of
shrdents who are judged to need special support to bi successful at the university
of Dayton.
some students are conditionally accepted to the University and are required to
successfully complete the Summer Trial Enrollment prograrn-(STEp) in order to be
accepted for,the fall term. These students take two speciilly selected courses in the
sununer and qe required to participate in academic support sessions. successful
completion of the summer program includes grades of e-or better in each course.
students admitted to this program are selected by the admission committee.
some students are reqrrited by the university for their special talents in the
performing and visual arts and in athletics. when ihee studenb are judged to need
academic support, they are required to complete a summer program of tvio specially
selected courses and academic support sessions and/or participate throughout the
year in a University academic enhancement program.
ADVANCED STANDING BY EXAMINATION
ADVANCED PLACEMENT (AP)
. 
The University accepts the advanced placement program offered to secondary
lchools ulder the lusplces of the Advanced Placement committee of the CollegeEntrance Examination Board.
- 
The uniwersity will give not only advanced placement, but also credit to stu-
dents enrolled-in the program, if such studenb have taken the tesb provided and
scheduled by the.College Entrance Examination Board and have received appropri-
ate scores from the Educational Testing Service.
studelts wishing to receive advanced placement under this program are to
aqange that tet scores be sent to the University of Dayton Ap Coordinator.
Advanced standing with credit in appropriate subject areagis awarded as follows:
For a score of S-two terms of advanced standing with credit(In Calculus AB, Chemistry, Computer Science, Govemment and politics,
Macroeconomics, Microeconomics, and Psychology only one term of ad-
vanced standing with credit is awarded.)
For a score of4--one term of advanced standing with credit
For a score of 3--one term of advanced standing with credit is awarded
in the following: Chemisky, Computer ftience physics B and C-part I and
Part II, and Psychology.
scores below 3 do not entitle the applicant to either credit or advanced standing.
CoLLEGE-LEVEL EXAMINATION PROGRAM (CLEP)
The_university of Dayton cooperates with the College Level Examination pro-
gram (CLEP) of the College Enhance Examination Board (CEEB). Academic credit
is available to students who achieve scores of 480 or above on any of the four
acceptable areas of the General Examinations as indicated below:
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English-no credit
Mathematics-maximum of 3 semester hours of credit
Nafural Sciences-maximum of 7 semester hours of credit
Social Sciences and History-maximum of 5 semester hours of credit
Humanities-maximum of 5 semester hours of credit
Academic credit is also available to sfudents who achieve scores above a
specified minimum on certain subject examinations. Since not all subjectexamina-
tions are acceptable and some subject examinations require the Free Response
(essay) section, it is advisable to consult the University coordinator for AP
and CLEP.
HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARS
The University of Dayton participates in the program established by Qhio
Senate Bill 140, which allows high school juniors and seniors to enroll in college
courses while still enrolled in high school. This program is also known as the Post-
secondary Enrollment Options Proglam. It is selective and limited to a specific
number of students. Interested students must submit applications for the High
Schoot Scholars program. These applications are available in the Office of Admis-
sion or in high school guidance offices of Dayton-area high schools.

IV Financial Information
GENERAL POLICY
The tuitionand feecharges of the Universityareset atthe minimumpermissible
for financially responsible operation, and in general these charges are less than the
actual cosb incurred. Gifb and grants received through the generosity of industry,
friends, and alumni he$ to bridge the difference between income and costs. The
trustees of the University reserve the right to change the regulations conceming the
adjustnent of tuition and fees at any time the need arises and to make whatever
change in the curricula they may deem advisable.
Payment of tuition, fees, room, and board is due at the time of final registration
for the term or h accordance with current deferred Payment terms. All checks
should be made payable to the UNTVERSITY OF DAYTON. The student's name
and social security number should be shown on the face of each check to insure
proper credit.
An assessment of $25.00 will be made for payment of tuition and fees by a
bad che& or for any other retumed check from any area at the University. This
assessment is made eadt time a check is dishonored.
Registration for a new term, transcripb of credit, and honors of graduation may
be permitted only for students whose financial University records are clear.
TINDERGRADUATE TUITION AND FEES
AUGUST 1996 THROUGHJULY 1997
Fees Payable One Time
Application fee, payable once, upon application... $30.00
Application Fee, intemational students 30.00
Counseling Center fee, payable once, at entrance .................. 90.00
Orientation fee, payable once, first-year resident studenb only.... 85.00
Orientation fee, payable once, first-year commuter sfudenb only..'.......... n.00
Miscellaneous deposit (refundable after graduation or dropout) 50.00
Tuition Charges in Terms I and II
Full-time undergraduate student (12-17 semester hours), per term. $5,585.00
Each semester hour over limitations stated above 439.00
Three.fourths-time undergraduate student (&11 semester hours),
per term....... 4'940.00
Part-time undergraduate student (1-7 semester hours),
per semester hour .............. 439.OO
Audit course, per semester hour 22O.OO
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Basic University Fee, Terms I and II
Full-time and 3/4-time student (8 or more semester hours), per term .... $235.00
Part-time student (1-7 semester hours), per term 25.00
Laboratory Fees, Terms I and II
Laboratory fee, per laboratory clock hour as listed in composite,p  r r  rst ct
(not to exceed $250.00 per term; not applicable to engineering
and engineering technology students)
gineering surcharge fee (inc
technology students, each term
Engine ri orporating laboratory drarges)
full-time and 3/rt-time engineering and engineering
$ s0.00
455.00
110.00
80.00
190.00
Course Fees, Terms I and II
Fees are listed with the course names and times in each term's
course composite. Following are some examples of the types
of courses for which there are special course fees.
Studio fee for certain courses in art, design, and photography......... $20.00-50.00
Physical Education (scuba diving, skiing, etc.) ............... variable
Music fees 40.00-210.00
Certain courses in theatre. 5.0&35.00
Student teacher fees:
Elementary or secondary education
Special education or special arrangements
Concurrmt registration
Elementary and secondaryblock fees for specified
courses-percoruse 50.00
Tuition and Fees, Term III
Tuition per semester hour . ............ $439.00
Basic University fee 25.00
Laboratory and course fees-Same as in Terms I and II but no sur-
charge for engineering; laboratory fees will be charged per dock hour.
Other Charges
Late registration service charge:
Full-time and 3/4-time studenb-25.00 per week to a maximum of ... 75.00
Part-time and summer students-15.O0 per week to a maximum of ... 45.00
Credit by examination, per semester hour ............. 25.00
CLEP per credit hour 25.00
Graduation fee, undergraduate students 75.0A
Books and supplies........ variable
Transcript of credib, first copy of order.,............. 2.00
Each additional copy of same order ............ 1.00
Co-op student fee, per work term.............. 65.00
Finance charge-l% monthly on ending balance if total amount due is not paid by
the last bwiness day of the month.
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FULL-TIME AND 3 / A-TTME STUDENTS
A student with an academic sdredule of at least L2 semester hours is considered
a firll-time student. A student with an academic schedule of &11 semester hours is
considered a 3/4time student. With this status and uponpaymentof thetuition and
applicable fee, the student is entitled to the benefib of the various activities and
sfudent services as avaitrable.
PART-TME STUDENTS
A student with an academic schedule of fewer than 8 semester hours is consid-
ered a part-time student. (Consult the Student Handbook for benefits, seruices,
and activities.)
SPECIAL STUDENTS
Special studenb and nonmatriculated students are subject to the various ex-
penses outlined above for full-time, 3/*time, or part-time studenb.
CANCELLATION AND REFUNDS
If registrationiscancelledbeforethefirstdayof classes,fullrefundswillbemade,
with the exception of admission deposib.
Cancellation must be in writing on the proper form, the withdrawal or "dropt"
form. For nonlocal studenb a letter to the appropriate dean may be used as
notification of cancellation. Studenb who do not attend classes and do not officially
completewithdrawalprocedures duringthecancellationperiodwillberesponsible
for the full amount of the applicable tuition and fees.
During the four-week cancellation period for the first and second terms, tuition
and housing credib will be givm according to the following schedule:
During first week of dasses.............. ffi"/"
During second week of dasses .................. 60%
During third week of classes .. 40Yo
During fourth week of classes................... 2,5%
During or after fifth week of classes 0%
(Ihe 1st week starb on the fust day of a term; the 2nd week begins
7 days later etc.)
Special course fees are fully refundable through the Friday of the first full
calendar week of the term and not refundable thereafter.
Laboratory fees are ftrlly refundable through the Friday of the first full calendar
week of the term and refundable on the same sdredule as tuition thereafter. '
During the two.week cancelliation period for eadr six-week session of the split
third term, tuition and housing sedits will be givm according to the following
schedule:
During first week of classes ............. 65o/o
During second week of classes .................. fio/o
During or after third week of dasses 0o/o
Cancellations for a full third term course have a four week cancellation period
and will be on the same schedule as cancellations for the first and second terms.
Financial adjustnents for tuition are based on the date the drop (withdrawal)
form is finalized in registration.
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Financial adjustnents for housing are based on the date of checkout from
housing, if applicable.
In a summer term, special course fees are fully refundable through the firstthree
days of the term and not refundable thereafter.
Lr a summer term, laboratory fees are fully refundable through the first three
days of the term and refundable on the same schedule as tuition fhereafter.
Special rules apply for first-time attendees who withdraw and receive Title IV
funds. Please contact the Office of Financial Aid if additional information is needed.
After classes havebegun, the University fee for student activities is not refund-
able. All tuition refund requesb and appeals must be in writing and directed to the
attention of Nanry V. Graft, Bursar.
Studentssuspended/dismissedfromtheuniversityorfromuniversityresidence
facilities as a result of disciplinary action, are not eligible for any refund of tuition
and fees or room and board charges under the University's Cancellation and Refund
policy. Exceptions to this position will be made to comply with refund requirements
lceled as long as the student is enrolled at the University.
Those studeits dropping all courses and checking out of housing during the first
uweeks of schoolwillbeauthorized refunds as stated aboveunder "Cancellation
. 
of federal financial aid programs.
RESIDENCE FACILITIES POLICY
Each unmarried first-year student under 21 years of age, not living at home in the
Dayton area, is required to live in a residence hall. Each unmarried second-year
student under2L years of age, not living at home in the Dayton area, is required to
live in one of the University Housing options.
Each student applying for a residence hall room must complete a residential
living contract card with the Residential Services office. The contract covers both the
fall and winter terms of the academic year. Once a contract is signed, it may not be
cancel i .
four  hool ill be auth  
and Refunds."
All studenb living in housing facilities are required to observe University
plationsingeneralaswellasthespecificregulationsof eachfacility, andtheywillregul ti s in general aswell as thespecificregulations of 
be held responsible for any damage done through their own negligen,
structure in which they are housed. The same conditions shall also hold for
or damage to the University grounds, fixfures, furnishings, or other property
provided by the University for use by the students.
i
r li ce to the
rany loss
Double Triple$1,160.00...... $1,000.001,160.00......... NA
Sfudents may reside in their rootns, suites, apartrnents or houses without
additional charge {rrying Thanksgiving and Easter vacations. All University
residences are closed during the Chrisknas vacation period and during the Spring-
term break.
ROOM AND BOARD, PER TERM, TERMS I AND II
AUGUST 1.996 THROUGH MAY T997
Housing Facilities
Residerice Halls
Marycrest Complex ......
Stuar:t Hall
Founders Hall ................
Single
$1,s90.00
1,590.00
1,590.00
Qampus South apartments .................
1,150.00 .........
1,400.00 per
NA
Lampus partments .............  occupant
9f{"1 apartmeirts....:....;.:.........:.:..:.................... l;4qq.qq irer occuirant\Jarqen arBnents.  l,4uu.uu per p
Yi.gl"u_W.Kettering Residence Hall .............. 1i?7J).AO fer occufantResidential properties 1,,370.00 fer occuirant
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Food Service
All studenb living in residence halls must have one of the following:
Five-day meal service (Monday-Friday-15 meals) $1,055.00
or
Any 15 meals per week............. $1,175.00
Any 10 meals per week $ 975.00
The Declining Balance Option is available for ala carte dining as a supplement to
other plans.
Noh-residerrt studenb may purchase meal tickets, make deposits for declining
balance cards, or make their own daily arrangements. (The Food Court in Kennedy
Union is available on weekends.)
SPECIAL PAYMENT PLANS
For those who prefer to budget annual school cosb out of monthly incomg the
following are some of the options:
Credit Cards- Payment for any University charges may be made by MasterCard,
Visa, and/or Discover within the credit limits for those cards.
University of DaytonDeferredPlaa 
-InTerms I and II a student maypay eadr term'sfees in five installments. An interest charge is assessed monthly on the unpaid
balance after the start of each term. A one.time signed Credit Account Agreement
is required.
Privately Sponsored Altematives 
-
Educational Line of Credit Knight Tuition Payment Plans
Educational Financial Group 855 Boylston Street
57 Regional Drive Boston, MA 02116
Concord, NH 03301 1,300-2?54783
1-800-25&3640
P.L.A.T.O. Educational Loan Manufacfurers Hanover Payment Plans
205 Van Buren Sbeet, Suite 200 57 Regional Drive
Herndon, VA?2070 Concord, NH 03301-9845
1,-800-767-5626 1,-800-343-0911
TERI Supplemental Loan Academic Management Services
330 Stuart Street, Suite 500 50 Vision Boulevard
BostoryMA 0217G5237 PO Box 14508
1-800-255-8374 East Providence, RI 0291&0608
1-800-535-0120
The Excel Loan
Nellie Mae, Inc. Tuition Line
50 Braintree Hill Park, Suite 300 National City Bank
Braintree, MA 02184 115 E. Third St.
1-800-634-9308 Dayton,OH454O2
1-800-35&0122
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EXPENSES
The University of Dayton operates on a "split third-term calendar." Tuition and
fees for full-time studenb during the 1994-95 academic year (fall and winter
terms) will total about $11,830.00 plus laboratory and/or special course fees where
lpplicable, Room and board on campus for this period would be approximately
$q)42O.OO,based on double room occupancy, a five-day meal ticket,^ahd a declin-
ing balance account for weekends. Books and supplies will cost approximately
$175 each term. In additiory the studentwill need funds to satisfy personal expenses
and extra meals on the weekends.
Expenses for commuting sfudents will include tuition, fees, supplies, and miscel-
laneous living costs. Transportation to and from the University as well as lunches
should be considered in the budget.
FINANCIAL AID POLICY
The University of Dayton desires to assist all qualified students who seek
financial assishnce in order to continue their education. Assistance based on
financial eligibility is available in the forms of nonrepayable grants, educational
loans and part-time employment A parent loan program and a University-
sponsored papnent plan are also available.
Eligibility for variow federal, state and University-sponsored financial aid is
determined by comparing the total cost of attending UD with a family's anticipated
ability to cover the expenses. Financial aid is considered supplemental to the
studenfs efforts and those of the family to meet the cost of attendance.
To assure an equitable distribution of financial aid resources, the standardized
financial need analysis provided by the Free Application for Federal Student Aid
(FAFSA) is used. The contribution expected of the student and his/her family is
determined after careful review of the family's income and other circumstances
which consider the family's financial situation. Signed copies of the student and
parent income tax retums with schedules must be on file in the Office of Scholar-
ships and Financial Aid before an award will be offered. All information provided
is carefully and confidentially reviewed.
The FAFSA forms are available in the Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid.
Students should mail completed forms to the federal processor and request that
the results be sent to the University of Dayton. Priority is given to students
whose completed applications are received by May 1. Financial aid is awarded
annuaUy. A new UD financial aid application and FAFSA must be submitted
each year.
ACADEMIC SCHOLARSHIPS FOR FIRST-YEAR STUDENTS
The Presidenfs Scholarship, the Dayton Area Scholarship, the Marianist Schol-
arship, the Deans' Awards, and the Leadership Awards were established to recog-
nize excellent high school achievement by incoming first-year studenb. Applicanb
receive consideration for thesescholarships on thebasis of (L) high school academic
performance; (2) SAT or ACT scores; (3) demonstrated service to school, conunu-
nity, and church; (4) proven leadership ability; and (5) citizenship. Each scholarship
is renewable for eight consecutive undergraduate terms provided the recipient
maintains the required cumulative grade-point average and participates in
University-sponsored extracurricular activities (other than social).
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Application Procedure
This procedure is to be followed in applying for these sdrolarships:
1. Between September 15 and December 30 of your senior year in high school,
request an application from the Office of Admission, University of Dayton.
Dayton, Ohio 45469. Complete the application and return it to the Office of
Scholarships and Financial Aid before ]anuary 15.
2. Arrange to take the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) or the American College
Test (ACT) no later than December. Indicate that your scores are to be sent to the
University of Dayton. Scores from earlier tests are also acceptable if your high
sdrool sends the reults.
All forms-the application and the recommendation section-should be com-
pleted as early as possible, but must be available to the University of Dayton
Scholarship Committee by January L5.
Each scholarship applicant will be notified by March 15 of the decisions of the
Scholarship Committee.
ACADEMC SCHOLARSHIPS FOR RETLIRNING STUDENTS
Students in full-time attendance who have completed at least 12 semester hours
on campus at the University of Dayton are eligible to apply for Upperdass Scholar-
ships, *hich have been established to reward upperclass students for outstanding
academic achievement and to recognize service to the University. Recipients are
selected on the basis of academic accomplishmenb, leadership, demonstrated
service to the University, and the strength of the recommendations of faculty and
staff members. Each year approximately 75 sfudenb are chosen to receive these
scholarships, which are awarded for a period of one academic year and range from
$500 to $2,000.
Application Procedure
Upperclass scholarship applications are available in the Office of Scholarships
and Financial Aid, Room 202, St. Mary's Hall, from fanuary 15 through March 15
each year.
The application and two recommendations must be received by March 15.
Each scholarship applicant will be notified by June 15 of the result of the
upperclass scholarship apptcation.
OTHER SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Athletic Schalarships: The University of Dayton offers sdrolarships in some men-s
and women's intercollegiate sPorts to sfudents who have demonstrated special
athletic and academic promise. Recommendations for scholarship awards are made
to the scholarship committee by the coach who has the reponsibility for adminis-
tering the particular sport. Correspondence should be directed to the head coach of
the sport in which the applicant is interested.
ROTC Scholarships: IJ.S. Army and Air Force scholarships can be used at The
University of Dayton Students can compete for 4-yt.,3-yr., and 2-yr. awards.
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Music and Art Schalarships: Music awards are awarded to both music majors and
nonmajors who distinguish themselves as outstanding performers. Visual art
scholarships are awarded to sfudents who demonstrate outstanding promise in
the visual arts and plan to pursue a degree in this field. Scholarships for musical
and visual art talents are determined by the faculties of the appropriate aca-
demic deparbnents.
Additional Scholarships Administered by The Unfuersity of Dayton: The University is
authorized to select students as nominees for scholarships offered by certain
corporations, business firms, service groups, and friends of the University.
APPLYING FOR NEED.BASED FINANCIAL AID
Application forms for grants, fuition reductions, loans, and employment may be
obtained from the Office of Scholarships and Financial Aid, University of Dayton,
Dayton, Ohio 45469. The following procedure must be completed each academic
year. Priority deadline is May 1.
1. Submit a University application to the Office of Scholarships and Finan-
cial Aid.
2. File a Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA). (Forms may be
obtained from thehigh school counselor or from the Universityof Dayton Office of
Scholarships and Financial Aid upon request.) Be sure to designate the University
of Dayton as the recipient of the financial analysis.
GRANTS
Federul PelI Grants: The Pell Grant Program makes funds available to eligible
undergraduate students attending post-high-school institutions. To apply, you
must complete a free application for federal student aid annually (You may
get this form from post-secondary educational institutions, high schools, and
public libraries.)
Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants: These federally supported,
University-administered grants are provided to undergraduate sfudents who have
financial need. Eligibility for the grant and the stipend is govemed by the rules and
regulations of the United States Department of Education. The student must also
receive assistance from certain other sources, in an amount at least as great as the
amount of the grant. The value of this grant ranges from $200 to $2,000 per year. The
completion of an annual free application for federal student aid assures the appli-
cant of consideration for this type of assistance.
Ohio lnstructional Grants: are intended to encourage Ohio residents to attend
institutions of higher education within the state of Ohio. Residents with annual
family incomes less than $28,000 are eligible to receive this type grant from the
state of Ohio for up to ten semesters of undergraduate enrollment at the University
of Dayton. They presently range from $612 to $3,750 for students at private colleges
and universities (such as the University of Dayton). Each recipient of the Ohio
Instructional Grant must (1) be a resident of Ohio, (2) be enrolled or accepted for
enrollmentas anundergraduatestudentin anOhio institutionof higher education,
(3) be making "appropriate progress" toward a bachelor's degree, and ( ) meet the
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financial guidelines established by the Ohio Student Aid Commision. Studenb
enrolled in courses of study leading to degrees in theology, religion, or other fields
of preparation for a religious profession are not eligible. An application packet may
be obtained from the high school counselor or the Office of Scholarships and
Financial Aid at the University of Dayton. To apply, complete the free application
for federal student aid annually.
Ohio StudentClaiceGrant: Ohioresidentswho meet the eligibilityrequirements are
eligible to receive this grant from the State of Ohio for up to ten semesters of full-
time, undergraduate enrollment at the University of Dayton. Students must com-
plete the Ohio Residency Form (provided by the University of Dayton) within 30
days after the first semester of enrollment to confirm eligibilifi renewal for the
remaining semesters is automatic for full time students. The family financial
situation is not a factor in this award.
Founder's Grants (University): The University of Dayton offers nonrepayable
grants to undergraduate students with demonstrated financial need. The
University assumes that the student will accept self-help in the form of loans and
school-year employment. The Founders Grant is intended to cover a portion of the
financial need. The free application for federal student aid is required annually for
consideration.
President'sGrarf:TheUniversityhasfunds availablewhich arereservedforstudents
in extreme or exceptional financial need. Although recipients are not required to
repay these grants, they should, when they achieve sufficient financial status, accept
the obligation of reimbursing the University so that other deserving students may
stay in school.
Kettering Granl: Graduates of Montgomery County (Ohio) high schools in the upper
40% of their graduating class who come to the University of Dayton as full-time
entering first-year students and who demonsbate financial need may be eligible for
the Kettering Grant.
Montgomery County Reduction: Graduates of Montgomery County (Ohio) high
schools who come to the University of Dayton as full-time entering first-year
studenb and who are not eligible for other forms of nonrepayable granb or
scholarships from federal, state, or University sources may be eligible for the
Montgomery County Reduction. The maximum Montgomery County Reduction is
15% of tuition per year and may be received for four years.
LOANS
FederalPqkinsloans areavailabletothoseapplicantswhohavedemonstratedneed.
The maximum loan for undergraduates is $3,000 per year of undergraduate work
and$15,000total. Therecipiententers therepaymentrycleninemonthsafterceasing
to carry at least half the normal full-time academic load. When the recipient enters
the repayment cycle, a five percent simple interest charge is included. Recipimts
who teach economically, emotionally, mentally, or physically handicapped
children may receive cancellations of the loan. Other cancellation privileges
are available.
Federal Staford lnans (formerly Guaranteed Student Loans) are made available to all
students. The maximum loan is $2,6?5 per year for the first year, $3,500 for the
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second year and $5,500 per year for the iunior and senior years. Repayment begins
six months after the recipient ceases to be enrolled at least half-time. During the
repayment period a variable interest rate, not to exceed 97o, is charged. Repayment
can be spread over a ten-year period.
FederalParentlaanforUndngraduate Students (PLUS) provides a source of financing
to all families regardless of the family income. All cedit-worthy parents of under-
graduate sfudents may borrow up to the cost of education minus financial aid per
academic year for each student attending an accredited college. Repayment begins
within sixty days after the disbursement of the check. During the repayment period
a variable interest rate, not to exceed 10%, is charged. In general, a lender will allow
a borrower at least five years, but not more than ten years, to repay a loan. Minimum
payrnents on the loan principle are $50 per month.
Emergency Loans are available to sfudents who encounter unexpected financial
problems during the year. No interest is charged on these loans, which are contin-
gent upon sufficient funds.
TUITION REDUCTIONS
The University of Dayton awards tuition reductions to qualified, full-time
undergraduate students in good standing. No student or family is eligible to benefit
from more than one of these reductions at the same time. The reductions are not
automatic. A student must complete an application each academic year in the Office
of Scholarships and Financial Aid. It is preferred that the student apply by May L
for the following academic year.
Sibling Reduction: A tuition reduction of $500.00 per year ($125.00 per term) is
available to families who are supporting two unrnarried dependents simulta-
neously at the University of Dayton. The recipient and the sibling must be athnding
as full-time (12 credit hours each semester) undergraduate studmts. The third
member of the same family and each additional member rn aftendance shall be
eligible for a50o/" reduction in tuition.
Employee Reductions: Unmarried dependent children and the spouses of full-time
employees, as well as the employees themselves, are eligible for tuition reductions
for undergraduate courses. Employees and spouses of administrative, profes-
sional, or faculty employees are also eligible for tuition reductions for graduate
coruses. Interested students should contact the Office of Human Resources to
complete necessary forms or to get further information regarding eligibility.
Senior Fellows: Students 60 years of age and over are eligible to apply to University
Continuing Education at the University of Dayton for remission of tuition.
EMPLOYMENT
The Federal Work-Study Program (federally supported) provides on-campus work
opportunities for full-time and 3/4-time students who demonstrate financial
need. Sudr a student may work up to 20 hours per week during the school term
and will receive payroll checks semi-montNy for these services. When possible,
a student will be employed by the University in a job related to his or her educa-
tional objectives.
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llnioersity EmploymentopportunitiesforstudentswhodonotqualifyfortheFederal
Work-Study Program are available through the Student Employment Office, Room
218, Powerhouse. Any interested student should complete an Application for
Employment and schedule an appoinknent with the Student Employment Coordi-
nator. Interviews should be scheduled as soon as the student knows what his or her
class schedule will be for the period of employment.
Cooperatiae Education ("the coop systern" ) allows students to altemate terms of on-
campus study and terms of off-campus work at jobs related to their academic
concentrations. Several departments at the University of Dayton participate. See
Chapter X, Cooperative Education.
ADDITIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
G.I.Bill:Tobeeligible forbenefitsunderthe G.I. Bill,anyveteranof theArmy, Navy,
Marine Corps, Air Force, or Coast Guard must have served continuously on active
duty for at least 181 days mding after January 31,7955, and have received an
honorable discharge. A veteran whose active duty was ended by a service'con-
nected disability need not meet the 181-day requirement. Persons still in the service
are eligible if they have had at least two years of active duty. Applications may be
obtained from any Veterans Administration Office or the Veterans'Affairs Office.
lunior G.I. Bill Educational opportunities are available to children of veterans who
died or were permanently and totally disabled in or as the result of service in the
Armed Forces of theUnited Statesduringspecified timeperiods. Applicationmust
be filed with the Veterans Administration by a parent or guardian.
ThE U.S, Army Education Wogram (Project NEad) is an opportunity to accumulate
academic credit from the University of Dayton while serving in the U.S. Atmy.
Whenthe tourof dutyis over, degreerequirements arecompleted at theUniversity.
Anyonewho meets theentrance requirements of the University of Dayton and who
isenlistingin theU.S.Armyiseligible.ApplicationblanksareavailableintheOffice
of Admission.
Vocational Rehabilitation: State vocational rehabilitation agencies arrange the train-
ing of handicapped persons for gainful employment Requesb for information on
rehabilitation services should be directed to theState Director, Vocational Rehabili-
tation Agency, the State Capitol.
The U.S. Army Resente Officers Training Corps (ROTC) program is offered on camPus
by the Departmentof Military Science. All students who complete thebasic course
(first and sophomore years) may enroll in the advanced course (junior and senior
years), leading to a reserye commission in the Army at the time of graduation.
During the advanced course, the studentwho has agreed to acceptthe commission
and serve two years' active duty receive $100 a monttr subsistence. For further
informatiory see MIL, Chapter M.
Ohio National Guard Tuition Grqrlt: The Ohio National Guard offers a tuition
grant to eligible members. This grant pays partial tuition for those members en-
rolled as full-time studenb. The grant is limited to undergraduate studies only.
For further information and application forms contact your local Ohio National
GuardArmory.

V Academic Regulations
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
All bachelor's degrees granted by the University of Dayton require a minimum
of 120 semesterhoursof creditwith a cumulative grade pointaverage of atleast2.0.
Specific requirements for the various degrees are listed under the schools
granting the degrees. See Chapters VI-X.
One year (thirty semester hours) of residence is a minimum requirement for any
bacheloy's degree.
The semester hour is the unit by which the University measures ib course work,
and the number of semester hours is determined by the number of hours a week in
class andthenumberofweeksinthesession.Onesemesterhourisassigned toaclass
which meets fifty minutes a week over the period of one term.
Students enrolled in the University as candidates for degrees should not take
courses at other colleges or universities without first obtaining written permission
from their respective deans. If the permission is granted, the dean will request
"transient status" for such sfudenb at designated instifutions. The University
reserves the rightnotto acceptcredits for such courseswhen this procedure has not
been followed.
The Bachelor of Science in Education may be awarded to holders of nonprofes-
sional degrees from the University of Dayton with the completion of a minimum of
thirty semester hours prescribed by the School of Education beyond the require.
ments of the nonprofessional degree. The Bachelor of Arb or Bachelor of Science
may be awarded to holders of professional degrees from the University of Dayton
upon the completion of the requiremenb for such degrees. Any studentwishing to
obtain a secondbachelor's degree may dosobycompletingtherequirements forthe
second degree as determined by the faculty of the college or school in which this
degree is offered.
Ordinarily a sfudentwho eamed a firstbachelor's degree or an associate degree
at another institution must complete six semester hours of philosophy and/or
religious studies at the University of Dayton. Sudr a student may be required to
complete the prescribed twelve semester hours of philosophy and/or religious
studies, if in the judgment of the dean, equivalent coursework had not been eamed
as a part of the program leading to the first degree.
All students following four-year prograrns are required to complete success-
fully the University requirements in basic skills and General Education as
explained below.
BASIC SKILLS REQIJIREMENTS
READING AND WRITING SKILLS
The University requirement in reading and writing skills is satisfied by the
completion of ENG 10L and ENG 102. Students whose verbal scores on the SAT or
ACT are sufficiently high to warrant placement in ENG 114 upon admission to the
University or whose acceptance into the University Honors Program places them in
ENG 198 satisfy the University requirement with those one-semester courses.
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Students who are placed in ENG 114 or ENG 198 do not receive credit for ENG 101
but are free to take elective course work in place of the waived first semester of
composition. Students whose verbal scores on the SAT or ACT do not meet
placement criteria for ENG 101 must enroll in a developmental writing course. (See
DEV Chapter X.) Students for whom English is a second language must take a
placement test administered by the Department of English. Particulars about the
first-year courses and testing procedures can be obtained from the chairperson or
the coordinator of composition, Deparbnent of English.
ORAL COMMTINICATION
TheUniversityrequirementin oralcommunicationskills is satisfiedby success-
ful completion of CMM 101. Some entering students may demonstrate sufficient
evidence of these skills and qualify to take a special waiver examination for the
course. Students desiring information on eligibility for the waiver examination
should inquire in the offices of their respective deans.
MATHEMATICAL SKILLS
All students at the University of Dayton are required to demonstrate a knowl-
edge of basic algebraic manipulations. Many studenb will satisfy this requirement
by taking the more advanced mathematics courses that their school, college, or
major programs require. Studenb whose programs would not otherwise require
them to take mathematics courses can satisfy the basic skills requirements in
mathematics with MTH 102. The requirement can also be satisfied by passing a
competency examination of the material covered in the MTH 102 course. Students
whose mathematical skills are weak may need some special assistance. The Leam-
ing Assistance Center (see Chapter II; see also DEV, Chapter X), can provide help in
such instances.
GENERAL EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS
Within the context of the University's Catholic and Marianist educational phi-
losophy, the General Education requirements are central to the full intellectual,
social, moral and spiritual development of every student. The purpose of these
requirements is to makestudenb awareof thediversityof intellectual thoughtand
theory represented by the sciences, the humanities, and the social sciences. Further,
the General Education cornponent of the undergraduate curiculum offers the
student an opportunity to integrate and evaluate information from variow disci-
plines and thus enhance the study of a specific profession, field or major. These
requirements, are integral to the UniversitS/s goal of preparing students for a life of
leadership and service, of helping students to grow not only in knowledge, skills,
and professional competence, but also as morallyresponsible decision makers who
are aware of the needs of the global community.
DOMAINS OF KNOWLEDGE
To achieve these goals, the University requires the completion of General
Education courses in five domains of knowledge.
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Arts Studyt The experience of generations confirms that life is enriched immeasur-
ably by experiencing the world through the arts. Every student should develop
some understandingof the importance of this experience and must take one course
in the arb and/or language as a means of aesthetic and/or culfural expression.
Performing or production courses do not fulfill this requirement.
Historical Study: A person with a knowledge of history can relate ideas and events
to one another within a context understood by the community of educated men and
women. Therefore, every student at University of Dayton must take two history
coruses. One of those courses, History 101, History 102 or History 198, will be
taken as part of the Humanities Base.
Philosoplty and Religious Studies: As a Catholic and Marianist institution of learning,
the University regards religrous studies and philosophy as serving a special func-
tion. Students should have an opportunity to deepen their knowledge of the
religious and philosophical traditions that shape their shared heritage. Study of
these aleas, especially when conducted through interdisciplinary coutses, can also
help students integrate their knowledge of the themes and institutions of societies
through the ages. Since every student should be encouraged to go beyond the
introductory level in either or both of these areas, every student must take four
courses in religious studies and philosophy. Philosophy 103 and Religious Studies
103 are required as part of the Humanities Base.
Pltysiul and Life Sciences; The physical and life sciences and technology have
affected the quality of life in every age, but never more than in the present. The
potmtialof scienceandtechnologyforbothgoodandevilwillundoubtedlyincrease
in the fufure. It is essential, therefore, that educated citizens understand the methods
of science and ib application through technology. For these reasons students must
take two courses in the physical and life sciences and technological applications.
Social Sciences: Educated members of society need to understand the dynamics
through which people relate to each other as individuals, in groups, and as
producers and consruners of goods and services. Effective relationships swtain w
as members of families, professions, nations, and the global community. Students,
therefore, must take at least one course in the social sciences.
STRUCTURE OF GENERAL EDUCATION REQI.JIREMENTS
To achieve the goals of raising fundamental questions about human existence,
encountering these questions in a meaningful context and encouraging significant
integration, sfudents must complete the Humanities Base and a Thematic Cluster as
part of their General Education requiremenb.
Humanities Base: C'eneral Education raises a set of questions that challenges stu-
dents to develop and formulate their own conception of what it means tobe human.
These questions nray be considered in any number of disciplines, but they are
essential to the humanities. Consequenfly, all undergraduates must complete,
preferably during their first year, a Humanities Base of one course in each of the
following disciplines.
/
History:
HST 193, History Honors Serninar
Philosophy: PHL 103, Introduction to Philosophy
Religious
Studies: REL 103, Introduction to Religion
English:
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HST L01, History of Westem Civilization from Ib Classical
Roob to 17L5
or
HST 102, History of Westem Civilization Since7775
(choice of Catholic or comparative religion option)
ENG 102, College Composition II
ENG 114, Freshman Writing Seminar
ENG L98, Freshman Honors Seminar
ThematicClusters: Tofacilitiateanintegratedviewof thedomainsofknowledgeand
to encourage sfudents to understand thebroad world around them, all undergradu-
ates must complete one Thematic Cluster. A Thematic Cluster is a series of courses
from the domains of knowledge, focusing on an issue central to the human
condition. To fulfill the Thematic Cluster requirement, students must complete a
minimumof three approved courses in a single cluster, representing three different
domains of knowledge. For the purpose of Thematic Clusters, philosophy and
religious studies are considered separate domains of knowledge. Students will
receive specific information about Thematic Clusters from their faculty advisors.
Students must have the approval of their advisors before selecting and registering
for a Thematic Cluster. The Guide to University General Education Requiremmts
describing all approved clusters and their course offerings is distributed to all
students.
Completing General Education Requiremmts: At the maximum, students could enroll
in as many as seven Thematic Cluster courses in the appropriate domains of
knowledge. These courses, combined with the Humanities Base, would fulfill all
General Education requiremenb. In most cases, however, students will have to
complete some domain of knowledge requirements outside of the courses serving
a Thematic Cluster. With their advisors' approval, studenb may elect to take any
designated General Educationcoursewithinthe appropriate domain tohelp satisfy
requirements. M*y of the courses listed as approved courses under a domain of
knowledge will also serve the same pu{pose as a course in a Thematic Cluster.
Courses that have been approved by the University for General Education
credit are listed below according to theparb of the domains of knowledge that they
serve to satisfy. These courses are marked by asterisks (*) where their descriptions
appear under Courses of Study in individual departmental sections of this Bulletin.
See also current issues of the Undergraduate Composite of Courses or The Guide to
Unioersity General Education Requirements for additional approved General Educa-
tion courses.
Each department determines whether ib majors are free to choose fromamong
all the approved nonrestricted courses, or are to choose from among a limited
number of approved courses, or are required to take only specific approved courses.
TheUniversityhas approved somecourses forcertainmajorsexclusively, and those
courses are therefore restricted to those majors for General Education credit' For
example, English majors may not take HST 370, Economic History of the United
States, to satisfy the historical study requirement. Students should consult their
advisors to leam which courses are permissible in their own majors.
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ARTSSTUDY
All studenb must complete one Arts Study course to satisfy General Education
requiremenb. This requirement may be satisfied by Arts Study courses that are
eitherincluded inorindependentof aThematic Cluster. Approved GeneralEduca-
tion courses that satisfy the Arts Study domain of knowledge oubide a cluster are:
Rulrictions
CMM 451. RhetoricofSocialMovemmts
ENG 151 Introduction to Literature
ENC 198 Freshman Honors Seminar for honors program students
exempted from first-year
composition requiremmt only
ENG 203 Major British Writers
ENG 204 Major American Writers
ENG 205 MajorWorld Writers
ENG 320 Contemporary Drama
ENG 3?2 MasterpiecesofWorldliterature
ENG 333 Women and Literature
ENG 3U Modern Men: Images
ENG 335 Modem Blackliterature
ENG 340 ThePrison in Literature
ENG 350 EuropeanliteratureandAntiquity
ENG 351 Europeanliteratureofthe
Middle Ages
ENG 353 Literature of the Renaissance
ENG 354 Literature of the Enlightmment
ENG 355 Literature of the Romantic Age
ENG 355 European Literature of the
Nineteenth Century
ENG 357 European Literature of the Early Twentieth
Century
ENG 358 Contemporary Literature of Europe
ENG %2 Shakespeare
ENG 380 The Tragic Dlemma for CORE only
ENG 382 Mozart's Opras
FRN 352 FrenchliteratureinTranslation
-The OldWorld Meets the NewFRN 361 SurveyofFrenchliteraturel
FRN %2 Suwey of French Literature tr
FRN 452 Frenchliterature-TheOld
World Meets the New
GER %1.-362 Surveyof GermanLiteratureI,II
HMS 360 LatinAmericathroughliterature
HMS 395 Contemporary Intellectual Trends 
-EuropeMUS 20'1. Music in Concert
MUS 203 SightsandSoundsofMusic
MUS 302 MusicHistoryandliteraturell
MUS 304 History of American Music
MUS 305 African-AmericanSaoedMusic
MUS 305 Historyof AmeicanJaz.z
MUS 307 Developmentof American
Popular Song
MUS 350 Sacred Music
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RUS
THR
VAH
VAH
VAH
VAH
ENG 302
361
105
101
207
202
203
Survey of Russian Literature
Introduction to the Theatre
Introduction to the Visual Arb
Suwey of Art I
Survey ofArt tr
Survey ofArtm
AMS 301
cMM 350
cMM 4t6
EDT 3OO
ENG 301
ENG 305
ENG 305
GER YL
HSS 275
HISTORICAL STUDY
All students mu6t complete two Historical Study courses to satisfy General
Education requhemenb. The first Historical Study course, HST 101, HST 102, or
History1.98, formspartof theHumanities Base. The second Historical Studycourse
canbepartof aThematicClusterorseryesimplytosatisSthatdomainofknowledge
requirement of General Education. The restrictions on certain Historical Study
coursies apply both to the majors indicated and to secondary education majors
whose teaching fields are in those disciplines. @ducation students should see
checklists.) Approved General Education coruses that satisfy the Historical Study
domain of knowledge outside a cluster are:
Restrictians
Intelpretations of American Culture
Propaganda Analysis
Development of Mass Media for CMM only
History ofEducationSince 1789 for education only
Survey of Early English
Literafure
Survey of Iater English
Literafure forENG onlv
Survey of American Literature
Survey of Continental
Literature
German Culture and Civilization
History of Physical Education for IISS only
and Sport
History of Westem Civilization
from its Classical Roots to
1715
History of Westem Civilization
Since L715
Honors History Seminar
American History to 1865
American History Since 1865
History of Ancient Greece
History of the Roman Republic and Empire
Medieval Europe
Renaissance and Reformation
Modem Europe in Deding
1890-1%5
Europe in the Post-War Era,
1945 to the Present
Historyof England
History of Eastem Europe
HST 101
HST LOz
FIST T98lIsT 25rllsT E2lIsT 302
FIST 303
HST 305
FIST 307ltsT 3r4
lIsT 315
FIST 3?2
FIST 328
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lIsT 330lIsT 337
FIST 340
HST UI
History of East Asia
History of Africa: L9th Century to the Present
History of Science
Historical Perspective on
Science, Technology,
and Society
Environmmtal History of the Americas
heland and America
Conflicts Across Culture: Technology and the Culture of War
History of American Women
History of the American Family
Women in European Society
AmericanUrban History
Iatin America in the Twmtieth Centurv
Social and Cultural Historv of Latin America
Economic History of the
United States
History of American Business
Social and Cultural History
of the United States
History of tfie American lndian
American Architectural History and Preservation
History of African-Anrericans in the United States to 1900
History of African-Americans in the United States since 1900
English Constitutional and
Legal History
National Cultures of the Soviet Union and Its Successor States
U.S. Legal and Constitutional
Historv I
History 6f Science, Technology,
and the Modern Corporation
History of Civil Engineering
History of American Aviation
Technology, Labor and Gmder
Music History and Literature I
History ofPsychology
Historv of Theatre I
Womeir Artists: An Historical Suwey
History of Photography I
Nineteenth-Centurv Art I
Nineteenth-Centurv art n
Twentieth Century'Art
FIST
IIST
FIST
FIST
HST
HST
}IST
HST
HST
FIST
HST
HST
}IST
}IST
HST
HST
HST
HST
}IST
HST
HST
HST
HST
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VAH
VAH
VAH
VAH
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352
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355
357
358
370
37L
376
380
39L
398
399
424
43't
460
M6
467
468
469
301
47L
415
360
382
470
471
480
PHILOSOPHY AND REUGIOUS STTJDIES
Having completed Philosophy 103 and Religious Studies 103 as part of the
Humanities Base, sfudents are required to take an additional two courses in
Philosophy and/or Religiow Studies courses to satisfy General Education require'
menb. (At least one of these must be an upper-level (300.400) course.) Advising
guidelines areavailable fromthe Departrnentof Philosophyand theDeparhnentof
Religious Studies. Again, this domain of knowledge may be sa6sfied by Philosophy
and/or Religious Studies courses that are either included in or independent of a
Thematic Cluster. Approved General Education courses that satisfy the Philosophy
and Religious Studies domain of knowledge outside a clwter are:
ASI 101 Development of Philosophy
and Religion in theWest I
Development of Philosophy
and Religion in the West tr
Philosophy of Education
Practical Logic
Symbolic Logic
Philosophy of Human Nature
Philosophy of l(nowledge
Philosophy and Women
Metaphysics
Philosophy of Mind
Social Philosophy
Philosophy ofReligion
Ethics
Business Ethics
Philosophy of law
Medical Ethics
Engineering Ethics
Ethics and Modern War
Family Ethics
Information Ethics
Philosophy of Art
Environmental Ethics
Philosophy and Literature
Philosophy and Film
Philosophy of Music
Philosophy of Peace
Philosophy of Science
Science, Objectivity, and Values
Tednology and Values
CORE Seminar in Philosophy
Honors Seminar in Philosphy
Classical Greek Philosophy
Medieval Philosophy
ModemPhilosophy
Contemporary Philosophy
Eastem Philosophy
Christian Philosophy
Radical Philosophy
Marxist Philosophy
Phenomenology
Existentialism
American Philosophy
Political Philosophy
Selected Religions of the East
Religions of the Middle East
Old Testament in Modem Study
New Testament in Modem Study
Christian Ethics
Christian Ethics: Ecocentric Approadt
Ancimt Near Eastem Religions
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for CORE only
for education and 811 only
for CORE only
for honors program only
ASI
EDT
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
PHL
L02
419
20L
n2
304
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
3L4
315
3L6
317
318
319
320
32L
323
324
325
327
330
331
332
w
345
PHL 350
PHL 351
PHL 352
PHL 353
PHL 355
PHL 356
PHL 357
PHL 358
PHL 359
PHL 350
PHL 367
PHL 370
REL 201
REL 202
REL 27L
REL 2L2
REL 265
REL 266
REL 305
il
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REL 305 Buddhism and Christianity
REL 307 fudaismREL 310 ThePentateuch
REL 311 TheProphets
REL 312 ThePsalmsandWisdom
Literature
REL 3L6 TheSynopticGospels
REL 3L7 Studies in John
REL 318 Studies in Paul
REL 323 History of Christianity I
REL 324 History of Christianity tr
REL 327 U.S. Protestant and Jewish
Experience
REL 328 U.S. Catholic Experience
REL 340 TheChurdr
REL U7 Significance of JesusREL U3 The Sacraments
REL W ChristianMarriage
REL U9 Seardrforlmmortality
REL 355 The Christian Tradition of
Prayer
REL 36L COREReligionSeminar forCOREonly
REL 362 ChristianFamilyValues and
Television
REL 363 FaithandJustice
REL 367 Christian Ethics and Health
Care Issues
REL 358 ChristianEthicsandthe
Business World
REL %9 Christian Ethics and Engineering
REL 371 TheNewReligionsand
Personal Transformation
REL 372 Religion and Film
REL 373 Religion and Literature
REL 374 Religion and Art
REL 376 Theology and theSocialSciences
REL 3n The InnerJourney in Myth, Bible, and Literature
REL 383 PhilosophyofReligiousEducation
REL 385 Lay Ministry
REL 406 Jewish ThoughtREL ML Theologyof Mary
REL M2 God and Atheism
REL M7 Selected Catholic Doctrines
REL 4.66 Theology of Sexuality
REL 47L Wommand Religion
REL 472 EcologyandReligion
REL 474 Womm and the Global Church
REL 4n ReligionandScience
REL 488 Spirituality and Religious
Education
PHYSICAL AND LIFE SCIENCES
All students must complete two Physical and Li.fe Sciences courses to satisfy
General Education requirements. This requirement may be satisfied by Physical and
JJ
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Life Science courses that are included in or independent of a Thematic Cluster.
Approved General Education courses that satisfy the Physical and Life Sciences
domain of knowledge outside a cluster are:
Restrbtions
for honors program only
notforBIO, DEN,MED
for FDV minor only
for CHM only
forEET, IET, MFG, MCT only
not for engineering
not for BIO, CHM, GEO, PHY, or
those who have taken GEO L09
or 115
ASI
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
BIO
CHM
CHM
CHM
CHM
CHM
CPT
CPT
CPT
EGR
GEO
299
101
102
15L
L52
390
395
398
472
115
L23
L24
200
496
t22
21,4
2L5
20L
103
GEO 109
GEO 115
GEO 11.6
GEO 208
GEO 218
HSS 305
HSS 305
PHY 105
PHY 108
PHY 2OTPHY 202
PHY 203PHY 206
PHY 206}IPHY 207
PHY 2O7H
PHY 208
PHY 2O8H
Honors Science Seminar
General Biology I
General Biology tr
Concepts of Biology I
Concepts of Biology tr
Physiology of Sex and Fertility
Regulation
Biology and Social Issues
Heredity and Society
General Genetics
College Preparatory Chemistry
General Chemistry
General Chemistry
Chemistry and Society
Professional Practices Seminar,
General Chemistry
General Chemistry with Case
Studies
The Chemical Industry'-
Technology and Issues
Tedmology and the Engineering
Method
Principles of Geography
General Geology
Physical Geology
Historical Geology
Environmental Geology
Engineering Geology
Human Anatomy
Human Physiology
Phvsical Science
Physicat Science of Light
and Color
General Phvsics
Gmeral Phvsics
Modem Teitrnical Phvsics
General Phvsics l-M;chanics
General Physics I-Mectranics
Gmeral Physics tr-Elechicity
and Magnetism
General Physics tr-Electricity
and Magnetism
General Phvsics III-
Mechaniis of Waves
General Phvsics ltr-
Mechaniis of Waves
Descriptive Astronomy
The Physical Universe
The Dvnamic Earth
forHSS, MUT only
for honors program only
for honors program only
for honors program only
PHY 250
scl 190
scl 210
sq 220
scl 230
scl 240
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The Chemical World
Organisms, Evolution and the Environment
Biology and Human Health
SOCIALSCIENCES
All sfudents must complete one Social Science course to satisfy General Educa-
tion requirements. This requirement may be satisfied by Social Science courses that
are either included in or independent of a Thematic Cluster. Approved General
Education courses that satisfy the Social Science domain of knowledge outside a
cluster are:
AMS 300
ANT 150
ANT 3OOASI 298
cMs 4L4
cMs 4L5
ECO 203
ECO 2A4
ECO 310
EDT 351
HEC 300
HEC 305
HEC 318IIEC 32L
I{EC U7
POL L01
POL 306
POL 331
POL 450
POL 471
PSY 101I5Y UL
PSY 375I5Y M3I€Y M
PSY M5psY 450
soc 204
soc 32L
soc 322
soc 326
s@ 328
soc 331
soc 332
soc 339
soc uL
soc A3
soc 352
swK 10L
swK 331
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American Cultures
Cultural Anthropology
Evolution of People and Culture
Honors Social Science Seminar for honors program only
Global Communication
Women and Communication
Principles of Microeconomics
Principles of Macroeconomics
Economics and the Environment
School, Self and Society
Cultural Aspects of Food
Global Nutrition
Family Living
Consumer Economics
Consumers and Social Issues
Govemment and Society
Public Policy Analysis
Nationalism and Ethopolitics
Civil Liberties
Environmental Policy
lntroductory Psychology
Social Psychology
Psychology of the Arb
Psychology of Women
Environmental Psychology
Tedrnology, Environment, and Behavior
Psydrology for Ministry
Modem Social Problems
Sociology of Work and Occupations
Sex Roles and Society
Iaw and Society
Racial and Ethnic Minorities
Marriage and the Family
Sociology of Women
Social Inequality
Selfand Society
Mass Communication in Modern Sociery
Community
Social Welfare and Society
Death, Dying and Suicide
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GRADES AND SCHOLARSHIP
Final grades are submitted at the end of the term, and these are made part of a
studenf s permanent record in accord with the option chosen by the student. Copies
of these reports are given to thesfudents and deans. Aprogress reportof wery first-
year student in each of the classes is submitted to the Registrar by every instructor
at the middle of each term.
Undergraduate sfudenb are permitted a selection from two alternative grading
options. The course grading options are as follows:
Option 1-A, B, C, D, F
Option 2-SlNc-Satisfactory (A, B, C)/No Credit (D, F)
Option 3-EM-Examination Credit
In addition to those courses which must be taken under Option 2, a student may
take a maximum of fifteen semester hours under Option 2 within the hours required
for graduation in the degree program. A student may take any course beyond the
minimum hours required for graduation in the degree program under Option 2. All
courses thatareused tofulfillGeneralEducation and BasicSkillsrequirementsmust
be taken under Option 1. The college/school or department may place further
restrictions on the use of Option 2. Exceptions to this policy may be made by the dean
(or the dean's designee) of the college/school inwhich a studentis enrolled. NOTE:
Studies have shown that Satisfactory/No Credit grades (Option 2) on one's aca-
demic record may be a negative factor in the evaluation of application for transfer
to some undergraduate schools, for admission to most professional schools (law,
medicine, etc.) and many graduate schools, and for employment in some fields.
The official marks with their meanings and quality-pointvalues are as follows:
A 
- 
Excellen! for each semester hour, four quality poinb are allowed.
B 
- 
Good; for each semester hour, three quality points are allowed.
C 
- 
Fair; for each semester hour, two quality points are allowed.
D 
- 
Poor but passing; for each semester hour, one quality point is allowed.
F 
- 
Failed. This mark indicates poor scholastic work, or failure to report with-
drawal from a course. In such cases, required courses must be repeated or
retaken, preferably at the next opportunity.
S 
- 
Satisfactory. This mark indicates credit given for a course taken under grading
option 2, C or above. The S credit shall be counted as hours only and shall not
be considered in determining a student's cumulative point average.
NC-No Credit This mark indicates no credit given for a course taken under
grading option 2, below C. In such cases, required courses must be repeated
or retaken, preferably at the next opporfunity.
I- lncomplete. Thisgradeindicates thatthestudenthas obtained theinstructor's
recommendatiory subject to the chairperson's approval, to complete some
portion of the work of the term that for reasons beyond the sfudenfs control
was not completed before the end of the term, provided that the rest of the
work has been of satisfactory grade. An I must be removed within thirty days
from the date listed on the grade report, or it will be changed to an F or NC
(option 2) on the sfudent's permanent record. The time limit may be extended
under exceptional circumstances, with the approval of the dean, if application
for the extension is made within the thirtyday period noted.
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W- Withdrawn. During the first three weeks of a full term (or the first eight class
days of a split term) a student may withdraw from a class without record by
obtaining a drop (withdrawal) form from the Registration Office, having it
signed by the academic advisor, and processing it. Beginning with the fourth
week of the term and continuing through the fourth week after mid-term (or
the ninth class day of a split term and continuing through the fourth week of
the split term), a student may withdraw with a W by the same Process, except
thatthe drop form mwthave the approval signatureof the instructor as well
as that of the advisor. For the remainder of the term, until the last day of
classes, a student may withdraw with a W only by making a formal request
to the dean, who consults with the sfudent's instructor before granting such
a request. During this period a W will be permitted only for special nonaca-
demic reasons, which include, but are not limited to, poor personal health,
financial difficulties, familymatters of health, andchangeincareerobjectives.
When a student finds it necessary to withdraw from the University, for any
reason whatsoever, it is important that the dean be notified immediately.
Financial adjustments, if allowed, will be made only from the date on the
withdrawal form. Total withdrawal from all classes requires the processing of
the drop form. This requires two signatures-those of the Dean and the Vice
Presidentfor StudentDevelopment, or of the designated authorities for those
signatures. It is the student's responsibility to initiate and process all with-
drawals; the faculty do not initiate withdrawals for students except for
airditors. (See X below.) ln addition, the student is urged to process the
withdrawal €rs soon as possible after deciding to drop a course. Students
cannot asslune that withdrawals are granted automatically if they stop
attending class. Any failure to process the drop (withdrawal) formwill incur
a grade of F for the course or courses involved. The F's so accumulated are
always induded in the cumulative point average.
P 
- 
In Progress. This symbol is used in lieu of a grade for a course which has not
terminated at the end of a term or sununer session. A grade with correspond-
ing credit and quality points (see gradlng options 1. and 2) will be assigned
when the course has been completed.
N- No grade was reported by the instructor.
K- Credit.Thismarkisusedonlyforcreditsacceptedastransfercreditfromother
institutions. No quality points are allowed. K credit is not allowed for English
courses taken at instifutions in countries where the native language is other
than English.
X- Audit. This mark indicates that the studenthas registered to audit the course.
No credithoursor qualitypointsare awarded for this mark. Any course taken
for audit may not be retaken for credit. If, in the opinion of the instructor, a
studenthasnotattended and participated in a sufficientnumber of classes, the
instructor will assign a W.
R- Retaken. Effective FallSemester 1995, an undergraduatestudentwhoreceives
a grade of D or F in a course taken under Option 1 at the University of Dayton
mayretakethatcourseunderOption 1 attheUniversityof Daytonand remove
the original D or F from the cumulative GPA. When a course has been retaken
and the subsequent grade is higher than or equal to the previow grade, the
previous gradewill notcount towards the sfudenfs cumulative GPA hence'
forth. There will be no retroactive adjustment to GPAs. The transcript will
reflect this event with a strikethrough over the entire line containing the
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original gmde. A retakm course is indicated by an R placed immediately
after the grade. When a course in whidr a D was received has been rehken,
and an F is earned, the initial D will be used in the studenfs cumulative
GPA calculatiory and the entire line containing the F will receive a strike
through. A sfudent may have no more than 15 semester hours of R or
strikethrough grades.
If a student retakes a couree in which the topics vary it must be demon-
strated that the retaken course contains the same material as the original
course in which the student received a D or F. Courses taken by students prior
to the initiation of this policy, and before completion of an undergraduate
degree, may be retaken within the guidelines of this policy. Exceptions to this
policy may be made by the dean (or the dean's designee) of the school or
college in which the student is enrolled.
EM-Examination. This mark indicates University of Dayton credit given to a
student on the basis either of the Advanced Placement Program of the CEEB
or of examinations taken prior to or after admission to the University. The
required level of achievement on these examinations is determined by the
departrnent in which the course is taught This credit shall be assigned only
on authorization of the regishar. No quality points are allowed. A student
must be registered at the University of Dayton to obtain credit. EM credit is
limited to 24 semester hours (exdusive of AP and CLEP General Examination
credits).
NO GRADE CHANGE OF ANY KIND IS PERMITTED AFTER THIRTY DAYS
FROMTHE DATE LISTED ON THE GRADE REPORT.
The University reserves the right to drange the grading system.
GRADE-POINT AVERAGES
The SEMESTER GRADE-POINT AVERAGE is the total number of quality
points divided by the number of semester credit hours carried by the student under
Option 1.
The CUMULATIVE GRADE-POINT AVERAGE is the total number of cumula-
tivequalitypoinb dividedby the numberof cumulative credithourscarriedby the
student under Option 1. If a cottse is repeated, the gradepoinb for both the original
grade and the new gmde are computed. If a course is retakm (see R) and the
subsequent grade is higher than or equal to the previous grade, the previow grade
will not count towards the studenfs CGPA henceforth. Marks of I, I( N, P, S, W, X,
NC, and EM are disregarded in the computation of the CGPA.
ACADEMIC STANDING
The studmt's academic standing is determined by the cumulative grade-point
average at the end of eadr term.
l. To be in good academic standing, a sfudent must have a cumulative grade.
point average of (a) at least L .7 at the end of the first and second terms, (b) at least 1 .8
attheend of thethird term, (c) atleastl.9 attheendof thefourthterm, and (d) atleast
ffi
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2.0 attheend of thefifthand succeedingterms. Forpart-time and transfurstudenb,
a block of 12 semester hours of credit is considered one term. A cumulative grade'
point average of at least 2.0 is required for graduation.
- 2, A cumulative grade'point average below the one required will place the
student on academic probation. The studenf s academic dean will notify the student
of his or her probationary status. A student on probation must follow a restricted
academic program not to exceed 15 semester hours.
3. It is the responsibility of any student on academic probation to complete a
contract with the dean for the purpose of determining the nature and limitations of
the studenfs future academic and extracurricular activities.
4. Students whose academic performance has seriously impaired their ability to
succeed academically at the University of Dayton are subject to dismissal. A student
who is subject to academic rtismissal can be dismissed only by his or her academic
dean, who authorizes the dismissal and notifies the student of his or her status.
Studenb who are subject to dismissal indude (a) those who fail to adrieve good
standing at the end of a term on probation and (b) those who have a term point
average of less than 1.O regardless of cumulative grade-point average.
5. The rggistrarwillpost "Academic Dismissal" on the permanentrecord of any
student who is dismissed.
DEAN'S LIST
At the conclusion of the fall and the spring terms, in both the college and the
professional schools, any full-time student who has achieved a superior academic
iecord (a grade'point average of 3.5 or above) for the term just ended is named to
the dean's list. Any part-time student with the required grade'point average (3.5 or
above) is eligible for the dean's list after completing 12 or more semester hours of
credit and will subsequently be named to the dean's list each time an additional
increment of 12 or more semester hours of credit is completed. No dean's list is
compiled for the summer term.
HONORS
1. To graduate with honors, a student mwt have completed a minimum of 50
semester hours at the University of Dayton and have an academic degree Proglam
grade'point average at the University of Dayton of 3.50 or higher, based on a 4.00
scale. The academicdegree programgrade.pointaverage indudes allcourses takerr
at the University of Dayton under grading Option 1 and accepted as graduation
credib by the student's academic unit, i.e. school or college. Determination of a
sfudenfs honors category is made on the basis of the sfudent's academic record at
the conclusion of the termpreceding the studenfs last term at the University or on
the basis of the sfuder,r/s academic record at the conclusion of his or her last tersr.
2. If a student qualifies for honors or moves into a higher category of honors on
thebasis of his orher academic degreeprogram grade-point average, mentionwill
bemadeatthecommencementexercises,notationwillbemadeonthetranscriptand
permanent record, and an appropriate honors key will be awarded.
- 
3. Honors status will be determined by the academic degree Program grade-
point average and will indude only those courses completed at the University of
bayton. Students who transfer to the University of Dayton under the terms of an
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articulation agreement with a community college will be eligible for honors at
graduation even if they have not completed the minimum of 60 semester hours at
theUniversity provided thatthey have meet all terms of the articulation agreement.
4. The notation of honors is made in the commencement program, on the
diploma, on the sfuden/s permanent record, and on the hanscripf as follows:
Cum Laude-if the academic degree program grade.point average is greater than
or equal to 3.50 but less than 3.70;
Magna Cum Laude-if the academic degree program grade point average is greater
than or equal to 3.70 but less than 3.90;
Summn Cum Laude-if the academic degree program grade.point average is
gteater than or equal to 3.90.
5. Any exceptions to this procedure are the decision of the dean of the studenfs
academic unit.
COMMENCEMENT
Only students who have completed all requirements for graduation are permit-
ted to participate in colunencement exercises.
CLASS ATTENDANCE POLICY
It is desirable for students to attend all classes. Listening to the lectures of
instructors and being involved in classroom discwsions should (l) provide guide'
lines and goals in the course of study, thus lending direction to the study activities
of the studenf (2) provide instances of the way of thinking and methodology
employed by an academic discipline in formulating and solving problems; and
(3) stimulate an awareness of and interest in the course topics beyond the level
acquired by textbook reading. Because textbook material is generally beneath the
level of the current state of knowledge, instructors acquaint the student with new
ideas and integrate this material into the course topics.
Students are responsible for being aware of the proceedings and material
covered in each class period. Sfudents must attend all announced tests and submit
assigned written work on the date set by the instructor; it is recommended that the
instructor announce such tests and assignmmb at least a week in advance. The
action taken as a consequenceof missing a testor an assignmentwillbe determined
by the instructor and will be based on a consideration of the individual circum-
stances involved.
To assist first-year students in their transition to college responsibilities, it is felt
that a poliry of compulsory attendance is necessary. Therefore, first-year sfudents
will be permitted only a limited number of absences. For first-year studenb, the
allowablenumber of absences in the firstterm or in the second termwillbe equal to
twice the meeting times a week (or four class days in any third-term session). A
student exceeding this number will be referred to the studenfs dean for possible
counseling and appropriate action. Any undergraduate sfudent who has not ac-
crued 30 semester hours of credit is considered a fust-year sfudent.
In addition to the first-year-student policy, faculty may institute an attendance
requirement. This may be done for any course (including seminars, laboratories,
performance courses, clinical field-based courses, and the like) provided that the
policyis approvedbya facultycommitteeof thedepartmentand/orthedepartrrent
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chair. If attendance is used as a grading component, the instructor is obligated to
clarify his or her classroom policy regarding absences in writing in the syllabus
provided during the first full week of the semester. Let it be noted that to insure
iccuracy of records, every student must be Present at class during the first week of
each term.
STUDENT RECORDS
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Actof 7974(FERPA) is a federal law
which states that an educationat institution must establish a written institutional
poliry concerning the confidentiality of student ed ucation records and that students
inust be notified of this statement of poliry and their rights under the legislation. In
accordance with the Act, studenb and parents of dependent studenb at the
University of Dayton have the following rights:
1. The right to inspect and review educational records covered by the Act or
personally identifiable information contained therein
2. The right to challenge the contents of these records
3. The right to a formal hearing, if necessary, for a fair consideration of such a
challenge
a. The right to place an explanatory note in the record in the event that a challenge
of contenb is unsuccessful
5. The right to control, with certain exceptions, the disdosure of the contenb of
the records
5. The right to be informed of the existence and availability of the institutional
policy covering FERPA rights
- 
7.-The right to report violations of FERPA legislation to the Department of
Education.
A complete poliry statement on student records in accordance with the l9g.til":
ments of FERPA canbe found in the studenthandbook, published by the Office of
student Development. Copies of the policy also are available at the following
University offices: Vice President for Student Development and Dean of Students,
Provost, and Registrar.
TRANSCRIPTS
A transcript of the permanent academic record is a confidential document to be
released in complian& with the regulations of the Family Educational Rights and
Privary Actof 1974 as amended. TheRegisharwillissue transaiptsupona request
signedby the student. All transcripb so requested require payment in advance. See
"Other iharges" in Chapter [V, Financial Information. Complimentary copies will
be mailed to graduates approximately six weeks after graduation.
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AWARDS
Specialawardsforexceptionalsdrolasticachievementalegiv€nannuallythrough
the gmerosity of donors. To be eligible for any of these awards, a studmt must have
a cumulative point average of at least 3.0. The awards:
Accounfing--TheAward of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior inAccounting--donatedby
Jeronre E. Westmdotf,'43, andWarren A' Kappeler, ?1.
Accounting---The Award of Merit in Recognition of OutsAnding Addevemmt--donated by
the Ohio Society of Certified Public Accountants, Dayton Chapter.
Acwunting-The Accounting Career Award to a Student Exhibiting Great Potential in the
Accounting Profession-donated by the Institute of Managernent Accountants, Dayton
Chapter.
Acaunting-llleDeparhnentofAccountingAwardtotheGraduatingSerriorforOutstanding
Contributions to the University Community and the Accounting Program'
Anthropology+Tbe Margaret Mary Emonds Huth Memorial Award of Excellence to the
Outstanding Senior in Anthropology-{onated by Dr. Edward A. Huth"
Arts andscimces--:IheDean leonard A. Mann, S.M., Award of Excellence to theOubtanding
Senior in the College of Arts and Sciences--donated by Joseph Zusman, '65.
Athletics--Ihe Reverend Charles L. Collins, S.M., Award of Excellence to an Atffete for
Oubtanding Citizenship-donated by joseph Zusman, '65.
Athletics---The Charles R Kendall,'29, Memorial Award of Excellence for Achievement in
Academic and Athletic Effort--donated by Mrs. Charles R Kmdall and friends.
Athletic.*The ]ohn L. Macbeth Memorial Award to the Outshnding Scholar-Athlete in
Football and Basketball. The recipientmusthave completed five ormore tersrs and won a
varsity letter.
Biology-Thelohn E. Dlugos, Jr., Memorial Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior
Majoring in Biology--donated by Mr. and Mrs. fohn E. Dlugos.
Biotogy-Tbe Brother Russell A. Joln S.M., Award of Excellence to the Student Who Best
Combines Excellence in Biology and Genuine Appreciation of Nature.
Business Administration-The Reverend Raymond A. Roesdl, S.M., Award of Excellence for
Oubtanding Academic Achievement in the Master of Business AdministrationProgram-
donatedby Bank One.
Busincss Adminbtration--TheMit'nm Rosenthal Award of Excellmce to a Graduating Senior
in the Sctrool of Business Administration--donatedby DeanWiiliamj. Hoben.
Business Afuninistration-TheMark T. Schneider Award to a Senior in the School of Business
Administration Who has Combined Academic Excellence with Service to the University
and the Community{onated by family and hiends in his memory.
Business Eduution--The National Business Education Association Award of Merit in Recog-
nition of Outstanding AchievemenL
CaxtpusMinistry-T\eMarianistAwardforVoluntaryServicetoaGraduatingSeniorWhohas
Earnea Oistindon Through Volunhry Service to the Community-donated by the
Marianists of the University of Dayton'
Campus Ministry---The Brother Wottle Campus Minist'y Award: "An award of appreciation
for service to Campus Ministry."
Chemical and Materials Engineering--The Victor Emanuel, '15, Award of Excellmce to the
oubtanding senior in chemical Engineering----sponsored by the University of Dayton
Alumni Association since 1962.
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Chemiul and Materials Engineering-TheRobert G. Schm& Memorial Award of Excellence to
the Outstanding funior in Chemical Engineering--donated by Stanley L. Lopata.
Chemis W 
-American Chenrical Society Award.
Chemistry-American Institute of Chemists' Award.
Chembtry---The Brother George J. Geisler, S.M., Award of Excellence to the Oubtanding
Student in Chemistry--donated by Joseph Poelking, '32.
Chemis*y-7y," Bemard ]. Katdrman Memorial Scholarship to an Entering FirsFYear Student
Majoring in Chemistry.
Chembtry-y1're Brother John j. Lucier, S.M., Award of Excellmce to the Outstanding Junior
Majoring in Chemisby-donated by a friend.
Chemistry-Iyt" Philip Zaidain Memorial Award to a Deserving Sophomore Majoring in
Chemistry.
Ciril and Enaironmmtal Engineering and Engineering Mechanics--:fite George A. Barrett, '28,
Award of Excellence to the Outstanding ]unior h Civil Engineering-donated by family
and friends in his memory.
CivilandEnoironmatalEnginzeringandEnginzoingMechanics---TlteHarryrF.Finke,'02,Award
ofExcellencetotheOutstandingSeniorinCivilEngineering--+ponsoredbytheUniversity
of Dayton Alumni Association since 1962.
Communication-Broadasting-Ihe Omar Williams Award of Excellence to an Outstanding
Student in Broadcasting--donated by the University of Dayton
C-ommunication-Debating-17s Mary Elizabeth Jones Mernorial Award of Excellmce to an
Outstanding Debator-donated by Dr. D. G. Reilly.
Communication-lournalism-ThePJtterCollettAwardofExcellencetotheOutstandingSenior
in Journalism. This is awarded annually to the student who best demonstrates in his/her
person and writings the qualities of Mr. Collett that the University hopes will serve as an
inspiration to the foumalism students.
Communication-lournnlism-The Brother George F. Kohles, S.M., Award of Excellence in
Joumalism{onated by a friend.
Communication-MassMedia Arfs-The Si BurickAward of Excellence for Outstanding Aca-
demic and Co-curricularAdrievementin MassMedia Arts-donated bv the Universitv of
Dayton.
Commuication-Public Relations-1he PRSA Maureen M. Pater Award of Distinction to the
Oultalding Senior in Public Relations-donated by the Dayton-Miami Valley Chapter of
the Public Relations Society of America.
Communication-SpeedtArts-:Ihe Reverend VincentVasen S.M., Award of Excellenceto the
Oubtanding grenior in Speech Arts{onated by the Reverend Vincent Vasey, S.M.
Communication-The Bette Rogge Morse Award to the Outstanding Senior Woman in Com-
munication.
Communication-lhe Faculty Award for Academic Excellence to the Smiorwith the Highest
Cumulativeand MajorGrade Point Averages-donatedbythe Faculty of the Departrnent
of Communication.
Computer Scimce--'Ihe Addison-Wesley Senior Book Award for Excellence in Computer
Science; Computer Information Systems--donated by the Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company.
Contputer Science-Alumni Award of Excellence in the Senior Class.
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Computer Science-{omputer Science Award for Outstanding Service to the DePartmmt.
Computr Scimce-4KM Systems Award for Innovative ProgramminS.
C-antinuing Educatbn-The Nora Duffy Award !o a reentry student who has overcome
significant obstacles in order to complete a college degree.
Caweratioe Eduution-Award of Excellmce to the Outstanding Cooperative Education Stu-
hent in Business Administration-+ponsored by the Mead colporation Foundation
Coaperatiae Eilucation-Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Cooperative Education Stu-
bmt in computer scimcecomputer Information systems€Ponsored by the Marathon
Oil Foundation.
Cooperatioe Eilucation-Award of Excellmce to the Outstanding_ Cooperative Education Stu-
hent in Engineering-+ponsored by the Dayton Power and Light ComPany.
C-ooperatioe Education-Award of Excellmce to the Outstanding Cooperative Edtcation Stu-
ient in Engineering Technology---*ponsored by Earl C. Iselin, Jr., in honor of his father.
Ciminal lustice-The Sheriff Beno Keiter Memorial Scholarship Award to the Oubtanding
CrininalJusticeJunior orSenior--donated by frimds of Bmo Keiter.
Eanonics---TheDr. E. B. O'I-eary Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior Majoring in
by BankOne.
Electriat Engineering-T"l'e Thomas R Arnrstrong, '38,,Award of Excellence for Outsh"9g1g
Electricai Engineering Adrievement in memory of Brother ulrich Rappel, s.M., and w.
Frank Armstrong{onated by Thomas R Amtstrong, 38.
ElectriulEngineering--TheAnthonyHorvath,'22, andElnerSteger,'??, Award-o-f Excellence
to the oitstanding senior in El-ectrical Engineering{onated by Anthony rlowath,'22,
and ELner Steger, '22.
Electriul Engineering--:fhe Brother touis H. Rose, S.M- 33, Award of Excellence to the
Outstanding Junior in Elechical Engineering.
Elzctrical Engineering--The Mary C. Mllette Endowmmt Award for the Outstanding Senior
Electrical Engineering student in memory of Mary C. Millette.
Electronic Enginedng Te&.nology-The Richard R Hqzen Award of Excellence for the Out-
standing-Graduaie of the Elktronic Engineering Technology Program{onated by the
alumni and friends of the Departrnent.
Ebmmtary Eiluution-The George A. Pflaum, ',25, Award of Excellence to the outstanding
Studdt in Elementary SchoolTeadrer Education--donated by George A. Pflaum, Jr.
Ensineerins Tecltnolont-TheL.Duke Golden Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior
"i"fngfieering T&hnology-donatedbythe Gamma Beta Chapter of TauAlpha Pi Honor
Society.
Englisfu-lheFather Adrian j. McCarthy, S.M., Award- of Excellence to a Graduate Assistant
"for Achievement in Teaching First-year Englishionated by a friend.
English-TheBrother Thomas P. Price, S.M., Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in
-English--donated by the U.D. Mothers'Club.
Engtish-Tl'ePah:icia B. Labadie Award for Excellence in Composition.
English Ftucation-The Dr. Harry E. Hand Mem_orial Award of Excellence{onated by the
?cdty of the Oeparhnent of English and of the School of Education.
Enoironmmtal Engineering Technntogy-:lhe David I' Gross Award of Excellence to the out-
standing Graduate in Environmental Engineering Tedmology.
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Finnnce-Award of Excellmce to the Outstanding Senior Majoring in Finance.
Financz-TheDouglas R Scott "Bet Efforts Award" to the Finance Major Deemed to Have
Worked the Hardest Both In and Out of the Classroomionated by Douglas R Scott.
GeneralExcellence-The MaryM. Shay Award of Excellence in Both Academic and Extracur-
ricular Activities{onated by the Poelking Family.
Geol:SV-Ihe George H.-Springer Scholarship to the Ortstanding Senior in the Geology
Deparfinent{onated by alumni of the Department.
nullh 1na Spgrt Science 
-T\e Thomas J. Frericks Award of Excellence to the OutstandingSenior in Sport Managemmt{onated by the faculty of the Sthool of Education.
HenJth and sport scimce-Tlrc James M. Landis Memorial Award of Excellence for the
OutstandingHealth,PhysicalEducation,andSportScienceseniorinScimceCoreCourses.
Heakh and Sport_ Scienc*Tte James B. IaVanche Award of Excellence to the Outstanding
Scholar-Athlete Graduating in the Deparhnent of Health, Physical Education, and Spoi
Science 
--donated by the faculty and alumni of the departnuint.
HealthandSportScience-Thelolnl.MacbethMemorialAwardofExcellencetotheOutstand-
ing Studmt in Health and Sport Science{onated by Mrs. }ohn L. Macbeth.
Hbtny-7Au garolhe Beaur-egard Award of Excellmce to an Outstandingfunior Majoring in
History{onated by family and friends in her memory.
History-T\eDr. Samuel E. FlookAward of Excellenceto the OutstandingSeniorMajoring in
History--donated by Dr. Samuel E. Flook.
Histmy--:7y," BettyAnn Perkins Award for Excellence in Women's and Family History-
donated by her family.
History--:I'he steiner-Beauregard Phi Alpha Theta sereice Award-for significant senrice
f-romotilg tle {ctivi{g of the Delta Eta Chapter (Delta Eta Chapter members onlyFdonated by Dr. Rocco M. Donatelli.
History--:Ihe Dr. George Ruppel, S.M., Award of Excellence in Historical Research.
HunwnEcologyt---T'heElizabeth L. SchroederAward of Excellenceto an Outstandingsenior in
theDepartmmtof Human EcologyforAcademic, Departmmtal, and ProfessionalPerfor-
mance.
Humanitie*--Tte Rocco M. Donatelli Award to the Humanities Senior with the Strongest
Quantitative and Qualitative Record in Elective Scimce Courses.
Induslrial EngineeringTechnology:lhsJames L. McGraw Award to the outstanding Graduate
ofthelndustrialEngineeringTedrnologyProgram--donatedbytheDaytonctripterofthe
Institute of Industrial Engineers.
IndusbialEngineringTechnology:[11sRaymond B. Puckeft Awardtotheoutstandinglunior
in Industrial Engineering Tedrnology{onated by the Dayton Chapter of the Institute of
Industrial Engineers.
languages---The BrotherJohnR Perz, S.M., Award of Excellmce to the OutstandingSenior in
Modem languages.
Languages-Frrncft-BrotherGeorge]. McKenzie, S.M., Award of Excellenceto the Outstand-
ing Senior in Frendr-donated by a friend.
Ianguages-Spanishlhe Dt I*q M. Ferrigno Award of Excellence to the OutstandingSenior in Spanish--donated by Enrique Romaguera and Mary A. Ferrigno.
Lihrary;111sgrother Frank Ruhlman, S.M., Award of Excellence for Literary Achiwemmt.
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Managemmt--llrcCharles Huston Brown, '20, Award of Excellence to the outstandinsffnigr
in"Bwiness Administration in memory of Brother William Haebe, S.M.-donated by C.
Huston Brown, '20.
Managment--TheMaurice F. Krug, 51, Award of Excellence to an Outstanding Senior in the
Deparlment of Management.
Management-TheReynolds and Reynolds Company Award of Excellence to the Outstandin-g
- W.om; in the Department of ltianagement-sfonsored by the Reynolds and Reynolds
Company.
Matucement--TheStandardRegisterCompanyAwardof ExcellencetoanOutstandingSenior
in'the DeparUnent of Mana[emmt--*foniored by the Standard Register Company.
Mannganant--:IlewallstreetloumalstudentAchievementAward to anoutstandingsenior
Vtiloring in Vanagement-sPonsored by Dow Jones & Company, Inc
Management Information systens4cholarship Award to a Graduating senior in MIS for
Outstanding Academic Adrievement.
Managmtent Information Systems--Qlqta4l$_Student Award to a Graduating Senior in MIS
foi Outstanaing Contributions to the MIS
Mawganmt Information systerc-Design Project Award to the Team Producing the Best
Senior Year MIS Proiect.
Manufacturins En*ineqing Technology-The Dayton chapter, society of Manufacturing_' 
ilgi"""tr"Awird of Exiellmce foiivlanufacturing Enginbering Technology Adrievemenl
Manufactuing Engineering Technology--The Dayton chapter, fog"ty of Manufacturing
-Eigi";;'Awird of Eicellence tiihe outstaiding Graduating Senior in Manufacturing
Engineering TednologY.
Marketing-TheMarketing Award of Excellence to the Graduating Senior in Marketing for
Outstanding Academic Achievement.
Marteting-TlteMarketing Career Award to the Graduating Studmt Exhibiting the Greatest
Potmtial in Marketing.
Marketing--TheMarketingServiceAwardtotheStudentWhoHasEamedDistinctionThrough
- Vof"itu"y S"*ice to fie University, the Community, and the Marketing Profession.
Mathematics-T\eFaculty Award of Excellence in Mathematics'
Mathematia-T\ePi Mu Epsilon Award of Excellmce in the sophomore Class.
Mathematics Education-Bro. Joseph w. stander, s.M., Award of Excellence to a
- 
-C;;il;ti.SSenior in the Teacheicertification Program with a Principal Teaching Field
inMathematics.
Meclunial and Aoospacz Enginwing-TheClass of '02 Award of Excellence for Outstanding-
- 
: 
fr4".f,-ri."f fngfieeringi,chiev"ement--donated by Michael J. Gibbons, '0? in memory of
Warner H. Kiefaber,'05.
Meclunical and Aerospace Engineering-The Bemard F-Ilollenkamp, '39, Memorial Award of
Excellence to the OuStan'ding Seiior in Mechanical E'ngineerind+onated by Louis A' and
Mrs. Lucille HollmkamP.
Mechaniul and Aerospace Engineoing-T\eMartin C. Kvrftz,'l2, Award of Excellence to the
- 
O,rShttait g lunior in M"echaniJd fngineering---sponsored by the University of Dayton
Alumni Association since 1962.
Meclunial and Aerospace Engineering-TheBrother Andrew R weber, s.M., Award of Excel-
lence for Outstanding SJrvice and Achievement in Mechanical Engineering.
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MecluniulEngineeringTechnology-TteDaytonchapter,societyof ManufacturingEngineers
Award of Excellence for Mechanical Engineering Technology Adrievement
Mechanical Engineering Teclmology-TheJesse H. Wilder Award of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Graduating Senior in Mechanical Engineering Technology--sponsored by the Dayton
Chapter, Society of Manufacturing Engineers.
Medical Technology-Nunni Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior in Medical
Technology.
Military_Science-Deparlrnmt of the Army Award. The Superior Cadet Award provided by
the Deparhnent of the Armn presmted to the outstanding cadet of each academic year.
Military scimce-TtelieutenantRobertM. wallace,'55, MemorialAward tothe outstanding
]unior ROTC Scholarship Cadet--donated by his family and friends.
Music-TheBtother Joseph J. Mervar, s.M., Award of Excellence to an outstanding student
Majoring in Music.
Music-Deparfrnent of Music Senior Award for Outstanding Contribution to the University
Bands.
Music-Deparlnent of Music Senior Award for Outstanding Contribution to the University
Orchestra.
Mzsic-Departmmt of Music Senior Award for Outstanding Contribution to the University
Vocal Ensemble.
Music-sigma Alpha Iota college Honor Award for Musicianship, scholarship and Gmeral
Contributions to the College Chapter.
Musit-Sigma Alpha Iota Professional Music Fraternity Honor Certificate to the Chapter's
Graduating Senior Who Has Attained the Highest Scholastic Rating.
Music-Departnent of Music Service Award.
Philo*ptty---TheAward of Excellmce to theFirstand Second OutstandingSeniors inPhiloso-
phy--donated by the Reverend Charles Polichek
Philosoplty--TheRichard R Baker Award for Excellmce in Graduate Studies inPhilosophyto
a Graduating Stgqeff Who Has Eamed Distinction in the Study of Philosophy Through
commitment to Philosophical Inquiry, Excellence in Researdr, and the Ability to commu-
nicate Philosophical ldeas.
Philosoplry+TheRevermd charles c. Bloemer, s.M., Award of Excellence to the outstanding
Junior Majoring in Philosophy--donated by a frimd.
Physics-Awafi. of Excellence to a Senior Physics Major Who Has Displayed ,,Remarkable
Talmt, Exemplary Industry, Intense Motivatiory and Mature Comprehmsion of Under-
graduate Physics"ionated by the Departrnmt of Physics.
Physics-TheCaesar Castro Award of Excellence to a Sophomore for Outstanding Sctrolarship
in the General Physics Lecture and Laboratory sequence{onated in mem6ry of caesar
Castro by Mrs. C. C. Castro and the Deparhnent of Physics,
nhysiuJhg Sigma Pi Sigma Award of Merit to a Senior in Recognition of Outstanding
Academic Achievement and Involvement in Physics.--*ponsored by the Deparhent oI
Physics and the Sigma Pi Sigma honor society of the Society of Physics Studenb.
Politieal science-lheBrother Albert H. Rose, S.M., Award of Excellence to the outstanding
Senior in Political Science-donated by Joseph Zusman, '65.
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Political Science-TheEugene W. Stenger, '30, Memorial Award of Excellmce to the Outstand-
ingJunior in Politicalscimce-donated by Mrs. EugeneW. Stenger'
premedicine--The Brother Francis John Molz Memorial Award to the Outstanding Senior in
Premedicine. This is awarded annually to thestudentwhobestdemonstrates the qu?Iqes
of unselfishness, commqnity service,- and academic achievement. sponsored by Alpha
Epsilon Delta.
premedicine-Montgomery County Medical Award to the Outstanding Senior in the Premedi-
cal Curriculum.
Ptyclology-TheReverendRaymondA.Roesch,s.M.,AwardofExcellencetotheOutstanding
-StudEirt in esychology--dbnated by the Reverend Raymond A. Roesch, S'M', '36'
RetiXbus Studies-TheWilliam Joseph Chaminade Award of Excellence in memory of Mr. and
fiA.r. G"org" W. Dickson, to fhe Outstanding Student in Theology-{onad by the
Rwerend John Dickson, S.M., 36.
Religious Studies--1\eMonsignor J. Dean McFarland Award of Excellence to the Outstanding
Junior Majoring in Theological Studies.
Schnl of Education-TheWilliam A. Beitzel Award for the Outstanding Student in Education
of the Handicapped- donated by Dean Emeritus Ellis A. Joseptu
Sclaot of Ed.ucation-TheRaymond and Beulah Hom A-nrard for an Outstanding Student in the
Education of the Deveiopmentally Handicapped{onated by Dean Emeritus Ellis A.
joseph.
Sclnol of Eduufion-The Daniel L. Leary Award fo_r thgouptandqg lry-.d"*{ Devglop-
*erit .l"tivity by a Student Se"ki"g Teacher Certification in the School of Education-
donated by Dean Emeritus Ellis A. ]oseph.
School of futuatbn-The Frank and Lois New Award for Outstgrding Achievement to a
Graiuating Senior in the Teacher CertificationProgram with a?rincipal Teadring Field in
Developmentally Handicapped-donated by Frank and Lois New'
Scluol of Educatim--nv Reverend George |. Renneker, S'M., Award of Excellence for Out-
standing Achievement in Teacher Education.
SeandaryEilucafiore-TheBrotherLouisJ.Faerber,S-M.,Award ofExcellencetotheOutstand-
ing Sirdent in Secondary School Teaclrer Education-donated by the University of Dayton
Mothers'Club.
Social Work-TheJoseph Zusman, '55, Award of Excellmce to the Outstanding Senior in Social
Work Studies--donated by Joseph Zusman, '65.
Sociology---TheDr. Edward A. HuthSilverAnniversaryAward of Excellence to the Outstand-
ing Student in Sociology--donated by Ioseph Zusman, '55.
Sociology-TheDr. Martin Luther King Memorial Award in Human Relatioru for Excellence
- 
- - 
in-#hohrship, Christian Leadership, and the Advancement of Brotherhood-donated by
Dr. Edward A. Huth.
Sociology--TheReverend Andrew L. Seebold Award of Excellence to the Outstanding Senior
in Sociology.
lJnfuosity Afutancement-Award of Excellence for Contribution of Service to the Community.
Visual Arts-F ine Arts--:IlpMary Ann Dunsky Award to an OutstandingSenior in Studio Art'
VisualArte-FineArts-ThePtofessorBelaHorvathAward forExcellenceinRepresentational
Art.
'i E";l
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VI College of Arts and Sciences
Paul J. Morman, Dean
R. Gerald Keil, Associate Dean for Graduate and Administrative Affairs
Mary |o Vesper, Associate Dean for undergraduate and student Affairs
Rae Ellen Huff, Assistant Dean
Sam F. Iohnson, Assistant Dean
The Collegeof Arts and Sciences affirms as itsprimary,Trssionthe implementa-
tion of the fr-ridamental commitment of the University of Dayton to the discovery,
integration, dissemination, and application of truth. The college-conlributes to the
fulfillment of this commitment tdrbugh curricular programs in the liberal arts and
sciences, which are central to the iniellectual life of the uniygrsr_ty. The Collegg
provides studenb instruction in communication skills, critical thinking social and
.ottotut criticism, computation, scientific reasoning, historical qnalysis, and reli-
gious and moral awareness. These qualities are fundamental and essential to eadr
itoa*fr fuU and integral development as abroadly educated-person. [e Couegg
serves not only ib own"studens but also the students of the professional.:chools and
ensures that basic, as well as applied, fields of study are available to all students.
The faculty of the College of-lirts and Sciences seek to live, as well as profess, the
liberal arg and to pursue teaching and research, colnmuni-f service, and construc-
tive social criticisir within the frimework of freedom of thought and expresion
Within the tradition of liberal education, the faculty are committed to the full and
i"tu$ul dwelopment of students, cognizant oj tle priceless and timeless value of
this"tadition, and aware of the need to relate the liberal arts to the realities of time,
place, and sfudents' legitimate career aspirations.
' The faculty of the CJllege of Arts and Sciences, therefore, encourages students to
use the resources within th6ir reach: faculty guidance, especially in selecting courses
and planning programs; the ca*pn" 
-lnGtry; the soc-ial and professional clubs and
sciities; the"c:amfus publications; the many musical, dramatic, and art programs;
and especially the oppbrtunlty for membership on deparbnentaland campus-wide
*-#tt"o, ihere'siudene fain experience in working with others on projects of
significance to the deparhmt or to the College.
"TheCollegeof Arts-andScienceschoosesfromitsowntraditionsandconvictions,
as well as fr6m ib role as the principal service unit of the University, a values-
oriented approach to education- In alt of its Programs l"d tllltlghut its curricu-
lum, the Coilege and its faculty seek to complement excellent substantive instruction
*ith 
" 
,"*" oT respect for the role of each person in society and an appreciation of
the aesthetic and the spiritual life. These vilnes emerge not only from the cgllege's
mission as the chief pioponent of the liberal badition at the University of Dayton,
but also from its 
"omn 
itm"t t to christian educational principles and to the
Marianist spirit in educatiory which is its heritage'
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MAIORS AND MINORS
The-major is {efined as a block of courses totalling at least 24 semester hours of
upper-level work in a single discipline; it is sometimdsupported by a minor, whichis a block of courses totafling at l6ast r.2 semester nom .if.rpp"r-t6vei wort. some
minors are defined specifically in the deparhnental listingsl '
The Bachelor of Arts is offered in the following areas:
AmericanStudies
ArtHistorv
Chemistrrr
Communication
Criminal Justice Studies
Economics
English
FineArb
Geology
History
Intemational Studies
Languages
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Photography
The Bachelor of Science is offered in the followint rueas:
Piq$"-i"tty Environmmral Biologylioloqy Environmenral GeololyChemisbryr Geology
Computerlnformation Humaii EcologySystems Mathematics --
Computer Science Nuclear Medicine Technology
Other programs leading to the bachelor's degree:
Political Science
Psychology
Religious Studies
Sociology
Theatre
Visual Communication
Design
Physical Science
Physics
Physics-Comp. Sci.
Pr6dentistrv'
Premedicine
Psychology
[neAqts-(B.F.A.) Mwic performance (B.Mus.)
S.eneral Studies (B.GS) Music Therapy (B.Mirs.)Music Composition (B. Mus.) photographf (n.f.e.)
Music Education (B. Mus.) VisuaiCo^minunication Design (B.F.A.)
Established Interdisciplinary Majors
AmericanStudies,IntemationalStudies,andpremedicine.predentisbyarepreent
examples of established interdisciplinaryconcentrations. Su"n proet#;areestab-
Iished by.interdisciplinary comnrittees and administer"d tt[h;".ii;;ersons ofthe committees.
Individually Designed Interdisciplinary Majors
sfudents demonstrating.extraordinary interest, special skills or needs, and
sound academic status ryy initiate ind.ivii.ually deiigired majors-suctr m4ors a"enegotiated between the students a1d the chairlersois of the'appropriate depart-
T""q. Long-range plansfor the individualty d6signed majors ui6 r"b^itt"a to tn"
:_"T,t_9t*t approval. Plans maybealtered with appropriate supporting rationaleand the approval of chairpersons and dean.
FOREIGN LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT
An19!u$en! admitted to the College of Arts and sciences must have had twoyears of high school study of a single fo=reign language or make up the deficit at theUniversity. The semester hours ofiredit rieivedroimaking up-t[ris J"riJt *ilt ,,ot
count towards the total number of semester hours required'foi graduauon.
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL
BACHELOR OF ARTS PROGRAMS
A minimum of 120 semester hours of approved coursework must be presented_for the
B.A. At least 54 gemester hours must be completed at the 30&400 level. For limitations on
credit and restrictions on courseg, consult the chairperson and the dean For departmental or
program requirements, consult program schedules A1-A23 or the department chairperson
or Program dilectot' 
s anester Hours
Major conczntratlon (with at least 24 serrester hours at 300-400 level) ..........,.............. 3045
fueadth REuiremenf (See Distribution Table below.) "' 5241
Gmeral Eitucation Requiemmts:Th*e coufiies may also be counted for other require'
mmts where applicable. (See Chapter V.) .....'........'.........'. 30
pro&am anil Gmeral Electioa: These courses must be extemal to the maiol
disipline. Electives should be approved by the chairperson or dean since some
restricions exist. ...............'........ 7+ffi
Distribution Table for Breadth Requirement
CoursestakentofuIfillthebreadthrequirementshouldbeextemaltothemajorfield' Students
"f""ti"j .o"* in any department ti.ould b" uw"t" that some 
introductory or background
t 
"o"rt&g" -"y be oipeC'ed of them 
even when no specific prerequisite course is listed'
Natural Science: Four semester hours must be in an aPProved natural science course
(Biology, Chemistry, Geology, Physics) with an accompanying laboratory' ""-"'-"' 7
Mnthematics: Three semester hours selected from courses in the Departsnent of
Mathematics M1T1102,2M,205 excluded)...'. 3
social and Belaoimal scienres: Anthropotogy, Economics, Political science, Psychol-
ogy, and sociology. up to 6 ofthe t2 semester hours of social andbehavioral sciences
;lit;thth" 
"f;dtoval 
of the chairpersonof the majo.rdePartqent q thedirector.of
thJprogram, beiaken in applied socil ana professional studies: Criminal fustice
Studies;Education, Human Ecology, Management, Marketing, Mlitary Scierce,
Social Work, and aPProPriate cours$ in ASI, AMS, and CMS' """"""' 12
Humanitia: Ameienstudies, communicatioo Englislu History, Humanities stud-
i"r,L"guago,Vlusic,PhilosophnReligiousStudie,VisualArts,and,withapproval
of tt ecliiriersonof themajordepartrnentorthe directorof thepro$am,aqqrop:tate
courses in ASI. At least one unit oi 9 Bemester hours in a humanities area with at least
3 semester hours at 3004ff) level (except bnguages and Visual Arts, in which a unit
maybeg semestethoursatany lwel).Theremainingg semesterhoursof electivesare
to be chosm from one or moie otfter departments. (The basic Philosophy, Religious
Stud.ies, and communicadon skills courses do not fulfill this requirement') """""""' 18
Phitosophy and Religious Studies 12
Communicationskrlls @NG 101-102 or 114 or 198; CMM 101): Each student should-
demonstrate competence in written and oral communication before the completion of
the first year. TG comPetmce may be demonstrated through cout'"*otk'lto,fi-
Cmcv examinations, oiadvanced standing. Information on this matter should be
sougirt in the office of the dean.... "' 0-9
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE PROGRAMS
A minimum of 120 semester hours of approved courgework must be presented for the
B.S' Forlimitations oncreditand restrictions oncourses,consultthechairpersonand thedean
Fordepartrnentalorprogram requirements consultprogram schedules s1-s10 or the depart-
mmt dEirperson or program director.
Semato Hours
Majm Conczntrafion (with at least 24 semester hours at 30G400 level), .-..................... S0+O
BrudthRequiremnf (See Distribution Table below.) 4t-50
Gmeral Education Requiremmts: These courses may also be counted for other require-
nents where applicable. (See Chapter V.).......................... 30
Program Requirements anil General Electioa: Electives should be approved by the
chairperson or dean since some restrictions exist. ..-.:..............._....... fG49
Distribution Table for Breadth Requirernent
courses takm to fulfill the breadth requirement should be extemal to the major concen-
hation studentselectingcoursesinanydepartnentshouldbeawarethatsomeintroductory
or background knowledge may be expected of them even when no specific prerequisite
course is listed.
Natural scimce: selected from Biology, chemistry, Geology, and physics courses with
accompanying laboratories. g
Matlenutks, Conputer science: Atleast 3 semester hours must be in Mathematics, the
coune(s) to be detemfned by placement and major program. ..,... .., 6
social and Behnoimal scienca: Anthropology, Economica, political science, psychol-
ogy, sociology. Up to 3 of the 6 semester hours of social and behavioral sciences may,
with the approval of the chairperson of the major deparEnmt or the director of the
program, be taken in applied social and professional studies: criminal Justice studies,
Education, Human Ecology,Management, Marketing MlitaryScience, SocialWork,
and appropriate courses in AS! AMS, and CMS. 
.,, G
Humanitizs: American studies, communication, English, History, Humanities stud-
ies, Languages, Music, Philosophn Religious Studies, Visual Arts, and, with the
approval of the chairperson of the major departsnent or director of the program,
appropriate courses in ASI. flhe basic Philosophy, Religious studies, and communi-
cation skills courses do not fulfill this requirement.) g
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Communication s&dls (ENG 101-102 or 174 or l9B; cMM 101): Each student should
demonstratecompetenceinwrittm and oralcommunicationbeforethecompletionof
the fust year. This competence may be demonstrated tfuoueh coursewoik, profi-
ciency examinations, or advanced standing. Information on tf,is matter shouid be
sought in the office of the dean
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DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
For the bachelor's degree, it is necessary to complete-all the requiremenb
listed inone of theprogr#rs in this chapter. A maximumof four semesterhours of
eeneral activities courses, a maximum 6f two semester hours of physical education
Lti"iU* 
"o*ses, 
a maximumof tensemesterhoursof MILcoutses, and a maximum
of ,i* hoors of technology courses may be counted in the semester hours required
i"i-itt. J"gr"". The flnal 30 semeiter hours must be earned in residence
uitfr,"U"i""?ri$of Dayton. Furthermore,aminimumof 12semesterhoursofcounse
work at the 300 and 400 level in the maior mustbe completed at the University'
GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS
1. It is the responsibility of the student to file his or her candidate for
Graduation card in the office of the Dean of the college of Arb and sciences'
2.Forgraduatiorr,itisnecessaryftlt.F"studentsuccessfirllycompletean
upp-iou"ait"gram of studies in the College; that the standard-gra* f"i"1
;ilt"g" bJ at'ieast 2'0 in the major field'-ii the minor fiel4 and in the total
oro*X-. h the Bachelor of Fine Arts and Bac-helor of Music frograms, a 2.0
;;fii;";gr"ie point average is required in the nonprofesional courses as well
as in the professional courses.
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
ThelntemshipProgramisaneducationalworkexperiencewithanoutside
asencv, in which u f.il-ti*" student registers for on-the'job work performed
#itir'.ri Jitoi r"p"*ision by academic p:ersonnel. Such work can be performed
in a variety of areas; howevei, tLe gen"ralpurpose of all internships is to serve as
transition'between the world of study and the world of work'
Normally a departmental intemship diregtor or another designated faculty
member will make all contacts with prospective agencies for placing.students as
interns. While students themselves may initiate contacts at possible-sites, all sites
,""riUu ruled acceptable by the director before an internship may begtn.
ln order to accomplish tire general purpose of an intemship, the student must
adhere to the following requirements:
. i" U" eligible for ai iniernship, a student must be in good standing at the
University "of Oayton and have iuccessfully completed course work in areas
appropriate to the intemship sought.
.'j,t iitt"* *ay receive no more 6an six semester hours of credit in any semeter
for internship.
. No 
^oru 
tfian twelve semester hours of work experience credit 11 any-kind of
internship or work experience Proglam can be accepted toward a baccalaureate
degree.
o The student intern will submit a daily log and a written report to the internship
director at the conclusion of the intemship'
---other procedures and requirements in-addition to those mandated uy 9u
College niay be i*por"J by hepartments for individual programs to meet the
specific nature of a given intemship'
- h-;;;;e rt"a"itr should re" tlr" internship directors in their respective
departrnents for further details.
AMS
AMERICAN STUDIES (AMS)
In this interdisciplinary program, students take courses in their choice of a dozen
ficlds, thereby leaming the skills of integrating, coordinating and rnaking connec-
tions. The program, one of over three hundrednationwide, G most annroiri"te fo,
those whose interests encompass several haditional majors.
PROGRAM ,4'L: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
AMERTCAN STUDTES (AMS)I
Semester HoursAtts 200,300,301,400
First area courses
Courses from Group A or B or C..........
Supporting courses in the elected disciplines
12
24
15
9
Second area course from one of the twoiemaining groups.
Third area courses from the remaining group ..............
Group A
ENG 305, 312, 31q, 3202, 3?5, 3n, 32y, 33L2, 3322, gg5, gg7, 3gg,
38e, 451, 453,455, 46f., 4902
MUS 304,301 96,307,4M2
vAH 370,480,482,49V
9
6
Group B
u2, y5, u8, 351, 352, 355, 365, 37 0, 37 L, 375, 97 6, 3f,0, 3gL, gg8,
399, 4L7, 460, 454, 4!$, M, Ml, 46r, 46g, Mg, 470, M3, 47 6, 4n,
479,4n, 49L2, 4922, 495, 4gg2
N7, 310, 3L1, 314, 317, 379, 320, 323, 33I, 332, U02, 961
326,327, 328, 364, %7, 371, 372, 373,376, 385, 477
Group C
3L0, U6, U7, 430, ML, M2, 445, 450, 460, ML, 47 L, 485
301, 303, 310, 31 1, 3L3, 335, 350, 3ffi , 408, 4lt, 419, Afr , 471,, 475
3U, Ul, 351,, 35't, 363, M3, 467, 462, 471,
321, 328, 337, 339, Ul, 343, 35't, 352, 435
375,335, 353, 406, M9
Natural science
Mathematics (Mml, n} 2M, 205 exduded)
Social and behavioral sciences...
Humanities
Philosophy and religious studies ............
Communication skills .....,.........,
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least ..................................
rsee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts prograr$ and Chapter v for Gmeral
Education requirements.
This course can be counted only when the material is appropriate to American studies.
Consult program director.
PHL
REL
ECO
POL
IJSY
S@
ANT
7
3
t2
18
L2
U9
120
ColtegeofArtsandSciences AMS
AMERTCAN STUDIES COMMIREE
Francis j. Henninger (English), Director, Amefican Studies !'99ory-. 
-
Arons @nghsh), Eregenzir (Sociology, Anthro,pglg-qy 
-and Social Wot$,
Cadegan (History), Kimble (Psychology), Kunkel (Philosophy)
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
AMS 200. INTERDISCPLINARY AMERICA: An introduction to the study of Ameri-
can culture, using methods and theory from a variety of disciplines to explore three
periods pivotal tJttre definition of "American." 3 sem' hrs'
*AMS 300. AMERICAN CULTURES: Study of American artifacts to discem how they
indicate the periods in the life of the civilization and how like artifacts can be used to
determine the stages of development of various peoples. (Will not satisfy humanities
breadth requiremlrt.; - 3 sem' hrs'
* AMS 301. INTERPRETATIONS OF AMERICAN CLILTURE: Critical study of various
interpretations of American culture through mote than a hundred years' 
3 sem. hrs.
AMS 400. INTERDISCPLINARY RESEARCH: Study of the principles of interdiscipli-
nary scholarship; what can and probably cannot be accomplished by it;
successftrl interdGciplinary accomplishments. Students will complete interdisciplin-
ary projects. 3 sem' hrs'
*General Education course. See Chapter V'
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ANTHROPOLOGY (ANT)
Anthropology is the study of people at all times and places. It emphas2es
understandingtotalculturalsystems.TheDeparbnentofsociology, Anthropology,
and social work offers a minor in anthropology. studenb intending to minorin
anthropology should consult with the department chairperson to plan their selec-
tion of courses, which must indude ANT 150 and four courses at ttre 300400 level.
See also SOC.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
'& ANT 150. CULTURAL ANTHROPoLoGY: Basicprinciples of cultural anthropol-
ogy. suwey of human adaptation to and adjustment of the environment by mdans
of culture; gomparison of ways of life amoirg peoples of the world for inierences
toward understanding human behavior. Req-uiredfor anthropology minors.
3 sem. hrs.
" ANT 300. EVOLUTION oF PEOPLE AND GULTURE: survey of human biologi-
cal and cultural evolution fro,m prehuman ancestors to settled city-states. ConsidEr-
ation of contemporary peoples at various levels of social compl&ity. 3 sem, hrs.
ANT 310. CULTURE AND PERSONALITY: suwey of studies investigating the
relationship between cultural environment and th6 individual. Mater{al diawn
from both literate and nonliterate societies. 3 sem. hrs.
ANT 315. LANGUAGE AND CULTURE: Intuoduction to the scientific study of
language and its relationship to other aspects of human behavior. 3 sem.'hrs.
ANT335. URBANANTHROPOLOGY: surveyof anthropologyresearchon urban
issues. Considers how cities arose and how ur6an people mallri a living, organize,
and think. Considers urban futures S s&n. Wg
ANT 351. CULTURES OF THE CARIBBEAN: Variety of African- and Old
World- derived cultures in the Caribbean and on itsbordeis. Social-scientific topics
such as effects of mother-centered families on personality, importance of veibal
behavior in these cultures, problems of I.Q. testing in cultuies otfier than where the
tests originate, economic adaptations, political movements, religious practices.
3 sem.hrs.
ANT 352. CULTURES OF LATIN AMERICA: Origin and developmenr of
ancientcivilizationsincludingtheAztec, theMaya, and thelnca. surveyof contem-
porary cultures, with special emphasis on peasint life. ' 3 sem.lrs,
ANT 353. NATTVE CULTURES oF NORTH AMERICA: consideration of rhe
origins and diversity of American Indian cultures north of the Rio Grande, with
atterrtion to language, culfural adaptation to environment, and acculfuration
without assimilation. The present situition of the Indian in relation to the surround-
ing culture. 3 xm.hrs.
ANT 405. CULTURAL CHANGE: The proces of social dranges in the modem
world; o4t*" lag and conflict of norms; individual and social problems arising
fromconflictingsystems of values andnorms. Prerequisite ANT i50orpermission
of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
80
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*General Education course. See Chapter V.
ANT 449. ANTHROPOLOGICAL FIELD WORK: Formulation and carrying out
of a research design in archaeology, physical anthropology, linguistics, or cultural
anthropology. Prirequisite: Consmfofinstructor. 1"-6 sem' hrs'
ANT 498. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Research problems or readings of special
interest investigated under the guidance of an anthropology staff member' Permis-
sion of the chaiiperson. - 1"-6 sem' Ivs'
81.
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BroLocY (Bro)
The Bachelor of science program in biology is designed to prepare a student for
a career in the life sciences. Graduates of the piogram ire competitive for entry into
gradu3te prograrns in biology as well as profdssional schools, such as mehical,
dental, osteopathic, and veterinary science.
The deparhnent has, two p.iti.".y areas of faculty interest: environmental,/
ecological lcielce and basic biomedical science. The former includes ecology,population biology, ecologicalphysiolory, animalbehavior, environmental miciil
biology- communi-9 and.restoration ecology, evolutionary biology, and plant
physiology, aswell as environmentalbiologyh the narrow iense. TTiebiomedical
science course offerings includemolecularbiology, cellbiology, general and medi
cal microbiology, immunology,- genetics, mammalian physiology, and develop-
mental biology. In addition, advanced undergraduat i *"y eiioll in graduate
colrsej for undergraduate credit with the consent of the chaiiperson.
In line with the two areas of research inter,esb, the depirtment encourages
sfudents (in consultation with their advisors) to declare one of the two as an areiof
concentration of study no later than the end of the sophomore year. For the student
moreinterested in abroad approachtobiology, thedepartmenfrecommends a third
optign !19 ggneral biology option (any com6ination of upper-level biology coursesthat fulfills the program requiremenb).
The department offers a research mentorship program for upper-level sfudents
majoring in biology. The program allows a stua6nt to work closeli with both facultv
and graduate students in laboratory and,/or field research. pirtiCpaUon in thL
program is based on the recommendation of a member of the faculty. Tlie mentorship
program is designed to provide a significant advantage for those studenb whb
intend to enter a graduate program.
-. 
The dgartment also offers a combined Bachelor and Master of science degree in
Biology..This accelerated program_is designed for students who display itrong
potential for research in biology. It provides a liberal arts education, a uroad
background in biology, the developmeht of expertise in a biological subfield, and a
thorough introduction to research instrumenhhon and techniqies. Graduates from
the prgqaqgrq prepared for either direct entry into the job mirket or continuation
toward the Ph.D. A detailed description of theB.s.-M.s. program may be obtained
from the departmental office.
PROGRAM BACHELOR OF SCTENCE WTTH A MAJOR
rN BroLocY (Bro)1
Semester Hours
Biology (induding at least 24 sem. hrs. at 300400 level)
Core courses: BIO L51, I52, 152L, 207L, Z99, 412, 420
Environmental,/Ecological-Select two2: BIO 301, lIA-lLAL, g2O-g2OL
33$330L, 37 0, 402402L, 4N 43ilL, 435435L, 4l1,
w444L, Ail4frL, 452452L, 459, ML467L
Basic Biomedical-Select two3: BIO 309-$9L, 403-4;09L,404,
4L7 4LLL, 472U, 42il25L, M0 40L, 44242L,
462,466466L
Electives: Four courses, two with accompanying laboratories, from
above groups.s
4L
L3
7
L4
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Supporting sciences.'..........'....... """"""""' 3G3t
6hrra rz rzsu t24-124L,srvsLsL,31+3L4L 16
MTH 148-149 or 116, 148 (by placement) """"""' A7
PHY 201- 201L,202-202L.....:. 8
Communication skills .............". """"""""' 912
cMM 101........ """' 0-3
ENG 101,102 or 114 or 198..... """' 0-6
Selectone ENG272,316,370,978....'.....-.- 3
Philosophy and religious studies .................... 12
Humanities L2
Arts study 3
}IST101 61102; !ISTelective6........'..... 6
Elective 3
Social and behavioral sciences.. 12
First-year experimce:
ASI 150 " 0-1
Generalelectivestototal 120-12L
lConsult General RequiremenS for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
2One with acco-put yittg taUoratory. BIO rl30 strongly recommended as one of two courses'
30ne with accompanyin! hboratory. oIo aez strongly recommended as one of two courses'
aQualifies only as a laboratory elective (see below).
sNon-BIO science courses may be induded with approval.
6HST 340,341 or 342 are highly recommended.
ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY (EVB)
Environmental Biology is a science specialization based upon the fundamentals
of biology and ecology, ipplyingbroadlybased interdisciptinary-1$tls to themany
environffental problems ficingiociety today. The environmental biology program
not only includes most of theiequire-mene-of the standard biology de-gree, but it
builds rlpon that framework with additional science courses necessary for a stfonS
environmental degree. This comprehensive major is designed t-o meet the needs of
studenb who desiie a broadly bised education in preparation for field/laboratory
careers such as applied envirlnmental ecology, govemment service, teaching, a1{
frivate industryi ionsulting. Students entering this fast-growing anddynamic field
ian expect to 'become inv6ked directly in addressing_some.of the significant
problerns related to human impact on th-e environment. Depending on a sfudent's
'itttlt"ttt, work in a chosen 
"uti.r ""tt range in diversity 
from environmental risk
assessment, to ecological restoration of distuIbed habitats, to genetically engineer-
it g ;.t*.ganismsihat canbiodegrade toxic waste, and careers in mvironmental
law or policy are also Possible.
rntenrship erogram: Majors who achieve certain minimum academic standards
can apply fo'r the 
":pportunity 
to participate inthe pr.ogram's internship opportuni-
ties pfo aee, see course prereq,.tGites;, *trere they will have the 11ulu; oPPo-r$yq
to obtain valuable training and experience under the mentorship of established
scientist and other professionals located in the Dayton area'
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PRoGRAM S1A: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
ENVIRONMENTAL BTOLOGY (EVB)1
Semester Hours
Requirernents for the major 4T
Core Courses: BIO 151, 152-I52L, 20LL, 299, 4L2,
420, 430430L, 459 .....................
Field Oriented Courses 
- 
Select three2: BIO 350-
350L or 435-435L, 320-320L, 3N-330L, 370, 42L,
w&L, 452452L, 4993 ...............
Laboratory Oriented Courses 
- 
Select three4: BIO 314-314L,
402402L, 403403.L, 4M, AL] 4I7L, 4L2L, 421, Ml,
450-4ffiL, 461461L, 462, 4993
Supporting sciences .,.............
cHM 12&123L, L24-t24L, 201,-20LL5,
313 -313L, 3L4-314L .........
GEO 1t$115L and 30&308L or 309-309L
PtIY 201-201L, 202-202L or 20G2076 and
210L and 211L
MTH 148?-149 and 367 -368 ....
or
MTTI 168? -1696 and 367 -3686
Communication skills
cMM 101
ENG 378
Philosophy and religious studies............
PHL 103 and REL L03
Select one: PIfL 321, 33L; KEL 472, 477
PHL or REL Elective
Humanities
Arts study......
HST 101 or 102..............
HST Electivese
Social and behavioral scimces
ANT 150 or PSY 101
Elective
ASI 150
General Education courses and academic electives to total:.........,.. ... 120-131
_ 
rcoryult General Requirements for all Badrelor of science programs and chapbr V for
General Education Requirements.
u
20
L0
11
4&50
20
8
8
L2
L4
0-3
0-6
3
3-t2
t2
6
3
3
J
J
J
0-l
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Onewith accompanying laboratory. BIO350-350L or43F435L strongly recommended as
oneofthreecourses.Onenon-BlOscimcecourseapproved forscimcemajorsmaybeinduded
with approval.
Optional course of instnrction for major (may be taken during any term(s)):
BIO 49P.. INTERNSHIP IN EI\MRONMENTAL BIOLOGY ($credits).
See Catalog for Prerequisites.{Two with accompanying laboratory. BIO 41 1-41 lL and 462 strongly recommended as two
of the three courses. BIO 4L2L qualifies only as a laboratory elective. One non-BIO science
course approved for science majors may be included with approval.
qgtudents interested in a stronger emphasis in a Geology/field orimtation may substitute
cEO 11G115L for CHM 201-201L.
6PItl 20G207 arrd MTH 15&169 strongly recommended for students considering pursu-
ing a graduate deSiree.
MTII 116 should be taken before MTTI 148 or MTH 168 if student background is weak
and/or not suitable.
sl3tudents selecting the MTH 16V169 option may substitute Ct'S 132 for MTH 368 with
pemdssion.
elf$l 3/r0,YL,46 or 457 strongly recommended'
FACULTY
Iotur I. Row e, Chairpuson
D is tin gishe d S ercic e P r ofasor: Noland
Professors Emeriti: Laufersweiler, Ramsey, Shay
Professors: Bajpai, Burky, Geiger, McDougall, Rowe, Williams
Associ.ate Professors: Breitwisch, Chantell, Kearns, Tsonis, Vesper
Clinical Adjunct Associate Professors: Stull, Taylor
, ssistant Professors: Friese, Hofmann, Robinson, Stavenhagerl Wright
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
* BIO 101. GENERAL BIOLOGY I: A study of the more important biological pro-
cesses and principles through analysis and synthesis, dealing primarily with the
organizatiohal aspecb of living things. This course (and BIO 102) is designedfor
students not following the biology core curriculum. ssm.hrs.
BIO 101L. GENERAL BIOLOGY LABORATORY I: Course to accompany BIO
L01. One 2-hour laboratory each week stressing the investigational and experimen-
tal approach. 1- sem.hr.
* BIO LO2. GENERAL BIOLOGY II: A continuation of BIO 101, stressing primarily
the operational aspects of living matter. Prerequisite: BIO 101.
BIO 102L. GENERAL BIOLOGY LABORATORY II: Course
102. One 2-hour laboratory each week.
3 sem.hrs.
to accompany BIO
L sem.hr.
BIO 104. INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY FIELD COURSE: An inhoduction to the
ecology, behavior, morphology, taxonomy, qd lfe hislory of plants and animals.
One iiek on campus; three w-&ks in the Rocky Mountains near Denver, Colorado;
one week of travei to and from the field site. For non-biological science majors only.
Corequisites: GEO 104; BIO 104L or GEO 104L. Third term only. 3 sem.hts.
BIO
3-hour periods each week.
BIO 104L. INTRODUCTORY BIOLOGY FIELD LABORATORY: Field trip
laboratory in the biological sciences to accompany BIO 104. GEO 104L can 6e
substituted for this course. Third term only. 1. sem. hr,
* BIO 151. CONCEPIS OF BIOLOGY I Study of the molecular and cellular organi-
zation of organisms. Topics also include bioenergetics, genetics, and evolution. Core
biology course for majors in sciences such as biology, premedicine, and others.
3 sem. hrs.
* BIO 152. CONCEPTS OF BIOLOGY II: Continuation of BIO 151. Studv of taxo-
nomic diversity, plant and animal organismal physiology, and ecology and animal
behavior. Core biology course. Prerequisite: BIO 151. - 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 152L. BIOLOGY LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS I: An introduction to
biological laboratory procedures and instrumentation through a series of experi-
mental exercise employing a wide variety of oqganisms. Core biologll cource. 1 *in. lr,
BIO 201L. BIOLOGY LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS IL Specialized labora-
lory investigatiols qt the organizational levels of cells, systems, and organisms.
Emphasis on both plant and animal studies. Sophomore-level biolon 
"\::XTr..
Bro 299. BIOLOGY SEMINAR: lntroduction tobiological joumals and abstracting
materials. Practice in reviewing, abstracting, and presenting biological information-.
Primarily for sophomores. 1sem. hr.
BIO 301. EVOLUTION: Theory and evidence of organic evolutiory with empha-
sis on microevolutionary change and population genetics. Prerequisites: BIo 101-
102 or 151-152;BIO 412 recommended. 3 sem,hrs.
BIO 309. COMPARATIVE ANATOMY OF THE VERTEBRATES: Study of
changes that have occurred in the chordate body with the passage of time,-and
.a11lysis of their significance. Prerequisite: Minimum of one-year of introductorybiology. A sem.hri.
BIO 309L. COMPARATM ANATOMY LABORATORY: Course to accompany
BIo 309 lecture. Dissection and study of representative vertebrate animals.-Two
University of Dayton M
2 sem.hrs.
BIO 314. PLANT BIOLOGY: Consideration of structure, function, reproductiory
a1d inhgftance as applicable in the plant pattems of life. Emphasis on lhe vascular
plants. Minimum prerequisite: A course in biology. - 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 314L. PLANT BIOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory exercises to accompany
PI-O 31-4: Emphasis 
-on generalized structure and function of plants. 
-On-e
3-hour laboratory each week. - i. sem. hr.
BIo 320' MARINE BIOLoGY: Introduction to the diversity of marine life includ-
ing the physical-chemical environment. Third term only. 2 sem. hrs.
BIO 320L. MARINE BIOLOGY LABORATORY: Examination of marine organ-
igqg a1d proc-esses. Laboratory work conducted on UD campus and at off-campusfield sites in the South. Third term only. - 2 sem.hrs.
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BIO 330. ANIMAL BEHAVIOR: An evolutionary approach to the study of animal
behavior, emphasizingboth proximate mechanisms and functional explanations of
the survival value of behavior. Prerequisite: One year of biology. 3 sem.hrs.
BIO 330L. ANIMAL BEHAVIOR LABORATORY: Field and laboratory exercises
to accompany BIO 330. Should be taken concurrently with BIO 330. One 3-hour
laboratory eadr week and occasional Saturday field trips. 'L sem. hr.
BIO 350. APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY: Fundamentals of applied and environmen-
tal microbiology for environmental scientists and engineers. Introduction to micre.
organisms and their roleinbioenvironmental engineeringand industrialprocesses.
For non-biological science majors only. Prerequisites: Introductory biology; general
and organic chemistry. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 350L. APPLIED MICROBIOLOGY LABORATORY: An introductory lab-
oratory to acquaint students with basic microbiology laboratory techniques as
applied to environmental pollution and industrial fermentations. 1' sem, hr.
BIO 370. CONSERVATION BIOLOGY: Anecosystem approach to the study of and
threat to local, regional, and global biodiversity. Application of ecological
principles of conservation of species and habitats. Prerequisites: BIO 101-102 or
BIO 151-152. 3 sem.hrs.
* BIO 390. PHYSIOLOGY OF SEX AND FERTILITY REGLILATION: Inhoduction
to the role of hormones, glands, organs, and devices in the regulation of sexual
functions and fertility. No science credit forbiological science majors. Prerequisite:
Introductory biology. i sem. hrs.
uisites: BIO 101-102 or 15'J,-152; CHM 313-314. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 403L. PHYSIOLOGY I LABORATORY: Course to accompany BIO 403. Sys-
tematic approach to the acquisition and interpretation of information about the
physiology of living systems. L sem. hr,
't BIO 395. GLOBAL ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY: Presentation of the biological
and ecological principles needed for critical discussion and evaluation of current
global environmental issues including food production, human population growth,
role of humans and pollution in environmental degradatioo and conservation of
agriculfural, forest and other nafural resources. No science credit forbiology majors.
Prerequisites: An inhoductory course in the natural sciences. 3 sem. hrs.
* BIO 398. HEREDITY AND SOCIETY: Suwey of the fundamental principles of
inheritance and theapplicationof genetics to contemporaryproblemsof society. No
science credit for biological science majors. Prerequisite: Introductory biology.
3 sem. hrs.
BIO 402. VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY: The morphology, physiology, ecology,
and distribution of representative vertebrate groups. Prerequisite: Junior or senior
standing. 3 sem.hrs.
BIO 402L. VERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany
BIO 402. L sem.hr.
BIO 403. PHYSIOLOGY I: A physico-chemical examination of the physiological
events occuring in a living system with emphasis on physiology of the cell,
excretiory nerves, muscles, bone, blood, heart, circulation, and respiration. Prereq-
University of Dayton M
BIO 404. PHYSIOLOGY II: Study of hormonal regulation of metabolism and
growth and reproduction of higher vertebrates, including primates. Prerequisites:
BIO 101-102 or 151-152; CHM 31&314. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 411. GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY: Inhoductory course stressing the
physiology, cultivatioru and classification of microbial organisms; their role in
medicine, agriculture, and industry. Prerequisites: BIO 10L-102 or 151-152; CHM
3L3-314. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 411L. GENERAL MICROBIOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany
BIO 411. Two 2-hour periods each week. l sem.hr.
BIO 4I2. GENERAL GENETICS: Study of the principles of variation and heredity
covering both Mendelian and molecular genetics. Core biology course. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 412L. GENETICS LABORATORY: Laboratory exercises to accompany BIO
412.Maybe taken concurrently with or following the lecture course. 1 sern. hr.
BIO 420. SEMINAR: Practice in development, presentation, and discussion of
papers dealing with biological research problems. Prerequisite: |unior or senior
standing. 'L sem. hr,
BIO 421,. BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS: Laboratory research problems. Topics ar-
ranged with faculty advisors. Prerequisite: Chairperson's permission. 1,-2 sem.hrs.
BIO 422. BIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS: Library research problems. Topics arranged
with faculty advisors. Prerequisite: Chairperson's permission. L-2 sem. hrs.
BIO ,425. PARASITOLOGY: lntroduction to the morpholog)r, life history, and
clinical significance ofparasites and other symbionts. Prerequisites: BIO 101-102 or
757-752. 3 sem, hrs,
BIO 425L. PARASITOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany BIO 425.
Recognitionof commonhumanparasites. Studyofbothlivingandpreserved forms.
One &hour period each week. 'L sem. hr.
BIO 430. ECOLOGY: Interrelationship of plants, animals, and microorganisms
with the physical-chemical environment nutrientcycles, energy flow, ecosystems,
and factors affecting distribution and abundance of organisms. Prerequisitq One
year of biology. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 430L. ECOLOGY LABORATORY: Field and laboratory exercises to accom-
pany BIO 430. May be taken concurrently with or following BIO 430. 'L sem. hr.
BIO 435. MICROBIAL ECOLOGY: Study of the diversity and activity of microor-
ganisms and the interrelationships between microorganisms and their environ-
ments with emphasis on aquatic ecosystems. Prerequisites: BIO 411; CHM 313-314.
3 sem. hrs.
BIO 435L. MICROBIAL ECOLOGY LABORATORY: Examination of the
methods of isolation and enumeration of microorganisms and techniques for
determining their activities in the field and laboratory. 1" sem. hr.
BIO 440. CELL BIOLOGY: Function, structure, composition, heredity, and
growth of cells. Analysis of cell concept in biochemical terms. Prerequisites: BIO
101-102 or 151-152; CHM 31$314. 3 sem. hrs.
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BIO 440L. CELL BIOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory exercises to accompany
BIO 440. May be taken concurrently *ith or following BIO 4140. 1 sem. hr.
BIO,4I41. EI{VIRONMENTAL PLANT BIOLOGY: Study of the physiologicalbasis
for environmental effecb on plant metabolism, structure, gtowth and development,
including plant responses to elevated carbon dioxide, acid deposition, and to water
stress. Prerequisite: BIO 101-102 or BIO 151-152. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO U2, DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY: Study of animal development, includ-
ing morphological pattems of development, mechanisms of cellular differentiation,
cell-cel[ interactions during development, and mechanisms of differential
gene expression. Emphasis on understanding development at the cellular and
molectrlir levels. Prerequisites: BIO 101.-712o1 151-152; CHM 313314. 3 sem.hrs.
BIO M2L. DEVELOPMENTAL BIOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory exercises
to accompany BIO 442, May be taken concurrently with or following BIO M2.
L sem,hr.
BIO M. PLANT DIVERSITY: Broad survey of the major divisions of the plant
kingdom; consideration of algae, fungi, bryophytes, vascular plant groups; their
generalized life histories, ecological and physiological characteristics, evolutionary
relationships. 3 sem.hrs.
BIO 44L. PLANT DWERSITY LABORATORY: Laboratory studies of the plant
groups, including lifecycles and evolutionary physiological, and ecological adap-
tations. One 3-hour laboratorv each week. 'l- sem.hr.
BIO 450. COMPARATryE ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY: Organized on a function-
system basis, course dealing with environment-organism interaction and with
integrative systems of the principal phyla of animals. 3 sem.hrs,
BIO 450L. COMPARATIVE ANIMAL PF{YSIOLOGY LABORATORY: Labora-
tory to accompany BIO 450. Must be taken concurrently with BIO 450' 'L sem. hr.
BIO 452. AQUATIC BIOLOGY: The interrelationship of organisms and stream
and lake ecosystems, including nutrient cycles, oceanic and lake current develop-
ment, dremical limnology, adaptation to the aquatic environment, and pollution
ecology. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO 452L. AQUATIC BIOLOGY LABORATORY: Laboratory and field exercises
emphasizing chemical and physical limnology, evolution of aquatic ecosystems,
and pollution ecology. One laboratory or field trip each week. 1 sem, hr,
BIO 459. ENVIRONMENTAL ECOLOGY: The application of current ecological
knowledge and principles toward the study of human impact on the environment
Emphasis on ecosystem dynamics, applied ecology, disturbance ecology, and
approaches to solving global environmental problems. Prerequisite: BIO 430 or
peimission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
BIO,t151. INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGY: Suwey of the structure, activities, life
histories, and relationships of the invertebrate animals, with some emphasis on their
origin and dwelopment. Prerequisites: BIO 101-102 or 15L-152. 3 sern. hrs.
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BIO 461L. INVERTEBRATE ZOOLOGICAL LABORATORY: Course to accom-
pany BIO 451. One }hour laboratory each week. 7 sem. hr.
BIO 462. MOLECLILAR BIOLOGY: Analysis of the nature of the gene and gene
action. Particular attention to genetic regulation and to recent advances in molecular
genetics. Prerequisites:BlO 472, CHM 314. 3 sem, hrs.
BIO 466. BIOLOGY OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE: The nature of infectious diseases,
host-parasite relationships in resistance and in-fection, defense mechanism (antigen-
antibody response); survey of the bacteria causing disease in humans. Prerequisite:
BIO 411. 3 sem, hrs.
BIO 466L. BIOLOGY OF INFECTIOUS DISEASE LABORATORY: Laboratory ex-
periments to demonstrateimmunological, serological, determinative, and medical
bacteriology. Two 2-hour laboratory periods each week. 1 sem. hr,
BIO 499. ENVIRONMENTAL BIOLOGY INTERNSHIP: Majors will have the op-
portunity to obtain valuable training and experience under the mentorship of
established scientists and professionals. Emphasis on approaches to solving envi-
ronmental problems including such research areas as bioremediation, risk assess-
ment, and ecological restoration. May be repeated up to 5 sem. hrs. Prerequisite: 12
sem. hrs. of upper-lever BIO courses with a GPA of 3.0; 75 total sem. hrs. and a
2,75 cum. average; permission of program director. 3 sem. hrs.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
CHM
CHEMTSTRY (CHM)
The B.A. program in chemistry provides a framework of scientific courses which
serves as a preparation for a number of interdisciplinary professions. The traditional
B.S. curriculum has been modified in the B.A. program, most notably in mathemat-
ics, physics, and advanced chemistry. The program is sufficiently flexible to afford
a wide selection of courses in the humanities. Science courss may be chosm to
provide a preparation for professions such as medicine, dentistry, optometry,
veterinary medicine, biochemistry, education, and law, as well as for employment
in many other areas which require a background in science.
The B.S. program inchemisky is approvedbytheAmerican Chemical Societyfor
thetrainingof professionalchemists. Qualifiedstudentsmayparticipateincoopera-
tive education following the completion of the sophomore year. Each student in the
B.S. program in &emistry is required to conduct an original research project.
Satisfaction of this requirement normally begins with enrollment in CHM 495 and
selection of a research professor and project during the second term of the junior
year. The research project, conducted during the entire senior year, normally
requires twowork periods of 3 to4 hours each a week. The project culminates in the
final term of the senior year with enrollment in CHM 498, the submission of an
acceptable thesis, and the presentation of a seminar in CHM 497. Additional
researchwork to a maximum totalof 6 semesterhours maybe elected provided that
the work extends beyond two semeters. Cooperative education sfudents substifute
work experience for research.
The B.S, program in biochemistry follows a curriculum which satisfies the needs
of studentswho anticipatecareersinthelifesciences. Amarkof distinctionand rigor
is that eadr student is required to conduct research, which normally includes a ten-
week summer period following the junior year and culminates with the submission
of a research thesis and the presentation of a seminar.
PROGRAM A2: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
CHEMISTRY (CHA)I
Summary of Requiremmts2 Semester Hours
Chemistry 
-..-...........-.-..... 
37
Required coumeg
Year 1: CHM L23,L?3L,L24,L24L 8
Year 2: CHM 201, 201L, 313, 313L, 3L4, 314L...................
Year 3: CHM 302 or 30$3(X...
Year4: CHM495
Chemistry electives
Choose from the following: CHM 317, 404, 412, 4L5, 4L7, 418L, 420, 427 ,451.,452,490L,498,A99........... ......................10-13
(May substifute two upper-level courses from other science
departments with permission of chairpenon.)
Supporting science requirements (Complete during first two years.)
MTtI 148, L49,367;or L68,L69 ...........
Pr{v 201,, 207L, 202, 202L
Communication skills ............
cMM 101 ..... G3
12
3-6
I
&9
6
,9
ENG 101-102 or 1L4 or 1983
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Philosophy and religious studies
Social and behavioral scisrces ....
Humanities
Firet-year experimce: ASI 150
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
rSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education Requiremmts.
2Advanced placemmt is permifted.
llf composition requir€ment is waived, studmt should select an ENG elective.
PROGRAM 52: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A IvIAJOR IN
BIOCHEMISTRY (BCM)1
Sumnmy of Requiremmt* SemstrHours
Chemistry requiremenb
Year 1: CHM 123. I,t23L,1
Year 2: CHM 201, 20LL, 313, 313L, 314, 31,4L
Year 3: CHM 303, 303L, 304, 45L, 452,462Lt, 495,498 ...................
Year 4: CHM 495, 497 ...............
Biology requiremmts
Year 1: BIO 151,152,752L
Year 2: BIO elective and laboratory
Science breadth requiremmts
Choose from the following:
478L, 49 ; BIO 314, 403, 4M, ALl, 412,, 4/l0, 462, 46
i  CHM 4{X, 415, ALSL, 417,
Supporting scimce requirements
MTII 16& L69, 218; Cfi 132 .....................
PtrY 206,207,210L
Communication skills
ENG 101-102 or 114 or 1984
Foreign language
Philosophy and religious studies ............
Social and behavioral sciences,.
Humanities
First-year experimce: ASI 150
Geneml Education courses and academic electives to tota1........ 720-127
tConsult General Requirements for all Badrelor of Scimce programs and Chapter V for
Gmeral Education requirements.
zAdvanced placernent is permitted.
19tudents who take CHM 49 are not required to mroll in CHM462L.
alf composition requireurent is waived, student should select an ENG elective.
PROGRAM 53: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
CHEMISTRY (CHM)I
L2
L2
18
0-1
120
8
L2
t7
2
11
7
4
15
7
99
6-8
L2
6
9
0-1
o3
v6
Summary of Requiremmts2
Chemistrv
Semester Hours
Year 1: CHM 123,123L,724,124L
Year 2 CHM 201, 201L, 313, sLgL, 3L4, 314L..
8
t2
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Year 3: CHM 303, 303L, 3M, \ML, 3L7 , 417, 4LBL, 495 ... 13
Year4: CHM4L5,415L,496,497,498 ............... 9
Chemistrv electives
Choo'se from the following: CIil/|4M, 4L2, 420, 427, 45L, 452, 490L, 4gg ...... 6
(May substitute one approved scimce course from another department.)
Supporting science requirements (Complete during first two years.)
MTH 16,8, L69, 2L8; CB L32 ...................
Pt{Y206,207,208,210L,211L.................
Commtrnication skills ................
cMM 101........ ............................. 0-3
ENG 101-102 or 114 or L983 3-5
Foreign language .-...--.........,
Philosophy and religious studies .......................
Social and behavioral sciences..
Humanities
First-year experience ASI 150 ................... 0-1
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least l2O
rConsult General Requiremmts for all Bachelor of Scimce prograrns and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
2Advanced placement is permitted.
llf composition requirement is waived, student should select an ENG elective.
FACULTY
Albert V. Fratini, Chnirperson
Distinguished Sercice Professor: Lucier
P rofn sor Emeritus : Michaelis
Professors: Fox, Fratini, R. Keil, Knachel, Singer
Associate Profexors: Churclr, Hunnicutt, Iohnson, Morrow
Assis t ant P rofes sor s : Glass
Laboratory lnstructors: Hils, feffery P. Keil, NelsorL Schwendemarl Tabes[ Webb
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
"CHM 115. COLLEGE PREPARATORY CHEMISTRY: A one-term course for student-
desiring to enter a science or engineeringprogrambutwhose background is insufficient
for CHM 12U124. Unacceptable for credit toward drcmistry requiremenb in any
chemistry program. 3 sem. hrs.
CHM 115L. COLLEGE PRPARATORY CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Course to ac-
companyCHM 115 or tobe electedbystudentsinCHM200wholackprevious dremistry
laboratory experience. One &hour laboratory each week. L sem. hr.
* ClilvI12y124. GENERAL CHEMSTRY: Comprehensive treatment of the fundamentals
of general Prerequisite: Competence in high school chemistry or successful
completion of CHM 115. A placement examination is available for students whose
background is doubfi. CHM 123 is a prerequisite for CHM 124. 3 sem. hrs. each
CI{Jv I123L-124L. GENERAL CHEMSIRY LABORATORY: Laboratory course to comple'
mentCHM 12$124. Onelhour liaboratorysessioneadrweek. CHM 123 is acorequisite
for CHM 123L. CHM 124 is a corequisite for CHM 124L. 1sem. hr. each
15
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* CHM 200. CHEMISTRY AND S@IETY: A course for nonscierce majors. The aPplica-
tion of dremical principles to the examination of issues such as environmental quality,
disease, hunger, synthetic materials, and law enforcement. Requires one year of high
school chemistry or equivalent. Depending upon background and experience, a student
needing a laboratory course may enroll in either CHM 115L or CHM 123L. 3 sem. hrs.
CHM 201. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS: Application of the principles of chemical
equilibrium to the theory and techniques of gravimetric, volumetric, spectrophotomet-
di, and electroanalytical methods of dremical analysis. Prerequisites: CHM T::;Tk.
CHM 201L. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS LABORATORY: Course to accompany
CHM 201 lecture. One &hour laboratory period each week. L sem. hr.
CHM 302. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY: Essential elements of thermodynamics, drcmical
kinetics, equilibria, and electrochemistry for those with a primary interest in the life
sciences. For B.A. chemistry majors and premedical, predental, and biology majors.
Prerequisite: CIJJI/1724. 3 sem. hrs.
CHM 303-304. PHYSICALCHEMISTRY: Fundamentals of thermodynamics, chemical
kinetics, electroclremistry, and spechoscopy with a mathematics forriat. For B.S. chem-
istry and biochemistry majors and dtemical angineers. Prerequisites: CHM 201 or
eqdivalent, CHM 303. torequisite MTTI 218. 3 sem. hrs. uch
CHM303L-304L. PHYSICALCHEMISTRYLABORATORY: Coursetoaccompany CHM
30&.304. One &hour laboratory each week. Corequisite MTH 218. l sem. hr. wch
CHM 319314. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY: Major topics in organic chemistry including
synthesis, mechanisms, stereochemistry, and spectsoscopy. Required of all chemistry
majorsand studentsin thelifesciences. Prerequisite: CHM l24.CHM3l3isaprerequisite
for CHM 314. 3 sem. hrs. each
CHM 313L-314L. ORGANIC CHEMSTRY LABORATORY: Common separation, pu-
rification, and analytical techniques including chromatography and spectroscoPy are
stressedinCHM3l3L. Svnthesisand draracterization of organicmxlsrialsutilizinsskillstres ed in  13L y t esis and nic l rials  zing skills
from the fust term are sbessed in CHM 314L. One 3-hour laboratorv each week.ir d tr y
Corequisites: CHM 313 and 31{ respectively. CHM 313L is a prerequisite for CHM 314L.
7 sem. hr. each
CHM 317. SPECTROSCOPIC IDENTIFICATION OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS: The
use of nuclear magnetic resonance, infrared, and mass speckometry in elucidating
structures. Emphasis on interpretation and integration of spectral data in problem
solving. Prerequisites: CHM 314 314L or equivalent. 1. sem. hr.
CHM 404. SPECIAL TOPICS IN PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY: Thorough treatment
of topics sudr as electrochemisky, macromoleorles, photochemistry, or spechoscopy.
Prerequisite: CHM 302 or 303. Maybe repeated as topics change. 3 sem. hrs.
CHM 412. INTERMEDIATE ORGANIC CFIEMISTRY: Modem theory and practice
of organic chemistry. May include structure'reactivity relationships, reaction mecha-
nism, and synthetic topics not normally treated in inhoductory courses. Prerequisites:
cHI,l 302 oi equivaleni cHM 3i3-314;and senior standing. ' 3 iem. hrs.
CHM 415. ANALYTICAL CHEMSTRY: Chemical analysis based on modem instru-
mentation. Chromatographic, electrochemical, and spectroscoPic methods. Preregui-
sites: CHM 20'J.,201L, WI ot 304. 2 sem. hrs.
CHM415L. ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Course to accomPany
CHM 415. Two $hour laboratory sessions each week. Prerequisites: CHM 201L,302 or
equivalent, 2 sem. ltrs.
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CHMAI7. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY: An advanced course in modem inorganic
dremistry. Atomic structure, principles of bonding and structure, acid-base dtemistry,
periodicify, coordination compounds, nonaqueous solvents, electrochemistry, molecu-
lar symmetry, organometallic compounds, and the chemistryof selected representative
elements. Prerequisites: CLN1124,314. Corequisite CHM 302 or 304. 3 sem. hrs.
CHM 418L. INORGANIC CHEMIS'TRY LABORATORY: Laboratory course dealing
with the synthesis and characterization of inorganic and organometallic compounds.
Topics include vacuum and inert afinosphere tedrniques, separation and purificatiory
spectroscopic characterization, X-ray diffraction, magnetic moment, and conductance
measurements. Prerequisites: CHM 201L,31.4L. Corequisite: CHM 417. L sem. hr.
CHM 420. BIOCHEMSTRY: The fundamental aspecb of the chemistry and bioctrem-
istry of carbohydrates, lipids, proteins, and nudeic acids. Enzymology, protein purifi-
cation, bioqrergetics, metabolism of carbohydrates,lipids, amino acids, nucleotides and
nucleic acids, elementary molecular biology, and control Processes are described.
Acceptable preparation for medical school; for nonchemistry maiors. Proequisite:
CHM 314. 3 sem. hrs
CtNl427. MEDICINALCHEMISTRY: The dremical mechanisms of actionof themajor
drug classes will be surveyed with particular emphasis on the faceb of organic dtemistry
that control drug-receptor interactions, metabolism and medranisms of toxicify and
resistance. Prerequisites: CHM 314 and CHM rt20 or CHM 451. First term. 3 sem. hrs.
CHM 451. GENERAL BIOCHEMISTRY I: Discussion of the chemistry and biochemis-
try of carbohydrates, amino acids, proteins, and nucleic acids, induding health-science
andmethodologicaspecb. Descriptions of anzymology,proteinpurification, and carbo-
hydrate metabolism related to such topics as bioenergetics, membranes, and disease
processes. Recommended for sfudents desiring entry into graduate and professional
schools. Prerequisites: CHM 201,314. 3 sem. hrs.
CHM 452. GENERAL BIOCHEMISTRY II: Discussion of selected topics in bioenerget-
ics, and metabolism of lipids, amino acids, porphyrins, nudeic acids, and proteins.
Current aspects of nutrition, biochemical genetics, endocrinology, regulation, and ge'
netic engineering addressed and related to health-science topics as time permits. Suitable
preparation for medical school. Prerequisite: CHM 451. 3 sem. hrs.
CHM 452L. BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY: Iaboratory course to accompany bio'
dremistrylecturecourses. Spectrophotometry, pH and dissociation, enzymologicmeth-
odology and analytical tedmiques, chromatographic techniques. Corequisits CHM 420
or 451. '1, sem. hr.
CHM 490L. SCIENTIFIC GLASSBLOWING: Theory and practice of glass working.
Under the supervision of a professional glassblower, sfudents leam to make several
standard seals and fabricate pieces of glass apParatus. Enrollment limited. One &hour
laboratory each week. Prerequisite: Permission of the chairperson. Grading Op:#:*.
CHM495. INTRODUCTIONTORESEARCHSEMINAR: Researchtopicspresentedby
visiting scientists and faculty, and the results of thesis research by senior students.
Required of all junior dremistry and bioctremistry majors in the B'S. programs. Grading
Option 2. No ctedit
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n cFM496. PROFESSIONALPRACTICES SEMINAR After discussionsof thechernical
literature and information retrieval, resumes, graduate education, and career opportu-
nitie, sfudents present tedrnical alks on topics with social, ethical, or historical impli-
cations. Required of all dtemistry and biodemistry majors, both B.S. and B.A.
L sem. hr.
CIlJv| 497. RESEARCH SEMINAR: A series of seminars as described mder CHM 495.
Required of all sqrior dremistry and bioctrcmisbry majors in the B.S. programs. 
sem. *r.
CIil\4 49&499. RESEARCH AND THESIS: All studenb in the B.S. programs (except Co-
op) are required to enroll for a minimum of 3 semester hours in a research course (CHM
498). Students may take additional researdr credits (CHM 499) if the work extends for
more than 2 semesters. Successful completion of researctr courses requires the submi*.
sion of atlpewrittenthesisandthepresentationof asenrinar. Prerequisite Perndssion
of the chailperson. *6 sern. hrs.
rGeneral Education course. See Chapter V.
CLA
CLASSICS (CLA)
Courses in classics, taught in English, are offered by the Department of
Languages. See LNG. See also HMS.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CLA 105. CLASSICAL ELEMENTS IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE: A study of
Greek and Iatin elemenb in bioscientific terminology to improve comprehension
of derivative from the dassical languages in both specialized writings and tradi-
tional literature. 3 xm.hrs.
CLA 203. CLASSICAL MYTHOLOGY: An inhoduction to the principal rycles of
Greek and Roman mythology, with emphasis on the influence of classical mythol-
ogy upon the literature and art of the Westem world. No prerequisite, 3 sein. hrs.
CLA 205. INTRODUCTION TO GREEK ARCHAEOLOGY: Survev of Greek ar-
draeology from the Neolithic to the Classical Age, including consideration of the
th*ry and technique of archaeological investigation. Emphasis on the cultures of
the Minoan Bronze Age, the Mycenaean Bronze Age, and the Classical Age.
3sm.hrs,
CLA 350. CLASSICAL LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION: Course to acquaint
studenb not majoring or minoring in classical languages with Latin and Greek
authors and literary movemenb. conducted in English-Repeatable when subtitle
and content change. 3 sem.hrs
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COMMUNICATION (CMM)
The course requirements for communication majors are 39 semester hours.
Teacher certification through the E11A Program is an option for communication
majors. Consult department chairperson for details.
Minors incommunicationmusthave CMM 101 and 12 semesterhours of upper-
level courses selected through cgnsultation with the department chairperson.
A minor in political journalism is available for political science rnajors. The
political joumalismminor consisb of CMM 201, CMM330, and four of the following
hvecourses: CMM 331; CMM353; CMM 354; CMM431; CMM432.
The deparbnent also offers a Bachelor of Arts with a major in theatre. see THR.
PROGRAM A3: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR
IN COMMUNICATION (CMM)I
Semester Hours
Engtish101-1.02orENG114orENG198.'.................
Natural science 7
Mathematics (VffHrc2,2M,205 exduded) 3
Philosophy and Religious Studies....-.-.-.-.-'.. L2
Major program2 ...................... .............""""" 39
Foundltion (required of all'CMM majors) L2
CvtM L01;CMM201; CMM 202; CMM 330
Concentration Requirements and El'ectives.... 27
CONCENTRATIONS'
Communication Studies (CSS)
Foundation
Approved program of study by advisor anddeParhnent duir mrlst
bti iubmitted frior to compietion of 18 sem. hrs. of CMM or THR3 ....
Communication Management (CMT)
Foundation
CMM 320; CMM 321;CNft,/14L2; CMMtt2L
Two cours6s from the following:
CMM 351; CMM 352;CNM420; CMM 322; CMM498.........."............
Any courses in CMM orTHR3
journalism (JRN)
Foundation
CMM 331; CMM 430; CMM 431; ClvNl432
Two courses from the following:
cMM 332; CMM 333; CMM-IU; CMS 414; CMM 415; CMM 498 ...'.
Any courses in CMMoTTHR3
Public Relations (PUB)
Foundation
CMM 350; CMM 412; C1v/ivl 460; CMM 461
Two courses from the following:
CMM 332; CMM 421; CtfrlI 469; CMM 498
Any courses in CMM or THR3
ElectronicMedia (RTV)
Foundation
CMM 340; CMM 341 or CMM 342; CMM 343; CMM M6 ....................'..'
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Two courses from the following:
CMM 4L2; CMM 449; CMM 42; &fivt 498
Anycourses in CMM orTHR3
Theatre (CTR)
Foundation
THR 203; THR 310; TIIR 340; THR415 ...................
Two courses from the following:
THR305; THR307; THR323; TFIR325; THR325; THR330; THR1124
Any courses in CMM orTHR3
CMM
lsee also Dstribution Table for Bachelor of Arts prograrns and chapter V for Gmeral
Education Requirements.
?A,t least 24 of the required 39 sem, hrs. in all communication concentrations must be
300400 level. No more than 6 total sem. hrs. of cMM 39o cMM 397 and cMM 498 mav be
applied toward the 39 sem. hrs.
3 Dancecourses inthetheatreprogram (TflR20l,26'1.,217,301,351,321) do notcounttoward
the 39 sem. hrs. requirement
FACULTY
Thomas D. Skill, Chairperson
ProfunrsEmeriti: Gilvary Rang Wolff
Professors: Cusella, I^ain, Morlan, Skill, Thompson
Associate Professorsl Blatt, Harwood, Robinson, Wallace, Watters, Yoder
Assistant Professors: Anderson, Dunlevy-Shackleford, Griffin,
Taylor, Weatherly
kcturers: Angel, Beran, Hueth
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CMM 101. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORAL COMMUNICATION: Introductory
course in the fundamental skills of oral communication. Developmentof communi-
cative self-confidmce through interpersonal and small grorrp jrtocess, persuasive
reasoning, listening theory and practice, and public speaking. - - 3 sem. hrs.
CMM201. FOUNDATIONSOF MASSCOMMLINICATION: Historical develop-
ment of mass media in America; survey of mass media theories, impact of miss
media on people and society, the role and influence of the news media, new
3 sem. hrs.
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Two units of L2 sem. hrs. each selected from anthropology, economics, political
science, psychology, sociology, management, criririnai-iusdce, social*ork,
education, marketing, military science, human ecology, social worl ASL(At least 6 sem. hrs. in each unit must be 300-400 level.)............ ............... 24
Anthropology, ecgnomics, political science, psydrology, sociology if none of these is
chosen as one of the 12 sem. hr. units above ..,......,..:................ 6
Two units of 9 sem. hrs. each selected from English, languages, history music,
philosophy- religious studies, visual arts. (InEnglish, phil-osophn ahd religious
studies, at least 6 sem. hrs. must be 300400 level.) ....,....,.... ,,....,............... 1g
First-year experience: ASI 150 ........,.......... 
.............................. 0-1
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least ......,............,............,..... 120
technologies, programming, and pressure groups.
CMM 202. FOUNDATIONS OF COMMUNICATION THEORIES AND
RESEARCH: Study of the nature and scope of communication theories and re.
search. Examinatioh of how the communication discipline developed from dassical
haditions to its modern perspective. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM 310. VOICE AND DICTIONT The four phases of speech production: proper
breathing, phonatiory reonance, and articulation. Emphasis on projection, quality
and dari-ty of speedr. Analysis of studenb'voices through tape recordings.
J setn, hrs.
CMM 311. STLIDIES IN ORAL PERFORMANCE: Oral performance of poeky,
prose, and drama; combining study of vocal modulations, pitch, inflection, and tone
lolorwith intellectual and eirotiorial analysis of selections as a means of makingthe
CMM
literature alive and immediately present.
communication.
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3 sem.hrs.
3 sem.hrs.
cMM 312. LISTENING THEORY AND APPLICATION: Study of theories and
related application during comprehensive, discriminate, empathic, andapprecia-
tive listeifng; emphasis on liste-ning competently and responsibly. 3 sem, hrs,
CMM 313. NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION: Sunrey of theory and researdr,
and e.xoeriential leamine in nonverbal communication. Examination of the influ- xp ri ti l g
ence o-f environmental factors, physical behavior, an? i l d vocal cues on human
CMM 320. INTERPERSONAL COMMUMCATION: Study of the studenfs own
communication behavior through face.to-face sPontaneous interaction with
others. - 3srn,hrs.
CMM 321. SMALL GROUP COMMUNICATION: Guiding principles used by
participanb and leaders in preparing and conducting small group conferences and
biscusiions; policy-makinf conferences staged. 3 sem, hrs'
CMM 322. INTERVIEWING FOR COMMUNICATION AND BUSINESS: An-
alysis of communication in structured dyadic interaction. Emphasis o.n the follow-
ing types of interviews: information-ga0{ering employment, appraisal, and Persua-
siie. AppHcation through role-playing and fdbick systems. 3 sem.ltrs.
cMM 330. NEWSWRITING: Writing for the news media, concentrating on deter-
mining news values, developing newsgathering and lewgwlting technigues, and
improiing writing skills. nrerequisite:-typing skills. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs'
CMM 331. INTERPRETATWE AND FEATLIRE WRITING: Writing non-news
materials: feafures, personality stories, columns, reviews, consruner information
New journalism. iontents dnd organization of feature sections. studio fee.
CMM 332. PUBLICATION DESIGN: Layout and deign of ,t"*r'unurrltri;
ters, brochures, and magazines. Type seiectioo coPy PreParation, cost lPPral-sal,
printing methods. Studio fee. 3 sem.hrs'
CMM 333. FREE-LANCE WRITING: Steps of free'lance publication, from market
analysis to query lefters to writing and rewriting.-Mostly nonfiction, Pagaz.me
m"tiets, totie t 6*spaper and nonhction book mirkets. 3 setn, hrs'
100
Studio fee. 3 sem.hrs,
CMM 3l2. FUNDAMENTAIS OF TELEVISION PRODUCTION: Intensive prac-
ticeinpreparationandproductionofstudio-based televisionprograms. Processand
fundamentals of studio production and post-production 
"diti.g.Studio fee.3 *m.hrs.
CMM 343. WRITING FOR ELECTRONIC MEDIA: Study of concrete approaches
to and practice with the kinds of writing being done professionally in all program
types on television and radio induding corporate media writing. Prerequisite:
CMM 330 or permission of instructor. 3 sm.hrs.
* CMM 350. PROPAGANDA ANALYSIS: Use and abuseof propaganda. Editoral
persuasion. Propaganda devices and techniques. Anapplicationof theprinciplesof
Aristotelean logic to the field of communication. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM 340. FTINDAMENTALS OF BROADCASTING: Lectures dealing with-
broadcasting as a business and as a cultural influence; broadcast regulatiory pro-
gramming, and organization of typical radio and television stations. 3 sem.hrs.
CMM 341. AUDIO PRODUCTION: Study of the theory and process of currmt
audio production practices, including the operation of basic studio equipment.
Exercises in methods of sound reproduction in the audio sfudio, including record-
ing of voice music, and sound effecb. Some writing for the aural medium.
CMM 351. PUBLIC SPEAKING: Oral communication in professional situations.
Adaptation of principles of effective speaking to specific audiences and occasions.
Delivery of inforrnational, problem-solving, and special-occasion speeches.
CMM352. PERSUASION: Analysisofthemotivations thatlead tobelief ::::
of individuals and audiences. Study in the techniques of persuasion. Practical
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application of theory. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM 353. SPEECH WRITING: Study of speedr structure and composition. Criti-
calanalysisofmodelspeedres, inconjunctionwiththepreparationandpresentation
of original speecJres on current public quetions. 3 sem. hrs,
CMM354. POLITICAL CAMPAIGN COMMUMCATION: Analysis of the
nature and functions of selected communication variables within political election
camParSns. 3 sem.hrs.
CMM 360. PRINCIPLES OF PUBLIC RELATIONS: Survey of the field of public
relations emphasizing writing and public relations, theoretical implications of the
field, the practitioner's role in organization and the community. 3 sern. hrs,
CMM 390. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Supervised study involving directed read-
ings, individual research (library, field, or experimental), or projects in the special-
ized areas of communication. May be repeated once. Prerequisite Permission of the
deparhent chairperson. 3 sem, hrs,
CMM 397. COMMUNICATION PRACTICUM: Contracted participation in an
approved on-campus communication organization. One sem. hr. per term to a
rr€ximum of 3. Grade option 2 only. 1,-3 *rn.hrs.
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CMM 410. FAMILY COMMUNICATION: Study of the family from a communica-
tion perspective, considering the communication Processes within the family and
the extent to which communication affecb and is affected by the family.
3 sem. hrs.
CMM 411. HEALTH COMMUNICATION: Examinationof communicationtheory
and research as they relate to health care. Issues include reassurance, the role of the
patient, interviews, health organizations, the media and health, compliance, provid-
ing explanations, and health care professions frequently neglected. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM412. RESEARCHMETHODSINCOMMUNICATION: Introductiontodata
gathering and analytical quantitative methods used in the communication disci-
pline. Focus on and practice in survey methods, questionnaire development, and
sampling. 3 sem.hrs.
CMM 413. COMMUNICATION IN THE INFORMATION AGE: Examination of
issues related to development, economics, Programming, and the fufure of new
mass communication technologies. Prerequisite: CMM 201 or permission of in-
structor. 3 sem, hrs,
" cMS 4L4. GLOBAL COMMUMCATION: Introduction to the main topics in the
field of global communication. Emphasis on comparative mass media and current
issues in global communication. (Will not satisfy humanities breadth requirement.)
3 sem. hrs.
* CMS ats. woMEN AND COMMLINICATIoN: Seminar focusing on gender dif-
ferencesincommunicatioryuniqueaspecbtowomen'scommunication,andwomen's
rhetoric. Current th*ry and research examined. (Will not satisfy humanities
breadth requirement.) 3 sem. hrs.
* CMM a1o. DEVELoPMENT oF MASS MEDIA: History and analysis of the devel-
opment and interdependence of mass media, print and electronic. Emphasis on its
role in political and economic Progress of U.S. and attendant responsibility.
3 sem.hrs.
CMM4120. COMMUNICATIONANDCONFLICTMANAGEMENT: Examination
of the functions of communication in several types of conflict such as marital
conflict, racial conflict, and role conflict, and the methods and strategies of commu-
nication to reduce these conflicts. 3 sem.hrs.
CMM rg1. COMMUNICATION IN ORGANZATIONS: Analysis of message
initiatioO diffusion, and reception in organizations; sfudy of various methodologi-
cal approaches for the pupose of conducting a communication audit within an
organization. 3 sem. hts.
CMM 430. EDITING AND COPYREADING: Newspaper copy editing, with em-
phasis on language usage, editing symbols, newspaper style, headline and caption
writing. Extensivework on computerized editing system. Prerequisites: CMM 330.
Typing skills. Studio fee. J sem.hrs.
L02
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CMM 431. PUBLIC AFFAIRS REPORTING: Advanced reporting and newswrit-
ing. Analysis and structure of stories on all govemment areas. Information-
gathering techniques and specialized reporting. Prerequisite: CMM 330. Typirg
skills. Studio fee. 3 sem.hrs.
CMM
CMM 432. THE LAW AND NEWS MEDIA: Limitations of freedom of the press.
The right of the people to know and news media to report, within the liniits of
decency, fair comment, and privacy. Censorship. Off-the.record material. Libel
laws, copyright restrictions. Postal regulations. 3 sew,hrs,
CMM 439. SPECIAL TOPICS IN JOURNALISM: Concentrated study in special
areas of joumali*m. May be repeated with change of topic. 3 tir 5 sein. hrs.
CMM 440. BROADCAST NEWS: Study of the process and practice of news
gathering, analysis, rewriting, and editiirg for thd broadcast midi". Theoretical
background and practical application, including historical, legal, and ethical con-
cerns for broadcast news personnel. Prereq 
'isite: CMM 330. Studio fee.
3 sem. hrs.
C} [NI442. ADVANCED TELEVISION PRODUCTION: Advanced techniques of
both studio and electronic field production and post-production editing for televi
sion. Prerequisits CMM 342. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM 445. ELECTRONIC MEDIA MANAGEMENT: Survey of the leadership/
managementroles and responsibilities of broadcasting, cable televisionand corpo-
rate media enterprises. Prerequisite: CMM 340. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM 449. TOPICS IN ELECTROMC MEDIA,: Concenhated study in special
areas of elechonic media production" criticisrry and managerrrcnt lvlaybe repeabd once
withchangeof Opic. Depmdingontopiqpr€requisitesmaybeimpooed. 3 srn.fus.
* cl\ffvl451. RHETORIC OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS: Study of rhetorical cornmu-
nication in American social movements through examination of the strategies,
themes and tactics used by agitators and the institutional responses to discourse
aimed at social drange. 3 sem.hrs.
CMM 452. PUBLIC DISCOTIRSE AND CRITICISM: Examination of the founda-
tions of the field of communication. Major focus on the development of rhetorical
theory with attention to rhetorical analysis and criticism. 3 sem. hrs.
CMM 460. ADVANCED PUBLIC RELATIONS: Focus on advanced topics in
public relations. Emphasis onexpandingwriting and critical thinkingskills learned
in CMM 350. Analysis of case studies and developmmt of response plans. Prereq-
uisite: CMM 330, CMM 350. 3 sem.hrs.
CMM 4161. PUBLIC RELATIONS CAMPAIGNS AND CASES: Application of
poliry objectives to public relations program development. Students plan and
carry out a public relations program for an established organizatiory working out
solutions to communication and public relations problems. Prerequisite: CMM
3 xm,hrs,
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330, CMM 360, CMM 1160 and senior standing.
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CMM 461. PUBLIC RELATIONS CAMPAIGNS AND CASES: Application of
poliry objectives to public relations program development. Students plan and
carry out a public relations program for an established organizatiory working out
solutions to communication and public relations problems. Prerequisites: CMM
330, CCM 360, CCM 460 and senior standing. 3 sem, hrs.
CMM 469. TOPICS IN PUBLIC RELATIONS: A concentrated study in specific
areas of public relations. Development of specialized projects. May be repeated
once with change of topics. Prerequisites: CMM 350 or permission of instructor.
3 sem. hrs.
CMM 498. COMMUNICATION INTERNSHIP: Communication work experi-
ence in an approved organization. Prerequisites: Student must be in good aca-
demic standing and must have completed CMM 101, 207,202,330' Students are
normally limited to a maximum of 3 sem. hrs. Under exceptional circumstances,
students may petition the department chair for an additional 3 sem. hrs. if the
second internship is at a different organization and the sfudent can demonstrate
that the position offers a unique and significant educational opportunity not
available through the first intemship. Students must register for the internship
credits during the term of the internship. Permission of department chair. Option
2 Grading only. 2 or 5 sem. hrs.
CMM 499. SPECLAL TOPICS IN COMMUNICATION: Concentrated study in
specific areas of speech communication. May be repeated once with drange of topic.
3-6 sem.Ivs.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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COMPUTER SCIENCE (CPS)
The Department of Computer Science offers two programs leading to the
Bachelor of Science: Program 54, in computer science, and Program S4A, in
computer information systems. Both programs have the same introductory
core sequence of computer science courses. The main differences in the pro-
granrs are in the mathematics and science requirements and in the application
emphases.
The Computer Science program is accredited by the Computer Science
Accreditation Commission (CSAC) of the Computing Sciences Accreditation
Board (CSAB), a specialized accrediting body.
'lA-Computer Science: Computer science is the study of algorithms and their
implementation in the environment of computer hardware. It includes the
sfudy of data strucfures, software design, programming languages, and com-
puter elements and architecture. A student entering this program is expected
to be able to take calculus and nonremedial English. A transfer student must
ordinarily be in good standing and have a cumulative average of at least 2.5
based on a scale of 4. Each student must take appropriate upper-level electives
to ensure depth in at least three of the core subject areas of data structures,
software design, programming language concepts and architecfure as ar-
ranged with the advisor and department chair.
SLA-Computer lnformation Systems: This program emphasizes computer sci-
ence concepts with particular attention to systems analysis and design, com-
puter communications, and applications in one of the concentration areas
listed in the description of the S4A program requirements.
A minor in computer science includes CPS 150, L5!,250,350, and three other
courses numbered 320 or above, excluding435 and 437. Aminor in computer
information systems includes CPS 150, 757, 242, 310, 312, and two courses
numbered 320 ot above, excluding 435 and 437.
PROGRAM 54: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
CoMPUTER SCIENCE (CPS)I
Semater Hours
Computer scimce..,......... 45
Introductory core sequence: Cf'S 150, L5L,242,250,U1
Further core requirements: Cf5 346, 350,387
Six additional upper-level courses, numbered 310 or above5 o(Uu g
Mathematics: MTH-168, 769, 218, 3022, 367
Natural scienc e: PI{l 206, 207 , 210L, 217L, or CHM 123, 124, 123L, t24L
or BIO 151, 152,152L,201L or GEO Ll5,t\6,1151 116l-and 2 additional
courseo acceptable for Science or Engineering majors ...,........,....
Communicatioh skills ................
Humanities
l8
t4
0-9
9
6Social and behavioral sciences ................
CPS University of Dayton VI
Philosophy and religious studies, induding PHL 319 ...................
First-year experience: ASI 150 ...................
Gmeial Eduication courses and academic electives3 to total at least ...'................
L2
0-1
L20
lSee General Requirements for All Bachelor of Scimce Programs and Chapter V for General
Education Requirernents.
PROGRAM BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
CoMPUTER TNFORMATION SYSTEMS (CIS)I
Semester Hours
Computer science ....
Introductory core sequence: Cf€ 150, L5L,242,25,0,U1
Further core requirements: CI'S 310, 312,U6,3ffi
Four additional upper-level courses, numbered 320 or above
Concentration: A minor in one of the following areas: anthropology, biology,
chemistry, courmunicatiorL criminal justice, economics, English, family development,
geology, history, human ecology, languages, mathematics, music,
philosophy, physics, political science, psychology, social work, sociology,
religious studies, accounting, finance, intemational business, management,
marketing; or the following block of courses: ACC207,208;8CO203,2M;
MGT311; MKT 305................... .......'........15-27
Communication skills ......,...,.
Humanities2
Mathematics: Calculus and statistics, (e,g., MIH L8,149,%n2
Social and behavioral sciences2.
Philosophy and religious studies, including PHL 319'z L2
0-LFirst-year experience: ASI 150 ...
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least ...'..'........"..... l2O
rsee General Requirements for all Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for General
Education Requirements.
2This requirement will be satisfied in some cases by the minor that is chosen.
FACULTY
Barbara A. Smitb Chairperson
Professors Emeilti: |ehn, Kester
Professor: Winslow
Associate Professors: Gowda, Lang, Pan, Schoen, Smith
Assbtant Professrs: Buckley, Clark
kcturer: Maruyama
Adjunct Associate Professors: Jarrett, Lokai
Adjunct Assistant Profesnrs: Beitel, Keim
Adjunct Instructor : Skudlarek
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CPS 107. COMPUTERS AND SOCIETY: Nontechnical introductory survey of the
history and organizationof digital computers; the diverse application of comPuters
in government, business, education, and the arts; and the psydrological and
sociological impact of the computer age. Notopen to CPS, CIS, or PCS majors.
3 sem.hrs.
1.05
0-9
9
9
8
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CI5111. INTRODUCTION TO PERSONAL COMPUTERS: Introduction to the
use of personal computers. Emphasis on the use of the operating system, text
processors, spreadsheets, database packages, and elementary communications.
3 sem.hrs.
CI5132. COMPUTER PROGRAMMNG FOR ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE:
Fundamentalsof computerprogrammingincludingalgorithms,progtamstructure,
library routines, debugging, and program verification. Calculus-based computer
solutions of problems from scienceand engineeringusingFORTRAN. Corequisite:
MTH 168, 3 sem. hrs.
Cre 1,44. INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER PROGRAMMNG: Fundamentals
of computer programming including algorithms, program structure, library rou-
tines, debugging, and programverification. Computer solutions of problems from
social sciences using a suitable compiler language such as FORTRAN PL/|, or
Pascal. L-3 sem. hrs.
CIjS 145. COBOL PROGRAMMING: Basic progtamming theory and practice
using the COBOL language for business-oriented problems. Not opm to Cf'S, CIS,
or PCS majors. 1-3 sem,ltrs.
CfrS 146. (LIST PROCESSING) PROGRAMMING: Basic programming th*ry
and practice using a language suitable to [st-processing applications such as LISP
oTSNOBOL. 3 sem. hrs.
Cf'S 150. ALGORITHMS AND PROGRAMMNG L Algorithms, programs, and
computers. Algorithm developmmf basic programming and programming struc-
ture. Debugging and program verification. Data representation. Computer solu-
tions to numeric and non-numeric problems using a compiler language.
4 sem. hrs.
CPS 151. ALGORITHMS AND PROGRAMMING IIr Continuation of CPS 150.
Ernphasis on program design, development and style string processing data
structures, program modularity, and abstract data type, using a compiler language.
Prerequisite: Ct5 150. 4 sem. hrs,
Cre242. INTRODUCTION TO FILE PROCESSING: The file processing environ-
ment, blocking and buffering, secondary storage devices, sequential file organiza-
tion, relative file organization, and various indexed file organizations using a
suibble compiler language such as COBOL. Prerequisite: CI5 150. Corequisite:
cPS 151. 3 sem.hrs.
CI5 250. ALGORITHMS AND PROGRAMMING III: Study of computer organi-
zation and architecture by developing basic programming skills in an assembler
language (currently 68000 or VAE and in "C." Prerequisite: CPS 15L. 4 sem. hrs.
Ct5 308. SURVEY OF EXPERT SYSTEMS: An introduction to expert systems.
Topics indude knowledge structuring production rules, and design. tools. Specific
systems are presented. Not open to CPS, CI$ or PCS majors. 3 sem.hrs.
CPS 309. TOPICS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE: Lectures or laboratory work in areas
of current interest. May be taken more than once. Does not count as upper level
credit for major/minors. L4 sem. hrs.
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CPS 310. SYSTEMS ANALYSIS: Methodologies for producing software, soft-
ware developmentlife rycles, top-down approadr, data flow diagram, data diction-
ary, mini-specifications, objectanalysis, event analysis, real-time systems specifica-
tions, automated analysis tools. Prerequisite CI5 151. 3 sem. hrs.
CtiS 312. SYSTEMS DESIGN: Ideas behind structured deign, tools of structured
design, coupling and cohesion of modules, transform and transaction analyses,
packaging, optimizatiory datastructureand object-oriented designmethodologies,
automated design tools. Prerequisite CI'S 310. 3 xm,hrs.
CPS 315. THE COMPUTING WORLD: Analysis of the tools and techniques of
computers and of their impact on society. A framework for making professional
decisions in the context of their social impact. Prerequisites: CI5 151, junior
standing. 3 sem.hrs.
CPS341. DISCRETE STRUCTURES: Logic and proofs, sets and counting,
Boolean algebra, graph theory, directed graphs, mathematical machines, formal
languages and grammars. Prerequisite: CI'S 150. 3 sem. hrs.
CPS 343. COMPARATIVE LANGUAGES: Programming language constructs,
organization, specification, and analysis. Prerequisite: CI'S 350. 3 sem. hrs.
CPS346. OPERATING SYSTEMS I: Semaphores, conditions, monitors, and ker-
nels. Concurrent programming intemrpts, memory and process management.
Design and implementation of a simple operating system wing concurrent lan-
guages. Prerequisites: CIjS 250, 350. 3 sem, hrs,
CI'S 350. DATA STRUCTURES AND ALGORITHMS: Basic concepts of data, lists,
strings, arrays, treesandgraphs, abstractdata types, multilinked structures;symbol
tables; searching and sorting. Use of relations, functions, and graphs in data
management. Random access and representation of data strucfures on storage
devices. Prerequisite: CI'S 250. 3 sem, hrs.
CPS 353. NUMERICAL METHODS I: Study of the algorithms of numerical
mathematics with emphasis on interpolatiory the solution of nonlinear equations,
and linear systems of equations induding matrix methods; analysis of errors
associated with the algorithms. Prerequisites: MTH 169; CI€ 132 or 150..
CI'S 354. NUMERICAL METHODS U: Studyof the algorithms of 
"-"i"ffi;ematics with emphasis on functional approximation, numerical differentiation and
integration, numerical solution of ordinary differential equations and boundary
value problems; analysis of errors associated with the algorithms. Prerequisite:
CPS 353. 3 sem. hrs.
CPS387. COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN I: Study of the elements of computer
desrgn. DesigS. of combinatorial and sequential logic circuits using current inte'
grated circuit devices. Discussion of encoders, decoders, registers, counters, etc. as
applied to design and use of arithmetic, logic, and storage unib. Laboral-ry
experiments with these devices. Prerequisites: CI€ 250, CPS 34L. 3 sem.hrs.
CI€ 388. COMPUTER SYSTEM DESIGN II: Detailed analysis of a specific micro.
computerprogrammedinmachine,assembler,andahigher-levellanguage.Discus-
sion of interfacing with devices such as displays, terminals, and other computers.
B<perimenb with zudr interfacing in the laborabry. Prere4risite Cf€ 387. 3 srnbs.
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CIIS 411. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS: The management infor-
mationsystemsenvironment. Thetheory, technology, dwelopmurtof information
systems. Emphasis on integration of information systems for decision support and
other managemmt information requirements. Prerequisite CPS 310. 3 sem, hrs.
CPS 418. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING: A thorough examination of modern
software methodologies, of the managerial and technological skills essential to the
d"sip and construction of high-quality software, and of the productivity and
human factors in software development. Prerequisite: CI5 350. 3 sem. hrs,
CIt 424. DISCRETE EVENT SIMULATION TECHNIQUES: Design and use of
simulation models; study and use of special-purpose simulation languages such as
GISSand GdSPIV,SIN4SCRtr{ trS. Applications. Prerequisib: CfJiS $1 3 stn.Irs.
CPS430. DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS: Physical and logical org€rn-
lzation of data files; hierarchical, network, and relational database models; the data
definition language and the data manipulation language of a commercial database
management system; query languages. Prerequisite: CIIS 350. 3 sem.hrs,
CI'S 435. MANAGEMENT OF DATABASES: The technology of networlg hierar-
chical and relational database management systems, and the management of data
inabusiness environment. Logical and physical database designwithemphasis on
the relational model in local and corporate systems. The role of the database
administrator. Not open to Cf5, CIS, or PCS majors or minors. Prerequisite:
CI|S 310. 3 sem.hrs.
CI5 437. SLIRVEY OF DATA COMMUNICATIONS: Concepts of data communi-
cations hardware and software; in local area (LAN) and wide area (WAN) networks.
Fundamentals of business network design in the layered network arclritectures:
X.25, OSI, SNA, and TCP/IP. Not open to CPS, CIS, or PCS majors or minors.
Prerequisite: CI5 310. 3 sem. hrs.
Cre M. SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING I: Analysis of compilers and their construc-
tion; programming techniques discussed in the current literature; advanced
computer applications in mathematical and nonnumeric areas. Prerequisites: CI'S
346,350. 3 sem.hts.
CPS 1145. SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING II: A continuation of C[€ 444, with empha-
sis on the application of the topics discussed. Prerequisite: CllS W. 3 sem. hrs.
CPS 446. OPERATING SYSTEMS II: Desigrl and implementation of a multi-user
operating system, including concurent processs, usage of monitors and kemels,
piocess and device scheduling virtual memory with paging process syndroniza-
-tion 
and communication, input and output spooler, file systems, reliability and
proEctiorgin@rupb,disbibubdqrstunconcepb.Iirercquisib:Cl59{i. 3sm.lrs.
CI€ 455. NUMERJCAL ANALYSIS I: Error analysis, mathematical development
of functional approximationindudinginterpolation, quadrature, numerical differ-
entiatior; solutibn of ordinary differential equations. Prereguisites: CI€ 132 or 15Q
MTH 302, 319. Recommended: CI,S 353. 3 sem. hrs.
CI5 456. NTIMERICAL ANALYSF tr: Mathematical development of the method
of leastsguares, minimax approximation, solutionof partial differential equatio-ns,
applications. Prerequisite: ePS 455. 3 sem.hrs.
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CPS 460. COMPUTER GRAPHICS: Introduction to graphics devices and soft-
ware graphic primitives (points, lines, characters), two-dimensional transforma-
tions, clipping, survey of display devices and methods. Graphic input devices,
representation of curves and surface in space. Prerequisites: CI'S 350. 3 sem. hrs.
Cre 470. DATA COMMUNICATION: Principles of telecommunications hard-
ware and software. Analysis of communication protocol layers with respect to
performance, error handling and control functions, Review of troubleshooting
techniques currently in use. Prerequisite: CI'S 350. 3 sem. hrs.
Cl5 472. COMPUTER NETWORKING: Concepts and goals of computer net-
works (local area and long-haul). Network protocols, analysis, design management.
OSI layers, gateways. Network topologies and case studies. Prerequisite: CI')S 470.
3 sem.hrs,
CI'jS 480. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE: Basic concepts and techniques of intel-
ligent systems. Emphasis on representations, problem solving, search strategies,
expert systems, logic systems, and AI programming. Design and implementation of
AI applications. Prerequisite: CI'S 350. 3 sem, hrs.
Ct5 482. AUTOMATA THEORY: Finite automata, sequential machines, survey
of formal languages, introduction to computability, recursive functions, and Turing
machines. Prerequisite: CPS 341. 3 sem.hrs.
CIIS 496. COOPERATME EDUCATION: Computer science work experience in
an approved organization. Prerequisite: 12 sem. hrs. of upperJevel CI5 courses
with GPA of 3.0; total 90 sem. hrs. and 2.75 GPA. Permission of department
advisor. Not open to students with CPS 497 credit. 3 sem.hrs,
CW 497. INTERNSHIP: Computer science work experience in an approved orga-
nization. Prerequisite: 12 sem. hrs. of upper-level C[5 courses with GPA of 3.0; total
90 sem. hrs. and2.75 GPA. Permissionof deparbnentadvisor. Notopentostudenb
with CI€ 496 credit. 3 sem, hrs,
CI5 498. PROBLEMS IN (NAMED AREA): lrdividual readings and research in
a specialized area. (See CI5 499.) By anangement. Maybe taken more than once for
additional credit. Prerequisite: Permission of the departrnent L4 sem. hrs.
CI5499. (SPECIALTOPICS): Lecturesorlaboratoryworkinsuchareasasartificial
intelligence, computer architecfure, information retrieval, microprogramming,
multiprogramming techniques, numerical analysis, time'sharing topics, graphics,
data communications, parallel processing. By arrangement. Maybe taken more than
once. Prerequisite: Permission of the department. 1,4 sem, hrs.
CIS
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES (CIS)
The Bachelor of Arts with a major in criminal justice studies, is a broadly
structured interdisciplinary curriculum designed to introduce students to 1.) a
critical theory of criminal justice/criminology and 2) requisite knowledge for
advanced study or public service, e.g. law enforcement and/or investigative
services atthe local, state andnational levels;line entrycareers in thecorrectional
field-probation and parole counseling, community Programs, and other
rehabilitative services, as well as staff positions in the judiciary.
Those who enter the University of Dayton as first-year students, or as
transfers without associate degrees, will be classified under Option A, a total
program seguence. Sfudents who transfer here with acceptable associate
degrees in specific fields similar or closely related to criminal justice will be
classified under Option B, a transfer program sequence.
All students transferring into the curriculum must be in good academic
standing and meet entry requirements.
The minor in criminal justice studies requires L8 semester hours to include CIS
10l,IntroductiontoCriminalfusticeStudies,SOC305,CriminologicalTheoryand
12 upper-divisional semester hours of course work, i.e., one course in each of the
four areas involving behavior, instifutions, law, and social strucfure.
Proficienry examinations for limited CIS credit are available only to majors who
are in-service personnel, i.e., law enforcement officers, probation and parole
officials, or judicial personnel. Under Option A, students are limited to only 6
semester hours of proficiency examination credit, and under Option B, only 3
semester hours. ln-service students should make their formal appeals to the
director's office at the beginning of each term, so that it can be determined by the
Criminal Justice Studies Advisory Committee whether scheduling a proficiency
examination during that term is warranted.
It is the sole responsibility of studenb to inform themselves of whatever
changes occur in the curriculum and to observe all the regulations, procedutes,
and requirements of the University and the criminal justice studies Program.
PROGRAM A4: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
CRMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES (CJS)'
OPTIONA
Criminal justice studies
CIS 101,207, M7 and SOC 305. The remaining 24 semester hours will
be taken from the criminal justice studies, Political science, psychol-
ogy, sociology, and social work elective course list for the behavior,
institutions, law and social structure areas. A student MUST take at least 2
courses in each area.
Communication skiUs ...............
Humanitiesl
Natural sciences
Philosophy and/or religious studies
Semester Hours
0-9
18
7
12
3Mathematics (MTH 102 204,205 excluded)2
111
CIS
Social and behavioral sciences
First-year experience:
ASI150
Gmeral Education courses and academic electives to total at least,.,..,.......
rSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education Requirements.
'?QS 202 Research Methods in Criminal Justice Studies, requires as a prerequisite MTII
207 ot fiY 216 or SOC 308. Both I,SY 215 and SOC 308 do not fill the three semester hours
mathematics requirement,
Core Courses for a CJS Major, Option A
CIS 101 Introduction to Criminal fustice StudiesCIS207 Research Methods in Criminal Justice Studies
SOC 305 Criminological Theory
CIS M7 Senior Seminar in Criminal Justice Studies
In addition to these four core courses, students are required to take eight
additional courses 
-two from each of the following four areas.r
Behavior (Must take two courses)
University of Dayton M
Abnormal Psychology
Current Implications of Drug Dependency
Deviant Behavior
Criminology
Victimology
Child Abuse
PSY 353
PSY 461
soc 325
soc327
soc 410
swK325
Institutions (Must take two courses)
cIS 303
POL 303
POL 305
POL 360
soc 323
Law (Must take two courses)
cJS 30s
cIS 31s
POL 301
POL 411
POL 450
soc 326
L2
0-1
t20
Social Structue (Must take two courses)
cJs322
cJS 336
soc 328
soc 339
soc 351
Corrections
State and Local Govemment
Introduction to Public Administration
Urban Politics and Policy
Juvenile fustice
Criminal Law
Criminal Procedure
American fudicial Process
Constitutional Law
Civil Liberties
Law and Society
Policing and Society
Comparative Criminal Justice Systems
Racial and Ethnic Minorities
Social Inequality
Urban Sociology
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Humanitiesr.
Philosophy and/or religious studies electives
Mathematics (MTH 102, 204,205 excluded)2
Social and behavioral sciences
General Education courses and academic electives to total at leasf'
CF
llntemships and independentstudiesmaybe takenin CIS, POL, PSY, and SOC
that have a Criminal justice studies emphasis. No more than 6 semester hours may
be taken. Also to be offered is CJS 399, Special Topics in Criminal fustice Studies.
This coursework is in addition to the36 hours required for a CJS interdisciplinary
major in the option A, total program sequence. They are not to be used as
substitute co.trses for those listed in the areas of behavior, institutions, law and/
or social structure, unless approved in advanced by the director of the Criminal
Justice Studies progtam and the College of Arb and Sciences.
OPTIONB
To be admitted as a major in the program under Option B, a transfer student
must have received an accredited associate degree in corrections, law enforce-
ment, police administration, Police science, or a similar field of criminal justice and
must have a 2.5 cumulative grade-point average on a 4.0 grading system. For
criminal justice studies majors who have completed the basic requiremerrts for an
accredited two-year criminal justice degree, 50 semester hours beyond the associ-
ate degree is suggested, which includes a minimum of 21 semester hours in the
ProSlam.' flrerequisites: The following are required for all criminal justice sh rdies transfer
majors in addition to the baccalanreate degree requirements if they were not
included in the candidate's associate degree Program..
Semester Hours
Courmunication skills ............... """""""""" 0-9
Introduction to Philosophy (PHL 103) 3
Introduction to Religion (REL 103)......'.....'. 3
Natural science eleciives with laboratory @IO,CHM,GEO,PHY) 7
Introduction to Criminal Justice Studies (CJS 101) ......... 3
Course requirements:
Criminal justice studies """" 21
CIS 2O?, M7 8d S@ 305. The remaining 12 semester hours will be
taken from the criminal juetice studies, political science, psychology,
sociology, and social work elective course list for the behavior,
instituti6ns, law, and social stmcture areas. A student must take at
least one course in each area. Any course that is specifically required
of the criminal justice studies candidate by the University of Dayton 
.
for the baccalaureate degree and was taken at the institution conferring
the student's associate degree should not be duplicated. Such a course
is to be waived by the student's academic advisor upon the formal
request of the student with the final approval of the College of A-1s. 
.
ut i S.i"tr.ur and replaced with another course within the same division.
18
6
J
12
60
113
rConsult General Requirements for all Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
2CIS 207, Research Methods in Criminal fustice Studies, requires as a prerequisite
MTH 207 or PSY 216 or SOC 308. Both PSY 216 and SOC 308 do not fill the three semester
hours mathematics requirement.
3To be considered a viable candidate for graduation, a student must have
completed a minimum of L20 semester hours with accepted transfer credits.
Core Courses for a CfS Major, Option B
CIS207 Research Methods in Criminal lustice Studies
SOC 305 Criminological Theory
CIS 447 Senior Seminar in Criminal Justice Studies
In addition to these three core courses, sfudents are required to take four
additional courses-one from each of the following four areas.l
Behavior (Must take one course)
CIS
PSY 363
PSY 461
soc 325
soc327
soc 410
swK 325
Institutions (Must take one course)
cIS 303
POL 303
POL 305
POL 360
soc 323
Law (Must take one course)
cJS 3os
cIS 31s
POL 301
POL 411
POL 450
soc 326
University of Dayton M
Abnormal Psychology
Current Implications of Drug Dependenry
Deviant Behavior
Criminology
Victimology
Child Abuse
Social Structure (Must take one course)
cJS322
cJS 336
soc 328
soc 339
soc 351
Corrections
State and Local Govemment
Introduction to Public Administration
Urban Politics and Policy
juvenile Justice
Criminal Law
Criminal Procedure
American Judicial Process
Constitutional Law
Civil Liberties
Law and Society
Policing and Society
Comparative Criminal Justice Systems
Racial and Ethnic Minorities
Social Inequality
Urban Sociology
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rlnternships and tndependentstudies maybe takeninclt PoL, PSY, and soC
that have a Criminal Justice studies emphasis. No more than 6 semester hours may
be taken. Also to be offered is CIS 399, Special Topics in Criminal Justice Studies.
This course work is in addition to the 21 hours required for a CfS interdisciplinary
major in the Option B, transfer program sequence. They are not to be used as
substitute courses for those listed in the areas of behavior, institutions, law and,/
or social structure, unless approved in advanced by the director of the criminal
justice studies program and the College of Arts and Sciences.
CRIMINAL JUSTICE STLIDIES ADVISORY COMMITTEE
The Criminalfustice Studies Advisory Committee consists of fames A'
Adamitis, Dbector, Criminal lustice studies Program, Ahern (Political science),
Ghere @olitical Science), Ingram (Criminal Justice Studies), Kuntz
(Psychology), F. Pestello (Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work),
H. Pestello (Sociology, Anthropology and Social Work).
cJS 305. CRIMINAL LAW: Principles of criminal liability, preparatio_n of case
materials, court procedures, and caie disposition. 3 sem' hrs'
FACULTY
James A. Adamitis, Director
Associate Professors: Adamitis, Ingram
kcturer: Heffeman
Adjunct Instructors: Abraham, Apolito
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
cIS 101. INTRODUCTION TO CRIMINALIUSTICE STLIDIES: Introduction to
the field of criminal justice studies, stressing the theoretical foundations, origrn,
nature, methods, and nmitations of criminal justice studies as a college curriculum.
3 sem- hts.
3IS1O7. RESEARCH METHODS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE STUDIES: Review of
the nature, language, and processes of inquiry involving experiments, sfudies,
surveys, and investigations. The instntmentation, types, and strucfures of content
analyiis, questionniires, interviews, and strucfured observatiory includinp ana-
lytic techniques, data processing resources, anq PrePalatiglgf_I""ut+ reports
are also exairrined. prerequisite: MTH 207 or I'SY 216 or SOC 308. 3 sem. hrs.
cIS 303. CoRRECTIONS: The administration of correctional institutions and
other detention facilities with emphasis on probation and parole systems to
include the rehabilitation and treatment of the incarcerated with reference to
correctional law cases. 3 sem. hrs.
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CIS 315. CRIMINAL PROCEDTIRE: Fundamentals of criminal procedure: arrest,
seardr, and seizure; interrogation, Constifutional limitations upon state and
Heral rule ofcriminalprocedure. Irrerequisib: Acourseincriminallaw. 3sntbrs,
q5 322 POUCING AND SOCIETY: Analyze the hisbry of policing in society and
assessesthesocialandpoliticalforethatarecorreladwiftbothtteriseofformalpolicing
and thevarietyof strucfurcs law enforsnent agencies have assumed. Revievs the
prlma functions of policing in Amerien society and o<amines thce issues atrecfing
ftderal, stab, crrr.nrty, municipal and privab policing 3 sem.lrs.
CIS 336. COMPARATIVE CRIMINAL IUSTICE SYSTEMS: Survey of cross-cul-
tural uniformities and diversities in law-enforcement agencies, correctional sys-
tems, and the courts in selected countries. Prerequisite: An introductory course
in criminal justice. 3 sem. lrs,
CJS 399. SPECIAL TOPICS IN CRMINAL JUSTICE : An extensive examination
of a current topic effecting the criminal justice system and its law enforcement,
corrections or judicial components. May be repeated to a maximum of 3 semester
credits when the topic changes. 1tn3snthre.
Ql9440. INDFENDENT STUDY: Drec'ted study and reseadr on selecd topia of
signifientacaderricpublicationsinlawenforcernentandcriminaliustie. herequisites:
Permission of instuctor, an inhoducbry CJS course. 3 sent hrs,
gS 47. SEMORSEMINAR IN CRIMINALIUSIICE SIUDIES: Serninar ro identifyand
discuss fte conterrponry issues in iustice adminisbation. Topics b be assigned b)t
insbucbr and preented for class discussionby students. 3sm,Lxs.
CJS 495. INTERNSFPINCRIMINAL JUSflCEI: Supervised solely ina
civilian epacity in a aiminaliustice or lawqrforcernent agency. Open b peservice
criminal justicestudies majors only;in-sendcestudenbdonotqualify. Studenbwho
enrollforinturshipcneditalenotgivenastiperrd. Creditgrantedonlyundergradeoption
Z Iterequisite Sophomore status,2S cumulative gmdepoint average, andpermission
of thedirecbcr of criminal justicestudies. 3snlrc.
cJS 496. INTERNSHIP IN CRIMINAL IUSTICE II: Conrinuation of CfS 495.
3 sem. hrs.
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ECONOMICS (ECO)
In cooperation with the Department of Economics and Finance in the Sctrool of
Business-Administration, the-College of Arts and Sciences offers the degree of
Bachelor of Arb with a major in Economic.
For a minor in economics, 18 semester hourc are required: E co 20u2a4,%-u7 ,
and any two elective courses from economics.
For course descriptions, see ECO, Chapter VII.
PROGRAM A5: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
ECONOMICS (ECA)I
Semtster Hours
Economics...,.. """""""""""" 30
ECO 2Og, 2M, 346, W, andl8 sem. hrs. of upperdivision electiveg.
lvtathematics """"""""""""" G9
MTH 148,207 required; MTII 149 strongly recommended.
Natural science.......................... 7
Social and behavioral sciences..... L2
Humanities .'.""""""""""""' 18
Philosophyandreligiousstudies 72
commriniiauon stilts ................ ..""""""""" 0-9
First-year experimce ASI 150 '-'-'-""""""' Gl
Geneial Education courgs and academic electives to total at least """""' 120
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
rt7
ENG
ENGLISH (ENG)
-]lunivelgityrequirementinEnglishcompositionissatisfiedbythecompletion
of ENG 101-102, ENG 11.4,orENG 198. EitherENG 114orENG 198is theequivalent
9f 
-nNG 102 as a prerequisite for 200- and 300-level English courses. For plicementinformatiory see Reading and writing skills under Basic skills Requirlmenb in
Chapter v. For additional details, consult the department chaiqp-erson or the
coordinator of composition.
Studgnq m3ioring in English mwt complete at least36 semeterhours of English
courses including first-year compositiory at least one 200-level literature course or
ENG 15L, and at least 24 semester hours at the 300400 level.
. . 
S-tuaeltg {n!!ng in English must complete at least 12 semester hourb of upper-divisional (300400) courses in addition to the composition requirement. Studeiris in
B.A. programs can acquire teacher certification in English through the E11A
program. (See EDT.) For details, consult the deparhnent chairperson.
The English department awards a writing certificate to studenb who achieve a
3.0 grade-point average in L8 semester hours of approved writing and writing-
related courtes/ including at least 12 semester hours of upper-divisional (30040b)
courses, and who pass a final examination including an imprompfu essay. For
details, consult the department chairperson.
PROGRAM .4.6: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
ENGLTSH (ENG)I
-i'i*.l*.x**#*t*:':':*=::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
i,,,,i,,,,i,i',,,,i,,',*:\:""';
One other major author course: ENG 405,431, or a
seminar on a single author... 3
One genre course: ENG 317,319, 320,324,J29,JN,or
anapproved substitute 3
One literary period course: ENG 407,4L0,414,499,498, M,
M8,45L, 453,455, rE2, or the equivalent ,........-._..- 3
One advanced writing course: ENG 309 9L0,912,916,370,
372, 376,378, ot 474 .............. 
........................... 3
ENG electives, including at least 9 sem. hrs. at 300-4fi) level ........................... l2-Lg
cMM 101........ 3
Natural science......,...... 7
Mathematics O4ftf 10e 204,205 excluded) 3
Social and behavioral sciences.. L2
Humanities 
........................... 1g
Philosophy and religious studies L2
First-year experience: ASI 1$ ................-. 
............................ 0-1
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least .,........ 120
lsee also Dstribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and chapter V for General
Education Requirements.
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FACULTY
Alex J. Cameron, Chnirp*son
Sara G. Wieland, Coordinator of Composition
Professors Emeriti: Cochran, Labadie, Murphy, Palumbo, Stockum
Professors: August, Bedard, I. Farrelly, Henninger, Kimbrough,
K. Marre, Martin, Patrouch, Pici
Associate Professors; Arons, Cameron, Conniff, Durham, Macklin, L. Marre, Means,
Ruff, Shereeo Wilhoit
Assistant Professors: Boetrnlein, Strain, Tuss, Youngkin
Lecturer: B. Farrelly
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
ENG 101. COLLEGE COMPOSnON I: Analysis of the processes of reading
and writing aimed at the development and refinement of critical thinking
skills, criticll reading skills, and critical writing skills. Required departrnental
examination. 3 sem.hts.
ENG 102. COLLEGE COMPOSITION II: Study of appropriate rhetorical shuc-
tures and styles for analytic, synthetic, and argumentative essays. Practice in
developing drttical readin-g and writing skills with an emphasis on writing fr-om
,orrr""s. Pierequisite: ENG 101. - 3 sem' hrs'
ENG 114. FRESHMANWRITING SEMINAR: A one.semestercompositioncourse
for first-year students who show high proficiency. First term 
""t'ff#.f/r.permission only.
* ENG 151. INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE: A critical study of literary forms
-fictiory drama, and poetry-representative of various 
eras and cultures. May be
taken concurrently with ENG 102. Prerequisite: ENG 101 or equivalent 
3 sem.hrs.
*ENG 198. FRESHMAN HONORS SEMINAR: Study and seminar discussion of
selected literary masterworks and appropriate criticism thereof, with equal empha-
sis on composiiion. Open by permission only to first-year students in the University
Honors Program. 3 sem.hrs'
*ENG 203. MAIOR BRITISH WRITERS: Study of four or five writers repre'
sentative of the principal periods in English literature. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or
equivalent. 3 sem. hrs'
*ENG 204. MAIOR AMERICAN WRITERS: Study of four or five writers lgprqen-
tative of the principal periods in American liteiature. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or
equivalent. - 3sem.hrs'
*ENG 205. 16AIOR WORLD WRITERS: Study,(in hanslation) of four or five
writers representative of the principal periods jn world (chieflyW_estem) literature,
exclusivebf English and American litdrature. Prerequisite ENG 102 or equivalent.
3 sem. hrs.
ENG 210. POETRY: Study of representative examples of a major literary genre.
Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent 3 sem'hts'
LL9
ENG 230. ToPIcs IN LITERATURE: Exploration of varying approache to the
studyof literature. Canbe repeated underspecialcircumsuurci. pilrequisite ENG
102 or equivalent i-G sem,hrs.
ENG 242. soPHoMoRE HoNoRS: seminar in which selected works from the
ENG University of Dayton VI
literature of Westem civilization are studied. By invitation only. 3 sem.hrs.
poenui by recent
3 sem. hrs.
novels and short
3 sem. hrs.
ENG 272. ExPoSIToRY wRITING: Further practice in writing expository
themes and documented papers. A continuaiion of ENG 102 Tor itudenti
desiringmoreelgeriarceinwiting. rterequisie. H{G 1@orequivalent 3*tttlrs.
ENG 282' INTRODUCTION To wRrrING poETRy: A beginning course in
analyzing and writing poetry. Prerequisits ENG 102 or equivaient. " 3 xm. hrs,
ENG 284. INTRODUCTION To WRITING FICTIoN: A beginning course in
analyzing and writing short fiction. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or 
"{nit ateirr xm, hrs.
ENG 285. INTRODUCTION To WRITING DRAMA: A besinnins course in ana-
lyzing and writing short plays. Prerequisits ENG 102 or eqiivaleit. 3 sem. hrs,
'r ENG 30L. SURVEY oF EARLY ENGLISH LITERATURE: survey of English litera-
ture from the Medieval period to the end of the lgth century. Frereqriisite: ENG
1"02 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs,
* ENG 302. SURVEY OF LATER ENGLISH LITERAruRE: SUWCY Of ENgIiSh
Il=!A" from the beginning of the Romantic period to the present.-prereqr.isite:ENG 102 or equivalent ' 3 sim,hrs.
* ENG 305. SURVEY oF AMERICAN LITERATURE: survey of American litera-
ture from the Colonial period to the present. prerequisite: ENG 102or egnnuabrt.r.
'ENG 306. suRvEY oF CONTINENTAL LITERATURE: survey of continental
EuropeanliteraturefromHomertothepresent.prerequisitq ENG l02orequivalent.
Not open to students who have taken ENG 322. 3 sem, hrs.
ENG 308. ADVANCED WRITTNG oF PoETRy: Intensive practice in the writing
of poems. Prerequisite ENG 282 or permission. 3 sem, hrX
ENG 310. ADVANCED WRITING oF FICTIoN: Intensive practice in the writing
of fiction. Prerequisite ENG 2&4 or permission. 3 sem. hri.
ENG 3L2. ADVANCED WRITING oF DRAMA: Intensive practice in the writing of
plays. Prerequisite: ENG 286 or permission 3 sem.frrs.
ENG 316. ADVANCED coMPosITIoN: Intensive practice in the writing of es-
says and the study of rhetoric. Prerequisite ENG 102br equivalent. s im. hrs.
ENG 317. CONTEMPORARY POETRY: Study of selected
writers. Prerequisite ENG 102 or equivalmt.
ENG 319. CONTEMPORARY FICTION: Studv of selected
fiction by recent writers. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent.
ENG 320. CONTEMPORARYDRAMAI s!{y_of gelected plays to illustraremajor
tendencies of modem drama. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or eqriivilent 3 sem.tirs.
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*ENG 322. MASTERPIECES OF WORLD LMRATURE: INtCNSiVC SfudY Of MAJOT
literarvworksrepreenhtiveofvariousculfure.WorksaresfudiedinhanslatiorL
althorigh an fnlUstr language work or tu9 *y be included for appropriate
"o-p#*". freiequisite:"fNb 102 or equivalent. 
3 sem' hts'
ENG 324. THE NOVEL: A consideration of selected novels to illustrate various
n"tft""t 
^taes. 
Prerequisits ENG 102 or equivalent 3 *m'hr*
ENG 325. SCIENCE FICTION: Suwey of science fiction with detailed analysis of
s"t""t"attotn"t" and short fiction. Prer6quisite ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sern' hrs'
ENG 327. STUDTES IN POPULAR FICTION: Analysis of selected artifacts of
popular culfure with reference to seriow literafure' May be repeated as topics
'"tri"g-. nt"t"quisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem' hrs'
ENG 329. SHORT STORY: Study of the techniques employed in the writing-oj
the short story. Analysis of various models of the short story. Prerequisite: ENG
102 or equivaient. 3 sem'hrs'
ENG 330. DEVELOPMENT OF DRAMAT Study of the historical developmmt of
the drama from its beginnings to the 19th cenfury. Analysis of plays from each
significant period. Preiequisile: ENG 102 or equivilent. 3 sem'hrs'
ENG 331. STUDIES IN FILM: Analysis of selected films to show developments in
fif-1""fr"iq"e or criticism. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sern,hrs.
ENG332. STUDIESINLITERAruREAND FILM: Studies inliterarytexts and the
filmbeatmenbof those texb. Mayberepeated as topics change. Prerequisite: ENG
102 or equivalent. - 3 sem' hts'
*ENG 333. IMAGES OF WOMEN IN UTERATURE: EXAMiNAIiON Of SigNifiCANt
titerary works that porhay baditional images of women. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or
equivitent - 3 sem'hrs'
* ENG 334. MODERN MEN 
- 
IMAGES: Critical examination of significant literary
works that portray males in traditional and non-traditional roles. 3 srn,fus,
* ENG 335. MODERN BLACK LmRATURE: Study of selected 20th-century black
ffiit"rs. ft"r"q"isite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem'hrs'
ENG 337. STUDIES IN FOLKLORE: Selected studies in American and/or world
folklore. May be repeated as topics change. Prerequisite: ENG 102 .t 
":?;*;j:
ENG 339. AMERICAN INDIAN LITERATURE: Survey of American lndian oral
narrative and literature. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 setn.hrs.
* ENG 340.THE PRISONINLmRATTIRE: Asurveyof prisonlitrerature fromthe rise
of the modem prison in the late eighteenth-century through the contemporaryperiod. 3 sem'hrs'
ENG 348. MODERN IRISH LITERATURE: A consideration principally of the
Irish literarv revival of the late 19th and early 20th centurieg with appropriate
uu"tgro"r,i^"terial.Prerequisite:ENGl02oiequivalent. 3sem,hrs.
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ENG 350. EUROPEAN LITERATURE OF ANTIQTITY: Study of significant
works from the old restament and Greek, Roman, English, Irish, aird/or scandina-
vian writers. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sern. hrs.
'iENG 351. EUROPEAN LITERATURE OF THE MIDDLE AGES: Study of
selected literary 
_mastelpieceg of western civilization in the Middle Ages. pre-
requisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3; em, hrs.
* ENG 353. LITERATLiRE oF THE RENAISSANCE: study of selected literary
masterpieces from England and the Continent that illushate the culture and ideas
of the Renaissance. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
*ENG 354. LITERATURE OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT: StUdY Of SCIECtCd
English and European literature from the Age of Reason. Prerequisi"te: ENG 102 or
equivalent.
"ENG 355. LITERATURE oF THE RoMANTIC AGE: Sfudv of
Revolution as illustrated in representative writings of English and
thors. Prerequisitq ENG L02 or equivalent
" ENG 355. EUROPEAN LITERATURE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY:
study- of representative mastelpieces from the literature of England and the Conti-
nent during the 19th century. Prerequisite ENG 102 or equivilent. a sem. hrs,
" ENG 357. EUROPEAN LITERATURE OF THE EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY:
Study of significant English and Ewopean literature that illustrates the ideas and
culture of the early modem period. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent.
3 sem. hrs.
* ENG 358. CONTEMPORARY LITERATURE OF EUROPE: Studv of selected
Westem.Europ-e-an literature thatillustrates the ideas and culture of thepresentage.
Prerequisite ENG 102 or equivalent 3 sem.llrs.
"ENG 362. SHAKESPEARE: stuly of selecred plays and poems of shakespeare.
Prerequisite ENG 102 or equivalent e sem. hrs.
ENG 362L. SHAKESPEARE PERFORMANCE LABORATORy: Study of
shakespearean^pelformances through films, video tapes, and recordings. Three
hours a week. studenb lrl.362L must have already taken or be registered-for ENG
352 or an equivalent Shakespeare course. - 1" sem, hr.
ENG 370. REPORT WRITING: Analysis of and practice in both basic and
complex written reports, induding the long formal report. Prerequisite: ENG 102
or equivalent - B sem. hrs.
ENG 372. APPLIED WRITIEN COMMUNICATIONS: Analysis of and practice
University of Dayton M
3 sem. hrs.
the Romantic
European au-
3 sem. hrs.
in written communications appropriate to business and industrial organizations,
including forms of correspondence and a job-application project but excluding
formal reports. Prerequisite: ENG 102 or equivalent. 3 xrn. hrs.
ENG 375. TOPICS IN WRITING: Analysis of and practice in specific forms of
writing. May be repeated as forms change. Prerequisite: ENG 102 
"r;l\n:fr:;.
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ENG 378. PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL WRITING: Practice in developing
writingskillsneededinbusiness,government,andindustry. Prerequisite ENGI'02
or equivalent 3 sem'hrs'
*ENG 380. STUDIES IN LITERATLIRE: Study of special topics or themes in
literature. May be repeated as topics change. Prerequisite: t*" tOt tt 
"?ff51j:
*ENG 382. MOZART'S OPERAS: An interdisciplinary survey of Mozart's oPeras-
--German and Italian, serious and comic. Class discussions will be supplemented
by extensive listening and/or viewing of recorded performances and, when p-os-
sible, attendance at live performancesl 3 sem' hrs'
ENG 395. ILJNIOR HONORS TUTORIAL: Independent directed study on special
topics for selected students. May be repeated as topic or instructor-change.
Pe^rmission required. ' 3 sem' hrs'
ENG 405. CHAUCER: Studv of Chaucer's life, world, language and literary
achievement, concenbating onThe Canterbury Tates (in Middle English). 
_Prerequi-
site: A200- or3O0-leyel Enlhshcourse. 3 sem.hrs.
ENG 407. MEDIEVAL ENGLISH LITERATURE: Study of the dominant types
in the literature of England from the beginning to 1500. Prerequisite: A 200- or 300-
level English cout 
". 
" 3 sem' hrs'
ENG 410. EARLY RENAISSANCE LITERATURE: Survey of the literature of
the 15th century from Thomas More to Sidney and Spenser. Prerequisite: A 200- or
300-level Engliih course. 3 sem' hrs'
ENG 414. LATER RENAISSANCE LITERATTIRE: Survey of the literature of the
early 1.7th cenfury from Bacon, fonsol,,and Donne to Marvell, exclwive of Milton.
Preiequisite I'Z!OO- or 3fi)-level English course. 3 sem' hrs'
ENG 431. MILTON: Study of the major and minor poems and of selected prose of
Milton. Prerequisite: A20G or 300lei'el English course. 3 sem' hrs'
ENG 433. STLIDIES IN NEO-CLASSICAL LITERATURE: Study of English litera-
ture from Dryden to fohnson. May be repeated as topics change. Prerequisite: A 200-
or 300-level finglish course. 3 sem' hrs'
ENG 438. ENGLISH ROMANTICISM: Study of the major poeb and critics of the
Romantic Age. Prerequisite: A 200- or 3Oolerlel English course. 3 sem, hrs.
ENG 444. STUDIES IN NINETEENTH-CENTURY ENGLISH LITERATURE:
study of English literature in the lgtlr century. May be repeated as topics change.
frerdquisiteiA 200- or 30Glevel English cowse. 3 sem'hrs'
ENG rt4S. TWENTIETH-CENTURY BRITISH UTERATURE: Study of significant
developments in modern British literature. Prerequisite: A 200- or 300level
Englisli course. - 3 sem' hrs'
ENG 451. AMERICAN ROMANTICISM: Study of significant developments in
American literature of the mid-l9th century. Prerequisite A 200- or 300level ENG
English course. 3 sem' hrs'
ENG
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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ENG 453. AMERICAN REALISM AND NATURAUSM: study of representative
writersfromtlrcpost-CivilWarperiodinAmericanliterature. rrerequisite: A200-
or 300-level English course 3 sem. hrs,
ENG 455. TWENTIETH-CENTURY AMERICAN UTERATURE: study of signifi-
cant developrnents in American literature of the 20th century. prerequiiite Azoo
or 300-level English course. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 468. INTRODUCTION To LINGUISTICS: Introduction to the basic
co-ncepb and procedures of general linguistics, including language description,
history variatiory theory and acquisition. prerequisite A loo- oi so"O-le.,el Englishcourse. 3 sem, hrs.
ENG 470. HISTORY oF ENGLISH: study of stages in the development of the
English language and of influences_shaping its deveropment from tire beginning
to the present. Prerequisite: A 200- oi3O0-level English co'rse. 3 im. hri.
ENG 472. THE srRUcrbRE oF ENGLISH: study of the grammatical structure
of modem Englishfrom traditional and modernlinguistic poinb of view.pre.
requisite: A 200- or 300-level English course. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG474. ARGUMENTATIoN: studies and practice in thepattems of argumen-
9{1"ry19g. Recommended for thepre.professionalstudent prerequisitl: ENGENG 272, 376,370 or permission of instructor. B xm. hrs.
ENG 475. coMPosITIoN THEoRy: study of the principal current theories
of composition, with application to the teathing 
".rd ".'il.,"ting of writing.Prerequisite: ENG 316 or permission of instructor. 3 sem, hi.
ENG 480' INDEPENDENT sruDY: Individual investigations of special
topics under faculty direction. May be repeated under speclal circumstances.
Prerequisites: Permission and at least filteen semester-hours of English.
1-5 sem. hrs.
ENG 482. MODERN PoETRY: Concentrated, advanced study in the devel-
opment of modern-poetry, both English and American. prerequisite: A 200-
or 300-level English course. - 3 sem. hrs.
ENG. 485. INTERNSHIP IN wRITING: Application of wriring skills to
specific projects of an approved organization. practical and pifessional
experience offered to juniors and seniors (particularly Englistr-majors and
minors) as a supplement to the writing curriiulum. prerequlsite: peimission
of supervising instructor. May be repeated up to six serrGster hours.
L-6 sem. hrs.
ENG 490. SEMINAR: Concentration on one literary figure, genre, orperiodfor research and analysis. M.y be repeated 
"s 
iopics ch"ange. consult
departmental booklet for specific prerequisites for eaih seotion] permission
required. 3 sem. hrs.
ENG 495. SENIOR HoNoRS TUToRIAL: Independent directed study on
special topics for selected students. May be repeated as topic or instructor
changes. Permission required. 3 sem. hrs.
FDV
FAMILY DEVELOPMENT (FDV)
The interdisciplinary minor in family development increases understanding of
the meanine and'dvnarfiics of marriage ind pareirthood in contemPorary society.,It
examines tfie famiiv as a maior instifution iffecting society and surve-ys the indi-
"ia"+ r*i"I, and'economii: problems found within 
faniilies. This background
cot ttib,tt"t to preparation foicareers in areas such as social work, psychology,
education, conimdnication, human ecology, and religious work'
--ft 
"-t"ii-tot 
it fu^ity development is ilarned by -tukhg l5.semester hours of
""*t"*"tt, all of which must^be outside 
one's niajor dGcipline. These must be
distributed as follows:
Sernester Hours
Basic theory course in family development (Choose one.) ...'."""""""""""""""""""""""" 3
l{EC 318 Family Living
SOC 331 Marriage and the FamilY
Families and society (&roose one.)................ 3
HST 352 HistoryoftheAmericanFamily
SOC 355 FamiliesandtheEconomY
Dynamics of family life (Choose one.) r
CMM410 FamilyCommunication
PHL 318 FamilYEthics
REL 344 Christian Marriage
ASI,448 Seminar in Family DevJlopment Gequired) L
Electives (Choose trro.)........... 6
BIO 390 Sex and Fertility Regulation REL 362 Christian Family Values
PSY
PSY
PSY
HEC 305 FamilYManagernent
HEC 325 ChildDeveloPment
lfiC 329 ChildDevelopmmtPracticum
I5Y 251 HumanGrowth
and Development
351 Child Psydrology
355 Psydrologyofthe
Exceptional Child
462 Humansexuality
and Television
REL 466 TheologyofSexualitY
S&. 322 SexRolesandSocietYffi 323 JuvenileDelinquorcY
SOC 330 Perspectives on Aging
SWK 327 Parenting: SocialWelfareRole
SWK 330 PerspectivesonAging
SWK 3?5 ChildAbuse
SWK 331 Death, Dying, and Suicide
No more than6 semesterhours from any one deparhent may be
minor in familv development. Courses takdn for thi3 minor may be
minors and to breadttr-and general education requirements' App:
rc applied to the
apflied to other
and r l -guir b: p.9Pdul","9*T?O th u re enB. PProPnaIe cuurDcs;y b";;b"ttt"iea *itlt p-"imi""iott fr"T $" office of F" *:L:l$: !.o*:ry,,"j
erdr 
-""JS"i""""r 
""a 
'the director of the Center for the Study of- Family
b"t'"top-"ttt. Students wishing to be recorded as minoring 11 family lgvelopmentDevel ment.   in il
shouldhotifu their chairpersonF, their deans, and the coordinator o:;il;ld';;dfy Ut"it.fruir "r tft i i t r f the minor in
Family Development.
FAMILY DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
Patricia Vovdanoff, Directot, Centn fm tlu Study of Family Dnelopmmt
Brenda Doinelly, Research Asga-ciat6and Min*,qy4i"olq ^, .,,
**"r":',**#}of .kl:tSffi #8lgl##ff uhe,Hl':g"T?:L. Majka (Sociology,.
and Sciences). Tavlor
and Soc{il Work), Huff (College of Arts
rthrooolosv and Social Work)b , y
72j,
GEN
GENERAL STUDIES (GEN)
The Bachelor of General studies program is designed for those students who
desire to pursue a non-traditional degree program atthe University outside ofany
departmental major. This degree program permits great latitudein utilizing the
academic resources of the University for planning and acquiring an education to
meet individual needs. studelts may plan their programs to the best advantage
of their particular educational objectives. students build their programs on the
foundation of University Basic skills and General Education requirements.
BACHELOR OF GENERAL STUDIES PROGRAM (GEN)
Admission requirements for the Bachelor of General studies are the same as
those for any other degree offered in the College of Arts and sciences.
Candidacy for the Bachelor of General studies may be declared in the first
year but not later than the end of the junior year. An application for acceptance
into the degree program mustbe completed and approved by the adminiitrator
of the-program. Any students in good academic stinding rnay request transfer
into this program.
The General studies student is required to plan an academic program to
satisfy the requirements for graduation in consultation with the adhinistrator
of the program in the College of Arts and Sciences. The usual policy of
prerequisites remains in effect in this program. A student cannot earna double
degree with a Bachelor of General Studies.
The candidate for the degree of Bachelor of General studies must complete
L20 semester hours with an overall grade point average of 2.0 or better,
including:
L University Basic skills and General Education requirements (see
Chapter V),
2' Three semester hours of mathematics selected from courses offered by the
Mathematics department (excluding MTH 102, 204,205),
3. study of the natural sciences by completing z semester hours in approved
natural science courses (biology, chemistry, geology, physics), including one
course with accompanying laboratory,
4. A minimum of 54 semester hours of courses at the 300-400 level with a grade
point average of 2.0 or better, and
5. Not more than 30 semester hours of work from any one academic discipline.
GEO/EVG
GEOLOGY (GEO)
Geology is the study of the earth. It incolporates manyaspecb of our complex
planet including its composition, structure, environment, dynaluc ald.hazardous
;;;;, and fire develbpment of life, continents and oceans through time. Geol-
igy pi"yt'" *itical role in interprethg the earth's long history of global change, and
in piedicting future environmental change.
- 
'fn" Ceotlogy department offers two progfams leading to a Bachelor of Science in
gJ%y aPt"[iu*'Sq and environmentaigeotogy (ProgrT" S5A)' The geology-
lCSOi";dr;provides basic courses in 11|" geolo6cal sciences and a. range of
idvanced i"rnul 
"o*r* 
that allow students to develop courses of study__that
comptementparticularinterestswithinthefield. Theenvironmentalgeolo-gy(EvQ)
pffiu^ it Uioad in scope, providing a firm groulding in-thg fun{amSntals of earth
icieice as well as an interdisciplinary curriculum including geolg$t, Biology,
Chemistry, and other allied science coulllses, reflecting the interdisciplinary nafure
of environmental concems.
The Geology department aims to prepare students for a career in the geological
sciences. Graii.atei of the deparment ire competitive for entry to graduate pro-
srarns.Geolosymaiorsp.t.s.,"careersinawiderangeofsettingsincluding:state
irrd fed"rat g"i,to6cat agencies; geological consulting companiqsinatull resource
exploratioru"d".."iop-"it *d nianagemenf museums; reiearch laboratories; and
education. Environmental geologists address critical needs of our society lTg-tng
from groundwater protectiJn and water-supply development to the identification
and assessment of nafural hazards.
PROGRAM 55: BACHELOR oF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
GEOLOGY (GEO)I
Sernester Hours
Geology .:..........'.....'.....'.
Required Courses
Year 1: GEO 11F115L, 1LG776L......""
Year 2: GEO 201-201L ....'........
Year 3: GEO 307'301L' 307'307L
Year 4: GEO 303, 310-310L,40L401L' 40H03L """""""""""'
Geology Electives - droose from the following:
GEO 302-302L, 30&308L, 309-309L,
404, 4114L1L, 4124L2L, 498
Supporting Scimces .......'.......
cHM 12&.123L /L2+L24L
wl}l t68/169
P}{rn6/20r
science electives 
- 
choose from the following, with accompanying laboratories
wtrere afpficaUle BIO, CHM, CPS, GEO, MTH, PIIY, Engineeringa 8
Philosophy and religious studies ............."""-"
Communication skills ........'.......
Social and behavioral sciences..
8
4
8
18
8
22
8
8
6
12
0-9
6
127
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Humanities g
Gmeral Education requirements and academic elective to total at reast............................ 120
- 
,lSee General Requirerrents for all Badrelor of Science programs and Chapter V for GeneralEduetion requirements.
Tvlay substitute MTH 14&149 with perurission.
\4ay substitute YI{l 207-202with pennission
aWith pemrission.
ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY (EVG)
.The following-proga1n, leading to the Bachelor of science with a major in
environmentalgeology,isdesigJr.edtopresentstudenbwith thebasiccoursesin the
geological sciences as well as providelpecific environmental geology courses and
requires additional related science courses.
PROGRAM S5A: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WTIH A MAIOR IN
ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY (EVG)I
Georosy 
...:"*'::..:*';
Required courses
Year 1: GEO LLtil.sl, lLGllSL 8
Year2: GEO2OI-20LL,208... 7
Year3: GEO30bnlL,g0Z-902L,310-310L t2
Year 4: GEO 30&308L, 909-3(BL 8
Geology electives 
-choose from the followingcBo 302-n2L, 303, 401401L
N3403L,4W4L1411L,472412LA98 
............. 8
Supporting Sciences ............,.. A3
BIO 1.01/102, or L5t/152 6
cHM 123,123L /L24-L24L 8MTH168/16Q IPtTY2o6/2073 6
Science electives - choose from the following Lz
BIO 350-350L, 
€ 0.4.3/l,L, 452452L
cHM 201-201L, 302, 31 31,3L
cr€132,rM
Engineering CIE 3t2-gt2L, 390
Environmental Technology Cyt 453, 454494y
MfrI2lg,2lg,%7,%g
Philosophy and religious studies lz
Communication skills ................ 0-gSocialandbehavioralsciences.. 6Humanities gASI150 1
General Education requirements and academic electives to total .......,............... .,..,......I2A_L2S
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rSee General Requiremenb for all Bachelor of Science Prograrns and Chapter V
for General Education requirements.
zMay substitute MTH 14&149 with permission.
sMay substitute P}rY 201-202with permission .
FACULTY
Michael R.Sandy,Chair
Distinguished Sercice Professor: Springer
Professor Emeritus: Rilter
Associate Profusor: Pair, Sandy
Assistant Professor: McGrew, Koziol
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
't cEO L03. PRINCIPLES OF PHYSICAL GEOGRAPFIY: Analysis of the physical
factors of the earth's environmen! weather, climate, land forms, oceans. 3 sem.hrs,
GEO L04. INTRODUCTORY GEOLOGY FIELD COURSE: Fundamental earth
science topics with emphasis on direct field experience. One week on campus, 3
weeks in the Rocky Mountains near Denver, Colorado, and one week of travel. For
all non-geology and non-biology majors. Corequisites: BIO 104; GEO 1ML or BIO
104L. 3 sem.hrs'
GEO 104L. INTRODUCTORY GEOLOGY FIELD LABORATORY: Course to ac-
company GEO 104. 7 sem-hr'
,$ GEO L09. GENERAL GEOLOGY: Introduction to the earth as a planet, its compo-
sition, structure, and evolutionary developmenf a brief consideration of the life of
the past. For the nonscience major. May be taken without laboratory. 3 sem.hrs.
GEO 109L. GENERAL GEOLOGY L-A'BORATORY: Course to accompany GEO
109. Two hours each week. 1 sem. hr.
*GEO 115. PHYSICAL GEOLOGY: Introductory course in geologic principles; the
composition and skucture of the earth, its land forms, and the agencies active in their
production. Laboratory optional for nonmajors. 3 sem. hrs.
GEO 115L. PHYSICAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accomPany GEO
115. Two hours each week. 7 sem. hr,
* GEO LL6. GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE EARTH: A comprehensive study of
earth history from its origins to the present. Prerequisites: GEO 109 or 11'5,
permission of instructor.
GEO 116L GEOLOGICAL HISTORY OF THE EARTH
ac€ompany GEO 116. Two hours eachweek.
3 sem.hrs.
LABORATORY: Courseto
1" sem. hr,
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GEO 198. GEOLOGY, LANDSCAPE, AND ENVIRONMENT OF THE MIAMI
vALLEY: Field-based course examining the geologic history of the Miami valey
and Dayton area; processes leading to the modem landscape; the impact of human
activity will be assessed. Prerequisite: GEO 109 or L15 or permission of instructor.
3 sem, hrs.
GEO 201. MINERALOGY: Inhoduction to cryshllography, crystal chemistry and
crystal structure. Study of the major groups of rock-forming minerals, their association
and occurrence with emphasis on identification by physical properties and optical
techniques. Prerequisite GEo 109 or 1L5 or permission of instructor. 3 sem.hrs.
GEO 201L. MINERALOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO 201.
Three hours per week. '1. sem. hr.
* GEO 208. ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY: Study of the relationship of geologic
factors to the problems of water supply, pollution, erosiory land use, and earth ie-
sources. Laboratory optional. Prerequisites: GEO 109 or 115, permission of
instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
GEO 208L. ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY LABORATORy: Course to accom-
pany GEO 208. Two hours each week. 1 sem, hr.
"GEO 218. ENGINEERING GEOLOGY: A compretrensive study of geologic prin-
ciples applicable to civil engineering practices. 3 sem.hrs.
GEo 301. STRUCTURAL GEoLoGY: The origin and development of structural
features of the earth's crus! folding, faulting volcanism, mounhin building, and
metamorphism. Prerequisites: GEO 115,176,201. 3 sem.lrs.
GEO 301L. STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany
GEO 301. Two hours each week. L sem. hr.
GEO 302. GLACIAL GEOLOGY: The origin of mountain and continental
glaciers; their depositional features and erosive activity; history of glaciation in
geologic past with special emphasis on North American Quatemary ice advances.
Prerequisites: GEO 115, 115. 3 sem.hrs.
GEO 302L. GLACIAL GEOLGY LABORATORY: Course to accompanyGEO 302.
Twohows eadrweek. 1. sem.hr.
GEo 303. mLD GEOLoGY: study of field relationships in an area of Britain
containing abtrndant igneow, metamorphic, and sedimentary rocks. Prerequisites:
GEO 115, 116. 5 sem. hrs.
GEO 307. GEOMORPHOLOGY: Detailed study of landforms and the erosional
processes that develop them. Prerequisites: GEO 115,776. 3 sem.hrs.
GEO 307L. GEOMORPHOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO nZ.
Two hours each week. 1sem. hr.
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GEO 308. PROBLEMSAND DECISIONS IN ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY: An
in-depth er@mination of selected environmmtal problems and the way in whidr
scimtificinformationguideepracticeandpolicy.Topiawillrangefrominvetigations
of natural hazards to tions of land we and water resotuces. Prerequisite:
GEO 109 or GEO 115 or permission of instructor' 3 sem.lns.
GEO 308L. PROBLEMS AND DECISIONS IN ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY
LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO 308. Two hours each week and periodic
fieldwork. lsn'hr
GEO 309. SURFACE AND GROLINDWATER HYDROLOGY: ThiS COUTSE iS dE.
signed to provide a science or engineering student with the fundamental concepb and
prinAples central to the study of wabr as a resource. This will include an examination
bf uil 
"o^pot*b of the hydrologic cycle induding surface-water 
hydrology and
management, groundwater hydrogeology, and water resource management. Pre'
requisite: GEO 109 or GEO 218 or permission of instructor. 3 sem' hrs'
GEO 309L. SURFACE AND GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY LABORATORY:
Laboratory exercises to accompany GEO 309. Three hours per week. L sem. hr.
GEO 310. STRATIGRAPHY: The interpretation of specific lithotypes and the
synthesis of the stratigraphic record. Prerequisites: GEO 115. 3 sem. hrs.
GEO 310L. STRATIGRAPHY LABORATORY: Course to accomPany GEO 310.
Two hours each week. L sem. hr.
GEO !m1. PALEONTOLOGY: The study of ancient life. The morphology, ecology,
evolutioru and stratigraphicdistributions ofselected invertebrates,vertebrates, and
plants. 3 sem' hrs'
GEO 401L. PALEONTOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO 401.
Two hours eachweek. l sem'hr'
GEO 403. SEDIMENTOLOGY: Detailed study of sediments: their sources,
environments of deposition, and methods of consolidation. Emphasis on the
interpretation of ancient sedimenb. Prerequisites: GEO 201. 3 sem.hts.
GEO 403L. SEDIMENTOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO
403. Two hours each week. L sem. hr.
GEO 4M. PROBLEMS IN GEOLOGY: A consideration of special problems
involving advancedwork in the laboratory and library; arranged to meettheneeds
of indivilual studenb. '1"4 setn. hrs,
GEO 411. IGNEOUS PETROLOGY: Study of the formation of igneous rocks.
Prerequisites: GEO201. 3sem'hrs'
GEO 411L. IGNEOUS PETROLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany GEO
411. Two hours eachweek. l sem'hr'
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GEO 412. INTRODUCTORY GEOCHEMISTRY: Study of elementary thermody-
namics, aqueous geochemistry, and principles goveming the distribution of trace
elemenb, radioisotopes and stable isotopes in igneous, metamorphic and sedimen-
tary rocks. Emphasis on applications and solution of geological problems. prereq-
uisite: Geo 201., or permission of instructor. 3 sem, his
GEo 472L. INTRODUCTORY GEOCFIEMSTRY LABORATORY: course to accom-
GEO/EVG
pany GEO 41.2. Three hours each week
University of Dayton M
1vm.hr.
GEo498. GEOL@ICAL RESEARCH AND THESIS: Researdrprojectwithin anarea
of the geological sciences, including, but not limiM to, mvironmental geology,
geoctrcmistry, geomorphology, or paleontology. The resulb are to be preented in a
writtenthesis. Preerequisite: Permission of instructor. Asem.fus.
* General Education course. See Chapter V.
L32
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HrsroRY (HST)
History critically studies the past and those key values which have shaped
society. fiistory also provides studenb with a sense of pers-qectivg and with the
ability to make-critical judgments. Thosewith a sharplyhoned historical conscious-
t 
"ss 
[.o* that often *haiappears to be a simple solution to a simple problem will
not work because unexpresied historical forces and baditions lie just beneath the
surface. Therefore, hist6rical consciousness helps to make the world comprehen-
sible. To be ignorant of history is to be, in a very fundamental way, intellectualll
defenseless, rlnable to undersfand the workings of this or other soeieties. Thus all
totalitarian societies have stringently controlled the study and writing of history.
They recognize that a free mind needs to know ib past,to-debate and discuss how
the ivorldiame to be as it is, in order to know what to defend and what to change
and how to resist imposed ideologies.
students majoring in history are offered a flexible curriculum that allows them
to have a double majdr or one oi more minors. Studenb are also sFongly encouraged
to develop interdGciplinary areas of concentration to meet their interests and
vocationai goals. Examples of areas of concentration are pre'law- buu?ines-s, intema-
tional affaiis, and historical administration, preservation, and archival manage'
ment Majorsshouldconsultthedeparbnentchairpersonfora deparhnmtaladryig
brochursand further details. History majors Pursue Professions in numerous fields
including education, law and government, intemational affairs, archives and mu-
seruns, communications, and bwiness.
studentsinB.A.programscanacquireteachercertificationinhistorythroughthe
811A program (See-EDT). For details, consult the departrnent_chairp^erson.
His-tory minors mwt complete 18 semester hours as follows: HST 101 or 102, HST
251 or 252, two upper-level courses in American history and two upper-level
courses in non-American history.
PROGRAM A7: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
HISTORY (HST)I
Semester Hours
Histor............ .........'...'.""""" 35
HST 101, 102,25L,252 L2
llsT3ol 3
FIST seminar: HST 490,491, or 492 .............. 3
t{STelectives. 18
These electives should be distributed fairly evenly between American
and non-American history.
Nafural science...,....................,.........
Mathematics MIFI L02, 2M, 205 ocduded)
Social and behavioral sciences..
Humanities
Philosophy and religious studies """"""""" 12
Communication skills ...........'..'. ."""""""""" 0-9
Quantification skills or foreign languagd """""""""""""' ffi
First-year experience: ASI 1i0 ....'..:................'. ...."""""""""' 0-1
Geneial EdGation courses and academic electives to total at least """""" L20
7
3
L2
18
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lSee also Distribution Table for Badrelor of Ars programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
2Either G8 sem. hrs. in a foreign language or 6 senr. hrs. in quantitative skills courses (e.g.,
computerscience,statistics,ormathematics)beyondthebaeicskillsmathematicsrequiremmt
Where appropriatenthis cedit may apply to other requireurorts as well.
FACULTY
Lawrerrce J. Flockerzie, Clwirperson
Profn*rs Emsiti: Beauregard King, Maras, Mathias, Steiner, Vines
Professors: Alo<ander, Eid, Heihnann, Hitchner, Mor.man, palermo, Schweikart
Associate Professorsr Amin, Flockerzie, Taylor, Trollinger
Assistant Professors: Bednarek, Cadegan, Carlson, Hi;hfield, yungblut
kctur er s : Lensink, Phillips
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
NorE: HST 101 or HST 102 or the equivalent is a prerequisite for all other HST
courses.
*HST lor. HISToRy oF WESTERN crvILzATIoN FRoM ITS CLASSICALRoors ro 1715: suwey of westem civilization begiruring in Antiquity and con-
cluding with the Enlightenment. The course will investigate the social,-economic,
culfural, political, environmental forces, and events. 3 sem. hrs.
* HSt toz. HISToRY oF wESTERN crvILzATIoN sINcE 1215: survey of
western Civilization from the 18th century to the present. The course will inrtsu-
gate the social, economic, cultural, political, and environmenbl forces thatshaped
Enropean Society and the world in the Modem Period. 3 sem.hrs.
* FIsr 198. HIsroRY HoNoRS sEMINAR: Study and seminar discussion of se.
lected historical documenb dealing with majoi evenb and trends in westem
Civilization since 1715. open by permission only to fust-year studenb in the
University Honors Program. 3 xm, hrs.
* HST 251. AMERICAN HISTORY rO 1g55: Survey of the developmmt of .the
American nation from colonial times to 1865; political hends, economic and social
foundations of American institutions. - A sem.hrs,
* HST Z5Z. AMERICAN HISTORY SINCE 1855: Survey of the development of the
nation after the civil war, stressing social, economic,-and political p.obl"*".
3 sem. hrs.
HST 301. RESEARCH SEMINAR: Historical methods, philosophy, and inbo-
qudgry 
-historiography, the last based on the professor'i field of slecialization.Required for junior history majors. 3 sem. hrs.
* 
HST 302. HISTORY OF ANCIENT GREECE: Suwey of Greek history and culture
from the Bronze Age to Alercander the Great. 3 sem,hrs,
tu
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* HST 303. HISTORY OF THE ROMAN REPUBLIC AND EMPIRE: Suwey of
Roman history with emphasis on the political, social, and institutional evolution of
the Roman state and the organization and structure of the Roman t^Ori 
rr*. rrr.
't HST 305. MEDIEVAL EUROPE: European history from the 4th to the 15th cen-
tury, including birth of Middle Ages develoPment of Christianity; ByTan$e,-
Islamic, and Carolingian Empires; feudalism; Crusades; rise of universities; birth of
national cultures. 3 sem, hts.
HST 306. HISTORY OF THE BYZANTINE EMPIRE: Historical study of Byzantine
history from 324 to 7453, emphasizing the development of the Byzantine state and
Eastem Orthodoxy, and Byzantium's role in transmitting the classical heritage to
medieval and Easiern Europe. 3 sem,hrs'
HST 307. RENAISSANCE AND REFORMATION: The development of Euro-
pean history from the 14th to the middle of the 17th century. Emphasis on the
economic, folitical, social, and religious aspecb of the Renaissance, Protestant
Revolution, and Catholic Reformation. 3 sem.hrs.
HST 311. ERA OF ABSOLUTISM, ENLIGHTENMENT: From the later Reforma-
tion to the era of the French Revolution: intellectual and cultural developmenf
political, economic, and social trends of the Old Regime. 3 sem, hrs.
HST 312. FRENCH REVOLUTION AND NAPOLEOMC ERA: Ideological, eco-
nomic,social, and politicalbackground of the Revolutiory analysis of therevolution-
ary governmenb;-the resulting intemational wars; the rise and fall of Na_poleon.
3 sem. hrs.
HST 313. RESTORATION REVOLUTION, AND REACTION_EUROPE 1815-
1890: Historical analysis of European nations and peoples emphagizing w_ar an{
revolutions of the period as well as ideological, scientific, and technological
developments 3 sem.hrs'
'i HST 314. MODERN EUROPE IN DECLINE-1890-1945: Historical study of
the decline and fall of European civilization from the eve of World War I to the
end of World War II, including an examination of political, economic, social, and
cultural conditions. 3 sem. hrs,
* HST 315. EUROPE IN THE POSTWAR ERA-1945 TO THE PRESENT: Histori-
cal survey of domestic and foreign politics, economics, society, and culfure in
postwar Europe (East and Wes$ frbm 1945 to the present. 3 sem.hrs.
HST 317. CHRISTIANITY IN HISTORY, 10G1300: Historical analysis of the inter-
action of Westem society and culture with Christianity from the Apostolic Era to the
end of the Middle Ages. 3 sem.hrs.
HST318. CHRISTIAMTYINHISIORY, 1300TOTHE PRESENT: Historicalanalysis
of the interaction of Westem society and culturewith Christianity fromthe Renais-
sance to the present 3 sem.hrs.
* HST 322. HISTORY OF ENGLAND: Major forces and trends in the history of
England from early medieval times to the piesent, including their influence on social
hislory and literahrre 3 sem.hrs,
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FIST 325. HISTORY OF RUSSLA TO L8@: History of Kievan Russia and tutpdox
Chdstianity, the Mongol Conque! the rise of autocracy, reforms and rebellions,
revolutionary movemenb, and the rise of the Empire to the Crimean War . 3 sem,lns.
HST 326. HISTORY OF THE SOVIET I.INION AND ITS SUCCESSOR STATES,
1860 TO THE PRESENT: Social, political, and cultural history of Russia from the
greatreforms of the late empire, through thewars, revolutions, and reconstructions
of the Soviet Period, to the present. 3 sem.hrs,
* HST 328. HISTORY OF EASTERN ELIROPE: Suwey of the history of the nations
lying between Germany and the Soviet Uniory the Baltic and Aegean Seas, stressing
medieval and early modem background as a foundation of contemporary history.
3 sem.hrs.
" HST 330. HISTORY OF EAST ASIA: Brief review of the early historical develop-
ment of East Asia; study of China and fapan in the 19th and 20th centuries,
emphasizing political, religious, cultural, and economic development, 3 sem. hrs.
HST 335. HISTORY OF AFRICA TO 19TH CENTURY: Studv of African history
from the emergence of Africa's ancient kingdoms to the end 6f tn" tratrs-AUanti'c
slave trade in the nineteenth century. 3 sem.hrs.
'r HST 337. HISTORY OFAFRIC A-19TH CENTURY TO THE PRESENT: Emphasis:
colonialism and its impact, the growth of nationalism and the problems of contem-
porary Africa. 3 sem.hrs.
HST 339. HISTORY OF SOUTH AFRICA: Studv of South African societv
with emphasis on historical intelpretations of tne'origins of segregatioru 
""ori-omic growth, nationalism, Apartheid, Banfusans, and other issues of con-
temporary significance. 3 sem. hrs.
'* HST 340. HISTORY OF SCIENCE: Survey of the development of science from its
origins in the ancient world to the present. 3 sem, hrs.
" FIST 341. HISTORICAL PERSPECTMES ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND
SOCIETY: Historical examination of the interaction of science, technology, and
society from the Middle Ages to the present. 3 sem.hrs.
* HST 342. ENVIRONMENTAL HISTORY OF THE AMERICAS: A comparison and
contrast of the histories of conseryationism and environmentalism in the United
States, Canada and Latin Ameria. 3 sem. hrs.
* HST345. IRELANDAND AMERICA: Studyof thecultural-historicalbackground
ofbothftotch-IrishandCeltichishimmigrantstoAmericaandhowtheyinfluenced
the varying reactions of the dominant Anglo-Saxon Protestantism of America.
3 sem,hrs.
HST 348. UNITED STATES AND THIRD-WORLD CRISES-HISTORJCAL
PERSPECTIVES: Analysis of the history of U.S. policies and responses toward
major crises in Africa, Asi+ Latin America, and the Middle East 3 sem. hrs,
* HST 349. TECHNOLOGY AND THE CTLTURE OF WAR: Investigation of the
role of invention and engineering as it has been related to defunse and war
throughout the ages, focusing on the interrelationship of policy, strategy, orgariza-
tion, and technology from a global perspective.
L36
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HST 351. HISTORY OF AMERICAN WOMEN: Historical study of the cha.gtng
roles of women in American society and the struggle for social, political, economic,
legal, and educational righb from the 17th century to the present ' 3 sem, hrs,
HST 352. HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN FAMILY: Survey of the historical
development of American family life from the colonial period to the present.
3 sem,hrs.
HST 353. HISTORYOF WOMEN INEUROPEAN SOCIETIES: Studyof thechang-
ing roles of women in European societies from the roots of industrialization to thepresent. 3 sem,hrs.
HST 355. AMERICAN URBAN HISTORY: Historical analysis of community life
in American society: the nature and dwelopmmt of small towns, cities, and
suburbs; communal experience, social organizations, and political culfure.
3 sem. hrs.
HST 357. LATIN AMERICA IN THE TWENTIETH CENTURY: Intensive exami-
nation of revolution and reaction in today's Latin America and the irnplications for
those who formulate U.S. foreign policy. 3 sem. hrs,
I{ST 358. S@IAL AND CLILTURAL HISTORY OF LATIN AMERICA: Survey
of social and cultural history of Latin America and the Caribbean from pre-
Columbian times to the preent. Emphasis on the interaction between the European
colonizer and the Amerindian and African peoples of the hemisphere. 3 sm. hrs.
HST 365. AMERICAN FILMS AS HISTORY: Study of the development of
American values, myths, institutions, and perspectives tlrough the use of films as
a primary soruce. 3 sem.hrs.
HST 366. AMERICAN LITERATURE AS HISTORY: An examination of American
literature as a source of evidence for American history, emphasizing the historical
and cultural circumstances that shape literary activity. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 370. ECONOMIC HISTORY OF THE LINITED STATES: Survey of the
economic theories and institutions peculiar to the United States with special
reference to their influence on social and political development. 3 sem,hrs.
HST 371. HISTORY OF AMERICAN BUSINESS: Historical study of the evolution
of modem capitalism from the colonial period to the present. 3 sem, hrs.
HST 375. DIPLOMATIC HISTORY OF THE LINITED STATES: Foundations of
American foreign policy; the diplomacy of continental expansion through the 19th
century; emphasis'on diplomatic problems since 1898. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 376. SOCIAL AND CULTURAL HISTORY OF THE UN]TED STATES:
Social and cultural developmentof the Americanpeople: growth of national spirit,
impact of expansion, conflict over slavery and problems of industrialization
ani urbanization. 3 sem.Its.
HST 380. NATIVE AMERICAN HISTORY: Historical and descriptive survey of
the native peoples of North America. 3 sem. hts'
HST 391. AMERICAN ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY AND PRESERVATION: A
career-oriented course offering a theoretical background in historical preserwation
and tectrniques wed inidentifiiation, research, and recordingof historic landmarks
worthy of freservation as part of the community heritage. 3 sem' Irs'
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* HST 398. HISTORY OF BLACKS IN THE UNITED STATES, 152G1900: Study of
the saga of black people in the U.S. from 1526 until 1900. 3 sem. hrs.
* HST 399. HISToRY oF BLACKS IN THE T]NITED STATES SINCE 19OO: Study
of the saga of black people in the U.S. from L900 to the present. 3 sem. hri.
FIST 402. MAIN CURRENTS IN ANCIENT HISTORY: Aspects of the civiliza-
tions of the ancient Near East, Greece, and Rome, emphasizing the Hebrew world
view and value system, Greek democracy, Roman political and social instifutions.
3 sem. hrs.
HST 406. INTELLECTUAL AND CULTT]RAL HISTORY OF MODERN ET]ROPE:
Close analysis of people, ideas, and principal cultural developmenb from the
Renaissance into the 20th cenfury. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 408. PEACEMAKING IN THE MODERN WORLD_EUROPEAN DIPLO-
MACY, 1815 TO 1945: Study of European intemational relations from 1815 to 1945,
withemphasis onthegreatpeaceconferences of thisperiod: theCongress of Vienna,
the Paris Peace Settlement, and the Yalta and Potsdam conferences-. 3 sem. hrs,
HST 413. ITALIAN FASCISM: The rise of Italian fascisrn: a critical historical
exarnination of the origins of European totalitarianism. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 416. EUROPEAN MILITARY HISTORY: Survey of warfare on the Euro-
pean continent from classical Greece through World War II emphasizing military
institutions, organizatiory weapons, and campaigns and the role of the military
in society. 3 sem. hrs,
HST 417. AMERICAN MILITARY HISTORY: Survev of American militarv
affairs, including military naval, and air campaigns, irom early seftlement to
the present. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 419. MODERN FRANCE: French history from the Bourbon Restoration to
the present. Emphasis on political, socio-economic, and cultural factors..
rrST 42:.MODERN GERMANY: Analysis of the development of 
":X::gtatq froT_18a8 through the period of unification, Second Empire, Weimar Repub-
lic, Third Reich, the post-World War II Germanies, to the present. 3 sem. hrs.
HST !123. HISTORY OF LONDON: Study of the evolution of London from a
small Roman town to the world's first industrial metropolis. Particular attention to
social and environmental conditions and the life of the people. 3 sem, hrs.
*HST 424. ENGLISH CONSTITUTIONAL AND LEGAL HISTORY: Studv of the
origins and development of common law and parliamentary govemment ln En-
gland from the Saxons to the present. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 426. TUDOR-STUART ENGLAND_STUDY OF ENGLAND FROM 1.485 TO
1.7L4: Development of the national state, royal absolutism, and the Reformation;
evolu-tionof theconstifutional question; diplomary; social, economic, and cultural
aspects of the period. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 428. MODERN ENGLAND-1815 TO PRESENT: Development of England
as an indwtrialized nation and as an empire; results of industrialization, urbaniza-
tion, and loss of empire due to two world wars. 3 sem. hrs.
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* HST 431. NATIONAL CULTLIRES OF THE SOVIET I.INION AND MS SUCCE$
SOR STATES: The history of the formation of the Soviet Union and of national and
cultural relations between the Russians and their Slavig Baltic, Caucasus, Cenhal
Asian, and Siberian neighbors. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 432. RUSSIAN CLILTIIRE AND CINEMA: The history of popular tastes and
revolutionary experimentation in film, literature, the arts and daily life in Russia and
the Soviet Union from 1900 to the present. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 438. THE MIDDLE EAST, NINETEENTH AND TWENTIETH CENTURIES:
Survey of the Ottoman Empire, Iran, Eg1pt, and the modem states of the Middle
East emphasizing the development of nationalism and the area's role in interna-
tional politics. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 4140. MODERN CHINA AND IAPAN: Study of the economic, political,
social, and cultural developments of modem China and japan from the 1 8th century
to the present. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 1145. KOREAN AND VIETNAM WARS: Study of the two most important
wars fought by the U.S. after World War II, in the context of America's changing
global role. 3 sem.hrs.
HST 450. THE FOUNDING OF AMERICA: Foundations of American nationality
and democratic growth under the British colonial system, with special aftention to
the economic, political, social, and cultural life of the era. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 454. THE AGE OF JEFFERSON AND |ACKSON: The range of historical,
cultural, social, and political trends traditionally associatedwiththepresidencies of
|efferson and fackson; the period from the 7790'sto the 1850's. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 456. CIVIL WAR AND RECONSTRUCTION: Remote and immediate causes
of theCivil War;problems of North and South during thewar; consequences of the
war; efforb to create a new Unioq 1855 to 1.877;problems caused by those efforts.
3 sem. hrs.
,t HST 4160. U.S. LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY I: From colonial
beginnings through Reconstruction. The first semester of a year's sequence that
analyzes the major developments in American legal and constitutional thought and
institutions. Emphasis on the relationship between law and lawyers and America's
economic, social, and political development. 3 sem.hrs.
HST 451. U.S. LEGAL AND CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY II: From the Gilded
Age to the present. Continuation of HST t150. Prerequisite: HST 4160. 3 sem.hrs.
* HST 466. HISTORY OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND THE MODERN
CORPORATION: Historical study of the emergence of 20th-century science-based
industry. 3 sem. hrs.
* HST 467. HISTORY OF CIVI ENGINEERING: Historical study of the develop-
ment of civil engineering from the origins in the ancient world to the present.
3 sem.hrs.
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* HST 468. HISTORY OF AMERICAN AVIATION: This course will examine the
influence of aviation on the American culfure, economy, and military. It will also
highlight the development of aviation/aerospace technology. 3 sem. hrs.
* }llST Mg. TECHNOLOGY, LABOR AND GENDER: Analysis of the relationship
between technological change and women's roles in the work force, combining the
history of technology with labor history and women's history. 3 sem. hrs.
HST 470. HISTORY OF THE COLD WAR: A study of the origins and evolution of
the Cold War from 1917 to the present. 3 sem. hrs.
IJST 473. THE AGE OF EXCESS AND REFORM_TIMTED STATES,1877-1920:
Development of the U.S. as an urban-industrial nation and world power; efforb
to maintain traditional political, social, and economic forms and values amidst
rapid change. 3 sem.hrs.
HST 476. BETWEEN THE WARS: Intensive study of chief faceb of United States
history from L919 to7947, including Normalry, the Depression, the evolving New
Deal, and the approach of World War II. 3 sem. hrs.
}{ST 4n. CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN HISTORY: The immediate back-
ground of contemporarypolitical, social, and economicproblems: impactof World
War II on the U.S., Cold War, New Frontier, fohnson Administratiory and beyond.
3 sem. hrs.
HST 479. HISTORY OF HIGHER EDUCATION IN AMERICAN SOCIETY:
Critical historical examination of the evolution of American higher education from
the antebellum college to the modem university. 3 sem, hrs.
HST 482. HISTORY OF MEXICO: Mexican History since 1820. Origins of
the revolution of 1910 and its developments to the presenf Mexico's struggle for
democrary; diplomatic and cultural relations between Mexico and the Uitu*, 
ro,
FIST 484. CARIBBEAN SINCE 1801: Study of the cultural, social, economic, and
political history of the islands and the northem shore of South America in modem
times, shessing areas that have gained independence or autonomy . 3 sem.lvs,
HST 490. STRATEGIES OF HISTORIANS: A seminar which investigates the
various intellectual processes by which historians have approached particular
questions. A wide sampling of the works of representative historians is supple.
mentedbyanalysisof theirmethodologiesandphilosophiesofhistory. Prerequisite:
HST major or completion of L2 sem. hrs. of history; permission of chairperson
required. 3 sem.hrs.
HST 491. SENIOR SEMINAR: A reading seminar concenhating on one historical
topic for detailed analysis. Maybe repeated as topics change. Checkdepartmentfor
prerequisites. Permission of chairperson required. i sem, hrs.
H;ST 492. SENIOR HONORS SEMINAR: A reading seminar concentrating on one
historical topic for detailed analysis. May be repeated as topics drange. Check
deparhnent for prerequisites. Permission of chairperson required. 3 sem, hrs.
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*General Education course. See Chapter V.
HST 495. INTERNSHIP: Practical and professional experience through work
with approved organizations such as historical societies, architectural preserva-
tion boards, and busines firms. Prerequisite: Pertnission of supervising instructor.
3 sem.hrs.
HST A96.INDEPENDENT STUDY: The study of a special topic to be mutually
selected by the student and a history professor. Prerequisite: Permission of chairper-
son. Maybe repeated once. L-6 xm.hrs.
IIST 497. HONORS TUTORIAL: The study of a special topic to be selected by the
inskuctor. Applicanb will be admitbed on the basis of academic record-. May-be
repeated once. 1-6 sem,hrs.
HST 499. TOPICS IN HISTORY: Specific subtitles and descriptions to be announced
in the composite and posted in tlie History deparhnent office. L-6 sem.lvs.
HST
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HUMAN ECOLOGY (HEC)
The Human Ecology General program with options in Fashion Merdrandising
Consumer Science, Family and Child Development, and Interior Design no longer
admits students as majors. The courses found in this section of the Balletin areberng
taught to allow students who have declared Human Ecology General to complete
the major. Sfudents interested in these courses should consult the department chair
to determine the availability of dass offerings.
The Didactic Program in Dietetics (DPD) and the program Nutrition have
officially moved to the Sctrool of Education. Please consult pages 308 to 313 for the
explanation of the programs. Sfudenb interested in specific courses for elective or
minor purposes should also consult the previous listed pages. These two programs
are admitting, and will continue to admit studenb.
FACULTY
Julia A. Palmert, Chairperson
Professor Emerifa: Schroeder
Associate Professor: De Luca
Assistant P rofessor : Palmert
Part-time lnstructots: Bumell, Cosenza, Harden, Howland, Leakas, Rethman,
Stoesz, West
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
HEC 105. AESTHETICS OF HUMAN ECOLOGY: Study of the principles and
elements of art in order to develop sensory awareness .rnd sensitivity in response to
the environment, and a greater appreciation of art, design and aesthetics. 
sem. hrs.
HEC 306. FAMILY MANAGEMENT: A systems approach to the study of family
managementand the use of resources (time,energy,money, and material goods) to
promote the development of home and family life from the consumer shndpoint.
Open to the University. 3 sem.hrs.
HEC 309. HOUSEHOLD EQTIIPMENT: Study of the principles of selection, con-
structior; operation, and care of household equipment and ib relation to the well
being of the family. Prerequisites: HEC 200,200L or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
HEC 314. TEXTILEST Study of the natural, thermoplastic, and nonthermoplastic
fibers, including yarr6, strucfures, and finishing of fabrics for their use ana care.
3 sem. hrs.
* HEC 318. FAMILY LMING: Study of the family as a basic unit of society, the
purpose and function of marriage and the family, elements contributing to the
success or failure of a marriage, and contemporary issues facing the family.
3 sem.hrs.
HEC 320. FAMILY HOUSING: Topics includehousingconstraints, needs, altema-
tives, environment, finance, and govemment involvement in housing. Open to
the University.
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* HEC 321. CONSUMER ECONOMICS: The economic interrelationship of the po'
litical, business, and household systems from the consumer point of view. The use
of economic tools in identifying ways to improve the economic welfare of the
coruiruner. Open to the University. 3 sem. hrs.
HEC 323. DEMONSTRATION TECHMQUES: Study of the principles and tech-
niques of lecture-demonsbations. Emphasis on sfudent lecture-demonstrations.
HEC 325. CHILD DEVELOPMENT: Developmental study of 
"rr"r1I!;T-ciples from infanry through age eight. Observation and work in laboratory school
arranged. Open to the University. 3 sem.hrs,
HEC 329. CHILD DEVELOPMENT PRACTICUM: Supervised experience in
working with preschool children and their parenb. Laboratory school participation
arranged. Two hours of lecfure and 3 hours of work experience each week.
Prerequisite: HEC 325. 3 sem.hrs'
HEC 330. INTERIOR DESIGN I: Introduction to the proces of interior design
with emphasis on deign principles and elemenb, space planning, lighting, and
fumifure arrangement and selection. 3 sem.hrs'
HEC 331. MONEY MANAGEMENT: Study of the management of personal and
household financial resources and allocation of income to various consumption
activitie. Open to the University. 3 sem. hrs.
HEC 340. INTERIOR DESIGN II: An overview of architectural details, back-
ground treatrnenb, accessories, and building systems. Design projecb developed
through programming, space planning, and graphic communications. Prerequi-
sites: FIEC 314,330,395. 3 sem.hrs.
'& HEC 341. CONSUMERS AND SOCIAL ISSUES: Various issues related to the
socialaspectsof consumerismanalyzedwithin thecontextofbusiness, govemment,
and consumers, emphasizing the interrelationships among the three sectors. Open
to the University. 3 sem.hrs.
HEC 350. INTERIOR DESIGN III Introduction to the business aspect of interior
design, barrier-free design, and developing design solutions by space analysis and
planning to meet user needs. Prerequisites: HEC U0,396, VAI 308. 3 sem. hrs.
HEC 351. CONSIIMER POLICY: This course will address the consumer policy
process and some major factors affecting this process. Sources of policy-relevant
informationandmethodsforimpactingtheprocesswillbestudied.Thestudentwill
apply the information learned to issues specific to his/her major. Open to ttre
University. 2sem.hrs.
HEC 357. FOOD MCROBIOLOGY: Study of microorganisms that are related to
food-bomeillnesses, foodpreservation, and food sanitation. Prerequisites: BIO 101-
102. Corequisite: BIO 411L . 3 sem. hrs.
HEC 360. CLOTHING SELECTION AND CONSLIMPTION: Study of clothing
with emphasis on social, psychological, and economic relationships. Opel to
the University 3 sem. hrs.
HEC 362. TEXTILE AND APPAREL INDUSTRIES: Study of domestic and in-
ternational textile and apparel industries from a historical perspective; cultural and
economic influences; current issues. 3 sem. hts.
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HEC 395. BASIC DRAFTING: Study and application of basic principles and
techniques for communicating space and conskuction in a graphic form appropri-
ate for interior designers. 2 sem, hrs,
HEC 395. INTERIOR EI{VIRONMENTS: Study and application of basic princi-
ples and techniques of the integration of interior eystenui such as plumbing
heating, electricity, lighting and acoustics for interior designers. Prerequisite or
corequisite: HEC 395. 2 sem. hrs.
HEC 404. FASHION MERCHANDISING: Study of the movementof fashion, the
promotionof fashion; advertising and display, bmds inretailfashiondistribution
3 sem.hrs.
HEC 4l7.INFANT AND TODDLER PROGRAM MANAGEMENT: Study of
program curriculum design, implemmtation, and management that is develop-
menhlly age.appropriate for children from birth to thirty months. Observation and
work in laboratory school arranged. 3 sem. hrs.
HEC 429. MANAGEMENT OF PRE-SCHOOL PROGRAMS: Thorough exa-
mination of philosophies and program models with imptcation for planning
administering and evaluating preschool programs. 2 sem. hrs.
HEC 430. ISSUES IN INTERIOR DESIGN: Investigation of the elements of hous-
ing and interiors from economic, functional, and aesthetic points of view. Topics
may vary from term to term. L-3 sem. hrs.
HEC 436. INDEPENDENT STUDY: A course to allow studenb to concentrate
on major areas of study. Original investigatiory independent conferences, and
reports are required. Prerequisite Approval of department drairperson and
instructor. L-5 sem. hrs.
HEC 470. HUMAN ECOLOGY LABORATORY INTERNSHIP: Practical field
experience in the student's major area of study. Prerequisite: Permission of
department chairperson. Grade option 2. 7-6 sem. hrs.
HEC 490. TOPICS IN HUMAN ECOLOGY: Presentation and discussion of
topics in a specialized area of human ecology. Can be repeated under special
circumstances. L-6 sem. hrs.
* General Education course. See Chapter V.
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HUMANITIES STUDIES (HMS)
No major or minor concenhation is available. See also Classics (CLA).
Eugene R. August (Alumni Chair in the Humanitie), Committee Chairperson
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
HMS 201. THE GREEK EXPERIENCE: The development of Greek ideas and
ideals in the literaturg art, and archaeology of ancient Greece. Readings (in Eng-
lish translation) in Homer, the lyric poets, Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides,
Aristophanes, Herodotus, Thucydides, and Plato. 3 sem. hrs.
HMS 202. OUR ROMAN HERITAGE: Study of Roman contributions to the
modem world as evidenced in the literafure, art, and archaeology of ancient
Rome. Readings (in English hanslation) in Plautus, Lucretius, Catullw, Cicero,
Vergil, Horace, Livy, Ovid, and Seneca. 3 sem. hrs.
HMS 301. CVILZATION: Interdisciplinary course using Sir Kenneth Clark's
Civilization filmseries as thebasis for exploringWesternthoughtand culture from
the early Middle Ages to the presenf readings pertinent to Westem civilization.
Team'taught. 3 sem, hrs.
HMS 315. CHINESE CULTURE: Survey of the major elemenb of Chinese culture
from ancient times to the present with emphasis on philosophy, literature, and art.
Lecfures, discussions, and readings are in English. 3 sem. hrs.
"HMS 360. LATIN AMERICA THROUGH LITERATLIRE: Selected readings in
contemporary Latin American literature (in translation) reflecting current issues.
Conducted in English. 3 sem. hrs,
*HMS 395. CONTEMPORARY INTELLECTUAL TRENDS, EUROPE: Multi-
disciplinary course in art, film, literafure, music, and philosophy, concentrating on
the post-World War II period. 6 sem.hrs.
HMS410. INTERDISCPLINARYTOPICS INTHE HUMAMTIES: An examination
of varying topics in the Humanities from an interdisciplinary perspective. Course
maybe repeated when contents vary. 1-3 sem. lvs.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES (ASD
The College of Arts and Sciences constantly strives to present significant,
innovative learning experiences to its sfudents. Courses and programs or activities
thatare interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary and thereforenotoffered through the
traditional department structure are possible through authorization by the Aca-
demic Affairs Committee of the College.
Al1 ASI credit applies toward the student's general elective requirements, a
student may petition the chairperson of a department to apply credit to specific
departrnental requirements.
Additional information is available in the Office of the Dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
" ASI 101-102. DEVELOPMENT OF PHILOSOPHY AND RELIGION IN THE
WEST I, II: Survey of major issues in Western philosophy and religious thought
from ancient Hebrew and Greek times to the present. Parallel to the first-year
history and English courses in CORE. (Completion of both courses fulfills the PHL
103 and REL 103 requirements.) Required of and restricted to students in CORE.
3 sem. hrs. each
ASI 150. INTRODUCTION TO THE UNMERSITY: Examination of the values
that inform academic progress in the College; discussion of strategies for taking
full advantage of academic opportunities and integrating formal and ex-
periential leaming. 1sem.hr,
ASI 201. PERSONAL VALLIE DEVELOPMENT: Exploration of the conceptual
framework of value development. Application of concepts in such personal decision
making as educational and career planning, developing satisfying personal rela-
tionships, and using time productively. 2 sem. hrs.
ASI 214. DRAMATIC KINESICS IN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE: Corrective
work in foreign language sound and gesticulatory patterns accomplished by enact-
ing scenes from a play in the language. May be repeated in one language in
successive stages of difficulty up to 3 sem. hrs. Registration may be retroactive.
Prerequisites: Basic instruction in the language; permission of instmctor. L sem. hr.
ASI 228. FOCUSON WOMEN: Interdisciplinaryseminaron thechangingroles and
status of women. Requirement for women's sfudies minors. May be repeated since
topics change yearly. L sem.hr.
* ASI 298. HONORS SOCIAL SCIENCE SEMINAR: lnterdisciplinary study of a
contemporary topic thathas been the focus of considerable investigationby at least
two social science disciplines. Required of and restricted to second-year studenb
enrolled in the University Honors Program. Prerequisite: Permission of program
3 sem, hrs.
" ASI299. HONORS SCIENCE SEMINAR: Examination of the nature of scien-
tific thought, research, and experimentation in one or more of the physical and
biological sciences; the relationship between society and scientific inquiry. Required
of and restricted to sophomores in the University Honors Program. Prerequisite:
College of Arts and Sciences ASI
Permission of program director. 3 xm.hrs.
ASI 305. APPALACHIAN STLIDIES: Appalachian history and ib influence on
the presenf problems of recent events; influence of local govemment and federal
programs on the people; economic problems of underprivileged people and the
future of indwtrial developmenf ecology of the region; literature, art, and music;
psychology of social change and community development in the underdeveloped
regions; health and mental health; problems of the Appalachian migrant . 3 sem. hrs.
ASI395. INTERNSHIP IN SCIENCE: Application of scientific knowledge to spe-
cific projects in an approved organization. Applied-knowledge experience open to
juniors and seniors as a supplemelrt to their science curriculum. Permission of the
intemship director in the student's major deparhnent is required. 1.-3 sem, hrs.
ASI398. SPECIAL TOPICS IN INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT: Study of
political, philosophical, historical, and economic questions associated with devel-
oping countries. Topics determined by an interdisciplinary team. Required for the
minor in international development. Second term. 3 sem.hrs.
ASI 399. INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPICS: Study of special topics or themes of an
interdisciplinary nature. Specific subtitles announced in composite. May be re.
peated as topics change. 3 sem. hrs.
ASI410. INTERDISCIPLINARY TOPICS IN THE HUMANITIES: This course
examinesvarying topics in the Humanities from an interdisciplinaryperspective.
3 sem. hrs.
ASI 448. SEMINAR IN FAMILY DEVELOPMENT: lnterdisciplinary examination
of issues relating to family relationships, changes in family life and the social
context of family life. Required of family development minors. Prerequisite: L2 sem.
hrs. completed in the minor. 1sem. hr.
ASI49M99. HONORS THESIS: Selectiory design, investigation, and completion
ofan independent, original research thesis under the guidance ofa faculty research
dhector. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with permission
of the program director. 6 sem. hrs.
* General Education course. See Chapter V.
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INTEGRATED SCIENCE (SCD
Integrated Science is a sequence of general education science courses aimed at
achieving scientific literacy for those students not majoring in science or engineer-
ing. It is an integrated sequence with each course building on the previous
course(s). The courses are arranged in two tracks and the student may choose
between the two tracks. Each track contains fundamental knowledge from the
natural sciences, but each has a different emphasis. The first course (SCI 190:The
Physical Universe, taught by the physics department) is a foundation course for
both tracks and it covers the basic principles of physical science. After taking SCI
1.90, the student has a choice of whether to proceed along Track I, which consists
of chemistry (SCI 220: The Chemical World) and biology (SCI240:Organisms,
Evolution & Health), or along Track II, which consists of geology (SCI 210:The
Dynamic Earth) and biology (SCI 230:Organisms, Evolution & Environmmt).
After SCI 19O Track I features the molecular foundations of chemistry and
biology, starting with tlb molecular view of matter and the chemistry of life
processes, SCI 220. The third course in this track SCl240, emphasizes molecular
biology and health related biological issues. After SCI 19Q Track II goes into SCI
21O which considers the evolution of the earth, chemical evolution on the early
earth, the origin of life, and environmental earth issues. Each course in this
integrated science sequerice has an associated laboratory course.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
* SCI190. THE PHYSICAL LINTVERSE: An inhoduction to physical science which
usescosmologicalevolutionasaunifyingtheme. Emphasiswillbeonconcepts and
scientific thought processes in dealing with the fundamental principles in physics
involved in the Big Bang to planetary evolution. Prerequisite or corequisite: the
University math requirement. 3 sem. hrs.
SCI 190L. THE PHYSICAL UNWERSE LABORATORY: A laboratory to accom-
panySCI190. ExerciseschosentocorrelatewiththematerialinSCll90. One2-hour
laboratory per week. 1sem.hr.
* SCI 210. THE DYNAMIC EARTH: A course providing an inhoduction to the Earth,
with an emphasis on fundamental concepts in geology and the interdisciplinary
nature of geology. For the non-science major. Prerequisites: SCI 190. 3 sem. hrs.
SCI 210L. THE DYNAMIC EARTH LABORATORY: Laboratory to accompany SCI
210. For the non-scimce major. Prerequisite or corequisite: SCI 210. L sern. hr.
* SCI 220. THE CHEMICAL WORLD: Introduction to the experimental nature of
chemistry. Attention is focused on the microscopic view of matter, addressing
topics that lead into the study of biological chemistry. Prerequisite: SCI 190.
3 sem. hrs.
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SCI220L. THE CHEMICAL WORLD LABORATORY: A laboratory course to
accompany SCI 220. One 2-hour laboratory per week. Prerequisite or corequisite:
SCI 220. 'L sem. hr.
. SCI 230. ORGANISMS, EVOLUTION & ENVIRONMENT: An evolutionary
approadr to the relationship between living organisms and their environments.
Thissuweyof basicconceptsinbiologycontinuestheevolutionarythemeof thetwo
prerequisite courses. Prerequisites: SCI 190, 210 or permission of instructor.
3 sem, hrs,
SCI230L. ORGANISMS, EVOLUTION & ENVIRONMENT LABORATORY: Labo-
ratory exercises to accompany SCI 230. One 2-hour laboratory per week. Prerequi-
site or corequisite: SCI 230. 1. sem, hr,
* SCI 240. BIOLOGY AND HUMAN HEALTH: A chemical and molecular approach
to biology with emphasis on biomedical science and a focus on human health and
disease. Prerequisites: SCI 19Q 220 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
SCI?AOL. BIOLOGY AND HUMAN HEALTH LABORATORY: Laboratory
exercises to accompany SCI240. One 2-hour laboratory per week. Prerequisite or
corequisite: SCI 240. 1 sem. hr.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STUDIES (IND)
The interdisciplinary minor in international development studies provides
students of all majors with an understanding of Third World development as a
perspectivefromwhichtoviewtheirmajors.Itgivesstudentsthecultural,historical,
and political sensitivity required for working effectively in the interest of develop-
ing countries. Students who pursue the minor are encouraged to participate in the
immersion experience, an opportunity to do independent study in their major
disciplines in a developing country. Competence in speaking an appropriate foreign
language is expected.
The minor in intemational developmentsfudies consists of 15 semesterhours of
courses, of which 12 semester hours are upper divisional (300-level or above).
These are distributed as follows:
Semester Hours
Required courses 6
ASI 398 Special Topics in Intemational Development
ANT 150 Cultural Anthropology
Anthropology elective (Choose one.) ................ 3
ANT 310 Culture and Personality
ANT 315 Language and Culture
ANT 352 Cultures of Latin America
ANT 406 Cultural Change
History elective (Choose one.) ........................ 3
IIST 348 United States and Third-World Crises
HST 357 LatinAmericaintheTwentiethCenturv
IIST 482 HistoryofMexico
IIST 484 The Caribbean Since 180L
Political science elective (Choose one.) 3
POL 323 Cornparative Politics: Iatin America
POL 324 Comparative Politics: Southern Asia
POL 325 Comparative Politics: The Middle East
POL 457 Political Change in the Third World
Other appropriate courses may be substituted with the approval of the director.
Students wishing to qualify for the intemational development studies minor must
declare this intention to the director and their respective deans by the mid-point of
the junior year.
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Philip Aarory 5.M, Director, International Dnelopment Stlrdiu
Bregenzer (Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work), Geiger (Biology),
Kams (Political Science), Lapitan (Political Science), Payne @hilosophy),
Taylor (History)
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INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (INS)
International studies is a multidisciplinary major designed to meet the needs of
students interested in acquiring a broadly based intemational perspective for
eventual careers in fields such as governmmt service, intemational business,
intemational law, teaching, and social seryice. The curriculum includes a core of
required courses, a concentration (East Asia, Latin America, Russia and Eastern
Europe, Western Europe, global development), a foreign language requirement,
and additionalhoursofcourseworkdrawnfromthemultidisciplinaryelectivepool.
Majors are also required to include an international and/or cross-culfural
experiential component in their program. This may be satisfied through study
abroad, intemship, immersion, service, or work. The Center for International
Programs assists students in identifying the most appropriate opportunities.
No minor in international studies is available.
PROGRAM A8: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
TNTERNATTONAL STUDTES (rNS)1
Semester Hours
Requiremmts for the major
Natural science.................,.,...
Mathematics MITI 102, 2M, 205 et<duded)
Philosophy and retgious studies .....................
Communication skills ............
First-year experience: ASI 150
General Education and academic electives to total at least.............
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts progr.rms and Chapter V for General
Education requirements. Humanities and Social Sciences breadth requirements are fulfiUed
through requirements for the major.
The major in international sfudies consists of a minirnum of 70 semesterhours of coursework
distributed as follows:
Required courses (30 semester hours)
ECO 203,2M,4W IIST 102o1198
ENG 272 POL 202,21,4,410,455
GEO 103
Concentration (2'L semester haurs)
Eachmajormustselectone of the following five concentrations, whidr must correspond with
the foreign language drosen.
East Asia: I{ST 330; POL 328 or 329; and any five of the following courses:
ECO rl50; HMS 3LS;tlST M0,M5; PFIL 355; POL 407;P&L201
Iatin America: ANT 352, HST 358, REL 4&l (choose one); ASI 398, ECO 450, POL 457
(choose one); HST 357; !IST48? }IST484 (choose onel;POL323; POL 404; SPN 342
Russin and Eastern Europe: I{ST 3L4, IIST 315 (choose one); IIST 3?S;FIST 326;}{3T 323;
POL 32L;POL 409; I{ST 431, HST 432 (choose one)
WesternEuroperIIST3l4;FIST315;HST419,}IST421,HST428 (choosetwo);HMS395ordtoice
of two-ENG 352 ENG 35& PHL 359, PHL 350; POL 320
Global Doelopmer4tj ANT 1106, SOC 328 (choose one); ASI 398; BIO 395; ECO 450; HST 336,
I{ST 332 HST 339,HST 357,HST 358 (choose one); POL 457; REL 201, REL 202,K8L376,
REL &, P.FJ- 472 (choose one)
70
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Language (G20 semester hours)
A student majoring in international studies must complete at least 6 semester hours
of upper-level foreign language instruction in one of the following languages:
French, Germary Italian, Russian, Spanish. Foreign language literature in transla-
tion courses do not fulfill this requirement. Also, these 5 semester hours may not
duplicate upper-level foreignlanguagecourses taken to fulfill therequirementof 12
semester hours drawn from the elective pool.
Erperiential Requirement (1-3 semester hours)
INSmajorsmustindudeanintemationaland/orcross-culturalexperientialcompo-
nent in their program prior to graduation. This requirement can be satisfied through
participation in a sfudy abroad program, an intemship, immersion, service, or work
experience. The experience mustbe for a minimum of four weeks. The requirement
is satisfied by taking either INS 395 or INS 495.
Electioes (L2 semester hours)
The remaining 12 semester hours are to be chosen from the concentrations or from
the following elective pool:
ANT
BAI
CMS
CIS
ECO
ENG
FIN
HMS
HST
INS
MGT
MKT
PHL
POL
r5Y
REL
soc
VAH
315,351
301
4'14
3%
461
205,306,322,356
450
350
31'1,, 312, 373, 3?2, U8, y9, 353, 375, 406, 408, 413, 4'1,6,
4X,424,43/3,470
390,395,399,495
430
MO,M5
307, 310, 311, 3\7, 320, 327, 3?3, 327, 332, 350, 35L, 352, 353, 358
3?5, 327, 331, 335, 405, 408, 437, 477
M5
353,374,405, 477,474
332,350
20I, 202, 203, 350, 350, 382, 450, 460, 47 0, 47 1, 4ffi
Any upperJevel foreign language course (French, German, Italian, Russian,
Spanish)
With permission, other counies including special topics courses and independmt
study
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES POLICY COMMITTEE
Maureen F. O'Meara, Director, lnternational Studies
Aaron (International Studies), Bilocerkowycz (Political Science),
Bregenzer (Sociology, Anthropology, and Seial Work), Flockerzie (History),
Karns (Political Science), IGugh (Languages)
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
INS 390. MODELUNITED NATIONS: Examination of the work and procedures of
the United Nations and its constituent bodies, study of various intemational issues
and policies of member states, as well as of parliamentary diplomaticpractices such
as caucusing, resolution writing, and speech making in preparation for participa-
tion in Model United Nations simulations. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
1 sem. hr.
INS 395. INTERNATIONAL DGERIENCE: Orientation for and evaluation of
sfudy abroad, intemship, immersion, work or service experience in a foreign
country, organization involved in intemational activities, or a cross-cultural setting
in the United States. Grading option two only. L sem. hr.
INS 399. INDEPENDENT STLIDY: Independent reading and research on an inter-
disciplinarytopicinintemationalstudieschosenbythestudentinconsultationwith
one or more faculty members. May be repeated. Prerequisite: Permission of pro.
gram director. 3 sem. hrs.
INS 495. INTERNATIONAL STUDIES INTERNSHIP: Practical, supervised
experience with an approved organization dealing with international affairs. Re'
peatable up to six hours. Prerequisite: Permission of program director.
L-6 sem. hrs.
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LANGUAGES (LNG)
The Department of Languages offers courses in modem languages-French,
German, Italian, Russian, and Spanish-as well as in the dassical language, Latin.
The language programs include instruction in the communicative skills, literatute,
and culfure. The deparlment also offers some literafure and culture courses taught
in English (see CLA and HMS) and Dramatic Kinesics in a Foreign Language.
(See ASI.)
The Departrnent of Languages conducts one-month study programs especially
for language students in Spain, Medco, Germant Canada, and France. Language
courses nuy also be offered through the Interdepartmental Summer Study Abroad
Program. (ISSAP) (See Chapter X.)
Students inB.A. programs can acquire teachercertificationinlanguages through
the E11A program. (See EDT.) For details, consult the deparhnent chairperson.
Advanced placementbased on high school study or study in foreign countries is
regularly awarded. In general, one year of high school language study is equal to one
term of study at the University; four years of high school language study normally
prepares one for upper-level (300400) language courses. For assistance with place'
ment, consult the department.
A language major may choose a major in a single language (French, German,
Spanish) or a composite major in two languages.
A sfudent may minor in French, German, Italian, Russian, or Spanish by com-
pleting L2 semester hours of upper-level (300-400) courses.
PROGRAM ,A'9: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
LANGUAGES (LNG)I
Semester Hours
Languages,..... ..,............;......, 24
Major in a Single language (at least 24 sem. hrs. at the 300-4t)0 level): A major in a
modem language must take 311 or 312, 321 or 3222, and at least two courses,
including atleastonein literaturg from thefollowing:34L,!12,W,%7,362,363,
3U,381, 4il, 45't , 47L, M2.
Composite Mnjor in languages (at least 24 sem. hrs. at the 300-4@ level distributed
between two languages): Courses must include at least 3 sem. hrs. of literature.
Comrnunication skills ..,......... ...,........,.......,... 0-9
Humanities ............................ 18
Philosophy and religiow studies.................... L2
Natural science
Mathematics (MTtl 102, 2M, 205 exduded)
Social and behavioral sciences........................ 12
First-year experience: ASI 150 ................,..,.. 0-1
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least ........... 120
rSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
2In Italian take ITA 313 and 314.
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FACULTY
Arthur D. Mosher, Chair
P rofessor Emeritus : McKenzie
Profusor: Conard
Associate Professors.' O'Meara, Pefias-Bermejo, Romaguera
Assistant Professors: Castro, Chiodq Krugh
Lecturers: Bredestege, Fogel, E. Hatch, E. L. Hatch
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
Placement in a course is determined on the basis of a sfudent's background and
proficiency in the language. Therefore the prerequisite for each course indicates the
proficiency level required for eruollment.
FRENCH
FRN 102. INTENSIVE ELEMENTARY FRENCH: Basic elements of the French
language with emphasis on the development of essential linguistic survival skills
in a French-speaking country. Offered only in connection with ISSAP or another
UD study abroad program. 3 sem. hrs.
FRN 103-104. ELEMENTARY FRENCH I,II: Basic elements of the French lan-
guage with emphasis on audio-oral skills. Language laboratory required. Prerequi-
site: None for FRN 103; FRN 103 for L04. 4 sem. hrs. each
FRN 201-202. INTERMEDIATE FRENCH L II: Development of listening speak-
ing, reading, and writing skills. Language laboratory required. Prerequisites: FRN
104 for 201; FRN 201 for 202. 3 sem, hrs. each
FRN 226. BASICS OF COMPUTER FRENCH: Introduction to French computer
vocabulary and expressions and to the literature and stafus of the information
sciences in France. Translation of articles and advertisements in the field from
French to English. Prerequisite: FRN 202. 1, sem. hr.
FRN 270. INTERMEDLATE STLIDY ABROAD: Intermediate intensive study in a
foreign country/region whose everyday language is French. Instruction in lan-
Buage, culture and civilization. Conducted in French. Available only during the
summer session. Repeatable when subtitle and content change. Prerequisite: FRN
104 or equivalent. 'L-7 sem. hrs.
FRN 290. FRENCH GRAMMAR AND SYNTAX Systematic review of basic
grammatical concepts necessary for communicating eifectively in French. Exten-
sive practice in analyzing, producing, and explaining correct grammatical struc-
fures. Strongly recommended for prospective teachers. Prerequisite: FRN 202.
3 sem. hrs.
FRN 311-312. FRENCH CONVERSATION I, II: Intensive practice in speaking
French to develop oral communication skill. Emphasis on vocabulary development,
listening comprehension, simulation of life.like situations, and discussions on
French life and culture. May be taken in either sequence. Prerequisite: FRN 202.
3 sem, hrs. each
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FRN 321-322. FRENCH COMPOSITION I,II: Practice in composition on topics
dealing with French life and culture. Systematic vocabulary enrichment, refinement
of grammar, and assimilation of stylistic patterns. Emphasis on correct writing and
creativity. lnitiation into the concept of style in French prose. May be taken in either
sequence. Prerequisite: FRN 311 or 372. 3 sem, hrs, each
FRN 325. INTRODUCTION TO COMMERCIAL FRENCH: Introduction to
French business and the French position in intemational trade. Basic vocabulary of
the office and the world of trade, introduction to formal correspondmce and
transactions. Prerequisite FRN 311 or 312. 3 sem. hrs.
FRN 326. ADVANCED COMPUTER FRENCH: Intensive practice of transla-
tion from English to French and French to English of profesional and technical
computer-related literafure from such fields as business, computer science, and
education. Prerequisites: FRN 226; 3'I..1 or 372. L sem.hr.
FRN 331. FRENCH PHONETICS AND DICTION: Formation of the sounds of
French, rules of pronunciatiory use of phonetic transcription, practical exercises in
inteqpretive reading. Recommended for French majors and required for prospective
teachers. Prerequisite: FRN 311 or 372. 3 sem. hrs.
FRN 341. FRENCH CLILTURE AND CMILZATION: Introduction to the history
of French civilization with emphasis on the arts and life in each major cultural
period. Recommended for all French majors and minors. Prerequisite: FRN 311
or372. 3 sem.hrs.
'r FRN 352. OLD WORLD AND NEW (ENG): Readings of (L) non-fictional narratives
regarding French encounters with American Indians in the 16th and 17th centuries
and (2) literary and philosophical works on this topic. Conducted in English. No
prerequisite. 3 sem, hrs.
FRN 360. EXPLICATION DE TEXTES: Introduction to method of analyzing
literary texts, both prose and poetry. Elements of French versification. Recom-
mended for all French majors and prospective teachers. Prerequisite: FRN 311
or 312. 3 sem, hrs,
* FRN 361-352. SURVEY OF FRENCH LITERATLIRE I, II: Major texb, trends,
authors from the Middle Ages to the present, showing influences and continuity.
Lectures, discussions, oral andwrittenreports. Recommended for all Frendrmajors
and prospective teachers. May be taken in either sequence. Prerequisite: FRN 311
or 312. 3 sem. hrs. each
FRN 370. ADVANCED STLIDY ABROAD: Advanced intensive study in a foreign
country/regionwhose everyday language is French, treatingits language, culture,
and civilization. Conducted in French. Available only during the summer session.
Repeatable when subtitle and content change. trrerequisite: FRN 2@, or equivalenl
1,-7 sntltts.
FRN 381. HISTORY OF FRENCH CINEMA: A survey of the trends, styles, and
principal directors in the history of French cinema. Discussion of personal, social,
and cultural values portrayed in films. Prerequisite: FRN 311 or 312. 3 sem. hrs.
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3 sem.hrs.
FRN 425. ADVANCED COMMERCIAL FRENCH: Lrtensive study of business
in France. Emphasis on specialized vocabulary, style, and syntax in commercial
correrpondence and accurate translation of current documents related to business
ana publicity. Prerequisites: FRN 327 ot 3?2;325. 3 sem. hrs.
*FRN 452. OLD WORLD MEETS NEW: Readings of (1) non-fictional narratives
regarding French encounters with American Indians in the L6th and 17th centuries
ana 1Z; literary and philosophical works on this topic. Conducted in French.
Prerequisites: FRN 311 or 312 3 sem. hrs.
FRN 491. INDEPENDENT STLIDY: Independent research project under the
guidance of an instructor. Admission to project and number of semester hours
require approval of the chairperson. Prerequisites: FRN 202 and permission.
1-3 sem, hrs.
GERMAN
GER 102. INTENSIVE ELEMENTARY GERMAN: Basic elements of the
German language with emphasis on development of essential lin_guistic survival skills
in a German-speaking country. Offered only in connectionwith ISSAP or anotherUD
study abroad program. 3 sem,lrs,
GER 103'104. ELEMENTARY GERMAN | ft Basic elements of German language
withemphasis onpronunciatiory speaking readin& and grammar. Language labora-
tory required. Preiequisite None for GER 103; GER 102 or 103 for 1M.
4 sem,hrs. each
GER 201-202. INTERMEDIATE GERMAN I II: Systematic grammar review.
Increased use of the language in written exercises and classroom discrrssions based on
readings. Exposure to the dwelopmmt of German civilization and culture. Prerequi-
sites: dER tOa for 201; GER 207 fot N2. 3 sem,lts. each
GER 311-3L2. GERMAN CONVERSATION: Intensive drill to develop com-
munication skills: vocabulary development, pattem drills, and we of idioms in
discussions and oral reporb centered on German daily life and culture.Jvlaybe takert
in either sequence. Preiequisite GER202. 3 sm.hrs. earh
GER 321-322. GERMAN COMPOSHON I, II: Practice in writing German on a
variety of topics. Systematic gammal review and vocabglary enrichment. Short
storiei and p6riodicils are read-and discussed to provide models, tolia, and infonna-
tion. May be taken in either sequence. Prerequisite: GER 311 or 312.
3*rn,hrs. each
GER 325. COMMERCIAL GERMAN: Introduction to the business language and
customsandtheeconomicprofileoftheGerman-speakingcountries. Basicvocabulary
of the office and the world of trade, introduction to formal bwiness correspondence
and transactions. Prerequisite: GER 311 or 312 or the equivalent
" GER 341. GERMAN CULTLIRE AND CMLZATION: lrhoduction to German
culture and civilizationwith emphasis on the arb, intellectual developmmts, and life
in various periods of German hfutory. Conducted in German. Prerequisite: GER 311
or 312. 3 sem' hrs'
LNG 
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GER 350. GERMAN LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION: Course to acquaint
nonmajors and nonminors with major German writers and literary move-
ments. Conducted in English. Repeatable when subtitle and content change.
No prerequisite. 3 sem. hrs.
for 104. 4 sem. hrs. each
GER 361-352. SURVEY OF GERMAN LITERATURE I, II: German literature and
its development from 1750 A.D. to the present. Study of exemplary
works and literary movements. Maybe takenineithersequence. Prerequisite: GER
311 or 312. 3 sem, hrs. each
GER 370. STUDY ABROAD: Intensive study in a foreign country whose every-
day language is German, heating the culture and civilization of the country.
ConductedinGerman.Availableonlyduringthesummersession.Repeatablewhen
subtifle and content change. Prerequisite: GER 202. 1-6 sem, hrs.
GER 450. GERMAN LITERATURE: Lectures and discussions in German in such
specialized areas as Medieval lyric, Romanticism, 2Oth-century novel, modem
drama, and individual authors. Repeatable when subtitle and content change.
PrerequisitecER3ll or372. 3sem.hrs.
GER 491. INDEPENDENT STUDY: lndependent research project under the
guidance of an instructor. Admission to project and number of sem. hrs. require
approval of chairperson. Prerequisites: GER 202 and permission. L-3 sem, hrs.
ITALIAN
ITA L0&104. ELEMENTARY ITALIAN I, II: lntroduction to listening, speaking,
reading, and writingin ltalian. Dictations, pronunciation drills, grammarexercises,
structured and unstrucfured conversations, and reading and writing exercises. The
class is conducted primarily in ltalian. Prerequisite: None for ITA 103; ITA 103
ITA 201-202. INTERMEDIATE ITALIAN I, II: Development of listening,
speaking, reading, and writing skills. Conversation practice, oral reports, reading
assignments, composition assignments, and grammar exercises. The class is con-
ducted in ltalian. Prerequisites: ITA 104 for 201; ITA 201 for 202. 3 sem. hrs. each
ITA 313-314. COMMUNICATING IN ITALIAN I, II: Intensive practice in
speaking and writing Italian at an advanced level. Emphasis on building vocabu-
lary, leaming correct idiomatic usage, increasing fluency, and improving syntax
and style. The class is conducted in Italian. May be taken in either sequence.
Prerequisite: ITA202. 3 sem. irs. each
ITA U1-U2. ITALIAN CULruRE AND CIVILZATION I, II: Survey of the
major historical and cultural events in Italy from the Middle Ages to the present.
All readings, lectures, discussions, reports, and tests are in ltalian. May be taken
in either sequence. Prerequisite: nA202. 3 sem, hrs. each
ITA 367-352. SURVEY OF ITALLAN LITERATURE I, II: Italian literature from
its beginnings in the l3th century to the present. Principal writers and literary
trends; the techniques of literary analysis. Lectures, discussions, readings, and
papers are in Italian. May be taken in either sequence. Prerequisite ITA 202.
3 sem, hrs. each
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ITA 491. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Independent research project under the
guidance of an instructor. Admission to project and number of sem. hrs. require
ipproval of chairperson. Prerequisite: ITA 202 and permission. 1'-3 sem' hrs'
LATIN
LAT 103-104. ELEMENTARY LATIN I, II: Development of a foundation for
reading classical Latin. Prerequisite: None for LAT 103; LAT 103 for LAT 104.
4 sem. hrs. each
LN 201,-202. INTERMEDIATE LATIN I, II: Systematic review of grammar,
exercises in vocabulary development, readinp from Caesar, Cicero, Virgil, or
Ovid. Prerequisite: LAT 104 foi 201; LAT 207 for202. 3 sem.hrs. each
LAT 32L. LATIN COMPOSITION AND SYNTAX: Practice in writing Latin, for
enrichment of vocabulary, refinement of grammar, and control of major Latin
prose styles. Prerequisite: LAT 202. 3 sem' hrs'
LAT 350. LATIN LITERATURE: Advanced readings in a particular author or
genre (epic, drama, history philosophy). Repeatable when subtitle and content
Ihange. 
-Prerequisite: LN t02. 3 sem. hrs'
LAT 4g1.. INDEPENDENT STLIDY: Independent research project under the
guidance of an instructor. Admission to project and number of semester hours
iequire approval of chairperson. Prerequisite: LAT 202 or permission. 1-3 sem.lvs.
RUSSIAN
RUS 103-104. ELEMENTARY RUSSIAN I, II: Familiarization of the beginner with
the essentials of the spoken and written language. Vocabulary practice, simple
sentence structure, conversational drills, and reading; stress onPronunciation and
handwriting. Prerequisite: None for RUS 103; RUS 103 for 1M. 4 sem. hrs. each
RUS201-202. INTERMEDIATERUSSIANI,II: Reviewof theessentialsof granururr,
intensive conversation and comprehensionexercises, readingof graded modem and
contemporary prose and poehy. Prerequisite RUS 104 for 20rr""t?Jj,ilrlY,;*O
RUS 311-312. RUSSIAN CONVERSATION: Vocabulary development, pattern
drills, and the use of idioms in discussion and oral reports centered on Russian life
and culture. May be taken in either sequence. Prerequisite: RUS 202'
3 sem. hrs. each
RUS 321. RUSSIAN COMPOSITION: Practice in composition on topics dealing
with Russian life and culture; personal and business letters. Short weekly
assignments to build vocabulary and control of idioms. Prerequisite; RUS 202.
3 sem. hrs.
LNG 
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1-6 sem. hrs.
* RUS 361. SURVEY OF RUSSIAN LITERATUREI RUSSiAN IitErAfurC ANd itS
development during the 19th and 20th centuries. Study of exemplary works and
literary movements. Prerequisite: RUS 202. 3 sem, hrs.
RUS 491. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Independent study under the guidance of an
instructor. Admission to course and number of sem. hrs. require approval of
chairperson. Repeatable when content changes. 1-6 sem, hrs.
SPANISH
SPN 103-104. ELEMENTARY SPANISH I, II: Development of a foundation for
undelstgding, speaking, reading, and writing Spanish. Language laboratory re.
quired. Prerequisite: None for SPN 103; SPN 103 for 104. 4 sem. hrs,' each
SPN 201-202. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH I II: Intensive development of the
basic principles of spanish through writing and conversation, stressing fluency.
Language laboratory required. Prerequisites: SPN 104 for 20t; SpN 201 fot ZC[Z.
3 sem, hrs. each
SPN 270. STUDY ABROAD: Intensive study in a foreign counbry whose everyday
lan_guageis spanish, heating the culture and civilization of the counky. conductei
in spanish. Available only during the summer session. Repeatable when subtitle
and content change. Prerequisite: SPN 104 or equivalent.
SPN 290. SPANISH GRAMMAR & SYNTAX: Systematic review of basic gram-
matical concepb necessary for communicating effectively in spanish. Extensive
practice in analyzing, generating, and explaining correct grammatical strucfures.
Recommended for prospective teachers. Prerequisite sPN202 or the equivalent.
SPN 311-312. SPANISH CONVERSATION I, II: Development 
", ^t:;:':"vocabulary and idioms ofthespoken language through discussion oftopici related
to contemporary life in the Hispanic world. May be taken in eithei sequence.
Prerequisite: SPN 202. 3 sem. irs. each
sPN 321-322. SPANISH coMPosmloN I, II: Practice in composition on a variety
of topics. systematic refinement and mastery of grammar and assimilation of
{/ls!9 p3tterns. Emphl{s on developing facility in writing clearly and correctly inSpanish. Prerequisites: SPN 311 or 3l2for 321; SpN321 foi gZl. - B sem. hrs. iach
sPN 325' coMMERcIAL SPANISH: Introduction to commercial correspond-
ence as a basis for developing skills in writing Spanish business letters andother
correspondence. Prerequisite: SPN 311 or 312. 3 sem. hrs.
sPN 341. SPANISH CULTURE AND crvILzATIoN: Readings and discussions
on the historical, social, political, and culfural phenomena of spain. Conducted in
Spanish. Prerequisite: SPN 311 or 372. 3 sem, hrs.
SPN 342. IBERO-AMERICAN CULTLIRE AND CIVILZATION: Readings and
discussions on the historical, social, political, and cultural phenomena oilbero-
America. Conducted in Spanish. Prerequisitel SPN 3i"1 or 312. 3 sem. hrs.
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spN 350. HISPANIC LITERATURE IN TRANSLATION: Course to acquaint
nonmaiors and noruninors with major Spanish and Spanish-American writers and
literarf movements. Conducted in English. Repeatable when subtitle and content
clrang6. No prerequisite. 3 xm' hrs'
sPN 351-362. SURVEY OF SPANISH LITERATURE I, II: Readings and analysis
of the works of major spanish authors and discussion of 
_the principal literary
trends in Spain frorir the'Middle Ages to th9 20!!t century. Lectures, discussions,
and assignirenb in Spanish. May be taken in either sequence. Prerequisite: SPN
317 or3l2. 3 sem'hrs' each
SPN 36}3dT. SURVEY OF SPANISH.AMERICAN LITERATURE I, IL RCAd-
ings and analysis of the works of major Spanish-American authors and discussion
of"the principal literary hends in Spinish America from Discovery and Conquest
throuin Reilism and-Naturalism'(I) and Modemism through ft". Pl"rylt-{1y(tr). C"onductedinspanish. Maybetakenineithersequence. Prerequisite:sPN311
or-312. - 3 sem' hrs' each
sPN 370. STLIDY ABROAD: Intensive study in a foreign countrywhose every-
dav lansuase is Spanish, heating the culture and civilization of the country.
Cohauct"ea iir Spanistr. Rvailable oily during Ee summer session. Repeatable when
subtifle and content change. Prerequisite: SPN 202. L-5 sem' fu*
SPN 450. TOPICS IN SPANISH LITERATURE: LECfuTCS ANd diSCUSSiONS CONCEN-
batine on speciahzed genres, periods, or authors of Penisular literature prior to the
20th ;ntui. Conductld in Sf anistr. Repeatable when subtitle and content change.
Prerequisit6: SPN311 or31f. - 3 sem'hrs'
SPN 451. TOPICS IN SPANISH.AMERICAN LITERATURE: LCCfuTCS ANd diSCUS-
sions concentrating on specialized genres, periods, or authors of Spanish- American
literaturepriortotfie20thcentury. eonduited inSpanish. Repeatablewhensubtitle
andcontehtchange. Prerequisiie: SPN311 or312. 3sm'hrs'
SPN471. TOPICSINSPANISH LMRATURE OFTHE2OTH CENTURY: LCCTUTCS
and discussions concenhating on specialized periods, gerugs,- or authors of 20th-
century Peninsularliterature.tonairctea inSpinish. nepeatablewhensubtitle and
"or,t"tit "h*g". Prerequisite SPN 
311 or 372. - 3 sem' hrs'
SPN 472. TOPICS IN SPANISH-AMERICAN LITERATURE OF THE 2OTH
GENTLIRY: Lectures and discussions concentrating on specialized periods, genres
or authors of 2oth-cmtury Spanish-American literature. Conducted in Spanish.
Repeatable when subtifle ind content change' Prerequisite SPN 311 
""it?"*.rrr.
sPN 491. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Independent research project under the
Suidance of an instructor. Admission to pioject and number of semester hours
iequire approval of chairPerson. Prerequisites: SPN 202 and permisslol, 
sern, hrs.
LNG- SPN
* General Education course. See Chapter V.
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MATHEMATICS (MTH)
The B. A. programin mathematics provides for abreadthof mathematical study
within the context of a liberal arb degree. It may be chosen as a preparation for a
professional career in business, education, law or social science. It affords the
student a significant distribution of courses in the humanities and social sciences so
that he or she can develop a concentration in a field other than mathematics. The
student's career goals will generally suggest desirable upper level mathematics
electives. For example, prospective secondary mathematics tbachers should partici-
pate in the EL1A programand electcourses such as MTH 370, 395, and466. Students
with an interest in business, law or social science should complete the probability
and statistics sequence MTH 411-413; also, MTH 463 is a good choice for students
planning to enter the business world.
The B. S. program in mathematics provides a foundation for students who wish
to pursue graduate sfudies in any area of the mathematical sciences, to enter the
acfuarial profession, or to enter careers where mathematics is used in an engineering
or science setting. A preparation for graduate programs in a mathematical science
should include electives such as NmJ.342, 4M and 471,. A preparation for the
actuarial examinationswould include the probability and statistics sequence MTH
411,413 and MTH 453; in additiorU actuarial preparation should include a year of
accounting, a year of economics and a course in numerical methods CI5 353. To
prepare for using mathematics in an applied context, some useful elective courses
are MIH 403,4C/, and the MTH 411-413 sequence.
The basic courses MTH 168, 1 69,218,219, and 302 are offered every term, and the
required core courses are offered at least once a year. However, most of the other
lpper-level electives for the major are offered only once every two years;
thus careful planning for a student's upper-level electives should be done in
consultation with the advisor. In addition, the syrnbolic logic course PHL 302 is a
recommended General Education course for all mathematics majors.
A minor in mathematics consists of four courses of mathematics at the 300-400
level, plus appropriate prerequisite material which may be one of MIH 218, 279,
or 302.
PROGRAM A10: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
MATHEMATICS (MTA)I
Social and behavioral sciences..
Humanities
Philosophy and religious studies .....................
Communication skills .,..............
First-year experience: ASI L50 ...................
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least .....,,,......,.......
rSee also Dstribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
7
t2
18
t2
u9
0-1
120
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PROGRAM 56: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
MATHEMATICS (MTH)I
Semester Houts
Mathematics """"""""""""" 42
Basic calculus: MTH 168, L69,2L8,279 -.. 15
Upper-levelrequirements:MTFl n2,33f,, %1,430..'........ L2
Uiler-level ele-ctives (Departmental approval required.) ....'..."""""""' 15
trrtinor: S00-400-level courses in chosen area 12
NaturalScience PHY206207,210L,21\LorClnvll2},124,L23L,L24LorBIO75t,L52'L52L,
201L or GEO 115, 1L6,715L,116l-and two additional courses acceptable for science
majors............. L4
Computer science (e.g' CPS 132 or 150) .........'....... """""""' 3-4
So"ia *a U*,ul ioral scimces.. 6
Humanities """""""""""""" 9
Philosophy and religious studies .................... '-'-'--"""""" 12
Commrini"cation st iits ................ """""""""" 0-9
First-year experimce: ASI 150 ..'.......'........ """"""""""""""' 0-1
Ceneial sdulation courses and academic electives to total at least """"""""""""""""""' 120
rGmeral Requirements for all Bachelor of Science programs and Chapter V for Gmeral
Education requirements.
FACULTY
Thomas E. Gantner, ChairPernn
Professors: Eloe, Gantner, McCloskey, Peterson, Rice, Stander, Steinlage
Asiociate Profes*rs: Back, Friel, Gorton, Higgins, Islam, Mashburn,
Mushenheim, ShaughnessY
Assbt ant P r ofessor : Kaufl in
kchff er s : Neff, Saintignon
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MTH 102. zuNDAMENTALS OF MATHEMATICS: Sets, functions and graphs,
exponents, polynomials and algebraic equations, systems of equations. Pre-requisite:
oi" y""" of hidh sctrool algebrJ 3 sem' hrs'
MTH 108. INTEGRATED ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOTVIETRY: Review of the alge'
braic skills necessary for MTH 158, including properties of order, arithmetic of polyno-
mials, factoring complex fractions, fit ding roots of Polynggtlal eqg3tiTls, exPon9ntsl
functions, donilinsarid runges, 
"ompositioir, 
inversed, graphing and basicpro-perties of
trigonometric functions. Fiit term 6ach year. 2 sem' hrs'
MTH 114. CONTEMPORARYMATHEMATICS: A studyof contemPorarymathemati-
cal topics and their app[cations. Topics may include managem€nt science, statistics,
"ocia^"noic", 
rize and 3hape, and comiruter mithematics. Prerequisite Two years of high
sctrool algebra ' 3 sem' hrs'
MTH 116. PRECALCULUS MATHEMATICS: A review of topics from algebra
and trigonomeby including polynomials, fun9ti9ns and graphs, exponential and lo-ga-
ritlrmic"functioni, Uigonori"triifunctions and identities. 4 sem. hrs.
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MTH 128. FINTTE MATHEMATICS: Topics from mathematics used in business, in-duding systems 9l 
"gt3f1lr-r?^h"qu4lUo, matrix algebr4 linear programming, loga-rithms. Prerequisite: MTH 102 or sufficient college preparatory t"*a*"OT;. 
t.
MTII 129. cALcuLUs FoR BUSINESS: continuation of MTH 128. compound interest
and annuitic, fundamsrhl concepb and applications of differen6al and inieeral calculus.
Prerequisite: MTH 128 or sufficient collegtipreparatory mathematics. " 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 1418. INTRODUCTORY CALCULUS I: Basic coordinate seometrv, differentia-
tion of algebraig functions with applications to geometry. Indefiiite at d definit" inte-gF{ yift 3pp|igtig-nr to tlre tife and physici scisrcis. prerequisite MTH L16 or
equivalent. Intended for students in the life'and socid scierices. ' 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 149. INTRODUCTORY CALCULUS II: Differentiation and integration of
elpongn{al and logarithmic functions with applications to life sciences and io solution
9f upp.!* ditreren$a] equations with variables separable. Differentiation and integra-tion of trigonometric functions-with applications. Use of tables of integrals.Introdudon
t9 
"Ttgdgglra, vector calculus, partial derivatives, and multiple iitegrals. prerequi-site: MTTI 118. 3 seffi.-hrs.
MTH 168. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND cALcttLUS I: Introduction to the dif-
f.erential and integral calculus; differentiation and integration ofalgebraic and transcen-
dental.functions with applications to scisrce and endneering. prirequisite MTH 116
or equivalent. ' 4 sem. hrs,
MTH 169. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS tr: continuation of MTH
158. Conic sections, techniques of integration with applications to science and €!r&neer-ing infinite series, indeterminate forrrs, Taylor's ttrebrem. prerequisite: *olh. 
*r.
MTr{ 204. MATIfiMATTCAL coNcEPTS I: concepts necessary for an understand-
in-g o{ tlre structure of arithmetic and its algorithms. prerequisites: one year of high
sctrool algebra and one year of high school g-eomery. 3 sem. Iis.
MTH 205. MATHEMATTCAL coNcEPTS II: Recommsrded for students in elemen-
tar5r education who seeka strongbackground in themathematical concepb discussed ingr3dg 48. Topics indude the mecic system, probability and statis^tics, the use of
calculators, and elementary geomety. prbrequisite: UTFI iOe. 3 sem. hrs.
In-frfl 207. INTRODUCTION To srATrsrICS: brtroduction to the concepts of sta-
Fsfi:d tlinFlg for students whose- q3j9rs d9 not require calculus. Methods bf present-ingdata,indudinggraphicalmethods.Usingdatatomikedecisionsanddrawconilusions.
Basic irlpas of drawing a sample and interpreting the information that it contains.
Prerequisite: Two years of high sdrool algebrl. - j sem. hrs.
MTH 215. BAsIc srATlsrlcs FoR TIIE BIOMEDICAL sGIENCES: probabilfty,
thebinomial distribution, norrral distributioru confidenceintervals, tesb of hypothexi,
pfp_oSg"s, chi-squar-e tesf F-distributiory regression and correlation. prbiequisite:
MTH 149 or consent of instructor. 3 sitn. hrs.
MTH 218. ANALYTIC GEOMETRY AND CALCULUS u: conrinuarion of MTFI 159.
solid analytic g.eoTery, vectons and vector ftmctions, multivariable calculus, partial
derivatives, multiple integrals. Prerequisite: MTII 169. 4 sitn. hrs.
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MTH 290. TOPICS IN (NAMED AREA): Exploration of varying topics appropriate-for
the needs of the pre-service training of teactrers of matheuratics. 
-May be.repeated. 
as
topics ctrange. Prbequisite: One mittrematics course beyond MTH 102 and-Perrnission
"i'i*t ""toi *d/or ihair. 
7-3 sem. hs.
MTI{ 295. HISTORICAL ROOTS OF ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS: FTTNdAM TtAI
nirtof."f a"uAopment of modem arithmetic, geometry, and number syste.ms qom-eTly
Eevptian, Babyl6nian, and Greek sources. Stu-dents may not receive credit forboth this
t"tlir"aria MiTI 395.'Pt"t"quisite MTH 204 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs'
MTH 301. ESSENTIALS OF MATHTjMA-TICAL REASONING: Tedrniques of proof,
mathematical induction, recursion, cormting methods, symbolic logic Intsoduction to
algebra of sets, infinities, andaxiom systeurs-Op_en to students whowill enrollg uPPg-
leiel mathematics courses. Corequisite: MTH 218 or 302. L sem' hr'
MTH 302. LINEAR ALGEBRA AND MATRICES: Fundamental concepb of vector
space, deterurinanb,linear transfor:nationg, matriceg, innerproductspaces, and eigen-
ut.tott. Prerequisite: MIH 218. Offered eadr terrr. 3 sem' hrs'
MTI{ 330. INTERMEDIATE ANALYSIS: Topics include basic set theory construction
oi*," t"J rn", its basic algebraic and topoloS'ical properties' sequences and real-valued
ftrnctions, convergencg infinite series, iontinuity, unifotrt continuity'
nr.t"q"irit" lfUt"SOz.' 3 sem'hrs'
MTH 342. SET THEORY: Elementary set theory induding relatio-ns, functions,
indexed families, denumerable and nondenumerable sets, cardinal and otdinal arith-
metic,Zom'sLemma,thewell-orderingprincipleandtransfiniteinduction.Prerequisite:
Irafii'zra or permission of instructor. - 
- - 3 sem' ltrs'
MTH %1. INTRODUCTION TO ABSTRACT ALGEBRA: Fundamental concepts of
gro"pt, .i"gt, integral domains and fieldg' Prerequisite: MTH 218' 3 sem' hts'
MTH 367. STATISTICAL MET'HODS I: Probability distributions induding binomial,
hwergeometric, Poisson, and normal. Estimation of population mean and standard
ii,iiuf,oru Conddence intervals and tests of hypottreses using t-, Chi-square, and F-
rt"ti"ti.t. pt"tequisite: MTH 149 or 218. Matfreniadcs maiofo €ffoll in MTH 411 instead
of %7. 3 sem' hrs'
MTH 368. STATISTICAL METHODS tr: Distribution-free methods induding rank
tests, sign tests, and Kolmogorov-smirnov test. Method of lqst squTs, correlation,
linearr{ression,analysisof iariance. Desigpof experimentsandSomPqtqP-Plications'
prerequFite: Nmt g67. tr,tattrematics majois enroli in MTH 412 instead otUti 
rr_.rrr.
MTH 370. INTRODUCTION TO HIGHER GEOMETRY: Projective, affine, and
hyperbolic geometria using synthetic and/or analytic tedrniques' Prerequisite MTH
zid o. p"*ilttion of instrucior. 3 sem' hrs'
MTH 375. NUMBER THEORY: Topics include Dophantine equations, 
_ctrinese Re'
*ui.ta"t theorem, Mobius inversionformula, quadratic residues and the Law of Qua-
dratic Reciprocity, Gaussian integers, and integral quaterrions. Prerequisite MTH 218.
3 sem. hrs.
MTH 395. DEVELOPMENT OF MATHEMA'TICAL IDEAS: ThE CVOIUIiON Of MAth-
" "t.4 ideas and techniques from ancient 
times to the present with emphasis on the
Greek era. Famons men und fumous problems. Chronological outline of mathematics in
eactr of itsbranctres alongwith appliiations. Prerequisite MTFI ltl8or 168 orpennission
of instnrctor. 3 sem' hrs'
MTHI!03. BOLINDARYVALUE PRoBLEMS: Inhoduction to the sturm-Liouville
problem. Fourier trigonometric series, Fourier integrals, Bessel functions, and Legendre
polynomials. The heat equation, wave equation, and Laplace's equation with applica-
tions. Solutions by the product method. Prerequisite: MTH 219. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 404. coMPLEx VARIABLES: Functions of a complex variable, conforrral map
ping, integration in the complex plane. l^aurent serie and residue theory. prerequisife:
MTI{ 219. 3 sem. lrs.
MT}I41l. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS I: Mathematical probability, combina-
torial methods, random variables, Bayes' theorem, momenb, Chebyshev,i inequality,
binomial, Poisson, and normal probability laws, moment generating functions, lirnit
theorems. Prerequisite: MTH 218. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 412. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS rI: Dstribution theory, central limit
theorem, random sampling estimation of parameters induding maximunt likelihood
confidence intervals, the Neyman-Pearson lemma, tests of hypotheses, likelihood ratio
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tests, sampling from a norural population. Prerequisite MTH 411. i sem. hrs,
of drairperson, 3 sern. hrs.
site: MT}I412. 3 sem. hrs.
MTH 430. REAL ANALY$s: Fundamental concepts of analysis: metric complete.
ness, uniforrr continuity and uniform convergence; power series and interchange of
limits. Prerequisitq MTH 330. 3 sei. hrs.
MTI{ 435. ADVANCED MULTTVARIATE CALCULUS: Topics inctude direcrional
derivatives, chain rule, l.agrange multipliers, Taylor's formula, the mean value theorem,
inverse mapping theorem, implicit function theorem, intesation, Fubini's theorem,ti gr t  
dunge of variables, line integrals, Green's theorem and stoke's theorerr. prerequisite:
3 sem hrs.
MTH 413. PROBABILITY AND srATlsrrcs ltr: statistical decision theory, partition-
ingofsumsof squares,analysisofvariance,regressiononseveralindependeirtvariables,
Tdlp!1eqosion approach to analysis of variance, design of experiments. prerequi-
MTr{ 44o. INTRODUCTION To MATHEMATICAL MODELING: Introduction to the
use of mathematical techniques and results in constructing and modifying models
$esfsned to solve problems encountered in everyday life. Computer simuliuon andlimitations thereof dimensional analysis, scaling, and approximations at various
levels. Prerequisites: MTH 219 ,302, and perrrission of instructor. J sem. hrs.
MTH441. MATHEMATICS cLINIc: student teams will be responsible for
the development and/or modification and testing of a mathematical model designed
for a particular purpose. Faculty guidance. Prerequisites: MTH 440 and permission
MTH445. SPECIAL TOPICSIN (NAMED AREA): Lectures in specializsd arcas suihas
abstract algebra, applied mathematics, complex variable, differential forms, functional
gn{ysis, Galois theory, game theory general topology, normed linear spaces, probabil-
ity theory, real variables, topological groups. Maybe takor more than onie. prerequisite:
Permission of chairperson. I-3 sem. hrs.
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MTH 4d!. INTRODUCTION TO OPERATIONS RESEARCH: Topics include linear
pfogramming and its applications, game theory, Markov chains or linear codes and their
erroi-correcting capabilities. Prerequisite: MTH 302 3 sem' hrs'
Mfi{ 1165. LINEAR ALGEBRA: Vector spaces, linear transformations and matrices,
determinants, innerproductspaces, invariant direct-sum decompositionand theJordan
canonical form. Preiequisits- N{TH 302. 3 sem' hrs'
MTH 465. GRAPH THEORY AND COMBINATORICS: Graphs as algebraic struc-
tures; eulerian, hamiltonian, complete, connected and planar SaPhs. Applications
include scheduling and routing problems. Discussion of algorithms for optimal or near-
optimal soultions. Combinatorial topics could include generating functions, recnnence
relations, Polya's theorem and Ramsey Theory. Prerequisite: MTH 302. 3 sem. hrs.
Nff:H 477. TOPOLOGY: tntroduction to topological spaces and continuous functions
including a study of separation and countability axioms and elementary ProPerties of
metric spaces, connected spaces, and compact spaces. Prerequisite MTH 302 ot pernis-
sion of instructor. - 3 sem' hrs'
Mfi{ 490. READINGS IN (NAMED AREA)r Individual study in specialized areas
carried out undef the supervision of a staff member. May be taken more than once-
Prerequisite Permission of chairPerson. 1-3 sem'hrs'
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MILITARY SCIENCE (MIL)
ARMY ROTC
__ 
The Deparhnmt of Military science offers the Reserve officers Training corpsGofq program on the campus, providing instruction in general milihry Jubjecb
applicable to all branches of the Army. The purpose of the Reserve officerj t ainitrg
Corps is to develop selected collegeeducated men and women for positions oT
SsqonsibSt)'as officers in the active Army, the Army Reserve, ani ttre ArmyNational Guard.
- 
The Military scienceftogram is designed to develop a high degree of personal
honor, self-reliance, and leadership andto provide the means of Secoming better
informed on matters of national defense. The program provides men and ilomot
wjg arg *.otrylg toward the baccalaureate degree ttre opportunity to become
officers in the United States Army.
Th.e fogr-yeq program is divided into a basic course (normally first and second
years) and an advanced course (normally third and fourth years), and it is offered
to all students for academic credit.
The basic course emphasizes practical leadership techniques and management
Sg:":ptt that apply e-qually in both military organizations and private industry.
v.vhif in_t]-ds phase_of the program, studenb hive no military obligation and aie
simply taking ROTC courses, like any other college courses, for creditlstudents who
receivecreditforthebasiccourseanddemonstratiapotentialforbecomingeffective
officers may continue to pursue a conunissionbyenrollingin the advancdd course.
The advanced course is designed to prepare itudens to be Army lieutenante by
including practical work in t1c!ic9, training, management, leadership teclrnique,
and the exercise of command. Advanced cburse students are paid $iso a milnth
during the school year. During the summer between the junior and senior years,
cadeb attend a six-week ROTC Advanced camp, which allows them to apply the
leadershi-p and technicat training learned in the classroom. while at camp, itudenb
are paid half a second lieutenant's monthly salary or about $1000.
In addition to Rorc instructiory a student must attain an equal level of profes-
sional military education. Army officers, like other professionals, cannotbe sitisnea
with a collection of knowledge found only in their academic field. In order to be
prepared to become officers, gtude-ng are required to complete courses in miutary
histgry, written communication skills, humin behavior, computer literary, and
mathematical reasoning. These courses may be taken in conjunction with acidemic
majors.
The.RorC program is also available to studenb with three or two yearr
lTdry"g on- carnpus, including graduate students. Special prograrns, such asBasic Camp, have been established to allow second-simester sJphomores andjuniors or seniors who will be going on to graduate school to participate in the
military science program.
There is also a special program whereby veterans and JRorC students can
receive advanced placementcreditinArmyRorC. veterans and studenbwithhigh
school JRorC haining, with the approval of the chairperson of the Departrnent-of
Military science, may receiveplacementcredit forpart or all of thebasic c-ourse. Each
case will be judged iirdividually so that the best interesb of both the student and the
military may be served.
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Army ROTC scholarships a1e availab-le to.liudenb' These scholarshiPs cover
ttrree- aia tn'o-year periods and provide for tlition, books, fees, special equi- pmenf
ur,a gfSO u 
^or,th 
foi ,rp to ten months of each school year. Scholarships, which are
highly competitivg ariawarded to those who demonstrate outstanding academic
and leadershiP abilitY.
FACLILTY
Lt. CoL Dennis M. Gassert, U.S. Army, Chairpnson
Professor: Gassert
Asiistant Profusors: Sanders, Thewes, Woma&
Instructors: Basil, Edwards, Newsome
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION1
MIL 100 (UD). LEADERSHIP LABORATORY: Practical haining in military
"o*t"ry, drili and ceremony, 
military skills, map reading, marksmanshi-p'
and tactics. l sem'hr'
MIL 101 (UD). LEADERSHIP I: ROTC Progranrs and op-poltulities;.rappellingi;J*"hi, communications and management skills, and pistol marksmanship-ifi;;ndd hips, field exercises, phlsical training,leadership laboratory and
socialevents. - Lsem'hr'
ML102(UD).LEADERSHIPIIRiflemarksmanship,tundamltltsaldprinciples
of leadership,managementtechniquesforindividualandgroupbehavior. optional
;dt""i;i"idi"?aotnip hboratory, and social evmb' 7 sem'hr'
MIL 121 (SCC).' Same as MIL 101 (UD). 0.7 sem.W.
NnL122-123(SCC).'zCombination of these two courseg completes al] Sguiremene
of MIL 102 (tlD). ' 0'7 sem'hr' each
MIL122-12}(SCC).' Combination of these two courses completes all lequirements
of MIL102(UD).' 0'7sem'hr'eath
MIL 201 (UD). MAP READING AND TACTICS: Study of basic map reading
skills, basic military tactics, movement techniques, and some small unit weaPons.p"tti.i;;d;; in leidership laboratory and tub field haining exercises. Optional
;hy;di;"i"i"g and social evenb. 2sem'hts'
lvtrL2O2(UD). FIRST AID AND LEADERSHIP: Leadership baininS in thygigalil;;;veiiti've medicine progranls,-and basic first aid procedures. St$y 9f ttrc
,of" *i branches of the Aimiand the role of the Noncommissioned Officer'i;;6;il in leadershlp laboratory. Optional Red Cross CPR Certificatioo
;ht;i;;itraining and social events. 2 sem'hrs'
MIL
Mtr . 221, (SCC)., Same as MIL 201 (UD).
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1.4 sem. hrs,
lv\r'_ 222-223 (scC).'z combination of these two courses completes all requirements
of MIL 202 (JD). 1.4 sem. hrs, each
\4rL 301 (r-rD). LEADERSHTP rN TACTTCS AND EVALUATTON TECHNTQUES:Study of military-y""po.* 
:yst1y, l.an$ navigation-terrain association, operationsorders, and small unit tactics. physical trainlng, leadership laboratorv, two fieldtraining exercises, historical field,hp, and socit events ard mandatori.
2 sem. hrs.
MIL.3O2 (UD). COMMUNICATIONS AND PROFESSIONAL KNOWLEDGE:
sfudy of emplacement of communications-equipment, communication techniques
us,ed b1 the Army- employnent of and defense against weapons systems, and the
roles of various branches of the Army. Field training exercises, social events,physical training, and leadership laboratory are mandaiory 2 sem. hrs.
MIL- 401 (uD). LEADERSHIP MANAGEMENT At{D srAIrF, 'rroy of military
staff functions; how to co.nduct artings, briefing, and haining rroi to conduct
I3tiop-fyp9s of counseling; and effective and iniffective lead6cship techniques.Physical training, leadership laboratory, historical field trip, social evJnts, and field
training exercises are mandatory. 2 sem. hrs.
l\/trL 402 (uD). APPUED LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT: Leadership and
management studies in professionalism, ethics, and militaryiustice. various types
:f Tt?y :".rrusponde19e. and the responsibiliues of an ofhcer. physical trairii?rgleadership laboratory field training exercises, and social events are'mandatory. *
2 sem. hrs.
W 111 qD). AIR LAND BARLE/LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT: This course
will identify and discuss the roles and mission of the branches found within the U.s.Army as they relate to Air Land Battle and Low Intensity Conflicb. Incorporates thebackground and experience of resident instructors and presentauomly visiting
service representatives. 2sem.hrs.
MIL 412 (uD) . u.s. MILIARY ToDAy: This course will identify and discuss the
roles., missions, organizational strucfure and equipment, tactiial *J ,t 
"t"g"employnent and fufure trends of the Armed s"*i""r. lncorporates the back-ground and experience of resident instructors and presentatioru 6y visiting service
2 sem. hrs.representatives.
tStudents should dreckwith their deans forany restrictions on applyingMlL courses to their
degree programs.
2 course offered through the Consortium with sinclair community College,
MUS
MUSIC (MUS)
Music is a unique form of expression and communication. A course of sfudy
provides for an aesthetic appreciation and an opporfunity to translate musical
ioncepts into a valuable anb practical skill. The Depgrtnent 
.o!. Music of the
Unive'rsity of Dayton provides academic coursework to foster artistic understand-
ing and ct"aUvu tftitit i"g, practical instruction to develop musical skills, and
substantial laboratory and performance exPerience'
The Department of trrtusic is a member of the National Association of Schools of
Music, which accredits its degree proSrams and curricula. In addition, the music
education degree program is ipproved by the-state of ohio and the music therapy
deeree prost;m by ttre Nationll Association for Music Therapy'
- 
"ftt"b"iurt*"i-tt of Music has numerous performing ensembles.open to all
studenb: ihe University Chorale, Chamber Singers, Opera Workshop, Ebony
Heritage Singers, Celebrition Vocal Transit, Milry Valley Symphony,,University
Wind Ensen$te, Uarcning Band and Pep Band, fazz Ensembles, and vocal and
inskumental chamber ensembles.
The department of Music offers five degree Progranu:
A11: Bachelor of Arts with a major in Music (MUS)
A12 Bachelor of Music with a major in Music
ComPosition (IvIIJC)
A12A: Bachelor of Music with a major in Performance MUP)
A12B: Bachelor of Music with a major in Music Therapy (MUT)
A12C: Bachelor of Music with a major in Music Education MUE)
All prospective music students mustbe admitted to tlrc universityofDaytonby
the office of Admisrion. In addition, all prospective students must (1) furnish the
Department of Music with letters of recommehdation from their high school music
tea'chers and/or performance teachers and (2) successfully complete the perfor-
mance audition, either inperson or via tape recording. specific informatio:r regard-
inE audition requirements and dates is available from the department office'
"The Departrnent of Music offers a minor in music, consisting of 22 semester
hours, including 12 semester hours of upper-division coursework' It also offers a
certificate in chu:rch music, consisting of 35 semester hours of coursework' Further
information is available from the departrnent office'
PROGRAM A11: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR
IN MUSIC (MUS)I
Semester Hours
Music requirements 42
Musictheory: MUS111-114,271-2L4.-.......--.- 76
Music histoi and literature: MUS $1-302 6
ConductingiMUs 240......'....'...' 2
Performance studies, including functional keyboard skills (ifneeded) """""""' 12
Ensemble: MUS49L,492ot 493 4
L71
MUS
Recital attendance: MUS 200 (7 semesters)
University of Dayton VI
Music electives
0
2
Communication skills ........,.......
Natural science
Mathematics MTH 102, 2M, 205 o<duded) .
Social and behavioral sciences
Humanities
Philosophy and religious studies
First-year experimce: ASI 150
General Education and academic electives to total at least....,......
tsee also Distribution Table for Baclrelor of Arts programs and chapter v for General
Education requiremmts.
PROGRAM A12: BACHELOR OF MUSIC WITH A MAIOR IN
MUSIC COMPOSITION (MUC)I
Semater Hours
Music requiremmts
Music theory: MUS 1 t 1-1 14, 211-214 ......,.,.....
Composition2: MUS L2l-\22, 227-222, g2I-922, 42L422
Mwic history and literature: MUS 301-$2, elective .......................
Score reading: MUS 314.........
Orchestration or arranging MUS 316 o13lS;41,6
Conducting: MUS 240;AS or &5
Perfomrance studies: MUS399 and /orA9;DGW
Ensemble: MUS 491, 492, or 493
Recital attendance: MUS 200 (7 semsters)...
Theory and/or composition electives ...,.........
Music electives
Communication skills ...........,..,. 0_9
Philosophy and religious studies L2
Natural science........,.............. 6
Mathematics (fufiI'HL02,2M,205 exduded). 3Socialandbehavioralsciences 6
Humanities (indudes HST l0L,102, or 198) .................. 5
Acadeuric electives 6
First'year experimce: ASI L50 ................-. 0-t
Total semester hours .,............. l2illg6
rSee Chapter V forGeneral Education requiremmto.
lEach composition major must present one and a half recitals of originat work by the
senior year.
sFunctional Keyboard Skills or equivalent is required.
U9
7
3
12
18
t2
0-1
120
E7
15
t2
9
2
4
4
12
8
0
l0
10
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PROGRAM A12A: BACHELOR OF MUSIC WITH A MAJOR IN
PERFORMANCE (MUP)I
Semester Hours
Music requirements
Music theory: MUS 111-114,211'214...-..-......' 16
Music history and literature MUS $1-302, elective 9
Conducting and arranging: MUS 240,318. 4
Performanie studies2 .'...'.......'............ %
Major area of specialization """"""""' 2+32
Minorareaofspecialization3 +L2
Ensemble: MUS [9'].,492, or 493 .............- 8
Recital attendance: MUS 200 (7 semesters).' 0
Music electives 14
Communication skills .....'..........
Philosophy and religiow studies ........'.............
Nafural science
Mathematics (lvITH 102, 204, 205 exduded)
Social and behavioral sciences '....
Humanitied(indudes IIST 101, 102, or 198))....
Academic electivess ...'.......'.
MUS
87
0-9
L2
6
3
6
6
6
First-year experience: ASI 150 0-1
Totaliemestir hours ..'............ l2Gl36
lSee Chapter V for General Education requirements.
2perform^ance sfudy in major area must lead to a half junior solo recital and a full senior
solo recital.
3Must include MUS296'299 or MUS 399.
aVoice majors must take MUS 235 and MUS 360 (Diction and Literature). 
-Piano
majors must include MUS 405, 406,495,436. Performance majors are strongly urged
to make one of these electives a MUS (Special Topics) course in their maior area.
sVoice majors must include 2 semesters of foreign language.
PROGRAM AI2B: BACHELOR OF MUSIC WITH A MAIOR IN
MUSIC THERAPY (MUT)I
SemsWHours
Music requirements.............'.... El
Musiitheorv: MUS 111-114,211,-214 ...-'........' 16
Music history and literature: MUS 301-302 6
Conducting ind arranging: MUS 240,318...'...- """""""""""""' 4
Performanie studies on the student's principal instrummt leading to a
minimum of a half-recital during the junior or senior year: MUS 399 """"' 10
Vocal and instrumental methods, induding accompanying instrummts
of piano and guitar MUS 195, 231 295,29G299 
' 
33E, and three of the
foliowing:B7, 2:f,,299,299... 11
Music therlpy, including core courses and practicum: MUS 280, 2E5,
286,287,2tj8,385,3S6,:87,988,485,486 '.:................'...... L9
Recreational music MUS 282 2
Music and dance electives 5
Ensemble......,. 6
173
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Recital attendance MUS 200 (7 semesters)..
Music therapy intemship: MUS 4892
Psychology: L0t, 355, 363, and elective
Sociology........
Science, induding HI€ 305 ...................
Communication skills ...............,
Philosophy and religious studies ............
Mathematics (MlTIl 102, 2M, 205 exduded) .
Humanities (includes HST 101, 102, or 198) .............
Academic elective ....,................
PROGRAM A1.2C: BACHELOR OF MUSIC WITH A MAJOR IN
MUSIC EDUCATION (MUE)I
Semester Hours
Music requirements2 66-68
tSee Chapter V for General Education requirements.
'This internshiP of six months is taken after student completes all other course require-
ments.In order to be recommended for an intemship the studmtmusthave an overal lradepoint average of at least 2.00and a grade point average of at least 2,50 in music, music the"rapn
3d.p:y9otocy_coursework.-upon successfirl completion of the internship, the grad;ieis eligible to take a national certification examinition to become a Music ThJrapist-
Board Certified.
0
2
L2
J
5
0-9
T2
J
6
3
Requirements for all specializations2
Music theory: MUS L t 1-LL4, 2LL-214 ..............
Functional keyboard skills3: MIJS 296-299..
Music history and literature: MUS 301-302
Ananging: MUS 318
Performance studieson the.s!'dent's principal instrument leading to a
minimum of a half-recital during the junibr or senior year:
MUS 399 (7 semesters)
Recital attendance: MUS 200 (7 semesters)..,
Ensemble: MUS 491 ot 492 ot 493 (7 semesters)
Additional requirements for band specializationa
Music education: MUS 235, 331, Zg2, ggi, gg6,Sg7, ggg, ggg, 490, 49L.....
Conducting: MIJS 240, U6
Additional requirements for ordrestra specializationa
Music education: MUS 235, 33']..,3gZ, gg1, g%,g3Z,938, 339.............
Conducting: MUS 240, 346
String minor: MUS 399 (2 semesters)...
Additional requirements for choral specializationa
Music education: MUS 235, 237,238,239,991,922,935,938.................................
Conducting: MUS240,U5
Guitar: MUS L95, 295............
Piano or voice minor: MUS 39 (3 semesters)
't6
4
6
2
1,4
0
0
t8
4
4
22
4
13
4
't-2
6
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Additional requiremmts for dassroom specialization{
Music education: MUS 235, ?;37, ?38, 239' 33L, 332' 335' 338............"""'
Conducting: MUS 240 .............'.....
Guitar: MUS L95, 295............'.
Piano minor: MUS 399 (4 semesters) ..........'..-.-..
Teachereducation2:BDT1L0,207,208,9L8,351,419,422,459..'..""""""""""""""""""""' 30
Communication skills ."......'...... """""""""" 0-9
Philosophy and religious studies..............'.'... 9
Nafural science....................... 7
Mathematics (VlTlI 102,204, 205 excluded) 3
Social and behavioral sciences ..... 3
Humanities (HST 101, 102, or 198) 3
Academic electives ..................... 3
First-year experience: ASI 150 '.....'...-.-'... """"""""""""""' 0-1
Total semestlr hours .......'....... 12+135
13
2
t-2
8
rsee Ctrapter V for General Education requirements.
,Stra""d in the music education prograrir are required to maintain a 2.0 cumulative.grade
pointaverage,a2.5cumulativeaverige-inteachereducationandmusiccoursework,anda2.T5
hrmulatirrelv"rage in mwic education and conducting coursework-
3lStudents will piss a keyboard proficimcy examination upon completion of MUS 29Gm.
lstudents wru'setect one of foui specialtyareas (band, orChestra, choral, classroom)' Upon
comoletion of the decree, candidatis will ieceive certification from the State of Ohio to teadt
"o"ui-it"tt r-mtal, 
ind classroom mwic from kindergarten through senior high school'
CERTIFICATE IN CHURCH MUSIC (MCH)I
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
MUS 111-112 Theory of Music I...-......'.........
MUS 113-114 Aural Skills I..
Fundamentals of Conducting
Fundamentals of Arranging'?
Choral Conducting ..-.-:-................
Sacred Music Its History and Performance Tradition,'.'.......
Organ, Voice, or Guitar Perfomrance Studies
Contemporary Liturgical Music Repertoire
Church Music Intemship...........
University Chorale,.................
Christian Liturgy
Total semester hours .'...'.........
MUS24O
MUS318
MUS 345
MUS 350
MUS399
MUS4t52
MUS459
MUS493
REL 446
4
4
2
2
2
J
8
3
2
2
3
35
rstudents mav also register for classes in this certificate Program tfuough the Office of
C."tltr"ir,e Edircation. Such students may be required to cohplete a performance audition-
'?Or Mus-elective to be determined by advisor.
MUS University of Dayton M
FACULTY
Richard P. Benedum, Chairpernn
Professor: Benedum, Magnuson
Associate Professors: Chenoweth, Cox, Sandness, Snyder, Street
Assistant Professms: Hartley, fones, Morris, Reynolds
kcturers: Hotopp, Ridder
Part'time lnstructors: Bame, Bauserman, Baxter, Bowen, Brown, Compton, Gilley,
{aluyama,_Lindsay, McCutcheon, McMillan, Moss, pepitone, polonsty, Rodge;Ruckman, Simory Twehues, Vandevander, Varella, Wade
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MUS 103. MUSIC APPRECIAIfIOS study of the masterpieces of music wittr special
reference to the listener. Open to all Univeriity students. ' Z seh. bs.
MUS 104. MUSIC LITERATURE FoR T}{E ELEMENTARY cIAssRooM: srudv
of music literature and its direct application to elementary classroom use. 2 sem. hri.
MUs 110. FLINDAMENTALS oF MUsIc: For the student with no previous ergeri-
ence with theory of mwic. Notation of music, key and time signaturres, fundamintal
harmo_ nic progression, and introduction to the piario keyboard. dlementary ear training
and dictation. Open to all University students. 2 sem. hri,
MUS 111-112. TI{EORY oF MUsIc I: Basic vocabulary and grammar of mwic: fun-
d4166tals (intervals, scales, modes, keys, triads), counierpoini sfudies, basic diatonic
harnronic motions. Prerequisite: Placement examination. ^ 2 sem. hrs. each
MUs 113-114. AIIRAL SKILIS I: Basic tedmiques of listeming as applied to voice
and keyboard: identifi.cation, dictatioru and sight reading. nraequiiite: pliacement
examination. 2 sem. hrs, uch
MIJS 127-122. coMPosmoN I: supplemental explorations for majors in music
composition, to lcSgmpTy work in MUS 111-112. Basic noational practices and appli-cation of traditional technigues to the creative process. corequisite:
MUS 111-112. 7 sem.'hr. each
MUS 191. volcE cLASs: Principles of good singng; development of the voice; vocal
literature. Minimum of 4 students required. open to att studeire. 2 sem. hrs.
MUs 195. BEGINNING GUITAR CLASS I: Inrroducrion ro playing the guitar;
emphasis on chord playlng and accompanirnenf application of'thri guitar to-musicteaching. 1- sem. hr.
MUs 196. GRotIP PIANO I: For the student with no previous piano study. Rudi-
leriq of Tusic reading perf-orrrance of simple folk and popular muiic, basic kn6wledge
of rales,keysignatures, and chords. Open tb a]l UniveGitirstuderbwithperrrission-of
instructor. Fee. L sem. hr.
MUS 197. GRotlP PIANO II: Further development of techniques introduced in
MUS 196. Prerequisites: MUS 196, permission of instructor. Fee. 1sem. lr.
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MUS 198. GROUP PIANO III: Selected material appropriate to the level of advancement
attained in MUS 197. Prcequisites: MUS 197, permission of instmctor. Fee. 7 sert- hr.
MUS 199. GROUP PIANO IV: Selected material appropriate to the level of advancement
attained in MUS 198. Prerquisites: MUS 198, pernission of instructor. Fee. 7 *m. hr.
MUS 200. RECTTAL ATTENDANCE: All music majors are required to attend profes-
sional and sfudent concerb and recitals, to develop critical listening experience and
knowledge of repertoire. No credit
MUS 235. VOICE FEDAGOGY: Techniques for teaching singing. 7. sem. hr.
lidus 2g7. BRASS INSTRTIMENT LABORATORY: Introduction to the performance
and pedagogical techniques for the brass instrument family. Fee. 'l' sem. hr.
MUS 238. WOODWIND INSTRLIMENT LABORATORY: lntroduction to the perfor-
mance and pedagogical techniques for the woodwind instrument family' l7r*. rr.
MUS 239. STRING INSTRTIMENT LABORATORY: Introduction to the performance
and pedagogical techniques for the string instrument family. Fee. 1sem. hr.
*MUS 201. MUSIC IN CONCERT: A survey of music literature, styles, and imPortant
composers, through preparation for and attendance at selected concerts on the
."mp* and in Uie cbmirunity. Concert ticket fees will be required. Open to-aU
University studenb. 3 sem' hrs'
*MUS 203. SIGI{TS AND SOUNDS OF MUSIC: An introduction to music and its
literaturg with emphasis on the way music has been shaped by its cultural, geosaPlic,
and historical conttxe. Opcr to all University students. 3 sem' hts'
I,/IUS 2ll-272. THEORY OF MUSIC tr: SATB partwriting, schenkerian analysis,
chromatic procedures, decline of Common Practice Period, basic twentieth-century
compositional styles. Prerequisite: MUS 112. 2 sem' hrs' each
MUS 213-214. AURAL SKILLS tr: Advanced techniques of listening as applied to voice
and keyuoara: identification, dictation and sight reading. Prerequisite: Yjr{.tt;r. *r,
lldIJS 227-2?2. COMPOSITION tr: Supplemental explorations for majors in mwic
composition,toaccompanyworf inVtUS2ff-2l2.styleanalysisandsynthesis,extension
of tiaditional tectrni{ues, and basic instrumental applications. Corequisites: MUS
217-212. L sem. hr. each
MUS 240. FUNDAMENTALS OF CONDUCTING: Introductory-level course dis-
cussing basic conducting techniques, musical styles, 
-interpretation, score sfudy
and aialysis, transpositi6n, and literature. Dual emphasis of choral and instru-
mental techniques. 2 sem' hrs'
MUS 280. MUSIC AND MOVEMENT FOR THE HANDrcAPPED: Training in the
use of music and movement for handicapped children under the supervision of AIM
(Adventures in Movement) for the Handiiapped,Inc. Includes observations in the field'
i'rerequisite Sophomore sianding in musiior related fields ' 7 sem' hr'
MUS 282. RECREATIONAL MUSIC: Functional use of nonsymphonic instruments,
rhythm band inscumeng, musical games, and community singmg for both drildren
and adults. - 2 sem' hts'
MUS 293. ORGAN CLASS: Introduction to the organ, induding basic performance
techniques, registration, begiruring literature, and hymn playing. Prerequisite pemris-
sion of instructor, demonstrable keyboard tedrnique. Fee. 1 sem. hr.
MIJS 294. HARPSICHORD GLASS: neginning class lessons in harpsichord perfor-
mancg induding basic tednique, stylistic considerations, and simple maintenance and
MUS 295: BEGINNING GUITAR CLASS II: Note reading in first position; advanced
chord work and introduction to chord solo playing. Prerequisite: MUS 195 or
MIJS 296. FUNCTIONAL KEYBOARD SKILLS I: class instruction in development
of basic performance technique, sight reading, accompanying, transposing, playing by
ear- improvising and score reading. Prerequisite: Pennission of instructor. Music majors
only. Fee. l" sem. b.
MIJS 297. FUNCTIONAL KEYBOARD SKILLS tr: Further develorpment of techni-
ques introduced in MUs 296. Prerequisites:lv[LIS2g6,permission of instructor. Music
" MUS 301-302. MUSIC HISTORY AND LITERATURE I, II: A survey of Western
musichistory and literature from the Mddle Ages to thepresent.Important composers,
tuning of the instrument. Prerequisite Permission of instructor. Fee. 1" sem. hr.
equivalent. L sem, hr.
majors only. Fee. 'L san. hr.
MUS 298. FUNCTIONAL KEYBOARD SKILLS III: Continuation of MUS 297 with
emphasis on improvisation and harmonization tecturiques. Prerequisites: I'tIlJS 297,
permission of instructor. Music majors only. Fee. 1 sem. hr.
MUS 299. FUNCTIONAL KEYBOARD SKILLS IV: Continuation of MUS 298 wirh
emphasis on advanced chord work and modulation techniques. rlerequisites: MUS 29g
permission of instructor. Music majors only. Fee. l sem. hr.
masterworks of music literafure, compositional sfyles. 3 sem, hrs. each
University of Dayton VI
MUS 285. INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC THERAPY I: History and development of
music therapy; survey of theoretical bases and curent trsrds for the use of music in
tnerapy_t {iTlility areas using music therapy. Orientation in the clinical field. Prerequi-
sites: PSY 101.,%3. 2 sern.hrs.
MUS 286. INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC THERAPY II: Continuation of MUS 285;
orientation to the profession of music therapy through lectures, readings, audiovisual
materials, and field trips; emphasis on specific disability areas using music therapy.
Prerequisite: MUS 285.
MUS 287. PRACTICI.IM IN MUSIC THERAPY I:
induding work with adult mentally ill clienb.
c 
2 sem. hrs.
Pre.intemship field experienceq
7 sem. hr.
field experiences
'!. sem. hr.
MUS 288. PRACTICTIM IN MUSIC THERAPY tr: Pre.intemship
with handicapped children and/or adulb.
* MUS 304. HISTORYOFAMERICANMUSIC: surveyof theAmericanmusicalheritage
emphasizing Anglo- and Afro-American folk traditions, early religious music, country
music, pioneers in pianq band and concert music, and contgrporary popular music,
Open to all University studenb. 3 sem. hrs.
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* MUS 305. AFRICAN-AMERICAN SACRED MUSIC: A historical survey of African-
American sacred music from its African roots to the present with an emphasis on
developments in recent decades. Examines spifituals, the ring-qhgut lvil riShb songs,
the various forms of Gospel music, traditional hymnody of the African-American
churclr and the musical aspects of black preaching. open to all University studenb.
3 sem. hrs.
* MUS $5. HISTORY OF AMERICAN IAZZ: Swvey of the literature and perform-
€rnce practices from 1890 to the present. Includes blues, Dixieland, faStime,
boogie-woogie, swing, bop, cool, funky, and current techniques. Open to 
-all
Uniiersity students. - 3 Eem. hrs.
'+ MUS 307. DEVELOPMENT OF AMERICAN POPULAR SONG: Suwey of American
popular music from the days of the colonies, the wat years. the ballad opera, minstrel,
vaudeviUe, operetta, early film music, through Tin Pan Alley to Broadway, induding
European influences. OPen to dl University students. 3 sem. hrs'
MUS 308. CHAMBER MUSIC AND SYMPHONY: Formal and harrronic analysis of
chamber music. Formal analysis of symphonies of classic, romantic, and contemporary
composers. Prerequisites: lnJSZtt-ZtZ. 2sem.hrs.
MUS 309. TFIE OPERA: Suwey of the development of the opera from its l7th-century
beginnings to the present. 2 sem. hrs.
* MUS 310. MOZART'S OPERAS: An interdisciplinary suwey of Mozart's operas.{er-
man and ltalian,ssiow and comic. Class discussionswillbe suppleurentedbyextersive
listening and/or viewing of recorded performances and, when possible, attendance at
Iive performances. 3 sem.hts.
MUS 311. EIGHTEENTTI-CENTLIRY COLINTERPOINT: Study of the contrapuntal
technique of the tSth century, particularly in the instrumental works of I.S. Bach.
Original compositions in forms of the invention and the fugue. Prerequisites:
VftSSZtt-ZtZ.- 2sem.hrs'
MUS 312. SXTEENTH-CENTLIRY COUNTERPOINT: Study of the medieval modes
andthevocalpollphonyof themotetandtheMass,uptoandincludingfivepartwriting;
original student iompositions. Prerequisite: Perrrission of the instructor. 2 setn' hrs.
MUS 313. ADVANCED AIIRAL SKILIS: Advanced training in dictation, solfege
and aural analysis. Prerequisite MUS 215 or permission of instructor. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 314. SCORE READING: Training in reading music at the piano from open
score. Drill in transposition and reading of various defu leading to the realization of firll
vocal and orchestral scores, Prerequisite: Permission. 2 sem' hrs'
MUS 316. FUNDAMENTALS OF ORCHESTRATION: INSITUMCTTtAtiON StUdiES Of
the four main orchestsal families: woodr rinds, brass, percussion, strings. Some work in
combining families. Prerequisite: MUS 212 or permisgion of instructor. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 318. FUNDAMENTAIS OF ARRANGING: Arranging studies for woodwinds,
brass, percussion, strings, and choir. Individual examination of instrumentsi P-i"F.
Prerequisite: MUS 212 or permission of instructor. 2 sem. hrs.
I|IIJS g2l-322. COMPOSnON ltr: Begirming explorations of original composition
whiclr utilize equally the concepb of pitch, temporal eleurents, timbres, and dynamics.
Prerequisite: VIUS Zi+ or pernrission of instructor. 2 sem- hrs. uch
MUS 331. CHORAL MUSIC PEDAGOGY: Pedagogical techniques for choral en-
sembles. Topics indude the singing voice, the dranging voice, organization, artistic
developmenf and rehearsal techniques. 3 sem. hrs.
MUS 332. INSTRI"IMENTAL MUSIC PEDAGoGY: Pedagogical techniques for band
and orchestra. Topics indude teaching and retrearsal techniques, organization, learn-
ing theories, philosophy, literature, and programming. Field experience will be re.
MUS
quired.
ation and assessment in music therapy.
University of Dayton VI
3 sem. hrs.
3 sem. hrs.
Oboe, bassoon, and saxophone courses 
€ue 7 weeks long. Fee. 12-L sem.hr.
MUS 337. BRASS PEDAG@Y: Pedagogical tedrniques for the brass instruments.
separate section for each instrument. Trumpet is a full-term course. Horn, trombone, and
baritone/tuba courses are 7 weeks long. Fee. 12-l sem, hr.
MUS 338. PERcussIoN PEDAGOGY: Pedagogical tedmiques for the percussion in-
struments. Fee. L sem, hr.
MUS 339. STRING PEDAGoGY: Pedagogical tedrniques for the string instruments.
separate sections for upper strings and lower strings. Each section is a full-term course.
Upper strings should be taken before lower strings. Fee. 1. sem. hr.
MUS 335. ELEMENTARY MUSIC PEDAGGY: Pedagogical technigues for dass-
room musjc. Topics include the pedagogical methods of. Mf., Kodaly, suzuki, and
Dalcroze; lesson-plan design and implementation. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 335. WOODWIND PEDAGOGY: Pedagogical techniques for the woodwind in-
struments. Separate sectionfor eachinstrument. Clarinetand flutearefull-tem courses.
MUS 345. CHORAL CONDUCTING: Continuation of techniques introduced in
1ry9 ?40, dealing specifically with techniques for choral ensembles. prerequisite:MUS240. 2sem.fus.
MUS 346. INSTRUMENTAL CONDUCTING: continuation of techniques introduced
intIUS 240, dealing specifically with tedniques for band and ordrestra. prerequisite:MUS240. 2sem.hs.
MUS 350. SACRED MUSIC HISToRY: A suruey of the developmentof christianMusic
and its function in worship. The focus will be on historical style, induding both their
inlPact on and tfeir 3pplication within liturgical settings, as well as on the religious
reflections engendered by specific works. kercquisits Pernission of instnrcto'r. 3 em. hs.
MUS 360. SPECIAL TOPICS IN MUSIC: studies in specialized areas of music.Ilay be repeated as topics change up to six semester hours. Prerequisite: permission
of instructor. l.-B sem. hrs.
MUS 385. MUsIc THERAPY PRINCIPLES: Principles and processes underlying
the applications of music in therapy, induding writing goals and objectives and tieat-
ment plans. Applications of the teadring-leaming pr@ess, gfoup dynamics, and evalu-
MUS 386. MUSIC THERAPY METI{ODS AND MATERIALS: Applications of vari-
o-us methodsand approaches inpsychotherapy, drild development, andrel,ated fieldsto
the-practice of music therapy. Review of the clinical and research literaturepertaining to
techniques and materials of music therapy. 3 sem. hrs.
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MUS 387. PRACTICLIM IN MUSIC TIIERAPY III: Pre.intemship field experiences
with handicapped children and/or adulb. Corequisite: MUS 385. l sem. hr.
MUS 3SS. PRACTICUM IN MUSIC THERAPY IV: Pre'intemship field experiences
with handicapped children and/or adule. Corequisite: MUS 386. L snn.b.
MUS390. MUSIC ENSEMBLES: OpentoallUniversity studenbbyaudition. Required
participation by music majors as specified in various degree programs. Gl. sem. hr.
MUS 390. MARCHING BAND: Plays at all home and some away football games.
Membership includes winds, percussion, twirlers, and Flyerettes. Concentrates on
quality sound, offering 4wide varietyof musical styles. Combines show and corps strle
etemants in presenrtations. No auditions for winds of Percussion. OPqr to all Univefsity
students. - 0-'L sem. hr.
MUS 390. PEP BAND: Membership is by audition, and indudes winds and percussion
only. Performs at all home men's bastcetbatt gaqtes and some away games' ppen to gll
university students, with priority given to mardring band members. 0-1 sem. hr.
MUS 390. UNIVERSITY STRINGS: Ensernble of 20 string players specializing in string
ordrestra music. 0-L sem. hr.
MUS 390. CHAMBER SNGERS: Select ensemble of.'1.6-24 mixed voices which
perfofms chamber music from all style periods in on-campus and off-camPus
ioncerts. Audition required. 0-7 sem. hr.
MUS 390. JAZZ ENSEMBLE: Ensemble specializes in the interpretation and per-
formance of traditional and contemporary big band iazz, including the art ofimprovisation. 0-1 sem' ht'
MUS 390. IAZZ COMBO: Small ensemble study of works by major American jazz
composers. Emphasis on grouP and individual improvisation. 0'1/2 sem. ht'
MUS 390. OPERA WORKSHOP: Performance techniques for the singer-actor
through the study and performance of music from operatic literatwe. 0-L/2 sem.hr.
MUS 390. EBONY HERITAGE SINGERS: Ensemble specializing in the sacred
music of African Americans with particular emphasis on contemPorary gospel
music. Open to the entire University community regardless of ethnic background
or religious affiliation. No audition required. 0-7 sem. hr.
MUS 390. CELEBRATION VOCAL TRANSIT: SMAII CNSEMbIE Of 13-16 MiXCd
voices which specializes in vocal jazz,pop music and show tunes. Presents several
on-campus ani off-campus concerts annually. Audition required. 0-1. sem. hr.
MUS 390. STRING ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. PIANO ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. BRASS ENSEMBLE: Study of repertoire for
including brass quintet, horn ensemble, and others.
MUS 390. PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE:
0-1/2 sem. hr.
0-L/2 setn. hr.
small brass ensembles
0-L/2 sem. hr.
0-'L/2 sem. hr.
MUS 390. WOODWIND ENSEMBLE: A combination of woodwind instruments to
include flute choir, clarinet choir, saxophone choir, woodwind quintet, and others.
0-I/2 sem. hr.
MUS 395. SPECIAL TOPICS IN GUTTAR: A repeatable guitar class with different
topics each term, sudr as accompanimmt, blues, jazz, classical, bluegrass, etc. Prereq-
uisite: MUS 295 or permission of instructor. '1. sem. hr.
MUS 398. INSTRI-IMENT AL IA7Z, IMPROVISATION: Individualized instruction in
instrumental jazz improvisation. Study of jaz,z theory aural developmen! stylistic
considerations, and repertoire. Corequisite participation in ]azz Ensemble and / or IazzCombo. L sem.hr.
MUS 399. PERFORMANCE STUDIES: Private instruction (one 30-45 minute lesson
each week) in pianq voice, organ, violin, viola, cello, bass, flute, oboe, darinet, bassoon,
saxophone, trumpet-comet, French hom, trombone, baritone, fuba, percussion, harp,
harpsichord, classical and pick-style gurtar, and jazz lessons in piano, guitar, bass,
drums, brass, and woodwinds. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. Fee. L-2 sem, hrs.
MUS 401. MEDIEVAL AND RENAISSANCE MUSIC: The development of music
from circa r00 to L600, including plainchant early polyphony, Ars Nova, and Renais-
sance music; the relationship of music to other arts and to ib historical context. open to
all Universify students. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 402. BAROQLIE MUSIC: Literature and performing practices from 1600 to
1750; the relationship of music to social and cultural movements. Open to all
University students. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 403. CLASSIC AND ROMANTIC MUSIC: Literature and performing practices
from L750 to 1900; the relationship of music to social and cultural movements. Open to
all University students. 3 sem. hrs.
MUS
MUS 390. CLASSICAL GUITAR ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. I AZZ GUIT AR ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. BAROQIJE ENSEMBLE:
MUS 390. HANDS IN HARMONY: A sign-singing ensemble.
and avant-garde. Open to all University students.
MUS 212 or permission of instructor.
University of Dayton VI
0-1/2 sem. tu.
0-'L/2 sem. hr.
0-1/2 sem. hr.
0-L2. sem. hr.
2 sem. hrs,
2 sem. hrs,
MUS 404. TWENTIETH-CENTURY MUSIC: A srudy of 2Oth-century music, irs
styles, and its cultural contexts, including post-romantic, impressionistic, neo-dassic,
MUS 405. PIANO UTERAruRE: Comprehensive survey of literature for the piano.
Required of piano performance majors. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
2 sem. hrs,
MUS 413. STYLE AND DESIGN-ANALYSIS: Exploration of appropriate analytical
techniques as applied to Western music from the Renaissance to the present. Prerequisite:
MUS 414. STYLE AND DESIGN-SYNTHESIS: Exploration and application of vari-
ous musical styles as demonstrated by original compositions patterned after selected
historic models. Prerequisite: MUS 413 or permission of instructor. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 416. ADVANCED ORCHESTRATION: Continuation of MUS 316. Intensive in-
strumentation studies and detailed analysis of orchestral work. Prerequisite: MUS 3L6.
2 sem, hrs,
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MUS 418419. RESEARCH IN MUSIC THEORY: Practical experience in analysis for
music theory or composition majors.Prerequisites: Senior standing in music, permission
of instructor. 2 sem' hrs' each
lvtrJS 421422. COMPOSITION IV: Advanced work in musical composition: writing
multi-movement forms of both vocal and instrumental music. Prerequisites: MUS 321-
322, permission of instructor. 2 sem. hrs. each
MUS 423. COMPOSITION FOR LARGE ENSEMBLES: Preparation and execution of
an extended work for large instrumental or vocal ensemble. All aspecb of score and Part
preparation, notation, orchestration, correction, rehearsal, and performance will be
consiaerea. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 2 sem' hrs'
vNS 424. ADVANCED NOTATIONAL TECHNIQUES: Study of special prqblems in
contemporary notation and calligraphy. Work will be done through analysis of 20th-
century-tectuiiques and creative solutions to individualproblems' Prerequisite: Permis-
sion of instrucior. 2 sem' hrs'
MUS 425. ELECTRONIC MUSIC COMPOSnON: Study of musical electronic tech-
niques, ranglng from tape recorders and musique concrete *u9ugh synthesizer and
ana otganizea souna. kerequisib: Perrlrission of insbuctotr. 2sm'hts.
MVS  26.IMPROVISATIONAL MUSIC COMPOSITION: Discussion, study, and
performance of improvisational musical techniques, induding historical- overview of
classical extemporihtion, stream of consciousness, iazz, and aleatory and indetermin-
ism, Prerequisii'te: Perrrission of instructor. 2 sem' hrs'
MUS 430. IAZZPEDAGOGY: Methods and materials for the organizationand teach-
ng of jazz performance classes. Topics include teaching imgrolsalo1, the rltyt\m
dton, and repertoire for the sch-ool lazz band. Corequisite: Participation in the
iaz.zprogram, 
- 2sem'hrs'
MUS 431. MARCHING BAND PEDAGOGY: Methods and materials for the organ-
ization and teactring of the high school mardring band' To'Pics include-teaching and
rehearsal techniquJs, drill deslgrr, and philosophy. Field experience will be required.
Corequisite: Partibpation in marct ing fana. 2 sem' hrs'
MUS 435. PIANO PEDAGOGY: Systematic preparation for the development of piano
technique and tone; survey and study of graded teaching material. Prerequisite: Four
terms 6f piano sfudy or thi equivalent' - 2 sem' hrs'
MUS 439. SEMINAR IN MUSIC EDUCATION: Problem solving for the music
teacher. Group discussion of topics arising from the student teaching experience'
Corequisite: nbf Az. 3 sem' hrs'
MUS 440. ADVANCED INSTRIIMENTAL CONDUCTING: INdiVidUAIiZCd iNSINTC-
tion dealing with advanced analysis, interpretatioO aufal skills, repertoire study,9d
conductinglPrerequisite: MUS 345. 2 sem' hrs'
MUS 452. CONTEMPORARY UTTIRGICAL MUSIC REPERTOIRE: EXAMiNAtiOTT Of
ways in which contemporary musical resoutces are ufilized in the worstri-p of Christian
c6irches. Choral, congregational, cantoral and instrumental material willbe considered
in thecontextof bothtiretturgical seasonsand specific services. REL446 recomrnended.
Frer"qnisitet Permission of iristructor. 3 sem' hrs'
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MUS 459. cHuRcH MUsIc INTERNSHIP: Minimum of one semester's supervised
service a9 organistand/or-droral director in an approved parish setting. prere'quisites:
Completion of half of certificate requirements; pe-rmission. " 2 iem. hrs.
MUs 460. SPECIAL sruDIES IN MUSIC: studies in specialized areas of music, in-
duding music therapy and.music education. May be repeated as topics change, up to nine
semester hours. Prerequisite: senior standing in musil or permission of ir6tructor.
'L-9 sem. hrs.
MUs 485. PsYcHoLocIcAL FOUNDATIONS oF MUSIC I: study of the psycho.
socio-physiological processes involved in responses to music and sound. Acoustical
properties of mrrsic and physlolggy o-f sound perception. Nature of music ability and its
measurement. Prerequisites: PSY 101, junior standing in music. 2'sern. hrs.
MUS 486. PSYcHoLocIcAL FotrNDATroNS oF MUsIc II: Introduction to re-
search methods; review of literature on experimental sfudies. Research project. prereq-
uisite MUS 485 ' 2 sem. hri.
MUS 489. MUSIC THERAPY INTERNSHIP: Minimum of 6 months supervised
clinical traTing ttuoygh .Fidot! intemship in an NAMT-approved progrim. rnis
precedes the.granting of the degree. prerequisites: senior standingiin music
merapy; penrusslon. 2 sem. hrs.
MUS 491. MIAMI VALLEY SYMPHONY: perforrring ensemble of string, wind, brass,
Td.p-":Tsto." players; preparing-literature for orchestra and chamber oithestra. opento all University community members by audition. GL sem'. hr.
MUS 492. TINIVERSITY WIND ENSEMBLE: select band that performs the finest in
wind literature. Presents regular concerts during fall and winter-terms. 0-1. sem. hr,
MUS 493. TINIVERSITY CHORALE: Mixed vocal ensemble performins music from
all style periods in regular concert appearances.open to all University sirdents.
0-L sem. hr.
MUs 499. PERFORMANCE sruDIES: Private instruction (L-hr. lessons weekly) in
the same subjects as MUS 399. Prerequisite: permission of instructor. Fee. 4 smi. hrs.
MUS $0. SPECIAL STUDIES IN MUSIC: Studies in specializsd areas of music. pre-
requisite: Permission of instructor: L-4 sem, hrs.
-"*.- Education course. See Chapter V.
MUSIC FEES: The following fees include practice privileges. This fee schedule is subject
to change by the University.
Fee per term
Small group instruction in various instruments MUS 1gG79g, 2SZ , 2gg,
239,293,294,29G299,336,337,33& 339) $ lm
MUS 3ee 
::*T::.:::::: 3: ::*::::.:::T:::: T::: :-:.11*1 10_15s
MUS 499 Performance Studies: One 5O-minute lesson weekly .. $210
TU
NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY (NMT)
The program leading to a Bachelor of science with a major in Nuclear Medicine
Technoiogy consisb oithree years of preclinical instruction at the University of
Dayton and a twelve-month didactic and dinical curriculum off campus. The
University is affiliated with the Nuclear Medicine lnstitute (NMI) at the University
of Findlay, Findlay, Ohio, for the senior-year cu:riculum. A studentmustcomplete
92-100 pr-eclinical semester hours before beginning the NMI program. Completion
of the NMI progmm qualifies students to take a national examination so as to
become certified nuclear medicine technologists. The curriculum is planned to meet
the requirements of the University of Dayton, the NMI, and the National Accredit-
ingAgencyfor clinical Laboratorysciences (NAACLS). The studentmustcomplete
all pieclinical semester hours before entering a fourth-year program at
theNMI.
CLINICAL YEAR
Acceptance into the fourth-year program at the university of Findlay is competi-
tive. Studenb make formal applications to the NMI in the fall term of the junior year.
Accepbnceisbasedonpreclinicalgrades (minimumC+ av-erlge oYe-ralland inthe
sciences), recommendation letters, rnotivation, and knowledge of the profesion.
Personal interviews ate not required. The fourth-year program lasts twelve months
and has two separate phases. The didactic comPonent consists of formal lectures,
student laboraiories, and seminars conducted at the NMI from late August to
December. The eight-month clinical cornponent that follows consisb of Preceptorshig
experiences conducted in a department of nuclear medicine at one of the hosgilal
affiliat"s of the NMI (in Ohio-and surrounding states). Upon completion of the
fourth year, students are granted the Bachelor of Science with a major in Nuclear
Medicine Tedmology at the University's winter corhmencement exercises.
Tuition and fees fbr the entire fourth year are established by the NMI. Studenb
willpaytheirNMltuitionandfeesthroughtheUniversityqfDaytol.Qe_University
will-charge the students the Basic University Fee for Terms I and II. Spgofif
informafi6n on such matters as fourth-year tuition and fees, room and boar4 book
costs, dress codes, and grading policies is in the NMI infOrmation brochures
available in the Premedical Programs Office.
NMT
PROGRAM 57: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLqGY (NIMT)I
Precliniral Years Semestet Hours
Required scimce and mathematics courses 5354
BIO151, 152,152L,*9,3@L,4f/3,403L. 16
cHM123,!29L,L24,124L,201,20LL,3L3,313L,3L4,314L..'...'.........' 20
Pl+Y 207,207L,202,202L.......,. 8
1';4f6t4pl,207 '...... G7
CI'S 1t14 or equivalmt ....'........... 3
Communication skills ............... ..,.,"""""""' GL2
NMT University of Dayton VI
cMM 101........ 
........ 0_3
ENG L01-L02 or 114 or 198; ENG elective 
............. Gg
Philosophy and religious studies.................... 12Humanities 
...,...................,... 9
Social and behavioral scimces g
General elective 3
First-year experience: ASI 150 ................... 
............................. 0-1
Preclinical semester-hour total ,....................... 12-LOO
ClinicnlYenr
NMT semester hours at the NM and affiliated hospita1................ 3g
FirstTerm: NMT430,431, 432,433,4U,435,4%............. 20
Second Term: NMT431L,435L,436L. L2
Third Term: NMT437........ 6
_ 
lconsult Gmeral Requiremmts for All Bachelor of science programs and Chapter V for
General Education Requirements.
'?If ba&ground is not suitable for calculus, then substitute MTH 114 precalculus, for
MTH 148.
FACULTY
Rae Ellen Huff (Arts and Sciences) University Program Director
Clinical Assistant Professor: Markon
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
The courses taken during the first three years at the University of Dayton, listed
underProgramsT- aredescribed underthe individualdepartments. Thesenioryear
is conducted at affiliated hospitals.
NMT 430. INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGY SCIENCE:
Topics indude medical temrinology- cardiopulmonary resuscitation (cpR), emergency
medical procedures, medical ethics, and terminology specific to the field of
nuclear medicine. 1 sem. hr,
NMT 431. NUCLEAR SCINTIGRAPI{Y: Theoretical aspects of nuclear medicine
ilnugtrtg procedures including applicable pathophysiolbgy, technical aspects for
data acquisition, and computer analysis of data as well as systemic radionuclidetherapyprocedures. 3 sem. hrs.
NMT 431L. CLINICAL NUCLEAR SCINTIGRAPHY LABORATORY: practical ap-
plications related to NMT 431 . 6 sem. hrs.
NMT 432. RADIATION PHYSICS: Applicable aspects of nuclear and atomic physics
covered in theory and mathematical formulae. Theoretical topics include atomii and
nuclear structure, radioactive decay, interactionswithmatter, and radionuclideproduc-
tion methods. Mathematical concepts are the decay equation, dose calculations, inverse
square law, shielding formula, radioactive equilibrium, and radiation dosimetry.
5 sem. hrs.
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NMT 433. NUCLEAR MEDICINE INSTRUMENTATION: Basic principles of both in
vitro and in vivo instrumentation. The design, operation, and quality control of gas
detectors and scintillation detectors; survey equipment, spechometers, and stationary
imaging devices with their application to nuclear medicine. LaboratoryexPerisrcewith
single drannel analyzers and Anger cameras, 5 sem. hrs.
NMT 434. RADIATION BIOLOGY AND RADIATION PROTECTION: Topics in
radiobiology indude ionization and energy transfer; the molecular, cellular, tissues
and organ responees to radiation; and acute and chronic effects of radiation. Topics in
radiationprotectionindude licensing requirements, guidelines for radiation Protection,
governing agencies, radiation signs, record keeping personnel and area monitoring
iadionudide receipt, storage, and disposal, and management of clinical radiation spills.
2 sem. hrs.
NMT 435. RADIOISOTOPES IN RADIOASSAY: Topics indude the basic principles
of immunology, various fypes of radioassays, sensitivity and specificity of procedures,
proper tet protocol and procedures, pathology of various tests, and normal values.
Nonimaging laboratory studies such as venipuncture, blood volumes, red cell sfudies,
and gastrointestinal absorption studies. 2 sem. hrs.
NMT 435L. RADIOASSAY LABORATORY: Practical applications related to NMT t135.
3 sem. hrs.
NMT436. RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS: Topicsinclude tracer theory, pharmacologi-
cal actions, localization methods, radiopharmaceutical properties, radionuclide genera-
tors, radiopharmaceutical preparations and quality control and transient vs. secular
equilibrium. All routinely used radiopharmaceuticals are discussed. 2 sem. hrs.
NMT 435L. RADIOPHARMACEUTICAL LABORATORY: Practical applications
related to NMT 436. 3 sem. hrs.
NMT 437. CLINICAL NUCLEAR MEDICINE: Completion of 1,400 hours of super-
vised clinical eaining at an affiliate hospital. Instruction and participation in the perfor-
mance of various clinical nuclear medicine procedures, patient care, administrative
duties, radiopharmaceutical preparation and quality control, equipment qualityconhol
quality assurance, and radiation safety. 6 sem. hrs.
L87
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PHTLOSOPHY (PHL)
The objective of the philosophy major program is to provide students with the
opportunity to understand contemporary philosophy in view of the history of
philosophy. Students majoring in philosophy must successfully complete a mini-
mum of 33 semeter hours as described below in program A13.
The philosophy minor consists of 18 semester hours of coursework, at least L2 of
which must be at the 300-400 level. Required courses are 103, 201 or 302, 350 or 351
ot 352, one 400-level seminar, and 6 additional semester hours at the 300-400 level.
Courses in logic and the history of philosophy are prerequisites for 40Glevel
seminars.
PROGRAM A13: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
PHILOSOPHY (PHL)1
Philosophy.....
Major Requiremmts: PHL 103, 302, 350, 352, and any four4O0level seminars; 9 additional
sem. hrs. at the 300-400 level. Courses in logic and the history of philosophy are
prerequisites for 400-level seminars.
Natural science
Matherutics (Jv,.fITI 102, 204, 205 exduded) .
Social and behavioral scimces..
Humanities
Religious studies
Senester Houtfs
33
7
3
t2
L8
9
G8
v9
&1
L20
ForeigJr language or quantitative skill courses2
Communication skills ............
First-year experience: ASI 150 .........,.,.......,.
General Education courses and electives to total at least
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
Tither G8 sem. hrs. in a foreign language or 6 sem. hrs. in guantitative skills courses (e.9.,
computer science, statistics, or mathematics) beyond the basic skills mathematics requiremenl
Where appropriate, this credit may apply to other requiremmts.
FACULTY
Patricia A. Iohnson, Chairperson
Professors Emeriti: Nersoyan, Rhodes
Professrs: Herbenick,Johnsor; Kunkel, Monasterio, Tibbetb, Ulrictr, Zembaty
Associate Profusors: Benson, Fouke, Payne, Quinn, Richards
,4ssbtant Professors: Fischer, Inglis, Luke, Mosser
kcturen Mullins
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
NOTE: PHL L03 or ASI 1-01-L02 is a prerequisite for all other PHL courses except
PHL2O1.
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* pHL 103. INTRODUCTION TO PHILOSOPHY: Introduction to philosophical reflec-
tion and study of some central philosophical questions in the Western intellectual
tradition,includingquetionsof ethics,humanknowledge and metaphysics. Readings
from major figures in the history of philosophy sudl as Plato, Aristotle, Augustine,
Aquinas, Desca*es, Hume, and Kant. 3 sem' lrs.
*PHL 201. PRACTICAL LOGIC: lntsoduction to the principles of correct reasoning;
tectrniques for the evaluation of argumenb; common fallacies in argumentation; appli-
cations to current issues in ethics and other areas. 3 sem. hrs.
* PHL 302. SYMBOLIC LOGIC: Concentrated study of the valid forms of deductive
arglment and proof in the propositional logic and in predicate logic; study of forrral
ryrt.t t and oflogic and language. 3 sem.hrs.
* PHL 304. PHILOSOPHY OF HLTMAN NATURE: The nature of human beings; the
functionsof consciousness,thepossibilityoffreedom,thesourcesofvalue,andthegoals
of human life. 3 sem. hrs'
,. PHL 306. PHILOSOPHY OF KNOWLEDGE: Various criteria, origins, and definitions
of knowledge proposed by cornmon sense, science, philosophy, and mysticism; que+
tionsof evid-enle, ionsistency, andvaliditypertaining to theproblem of truthandbelief.
3 sem. hrs.
" 
pHL 307. PHILOSOPFIY AND WOMEN: Issues and problems related to feminist
analysis of societyandits ideals, sudr as equal opportunity, sex roles and gender, reverse
dis'crimination, violencg and language. 3 sem. hrs'
,r PHL 308. METAPHYSICS: Issues and problems under sudr topics as appearance and
reality; universals; relations of mind and matteri the nature of persons and personal
idenrity; causality; freedom and deterrrination. 3 sem' hrs'
* PHL 309. PHILOSOPHY OF MIND: An analysis of the concept of mind and allied
issu$ such as thenatureof human agency, autonomy, weakness of will, self-deception,
and the rationality of emotions. - 3 sem.ltrs.
'r PHL 310. SOCIAL PHILOSOPHY: The concepts of liberty, justice, and equality as
they relate to social problems sudr as punishment and retrabilitation, insanity and
responsibility,privacy,populationregulation,economicinjustice,environmenhldegra-
dation, discrinninatioir,ind reverse discrimination . 3 sem' hrs'
* pHL 311. PHILOSOPHY OF REUGION: The main issues involved in religious belief
andpractice,suchastherelationshipbetweenreasonandrevelation;criticalpresenhtion
of vitws of main writers in the field. 3 sem.hfs.
* pff1. 912. ETHICS: Various type of moral and ethical theory in the Westerrr hadition
and major problems zuctr as the extent of human responsibility and the conditisrs for
makingethical judgments. 3 sem' hrs'
* pHL g13. BUSINESS ETHICS: Review of general ethical theory; ethical assessmenb of
incidenb that oftqr occur in commerce affecting employees, employers, consumers,
competitors, or the local community. 3 sem. hrs.
,. PHL 314. PHILOSOPHY OF LAW: Major concepts of law to include the nature of law,
legal reasoning liberty, justice, responsibility, punishmort. 3 sem' hrs'
PHL
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"PHL 315. MEDICAL ETHICS: lntsoduction to morality in general and inquiry into
the major moral problems of medical practice: human life and the preservation of
its integrity. 3 sem. lrs.
*PHL 3L5. ENGINEERING ETHICS: Introduction to ethical issues in engineering
by developing theories of moral justification and codes of ethics for engineers, and by
applying these theories and codes to moral issues in engineering. 3 smt. hrs.
" PHL3L7. ETHICS AND MODERN WAR: Study in applied ethics foctrsing on three
aspects of the arrrs race: declassified data on the reality of the nudear arms buildup;
normative analysis of such themes as war, pacifism, just cause, deterence, and nudear
proliferation; and moral assessment of altematives for the future. 3 sem. fus.
*PHL 318. FAMILY ETHICS: Introduction to the development of the concept of a
familyinthe traditionof Westemphilosophyand thephilosophic analysis of contempc
rary ethical problems in marriage and in parenthood. 3 sem. hrs.
't PHL 319. INFORMATION ETHICS: Examination of ethical principles, code$, cases,
incidents, and issues in the design, implementation, and use of computerized infornra-
tion systems. 3 sem. hrs,
" PHL 320. PHILOSOPHY OF ART: Theories of art and criteria of evaluation developed
byphilosophers,artists,andcritics;therelationshipbetweenartandsocietyandbetween
artistic and other human values. i sem. hrs.
* PHL 321. ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS: Study of the principal ethical perspectives on
the beaEnmt of animals and nature induding such issues as agriculture, energy,
pollution, and economics; assessment of political responses to current environmental
problems. 3 sem, ltrs.
* PHL 323. PHILOSOPHY AND LITERATURE: Critical examination of philosophical
concepts in selected literary masterpieces, ancient and modem. 3 sem. hrs.
" P}lL324. PHILOSOPHYAND FILM: lntroductiontophilosophicalissuesandaesthetic
theory through a critical reading of texts and exa:nination of selected narrative, docu-
mentary, animated, or abstract films. 3 smt. hrs.
"PHL 325. PHILOSOPHY OF MUSIC: Examination of theories on the meaning of
music; experiencing music :lri composer, performer, and listener; aesthetic criteria;
moral effect of music. 3 sern. hrs,
*PHL 327. PHILOSOPHY OF PEACE: Examination of human violence and ethical
justifications for war and exploration of resolutions for human conflict in processes such
as pacifism, peacemaking, democratic world governance, nonviolent caring and a
sustainable economy. 3 sem. hrs.
*PHL 330. PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE: Study of the presuppositions and implica-
tions of scientific inquiry from a humanistic viewpoinf explanation in science, the
relation between facts and theories, and problems of verification. 3 sem. hrs.
r PHL 331. SCIENCE, OBIEC${TY, AND VALUES: Study of three interrelated issues:
the limits of scientific methodology; science as a social institution; and science and
human values.
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*PHL 332. IECHNOLOGY AND VALUES: Study of the social impact of tedmology-
scientists' responsibility; technological change and social change; the "technological fix";
democracy and the new technological elite; counter-culture qntiques of tedtnology'
3 setn. hrs.
PHL 340. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PHILOSOPFIY: Examination of perennial and
contemporary problems of philosophy. May be repeated when topic varis. 3 sem. hrs.
*PHL 314. CORE SEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY: Culminating course for students in
CORE: discussion of selected readings on the issue of human values in a pluralistic
society in such areas as wealth and poverty, educatioo and war and peace. Open only
tostudenbinCORE. 3 sem. hrs.
*PHL 345. HONORS SEMINAR IN PHILOSOPHY* Study and seminar discussion of
selected major philosophical works and of the analysis, interpretation, and criticism of
these works. Open by permission only to students in the University Honors Program.
3 sem.lvs.
* PHL 350. CLASSICAL GREEK PHILOSOPHY: The Greek oigins of Westem scientific,
philosophical, and political though! relationships to current thoughts; ideas of the pre'
Socratics, Plato, and Aristotle in their cultural contexts. 3 sem. fus.
*PHL 351. MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY: Major philosophical problems from the 4th
through the 1 6th centuries and their importance in shaping cwrent beliefr and traditions
in the Augustinian, Jewish, Islamic, Persian, Thomist, and Oxford cultural settings;
human action, conscience, freedom, and law. 'i t sem' hrs.
* PHL 352. MODERN PHILOSOPHY: Development of philosophy in the 17th, 18th, and
19th centuries, with emphasis on problems in the theory of knowledgo the philosophy
of mind, and the relation between knowledge and human action for their impact on later
philosophy. 3 sem. hrs.
* PHL 353. CONTEMPORARY PHILOSoPHY: A study of some of the major philosophi-
cal movements in the 20th century including pheromenology, existentialism, critical
theory @rankfurt School), hermeneutics, and analytic philosophy. 3 sem. hrs.
'$PHL 355. EASTERN PHILOSOPHY: Introduction to the ways of Asian wisdom
considering Oriental philosophy as a special2ed leaming directed to the attainment of
enlightenment and equanimity. Comparisons with Westem traditions' 3 sem. hrs.
*PHL 356. CHRISTIAN PHILOSOPHY: Major issues such as the relation of faith to
re.!son, the relation of science to faith, and the problem of nafural law; works by con-
temporary philosophers such as Kierkegaard, Marcel, Maritain, Noonan, and Pfantinga.
3 sem. hrs
'f PHL 357. RADICAL PHILOSOPHY: Study of major attempts to develop a critical
understanding of society; analysis of theories such as socialism, anardfsm, feminism,
critical theory, and critical race theory. i sem. hrs.
PHL
* PHL 358. MARXIST PHILOSOPHY: lntroduction to the thought of Karl Marx through
a study of the historical setting of the man and his writings, along with recent interpre-
3 se1n, hrs,tations of his thought.
*PHL 359. PHENoMENOLOGY: The historical origin of phenomenology, its nature,
goals, and scope; impact on the social scimces, psydrology, and psychiatry with
Emphasis on th-e thought of Husserl and his students. 3 sem. hrs,
* PHL 360. D(STENTIALSIM: Maior themes in representatives of the existentialist
movement, such as human freedoni, the absurdify ol human existence, the primacy of
action, and the roles of speculation and the emotions. 3 sem. hrs.
*PHL351. AMERICANPHILOSOPHY: Introductiontoselectedwritingsof suchdassical
American thinkers as Thoreau, James, Mead, Dewey, Santayana, and Whitehead. Topics
PHL Universitv of Davton VI
indude knowledge, freedom, and human values. 3 sem. hrs.
PHL 362. PHILOSOPFIYOF LANGUAGE: Theories of meaningand referenceand their
philosophical sigpificance. 3 sem. hrs,
* PHL370. POUTICALPHILOSOPHY: Philosophicaltheoriesregardingthenatureof the
state and the legitimation of political authority will be analyzed and evaluated in the
context of philosophical conceptions of human nature, liberty, equality, justice, weUare,
and Powef. 3 sem. Irs,
PHL 440. SEMINAR 
- 
ADVANCED PROBLEMS IN PHILOSOPHY: Detailed exami-
nation of some of the more technical problems of philosophy as well as those problems
that arise in interdisciplinary settings upon which philosophers have brought their
tectnical skills to bear. May be repeated when to'pic varies. 3 sem. hrs.
PHL 451. SEMINAR IN INDIVIDUAL PHILOSOPHERS: Detailed examination of
thethoughtofanindividualphilosopher(e.g"Aquinas,IGnt,RawbQuine)whoisofsufficient
imporErce towarrantspecialstudy. Maybe rryeatedwhen bpic varies. 3sttt. fus.
PHL ML SEMINAR-{ONTEMPORARY EPISTEMOLOGY: Study of recent philo-
sophical workin the theory of knowledge inclusive of scepticism, knowledge andbelief,
evidence and justification, theories of perception and knowledge, human interets
and valuation. 3 sem. hrs,
PHL M2. SEMINAR--{ONTEMPORARY ETHICS: Study of recent philosophical
work in ethics inclusive of an analysis of ethical concepb, theories of norrrative etlrics,
theorie of human action, and moral iustification. 3 sem, hrs,
PHL 463. SEMINAR--<ONTEMPORARY METAPHYSICS: Study of recent work in
metaphysicsindusiveof thenatureof metaphysics, causality, freewill and deterrdnism,
personal identity and the theory of mind and body. 3 sem. hrs.
PHL 4190. DIRECIED READINGS: Guided independent study primarily for philcophy
majors but open to studenb who have completed 12 seuu hrs. in philcophy. Normally, 3 sem
hs.butinc€rtainesesthednirpersonmayapp'rove1,2,or4sernhls. lvlayberepeatedwhen
topicvarie. Iterequisie Penrrissionof theinstrucbrandthe 3*m.fus.
PHL 492. DIRECTED RESEARCH: Faculty-directed researdr for philosophy majors
who have completed all 30Glevel requirements and at least one 40(Flevel seminar.
Students will write a substantial paper in relation to this research. Pennission of the
instructor and the chairperson
i General Education course. See Chapter V.
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PHYSICAL SCIENCE (PSC)
The Physical Science Program is administered by the Deparhnent of Physics. It
provides abroad trainingin thephysicalsciences thatisdesirableforonewhoplans
to pursue a goal built on a composite science background. The physical science
major combines adequate physics, chemistry, geolory, and mathematics to provide
a sound working knowledge of physical science. Since the program is less special-
ized than one in a single science, it has provision for adequate course selections and
sufficientelectives to provide the opportunityforconcenhated studyina discipline
chosen to meet the career objectives of the individual student.
PROGRAM 58: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
PHYSICAL SCIENCE (PSC)I
Semestq Hours
Physics: PHY 20 6, 207, 208, zlOL, 2lLL
Chemistry: CHM 123, 123L, L24, I24L............
Geology: GEO 115, 715L, 1L6, 116L.................
Mathematics: MT'H 116, L68, 169, 2L8, 219...................
Upper-level physical sciences (at least 12 sem. hrs. in physics)
Philosophy and Religious studies .......-.-..-....
Humanities
Social and behavior sciences ......
Communication skills .....,..........
Computer Science: C[€ 132 or
Social and behavioral scimces
L4
First-year experience: ASI 150 ......
Gmeral Education courses and academic electives to total at least
tConsult General Requirements for All Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for
General Education requirements.
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PHYSICS (PHY)
The program leading to the Bachelor of Science with a major in Physics is
designed to provide a strong yet versatile basis for a subsequent scientific cateer or
advanced siuay. vtinimum requirements for all majors are listed below, but
sfudenb planningforgraduateworkinphysics oranalliedarea are advised toselect
additionilmathematicsandphysicscourses.Aphysicsmajormustcompleteall300-
400-level courses with a 2.0 minimum grade-point average.
students in other disciplines who wish to minor in physics may take 12 semester
hours of any upper-level physics courses.
PROGRAM BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR
rN PHYSICS (PHY)I
Semester Hours
Physics ............
Basic courses: PI{y 206,207,208,2I0L,21LL 1L
PFIY 301, 303, 333,390, 408,4n, 431, and 300-400level electives ......'..'.. 26
Mathematics: MTH 158, 169, 2L8, 219, 302.'.........
Chemistry: CHM 123, 123L, 124, 124L.................
Philosophy and religious studies ......'...............
Humanities
Social and behavioral sciences..
Comrnunication skills ..........'.....
Computer Scimce: C['S 132 or 1.114..............'.....'
Minor (300-40&level courses) if chosen
First-year experience: ASI 150
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least .......'....
lConsult General Requirements for all Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for
General Education requirements.
PRoGRAM S8B: BACHELOR oF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
PHYSICS-COMPUTER SCIENCE (PCS)I
Semester Hours
Computer Science .......................
Ci,S 150, L51,2j,0,3gt6,350,353, and two additional cour€es numbered above 340.
Additional numerical analysis courses are recommended'
Mathematics: MTH 158, L69, 2L8, 219, 302.................'..
194
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The combined program in physics and computer science leading to the Bachelor
of science with a hajor in Physics-Computer science emphasizes the use of com-
puter software in scientific applications and at the same time gives a foundation in
the scientific disciplines of physics and computer science. Minimum requirements
for the degree are listed below. Students are advised to select additional computer
science, mathematics, and physics courses as electives.
College of Arb and Sciences PHY
,......................... 27_30Physics
PIIY205,207,208,210L,21LL,323,333andfour additionalcoursesnumberedabove
300. In addition, a senior project involving some application of computers in physics
is recommended.
Communication skills ................
Humanities
Social and behavioral sciences
Philosophy and religious studies ....................
First-year experiencs ASI 150 ...................
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least
lConsult General Requiremmts for all Bachelor of Science Programs and Chapter V for
General Education requirements.
FACULTY
J. Michael O'Hare, Chnirperson
Distinguished Professor : Bueche
P rofessor Emeritus : Marlrr
Professors: Evwaraye, Graham, Kepes, Miner, O'Hare, Yaney
Assaciate Professors; Bemey, Craver, Erdei, Pedrotti
Assis t attt P r ofessors : Brecha
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
PHY 100. SEMINAR: Opportunify to become acquainted with the broad spectrum of
modem science through periodic meetings with the entire deparhnent. Invited speakers,
fibns, student presentations, book reviews, and informal discussions. For all physics and
physical science maiors. No credit
*PHY 105. PHYSICAL SCIENCE: Broad introduction to physical science. Emphasis
on concepts and scientific thoughtprocesses in dealing with principles in physicsi some
applications to chemistry, astronomy, and meteorology. This course includes an inte.
grated laboratory component. For nonscience students. Prerequisite: None. 4 sem. hrs.
'IPHY 108. PHYSICAL SCIENCE OF UGHT AND COLOR: A treafinent of physical
science with emphasis on light, color, and the interaction of [ght with materials. For
nonscience sfudents. Prerequisite: None. i sem. hrs,
PHY 108L. LIGHT AND COLOR LABORATORY: Laboratory ercperiences to accom-
panyPHY 108. 'L sem.hr.
*PHY 201. GENERAL PHYSICS: Topics from mechanics, thermal and mechanical
properties of matter, wave motion and sound, and electricity without the formalism of
calculus. First term, each year. 3 san. hrs.
3-9
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PHY 201L. GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY: lntroductory laboratory appropri-
ate for students of the health sciences. Experimental scientific techniques and the use of
standard laboratory equipment. One two'hour period each week. First term, each year.
Corequisite: PHY 201 or 206. 1. sem. hr.
/
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* PHY 202. GENERAL PHYSICS: Continuation of PHY 201 with a treatment of elechicity
and magnetism, wave motion and properties of ligtrt, atornic and nuclear physics.
Prereqrisite: PHY 201. Second tetar, eadr year. 3 smt.lns.
PHY 202L. GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY: Experimmtal scientific techniques
and theuseof standard laboratoryequipment. Onetwo-hourperiodperweek. Second
term, each year. Prerequisite PI{V 201L-. 7 sem. hr.
* PHY 203. MODERN TECHNICAL PHYSICS: Introduction to selected topics in
modemphysicswithoutthefornralismof calculus.Forengineeringtechnologystudents.
Prerequisit6s: Trigonometry, college algebra, and introductory statics and dry*iq.
3 setn. bs.
PHY 203L. TECHNICAL PI{YSICS LABORATORY: Iaboratory experiences to ac-
company PHY 203. 7 sem. hr.
PHY 204. INTRODUCTION TO MEDICAL ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION:
Iaboratorycourseintroducingbasicphysicalprinciplesandpracticesencounteredinthe
operationbf some electronic ilstrurientatiori used in mediial technology. For medical
tdctrnology students. Prerequisite None. 7 sem.Iv-
* PHY 206. GENERAL PHYSICS I-MECHANICS: Introductory course in medEnics.
Calculus conc€pb developed as needed. Three lectures, one recitation eadr week.
Corequisite: lvfiH ta8 or 16g. 3 sem. hts.
* PHY 206H. GENERAL PHYSICS I-MECHANICS (HONORS): Introductory course
in mechanics for studenb with a strong background in physics. Three lectures, one
recitation eaclr week. By invitation only 3 smr. hrs.
* PtN 207. GENERAL PHYSICS tr-ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM: The basic
principles of electricity and magnetism. Ttree lectures, one recitation eadr week. Prereq-
irisitei PHY 201 or ztiO vtnt i49 or 168. 3 sen. hrs.
* PHY 20ru. GENERAL PHYSICS tr_ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM (HONORS):
Basic principles of electricity and magnetism. Three lectures, one recitadon eadr week.
ny iniitatioir only - 3 sem. hrs.
* PHY 208. GENERAL PHYSICSm-MECHAMCS OF WAVES: Introduction to wave
phanomena (induding sound, ligh! and matter waves)_l94Tg to !Tj: concqts in
irodern physics. Prerequisites: PHY 202,14fH149; otPYN 207,Nm1169. 3 sem. hrs.
,3 PHY 208H. GENERAL PHYSICS ilI_MECHANICS OF WAVES (HONORS):
Introduction to modem phyeics through a study of wave phenomena including sound,
light, and matter waves.-B1i'invitation-only. 3 sem.Itts.
PHY 210L. GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY I: Lrtroduction to laboratory meth-
ods, handling of data, and analysis of resulb. Experiments app-ropriate to the back-
ground of studenC with an interest in mathematical and physical rience. Two hours
iaboratory one hour recitation eadr week. Corequisite PHY 205. 1' sem. ht.
PHY 211L. GENERAL PHYSICS LABORATORY tr: Laboratory methods, data hand-
ling, and analysis of results. Experiments appropriate to the background of students with
an-interest in mathematical and physical science. Two houre laboratory one hour
recitation eactr week. Prerequisite,PHY 210L. L sem. lr.
,s PHY 250. DESCRIPTryE ASTRONOMY: Descriptive survey for students who have
had little orno pre,nious exposure to astronomy; material from ancienttime_toPres€nt,
including pufsirs and quaii+tellar obiects. Pr6requisite: None. 94 sem. lns.
College of Arts and Sciences PHY
PTfy 299. SPECIAL PROBLEMS: Special topical coruses,laboratory, tutorial, or library
work in areas of current interest. Studenb should consult the composite. 7-4 sem.lts.
PHY 301. THERMAL PHYSICS: Thermodynamical descriptions of many partide sys-
tems obtained from microscopic statistical considerations; laws of thennodynamics,
kinetictheoryof dilute gases, andFermi-Diracand Bose.Einsteinstatistics. Prerequisite:
PFIY 208. Corequisite MTH 219. 3 sem. hrs.
PHY 303. INTERMEDIATE MECHAMCS I The fundamental concepts of medranics:
virtual wo& kinematics, special theory of relativify, Lagrange's equation-and central
forces, particle dynamics. Prerequisite: PHY 208. Corequisite: MTI{ 219. 3 sem. fus.
PHY 321. ATOMIC AND NUCLEAR PHYSICS: Concepb and models of the structure
of matter; atoms, ions, elechons and nuclei, radioactivity, interactions of radiation with
matter, particle detection, accelerators, nuclear models, nuclear reactions and processes,
and fundamental particles. Prerequisite: PHY 208 or consent of instructor. 3 sml hrs.
PHY 323. COMPUTATIONAL PHYSICS: The course will explore how computers are
used in physics. Topics will indude simulations of physical systems, numerical analysis,
and the use of mathematical analysis packages MATHCAD, for example.) Program-
mingwillbe doneinTrue BASIC andMATHCAD. Prerequisites: PHY208 andMTH2l8.
3 sem. ltrs.
PHY 333. DIGITAL AND ANALOG ELECTRONICS FOR SCIENTISTS: Basic concepb
of digital and analog integrated circuitelechonics are developed as awayto understand
modern microcomputer based instrumentation. A microcomputer based data collection
and analysis system is used to study binary data input and output, analog to digital
conversion (ADC) devices, digital toanalogconversion (DAC) devices, and other digibl
integrated circuits and concepts. The analog electronics part of the course begins with
a study of discrete analog devices and ends with operational amplifiers and their
application. Two hours lecture and two-hour laboratories each week. Prerequisite: PHY
211L or PHY 202L or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
PHY 390. INTRODUCION TO QUANTTJM MECHANICS: Basic postulates of quan-
tum mechanics with applications made to atomic physics. Prerequisites: PHY 208, MTH
219,302. 3 sem; hrs.
PHY 395. RESEARCH PARTICIPATION I: lndividual proiects conducted as part of
thephysicsUndergraduateResearchParticipationprogramtoencourageinvolvementof
sfudents with faculty researchers. Projects must be arranged in advance with faculty
research directors. L-6 sern. hrs.
PHY 399. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN (NAMED AREA): Special topical courses, labora-
tory, futoriaf or library work in areas of current interest. Students should consult
the composite. L-4 sem. hrs.
PHY 403. INTERMEDIATE MECHANICS tr: Emphasis on solving physical problems;
noninertial coordinate systems, rigid body motion, rotating systems, coupled systems,
introductory fluid statics and dynamics, nonnal coordinates, and the descriptions of
mechanics appropriate for the transition to wave mechanics. Prerequisite: PHY 303.
I sem, hrs.
/
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PHY tt()4. PHYSICAL OPTICS: The electromagnetic wave theory of light, propagation
of waves,reflectiorlrefractiorldispersion,polarization,diduoism,birefringmce,super-
position of waves, interference, diffraction, Fourier optics. Prerequisites: PHY 20&
MTFI219. 3 sem, hrs.
PHY 408. INTERMEDIATE ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM I: Electrostatics,
Coulumb's law, Gauss's law, potential, dielectric materials, electrostatic energy, solu-
tions to Laplace's and Poisson's equations, Biot-Savart law, Faraday induction law,
magnetization, and Maxwell's equations. Prerequisites: PHY 208, MTH 219.
3 sem. hrs.
PHY lCI9. INTERMEDIATE ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM tr: Further study of
electric and magnetic fields with emphasis on solving problems; Maxwell's equa-
tions, propagation of electromagnetic waves, electromagnetic radiation. Prerequisite:
PHY4O8. 3 sem. hrs.
PFTY 411. TOPICS IN MODERN PHYSICS: Elements of modern optics, solid state
and other selected subjects. Consult chairperson for details. Prerequisite: PHY 390
or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
PHY rt20. INTRODUCTION TO SOLID STATE: Classification of solids, crystals and
crystal structures, survey oflatticeproperties, free electron theory, band theory ofsolids,
semi-conductors, and crystal imperfections. Prerequisites: PHY 20& M1t1279.
3 sem. hrs.
PI{Y 43f'.437432433. ADVANCEDLABORATORY: Experimentalinvetigatiorsbased
on principles from atomic and nuclear physics, electricity and magnetism, modem and
classical optics, mechanics, solid state, ayogeirics, x-ray diffraction, surface physics, or
elechonics.Notallexperimentsavailableeverysemester;coruiultchairpersonfordetails.
Prerequisite: PFIY333. Corequisite: An advanced course in physics. 2 sem. hrs. each
PHY 4410. QUANTUM MECHANICS tr: Study of selected principles in quantum me-
chanics. Pretequisite: PHY 390. 3 sem. hrs.
PHY 460. SEMINAR: Presentation of papers by undergraduate students, faculty, and
guestlecturers on topics of concem to the modernphysicist. Reviews of books and films
appropriate to the group. '1" sem. hr.
PHY 495. RESEARCH PARTICIPATION tr: Individual proiects conducted as part of
thephysicsUndergraduateResearchParticipationprogramtoencourageinvolvemantof
students with faculty researchers. Projects must be a:ranged in advance with faculty
research directors. L-6 sem. hrs.
PHY 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN (NAMED AREA) (FIONORS): Laboratory, tutor-
ial, or library workin one of suchselected topics as solid statephysics, polymers, atomic
and nuclear physics, modern optics, theoretical physics, surface physics, or general
physics. Prerequisite: Permission of department chairperson.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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POLITICALSCIENCE (POL)
Amajorinpoliticalsciencerequires36semesterhoursofpoliticalsciencecourses.
A minor in political science includes POL 201 and four 3fi)400level conrses
selected by the sfudent to strengthen academic or career objectives.
PROGRAM A14: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
POLTTTCAL SCIENCE (POL)I
Semater Hours
Political science....................... 36
POL20L,202or214,207,3L7,and24additionalsem. hrs. indudinglS sem.hrs. atthe
30M00level (Students in the pre.law concentrationmay replace POL 207with ACC
207-208.\
Natural science .............,.........
Mathematics (iv .ffH I02, 2M, 205 exduded)
Social and behavioral sciences..
Humanities
Philosophy and religious studies ..................................
Communication skills ................
First-year experience: ASI 150 .....,.............
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least .................
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
MINORS AND AREA CONCENTRATIONS FOR MAJORS
A studentmajoringinpolitical science may elect a minor ineducation under the
EllAprogram (see EDT) or in any related disciplinewithin the College of Arts and
Sciences. The student must consult with the department administering the disci-
pline for the particular requiremenb of a minor. Alternatively, the student may elect
one of the four multidisciplinary concentrations in pre-law, international affairs,
public administration and urban affairs, and political joumalism developed by the
Department of Political Science. A student completing an area concentration will,
upon request, receive a certificate to that effect from the deparhnent.
Semester Hours
1. Prelaw
Required: POL 301 or 4LL; ENG 272 ,3L6, or 474 .
Choose three ECO 204; ENG 203,204, or 205; PHL 201; SOC 326,327 ...........
Recommended: POL495
2. Lrternational Affairs
Required: POL 202, 2I4..
Choose foun ANT 150; ECO 450,460,46L; any upperJevel non-American HST........
Recommended: Foreign language through 311 and study abroad
3. Public Administration and Urban Affairs
Required: POL 305, 306, 360 ...............
Choose three: MGT 314; IIST 355; S@ 328; ENG 370 or 372;
ECO,l45 or 485; POL 495........
,7
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4. Political foumalism
Required: POL 303,311; CMM 330
Choose three: CIvtM 201; CMM 353; CMM 43L, 331; POL 36O 450
FACULTY
David W. Ahem, Chairpnson
Professors: Kams, Kerns, Lapitan
Associate Professors: Ahem, Bilocerkowycz, Ensalaco, Fogel
Assistant Professms: Ghere, Inscho, Nelson
kcturer:Pulka
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
'i POL 101. GOVERNMENT AND SOCIETY: Examination of the major types of contem-
porary political systems and the relationship befween their ideologilal assurnptions qd
the operational realities. Types examined are democratic capitalist, democratic socialist,
communist, and fascist/stafrst. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 201. THE AMERICAN POLITICAL SYSTEM: Study of the American political
systern, its aftitudinal and constitutional base, its strucfure and processes. 3 sem. hrs.
POL202. INTRODUCTION TO COMPARATTVE POLHCS: Analysis of major con-
cepts and approaches in the study of comparative govemment and politics. 3 sem. lrs.
POLlO7. POLITICAL ANALYSIS: Introduction to the basic concepts and processes of
research in political science. 3 sem. Itrs.
POL 274. INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL POLITICS: Analysis of the dy-
namic forces of conflict and cooperation in world politics. 3 sem. lrs.
POL 300. POLITICAL ISSUES: Introductory examination of contemporary political
issues selected by the instructor, such topics as welfare, political morality, political
campaigns, institutional reform, and political economy. i sem. hrs.
POL 301. THE AMERICAN IUDICIAL PROCESS: Study of the judicial process as part
of thepolitical system. Focus on theparticipants (police,lawyers, judges, interest Srou?s,
litigane, jurors) and the process (criminal, civil, and appellate proceedings). 3 sem. hrs.
POL 303. STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT: Comparative study of the political
institutions, processes, and systems of the fifty states and their effect on the content and
administration of selected public policies, progranrs, and services. 3 sem.ltrs.
POL 305. INTRODUCTION TO PUBUC ADMINISTRATION: Basic principles of
organization and management in executive departments of government at all levelsi
questions of planning, leadership, and control. 3 sem.lvs.
* POL 306. PTIBLIC POUCY ANALYSIS: Introduction to  public policy-making sys-
tems and the methodology of policy analysis; theories of policy formulation, thepolicy-
makine process, means for measurinq policy effectivenest analysis of proposals forg r , g lir  tiveness, r l
oolicv chanse- 3 sem,. hrs.p y drange.
POL 310. PARTIES AND INTEREST GROUI€: Descriptive analysis of the nature
and interaction of parties and interest groups, and their role in the political systern.
3 sem. hrs.
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POL 320--Westem Euro'pe
POL 321-Russia and the New States
POL 323-Latin America
POL 32tl-Southem Asia
POL 32^fThe Middle East
POL 32G-Africa
College of Arts and Scimces POL
POL 311. PTIBUC OPIMON AND POLITICAL BEHAVIOR The formation, mainte'
nance, change, and impact of public opinion on the American political system; the role
of theory and analysis of data in understanding public and political behavior. 
sem. lrs.
POL 313. THE AMERICAN PRESIDENCY: Studt
devetopment of presidential powers, and ib r*a"ffi ni"frH:ffi[:i"$Tff. *"
PQLIIT.DEVELOPMENT OF POIJTICAL TFIEORY: ANAIVSiS O' *'*'"U,ffJJI
and political doctrines forming the tradition of Western ttroulht on politics. Theorists
induding Plato, Aristotle, the Stoics, Augustine, Aquinas, Madriavelli, Hobbes, Locke,
Rousseau, Mill, Mao<, Spencer, Lenin, Gasset, and Camw presented in their historical
and socio'political contexts. 3 sem. hrs.
POL32Q-329. COMPARATM POLITICS: Analysis of govemmental institutions and
political processeg of selected countries or areas:
POL 327-Southern Europe
POL328-{hina
POL 329-fapan
3 sem, hrs. each
* POL 331. NATIONAUSM AND ETI{NOPOLITICS: An analysis of the politics of
nationalism and ethnicity and their impact on social justice. Diverse case studies (U9
USS& Russia, Northem Ireland, Israeli-Palestinian) and institutions @uropean Com-
munity, United Nations) will be explored. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 335. LINITED STATES NATIONAL SECURITY POUCY: Analysis of various
political, economic, and military issues and problems relathg to U.S. national security.
POL 350. LEGISLATTyE POLITICS: Study of the U.S. Congres, ,o 
"rr^^-'j'j#lriUprocedures, and its powers and influsrce in the political system. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 360. LIRBAN POUTICS AND POUCY: Study of the nature of urban political
systeurs in the U.S. with emphasis on explanation of differences in their policy responses.
POL rm4. UNTTED STATE9LATIN AMERICAN RELATIONS: **.."r*'":Ki;
theforeignrelationsof theUnitedStat6withothercountriesof theWestemherdsphere.
Political, economic and securityissues areexamined fromboth theoretical andhistoricalperspectives. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 4m5. FISCAL OPERATIONS IN COVERNMENT: Course for students who plan
c.ueers in public service or not-for-profit agencies. Analytical tasks that relate to such
fiscal areas as revenue estimation, budgeting, expenditure monitoring and evaluation.
Microcomputers may be used in instruction. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 405. INTERNATIONAL LAW AND ORGANIZA'TION: Study of rules Sovem-
ingthecommunityof nations; thehnature, sources, and developmeng theintemational
agencies responsible for their development, interpretatioo and administration 
em. hrs.
POL 407. CHINESE FOREIGN POUCY: Analysis of the Chinese foreign policy
structure and processes as well as the development of Chinese foreigt poliry and
relations with the Soviet Unioo the United States, and the Third World. 3 sem. hrs.
POL University of Dayton VI
POL 408. AMERICAN FOREIGN POUCY: Criticd study of the American foreign
policy process and evaluation of the sources of American foreign policy. 3 sem. Ltrs.
POL 4@. RUSSIAN FOREIGN POUCY: Analysis of the intemal and external factors
shaping the foreign policies of Russia and the independent republics. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 410. COMPARATTVE FOREIGN POLICY: Comparative analysis of the foreign
policies of major states with emphasis on the process of policy development and on the
national and intemational determinants of poliry belraviors. i sem. hrs.
POL 411. CONSTTruTIONAL LAW: Analysis of the role of the U.S. Supreme Court
in its interpretation of the Constitution. Emphasis on the various methods of judicial
interpretation as they affect sudr provisions as the commerce clause, the taxing and
spendingpowers, dueprocess, the dimensionsof presidentialand congressional author-
ity, and the doctrine of judicial review . 3 sem. hrs.
POL 413. THE POLITICS OF BUREAUCRACY AND REGULATION: Examination
of the nafure and meaning of bureaucracy in contemporary American society and the
devices for its evaluation and conhol. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 421,. SEMINAR IN POLITICAL SCIENCE: Seminar on curr€nt problems and
issues in political science. May be taken more than once when content changes. Prereq-
uisite: Permission of professor . 3 sem. hrs.
POL 431. INDEPENDENT STUDY AND RESEARCH: Individual reading and re-
search on selected topics under faculfy direction. Recommended for seniors only.
Prerequisite: Permission of professor. 3 sem. hrs,
POL437. PROBLEMS IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS: Focus on selected problems
in intemational politics sudt as the causes of wat, negotiation, the Middle East, and
the North-South conflict. May be repeated as the topic changes. Prerequisite: POL 214
or permission. 3 sem, hrs.
* POL 450. CIVIL LIBERTIES: Analytical examination of civil liberties in the U.S. with
emphasis on the Suprerne Court as arbiter in the endless conflict between the demand for
indllvidual liberty and the needs of constitutional authority. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 452. POLITICAL VIOLENCE: Consideration of theoretical approadres to under-
standing violent change in political institutions; the continuum between violence and
nonviolence; revolution, revolt, campus dissent, and political assassination. Emphasis on
the roles of criminal justice and govemment agencies in meeting dissent. (Same as CRf401.) 3 sem. hrs.
POL 455. COMMUNISM AND POST-COMMUNISM: Analysis of communist theory
and practice in variow countries and the post-communist challenges facing states
seeking to build democracy, a market economp and overcome the communist legacy.
3 sem. hrs,
POL 456. THEORY AND PRACTICE OF FASCISM: The psydrological and attitu-
dinal elemenb of fascism; its manifestations in Italy, Germany, Spain, France, and
Austria; its relevance as a political phenomenon today. 3 sem. hrs.
POL 457. POLffiCAL CHANGE IN THE THIRD WORLD: Analysis of the concepts
of developmentand changewithinthe contextof Third Worldnations;emphasis on the
impact of modernization on political processes and drange. 3 sern. hrs,
College of Ars and Scimces POL
*POL 477. ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY: Examination of environmental public
policymaking and implementation in the U.S. and in the international arena. Analysis of
domestic and intemational govemmental responses to specific environmental issues.
3 sem. hrs.
POL 475. AMERICAN POLITICAL THOUGHT: Ideas that have shaped the Ameri-
can political system: Puritanism, the American Revolution, Hamiltonianism,
Jeffersonianism, racism, nativism, social Darwinism, the New Deal, and contemPorary
Iiberalism and conservatism. 3 sem, hrs.
POL 479. SELECTED TOPICS IN PUBUC POLICY: Intensive examination of policy
process, outcomes, and impact in an area or areas of American public poliry selected by
lhe instructoD such topics as transportatio& education, welfare, national defense, urban
and community deveiopment, civil rights, and science and technology. May be repeated
once when topic changes. 3 sem, hrs.
POL 495. INTERNSHIP: Supervisedexperienceingovemmentagenciesandprograms.
Prelaw sfudents are assigned to law firms and judicial chambers. Prerequisite: Permis-
sion of supervising professor, 3 sem. hrs.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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PRELAW
At the University of Dayton, students thinking about attending law school join
the Prelaw Program. That program provides themwith the guidance and academic
assistance necessary to prepare them for success in the sfudy of law. Because law
schools seek studenb with a broad, liberal arts education and discourage students
from having a vocationally-oriented "prelaw" major, prelaw students at the Univer-
sity of Dayton select undergraduate majors based on their interesb and aptitudes.
They select these majors either as incoming first-year students or, with the aid of
their prelaw advisors, later in their college career. However, in order to receive
adequate counseling, all students thinking about postgraduate work in law should
declare theirprelaw intentions to the prelaw office as early as possible. This enables
them to takefull advantageof all thecounseling, advising, andpreparatoryservices
provided by the Prelaw program.
In addition to courses in their majors, prelaw sfudenb select courses that heh
develop analytical skills and academic abilities necessary to success in law school
and careers in law. While no prelaw course of sfudy is perfect for all sfudents,
particular courses taken in conjunction with a traditional academic major provide
the prelaw student with an excellent academic preparation for legal study. Students
take courses which emphasize the following:
1. SkiU in the analysis and synthesis of ideas. Courses in such disciplines as
history literature, mathematics, philosophy, and the sciences develop critical,
analytical thinking.
2. Proficienry in communicating ideas effectively and clearly. Courses in sudr
areas as composition th"ory and process, in exposition and argumentation, in
persuasion, and in the tedrniques and uses of research aid in the development of
this ability.
3. Comprehension of the basic principles of the American political and legal
system, including their origins and functions. Courses in British and American
history, political science, and criminal justice promote an understanding of these
concepts.
4. A critical examination of the ethical issues in the law and the legal profession.
Courses in philosophy and religious studies form a basis for sudr an examination.
5. An understanding of the basic principles of economics and accounting.
Members of the Prelaw Faculty Committee help students develop an appropriate
colrrrie of study based on their interesb, aptitudes and goals. In addition, they
provide students with information about law school recruitnnent, financial ai4 the
Law School Admission Test (LSAT), and the writing of applications and securing of
recommendations. The PreLaw Prograrn also sponsors LSAT preparation work-
shops, a prelaw intemship for which students receive course qedit while working
in an attomey's office, and mock hial competition. A chapter of Phi Alpha Delta, a
national law fratemity, is active on campus.
PRELAW FACULTY COMMITTEE
Roberta Sue Alexander (History), Arector, Prelaw Program
Gustafson @conomics), Ingram (Criminal ]ustice), Kerns (Political Science),
Kimbrough (English), Payne (Philosophy)
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
PLW 301. MOCK TRIAL I Practice and performance of attorney and witness roles for
Mock Trial National Competition case. Repeatable up to 4 semester hours. 1. sem. hr.
PLW 302. MOCK TRIAL II: Practice and perfoflnance of attomey and witness roles for
MockTrial National Competition. Repeatable up to4 semesterhours. Prerequisite: PLW
301 and invihtion by mock trid coaches. 1 sem. hr.
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PREMEDICINE (MED)
AND PREDENTISTRY (DEN)
The Bachelor of Science with a major in premedicine (MED) or predentistry
(DEN) is an interdisciplinary curriculum of study. It is distinctively designed to
provide a science-based, diverse education as a preparation for admission to any of
theprofessionalhealthschoolsincludingmedicaf dental,veterinary,andchiropractic.
Courses in biology, chernistry, mathematics, and physics comprise the major.
Humanities and social sciences courses are also required. Within this framework the
curriculum is flexible and can be tailored to suit personal interests. During the first
two years, sfudenb enroll in cor.rrses appropriate forentry into professional schools
while they also fulfill basic University requirements.
Admisgion to professional schools depends upon many factors in addition to the
curriculum or major. Academic standing performance on standardized examina-
tions, practical experience relevant to the profession of interes! and adherence to
application procedures are all important. The University addresses these factors in
the following comprehensive rruurner.
While the Premedical Programs Office administers the DEN and MED majors,
this office is also the focal point for all matters related to admission to any of the
primary health schools. It is an information clearing house, functions as a liaison
with profesional schools, and coordinates the application process. Therefore,
students in any major who plan to apply to professional schools should maintain a
close relationship with this office.
The University automatically enrolls entering premedical or predental majors
into special orientation classes, and identifies them to the Premedical Programs
Office. Members of the Premedical-Predental Faculty Committee, which is com-
posed of science faculty members, advise these sfudents. However, advising
seryices are available to all pre'professional sfudents regardless of their major.
sfudents in other majors may elect to have committee members serve as their
secondary advisors; such students should identify themselves to the Premedical
Programs Office.
In addition to providing counseling, the Premedical-Predental Faculty Commit-
tee also monitors sfudents' academic progress. since admission to professional
schools is highly selective, premedical or predental sfudents who have non-com-
petitive academic records at the end of the second year of study are advised to
transfer to a traditional major. Traditional majors provide studenb with altemate
career paths, and are as acceptable to professional schools as a formal Premedical or
Predental major. Transfers to other majors, particularly to science majors, can
usually be accommodated during the first two years without affecting normal
progress towards graduation.
PREMEDICAL-PREDENTAL FACULTY COMMITTEE
B. Lawrence Fox, (Chemistry) Committee Chairpuson
Bajpai (Biology), Bemey (Physics), Graham (Physics), Keams (Biology),
Peterson (Mathematics), Singer (Chemistry)
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PROGRAM 59: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
PREMEDICINE (MED) OR
WITH A MAJOR IN
PREDENTISTRY (DEN)I
Semater Hours
Required science cources ................
BIO 151, 152,152L,201L
cHM 123, 123L, L24, 124L, 201, 20LL, 373, 3L3L, 3L4, 314L .............'.....
cPs 111...........
MTII 14&149 or l&L692 .......
PHY201, 202, orYI{Y206,207,208;P1fY201L,202I'3..-.. "........'.&11
Elective scimce counies 17
Five lecture courses thatmustbe selected from amongmathematics, the
natural scimces and/or engineering. The elective courses mwt be directly
related to the primary field of interest. Laboratory sectiorui must accomPany
two of the electives.
Communication skills .......,........ ,,.,..........'...... G12
cMM 10L1 3
ENG 101-102 or 114 or 198; ENG electivd ....'...... 3-9
Philosophy and religious studies6 ...................
History............
Humanities
A modern foreign language is strongly recommended.
Social and behavioral sciences............
General e1ectives7.................... 72
First-year experience: ASI 150 ............""""' 0-1
Total semester hours ...'........... ......,..,..,.,..L?2-L34
(See advisors for term-by-term course listings.)
4150
8
20
J
6-8
L2
6
t2
t2
lConsult General Requiremenb for all Badrelor of Science Prograrui and Chapter V for
General Education requiremmts.
,BegininMTI{ 116'ifbackground isnot suitable forMTH 148. MTH 115 countsas a general
electiv6. Well qualified students are advised to take MTH 76f.-769.
Well qualiiied students are strongly advised to take PHY 20G207-208lecture sequence
with PHY 201L and202L.
4If CMM 101 is wavied, a 3 sem. hr. humanities course must be takm in its place.
€elect ENG elective from among ENG 203, 2M, 205, 272, 316, or any 300-level Gmeral
Education ENG elective.
6One PHL or REL elective mwtbe an ethics course. Select from among PHL 3L2,315; REL
265,357.
TOnly general elective courses can be takm under grading option 2.
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PSYCHOLOGY (PSY)
Psychology is the scientific study of behavior, and as such is a diverse field that
touches all aspects of human endeavor.
The objectives of the Department of Psychology are to provide students with
learning experiences in and out of the classroom which will increase their critical
thinking skills, facilitate their acquisition of the body of knowledge inherent in the
study of human behavior, equip them with ib research methodology, and prepare
them for employmmt or graduate school.
The Department of Psychology offers both the Bachelor of Arts and the Bachelor
of Science. Each sfudent, in consultation with an advisor, selects a program leading
to either a Bachelor of Arts or a Bachelor of Science with appropriate elective credib
according to individual interests and goals. The availability of both degrees allows
the student to plan a double major or a major in psychology with a strong
concentration of study in a related or complementary discipline.
Each psychology major must complete W\ 707,21,6, and217 early in his or her
academic career. The remaining requirements are stated in the two outlines below.
Exceptions to these requirements must be approved by the chairperson.
For a minor in psychology a student must complete PSY 101 and 12 semester
hours of upper-level (300-400) courses and their prerequisites.
PROGRAM A15: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
PSYCHOLOGY (PSY)I
Semestt Hours
Psychology requirements and electives
PSY 101, 2L62, 217 ..........
Select two courses from PSY 321,322,323, 422 .,...,......
Select two courses from [5Y 91.,35L,36L,363
I5Y electives..
Nafural science
Mathematics: MTII 114 1L6, 128, 129, 14J3, L49, L6f, or 169 .
Social and behavioral sciences
Humanities
Philosophy and religious studies ..........
tSee also Distribution Table for Badrelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
\4ay substitute il'lT}J207 or 2L5 for I6y 216, but neither of these MTH courses count
toward the 34 credit hours required in [€Y for the major.
L0
6
6
t2-23
7
3
L2
L8
t2
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PROGRAM S10: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
PSYCHOLOGY (PSS)I
Sanester Hours
Psychology requirements and electives .,..........,...........'....
.10
Select two courses from I'SY 321, 322 ,323, p2 ....,....
S€lect two courses from I€Y 341,351,%L,363
I5Y electives..
Natural sciencd : .........................
Humanities
Social and behavioral sciences..
Philosophy and religious studies ....................
Communication skills ................
First-year experience: ASI 150
General Education courses and academic electives to total at least ......'..'......'.."..
lSee Distribution Table for All Bachelor of Scimce Programs and Chapter V for General
Education Requirements.
TVIaysubstituteMI}I20Tor2l5 forlfSY216butneitherof theseMTHcoursescounttoward
the 34 credit hours required in PSY for the major..
3Two &sem. hr. natural science courses (BIO, CHM, GEO, PHY) with accompanying
laboratories are required. The remaining 16 sem. hrs. may be firlfilled by courses in BIO, CHM,
GEO, PHY, and CIIS cours€s as well as by MTH courses beyond the departrnental MTII
requirement,
aMay substitute MTII 116, 1A3,129,16E, or 169 for MTH 148 or L49'
FACULTY
F. Thomas Eggemeier, Chairperson
Professors: Butter, DaPolito, Eggemeier, Kimble, Polzella
Associate Professors: Allik, Biers, Bower, Elvers, Katsuyama, Korte, Kuntz,
Moroney, Whitaker
Assistant Professors: Corbitt, Graeb, Reeb, Roecker
Munct Faculty: Kennedy, Martin, O'Connor, Ralston, Szoke
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
'rPSY 101. INTRODUCTORY ISYCHOLOGY: Study of human betravior including de-
velopmort, motivation, emotion, Personality, leaminp perception; general application
of psychological principles to personal, social, and industrial problems. Sfudents must
paitiilpate in deparrnental researdr. 3 sem. hrs.
PSY 216. ELEMENTARY STATISTICS: Basic probability and applied statistics: mea-
sures of central tendency and dispersion, sampling, estimation, hlpothesis testing tesb
between means, linear regression, correlation, and ANOVA. Prerequisites: PSY 101 and
MTH 102 or equivalerrb. 3 sem. ltrs.
6
6
12-23
24
6
9
6
12
v9
0-1
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PSY 217. DGERIMENTAL PsYcHoLoGYr Basic concepts of scisrtific methods as
appliedtopsydrologicalproblems. Experimentstofamiliarizestudentswithapplication
of scientific methodology to study of human psychological processes. Required of all
psychology majors. Prerequisites: PSY 1,0L,2L6. 4 sem. hrs.
PSY 251. HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT: Focuses on stages of human
development from infanry through the aging adult. Emphasis is on various theoretical
approaches and the development associated with each stage. Psychology majors may not
take for credit toward major. Prerequisite: IrSY 10L. 3 sem. hrs.
PSY 321. COGMTTVE PROCESSES: lnformation-processing approach to attention,
perceptiory memory imagery and thought. Theoretical structures including neuron
modeling of higher cognitive and experimental processes. Prerequisite: psy i01.
3 sem. hrs.
PSY 321L. cocNrITYE PROCESSES LABORATORY: In-deprh discussion of seminal
research in cognition. collection, analysis, and interpretation of data. Prerequisites: psy
'1.07,216,217,321 or permission of instructor. j" sem. hr.
PSY 322. LEARNING: Foundations of the learning process. Classical and instrumental
paradigms and variants of each considered in preparation for investigations of complex
learning. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem. hrs.
I'SY 323. PSYCHOLOGY OF PERCEPTION: Introduction to major theoretical and
experimental work in perception, including visual, auditory, proprioceptive, and other
PSY University of Dayton M
sensory systems. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem. hrs.
or equivalent. 3 sem, hrs.
these are related to developing relationships. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem. hrs.
3 sem. hrs.
PSY 333. PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTS AND MEASTTREMENTS: Suwey of major tesb
of intelligence, aptitude, interest, and personality presently used in clinics, sdrools,
personlel o$ces, and research settings. Emphasis on evaluation and comparison,
rationale of construction, ethical considerations. Prerequisites: PSY 70L,216
PsY 334. INDUSTRIAL PSYCHOLOGY: Introduction to modem efforts to improve
human performance in industrial organization and society; selection and placern-ent of
employees, morale, training, and incentives. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 3 sem, hrs.
$PSY 34L. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY: Suwey of major theoretical and experimental
work in the field; attitudes, conformity, emotions, group dynamics. - 3 sem. hrs.
PSY 344. INTERPERSONAL RELATIONS: Social psychological research in non-
verbal behavior, social exchange, self-disclosure, and interpersonal attraction and how
PSY 351. CHILD I'SYCHOLOGY: Study of psychological processes from the develop-
mental point of view; changes in perception, cognition, emotion, and social behavior
from infancy to adolescence. Prerequisite: PSY 101.
PSY 352. FIELD EXPERIENCE IN CHILD PSYCHOLOGY: Practical experience with
a community agency providing instructional, recreational, or therapeutic services.
Volunteer 45 hours weekly. Prerequisites: PSY 101 and previous or concurrent registra-
tion in PSY 351. Grade option 2 only. 1" sem. hr.
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T'SY 355. DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOPATHOLOGY: SUWCY Of dCVCIOPMCNTAI thCOry
anr{ rrcarrh rpletpd fo the nsvchooalholosv of infanb, children, and adolescents' Focusand research relate  t  t
is on etiology, and intervention. Preequisites: PSY 101 and 351 or
permission of the instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
PSY 361. PERSONAUTY: Intsoduction to the study of personality through analysis of
such major theories as those of Freud, skinner, Maslow, and Rogers. The development
of personality and the stability of personality draracteristics over time. Review of dinical
*a 
"*poi^*fal findings. Prerequisite: PSY 101. 
3 sem' Itrs'
psY 363. ABNORMAL ITSYCHOLOGY: Pattems of disordered behavior; social, psy-
ctrological, and physiological factors; theoretical explanations of abnormal behavior.
Prere{uisite pSy t-Ot. - 3 san' hrs'
IrSY 36l. PSYCHOTHERAPY: Survey of current types of psychotherapy. Emphasis on
similarities and differences in underlying theories of behavioral change and associated
techniques. Prerequisite: I)SY f01. 3 sem' hrs'
* IISY 375. I,SYCHOLOGY OF THE ARTS: Explores the psychological experiences asso-
ciated with the creation and appreciation of music, art, and literatue. Course content is
presented in terms of the th-eories, methods, and researdr findings in the fields of
ferception, cognition, and developmenl. 3 sem' hrs'
reY 422. PHYSIOLOGICAL PSYCHOLOGY: Neurophysiological analysis of atten-
tion, sensation, perception, emotion, motivation, and leaming. ElectroPhysiological
ttt"thodt ut" discussed. Prerequisite PSY 101. 3 sem' hrs'
r€Y ag1. INTERVIEWING AND COUNSELING: lntegrated approadr to the theory,
techniques, skills, and values of interviewing and counseling. P_ractice so"gl, ltrl*
assignrirents, self sfudy, classroom exercises, and role'playing' Prerequisite: IrSY 101 or
p""ilis"iot of instructbr. 3 sem' hrs'
PSY r$5. HLJMAN FACTORS: Essential psychological concepts and methods to im-
proveuseof humaneffortsandequipment.Principlesgoverningdesignof equipmentfor
ir,rmatr rrse. Prerequisite: I'SY 101. 
- 3 sem' hrs'
*PSY 1143. PSYCHOL@Y OF WOMEN: Suwey of topics related to the psychology of
women,suchasgenderidentityandroles,theoriesoffemaledevelopment,relationships,
achievement,language, health issues, spirifuality, sexuality, and violence. Prerequisite:
PSY 101. - 3 sem' hrs'
*wY M. ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY: Study of the effects of the physical
and social environment onhumanbetraviors, attitudes, and affectiveresponses. Prereq-
uisites: PSY 101 and 341 or perrrission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
*PSY1g5. TECHNOLOGY, EI\MRONMENT, ANDBEHAVIOR: EXAMiNCSthECUItUTAI
bases for the individual and societal choices which humans make about their use of
tectrnology. Technology is broadly defined to indude human-ma*" ttt*T;, 
,rr.
*I)SY 450. PSYCHOLOGY FOR MIMSTRY: Human development and adjustment,
interpersonal communication, and the psychology of religion. Prerequisite: Acceptance
into ihe Lay Ministry Program or perrris-sion of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
z\l
PSY
*General Education course, See Chapter V.
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PSY 452. C@NITIVE DEVELOPMENT IN CHILDREN: Major approaches ro the
study of cognitive developmenb attentional and mediational development in children's
leaming memory and problem solving; language development and Piaget's th*ry.
Prerequisite: I€Y 101 and 351 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
PSY 457. TELEVISION AND ITS EFFECTS ON CHILDREN: Readings in psychologi-
cal research on the broad effects of television on ddldren. Emphasis on analyzing and
evaluating the research. Prerequisite: PSY 101. S sem. hrs,
PSY 1161. CIIRRENT IMPUCATIONS OF DRUG DEPENDENCY: Survey of effects,
symptoms, treafinetrt, causalities, and myths associated with drug use'and abuse.
Emphasis on existing treatnrent methods and psychological implications of drug depen-
dency. Prerequisitq PSY L01. 31em. hrs.
rrY M2. HttMAN SEXUALITY: Psychological factors in human sexuality including
developmental, biological, and social perspectives. Such topics as sexual orientation-,
gender identityand roles, sexual relationships, sexual dysfunction, power and violence,
and commercializ6fien. i sem. hrs.
" PSY 471. HISTORY OF PSYCHOLOGY: The evolution of psychology from ib origins
in philosophy, science, clinical, and applied settings. Emphasis on integrating these
systerns and sdrools of thought with modem psychology. Prerequisite: pSy 101 or
permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
I'SY 490. INTERNSHIP IN PSYCHOLOGY: Supervised experience arranged on an
individual basis in appropriate settings. For psychology majors who have completed
prescribed coursework only. consultintemship director for details. Maybe repeaied up
to 6 sem. hrs. Grade Option 2 Only. I-6 sem. hri.
PSY 493. INDEPENDENT sruDY: Problems of special interest investigated under
faculty direction. Area and criteria for evaluation to be specified prior toiegistration.
Maybe rq>eated for up to 6 sem, hrs. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
1-6 sem. hrs.
rey 494. READINGS IN I,SYCHOLOGY: Directed reading in a specific area of interes!
under faculty supervision. Topic and criteria for evaluation to be specified prior to
registration. Maybe repeated forup to 5 sem. hrs. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor.
1.-6 sem. hrs.
Note: A total of no more than 6 sem. hrs. of I5Y 490, 493 and/ot 494 mav be counted
toward the required 34 sem. hrs. for a psydrology major.
t'sY 495. SPECIAL ToPIcs IN PEYCHOLOGY: Topics of special interest ro faculty
and students;intensivecritical evaluationof appropriate literature. Prerequisite: Permis-
sion of the instructor. 1-3 sem. hrs.
2L2
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RELIGIOUS STUDIES (REL)
The Departrnent of Religious studies ryes jtself as a community of scholars
serving thdUnivenity community and thelocal communityby teaching, research"
criticisir, and action. Themainconcemof thedepartrnmtisanunderstandingand
elucidation of the fudaeeChristian religious experience as it is exemplified in the
RomanCatholictradition. Thisimpliesnotonlya deep investigationof theRornan
Catholic positionbut also a dialogirewith other Christian denominations and with
other world religions. Through,ib participation in the Sanders Judaic Studies
Progranr, the departnerrt offers special course in thb area. It also engages in
interdisciplinary studies.
Studeits minoring in religious studies must complete 18 sernestef hours in the
Deparhent of Religi6us Stu&es. At least 12 serrester hours are to be at the 3ffi-400
level. At least 3 semester hours are to be at the 4fi) level.
PROGRAM 4,1.6: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
RELIGIOUS STUDIES (REL)'
SemctqHours
Relieious studie8...................." %
Xthast 24 s€m. hrs. at 30&400level; atleastg seru hrs. at4m kvel. Atleastonecourse
in eadr ofthese four aleas:
Biblical studies
Historical theologY
Syeteuratic theologY
Ctuistian ethics-religion and culture
Natural sdence 7
Vt"tt *t"Uct OfIlI 102,204,205 acluded). 3
Sociat at a Ueiu*'ioral scimces ..... 12Humanides 18
..ffi
9
0-9
First-yearelgerience ASI 150 0-1
Genelal Edubtion course and acadeuric electives to total at least l2O
lsee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
4Arhereapiropriate, this oeditmay apply to the humanitiesbreadthrequirement.
FACTJLTY
Terrmce W. Tilley, Chni.rP**n
Distinguished Setoice Profresn: Kohmesdrer
Distingtistud T eaching Profes*r : Bwns
Profabrg Anderson, Bames, Branick, Friedland, Frost, Hater, Heft,
L'tleureux, Roberb, Tilley
Associate Professors: Doylg Martin, Zukowski
Assbtant Profes*rs: BuLy, Diaz, Y.ozar, Lysaught, McGrath, Moore, Thimme,
YocumMize
2t3
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
University of Dayton VI
* REL 103. INTRODUCTION To REUGION: Examination of the nature of religion,
comparative aspect of religion, and the function of religion as a source of interpretation
of life. The "catholic option" takes the majorify of its perspectives and examples about
religious beliefs and practices from the Roman Catholic hadition. 3 sem. hrs.
* REL 201. SELECTED REUGIONS OF THE EAST: tnboduction to several maior reli-
gious traditions which originated in the East, including Hinduism, Buddhism, jainism,
Taoism, and Confucianism. 3 sem. hrs.
* REL 202. RELIGIONS OF THE MIDDLE EAST: IrNtrOdUCtiON tO thc MONOthCiStiC
religious traditions whidr originated in the Mddle East, induding Zoroastrianism,
Iudaism, Chdstianity, and Islam. 3 sem. hrs.
" REL 21.1. TTIE OLD TESTAMENT IN MODERN STUDY: INtrOdUCtiON tO thc hiStOri-
cal and prophetic literature of the old restament, surveyed in the lightof contemporary
historical, literary, form-critical, and sociological methodologies. 3 sem, hrs.
" REL 212. THE NEW TESTAMENT IN MODERN sruDY: Introduction to selected
books of the New Testament, suweyed in the light of contemporary historical, literary,
form-critical, redaction-critical, and sociological methodologies. 3 sem. lvs.
*REL 265. CHRISTIAN ETHICS: Introduction to the reflection upon christian moral-
ity; discussion of various approadres in Christian ethics, the elements of ethical judg-
ments, and some specific ethical issues. 3 sem. Lts,
* REL 266. CHRISTIAN ETHICS-ECOCENTRIC APPRoACH: A christian ethic of
relationality and responsibility. Explores various approaches and related values found
in society; elements of ethical judgments; and specific ethical issues resulting from
ecofeminist, technological, and ecological awareness. 3 sem. lrs,
" REL 305. ANCIENT NEAR EASTERN REUGIONS: Examination of rhe myrhology
and religion of the Babylonians, Egyptians, and Canaanites with special attention to their
relation to the Old Testament. 3 sem. hrs.
* REL 306. BUDDHISM AND CHRISTIANITY: Exploration of the 2,50Gyear-old Bud-
dhist tradition-the life of its founder, development of ib teachings, rituals, and medi-
tation techniques. suwey of the spread of Buddhism to the west in the 20th century.
Parallels and contrasts with the Christian tsadition. 3 sem. hrs.
" REL 307. IUDATSM: Basic inhoduction to Judaism: its history, its faith, its worship.
3 setn, Ltrs.
"REL 310. THE PENTATEUCH: Examination of ttre first five books of the Hebrew
Bible,knownastheTorahorPentateuch, emphasizingthetraditionsthatrelateprimeval
beginnings, ancestral history, the exodus, wilderness wanderings, and the legal code.
3 sem. hrs.
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*REL 311. THE PROPHETS: The prophetic texts of the old Testament studied as
reformulations of ancient religioui traditions to meet new historical situations. The
relevance of the prophets to cJntemporary life and thought' 3 sem' hrs'
FREL 312. TTIE PSALMS AND THE MSDOM LITERATI.IRE: CTitiCAI CXAMiNAtiON
of the biblical books of Psalms, Proverbs, Job, Ecclesiastes, and Ben Sira and of related
literature within thehistorical context in which they arose. The contemPorary relevance
of this literature. i sern' hrs'
*REL 315. THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS: With the Gospel of Mark as a point of departtfe,
lomparison of the Markan, Matthean, and Lukan narratives for anunderstandingof the
vari6us conceptions of ]esus found in these gospels. 3 sem' hrs'
*REL 312. STUDIES N JOHN: Historical-critical study of the Gospel of John, its text,
literary techniques, structure, and theology. The narrative world of fohn's Gosp-el related
to ttreiotrarmlne community. 3 sem' hrs'
*REL 31g. STUDIES IN PAI-IL: Detailed examination of the letters of Paul, stressing thl
historical circumstances affecting their composition as well as the main religious ideas of
Paul that govem their content. 3 sem' hrs'
REL 319. THE BOOK OF REVELATION: Detailed critical analysis of various
biblical apocalyptic texts as found in |udaism and eady Christianity. Focus on the
Book of RLvehfon against thebackground of otherbiblical and intertestamsrtal aPoca-
lyptic texts. 3 sem' hrs'
*REL 323. HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY I (100-1100): Study of important events
movements, ideas, and people in the development of Chdstianity to the year 11-00
including the formation bf tf't" c"tlot, early church councils, Augustine, 9t"soty q"
Great, nionasticism, the rise of Islam, guctraristic and other controversies, and the
Gregorian Reform. 3 sem' hrs'
*REL 324. HISTORY OF CHRISTIAMTY II (1100-PRESENT): SfudY Of iMPOTtANt
events, movements, ideas, and people in the development of Christianity from 1100 to
Ot" pt&*t, induding the sepaiati6n of the Churdris of the East and West, rise of the
meddicant orders, Sc[ohsticism, key themes and figures of the Reformation, Vatican I
Modemist crisis, ecumenism, and Vatican tr. 3 sem' hrs'
REL 326. PROTESTANT CHRISTIANITY: Survey of the development of Protestant
tlrought from the Reformation. 3 sem' hrs'
*REL 327. U.S. PROTESTANT AND JEWISH EXPERIENCE: ThC gTOWth ANd
development of Protestant Christianity in the U.S. in its various expressions; its interac-
tion with American culture; ttre Jewish experience; the fthodox in the U.S.; modem
religious movements. - 3 sem' hrs'
*REL 328. U.S. CATHOUC EXPERIENCE: The growth and development of catholic
christianity in the u.s.; its interaction with America, ib culture and its people.
3 sern. lrs.
"REL 340. THE CHURCH: A biblical and theological study of the meaning of the
Ctrurch which explores the relationship between Christ and the Churdt, the various
models for underitanding the Churctr, it d tlt" mis"ion of the church. 3 sem. hrs.
*REL 341. SIGNIFICANCE OF pSUS: Emphasis on the identity of Jesus and on the
significance that his ministry, death, and resurrection have for the salvation of
humankind. ' 3seffi'bs'
'.REL 343. THE SACRAMENTS: A study of the meaning of sacramentality. The sacra-
ments in thecontext of Christ as the sacranent of the human encounterwitirCoa ana in
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the context of the Churdr as the sacrament of Christ. 3 sem. hrs.
poverty, education, war and peace. Open only to students in CORE. 3 sem. hrs.
* REL 3t4. CHRISTIAN MARRIAGE: Anatysis of rhe sancrifying diguty of christian
marriage as a sacrament and corrmitment to share in the divine criative piarr. 3 wn. hrs.
* REL 349. SEARCH FoR IMMORTALITy: Examination of how other disciplines
regard the question of immortality and a theological evaluation of their insigtrb. '
3*m.hrs.
* REL 356. Tr{E CHRISTIAN lSADmoN oF pRAyER study of several tlpes and
fo-lrrsof ChrisrianprayerfromvariousperiodsinChurctrhistory. Themeaning6f ttreact
of faith expresed in prayer and ie reFtionship to belief. 3 sem. hrs.
*REL 351. CORE REUGION SEMINAR Culminating course for students in coRE.
Discussion of readings on values in a pluralistic society; such issues as wealth and
*REL 362. CHRISTIAN FAMILY VALIJES AND TELEVISION: comparative study of
the criteria and rationale for family life in various Christian pronouncemenb wittr
preentvaluesandpractice insocietyasreflectedinandprorrotedbyctlrenttelevisionprogramming. 3 sem. hrs.
" REL 353. FAITH AND IUSTICE: This course explore the histrory, development, and basic
principlesofCatholicsocialteadringaswellasotherapproaclrestofaithandiustice. Issue
of economic justice will receive qpecial errphasis. tniaaition to ctrurctr documents, the
Iife and work of religious thinkers and activists wil be examined. J stn. hrs.
REL 364. CLJRRENT MORAL ISSIJES: An examination of one or more issues (indi-
vidualand/orsocial)incontemporaryreflectiononChristianmorallife.Mayberepeated
when topic dranges. 3 sim. hrs.
''REL 357. CHRISTIAN ETHICS AND HEALTH CARE ISSUES: srudy of, and reflec-
tionupor; theprinciplesof Christianethics astheserelate tothehealth iareprofessions.
3 setn. hrs.
"REL 358. CHRISTIAN ETI{Ics AND THE BUSINESS woRLD: study of, and reflec-
tionupory theprinciplesofchristianethicsastheserelatetothebusinessworld,
3 sem. bs.
*REL 369. CHRIS'TIAN ETHICS AND ENGINEERING: study in applied chdstian
ethics addreesing the moral issues facing engineerc. How to irake i moral decision,
etgtleerinqa:aprojessjgl,cdesof ethics,safety,mvironmentalissues,confidentiality,
employee rights, whistleblowin& consulting, conflicts, and career clroices. 3 sem. his,.
" REL 371. THE NEw REucIoNs AND PERSONAL TRANSFORMATTON: Experien-
tial_and holis-$g approadr to contemporary movements that use ideas and techniques
of Eastern religions to promote personal growth and transfomration . 3 sem.-hts.
"REL 32. RELIGION AND FILM: study of issues common to narrative films and
reli.gigus thgugh! the power of variow film techniques, dominant models in religious
and fiIm reflection, thesimilar rolesimagination playsinfilm and religious thoufht.
3 sem. hrs.
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* REL 373. REUGION AND UTERATURE: joint study of literature and religion,
seeking the sacred in ttre secular, discussing the doctrines of humans and of God in major
moaern writings, especially those of curent collegiate interest. 3 smL ltrs
* REL 324. REUGION AND THE ARTS: Investigation of the religious inteqpretation of
variousartforrrs andtheprocessbywhidrtheaestheticexperienceassisbintheological
perception and construction. 3 sem' hrs'
*REL 376. TI{EOLOGY AND THE SOCIAL SCIENCES: ExPloration of developments
in Christian theologythathave paralleled therise of thehuman sciences,inparticular of
conceptsof God,trumanity, Cfrurcfr, sacramenb, sin,and salvationinthelightof history,
anthr6pology, psycttobgj,, and sociology. 3 sem' hts'
*REL 32. THE INNER IOURNEY IN MYTI{, BIBLE, AND T.ITERATURE: Study
of stories of heroic figues in the Bible and in other literature as pattems of personal and
spirifual development. Throughout,efforts to relatethematerial totheneeds of contem-
porary per€ons 3 sem' hrs'
* REL 383. PHILOSOPHY OF REUGIOUS EDUCATION: An attemPt to construct a
philosophy of religious education, various contemPoraly theoretical models, dimen-
'sions oftei*ring rdi$on in a pluralistic society, the polarization generated - 3 sem. hr.
*REL 385. LAY MINISTRY: A critical examination of lay ministry and its theological
basis, in light of Vatican tr and recent trends in the world and Churdt. Special topics:
family ministry, ministry in the marketplacg leadership, evangelization, catedtesis,
wome[r, social iustice, 3 sem.hts'
REL 392. SPECIAL QLJESTIONS: Examination of issues pertinent to religion in either
one or a series of courses. May be repeated when topic dranges. L-3 sem. hrs.
REL 399. READINGS IN REUGIOUS STUDIES: Directed readings in a specific area
of interest under the supervision of a staff member. May be taken more than once- ByperrrissiononlY 1-3 sem'hrs'
* REL 406. IEWISH THOUGHT: Historical develo'pment of jewish thought from the
close of the Old Testament canon down to modem times, with emphasis on selected
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movements and/or thinkers. 3sem.hrs.
*REL 441. TI{EOLOGY OF MARY: Study of the pLace of the Mother of God in the
great truths of faith in ttre light of drapter eight of the constitution on the ctrurdt'
3 setn,hrs.
*KEL M2. GOD AND ATHEISM: Study of some recent contributions made by
theology, philosophy, psychology, and the humanities to the current discussion of God's
existe;ie,-nature, and reiationship to humanity. 3sem'ltrs'
REL rt46. CHRISTIAN LITURGY: Study of the basic principles of liturgy, the
development of some of the basic forms of litufgy, and applications of the p_rinciples
within-current rites. 3 sem'hrs'
*KEL M7. SELECTED CATHOLIC DOCTRINES: DEtAilEd StUdY Of SEVCTAI iM-
portant current theological questions primarily from a Catholic systematic and historical
irerspective. - 3 sem'hrs'
2t7
REL 4At. LIBERATION TFIEOLOGY: A historical-critical analysis and study of the
theology of liberation and ib specific expression among theologiansof theThird world,
REL
particularly Latin America.
"General Education course. See Chapter V.
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3 sem. ltrs,
*REL 466. THEOLOGY OF SEXUALITY: A study of sexuality ae seen in the
Judaeo{hristian badition with emphasis on an understanding of recent theological
a,pProaches to sexuality and a theological critique of the findings presented by relateddisciplines. j sem. hrs.
*REL 471. WOMEN AND REUGION: Examination of the irnpact of the women,s
movement on fudaism, christianity, and other major world religions. suwey of tradi-
tional religious attitudes toward women. Relevance of feminist approaches toscripture,
ethics, spirituality, and ministry in understanding contemporary global is"u"i."r*. 
ror.
*NEL 472. ECOLOGY AND REUGION: Examination of the relationship between reli-
gron and ecology; bridges the contributions of traditional theological inquiry and
modem scientific insights and offers an enlarged vision of ecologicaLconce\*n. 
^.
" REL M4. WOMEN AND THE GLOBAL CHURCH: An exploration of theintersection
between faith communities, traditional and non-traditional, and particular culturee in
the lives of contemporary women. B sem. hrs,
"KEL 4tn. REUGION AND scIENcE: survey of the ways science has affected reli-
gron on specific doctrines, methods of knowing what is true, and general worldviews;
study of religious response to these. 3 sem. hrs.
REL 484. PRACTICUM: Supervised in-service experisrce in an area of religious educa-
tion chosen by the student. By permission only. 3 sem. hrs.
REL 487. REUGIOUS EDUCATION-TI{EORY AND PRACTICE: Studv of theorv
and practice of religious education for those who will be teaclring reli6on in the sctrool
and parish. Various models and methods. Emphasis on process and religious education
as developmental. 3 sem. hrs.
*REL 488. SPIRITUAUTY AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATION: Exploration of impact
of-liturgl an{ spiritualify on contemporary models of religious eduiation; study of inter-
relationshipbetweenfaithexperienceandreligiouscontenf basicprinciplesfordevelop
ing practical programs. 3 sern. hrs.
REL 492. sPEctAL ToPICS: concentrated study of issues and subjects pertinent to
religion. May be repeated when topic dranges . L-3 sem. hrs.
2L8
SWK
socrAl woRK (swK)
Social work is the profesion sanctioned by society to provide social services. It
is the professional activity of helping individuals, qguPs, 9r gomr-nunities to
enhanc-e or restore their capacity for social functioning. The profession also engages
in activities aimed at facilitating societal conditions that enhance and/or restore
social functioning.
A minor in social work consists of a minimum of 15 semester hours, at least 12
ofwhichareatthe300or400level. Nomorethan6semesterhoursof fieldexperience
credit can be accepted toward the minor. See also SOC.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
* swK 101. socIAL WELFARE AND SOCIETY: Study of the emergence and current
functioning of the social welfare system in contemporary U.S. society. Selected social
issues and-the social welfare progiams designed to address these issues win be high-
lighted. - 3sem.hrs.
swK 202. VoLUNTEERS IN COMMLIMTY SERVICE: Basic knowledge and skills for
providing volunteer services to the social service system. f_*l 9tU and observation of,
iolgnteeiservices in planning social service programs, fund-raising, allocation of funds,
and direct service. 3 sem' ltts'
SWK 303. COMMUNITY PRACTICE AND RESEARCH: Study of the daign and
implementation of community research, induding needs assessm€nt and p^rogram
eviluation in the social servicesystem. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. (Same as
SOC 309). 3 sem' Its'
SwK 305. SoCIAL SERVICES IN THE I{EALTH FIELD: The role of sociAl SCTViCES iN
health care facilities and Sovemmental health Progtams. U.S. health care policies and
progfanrs; met|ods of social work intervention in medical settings. 3 sem. furs.
swK 307. MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES: Study of historical perspectives,
deinstitutionalization, the community mental health movement, inpatient care, and
innovative approaches. Policy and prictice implications are examined. 3 sem. hrs.
swK 310. LEGAL ASPECTS OF SOCIAL WORK: Orientation to the legal system as it
affects the provision of human services and the profession; sociallegislation and court
decisions as ttrey affect child welfare, public assistance, mental health, housing and
probation and parole services. 3 sem' hrs'
swK 311. SmIAL WELFARE POUCY AND SERVICES: Study of how social welfare
policies are developed and translated into social services. A frarnework for qalysig
ippliedtospecificsocialpolicies.Theroleof thesocialworkpractitionerinanalyzingand
piio"i"g f& t*ial welfare. Prerequisite: SWK 101. 3 sem' hrs'
swK 324. CHILD WELFARE SERMCES: Scope, problems, and trends in social welfare
seryices to children, The role of the social worker in protective service, foster care,
adoption, group and institutional settings. children's righb, permanent planning{or
cUaren, aia .hild 
"d.r*u"y. 3 sem' hrs'
slM( 325. CHILD ABUSE: compretrensive study of child abuss ib history, scope,
causalfactors,indicatorsfordetection, treatmentresourcesandmodalities, andcomniu-
SWK
nity responsibility.
Permission of instnrctor.
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3 smt. hrs.
5 sem. hrs.
SWK 327. PARENTING: SOCIAL WELFARE ROLE: Comprehensive study of
histolcal 3n! gontgmporqy perqpectives on parenting future of parenting (asseJ,ring
tsends and droices in family structure and function), cross-culturatiomparisons, po[c]
and legal aspects ofparenting, societal influences onparenting. S sdn.nri.
swK 330. PERSPECTIVES oN AGING: An introduction to the field of gerontology.
f99-9s on tle mliorphpical, psydrological, and social dynamics of aging. Selectea issds
will be highlighted. (Same as SOC 330.) 3 son. hts.
" SWK 331. DEATH, DYING, AND SI-ICIDE: Study of the phenomena of death and
dying.Theroleand-responsibilityof theprofessionalinworkingwithttre dyingandtheir
suryivors. Study of suicide in ttris society. -3 sem. hrs.
swK 342. ADDIcrroNs AND SELF HELP: study of theories of substance and experi-
enceaddictions,traditionattreatmentmodels,anaftreser-rrapmovementasatreahent
approadr for addicted people. Focus on understanding the principles and processe of
12 step groups. 3 sem. hrs.
SWK 392. SPECIAL TOPICS: Exploration of special topics related to the field of human
services. Ass€ssment of appropriate literature and research. May be repeated as
topics change 71sem. hrs.
swK401. COMMIJMTY FIELDD@ERIENCE-MCROr supervised field experience
for studenb-workingwittr individuals and/or families in an afency setting. Concurrent
selninar indudes intensive basic communication and inteviewing skill development.
Studenb spend 150 hours in the agency. Prerequisite Permission of *^"\.r,*r. 
Oo.
swK 4m2. CoMMUNITY FIELD EXPERIENCE-MACRo: supervised neH experi-
ence for studenb interested in working with groups, organizatioirs, and/or communi-
ties. Concurrent seminar indudes overview of knowledge and skills for macro social
work^practice. students complete 150 clock hours in a field placeurent. prerequisite:
swK 4165. INDEPENDENT sruDY: Individual research, study, and readings on spe-
q$c tgnicq and/or projects of imporbnce to social work. under individ;l racrilty
direction. Prerequisite: Perrrission of instructor. 3 sem. hri.
*General Education course. See Chapter V,
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SOC
socrol.ocY (soc)
Sociology is the scientific studyof society. The unigue insightof sociologyisthat
people areirrho they are largelybecause oftheir social experience and interactions
with others. "The s6ciologic-A imagination" is the ability to understand the relation-
ship between the individual experience and thebroader social context. In addition
to itudvine various aspects ofsocial behavior, sociology studies the nature and
ca*"s 6f rd.ial problenis such as crime, marital instability, poverty, and racism. The
challenge facin! sociologists is to apply their knowledge in ever more coluttructive
ways for the improvement of society.
Studens intt'naing to major or'minor in sociology should consult with the
departnentchaimerson to plan their programs of courses. Majors may concentrate
th6ir studie in ttr'e fields of human re'lations or community relations. The require'
mentsformajoringinsociologyaresbtedintheoutlinebelow.Aminorinsociology
requires 15 s6mesler hours of-Courses in the discipline, with at least 12 of those at the
300400level.
PROGRAM A17: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
socIoLoGY (soc)l
Semater Hours
Sociology requirements and electives 37
soc-ior 61 2M .............. 3
S@ 208, 303,308,308L,4@; SOC 351 or ANT 335...'. 16
SOC electives2 : ...'..."'................. 18
Philosophy and religious studies .....................
Communication skiIIs ............'...
Nafural science
Mathematics G\/ffH 702, 20/,, 205 exduded)'
Social and behavioral sciences..
Humanities
Ffust-year experiencs ASI 150
General education courses and academic electives to total at least.............',""'
lSee also Distribution Table for Badrelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
tNo more ihan 6 hours of field experience or intemship may count toward the major.
FACULTY
Fred P. Pestello, Cluirpernn, Departmmt of Sociology, Anthro?obry, and Social Work
Professor Ernerital Huth
Professor: Saxton
AssociateProfessors: Bregenzer, Davis-Berman, Donnelly, L. Majka, T' Majka,
Miller, F. Pestello, H. Pestello
Assistant Professors: Dandaneau, Gaev, Taylor
Munct Associate Profusor: Voydanoff
L2
0-9
7
3
72
18
G1
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
s@ 101. PRINCIPLES oF soQoLoGY: Study of social groups, social processes, and
socief; the individual's relationship to society, social structure, social inequality, ethnic
minorities, cities and human populations, and social institutions sudr as the family,
education, religion, and govemment. 3 sem. his.
+ SOC 204. MODERN SOCIAL PROBLEMS: Course to familiarize nonsociology
majors with contemPorary problems in sociefy; historical developmant, current stafu6,
and analysis of problems, using modern social theories. Content may vary from section
SOC University of Dayton VI
to section. 3 sem. hrs.
3 sem. hrs.
soc 305. CRIMINOLOGICAL TI{EORY: study of the major theories of crime; consid-
eration of the implications of theory for the ciminal justice system. 3 sem. lrs.
soc 204L. URBAN PROBLEMS LABORATORY: Field study of selected urban prob-
lems. Focusonissues andproblemsof inequality,i.e.,pover9,unemployment, discrimi-
nation, and homelessness as experienced by members of the urban community.(Corequisite SOC 204) 1" sem. his.
soc 208. S@IAL RESEARCH METHoDS: study of the logic of researdr design,
data-gathering strategies, types of measurement, and sampling iechniques. Bottr induc-
tive and deductive approaches. Participation in research projects. 3 sem. hrs.
soc 303. MODERN socIAL THEoRY: considqation of the works of modern theo-
rists and maior trends in the history of social thought.
soc 308. DATA ANALYSIS: The analysis and interpretation of both quantitative
and qualitative social science data. Prerequisite: soc 208. Corequisite: soc 309L.
3 sem. hrs.
soc 308L. DATA ANALYSIS LABORAToRY: Training in appropriate computer pro-
grams and computer analysis of social science data. Prerequisits SOC 208. Corequisite:SOC308. l.sem.b.
s@ 309. COMMLIMTYPRACICE ANDRESEARCH: study of the design and imple.
mentation of community research, including needs assessment and program evaluation
in the social service system. Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. (same as swK 303)
3 sem. hrs,
* SOC 321. THE SOCIOLOGY OF WORK AND OCCUPATIONS: Survey of the
major features of work and occupations in industrial society. The meaning of work,
occupational droice and recruibnent, occupational scrialization, career pattems, and
occupational rewards. unemployment, underemployment, sex-typing, automation
and alienation. 3 sem, hrs.
*soc 322. sEX ROLES AND SOCIETY: Research findings and major analytical ap
proaches to sfudy social and cultural influences on the development of personal sexual
identity and relationships between men and women. Major social issues conceming
human sexuality. j sem. hri.
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SOC323. IUVENILE JUSTICE: Theenvironmentalandintemalfactorsthatinfluenceor
determine detinquent behavior; roles of individual juvmile offenders, parents or guard-
ians, school, church, police, business community, community agencies, and the juvenile
justice and correctional system in preventing and treating delinquent behavior.
3 sem, hrs.
soc 325. DEVIANT BEHAVIOR Description of various types of deviant behavior;
for example, mental illness, alcoholism, drugaddiction, theprofessionalcrimind. study
of exphnltions for the consequences and the role of deviant behavior in modem sociefy.
3 setn. hrs,
*SOC 3?6. LAW AND SOCIETY: Study of the legal system and practices from a
sociolofrcal point of view; the historical origin and role of the law in society, issrres
relating to thi law as an instrument of social control and/or social change; analysis of the
legal piofession. 3 sem. hrs.
W. 927 . CRIMINOLOGY: Social and cultural naturg origin, and development of law;
criminal behavior; crime conhol. The influence of society in the creation and organization
of legal and crime control systems. Biological, psychological, and sociological factors
leading to criminal behavior. 3 sem. hrs.
*SOC 328. RACIAL AND ETHNIC MINORITIES: Study of the major immigrant and
racial groups in the United States and other countries. Issues and problems related to
their minority status in the dominant culture. 3 sem. hrs.
soc 330. PERSPECTTyES ON AGING: An introduction to the field of gerontology.
Focuson themajorphysical, psydrological, and social dynamicsof aging. Selectedissues
will be highlightea. (Same as SWf ggO.) 3 sem' hrs'
,r soc 331. MARRIAGE AND THE FAMILY: Historical, cfoss-culhral, and current
studyof social relationships during dating and courtship, intelpersonal communication
in ma6iage and family lifq sexuality in marriage, adjusfrnents in parenfirood, divorce
and remairiage, alternatives to traditional marriage, and the future of marriage and
family life. 3 sem. hrs.
*soc 332. socIoLoGY OF WOMEN: Cross-societal analysis of the position of
women, with emphasis on industrialized and developing societies. The social positions
of women and men in the family, work, politics, and the legal system. Consideration of
theories of the biological, psychological, and sociological bases for the behavior and
characteristics of women in the context of societal institutions. 3 sem. hrs,
soc 334. REUGION AND SOCIETY: Definitions of religion and its role in society.
Traditionalandnontraditional expressions of religiouslife from theviewpointof society.
Varieties of religious experience and the interrelations between religious phenomena
and other social institutions and societal behavior. 3 sem' hrs'
SOC 336. ORGANIZA-TIONS IN MODERN S@IETY: Analysis of the dynamics of
organizations inmodemindustrial society. Organizational socialpsychology, organiza-
tional structure and process, and organization-community relations. 3 sem. hrs,
?23
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s@ 337. POLITICAL socIoLoGY: study of political power. political influence by
economic elites, impact of bureauaacies, compehng ideoirogies, alienation and nonvoi-
ing and social movemenb as challenges to power structures. 3 sem. fus.
"SOC 339. SOCIAL INEQUAUTY: Study of social inequaliry in society. Emphasis on
$e processes-that divide peopleintg qgqua! groups based on wealth, status, aid power.The effects of inequality on individual life chances and life styles. 3 sim. hrs.
SOC 340. SOCIAL I€YCHOLOGY IN S@IETY: Suwey of the basic principles, con-
cepb, theories, and methods of social psychology from the sociologicUro*i#lr?irr.
" soc 341. SELF AND socIETY: study of the relationship between self and others.
Scciali zation, self conceptions, deviant behavior, social influence, and soci 
^ ";:f:rirr.
9C U2. COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR: Study of social protest, crowds, social move-
ments,revolutio&fads,fashion,publicopinionprocesses,propaganda,andpoliticaland
social responses to these phenomena. - B sem, hrs.
*S@ 343. MASS COMMUNICATION IN MODERN SOCIETy: Social-psychological
analysis of the structure and procese of mass communication related tir ddvertising
pattems of social behavior, social change, propaganda, censorship, media control, an-d
social institutions. - 3 sem. hrs,
soc 345. SMALL GROW DYNAMIC-s: Study of the social structures, relationships,
and-processes-of small groups, including famites, friends, work groups, aird
small organizations. - 3iem. hrs.
SOC 350. NATIONAL AND WORLD POPULATION TRENDS: Causes and conse-
quences.of national and world population trends; impact of population drange on
society;.impactof.social change on birth rates, death rates, migration, population
composition and distribution - 3-sem. hrs.
soc 351. LIRBAN socIoL@Y: The study of the development of urban life from
,ll"i*! times to the- present.with^an emphasis on contemporary urban population
draracteristics, social-economic-pottical structure, and probl-ems. 3 sem. hrs.
*SOC 352. COMMTINITY: Study of the interaction ofSuc U I : st  groups and individuals related
by comrnon situations, problems and intentions; creation, maintenance/ eclipse, and
restoration of close social ties in urban neiphborhoods, small towns, and erouos with
similar interests and lifestvles.
g rhoods, g p  
3 setn. hrs.
soc 355. FAMILIES AND TT{E ECoNoMY: The relationship between families and
their socio'economic errvironment. consideration of public Gsues induding family
policy and government programs to assist families . 3-sem. hrs.
SOC 357. SOCIOLOGICAL PERSPECTWES OF TECHNOLGY: Study of the rela-
tion between society and tedrnology. Issues include conceptions of society and technol-
ogy; sources, uses, and impacts of technology; professional conduct h relation to
technology; and various forms of the relation between society and ,.^oro\.rr*. 
rrr.
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w. gg2. SELECTED TOPICS IN SOCIOLOGY: Examination of a current topic-of
e*o"l ittt t*t in sociology. Majors and nonmajors may enroll' Consult composite for
i"pG. Md #A;;t"d ;Fi.pic'changes. 1'-6 sem' hrs'
SOC 398. SOqOLOGICAL FIELD EXPERIENCE: Supervised research or commlnity
service experience complementing a specific upper division sociology- coufse that ls
b"i"g i"k&i aoncutrendy. Prereqiisitei Permissibn of instructor. Can be hksr threefimd. 7- sem' tu*
soc 409. SENIOR SEMINAR IN SOCIOLOGY: Synthesis of Previous coufse-
*o*; out"i".tion of the logic of social inquiry throilgh t\e aIylysis of 
.competing
socioiogicalperspectivesonalarticularissue.Re{uiredformajors. lterequisite: Permis'
ri-t Jftt ["t i ' 3 sem' hrs'
soc 410. VICTMOLOGY: The study of victimization induding the relationships
between victims and offenders, the interictions of victims and the criminal justice system
uoa ott en r*ia groups and institutions. Prerequisite Twelve hours of course work in
theSocialscierrcb. ' ' 3sem'hrs'
soc 435. ECONOMY AND SOCIETY: Sociological analysis-of moderrt economic
G6tutions, witfr an emphasis on classical themes.Topics include capitalism, industri-
"tit",-*a t*i"t consedumces of contempor-ary econbmic 
hends. Empirical researctr
*iff-U" r"q"it"a. net"q"isit": Permissioir of iristructor. 3 sem. hrs.
w.437. MARX AND SOCIOLOGY: Study of Man<'s writings on toPics relevant to
tt; mct"t sciences. Comparison of contemp<irary Marxian scholarship in sudt afeas as
;rdA i"d;"Xtv, politicil structures, urbdn ctrdnge, ideology and consciousness, and
;"d"t" 6i 11'" fridoe. prerequisite funior or senidr standing. 3 sem. hrs.
soc 438. URBAN POVERTY: Shrdy of the social factors that contribute to Poverfy in
cities. Consideratio'n of the social effi:cts of govemment and other Progtams to alleviatepoverty. - Ssem'hrs'
gC W. INTERACTIONPROCESSES: Advanced study of the interactionprocesses of
social life. Bargaining and negotiation, cooperation, social influencg solidarity- compe'
htion, ana conilict. ' 3 $m' hrs'
gC 492. SPECIAL TOPICS IN SOCIOLOGY: Intensive examination of current theo-
r*i."t ot 
-"ttoaoto6.al issues; faculfy-advised.research project o.r.fiUlarf ]v!.fr
Consult composite foriopics. May be repeited as topic dranges. Prerequisite: Pennission
of insEuctor. L-6 sem' hrs'
soc 495. soqolocY INTERNSHIP: Supervised work experience related to course
work in sociology in appropriate govemm6nt, social service, and private orqanizations'
Miy u. t p*te[to a o15 sem' hrs. Prerequisite: PermiSsion 
"t W"ryn.
S@ 498. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Researdr or special readings on problems of inter-
est to tire student under the gu.idance of sociology staff member. Prerequisite Per:rdssion
of ctrairperson - 1"-6 sem' brs'
SOC
"General Education coutse. See Chapter V.
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EDT
TEACHER CERTIFICATION
COLLEGE BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM WITH
TEACHER CERTTFTCATION (E1 1A)
students enrolled in the College of Arts and sciences may enroll in the teacher
education program (E11A) of the School of Education without transferring to the
schoolof Education. TheElL4programis designed forthosestudentsin theeoilege
of Arb and sciences who wish to pursue secondary-school teaching certification
and a major program of sfudies concurrently. Sfudenb admitted tothe program
must satisfy all the requiremenb for the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science in
the College as well as the requirements designated by the school of Education and
the State of Ohio for secondary school certification.
Teaching fields represented inthe College of Arts and sciences are art,biological
science, chemistry, communication, computer science, drama/theatre, earth
science, English, general science, history, joumalism, language (latin, french,
german, spanish), mathematics, music, physical science, physics, political
science, psychology/sociology, social studies, speech/communication, theology(religious studies).
The education courses below constitute a minor concentration in the College
degree program. They are listed in the order in which studenb usually take them.
For course descriptions see EDT, Chapter VIII.
EDT lio
EDT 207
EDT 208
EDT 318
EDT 351
EDT M9
EDT 420
EDT 419
Semester Hoars
The Profession of Teadringr 3
Child and Adolescent in Education.......... 3
Teaching and Leamingr 3
Human Relations in Education2 ,...,...,.........,.. 24School,SelfandSocietyr 3
Methods course (Fall term only)t2r................... 4
Reading in the Content Areas 2
StudentTeaching: Secondary 12PhilosophyofEducation2 3
Applicationfor admission to theprogram is made through the officeof the Dean
of the College of Arb and sciences. Applicants should normally have cumulative
8-r_ade-poin1 averages of at least 2.9 at the time of their application. Counseling
relative to the degreeprogramis givenby the student's major departmenti counsel-
ing relative to certification is givenby the chairpersonof the Deparhnent of Teacher
Education or a designated advisor.
lField experiences are required. Student must register for EDT 100.
?These courses are taken in as a block of courses, Fall term, senior year, daily 8:00 a.m.
and 12:00.
3Praxis I (PPST) must be taken and passed before enrolling in a methods course.
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THEATRE (THR)
A major in theatre, offered by the Departneat of Communication, provides a
solid academic foundation plus the experience of working in a wide range of theahe
productions, includingmainstage productions in the Boll Theatre aswell as exPeri-
mental work in the Studio Theatre.
Theatre majors are required to audition for roles and participate in each major
production, for which they receive credit in THR 100 or 300.
' A minor in theatre requires a total of 21 semester hoursl 3 each in THR 105, 203,
L00 and/or 300,415 or 4?5; and 9 additional at the 300 level and above. Courses in
dance are not induded.
The Department of Communication also offers a concentration in THR (CTR),
as an option for the B.A. degree in Communication. See CMM.
PROGRAM A18: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAIOR IN
THEATRE (THR)'
Semester Hours
Theatre requiremmts and electives
THR 10b and THR 300 ................... 4
THR105,31O 3$and340 12
THR 305 or 307....................... 3
TFIR325 or326,and415or425.............. 6
THR440 or485 or490............'. 3
THR electives 10
Natural science
Mathematics (tvITH 102, 2M, 205 exduded)
Social and behavioral sciences..
Humanities
Philosophy and religious studies
Communication skills ................
First-year experience: ASI 150
General Education courss and academic electives to total at least
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for Gmeral
Education requirements.
FACULTY
Thomas D. Skill, Chairperson, Department of Communication
Professor Emeritus: Gilvary
Assistant P rofesnrs: Anderson, Dunlevy-Shackleford
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
THR 100. THEATRE LABORATORY: Credit allowance for role playng and/or play
production in mainstage productions. Fifty hours of work minimum for one sem. hr. of
iredit. Repeatable up to 3 sem. hrs. in first and second years. All registration_retroactive.
No advanie registration. 'l'-3 sem' hrs'
7
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*THR105.INIRODUCIIONTOTHETHEATRE:Analpisofthenatureoftrreatse,itsoriginand
developnentGom fte standpointof trre play, ttre ptrpiol theate, drd its place in our 6ilture
ne$dr€d of a[ majon. Open to all University studenb. B sn.bs.
TtlR 201. BASIC DANCE FOR TIIE PERFORMING ARTIST: Begirrning course in
moy-ey1e$ infoducing the basic principles of dance and perfonnance tedrnique. Open
to all University students. 3 sem.'Irs.
TI{R 202. srAGE MAKEUP: The basic principles of the art and tedrnique of makeup so
$at the student may _qf them in dgign and execution to develop^and project^the
clraracter. Open to all University studqrts. Studio fee. - 2 iem. hrs.
TIIR 203. TECHNICAL PRODUCTION: Introductory survey of scene desifrr, construc-
tion.Paintin& and lighting. Curent theory will be oxaniined along raXttr practical
applications and tedrniques 3'sem. ltrs.
THR251. BEGINNING JAzz DANCE: Beginning course in the theory and practice ofjaz,z dance. -2 sem. hrs.
TTIR 271. BEGINNING BALLET: Beginning course in the theory and practice of classi-
cal ballet tectrnique. - 2 sem. hrs.
THR 300. THEATRE LABORATORY: The third and fourth-year level of credit
allowanceforroleplayingand/orplayproduction. Requireurenbindregistrationsame
as for THR 100. l.-3 sem. hrs.
THR 301. INTERMEDIATE DANCE FOR TI{E PERFORMING ARTIST: Inrer-
mediate-level cou$e in movement for studenb interested in further developing dance
and perforrrance tedrnique. Prerequisite: Permission. 2 iem. hrs.
THR 303. scENE PAINTING: Basic principles of color paint theory and materials.
I.lvestigationofvarig,ussgne-gaintingiedrnilues.onethrelhourchsjmeetingweekly.
Studio fee. Prerequisite: Permission. 3-sem. his.
T}IR 305. THEATRE STAGECRAFT: study and application of scene construction,
rigging backslage organization, production analysis,and tednician-designer relation-
ship. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
THR 307. THEATRE LIGHTING: Study and application of lighting for the stage:
instruments, controls, sources, elements of electricity, and lighting-designfor all types-of
theatres, as well as graphic representation. Studio fee. - 3 s&. bs.
TI{R 310. ACTING I: The study and practice of basic tedrniques in rehearsal and
perforrnance. Emphasisonself-analysisandself-aw.uenese. Deveiopmentofbasicskills
in vocal, emotional, and mental interpretation of draracter. Prerequisite: THR L05 or
perrdssion. Required of all theatre majors. - 3 sern. hrs.
THR 323. ACTING tr: Further study and practice of techniques introduced in Acting I.
Egq!ryI on interaction, ensemble, grouf processes, and ftene study. prerequisit'6s:TI{R 105 and 31O or perrrission S iem. hrs.
THR324: THEATRICAL MOVEMENT: Emphasis on interpreting and employingbody
language. Prerequisites: THR 105 and 31O or perrrission
THR 325. THEORY AND CRITICISM OF THE STAGE I: Surveyof representarive plays
from classical to neo-classical periods as a basis for theatrical production and dramaiic
criticism. Prerequisite: TI{R 105. Cfl-IR 325 or 326 reqgired of all majors.) 3 san. hrs.
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TI{R326. TI{EORY AND CRITICISMOF TI{E STAGE tr: Continuation of THR325 from
romantic to modem periods. Prerequisite TIIR 105. CIFIR 325 or 325 required of all
majors) 3 sem. hrs.
THR330. CONCEPTSOFSCENE DESIGN: Studies in theprinciplesof compositionand
aesthetictheoryasapplicabletoscenedesign. Developmentofpereonaldesignapproadt
to plays of various styleo. Required of all theatre majors. 3 sem, hrs.
THR 340. ]}IE DIRECTOR IN THE TTIEATRE: The basic functions of a director in the
production of play: interpretation, composition, movetrren! draracterization, rhythm,
desigl concept, and actor training. Required of all theatre majors. Prerequisites: THR
105, 310,330. 3 sem.Ivs.
THR 350. THEATRE STYLES: Examination of the relationships among playwright,
audierce, actor, designer, and ditector in the development of maior theatre styles of
expresion. i sem' hrs.
THR 351. INTERMEDIATEIATZ' DANCE: An intersrediate coulse in the theory and
practice of jazz dance and technique. Prerequisite: Permission. 2 sem. hrs.
THR 371. INTERMEDIATE BALLET: Intermediate course in the theory and practice of
dassical ballet tednique. Prerequisite: Permission. 2 sem. hrs.
THR 414 . ADVANCED SCENE DESIGN: Individual development in scene desip
through intensive study in plays of various styles. Detailed representation of design
ideas in rendering and models required. Praequisiter * rtO *O *jor?;. 
Orr.
'$ TI{R 415. HISTORY OF TIIE THEATRE I: History of theatre from preGrecian through
Elizabethan; the physical theatre as reflection of and influence on civilization. (TIIR 415
or 425 required of all mafors.) 3 smt, hrs.
THR rt24. PLAY DIRECTING: Study of the evolution of the modem director and the
direction of two one'act plays or one firll-length play. Prerequisite: THR 340. Studio fee.
f sem.Its.
THR 4125. HISTORY OF THE TI{EATRE II: Continuance of 415 from the ltalian
Renaissance to the modem theatre. (THR 415 or 425 required of all majors.) 3 sem' hrs.
THR,4m. PROBLEMS IN THEATRE PRODUCTION AND DESIGN: Individual re'
search and proiect work of student's selection under the direct supervision of faculty.
(THR rt40 or THR t185 or THR 490 required of all majors.) Repeatable up to 12 sem. hrs.
Prerequisite: Permission. 3 sem. hrs.
THR65. TIIEATRE SEMINAR: Concentrationonone theatricalfigure, gmteperiod,
or discipline for researdr and analysis. (THR 440 or THR tl85 or THR 490 reguired of
all majors.) Repeatable up to 6 sem. hrs. Prerequisite: Permission. 3-6 sem. hrs'
THR 490. SPECTAL PROBLEMS IN THEA'TRE: Individual research and report on
topic of studurt's choice in the field of theatre under direct supervision of faculty/staff.
(THR 1140 or THR 485 or THR 490 required of all majors.) Repeatable up to 9 sem. hrs.
95 setn. hrs.
*General Education courge. See Chapter V.
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VISUAL ARTS (VAR)
The Department of Visual Arts teaches the perceptual, practical, and critical skills
necessary for the creation and understanding of art in a variety of media and
contexb. It also teaches the history of the visual arb and cultivates the ability to
appreciate and articulate their meaning and value. The department emphasizes the
highly integrative nafure of the visual arts and their immensecultural and personal
importance.ln addition, thedepartmentoffersopportunities forprofessional career
development in many different fields.
The department offers eight degree programs:
Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Fine Arb (A19)
Bachelor of Fine Arts with a Major in Fine Arb (A19A)
Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Visual Communication Design (A20)
Bachelor of Fine Arts with a Major in Visual Communication Design (A20A)
Bachelor of Arb with a Major in Photography (A21)
Bachelor of Fine Arts with a Major in Photography (A21A)
Bachelor of Fine Arb with Teacher Certification (A22)
Bachelor of Arts with a Major in Art History (A23)
Visual Arts Minors
A minor in Fine Arts requires 21 semester hours: VAF 104 ,772;Y AII2O1 or 2A2
or 203; and 12 additional semester hours of VAF electives.
A minor in Visual Communication Design requires 2L semester hours: VAF 104
112; VAR 200; VAD 215 or 218; 315; and 9 additional upperJevel semester hours of
VAD electives.
A minor in Photography requires L2 semester hours of VAP 300-400-level
courses and any prerequisites for those courses. VAH 382 may also be counted
towards a minor in photography.
A minor tnArt Historyrequires 18 semesterhours: six semester hours of suwey
courses chosen from VAH 207,202, and 203 and12 additional semester hours of
art history electives at the 300-400-level.
Visual Arts Foundations
Visual Arts foundation courses introduce studenb to fundammtal principles,
practices, materials, and vocabulary cornmon to all visual arts disciplines. These
courses provide a common background of skill dwelopment along with an under-
standing of primaryconcepb in thevisual arts and abasis forcritical evaluation. All
foundation courses share the objective of preparing sfudents to face the challenges
of their specific disciplines.
Second Year Review
Near the end of their second year, all Visual Arts majors are reviewed by the
Visual Arts faculty. The review process is a valuable leaming experience for the
student and it helps the faculty to recommend ways in which students may build
upon their asseb and overcome their liabilities. Participation in the Second Year
Review is mandatory for all majors.
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FINE ARTS
The Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a Major in Fine Arts offers a program of
study that introduces the student to a variety of media and approaches to the
visual arts. This program combines the richness of a liberal arts education with
opportunities to explore several possible directions in the visual arts.
The Bachelor of Fine Arb @.F.A.) with a Major in Fine Arts offers a more intensive
exploration of selected media and greater depth of study in a more extensive
selection of visual arts courses.
PROGRAM A19: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
FINE ARTS (ART)I
Semestr Hours
Major program requiremmts 45
var rda, L72, LL7, 206,216, 226 0r 253 ,232 0r 240 ,498 & 499 ............................ 25
SelecttwofromVAtl20l,202,203;470or471or480or481 ...'..............................' 9
vAP 101.......... .......... 3
VAF, VAD, or VAP electives (300-400) .............'..... 8
Communication skills ..,......... 0-9
Natural science...............,.....,. 7
Mathematics $lffI1 102, 2M, 205 exduded)
Social and behavioral sciences..............'.........
Humanities
Philosophy and/or religious studies.............
First-year experience: ASI 150 ...................
Program and general electives to total at Ieast......................
tsee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requiremmts.
PROGRAM A19A: BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
Major program requiremmts 79
vAF 1 04, L12, LL7, 206, 207, 216, 226, 232, 253, 306,
332,353,498,499
Select two from VAH 201, 202,203;YAtlelectives (300400 level) .......'.............'..
vAP 101..........
VAF concentration.....,.......,....
Visual arts electives
Social and behavioral sciences.........................
Humanities 12
Philosophy and/or religious studies.............. 12
First-yelr experience: ASI 150 ......."............ 0-1
Program and general electives to total at least..............'.. 120-130
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
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VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN
The Visual Communication Design (B.A.) program offers a very flexible oppor-
tunity to combine a broad liberal arts education with a strong foundation in the
visual arts and in visual communication design. In this program it is possible for
sfudents to earn a minor, or even a second major, in another discipline within the
University.
The Visual Communication Design (B.F.A.) program combines visual arb foun-
dation courses and an intensive visual communication design curriculum with a
liberalartseducation.Itpreparesstudentsforprofessionalcareersingraphicdesign,
advertising design, illustration, and related fields. Attention is givm to conceptual
and visual problem-solving. Program options include (1) design, (2) illustratiory
and, (3) computer imaging.
PROGRAM A20: BACHELOR OF ARTS WTIH A MAJOR IN
vrsuAl coMMrrNrcATroN DESIGN (VCA)'
Sanuter Hours
Major program requirements requirements 45
vAF 104, LL2,117,216,.................. 12
vAR 200 1
VAD215 o1218,312,315,498,499... L2
VAD, VAF, VAP electives L't
y5,440,45
202,203
Communication skills ............
Nafural science
Mathematics (MTH 102, 204, 205 excluded)
Social and behavioral sciences
From: VAD318,320,32L,
vAF 206,226
vAP 101,240,340,
Select two from: VAH 201,
vAH 383
350, 395, 397,398, 4M, 411, 412, 415
Humanities...
0-9
7
3
L2
18
0-9
72
724
First-year experiencs ASI 150
Philosophy and religious studies
Program and gmeral electives to total at least
lSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education Requirenrents.
PROGRAM A20A: BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS WITH A MAJOR
IN VISUAL COMMUNICATION
DESIGN (VCD),
Major program requirements *:'-*:..:""#
Design concentration:
vAF 104, L12,t17,206,2'16,225... ........................... 1g
v[D21s,3\2,3L5,320,3ffi,4t1,4L2,415,498,49B................. 27
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vAR200
VAR
VAP 101, VAP elective.......
Select two from V NI 207, 202, 203 .....................
vAH383.........
Visual arts electives ........,.............
Marketing or communication
Illustration concentration:
vAF 104, lL2, ll7, 206, 207, 216, 225, 303, 305....................
v AD 218, 312, 315,32L, 397 ,398, 4M, 498, 499
vAR200
Select two from VAH 201, 202,203
vAH383.........
Visual arts electives .........,...........
Marketing or communication ...,..........,..,.....
Computer Imaging concentration:
vAt 104, tt2, 117,206,216,226...
VAD 215 or 21 8, 312, 3L5, 320 ot 32L, 498, 49 .........'.......
vAR200
vAP 101, 240, 340, U5, 4/:0, M5....
Select two from VAH 201 ,202,203
vAH 383.........
Visual arts electives
Marketing or communication
Communication skills ..,.....,,...... 0-9
Natural science....................... 7
Mathematics MIH102,2M,205 exduded) 3Socialandbehavioralsciences.. 3
Humanities 9
Philosophy and/or religious studies.............. L2
First-yearexperience:ASll50 0-1
Program and general electives to total at least....-.-............. 12Y129
tsee also Distribution Table for Badrelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
PHOTOGRAPHY
The two progralrut in Photography (8.A. and B.F.A.) offer many aPProadtes to
using the medium. Art, joumalism, advertising, and illustration are just a few of the
fields in which accomplished photographers may find rewarding careers.
The B.A. program emphasizes a traditional liberal arts background with a
thorough grounding in photographic practice. The B.F.A. allows for greater concen-
tration within photography and related disciplines. Electives allow students to
pursue individual interests and goals.
PROGRAM A21: BACHELOR OF ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
PHOTOGRAPHY (PHO)I
Semreter Hours
Major program requirements 45
vAP101,201,302,410,498,49 .. L6
27
24
1
3
6
3
15
6
I
6
6
3
18
6
18
15
1
18
6
3
18
6
VAR
Select two from:YAP 240,320, 330......
University of Dayton VI
VAF 104, L12,tL7 or 216
Select one from V AH 2o7, 202, 203 .....................
v4H382,482.
Visual Arts electives (300400 level) ...............
Communication skills ......,.....
Natural science.......................
Mathematics (U{fIl L02, 2M, 205 exduded)
Social and behavioral sciences
Humanities
Philosophy and/or religious studies .............
First-year experience: ASI 150 ..........,........
Program and general electives to total at least.............,.......,
lSee also Dstribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
PROGRAM 4'2L4': BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS WITH A MAJOR IN
PHOTOGRAPHY (PTY)I
"ffi'ffi?ffifl,ffi*...,.,.....,'.'.......'............................'.'.......t="'{'
Visual arts e1ectives....................... 26
Communication skills ................ .................... 0-9
Nafural science............. 7
Mathematics @ITHL02,2M,205 exduded) 3
Social and behavioral sciences,.......,............... 9
Humanities 18
Philosophy and,/or religious studies..........,.. 12
First-year experience: ASI 150 ...............,,., ..........,..,,...........,.. 0-1
Program and general electives to total 12I-LU
tSee also Distribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for Gmeral
Education requiremmts.
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ART EDUCATION
The Bachelor of Fine Arb with Teacher Certificatiory a B.F.A. (811,{) program,
offers sfudents expertise in sfudio practice, arthistory aesthetics, and critical analysis
of art. Field experience in the Dayton area allows sfudents to transform theoretical
knowledge into classroom practice. Graduates are well prepared for teaching posi-
tions in public or private schools K-12, as well as for master's degree programs.
PROGRAM A22: BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS WITH TEACHER
CERTTFTCATTON (E11A) (FAE),
Sanzster Hours
Major progran requirements 65
VAF 104, 112,117, 206,m7,2L6, 226,232, 240 ot 33L,253 or 353,
498,499
vAE 483..........
Select two from VAE[2O],202 ,203; 470 or 47'1. ot 480 and VAH elective ...........
Visual arts electives.......... L2
Education requirements: EDT 110, 207,208,3I8,357,419,421,469 ...................................30-32
Communication skills ................ U9
Natural science....,.............,.... 6
Mathematics (JI,4ILIL02,2M,205 exduded) 3
Socialandbehavioralsciences 3
Humanities 6
Philosophy and/or religious studies (must include EDT 419) 12
First-yearexperience: ASI 150 ................... ........................... 0-1
Program and general electives to total 12*137
lSee also Dstribution Table for Bachelor of Arts programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
ART HISTORY
Arthistoryisthestudyof artandarchitecture,producedwi.thinspecificcultural
contexts, as a manifestationof human creativityand as a valuable formof historical
documentation. Sfudentslearnto appreciatethefundamental and varied roles that
the visual arts have played and continue to play in the lives of human beings.
Toward this end, students would learn how images and objects, identified as art,
embody-but also condition and control-social, religious, cultural, economic,
political, and gender dynamics.
PROGRAM A23: BACHELOR OF ARTS WTIH A MAJOR IN
ART HTSTORY (HOA)I
Semester Hours
Major Program Requirements 42
vAH 101,20L,202,203................... .-..-.-.-.-.......... 12
vAH 485 3
u
4
2
3
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VAH electives (300400).............
Major program electives2 .......,.
2L
6
Nafural science
Mathematics (Mf'tl 102, 2M, 205 exduded)
Social and behavioral sciences
Humanities
Philosophy and religious studies........--....-
Communication skills ...,...........
Foreign language3 .................
First-year experisrce: ASI 150 ...................
General Education courses and academic electives to total at Ieast.....,.,,..,.
tSee also distribution table for Bachelor of Arts Programs and Chapter V for General
Education requirements.
Tvlajorprogramelectivesmaybechosen,inconsultationwithanarthistoryadvisor,from
among the following disciplines and coumes: ANT 300, CMM 313, ENG 322, VAF 104, VAF
82, HST 404 HMS 39t PHL 320, PSY 375 and REL 374. Alternatives to these courses may
be elected with the approval of an art history advisor. Major program electives must be at
the 300-400 level (except in the case ofFine Arts courses), and they may notbe used to satisfy
the college breadth requirements for humanities or social sciences.
Where appropriate, this credit may apply to other requirements.
FACULTY
Sean Wilkins on, Chairp erson
Professor: Wilkinson
Associate Prcfessors: Edwards, Goocb Hitt, Niles, Wilbers, 7-ahner
Assistant Professors: Crum, Kettering Marcinowski, Matlack, Mrrphy, Whitaker
Part-time lnstructors: Baker, Benne$ Conard, Cronley, Crum, Grant, Holihary
Jones, Langenderfer, Manera, Martin, Martino, Megginson, Peterson,
Rudegeair, Sholtis, Spenny, Stephan, Weber
kcturer: Ngry*
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
FINE ARTS
VAF 104. FOTINDATION DRAWING: Introduction to basic visual concepts, vadous
drawing media, and approachc to experimental tedrnique. Emphasis on perspective,
perceptual aware[ress, volume in space, and expressive freedom, Sfudio fee.
VAF 112. FOUNDATION2-D DESIGN: Study of theunderlying elem*-alr.rl::Jj":
of design as they are used in two-dimensional composition and the creation of illusion-
istic threedimensional space. 3 sem. hrs.
V N 117. FOUNDATION &D DESIGN: Introduction to basic principles and practices
of dsign in three dirnensions. Emphasis on current theory and construction techniques
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using a variety of media and methods. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
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VAF 206. FIGURE DRAWING I: Studie of the nude model and the skeleton. Mettrods
of elgressing the human forrr using nornrs of proportion and distortion. Gesture study
and expression with a variety of media to develop basic visual vocabulary. Prereqrisite:
VAF 104. Model fee. 3 sem. hrs.
V AF 207. FIGT RE DRAWING U: Emphasis onintegratingworkdonein VAF 206wittr
composition. Development of finished drawings with convincing volune and space.
Continued study of the nude figure plus anatomical diagrams. Prerequisite VAF 206.
Modelfee. 3 sem, hrs,
VAF 216. DESIGN AND COLOR The study of color based on historical and contem-
porarycolor theorie and the use of colorin expressingand integrating design concepb.
Prerequisite: VAF 112 or pamission. 3 sem. hrs.
VN 226. PAINTING I: Inboduction to basic painting principle, tectrniquee, and
materials; still life, landscape figure, and abstraction. Prerequisite VAF 104 112,275,
or permission. Studio fee. 3 satt. hrs.
VN 228, WATERCOLOR I: Principles and techniques of transparent watercolor.
Emphasis on tedrnical mastery. Prerequisite: VAF 104, 772,276, or per:mission.
3 sem.lrs.
V AF 232. SCT LPTURE I: Consideration of fonns as a means of developing an under-
standing of mass, shape and control of medium. The use of various materials sudr as
wood, plaster, and day, with emphasis on integrating material with personal
Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAF2410. CERAMICS I: Introductiontobasicmethodsof workingindayusingcoiland
slab tedniques. Studio fee. i sem. hrs.
VAF 253. PRINTMAKING I: Introduction to the traditional printnuking methods of
woodcutandintaglio. krstructioninedition-printingtechniquesandcuratingofprinb.
Prerequisites: VAF 104, 112, or permission. Studio fee. 3 setn.hrs.
VAF 303. DRAWING IIL Observational and expressive drawing. Use of accumulated
knowledge from previous drawing experiences to develop individual creativity and
original style. Portrait etudy and field trips. Prerequisitw YN 206207 or perrnission.
Modelfee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAF 305. PAINTING tr: Painting wittr oils or acrylics; continuing study of the principleo
and tedmiqges of painting, with eurphasis onpersonal elpreesion and experimentation.
Prerequisite: Y AF 226 ot ?28 or permission. Studio fee. 3 sem.ltrs.
VAF 319. STUDIO: A faculty-supervised time block that allows studenb to Pusue
work in a variety of media as designated in the course composite by area: painting,
drawing, etc. Prerequisite: 6 sem. hrs. of course work in the area selected or perurission
of the instructor. Repeatable up to 9 sem. hrs. Studio fee. 'L-3 sem. hrs.
VAF 325. FIGURE PAINTING: Painting from the model with a variety of media.
Traditionalandconteurporaryapproachestothefigure.PrereqtrisiteVAF2O6o12OT,226
3 sem. hrs.
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VAF 328. WATERCOLOR tr: Continuing investigation of watercolor techniques, both
traditional and experimental. Still life, figure, landscape, and abstraction. Prerequisite:
VAF228 or permission. 3 sem. hrs,
VAF331. CERAMrcStr: lntroductiontobasicmethodsof workingdayusingthewheel.
Studio fee. i sem. hrs.
VAF 332. SCLILPTURE tr: Continued exploration of three'dimensional concepts and
materials, concenhating on wood, stone, and metal. Prerequisite: VAF 232 or permission.
Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAF343. CEMMrcS III: IntroductiontoRaku,a 400-year-oldfapaneseceramicglare
firing techniqueadapted for the contemporarypotter. Studyincludes glazeformulatiorL
handbuilding and/or wheel throwing techniques. Prerequisite: VN 240,331, or
permission. Studio fee. 3 sem, hrs.
VAF 353. PRINTMAKING tr: Following a review of woodcut and experiments in
monoprinting, advanced work in intaglio, including dry-point color etdring aquatint,
sugar-Iift, and experimental etching methods. Prerequisite: VAF 253 or permission.
Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAF 3&1. IEWELRY CONSTRUCTION: Basic principles of construction with special
emphasis on soldering tedrniques, use of tools, and the design of the piece of work.
Prerequisite: VAF 112. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAF 366. IEWELRY CASTING: The complete jewelry<asting procese: designing of
original pieces, making the wax models, spruing, investing buming out, casting, and
finishing. Emphasis at the beginning of the course on leaming the process and correct
procedures; later emphasis on the aesthetic and sculptural nature of the piece of work.
Studio fee. 3 sem. Ltrs,
VAF 436. PAINTING m: Directed advanced studio problems; contemporary issues in
painting. Prerequisites: VAF 30O 325, or permission. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAF 453. PRINTMAKING Itr: Investigation of lithographic printing technique. Em-
phasis on metal plate tedrnology and production of print edition. Prerequisite: VAF 253
and VAF 353 or permission. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAF 490. SPECIAL PROBLEMS: A course for advanced individual work in fine arb.
Approval based on academic standing and perrrission of instructor. Repeatable up to
L5 sem. hrs. Studio fee. L-5 sem. hrs.
VAF 498. SENIOR/PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR-FINE ARTS: Capstone cour€e re'
quired of all B.A. and B.F.A. fine arts and art education @11) majors, to be taken in the
firstsemesterof thesenioryear. Examinationofaesthetigcultural,ethical,andpragmatic
issues in preparation for post-graduate experience. Prerequisite: Serrior standing or
permission. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VN 499. PORFOLIO AND PAPER-FINE ARTS: Completion and presentation of
undergraduate porffolio and paper, to be reviewed by faculty and peers. Faculty
approval of porffolio and paper is required for graduation. Prerequisite: VAF 498 or
permission.
Studio fees: $20. - $60.
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INTERIOR DESIGN
VAI 305. DRAMNG FOR INTERIOR DESIGN I: Design and practice in the marker
medium. Emphasisonpresentation. Prerequisite: VAFl04andpermission. Studio
fee. 2 sem. hrs.
VAI 308. DRAWING FOR INTERIOR DESIGN II: Use of markers in rendering
sketchesthatenableadienttovisualizethedesigner'sideas. Prerequisits HEC395,
VAI 305 and pernrission. Studio fee. 2 sem. hrs.
VAI 490. SPECIAL PROBLEMS: A course for advanced individual work in interior
design. Approval based on academic standing and permission of instructor.
Repeatable up to 15 sem. hrs. Prerequisite: permission. Studio fe. 1-5 sem.hrs.
Studio fees: $20. - $60.
VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN
VAD 215. COMPUTER APPLICATIONfDESIGN: An introduction to page design
software programs and their use in the design process. Prerequisite: VAR 200 or
perrrission. Studio fee. 2sem. hrs.
VAD 218. COMPUTERAPPLICATIONS-ILLUSTRATION: Anintroduction to draw-
ing and paint software programs and their use in illustration. Prerequisite VAR 200 or
permission. Studio fee. 2 sem, hrs.
VAD 307. DRAWING FOR GRAPHIC DESIGN: Exploration of materials, procedutes,
and drawing techniques for design preseatations. Prerequisite VAF 104 or permission.
Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAD 312. VISUAL FORM: Investigation of the perceptual and psydtological effect of
the visual elements-line, shape, valug volume, texture, and color-in visual communi-
cation. Exploration of word and image relationships. Prerequisite: VAF 216. Studio fee.
3 sem. hrs.
VAD 315. TYPOGRAPHY: The study of the appearance and arangement of letter and
word forrts. Attention to their importance as both functional and expressive elements
in communication meesages. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs,
VAD 317. AIRBRUSH TECHNIQTIE: Fundanental course in the use of airbrush as an
illustration and desigrr tool. Prerequisites: VAF 104,216. Studio fee. 3 sem. hts.
VAD 318. GRAPHIC DESIGN FOR THREE DIMENSIONS: The application of graphic
design principles to packaging product, exhibition, and environmental deign. Prereq-
uisite VAF 112 VAD 315, or permission. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAD 320. COMPLffiR-AIDED GRAPHIC DESIGN: An exploration of the use of the
computer as both a tool and a medium for the design and production of visual
communication. Prerequisites: VAD 215, 315, or permission. Sfudio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
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VAD 321. COMPUTER-AIDED ILLUSTRATION: An exploration of the use of the
computer as both a tool and a medium for the creation and production of illustrations.
Prerequisites: VAD 218,315, or permission. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAD 350. DESIGN PROCESS: Focus on the developmsltalprocess of visual commu-
nication, induding concept development, visualization tedrniques, pres€ntation for-
mats, and production methods. Prerequisite: VAD 215,3!2,315, or permission.
Studio fee. 3 sem. lvs.
VAD 395. ADVERTISING DESIGN: Emphasis on print advertising its creation and
presentation. Concept development and attention to advertising layouts that carry
motivating images and messages to consumers about producb, services, or ideas.
Studio fee. 3 sem. lrs,
YAD 397. ILLUSTRATION I: Aftention to conceptual visual, and tedrnical develop
ment. Exploration of media and techniques employed by the illustrator in creating
images for printed communication. Prerequisite: VAF 104 or permisrto". t*f#rT;rr.
VAD 398. ILLUSTRATION tr: Interpretation and repres€ritation of concepb, products,
or stories for magazines, books, newspapers, and advertising. Continued technical
develo'pmentwith a variety of materials, media, and techniques. Prerequisite: VAD 397.
Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAD 404. ILLUSTRATION III: Focus on developing an individual point of view and
illustration style. Prerequisite: VAD 398. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAD 411. GRAPHIC DESIGN I: Study, desigrr, and application of marks, logos, and
symbols in visual communication. Attention to effective visual relationships betwesr
typographic elements and images in single.page applications. Prerequisite: VAD 31$
350. Studio fee. 3 sem, hrs,
VAD 412. GRAPHIC DESIGN tr: Continued study of effective visual relationships
between typographic elements and images. Emphasis on sequential page design. Prereq-
uisite VAD 411 or permission. Studio fee. i sem, hrs.
VAD 474. TRADEMARK DESIGN: Advanced study of marks, logos, and symbols as
communication and identification elements. Emphasis on conceiving design marks of
identity for small businesses, corporations, institutions, products, and,/or seryices.
Prerequisite: VAD 411. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAD 415. GRAPHIC DESIGN ltr: The study and design of identification and image
systems for producb, organizations, instifutions, or corporations, Emphasis on continu-
ityintheapphcationofvisualcommunicationfactors.Prerequisites:VAD4ll.Studiofee.
VAD 480. VISUAL COMMUNICATION DESIGN INTERNSIilP, *r*"*ft?.;
practical experience in professionalworking environments. Prerequisite: second ssmes-
ter iunior status or permission. Repeatable up to 12 sem. hrs. 3 sem. Ltrs.
VAD 490. SPECIAL PROBLEMS: A course for advanced individual work in design or
illustration. Approval based on acadernic standing and pcrnission of instructor. Repeat-
able up to 15 sem. hrs. Studio fee.
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VAD 498. SENIOR/PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR-VCD: Capstone course required of
all B. A. and B.F.A. visual commtrnication design majors, to be taken in the first semester
of the senior year. Examination of aesthetic, cultural, ethical, and pragmatic issues in
preparation for post-graduate expcience. Prerequisite: Serrior standing or pennission.
Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
V AD 499 . PORTFOUO AND PAPER-VCD: Completion and presentation of under-
graduate porffoto and paper, to be reviewed by faculty and peers. Faculty approval of
pordolio and paper is required for graduation. Prerequisite: VAD 498 or Perrdssion'
7 sem. hrs.
Studio fees: $20. - $60.
ART EDUCATION
VAE 101. FUNDAMENTAIS AND MATERLALS OF ART: Acquainb students with
the principles and concepb of art and with the various kinds of materials and techniques
used in artistic expression. Open to all students. Studio fee. 2 sem. hrs.
VAE 483. TEACHING ART IN ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS:
Philosophy, curiculum, planning diagrosrs, instructional methods, materials, safety,
andevaluationtedmiquesforteadringarttostudentswithvariedneedsandabilities.Art
education majors only. Studio fee. First tetm. 4 sem. hrs.
VAE483W. ELEMENTARYANDSECONDARYSCHOOL ART: WorkshoPtogivethe
studsrtof elementaryand secondaryeducationnewapproadres to teadringsfudio arts,
art criticism, art history, and aethetics. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAE 490. SPECLAL PROBLEMS: A course for advanced individual work in art educa-
tion. Approval based on academic standing and perurission of inskuctor. Repeatable up
to 15 serr. hrs. Studio fee. 7-5 sem. hrs.
Studio Fees: $20. - $40.
PHOTOGRAPHY
VAP 101. FOUNDATION PHOTOGRAPHY: Emphasis on leaming and exploring the
visual language of photographic imagery through a series of creative assignments.
Fundamentals of black-and-white still photography: cam€tra ftrnction, exposure, film
processing and printing. Students gain sound technical and creative control of the
medium. Studio fee. 3 sem. fug
VAP 201. PHOTOGRAPHY tr: Specific proiects to develop personal expresion and
sustainedcreativegrowth,increasedtedrnicalcompetenceandgreatervisualaw.ueness.
Students leam more advanced photographic tedrniques, induding negative and print-
ing controls, and different camsa formats. Prerequisite VAP 101 or equivalent. Studio
fee. i sem. hrs.
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VAP 240. DIGITAL IMAGERY I: Introduction to the theory ethics, aesthetics, and
practice of computer image digitizing, enhancement, compositing and manipulation.
No prior knowledge of computers is required. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAP 302. COLOR PHOT@RAPFIY I: Inhoduction to technique and aesthetics of
color photography; students learn to use transparency and negative films and to make
color prints. Prerequisite: VAP 101, 201 or permission. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAP 320. STUDIO PRACTICE I: Extensive use of medium and large for:nat cameras,
studio grip eqripment, hingshl and elechonic flashligltingtechniques; still-lifeandporbait
phobgraphy in a studio environment. Ijretreqlisite: VAP 201. Studio fte. 3 sm. bs.
VAP 321. STUDIO PRACTICE tr: Emphasis on the production of a profeosional-quality
porffolio which will demonsbate advanced knowledge of the studio and inage produc-
tion. Prerequisite VAP 320. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs,
VAP 330. ALTERNATIVE PHOTOGRAPHY I: Introduction to specialized image
production utilizing silver and non-silver photographic processes. Emphasis on tedmi-
cal and aesthetic aspects of alternative photographic practice. Prerequisite: VAP 101.
Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAP 331. ALTERNATryE PHOTOGRAPHY II: Continuing work with altemative
silver and non-silver processes. Emphasis on completion of an artist book or installation
which demonstrates advanced tednical command and aesthetic understanding of the
processes employed. Prerequisite: VAP 330. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAP 340. DIGITAL IMAGERY tr: Continuation of the theory and practice of computer
digitizing techniques;the incorporation of digitalimages into other media. Emphasis on
videographic imagingand theroleof digital imagesin artand society. Prerequisite: VAP
240. Studio fee. 3 sem. Irs.
VAP 345. COMPUTER MODELING AND ANIMATION I: Introduction to history
thuory, and practice of &dimer:rsional computer modeling and animation for video and
print media. Visualization, Cartesian space, simple polygonal modeling, rendering,
and animation techniques will be explored. Prerequisite: VAP 240 or permission. Studio
fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAP 350. VIEW CAMERA: Extensive experience with the view camera, examination
ofrefined techniques, various applications, andconcepts oflargeforuratphotography.
Prerequisite: VAP 201. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAP rm2. COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY II: A continuation of color printing from nega-
tives; completion of individual projects which will demonstrate an advanced under-
standing of the techniques and aesthetics peculiar to color photography. Prerequisite:
VAP 302. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAP 410. ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHY: Students with a substantial commifinent
to photography and with demonstrated technical skills work on individual projects
and participate in group critiques and discussion. Prerequisites: VAP 201.,302;YAI182
Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
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VAP 4t20. PHOTOIOIIRNAUSM: A variety of ways of using photography as docu-
mentation, narrative, and propaganda. Editing of work, layout, and image'text relation-
ships. Personal photographic essay required. Prerequisite VAP 201. Studio fee.
3 sem. hrs.
VAP 430. PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHIC APPUCATIONS: Problem-solving as-
sociated with profesionalphotography; may include commercial, editorid, industrial,
architectural, and illustrative photographic work both in the studio and on location.
Prerequisites: VAP 320 or pennission. Sfudio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAP 4m. COMPUTER MODELING AND ANIMA-TION tr: Detailed study of spline-
based modeling surface rendering and mapping editing complex animation sequences,
motion control, and other topics. Prerequisite: VAP 345. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAP 1145. COMPUTER MODELING AND ANIMA'TION III: Individual projects in
conceptualization and production of animated or high-resolution sequence from
storyboard to final presentation. Prerequisite: VAP tM0. Studio fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAP 450. PHOTOGRAPHY INTERNSHIP: Practical applications of photographic
skills. Opportunities for advanced development and practical experience in professional
working environments. Repeatable up to 6 sem. hrs. for B.F.A. students.. Prerequisite:
Permission. L-3 sem. hrs.
VAP 490. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN PHOTOGRAPHY: Series of assignments to
guide independent study in photography, formulated to meet individual needs of the
student. Prerequisites: VAP 201 and perrdssion. Studio fee. 1.-5 sem. hrs.
VAP 498. SEMOR/PROFESSIONAL SEMINAR-PHOTOGRAPHY: Capstone course
requiredof allB.A. andB.F.A.photographymajors, tobetakeninthefirstsemesterof the
senior year. Examination of aesthetic, cultural, ethical, and pragmatic issues in prepara-
tion for post-graduate experience. Prerequisite: Serrior standing or perrrission. Studio
fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAP 499. PORTFOUO AND PAPER-PHOTOGRAPHY: Completion and presentation
of undergraduate portfolio and paper, to be reviewed by faculty and peers. Faculty
approval of portfolio and paper is required for graduation. Prerequisite: VAP 498 or
permission.
Studio fees: $30. - $50.
7 sem. hr.
ART HISTORY
*VAH 
IO1. INTRODUCTION TO THE VISUAL ARTS: INhOdUCtiON tO thE MCdiA Of
paintingsculpture,andarchitectureinthehistoryof art.Emphasisonunderstandingthe
technical, formal, and expressive aspects of the visual arb and their variow roles in
society. Open to all students. Fee. 3 sem. hrs,
* VAH 201. SURVEY OF ART I: Survey of Westem art from pre-history through the late
medieval period. Open to all students. Fee. 3 sem. hrs.
"vAH 202. SURVEY OF ART tr: Survey of Western art from the late medieval period
3 sem. hrs.
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*VAH2o3. SLTRVEYOFARTII SuweyofWeste!:]nartfromtheeighteenththroughthe
twentieth centuries. Open to all stud€nts. Fee. 3 sem. Ivs.
VAH 350. WESTERN ARCHITECTIJRE: Introduction to the history, theory, and prac-
tice of westem architecture from pre.history through the conterporary period. Open to
all studenb. Fee. 3 sem, hrs.
'iVAH36). ARTHISTORYAND FEMINISM: Intsoductiontofeministapproadres toart
history and women artisb from the medieval period to the preent. OPen to all students.
Fee. 3 sem. fug
VAH 370. AMERICAN ART: lrtroduction to American art and architecture from the
colonial period to World War tr. Prerequisite One Survey of Art course. Fee. 3 sem. hrs.
*VAH 382. HISTORY OF PHOToGRAPHY I: History of the cultural, social, and aes-
thetic roles of photography from the camera obscura to 1945. Emphasis on the &anging
practiceandperceptionof themediumasanartfonn,associal document,andaspopular
culture. Opor to all students. Fee. 3 sem.lvs.
VAH 383. HISTORY OF VISUAL COMMIJMCA-TION DESIGN: Study of the signifi-
cantdevelopmenb,movements,andfiguresinthehistoryof visualcommunicationwith
an errphasis on the modem period. Open to all students. Fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAH$O. ITALIANRENAISSANCEART: Introductionto thepainting,sculpture,and
ardritecture of Italy between c. 1300 and c. 1550. Prerequisite VAH 2(2 or permission.
Fee. 3 sem.lvs.
VAH 4b0. BAROQITE ART: Study of the major painters, sculptors, and ardritects of the
seventeenth century. Prerequisite VAH 202 or perrnissiqn. Fee. 3 smt hrs.
* VAH 470. NINETEENTH-CEI\ITURY ARTI: Studyof the majorartistsand moveurenb
in European art from Neo-Classicism to the beginnings of Realism. Prerequisite VAH
203 or permission. Fee. 3sem.fus.
" V AfI477. NINETEEI{TH€ENTURYARTft Studyof themajorartistsandmovemenb
inEuropeanartfromRealismthroughArtNouveau.Prereguisite VAH470or p€flnis-
sion. Fee. 3 sem. hrs.
* VAH 480. TWENTIETII-CENTURY ART: Study of the major movements and artisb in
Arepainting sculpture, and ardritectureof the twsrtiethcentury. Prerequisite VAH203
orpennission. Fee. 3sent.lrs.
VAH lt8l. COI{T 
.EMPORARY ART: Study of the major movemenb and artists in
painting sculpture, arctritecture and other media in the contemporary period. Prereq-
uisits VAH 203,480, or perudssion. Fee. 3 sem. hrs.
VAH r$a HISIORY OF PHOTOGRAPFIY Il The history of photography from 1945 to
the present. Preneqgisite: VAH 382. 3 sem.lvs.
VAH 485. ART HISTORY SEMNAR: A serninar and capstone reading and researdr
course conc€ntrating on one art historical topic for detailed analysis. lvlay be repead as
topics change. Peffdssion of instructor.
2M
3 sem. hrs.
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VAH 490. SPECIAL PROBLEMS: Advanced, independent studywith faculty direction
VAR
in art history. Prerequisite one art history course or pennission.
Slide library and film fees: $25.
7-5 sem.hs.
VISUAL ARTS
VAR200. INTRODUCTION TO VISUAL ARTSCOMPTTTING: An introduction to the
computer as a tool, and the computer lab as an environment, for visual artproduction.
Studio fee. 1 smt. hr.
VAR 490. SPECIAL PROBLEMS: Advanced, independant study with faculty direction
in a visual arb subject or topic that is not covered in existing, disciplinespecific courses.
Pennission. Studio fee.
Studio fees: $25. - $60.
7-5 sem.lvs.
* General Education course. See Chapter V.
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woMEN',S STUDIES (WST)
The interdisciplinary minor in women's studies provides a timely academic
concentration appropriate to many majors and useful in many fields. As an aca-
demicpursuit,women'ssfudiesattemptstocompensateforthetraditionalomission
frommanycurricula of thehistorical and contemporary contributions of women.It
also looks to the futurg intending to enhance the dignity, worth, and effectiveness
of allwomen.
The minor in women's sfudies requires 13 semester hours. It must include the
interdisciplinary seminar ASI 228, Focus on Women, and 12 semester hours in
upper-division coruses (300-level or above) from at least three different disciplines.
The following courses are among those offered.
ASI ?213 FocusonWomen
CMS 475 Women and Communication
HPS 427 WomenandAlcohol
HPS 130 Self Defense for Women
HPS 540 Women in Sport (may be taken for undergraduate credit)
ENG 2M Major American Writers: Women Writersr
ENG 319 Contemporary Fiction: WomenWritersr
ENG 324 The Novel: Contemporary Women Novelistsr
ENG 329 TheShortStory:WomenWritersr
ENG 333 Images of Women in Literature
ENG 335 Modem Black Literature
HEC 318 Familyliving
HST 351 History of American Women
HST 352 History of the American Family
HST 353 Women in European Society
HST 469 Technology,LaborandGender
MGT 40 WomeninManagement
PHL 307 Philosophy and Women
POL 300 Women and Politics
PSY 443 Psychology of Women
PSY 462 Human Sexuality
REL 471 Women and Religion
REL 472 Ecology and Religion
REL 492 Women and Global Church
SOC 322 Sex Roles and Society
SOC 332 Sociologyof Women
VAH 3n Women Artisb
Ir additioo independent study courses and UDI courses may be applicable.
lTopics courses in various departments may be applicable if they are readily
identifiable as pertinent to women's studies. Students who wish to be recorded as
minoring in women's studies should notify their respective deans and the director
of women's sfudies.
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WOMEN'S STUDIES COMMITTEE
L. Majka (Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work), Directu of Womefl's Studies
Benz @ducational Administration), Bowen (School of Education), f. Burnell
(Counseling Center), Carlson (History), Dunlevy-Shakelford (Communication/
Theatre), Fischer (Philosophy), T. George (Counseling Center), Hirshfield
(History), Masters (Art Series), Martin (Religiow Studies), O'Leary @aw Clinic),
O'Meara (Languages), Pestello (Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work),
Shereen (English), Vesper (Arts & Sciences), R.M. Bowen (undergraduatQ.
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VII School of Business Administration
Sam Gould, Dean
Iohn E. Rapp, Associate Dean
E. James Dunne, Associate Dean, Director of Graduate Program
Eric C. Lensmeyer, Assistant Director, Undergraduate Program
The School of Business Adminisbation seeks to develop people and knowledge
whichmake a difference inbusiness and society. Ourmission is toqeateoutstand-
ing value for our stakeholders by providing high quality educational programs, that
deliver the best in business thinking and practice, embody the Catholic/Marianist
educational tradition and prepare well-rounded graduates for successful business
careers and further education.
The undergraduate curriculum has three distinct emphases: a foundation in the
liberal arb, a firm grounding in the common body of business knowledge and
specialization in a business major. Supplemented with opportunities for enrich-
menf the curriculum stimulates critical thinking, enhances communication skills,
integrates and synthesizes knowledge, and fosters ethical decision-making and
moralleadership. Itisbuiltupontheenduringandfundamentalbasesofknowledge
that can prepare students for careers in the complex global economy of the
21st century.
ADMISSION TO THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
The minimumrequiremenb for admission to the School of Business Administra-
tion are the following:
1. Graduation from an acaedited high school
2. The following unib of college preparatory subjecb:
English 4 units
Mathematics (Algebra I & II, Geometry) 3 units
Natural Sciencewith a Laboratory 1 unit
Social Science 2 units
3. Students who rank in the upper half of their high school graduating class and who
have SAT scores of 950 or ACT scores of 22 are automatically eligible for admission
to the School of Business Administration. Applicanb who do not meet these criteria
are judged on an individual basis. Consideration is grven to the type of courses
taken, the type ofsecondary school attended, and leadership activities, in addition
to class rank and standardized test scores.
4. AnypersonwhosenativelanguageisnotEnglishmustsubmitanacceptablescore
intheTestof Englishas aForeign Language CIOEFL). Exceptionsto thispolirymay
be made for studmts whose education has been in schools where English is the
principal language of instruction.
TRANSFER STUDENTS
Candidates for admission from other accredited colleges or universities must
be in good academic standing in the colleges or universities from which they are
bansferring and must have a cumulative grade point average of at least 2.00
(on a scale of 4.0). They must also meet the admission requirements as set by
the faculty of the School of Busines Adminisbation. Upper-division business
courses can be transferred onlv from business schools accredited bv the American
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Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB). At least 75 percmt of the
studenfs business courses must be completed at the University of Dayton. Studenb
planning to attend twc.year colleges before transferring to the School of Business
Administration are encouraged to follow arb and sciences or pre.business pro-
grams rather than technical terminal programs. (See also Chapter Itr.)
RETURNING STUDENTS
A qualified student who retums to the School of Business Administration after
an absence of one calendar year or longer may be readmitted to the School of
BusinessAdministrationaccordingtotheUniversityof Daytonrequirementswhich
are applied to transfer students from other universities and colleges. (See Chapter
trI.) These students will be required to satisfy the program requirements which are
current at the time of their readmission to the School of Business Adminisbation.
Part-time sfudents (those who carry fewer than L2 semester hours) who are
readmitted after an absence of two or more years will be required to satisfy the
program requirements which are currmt at the time of readmission to the School of
Business Administration.
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE BACCALAUREATE DEGREE
The School of Business Administration programs lead to the degree of Bachelor
of Science in Business Administration upon satisfactory completion of the follow-
ing requirements:
l. The candidate must complete successfully the first- and second-year business
administrationprogram,whichis designed to give awide and liberaleducationfor
a broader comprehension of the fields of business administration and economics.
All students in the School of Business Administration must complete a conunon
block of courses known as the SBA core.
2. The candidate must eam a cumulative grade point average of at least 2.0 in the
total semester hours required for the degree and in the major. The 2.00 requirement
in the major is calculated using all 30M00 level courses attempted in the studenfs
major; courses numbered at the 100 or 200 level are nof included in this calculation.
3. Each candidate must complete at least 54 upperJevel semester hours, with a
minimum of 35 semester hours in 300-40Glevel courses in the School of Business
Administration, of which L8 semester hours or more must be in one of the aca-
demic majors.
4. Candidates majoring in economics, finance, management, or marketing must
complete a minimum of L21 semester hours. A major in accounting requires 122
semester hours, and a major in management information systems requires 127
semester hours.
5. The candidate's final 30 semester hours must be eamed in residence at the
University of Dayton.
6. The School of Business Administration will not accept any business or business-
related courses more than ten years old.
7. A maximum of two semester hours of physical education activities courses
(HSS 130) may be applied toward the minimum graduation requirement.
8. The candidate has the responsibility of meeting degree requirements in business
administration. Therefore, the student should be thoroughly familiar with the
course requirements and should keep a record of courses completed and semester
hours applicable to degree requirements.
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GRADING OPTION
All students in the School of Business Administration must register under Grade
Option 1 for courses in any departrnent of the School of Business Administration.
O-ther courses that must be taken under Option 1 are MTH 128,729;PHL 313; REL
368; and the communication requirement MIS majors must take required computer
science courses under Option 1.
FIRST- AND SECOND-YEAR SBA PROGRAM
The program below is to be followed by students who will major in accounting
econoniicsffinance, nurugement, or marketing. Students planning to major in
management information systems should follors the Pro_gram outlined in the
section on the Deparhnent of Management Information Systems and Decision
Sciences (MIS) in this chapter.
Theprogrambelowcontains allof therequirementsforthefirstandsecondye-ars.
There G ne*Uitity in the sequencing of some courses----e.9., PHL 103 can be taken
during either thefirst or the second semester; some courses listed in the firlt year
canbe-taken during the second year orvice versa. Consult the academic advisor for
sequencing options.
Dqt. No. Semester Hours
First Year
BAI 150 Bwiness Educational Planningr
BAI L03L Business Computing laboratoryl
ENG 101-102 College Composition I and IP
FIST 101 or 102 History of Westem Civilization
MTH 128 FiniteMathematics3
MT1I I29 Calculus for Business
PHL 103 Introduction to Philosophy
REL 103 Introduction to Religion
CMM 101 FundammtalsofOralCommunicationa
General Education requirementss
LstTerm 2ndTerm
I
1
J
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
t6
3
J
J
3
J
15
3
3
i
J
3
3
3
3
15
ACC
DSC
TO
MCT
Sophomore Year
207-208 Principles of Accounting I andi IY
210-2LL Statistics for Bwiness I and tr ' .
203-204 Principles of Micoeconomics and Macroeconomics
Social science elective6
Communication requiremenf
203 LegalEnvironmentofBusiness
Gmeral Education requirementss
lDoes not count toward minimum graduation requirement. A proficiency test for BAI
103L is available for those with adequate background.
zStudents placed in ENG 1L4 or 198 take a nonbusiness elective the second temr.
3MT!I 102is recommended for students with insufficimt lcrowledge of secondary math-
ematics. MTH 102 does not count toward minimum graduation requirement.
Students testing out of CMM 101 will substitute a nonbusiness elective.
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slSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
specified in the program (e.9. PHL 103); others are to be drosen from the listing of approved
courses set fort'h in Chapter V.
€hoose any approved Gmeral Education social science elective.
TChoose from ENG 370, ENG 37e ENG 37& CN4M 321, CI\4MI90 or CMM rg1.
UPPER-LEVEL PROGRAMS
Specialization in the School of Business Administration occurs in the junior.rnd
senior years. Majors are available in accountin& economics, finance, rnanagement
management information systenui, and marketing. These programs are decribed
later in this chapter.
Each major involves some number of general electives, as seen in the appropriate
program descriptions. In choosing electives, studenb must bear in mind two
considerations. One is thatatleastthreesemester hours of general electives mustbe
takm oubide the School of Business Administration. The other is that a minimum
of 54 semester hours of all academic work must be at the 300400 level.
Double majors and minors in busines administration are available; require-
menb for minors are set forth under the descriptions for each academic unit later in
this chapter. Minors in some nonbusiness progranu are also available; consult the
appropriate departmmt for details.
MINOR IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
The minor in intemationalbusiness is an interdisciplinary program inbusiness
adminishation which consisb of L8 semester hours. Nine of these are chosen from
businesscourses;theremainingninefromnonbwinesintemational-relatedcourlsres,
drosen in consultation with the studenf s academic advisor. It is recommended, but
not required, that a portion of the nine semester hours of nonbusiness courses be
upper-level language courses.
The requirementforinternationalbusiness courses consisb of three course, one
each from any three of the following funcHonal areas. One of these course may also
count toward the studenfs major, with the approval of the departrnent chairperson.
Accounting:
ACC 472 International Accounting
Economics:
ECO 450
ECO 450
ECO 461
Finance:
FIN 450
Managenenh
MGT 430
Marketing:
MKT 440 MultinationalMarketing
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Comparative Economic Systems
Economic Development and Growth
International Economics
brternational Business Finance
Multinational Corporate Management
Sdrool of Businees Adminishation
MI(t 445 Special Topics in Intemational Marketing (for Study Abroad
Program)
Business Administration Interdisciplinary:
BAI 301 Practicum in International Business
MINOR IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Two minors in business adminishation are available to students in other divi-
sions of the university. One is designed to prepare students with any undergraduate
major to pursue a master of business administration (MBA) degree; the other is for
students who may be seeking business careers.
MBA preparation. Most MBAprograms prefer thatincomingstudents complete
courses in the basic busines disciplines. Studenb enrolling in MBA Programs
withoutthebasiccourse aretypicallyrequiredtocompletethembeforeproceeding
to regular masters level courses, which extmds corsiderably-fq qT: lequired to
comfbte MBA requirements. The courses listed below wiu fulfill these basic
requirements in moit IrrtgA Progratns; completion of the coursefi entitles a student
to 
-list 
a minor in business-administration. Students are required to take all of
the following.
ECO 203,2M Principles of Microeconomics and Principles of
Macroeconomics
ACC 301 Financial Accounting
DS€. 210,2L7 Statistics for Business I and II
DSC 315 Production and Operations Management
FIN 301 Business Finance
MGT 203 LegalEnvironmentofBwiness
MGT 311 Organization Behavior and Managemmt
MIS 365 ManagementlnformationSystems
Career urinor. Any student may also complete a minor in business adminis-
tration which emphasizes a background for buginess career€. The requirements
for this minor are listed below.
Lower level cour€es. Students are required to complete all of the following:
ECO 203-204
ACC 301
MTH 207
MGT 203
Principles of Microeconomics and Principles of
Macroeconomics
Financial Accounting
Statistia for Business I (or some other statistics course)
Legal Environment of Business
Upper level courses: Studenb mwt complete any three of the following:
ECO 345
DSC 316
FIN 301
MGT 311
MIS 355
MKT 305
Intermediate Microeconomics
Production and Operations Management
Business Finance
Organization Behavior and Management
Mana gemmt Information SYstems
Principles of Management
E3
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Two additional upper level courses, both from the same functional area: DSC,
ECq FIN, MGT, MKT or MIS. These courses must be selected from one of the three
areas in which the sfudent has taken the upper level core course listed above.
INTERNSHIP
Intemship is work experience offered for academic credit in each of the depart-
ments in the School of Business Administration. The intent is to provide practical
experience in implementing the theory and skills leamed in the classroom, inwork
associated with the studenfs academic concentration. It is an option open to all
undergraduate studenb pursuing four-year programs once they have fr:lfilled the
following prereq r isites:
1. Students must have completed a minimum of 45 semester hours.
2. A minimum of 2.0 cumulative grade average is required and must be
maintained.
3. Approval from the deparhnent chairperson of the student's major is a prereq-
uisite for participation in the program.
Positions offered to studenb may be either compensatory or noncompensatory.
The intent of the internship is to be beneficial to both the students and the
participating organizations. Students are encouraged to find positions themselves,
and these are acceptable if the employers agree to the conditions for participating
organizations.
Credits earned in intemship may be applied as general electives or associated
with the studenfs major, depending upon the requirements of the individual
departrnents. The maximum number of semester hours that may be earned over the
fulI four-year degree program is twelve. lndividual deparhnent requiremenb differ
and should be checked under the 497 course numbers in the pages which follow.
The internship program is offered in all termswith specialpolicy and conditions
governing the summer session. During the first and second terms intemships are
offered in the Dayton area, while during the summer session arrangemmts can be
made for out-of-town participation. Interested students should see the intemship
coordinator for further information as soon as they are eligible for participation.
COOPERATTVE EDUCATION
The School of Business Adminishation participates in the University of Dayton
Cooperative Education Program, which is an optional program of full-time, on-
campus study alternating with terms of full-time, off-campus work training. For a
fuller explanation of the program, refer to Chapter X.
ACC
ACCOUNTING (ACC)
The Department of Accounting offers a program that prepares students to begin
professionll caleers in public accounting, private industry, govemment, and not-
ior-profit organizations. The accounting program emphasizes communication,
intellectual and interpersonal skills, general education and business and account-
ing knowledge, with a professional, ethical orientation.
An accounting major must eam credit in at least seven upper-level accounting
courses. Six specific courses are required: ACC 303, 305, 306, U7, 40L, and 420. At
least one additional accounting course is required. All upper-division accounting
courses require a minimum grade of uC'in all prerequisite accounting courses.
Students should consult with their academic advisor about selecting accounting
and other elective courses appropriate to particular career goals. Studenb should
also consult their advisor or the chairperson about opportunities for professional
work-experimce (e.g, co-oP or intemship), minors, intemational opportunities/
study, requirements for professional (e.g., CPA) examination, etc.
Sfudents may complete the new "150 semester hour" requirements to register
for the CPA Exam in Ohio (effective in Ohio on ]an. L, 2000) and numerous other
states at u.D. The MBA program with a specialization in accounting is particularly
useful in this regard. eonsult the department chairperson or your advisor for
more information.
PROGRAM 81: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
ACCOUNTING (ACC)
Dept, No. Course Semesto Hours
lstTerm 2ndTerm
3I&il 4ACC 303ACC 301306ACC UlFIN 301
MGT 311MIS 355MKT 305PHL 313
orREL 368
Junior Year
Managerial Accounting
lntermediate Financial Accounting
Accounting Infomration Systems I
Business Finance
Organization Behavior and Management
Managemmt Information Systems
Principles of Marketing
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
General Education requirementr
Senior Year
Auditing Principles
Federal Income Taxation
Accounting electivd
Production and Operations Management
Economics elective3
Strategic Management and PolicY'z
Gmeral Education requiremmt'
General elective#
3
3
3
3
3
3
J
15
3
J
3
6
G
G
3
3
3
3
3
15
ACC
ACC
ACC
DSC
ECO
5'
401
420
3t6
:;
lSee Gmeral Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
specified in the program (e.g., PHL 313 or REL 358); others are to be drosen from the listing of
approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
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".Vay F yui"4, and replaced by gmeral electiires, for studmts electing to complete a
combined 8.9. with a major in accounting and an MBA with a specialization in accounting the
latter as a full-timestudmt, atU.D. ToAlhours required forgraduation fora B.S. withamajor
in accounting will drop from 122 to 121 and general elective hours increase from 9 to 11 or 14,
depending on whether one or both courses are waived.
3Choose any 300 or 4fi) level economics course.
aAt least 3 sem. hrs, of the general electives must be taken outside the School of Business
Administration A minimum of 54 sem. hrs. of all academicworkmustbeatthe3fi)400level.
The program above contains all of the junior and senior requiremenb for an
accounting major. There is flexibilityin thesequencingof somecourses. Consultthe
academic advisor for sequencing options.
For a minor in accounting, at least L9 semester hours are required as follows:
Accz07-z08,Introduction to Accounting (ACC 301 substituteo for ACC 207).
ACC 305-306 Intermediate Financial Accounting
Two additional accounting courses, chosen in consultation with the departrnent
chairperson.
FACULTY
Ronnie J. Burrows, Chnirpercon
David Smith, Ernest €t Young Faculty Scholar of Accounting
P rofes sor s : Roehm, Smith
Associate Professors: Bradn Burrows, Geary, Rosenzweig, Vorherr
Assistant Professort Hartwell
kcturen Hadley
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
ACC207. INTRODUCTION TO FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING: Introduction to
financial accounting concepts, procedures, and terminology. The accounting frame.
work for recording transactions and reporting to parties extemal to the organiza-
tion. Prerequisites: Sophomore standing and BAI 1.03L or equivalent.
3 sem. hrs.
ACC 208. INTRODUCTION TO MANAGERLAL ACCOUNTING: Management
use of accounting data in planning and controlling organization activities; &eories
and practices of cash flow reporting, cost accounting and analysis of data for
management decision making. Prerequisite ACC207, 3 sem.hrs.
ACC301. INTRODUCTION TO ACCOTINTING: Introduction to financial and
managerial accounting concepb, terminology, puryos$, and applications for the
nonbusiness student Notopen to studenb intheSchool of Business Adminishation
or to those with credit in ACC 207. 3 sem.hrs.
ACC 303. MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING: The production, disseminatiort and
interpretation of financial information for use within an organization. lnformation
for planning, decision makin& and control. Study of typical cost accounting sys-
tems in various organizations. Prerequisites: ACC207 and 208, junior standing.
3 sem, hrs.
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3 sem.hrs.
ACC305-306. INTERMEDIATE FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING I & IL Compre-
hensive treahnent of financial accounting concepts, principles, and proce4ures used
in the preparation and analysis of finandal statimehts. liqrequisit-es: ACC 207 and
20g, junioi standing. Acc 305 is a prerequisrte for ACCnfi6. 
3 sem. hrs. respectioery
ACC341. ACCOLINTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS I: Study of designs of ac-
counting systems, including their impact on management decision making and
controlEniphasis on (1) a systems approach to the flow of data, (2) systern intemal
control, an<i 1S1 computer dpplications in accounting. Prerequisites: ACC 207 and
208 and IrflS 365 or iermission of chairperson . 3 sem. hrs.
ACC 401. AUDITING PRINCIPLES: Study of the concepts, standards, and proce'
dures wed to judge and report on the degree of correspondencebetween qulntifi;
able information and established criteria; introduction to intemal, operational, and
governmental auditing. Prerequisites: ACC 306 and 341.
ACC402. ACCOUNTING FOR NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATIONS: Study
of the principles, techniques, and Procedures related to financial rep_orting of
govemmental units and bther not-for-profit entities. Prerequisite: ACC 306.
3 setn. hrs.
ACC4M. ADVANCED MANAGERIAL ACCOUNTING: Study of the more in-
volved methods and concepts of managerial cost accounting. Includes advanced
topics in cost determination-and analysis, quantitative methods, behavior{ 1sp9c!
of management decision-making and conhol systems. Prerequisites: ACC 303
and341.- - 3sem,hrs.
ACC40S. ADVANCED FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING: Study of the principles
and procedures in accounting for specialized uses in business combinations, con-
sohdltions, govemment and other not-for-profit entities, multinational companies,
and foreign currency transactions. Prerequisite: ACC 305. 3 sem.hrs.
ACC472. INTERNATIONAL ACCOUNTING: Introduction to the issues
and problems of intemational business as they relate toaccounting; how various
countries perceive and deal with specific accounting problems. Prerequisite: ACC
208 or penmission of chairperson. 3 sem. hrs.
ACC 413. ADVANCED ACCOUNTING PROBLEMS: Comprehensive study and
analysis of accounting principles and practices, using specific problems for
development of approidres to problem solving. Prerequisite: Permission of chair-
person. J sem.hrs.
ACC 414. SEMINAR IN ACCOUNTING: Study of accounting theory curent
accounting issues, and recent authoritative pronouncements. Prerequisite: 12 sem.
hrs. of upfer-level ACC coutses or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
ACC 420. FEDERAL INCOME TAXATION: Study of federal income tax laws and
their application to individuals, partnerships, and- coqporationq. The historical,
social, iionomic, and political influence on taxation laws are emphasized. Consid-
eration is given to legal, moral, business, and personal factors involved in taxation.
prerequisi'te ACC 3d5 or ACC 207 (or ACC 3b1) with permission of chairperson.
3 sem.hrs.
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ACC421. ADVANCED TAXATION: Study of taxation of corporations, parhler-
ships, andestatesand trusb.Emphasisontheimpactoftaxationonbusinessentities.
Prerequisite: ACC420. 3 sem. hrs.
ACC430. LAW FOR THE ACCOUNTING PROFESSION: Study of major laws
affectingthepublicandprivatepracticeof accountin&contracb,property,conuner-
cial code, bankruptcy, business organizations, legal responsibility, and govemment
regulations. Credit does NOT apply to requirements for ACC major. Prerequisites:
MGT 203, permission of chairperson. 3 sem. hrs.
ACC 441. ACCOTINTING INFORMATION SYSTEMS II: Examination of ac-
counting systems with exposure to systems design and evaluatiory complex spread-
sheet applications, decision support systems, and data base management applica-
tions. Prerequisite: ACC 341 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs,
ACC 491,492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departmental
faculty member. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with
permission of program director and chairperson. 3 sem. hrs. each
ACC497. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCE: Supervised accounting work
experience in association with a participating public accounting industrial, com-
mercial, educational, health-care, or goverrunental organization. (See intemship
coordinator for details). Credit does NOT apply to requirements for ACC major.
Permission of chairperson required. 1-6 sem. hrs.
ACC 498. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: Full-time accounting work term(s), al-
ternating with study terms for a multi-term experience. (See Chapter X; consult
Career Placement Center for details). Credit does NOT apply to requirements for
ACC major. Permission of drairperson required. 1-6 sem. hrs,
ACC 499. INDEPENDENT STUDY IN ACCOLJNTING: Directed readings, inde-
pendent study, and research proje$ in selected fields of accounting. Periodic
conferences with instructor. Prerequisites: Senior status in accounting, permission
of chairperson and instructor. 1-5 sem, hrs,
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DECISION SCIENCES (DSC)
The Departrnent of Management Information systems and.Decision scimces
offers couries in several quantitative and systems areas, a major and a minor in
management informationlystems (see MIS), and a minor in decision sciences.
Ddision sciences is the dtudy of analysis, quantitative methodologies and their
application to the functional and behaviorafproblems of any organization. The
malor areas of study include aPPlied statistics, operations research, and production
andl operations minagement. All business students take three decision sciences
cogrses as part of their core business coursework: DSC 210, Statistics for Business
I; DSC 21t Statistics for Business II; and DSC 315, Production and Operations
Management.
ThE minor in decision sciences (DSC) offers businees majors and other students
an opportunity to develop their skills in the quantitative methods which support
manilerial decision making.The following courses are required for a minor in
decision sciences:
DSC 210, Statistics for Business I
DSC 211, Statistics for Business II
MIS 303, Decision SuPPort with PCs
DSC 312, Quantibtive Busines Analysis
DSC 315, Production and Operations Management
Six additional semester hours of 300-40Glevel DSC or MIS courses'
Business students may not use MIS 365 as credit towards the minor. specifig
courses inotherareas (e.g. mathematics) maybeused. Seechairpersonforapproval.
FACULTY
feffrey A. Hoffer, Chnirpnnn, Department of Management lnfatmation Systems and
Decision Sciences
Prabuddha De, Sher-man'standard Registn Clwir in MIS
Profasms: De, Dunne, Ferratt, Hoffer, Vlahos, Wells
Associate Professors: Amsden, Bohlen, Young
Assistant Professors: Casen Prasad, Sinha
kcturer:Davis
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
DSC 210. STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS I: Basic concepts of statisfics including
descriptive statistics, probability, probability distributions, and estimation. Prereq-
uisitei MTH 129, BAi 103L. 3 sem.hrs'
DSC 211. STATISTICS FOR BUSINESS ft Tesb of hypotheses, analysis of vari-
ance, simple and multiple regression and correlation, and nonparametric methods.
etut"q"l"1it"r DSC 210.^ " 3 sem' hrs'
DSC 312. QUANTITATIVE BUSINESS ANALYSIS: lntroduction to the principal
mathematiial models wed to support managerial analysis and decision making,
iofioi"a"a"finearprogrammin[sim"taUon,decisiontl\eory,queueingtheoryand
dei:ision support sysierris. Prere{uisite: DSC 211 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs'
DSC 3L3. ADVANCED BUSINESS STATISTICS: Selected topics from advanced
statistics with emphasis on business applications. Prerequisite: DSC 211 or
DSC
equivalent.
DSC 312 recommended.
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3 sem. hrs.
3 sem, hrs.
DSC316. PRODUCTION AND OPERATIONS MANAGEMENT: Studv of the
management of processes thatproduce goods and services. Emphasis on tfte useof
quantitativetechniques inthe analysisof productionsystems. Discussionof curent
trends such as just-in-time, total quality, and flexible manufacturing. Prerequisite:
DSC 211 or equivalent 3 sem.hrs.
DSC 410. DECISION THEORY: Introduction to the analysis of decisions under
uncertainty. Topics include structuring of the decision process, Bayesian decision
theory and multicriteria decision making. Prerequisite DSC 211 or equivalent.
3 sm.hrs.
DSC 415. SIMULATION MODELING AND ANALYSIS: Introduction to simula-
tion models in support of busines decision making. Emphasis on building and
analyzingmodels in avarietyof applications includingmanufacturing and service
systems. Studyand weof a simulationlanguage. Prerequisites: BAI103L, DSC211.
DSC 430. QUAUTY AND In IN MANUFACTLIRING: The concepts of just-in-
time manufacturing total quality system, and statistical pr@ess control. Proiecb,
tours, and guest speakers. Prerequisite: DSC 316. 3 sem, hrs.
DSC 435. ANALYSIS OF FACTORY SYSTEMS: Concepts and techniques for the
analysis, design, and management of factory production systems. Work-flow
layouf sdreduling techniques, stochastic process models, simulations, and comput-
erized factory models. Prerequisites: DSC 312, 315. 3 sem. hrs.
DSC1140. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT: Theory and practice of continuous
improvement especially as applied in manufacturing; comparison to the traditional
operations management approach, tools and techniques, the KAZEN approach.
Prerequisite: Drc 315. 3 sem,hrs,
W. 491492. HONORS THESIS: Selectiorl design, investigation, and completion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a deparhnental
faculty member. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with
permission of the director of the progran and the deparknental chairperson.
3 sem. hrs, each
DS€. 494. SEMINAR IN DECISION SCIENCES: Study of selected topics or issues
in applied statistics, quantitative business analysis, and production and operations
management. Topics vary from time to time. May be taken more than once if topics
change. Title will reflect topics covered in a particular offering. 3 sem.hrs,
DSf. 497. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and
in associationwith a participating industrial, commercial, educational, healtlr-care,
or govemmmtal organization, practical experience in work associated with the
studenfs minor concentration. (See coordinator for debils.) Does not
satisfy MIS elective. Permission of drairperson required, 1-6 sem. hrs,
DSC 499. INDEPENDENT STLIDY IN DECISION SCIENCES: Research in con-
junction with a f"."lty member on a subject within the general area of decision
scienc€s. Normallyopmonlyto juniorsand seniorswhohaveattained acumulative
grade'point average of 3.0 or above. Permission of drairperson required.
L-6 xm. hrs.
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ECONOMICS (ECO)
The major program in economics is designed for studmb seeking careers as
economisb inLaGatioo govemment, orbwiness. The maior is ercellentP1epla-
tion for gradudte work in-either economics or business adminisbation and for law
school. ihe shrdent is equipped with the tools for the systematic analysis of the
economics of the firm, ttre industry, the natio& and the world.
The major in economics consiste of ECO 2cf-i204 Principles of JVIi-cre' and
Macroeconomics; ECO346,Intermediate MicroeconomicAnalysis;ECO34ZInter-
mediate Macroeconomic Analysis; and 15 semester hours of economics elective'
Students in the College of AG and Sciences desiring to major in ecorromics will
follow the program fJr the Bachelor of Arb in Economics. (See ECO, Chaptg VI.)
The progdm below conbins all of the junior and senior requirements for an
""ottotolo 
iotjot. There is flexibility in the sequencing of some courses. Consult
the academic advisor for sequencing options.
PROGRAM B2-A: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
ECONOMICS (ECO)
Dept. No. Semater Hours
ECO
ECO
ECO
FIN
MGT
MIS
MKT
PHL
v
u6y7
301
311
365
30s
313
or
368
Iunior Year
Intennediate Microeconomic Anatysis
tntermediate Macroeconomic Analysis
Economics elective
Business Finance
Organization Behavior and Management
Managenent Information Systems
Principles of Marketing
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Busines World
General Education requirementl
General electivd
Senior Year
Production and Operations Management
Economics elective
Strategic Management and PolicY
General Education requiremmtr
General electives2
lstTenn 2nd Ternt
3
3
3
3
3
3
15
6
3
6
15
3
3
15
3
6
3
3
15
DSC 316
ECO
MGT 490
rsee General Education Requircments, Chapter V. Some General Educadon corrfs€n are
specified in the program (e.g., fFIL 313 or REL 368); others are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses st forth in ChapterV.
2At least 3 sem. hrs. of the general electives must be taken outside the School of Business
Administration. A minimum o] 54 sem- hrs. of all academic work must be at the 3$-4(X) level
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For a minor in economics, 18 semester hour6 are required:
ECO 20y204, Principles of Micro- and Macroeconomics
ECO 3M-U7, Intermediate Micro- and Macroeconomics Analysis
Six additional semester hours in economics.
FACULTY
Ralph R. Frasca, Chairperson
Hamid Beladi, William l. Hoben Rexarch Scholar in Internationnl Business
P.rofessors: BrJadi, Chen, Rapp, Weiler, Winger
Associate Professors; Frasca, Gustafson, Hadley, Mohan
Assistant Professors: Ruggiero, Sauer, Steiner,-Whyte
Visiting Instntcf or: Wilts
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
* ECOZO3. PRINCIPLES OF MICROECONOMICS: An introduction to consumer
.an$ producerbehavior ina marketeconomy, demand and supply,pricingand firmbehavior under perfect and imperfect competitiorl and the aiidlitti"t df income.
Discussion of current topics in microeconomics may be included. J sem. hrs.
* 
ECo 2M. PRINCIPLES oF MACRoEcoNoMIcs: Introductoryeconomic analv-
sisof themacroeconomy;thedeterminationofgrossnationalproduct,employmerit,
inflation and the interest rate in the U.s. econohy. GovemmLnt poriry, money and
banking, andintemationaltradeareanalyzed. prerequisite:ECo2Brdcommeirded.
3 xm.hrs.
ECo 310. EcoNoMIcs oF THE ENVIRONMENT: Introduction to the econom-
ics of the global environment including an analysis of market failure as a cause of
environmental degradation. Topics covered include cost-benefits analysis, criteria
for public investment,.r:sub{dl of_the enviro_nmelrt, and the sustaiiabie global
environment..Prerequisite: ECo 203, Principles of Microeconomics, is sh6ngly
recommended. - B sem.Eri.
ECo345. INTERMEDIATE MIcRoECoNoMIc ANALySIS: Analvsis of the
F"ory of consumer behavior, production tr*ry, equilibrium of the'firm, pricedetermination in various markbt structures, disftbu'tion of income, alocafo6n of
resources/ welfare economics. Prerequisite: ECO 203. 3 sem. hrs,
ECo 347. INTERMEDIATE MAcRoECoNoMIC ANALySIS: National income
accountingand thedeterminationof thelevelof income and employmenf classical,
fen9sia1,.a1a.post-Kepresian models;private, governmeng indforeign sectors;theories of inflation and economic growth. Prerequisite: ECo 2ot. ECo 213 recom-
mended. - 3 sem.hrs,
ECo 390. ANTITRUST EcoNoMICS: study of how economic analvsis has been
applied in the interpretationof theantitruststitutes. Examinesmajorairti-trustlaws
and relevant case law. Prerequisite: ECO 203. 3 sem. hrs.
ECo430. HISTORY oF EcoNoMIC THOUGHT: Development of economic
thinkingfromBiblicaltimestothepresenf overviewof mercantilism,physiocratism,
and classical, utilitarian,_socialist- neoclassical, and Keynesian streahs of thought.Prerequisites:ECO203,204. 3 sem."hrs.
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ECO441. ECONOMETRICS: Training in the art of making economic measure-
menb from empirical data, using regrdssion analysis as the principal tool; use of a
computer progiam for determin[ng-the parameteis and statistical measures of the
regrission eqriation; intelpretation of the results by statistical infe-rence. Prerequi-
sitls: Differential calculu! and basic statistics or permission of the instructor.
3 sem. hrs.
ECO ML MONEY AND BANKING: Principles of money and monetary systems;
commercial banking and the role of the Federal Reserve Systel; mo1{91^$e-o1y
and policy; the medanismof intemationalpayments- Prerequisites: ta"U1l1;.1lfr:.
ECO 4U5. PUBLIC FINANCE: The economic aspecb of government finance at the
local, state, and especially national level; the behavioral effecb of various taxes,
efficienry in spending, th6 changing role of the U.S. govemmgnt fiscal poljcy, and
intergovLmrnental relenue and-expenditure programs; emphasF on rellting a1a-
lytica"l tools to current developments. Prerequisites:ECO203,204. 3 sem'hrs.
ECO 450. COMPARATIVE ECONOMIC SYSTEMS: Analysis of theprincipaltools
of economic svstemsof theworld, primarilycapitalism, socialism, andcommunism.
A comparative analysis of how eaZ*r type 6f ecbnomic system allocates resources to
achievt desired ecohomic goals. Preiequisites: BCO203,2M. 3 sem'hrs'
ECO460. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND GROWTH: Study of various dy-
namic economic theories of growth and strucfural change; the role of particular
factors of production and rilated noneconomic variables in the development
process, primarily, though not exclwively, of Third World nations. Prerequisites:hcozog^,zol. 3 sem'hrs'
ECO 461. INTERNATIONAL TRADE: Study of intemational trade and compara-
tive advantage, trade interventions including tariffu and quotas., $ee.trade agreq
ments and triding blocks, international factormovements, and the intemational
pattern of producEon and trade. Prerequisites: ECO 203,2M. E345 recommended.
3 sem' hrs.
ECO M2, INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS AND MONETARY ECONOMICS:
Study of the monetary and financial linkages that exist arlong countries,
macrteconomic poliry iir a world economy, balance of payments issues, 9l+$:
rate determinatiirn, aird intemational capiial movements. Prerequisites: ECO 203,
2U.8467 strongly recommended. - 3 sem' hrs'
ECO 471.. LABOR ECONOMICS: Theory of labor supply and demand, human
capital th"ory and the Process by whichwages are determined in various factor
mirkee; applicadons td topics oi unemployment, lry9ns, migration, discrimina-
tion, and sicill differentials.-Prerequisites: ECO 203,204. 3 sem'hrs'
ECO 485. URBAN AND REGIONAL ECONOMICS: TTCAtMCNI Of CCTIAiN
theoretical concepts such as location theory and theories of land use and land ren!
an economic interpretation for the existence of cities; applying eco.noTlc analysis
to the problettts oi traffi" congestiory pollution, race, poverty, and urban sprawl.
Prerequisite: ECO 203. ECO 3416 recommended. 3 sem'hrs'
ECO 491,492. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigatiory and completion
of an independent original research thesis undei the guidance of a departinental
faculty member. Restricted to students in the univeisity Honors pro-gram with
permission of the director of the program and the departinental chairpelson.
3 sem, hrs, each
ECO 494. SEMINAR: Subject varies from time to time. May be taken more than
once if topic changes. Prerequisites to be announced. 3 sem. hrs.
ECO 496. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: Optional tull-timeworkperiod off cam-
pus alternatin-g w-ith gtudy pgriod on campus. (see Chapter X; consrilt cooperative
Education Office for details.) Does NOT count toward eConomics major. permission
of chairperson required. 3 sem. hrs.
ECO 497. LABORATORY WORK DGERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and
in association with a participating industrial, commercial, educaiional, health-care,
or goverrunental organization; practical experience in work associated with the
{udellggajor or minor concenhation. (see internship coordinator for details.)
Does Nor count toward economics major. Permission of chairperson required.
3 sem, hrs.
ECo 498. sruDIES IN ECONOMICS (HoNoRS): Direcred readings and research
in selected fields of economics. The numberof sem. hrs. will depend-on theamount
of work chosen. The course will involve periodic discussions with faculty and other
sfudents in the course. May be taken more than once for additional credit.
Prerequisite: 3.0 average in economics with a minimum of 9 senr. hrs. in economics;
nomination by faculty and permission of chairperson required. i.-6 sem. hrs.
ECO
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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FIN
FTNANCE (FIN)
The maior program in finance is designed for studenb seeking careers in finance,
b""k";;driti analvsis, or financiil institutions' A major in finance is also
"i"uft"i't preparition 
?or graduate study in finance, busines administratioo
and law.
The student majoring in finance will cgmplefe FIN 301, Business Finance; FIN
SOO, Investments; i.lN 5Zf, Money and Capital Markeb; and a minimum of L2
semester hours oifitt*"" 
"i""tives,9 
of whictr mustbe at the400level' The student
has several optional considerations, which include corporate finance, investment
bankine, and financial institutions.
--Th.i;;;am below contains all of the junior and senior requirements for a
fit"nce""aior. There is flexibility in the s-equencing of some courses' Consult
the academic advisor for sequencing options.
PROGRAM B2-B: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
FTNANCE (FIN)
Dept. No. Course SantesW Hours
ECOFtN 301FIN 350FIN 37L
MGT 311MIS 365
MKT 305
PHL 313
or
:":
J
3
3
3
3
15
6
3
6
15
3
3
3
15
3
6
3
3
15
DSC 316
FIN
MGT 490
Junior Year
Economics electivel
Business Finance
Investments
Money and Capital Markets
Organization Behavior and Management
Management Information SYstems
Principles of Marketing
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
General Education requiremmf
Geneml elective3
Senior Year
Production and Operations Management
Finance electivesa
Strategic Management and PolicY
General Education requiremenf
General electives3
lstTenn 2ndTenn
3
3
lChoose any 300 or 4(X) level economie course'
2See General Education Requifements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses 
'ue
rp".iR.a itr tt 
" 
program (e.g., f*IL 313 or REL 366); others are to be drosen from the listing of
aboroved courses set forth in Chapter V.
-"iAt i"""t g r"o,. hrs. of the general electives mwt be taken outside the School of Business
Administration. A minimumo"f 54 sem. hrs. of all acadenricworkmustbeattheS004@ level.
aThe 12 sem. hrs. of finance electives must include at least 9 sem. hrs. at the 400 level.
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FIN
For a minor in finance, L5 semester hours are required:
FIN 301, Business FinanceFIN 35Qlnvestnnents
lIN 371, Money and Capital MarketsSix additional sehester hburs in finance, which must include at least three
semester hours at the 400 level.
FACULTY
Ralph R. Frasca, Chairperson
Hamid Beladi, william l. Hobm Research scharar in International Business
P.rofusors._Beladi, Chen, Rapp, Weiler, Winger
Associate Professars: Frasca, Gustabory HadGv, Mohan
Assistant-Profexors: Ruggrero, Sauer, Steiner, Wnyt"
V i siting lns truc t or : W illis
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
FIN 300' PERSONAL FINa]lcE Principles and techniques for handling personalfinancial decisions: personal budgeting, obtaining creait, life and casuilty insur-rr l 'obtaining dluraryar q crsr s: € r o ct tmg_ alt  -ance/ buyrng- a home, buying an automobile, and savings and investrnents. For both
University of Dayton VII
r
business and nonbusiness maiors.
capital
3 sem. hrs.
withinthe
determinants of the financial structure; analytical techniques.
Prerequisites: ECO 203, ACC 202 or 301. 3 sem. hrs.
FIN 301. BUSINESS FINANCE: Principles and techniques used by business firms
inmanagingand financingtheircurrentand fixed assetsisourcesof iunds a  and ncing ir c r '  t jsources f
it l markets; : alwi
FIN 330. INSURANCE AND RISK MANAGEMENT: study of the basic concepts
of business.and personal risks from the standpoint of cieation, idenfficatibn,
reduction, eliminatiory and evaluation of risks; -the use of insurance in meetingproblems of risk. 3 sem. hri.
FIN 336. PRINCIPLES oF REAL ESTATE: suryey of real estate industry with
emphasis on its strucfure, regulatioo grow*r, needs, financing, and fufure. Airalysis
of the methods of determining lanil use and evaluation oJ the theories or iitydevelopment 3 sem. hri.
FIN 360. INVESTMENTS: The principles and techniques used by the investor in
selecting securities, emphasis on the itock and bond harkets; s"'.*iW valuation
methods leading to the selection of individual issues; portfolio theory. pierequisite:
FIN 301. 3 sim. hrs.
FIN 371. MONEY AND CAPITAL MARKETS: study of financial markets and
financial institutions, ingllding the Federal Reserve, interest rate theories, money
artd capital marketsecurities, interestrate fufures, options and swaps, internationjl
financial markeb, and financial institutions. prereq'uisite: FIN 301: 3 sem. hrs.
FIN 450. INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS FINANCE: lntroduction to problems fac-
ing financial manlggmenj of internat'ronal companies, including foreign exchange
risk, working."upiql and capital budgeting decisions for mdEnatioial corpora-
tions, international financing, accounting and control. prereqL isilg; FIN 301.-
3 sem. hrs.
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FIN 460. PORTFOLIOMANAGEMENTANDSECURITYANALYSIS: AdVANCEd
valuation theory and security analysis; portfolio constmction, evaluation, and
management. Pierequisites: riN gor, geo.- 3 sem'hrs'
FIN 471. MANAGEMENTOFFINANCIALINSTITUTIONS: Integrated andcom-
prehensive analysis of financial institutions that include depository-institutions,
htt*." comp"t ie", contracfual intermediaries, securities firms, and investment
companies. Prerequisites: FIN 301, 371. 3 sem' hrs'
FIN 4S0. SPECULATWE MARKETS: Study of options and futures markets funda-
mentals, trading sbategies, hedging and speculation, pricing theories, and market
regulations. Pre-requisiles: FIN t01;360. 
- 3 sem' hrs'
FIN 490. ADVANCED FINANCIAL ANALYSIS: Advanced study of current de'
velopments in financial planning, acquisition of funds, asset management valua-
tioni pofiry strategy ani tectrniqnes in financial decision making. Prerequisite:
FIN 3-01. 3 sem'hrs'
FIN 491492. HONORS THESIS: Selectiory design, investigatiory and completion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departmental
faculty mdmber. Resticted to students in the University Hon9r9 Program with
permission of the director of the progtam and the departmental chairperson.
3 sem. hrs' each
FIN 493. SEMINAR IN II{VESTMENTS: Application of investment theory and
techniques in a real-world setting. Students ririnage a funded porffolio in terms of
;;i;bt#hi"s obiectives, selectinfsecurities to bu/ (sell), and evaluating porffolio
performanie. Emphasis is placeid upon attempting to identify undery_alued com-
1.r"" rt*t t Prerdquisite: fiN gOO required; FIN 46Ottighlyrecommended. Admis-
sion to the course is limited and must be approved by the instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
FIN 494. SEMINAR: Subjectvaries from time to time. Maybe taken more than once
if topic changes. Prerequisites: To be announced. i sem' hrs'
FIN 496. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: Optional tull-time work period off cam-
pus alternating with study period on campus. (See C!1Pter X; consult Cooperative
bducation Offile for details.) Does NOT count toward finance major. Permission of
chairperson required. 3 sem' hrs'
FIN497. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and
in association with a participating industrial, commercial, educational, health-care,
or governmmtal ot[anir"tion; practical e.fperience in work associated with the
stuient's major or iit or .ott"enbation. (See intemship coordinator for details')
Does NOT count toward finance major. Permission of chairperson requifd.
3 sem. hrs.
FIN 498. STUDIES IN FINANCE (FIONORS): Directed readings and research in
selected fields of finance. The number of semester hours will depend on the amount
of work chosen. The course will involve periodic discussions with other students
and faculty in the program. May be taken more than once for additional credit.
prerequisiie 3.0 averaige in finance *it!t,u minimum of 9 sem. hrs. in finance;
nomiriltion by faculty ind permission of chairperson required. 1-5 sem' hts.
BAI
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES (BAI)
BAI 150. BUSINESS EDUCATIONAL PLANNING: Inkoduction to the school of
Business Adminisbation and the University. Development of approache to all
inclwive educational planning. Does not count to*ard minimr;m graduation
requirement. - lsem.hr.
BAI 103L. BUSINESS COMPUTING LABORATORY: Basic computer literacy-
hardware, software, databases, networks; introduction to businesicomputer labo-
ratories; use of word-processing, spreadsheet and otherbusines softruare. Does not
count toward minimum graduation requiremmt 7 sem.hr,
BAI 199. BUSINESS SCHOLARS FORUM I Exploration and discwsion of a wide
range of bysines-s topics. w-eekly sessions led by faculty members and guest
professionals in their areas of expertise. Open onllto first-}'ear Business Sctr6hrs.
7sm.hn
BAI 201. BUSINESS SCHOLARS FORUM II: simitar to BAI 199 with topics geared
to sophomore Bwiness Sctrolars. Open only to sophomore Business *"Yk. 
Or.
BAI301. PRAcrIcuM IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS: study and analysis of
intemational business concepb: objectives and ethics; planning; &ecision-mitinp
business skills and entrepreneurial aptitudes. compirative inalysis of varioris
culture and their impact on intemational business operation. a rcm. hrs,
BAI 4100. DEAN'S LEADERSHIP LABORATORY: For participation in student
advisor program for first year sfudenb. Permission of dein's ofhce required.
L sem.hrs.
BN 497. LABORATORYWORK DGERIENCE: Under facultysponsorship and in
associationwith a participatingindustrial, commerciaf educational, health-care, or
govemmentalorganizatiorqpracticalexperienceinworkassociatedwiththestudenfs
major or minor concentration. (see intemship coordinator for details.) Does not
count toward major. Permission of dean required. J- 6 sem, fus.
MGT
MANAGEMENT (MGT)
Management is defined as the planning organizing, directing and controlling of
"t "t t"rpti"u's operations so that objectives can 
be addeved economically and
effectiveiy. It is the art and science of achieving goals through PeoPlg and other
,"**""r. The actual functions performed by the manager may include anything
from operations, sales, and personnel management, to transportation of goods or
analysG of a computer system. The rnanagementprogram equips students to seek
careers in military, religious, educational, business, or govemmental organizations.
ln additioru through the proper selection of electives, studenb may obtain some
specialization in personnel and industrial relations, strategic management, or
enbepreneurship and small business.
The major in management consists of MGT 31.1, Organization Behavior and
Managemeng MGT 312, Organization Theory and Desigu and 15 semester hours of
management electives. With the help of an advisor, a student can choose manage-
ment elective courses to obtain a specialization in one of the following:
Personnel and Human Resources
Entrepreneurship and Small Business
Business Stuategy and PolicY
Altematively, the student may choose electives in such a way as to have a broad-
based exposure to management concePts.
The program below contains all of the junior and senior requirements for a
rt *ug"-"trt major. There is flexibility in the sequencing of some courses. Consult
academic advisor for sequencing options.
PROGRAM B3'A: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
MANAGEMENT (MGT)
Dept, No. Course Sernster Hours
DSC
ECO
FIN
MGT
MGT
MGT
MIS
5
316
Junior Year
Production and Operations Management
lstTemr 2ndTerm
3
15
301
31L
312
%5
1'
Economics electiver 3
BwinessFinance r. 3
Organization Behavior and Management \ 3OrganizationTheoryandDesign 3
Management elective 3
Management Information Systems' 3
Principles of Marketing 3
General Education requiremenP 3
General electivd 3
15
269
MGT
MGT 490
MGT
PHL 313
or
T' :'
University of Dayton MI
Senior Year
Strategic Management and Policy
Management electives
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
Gmeral Education requiremenF
General electives3
3
6
3
3
15
3
6
15
tChoose any 300 or 400 level economics course.
2see General Education Requirements, chapter V. some Gmeral Education courses are
specifiedin the program (e.g., PHL 313 or REL 368); others are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
3At least 3 sem. hrs. of the general electives must be taken oubide the School of Business
Administration. A minimum of 54 sem. hrs. of all academicworkmustbeatthe3004fi) level.
The following cou$es are required for a minor in management:
MGT 311, Organization Behavior and Management
MGT 31e Organization Theory and Design
Nine additional semester hours of 300-400-level management courses other than
MGT 490. students enrolled in the school of Business Administration may not use
core courses for the nine-semester-hour requirement.
FACULTY
Wesley C. King, lr., Chairperson
Professors Emeritit Darr, R. Miller
Professms:Gould
Associate Professors: BicKord, King, Lee, Schenk, Stilwell, Tewari, Dehler
Assistant P rofessors: Berger
kcturer: Forlani
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MGT 203. LEGAL ENVIRONMENT oF BUSINESS: Introduction to the legal sys-
temand judicial process as they affect the business community. Developmenf of
legal reasoning in substantive law of contracts, torts, and agenry. 5 sem. hrs.
MGT 311. ORGANZATION BEHAVIOR AND MANAGEMENT: Introduction
to the study of organizational behavior, which concems the behavior of people as
they interact within organizations to achieve both personal and organizaiional
goals. Prerequisite: Junior standing. 3 sem.hrs.
MGT 312. ORGANZATION THEORY AND DESIGN: A survey course focusing
on organization-level analysiq context and structure. Topics indude environl
grents, effectiveness, po:ver, technology, culfure and information procesing.
Prerequisite: Junior standing. 3 sem, hr1.
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MGT 314. PERSONNEL AND HUMAN RESOLIRCE MANAGEMENT: Study of
the basic personnel manaqement functions-employment, wage and salary admin-
ishation,'training and deielopment, labor relatibns, health and safety, anil organi-
zational and pErsonnel ptinning-and their related policies. Prerequisite:MGT311. - 3sem.hrs.
MGT 320. ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND THE FAMILY FIRM: Study of all phases
in the life span of the owner-managed enterprise. Maior topics include starfup
issues, busiiess planning, financing,"marketing, managing the growingfirm, anil
succession. Prer6quisite:-McT 311.- - 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 405. NEGOTIATION FOR MANAGEMENT: Consideration and analysis of
conflict resolution and negotiation as applied to the practi"" 
", ^ryUr:#:il::.Prerequisite: MGT 311.
MGT 410. PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND TEAM BUILDING: Focuses on the
managerial activities (planning implementingand controlling) associated with the
projeci organizationaldesign.-Prer'equisite: MCt arr; DSC 3I5 t".o*ur.#.rrr.
MIGT 4lT.INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS: lnterrelationships and interaction of the
emplover and the employee in. the public and private sectors in conflict and
accbminodadon. The stiuciure and natureof management-union relationships 1lld
agencies created by these relationships. Prerequisite: MGT 311' 3 sem. hrs.
MGT430. MULTINATIONAL CORPORATE MANAGEMENT: lntroduction to
multinational corporation strategies, policies, and various types of environments.
Prerequisite: Seni-or standing. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 40. WOMEN IN MANAGEMENT: Study of the problems women encoun-
ter in the predominantly male business world. Discussion includes why some bright
women fiil, why some ilo not try to compete, problems of the two-career family, sex
stereotyping, and harassment. Prerequibite: junior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT445. TOPICS IN HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT: Subject varies
from time to time. May be taken more than once if topic changes. Prerequisite:
MGT 3L4. 3 sem.hts.
MGT450. MANAGEMENT SEMINAR: A course in research on a subjectwithin
the sfudenfs maior. Openonly to thosewho haveattained a cumulative grade point
average of 3.0 oi above in thdir sophomore and junior years. Prerequisites: Senior
standhg; permission of chairpers6n. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 455. LEADERSHIP IN ORGANZATIONS: A study of the theoretical issues,
applicational concernsi and practical skills associated with managerial leirdership.
Pierequisite: MGT 311. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT460. SMALL BUSINESS CONSULTING: Application of business know-
ledge in resolving small busines m,rnagement probiems. Emphasis on providing
assi-stanceand counseling tosmallbusinessby givhg the student anopportunity-to
aid in solving problems. Various techniques and methods of management consult-
ing. Prerequi-sites: Senior standing permission of chairperson. 3 sem' hrs.
MrGT 471,. MANAGEMENT AND SOCIETY: A business firm's relation with
society. Technological change racism, poverty, affirmative actiory urban problems,
and environmentil concems. Prerequisite: Junior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT University of Dayton MI
M:GT 476. SUPERVISORY MANAGEMENT: The basics of supervisory skills as
applied to first-line and middle-level management positions. Prerequisite:
MGT 311. 3 sem.hrs.
INI{GT 478. MANAGING TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION: Analysis of is-
sues related to managing in a changing technological environment, including
innovation and the management of professionals. Prerequisite: MGT 311.
3 sem. hrs.
k IGT 479. MANAGING SERVICE ORGANZATIONS: Inboduction to service
industries and the problems service managers face on a day-to-day basis. Prerequi-
site: MGT 311. 3 sem.hrs.
MGT 480. SPECIAL TOPICS IN ORGANzA*TION THEORY: A course *iq.tuly
designed foradvanced,in-depthstudyof selectedtopics/issuesinorganizationand
management theory. Prerequisite: Senior standing. 3 sem.hrs.
MGT,483. CURRENT ISSUES IN MANAGEMENT: Selected topics that consider
and analyze currentproblems and emergingissues in the field of managementand
the manager's role in addressing them. Prerequisite MGT 311. 3 sem, hrs,
MGT489. TOPICS IN STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT: Analysis and interpreta-
tion of the strategic functions within organizations. Readings, cases, research.
Prerequisites: MGT 311, senior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT490. STRATEGIC MANAGEMENT AND POLICY: The concept of organ-
izational strategy and policy; the tasks and process of strategy formulation and
implementation. Case method and/or computer simulation. Prerequisites: DSC
316, FIN 301, MGT 311, MIS 355, MKT 305; senior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
iNIGT 497492. HONORSTHESIS: Selection,design,investigation,andcompletion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a departrnental
faculty member. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with
permission of the director of the program and the departmental drairperson.
3 sem. hrs. each
MGT495. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Supervised study involving directed read-
ings, individual research (ibrary, field, or experimental), or projecb in specialized
areas of nunagement. Maybetakenonlyonce. Prerequisites: Major inMGT; senior
standing permission of chairperson. 3 sem. hrs.
MGT 497. LABORATORY WORK EXPERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship
and in association with a participating industrial, commercial, educational, health-
care, or govemmental organization; practical experience in work associated with
the sfudent's major or minor concentration. (See internship coordinator for details.)
Permission of chailperson required. 1-3 sem. hrs,
MGT 498. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: Optional ftrll-timeworkperiod off cam-
pus altemating with study period on campus. (See Chapter X; consult Cooperative
Education Office for details.) Permission of chairperson required. 3 sem.hrs,
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS)
The Department of Management Information systems and Decision sciences
offers courses in several quantitative and systems areas, a major and a rninor in
maftlgement information systems and a minor in decision sciences. (See DSC.)
Ttte major in management information systems enables the student to design,
implemeni, and maintain effective information systems,in organizations. The
cuiricultrm integrates the technical knowledge of computer hardware and software
and the businesJ and organizational knowledge of the business curriculum. SiSnifi-
cant emphasis is placed on developing the studenb' writing and speaking skills in
presenting the resulb of their work.
- 
The curriculum prepares the graduate to assume any of a variety of positions in
organizations dealing with the design, development, and maintenance of informa-
tion systems as well as the education and training of wers of information systems.
The curriculum consisb of four major SlouPs of coruses:
l.GeneralEducationptovides the studentwith awellrounded liberaleducationand
includes such courses as history philosophy, art, science, and English.
2. Busituss provides the student with the bwiness and organizational concepts and
skills to perform effectively in organizations.
S, Cotnryter Scimce prwidethe studentwith the technical knowledge necessary to
design effective information systems. Specifically, a threecourse sequence i. ty1-
tems-analysis, database, and data communication is required: CI'S310,435, arrd 437.
The prere(uisites for this sequence dwelop programming proficiency: CI5 15O151,
and242.
4. Management lnformation systems provides knowledge and skills for building
systemsiupporting the information and decision needs in any orglnlz_alio1. lp""in-
citty, ttre maior consise of MIS275L, MIS Software Laboratory DSC ?1?, Quanti-
tative Business Analysis; MIS 375, Organizations, Decisions, and InJormation
Systems; MIS 465 and475, Analysis and Design Project I and IIi and two upper-level
elective coulses.
The programbelow contains all of the requiremenb for the major in management
information systems. There is flexibility in the sequencing of sottl€ cotus€s-e.gv
PHL 103 can be takm during either the first or the second semester; some courses
listed in the firstyear canjustaswellbetakenduringthe secondyear, andvice'versa;
and some uppei-level courses can also be taken during various tenns of the junior
and senior years. Consult the academic advisor for sequencing options.
MIS
PROGRAM 84: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (MIS)
Deot. No, Course Semester Hours
lstTerm 2ndTerm
First Year
BAI 150 Business Educational PlanningtBAI 103L Business Computine l,aboratoryrENG 101-102 College Compbsitio-n I and trFIST 101or102 HistoiyofwbstemCivilizationMTH 128 Finite lvlathematics2
MTH 129 Calculus for Business
3
3
3
't,
1
3
3
PHL
REL
3 3
4
16
3
4
o
3
3
T6
3
3
3
L7
3
4
3
3
3
16
103
103
10L
3
6
18
J
3
3
3
3
15
3
3
1,
.'
3
1.6
o
3
3
J
Introduction to Philosophy
Introduction to Religron
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Social scimce elective3
General Education requirement#
Sophomore Year
Principles of Accounting I and tr
Algorithms and Programmingl and tr
Statistics for Bwiness I and tr
Principles of Mcroeconomics and Macroeconomics
Communication requiremmf
Legal Environmmt of Business
Junior Year
Introduction to File Processing
Systems Analysis
Quantitative Business Analysis
Production and Operations Managemmt
Business Finance
Organization Behavior and Management
MIS Software laboratorv
Organizations, Decisioni, and Infomration Systems
Principles of Marketing
General Education requirement#
Senior Year
Management of Databases
Survey in Data Comrnunications
Economics electives
Strategic Managemmt and Policy
Analysis and Design Project l,tr
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Busines World
Management information systems electivesT
General Education requirement'
University of Dayton MI
3
15
ACC 207-208
cPS 150-151DSC 210-2LL
ECO mT2A4
MGT 203
cr€ 242
cPs 310DSC 3L2DSC 316FIN 301
MGT 311MIS 275LMIS 3755' 1'
cI€ 435
cPs 437
ECOMGT 490MIS M5,475PHL 31.3
REL T
lDoes not count toward minimum graduation requirenmt Credit by exanination for BAI
103L is available for those with adequate ba&ground.
TvITH 102 is recorrmended for students with insufficient knowledge of secondary matlr-
ematics. MTI{ 102 does not count toward minimum graduation requirement. MTH 168 is
recommendedinlieuof bothMTH l2SandlDforstudentswithhighmathematicstestscores.
thooseanycoursefromoneof thefollowing: an*ropology,politicalscience,psychology,
sociology.
€ee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
specified in the program (e.g., PHL L03); others are to be drosen from the tisting of approved
courses set forth in Chapter V.
sChoose from ENG 370, ENG 372, ENG 378, CI\4M 309, CMM 310 or CMM 313.
5Choose anv 300 or 400 level economics course.
TChoose anjt MIS, DSC or CI€ 300-400level courses in consultationwith advisor. Courses
in other areas may satisfy the MIS elective, e.9., ACC 341, MKT 430 and MGT 312. See
chairperson for approval.
School of Business Administration MIS
A minor in management information systems is available for studenb who wish
to build on basic proficienry with computer technology, which they already possess
or are willing to acquire.
Basic proficiency: structured programming, COBOL programming, or database
technology. See chailperson for approval of this required proficiency.
Required cour€es:
BAI 103L, Business Computing Laboratory
MIS275L, MIS Software Laboratory,
DSC270-277, Statistics for Business I and II,
MIS 375, Organizations, Decisions, and lnformation Systems, and either
(1) three MIS electives or
(2) CIJS 31.0, Systems Analysis, and MIS 465 and 475, Analysis and Design
Project I and II.
FACULTY
Jeffrey A. Hoffer, Chairperson
Prabuddha De, Sherman-Standmd Registr Chnir In MIS
Professors: De Dunne Ferra0 Hoffer, Mahos, Wells
Associate Professors: Amsden, Bohlen, Prasad, Young
Assis tant P r ofessm s : Sftiha
kcturer:Davis
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MIS 275L. MIS SOFTWARE LABORATORY: Provides thorough working know-
ledge of small computers and business soflware. Operating systems, spreadsheets,
datibase management systems, and other advanced bwiness software. Prereqtli-
site: BAI 103L. - L sem.hr.
MIS 303. DECISION SUPPORT WTIH PCs: PC-based information and decision
support systems emphasizing database management and spreadsheet applications.
Ditabase concepb, design tei:hniques, and spreadsheet modeling,experience with
several software packagbs. For non-MIS majors. Prerequisite: BAI 103L. 
.
3 sem. hrs.
MIS 365. MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS: Suwey of the theory and
applications of computer-based information systems in o1ganiz1tiory. The role of
infbrmation in organizational processes, current information technology, decision
support systems, and end-user computing and distributed processing systems.
Priiequisites: BAI 103L and junior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
MIS375. ORGANIZATIONS, DECISIONS, AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS:
First course in a three.course sequence integrating the technical and organizational
aspecb of information systems. Organizations as systems, managerial decision-
miking processes, and the role of infbrmation technology-and systems- 
-supporting
managiirent and operations. Prerequisites: BAI 103L and junior 
"^U^Frr*. rrr.
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MIS 410. ADVANCED BUSINESS SOFTWARE SYSTEMS: lnboduction to the
theory and applications of advanced business software such as fourth-generation
languages, arfficial intelligence, and advanced software engineering tools. Prereq-
uisite: MIS 275L or permission of instructor, 3 sem. hrs.
MIS 4120. EXPERT AND KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS: Inboduction to artifi-
cial intelligence and expertand knowledge.based systems; knowledge acquisition,
implementation, and validation; advanced topics; applications to business. Use of
expert system software. Prerequisite: BAI 103L or equivalent. DSC 312 recom-
mended. 3 sem.hrs.
MIS 425. INFORMATION FOR TOTAL QUALITY: Theory and practice of total
quality management (TQM); applications of TQM in the information systems
function, information system requirements for TQM programs. Prerequisite:
DSC 316. 3 sem.hrs.
MIS 455. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PROIECT I: First of a two-course capstone
sequence. Study of the development of management information systems using
traditional and / or prototyping methodologies including automated software engi-
neering tools. Major sfudent project on an existing organization's information
system. Special emphasis on written and oral communication skills, project rnanage.
ment and teamwork. Fall term only. Prerequisites: MIS 375, CPS 310. 3 sm. hrs.
MIS 475. ANALYSIS AND DESIGN PROIECT II: Continuation of MIS 455. Spring
term only. Prerequisite MIS 455. 3 sem. hrs.
MIS 491,492, HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigatiorl and completion
of an independent original research thesis under the guidance of a deparhnental
faculty member. Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with
permission of the director of the program and the departmental chairperson.
3 sem. hrs, each
MIS 494. SEMINAR IN MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS: Study of
selected technical and/or organizational issues in information systems. Topics vary
from time to time. May be taken more than once if topics change. Title will reflect
topics covered in a particular offering. 3 sem.hrs.
MIS 497. LABORATORY WORK DGERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and
in association with a participating indushial, commercial, educational, health-care,
or goverunental organization; practical experience in work associated with the
studenfs major concentration. (See internship coordinator for details.) Does NOT
satisff MIS elective. Permission of chairperson. L-6 sem. hrs.
MIS 498. COOPERATIVE EDUCATION: Optional tull-time work period off cam-
pus alternating with study period on campus. (See Chapter X; consult Cooperative
EducationOfficefordetails.) DoesNOTsatisfyMISelective. Permissionof chairper-
son required. L-6 sem, hrs.
MIS499. INDEPENDENTSTUDY: Researchinconjunctionwitha facultymember
onasubjectwithinthegeneralareaof managementin-formationsystems. Openonly
to juniors or seniors who have attained a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 or
above. Permission of chairperson required.
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MARKETING (MKT)
The marketing rnanagement concept requires a systematic approach to the
discovery and satisfaction of consumer wants as a basis for successful administra-
tion. It has been broadened in recent years to include the development of. orgariza-
tional members to their fullest potential and the achievement of social purposes.
Although the student often enters with an interest in a single phase of marketing,
the emphasis in the curriculum is on the marketing concept as stated above. Thus,
any specialized activity is studied as a part of the total marketing process whidr in
tum mustbe integratedwith the objectives of a business firm, the functioningof an
economic system, and the consbainb of society.
The goal is to build specialization on a base made up of the general education
required for all studenb and a core of course required of students in the School of
Business Administration.
Within the marketing specialization the purpose is as follows:
l. To develop a student of marketing who has the tools and the groundwork for
continued study after graduation. Applications of the social sciences and quantita-
tive techniques are stressed. Communication skills are emphasized. Understanding
of instifutions and nomenclafure is essential.
2. To develop a practitioner of marketing with interests, attitudes, and sufficient
understanding to be potentially productive at a reponsible level of decision making
with both domestic and international perspectives.
3. To provide marketing majors flexibility in course selection and to provide some
breadth of choice among marketing courses as electives for nonmarketing majors
both within and outside the School of Business Administration.
The Department of Marketing is represented through institutional or faculty
memberships in the Academy of Intemational Business, the Academy of Marketing
Science, the American Academy of Advertising, the American Collegiate
Retailing Association, the American Marketing Association, the Association of
Consumer Research, the Audit Bureau of Circulatioo the Direct Mail Marketing
Associatiory Health Care Marketing, the lnstitute of Decision Sciences, Sales and
Marketing Executives brtemational, and the Southern, Midwest, and Southwest
Marketing Associations.
The breadth and selection of courses available provide for either a broad
coverageof marketingorspecializationintheform of one or more options. Thus the
student, with the help of an advisor, can choose any of the marketing courses in
fulfilling the 18 semester hours of marketing requirements and electives. The
following are among the specializations:
Marketing Management
Advertising
Retailing
Personal Selling
A major in marketing requires MKT 405, Consumer Behavior; MKT 43O Market-
ing Research; MKT 455, Marketing Planning and Strategy, and three additional
marketing elective courses. The courses may be used to complete one or more of the
optional concmtrations listed above, or they may be selected to fulfill the program
developed for the particular student.
The program below contains all of the junior and senior requirements for a
marketing major. There is flexibility in the sequencing of some courses. Consult
the academic advisor for sequencing options.
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PROGRAM B3-B: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAIOR IN
MARKETING (MKT)
Dept. No. Semester Hours
DSC
ECO
FIN
MGT
MIS
MKT
MKT
MKT
PHL
t: JuniorYear lstTermProduction and Operations Management
Economics electiver
Bwiness Finance
Organization Behavior and Management
Management Information Systems
Principles of Marketing
Consumer Behavior
Marketing electivd
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
General electivd
Senior Year
Strategic Management and Policy
Marketing Researdr
Marketing Planning and Shategy
Marketing electives2
General Education requirementsa
General electivess
2nd Term
3
J
3
J
3
301
311
365
305
405
313
It
or
REL
15
3
J
J
6
1.5
J
;
6
J
6
J
;
MGT 490
MKT 430
MKT 455
MKT
J
3
J
3
lChoose one of the following: ECO 346, UZ , ML, 442, M5, 461, 477, 485.
2Marketing courses selected in consultation with program advisor.
3At least 3 sem. hrs, of the gmeral electives rnust be taken outside the Sctrool of Business
Administration. A minimum of 54 sem. hrs. of all academic workmwtbe atthe 300-400level.
€ee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
specified in the program (e.9., PFIL 3L3 or REL 358); others are to be drosen from the listing of
approved courses set forth in Chapter V.
A minor in marketing requires MKT 305, Principles of Marketing, and 12
semester hours of additional courses in a pattem chosen in consultation with the
chailperson of the Department of Markedng.
FACULTY
Wesley C. King fr., Chairperson
Distinguished Smrice Professor: Murphy
Professm Emeritus: Comer
Associate Professor* DeConinck, Lewis, Merenski, Oumlil, Sekely, Yates
Assistant P rofessors: Sparks
Adjunct: Metzger
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MKT 305. PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING: The general principles and practices
underlying the processes of marketing. Analysis of the environmental conditions of
manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers, and other marketing agencies. Prerequisite |unior
standing. 3 sem. fus.
MKT 310. PRINCIPLES OF SELLING: The nature of selling, explored through the
practical application of buying motives and selling teduriques. Projecb and role-playing
to experience thepreparation, dosing, andpost-purdrasephasesof selling. Prerequisite:
MKT 305. i sem. hrs.
MKT 315. RETAILMERCHANDISING: Suweyof the developmentof retailingand the
impact of consumer behavior, fashion, computers, and other innovations. Strucfural
organization, locatioo and layout. Merclrandising operations including planning of
sales, purduses, stock controf markup, and expernse control. Prerequisite MKT 305.
3 sem. Its,
MKT 318. RETAIL ADVERTISING AND SALES PROMOTION: Principla and prac-
tices of promotion in retail stores with errphasis on advertising, displap and sales
promotion. Developing creative efforts, budgeting and coordination of whae, when,
what, and how to promote. Prerequisites: MKT 30t 315. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 330. SERVICES MARKETING: Basic concepts of services marketing induding
discussion of marketing concepts and their management implications in service orga-
nizations, the scope of ethics and social responsibility at the national and global levels,
and how the extemal environment, both domestic and intemational, influences organi-
zation strategy. Prerequisite: MKT 305. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT341. BUSINES$TO-BUSINESS MARKETING: Concepb and analytical proce.
dures associated with marketing to business. Business consumer and competitor analy-
sis,marketinginfonnationsysteurs,marketingreearctr,anddemandforecasting.Strategy
developmentinproduct,promotion,distribution,andpricingwithfocusonmanufactur-
ers of business products. Prerequisite: MKT 305. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 345. ENTREPRENETIRIAL MARKETING: An examination of academic market-
ing aspects of a new and growing business with the practical side of operating an
entrepreneurialcompany. Studenb willbe shown the techniques applicablefor success-
ful marketing of small and entrepreneurial fir:trrs. 3 sem. fug
MKT 405. CONSUMER BEHAVIOR: Comprelrensive study of buyer decision making
which offers insight into the buyer+eller relationship. Application of theories from
psydrologyandsocialpsydrologytoinvestigatethebetraviorof industrialandconsumer
buyers. Prerequisite: MKT 305. 3 sem.lrs.
MKT t()6. MARKETING CFIANNELS: Study of the place element of the marketing
mix. A focus on the relationships between manufacfurers, wholesalers, and retailers.
Channel structure and design induding franchising. Prerequisite: MKT 305. 
B sem. hrs.
MKT,lm8. MARKETINGLOGISTICS: Studyof thephysicaldistributionelementof the
marketing mix. Customer service, service quality, transportation, inventory, warehous-
ing, and information systems used by manufacfurers and retailers. Prerequisite:
MKT 305. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT
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MKT 411. SALESMANAGEMENT: The structure of the sales organization; detemdna-
tion of sales policies; selection, training, and motivation of salespersons; establishing
sales territori-es and quotas. Prerequisite MKT 305, 310. 3 sem.lrs.
l\tfr<T 417. RETAIL BLMNG AND MERCHANDISING: Determining what and how
much to buy, market researdL and model stocks, as well as the mathematic principles
involved inpurdrase planning, planning initial markup, terms and dating stockturn,
inventory methods. Pr-erequisites: MKT 305,315. 3 sem. Ivs.
MKT 4120. MARKETINGCOMMTINICATIONS: Comprehensivestudyof themarket-
ing communications of an organization, regarding product price, promotion, and
distribution. Marketingcommtrnication viewed as a continuousproceswith emphasis
on its betravioral aspects. Prerequisite MKT 305. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 1121. ADVERTISING: Nature and scope of advertising, social and economic as-
pects,roleofreearch,creativestrategy,mediaplanningandselecdon,coordinationwith
bttrer marketing efforts. Prerequisite: MKT 305. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT4[28. PROMOTION MANAGEMENT: Integration course to familiarize market-
ing students interested inpromotion and marketing communication with tools necesary
foi the development, implementation, and management of promotional progfarns:
Focus on management and coordination of advertising personal selling publicity and
public relations, sales promotion, and collatsal materials. Prerequisite: * 
rh. Oo.
MKT 430. MARKETING RESEARCH: Study of marketing infotrration systems, re-
search tedrnology, value of informatio& researdr design and execution, questionnaire
desigrl, measurerirent and scaling multivariable data analysis, metric and non-metric
tedrniqnes, data interpretation, computer applications, and writing and interpreting
researCh reports. Prerequisites: MKT 305, Df 270-217, 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 4135. PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT, MANAGEMENT, AND PRICING: lnvestiga-
tion and analysis of the new product development process, the management of a product
throughitslifecycle,andtheimportanceof thepricevariableintheproductmaggemfnt
process. Prerequisite: MKT 305. 3 smt. hrs.
MKTrt4O. MULTINATIONAL MARKETING: Emphasis on understanding global
marketing environments, developing skills of global market analysis, desigrring and
developing appropriate marketing strategies for global markets, decision making in
globd markedng. Prerequisite MKT 305. 3 sem. hrs'
MKT 445. SPECIAL TOPICS IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETING: Study abroad pro-
gram. Subject varies from time to time. May be taken more than once if topic dranges.
Prerequisite: junior standing. 3 sem.lts.
MKT 455. MARKETING PLANNINGAND STRATEGY: Integrativecourseinmarket-
ing with emphasis on managerial decision making. The course is desigted arotmd a
strategic marketing planning approadr with a dear emphasis on how to do strategic
analysls and marketingplanning. Corequisite MKTrt30. Prerequisite Serdor Tarketingmaj6rs. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 491492. HONORS TIIESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completict of
an indepandent original researdt thesis under the guidance of a deparhenbl faculty
member. Reseicted to students in the University Honors Program with permission of the
director of the program and the departsnental chairperson. 3 sem. hrs. ach
MKT 494. SPECTALTOPICSINMARKETING: Su$ectvaries from timetotime. Maybe
taken more than once if topic changes. Prerequisite: Varies with topic. 3 sem. hrs.
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MKI 497. LABORATORY WORK DCERIENCE: Under faculty sponsorship and in
association with a participating industrial, commercial, educational, health-care, or
govemmental organization; practical experience in work associated with the student's
major or minor concentration. (See intemship coordinator for details.) Permission of
chairperson required. 1,-3 sem. hrs.
MKT 498. COOPERATryE EDUCATION: Optional full-time work period off campus
altemating with study period on campus. (See Ctrapter X; consult Cooperative Education
Office for details.) Permission of chairperson required. 3 sem. hrs.
MKT 499. PROBLEMS IN MARKETING: Study of one or more specific aspecb of the
marketing process with emphasis on individual reading and research. Subject matter to
be determined by the instructor on the basis of interest and need of the student.
Enrollment limited. Permission of drairperson required. 3 sem. hrs,
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TEACHER CERTIFICATION
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMIMSTRATION BACCALAUREATE PROGRAM
WTTH TEACHER CERTIFICATION (E11B)
Students matriculating in the School of Business Adminishation may enroll in
the teacher education program (Secondary Education Program) of the School of
Education without transferring to the School of Education. For requirements in
professional education courses and in teaching fields consult the chairperson of the
Department of Teacher Education.
Enrollment in the E1LB program is subject to the admission requirements,
counseling, maintenance of a unified system of records, screening, and other
provisions standard for regular students of the School of Education working toward
the Badrelorof ScienceinEducation. Theseincludemaintainingatleasta2.5 average
overall, as well as in the principal teaching field and in professional education
courses and taking the comprehensive National Teacher Examinations (NTE) . Upgn
acceptance into fte program each sfudent is assigned an education advisor for
counseling on certification requirements.
lnorder to finish in fouryears, studenb intheSchoolof BusinessAdministration
will need to process their applications for admission to the teacher education
program no later than the ttrird semester of matriculation, at which time the
irofessional education sequence should begin. Failure to enroll on time could
necessitate going beyond tl\e normal four years to qualify for teacher certification
and graduation. The requirements for the School of Business Administration as
well is the requiremenb ilesignated by the School of Education and the State of Ohio
for secondary school certification must be completed before any degree is granted.
Students must complete 300 hours of field and,/or clinical experience before
student teaching.
Sfudents who have completed the proper counse requirements may register for
student teaching in the eighth semester (provided their applications for student
teachingaredulyprocessed atthebeginningof thesemesterdirectlypriortostudent
teaching and they have passed the normal screening procedure).
Students who have completed the requirements for teacher certification should
make application for the standard four-year Provisional Ohio Teaching Certificate
through the Office of the Dean, School of Education. See also EDT, Chapter VIII.
PROGRAM E11B: SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHING CERTIFICATION
Dept. No. Semester Hours
First Year
Business Educational Planningl
Business Computing Laboratoryl
The Professiori of Tdadring'?
College Composition I and IP
Historv of Westem Civilization
Finite Mathematics4
Calculw for Business
lntroduction to Philosophy
Introduction to Religion
Fundamentals of Oral Communications
General Education requirements6
lstTerm 2ndTenn
't
1
BAI
BAI
EDT
ENG
}IST
MTH
Mfi{
PHL
REL
9
282
101
103L
110
L01-102
101 or 102
L28
129
103
103
10L
J
J5
3
J
3
J
3
4
T6t7
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ACC 207-208DSC 2LV2L\
ECO 209204EDT N7EDT 208
MGT 203
Sophomore Year
Principles of Accountingl &tr
Statistical Analvsis for Business I and tr
Prhciples of Microeconomics and Macroeconomics
Child and Adolescent in Education
Teaching and Leaming2
Legal Environment of Business
Gmeral Education requiremmts5
Junior Year
Economics electiveT
Human Relations in EducationE
School, SeU and Society'?
Bwiness Finance
Organization Behavior and Management
Management lnformation Systems
Principles of Marketing
Business Ethics
Christian Ethics and the Business World
Required major field coursese
Senior Year
Production and Operations Management
Business Education in Secondary School
Philosophy of Education
Student Teadring: Secondary
Reading in the Content Areas
Strategic Management and Policy
Required major field coursese
ECOEDT 318EDT 351FIN $1MGT 311.MIS %5
MKT 305PHL 313
orREL It
DSC
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
MGT
3
J
J
3
6
18
J
3
3
6
18
3
10
3
3
3
3
3
3
18
2
3
3
6
n
J
4
2
3
6
18
3L6
N4
419
420
&9
^!
EDT
;
rDoes not count toward minimum graduation requiremmt. A proficiency test for BAI L03L
is available for those with adequate background.
?Field experimce; register for EDT L00.
lStudents placed in ENG 1L4 or 198 take a nonbusiness elective the second term.4MTII L02 is recommended for students with insufficimt knowledge of secondary math-
ematics. MTH 102, however, does not count toward graduation requiremmt
qstudents testing out of CMM 101 will substitute a nonbusinessllective.
€ee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some humanities based and therrntic
duster courses are specified in the program (e.g., PHL 103); others are to be chosen from the
listing of approved courses set forth in Chapter V,
TChoose anv 300 or 400 level economics course.
sNot requirid for studmts with management major, who take MGT 387.
?For studmts majoring in economics, finance, management or marketing. Students maior-
inginaccountingmustcompleteatotalof24sem.hrs.ofrequiredmajorfieldcourses.TheEllB
program is not available to those majoring in management information systems.
The sample program abve prepares the student for certification in bookkeeping
and basic business. Additional certification is available with the inclusion of a few
other courses. Consult checksheets and academic advisor. Studenb are encouraged
to take 6 semester hours of typing to qualify for an endorsement in typewriting-
keyboarding this facilitates student teaching placement and obtaining a teadring
position. Courses must be taken off campus and a transcript provided.
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VItr School of Education
Patricia F. First, Dean
Joseph Rogus, Associate Dean
fames R. Biddle, Associate Dean
Donald Frericks, Assistant Dean
In conformity with the Universit5/s purposes, the School of Education en-
deavors to foster both the development of those general capacities of the students
which flow directly from their human nature and the development of those
particularcapacitieswhichenablethemtobecomeeffectivepractitionersinthefield
of professional education.
Thegeneral capacities ofthestudents are developed through abroad and sound
general education. It acquaints them with the major areas of knowledge and
provides planned opportunitis for personal, social, and ethical development
The particular concern of the Sctrool is the professional preparation of teadrers
for the elementary and secondary schools. Provisions for professional competence
are made through (1.) comprehensive study of specialized teadring fields, (2)
thoroughstudyof theprofessionalfoundationscommonto all teaddng, (3) special-
ized study of the principles underlying a particular type and level of teadring and
(4) appropriate field-based experiences.
Studenb in the School of Education should appraise their commitment to
teaching according to their developmmt in specific knowledge, skills, attitudes,
and values:
I(nauledge: Studenb will demonstrate their knowledge of the teaching and learning
process; of human nature and of human development, particularly in educational
settings; of the means and ends of education; of the subjecb they wish to teadr; and
of the special needs of studenb of minority groups, and students with disabilitie.
Sklllsl Students will be able to assess pupil needs, interesb, and level of understand-
ing; to formulate leaming objectives; to select appropriate leaming content, materi-
als, and activities; to facilitate leaming activities and provide effective leaming
environments; to evaluatepupil progress and provide forself-evaluationbypupils;
to assess their own teaching competencies and the effect these have on pupil
leaming; tofostertolerance and faimegsinhumanrelations; and to applytheoryto
practice in planned and supervised field experience. Demonstrated competencies
are essential in meeting the special needs of minority students and studenb
with disabilities.
Attitudcs: Students will seek selfdevelopmeng accept others; trust, be open to and
help others; and be enthusiastic for inquiry, experimentation, and discovery.
Values: Students will be committed to education for the betterment of others and
society; to the Judeo-Christian principles that refer to a shared common humanity,
the dignity of the person, the use of reason, and cooperation in seeking the common
good and social justice; to the democratic principles; to a humanistic approach to
leaming; and to the Marianist badition in education.
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DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
In this chapter are described specific four-year course requiremenb for certifica-
tion in kindergarten-primary elementary, and secondary teaching, education of the
handicapped, and special (art, foreign language, physical education, health
educatioh) teaching. All of these progratns lead to the same degree-Bachelor of
Science in Education (B.S. in Ed.). Several teaching endorsemenb and validations
mav also be obtained.
ihedepartmentshaveanextensivescreeningprocessforstudentsinthefirsttwo
years of the program. By the end of the first year, all students should have taken and
passed the P.P.S.T. (Praxis I) Preprofessional Skills test. At the end of their
sophomore year, all studenb are required to apply for formal admission to the
certification program. At this point their work is reviewed by a faculty committee
to determine the extent to which their personal traits, academic work, etc. point
toward the likelihood of their success as professional teachers. Admission requires
a GPA of 2.5 and the passing of the P.P.S.T.
The responsibility for meeting the University and state requirements rests with
the student. The studentis cautioned to study the course requiremenb and to keep
accurate count of the semesterhours applicable to graduation. Studentsplanningto
teach in states other than Ohio should fulfill University requirements as well as
those of the state in which they desire to teach.
Requirements for graduation and teacher certification are the following:
1. Evidence of such general scholarship and personal and moral qualities as give
promise of professional success. All students enrolled in programs leading to State
of Ohio certification must verify that they are of "good moral character," and be
finger printed. (Consult Education Office C104.) Pursuant to School of Education
poliry, these students must complete the appropriate forms providedby theOffice
of the Dean. All students will be notified regarding this necessary procedure.
2. Evidence of participation in a variety of planned clinical and field experiences
essential to the development of the resourcefulness needed by teachers.
3. Successful completion of a minimum of 124 semester hours in approved courses;
some prograrns may require more than 124 semester hours.
4. An overall cumulative point average of at least 2.5 (C) and a cumulative point
average of at least 2.5 for the professional education courses and for each teaching
field in which certification is sought. Courses in professional education and in the
teaching fields must be taken under grading option 1.
5. Successful completion of the following profesional education sequence:
Semester Hours
Personal and Professional Development of the Teacher 3
Child and Adolescent in Education 3
Teaching and Learning 3
Teaching in the Elementary School or School, Self, and Society............ 3
Mainstreaming or Human Relations 24
Special Methodsr ..................... varies
Philosophy of Education. 3
Student Teaching .................... 12
rEach program has one or more methods cor.uses; see specific Progmrlrs.
With the possible exception of A, B, and C, all courses in the above sequence must
be taken at the University of Dayton. Transfer credib from other institutions
normally are not accepted in substifution for courses D through G, and never
accepted for student teaching.
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6. Completion of University requiremenb in General Education and basic skills.
Students should see Chapter V and consult with their advisors.
7. A passing score on the Praxis I, Preprofessional Skills Test (PI5T), which must be
taken no later than the second term of the first year.
8. A passing score on an exit examinatiorl praxG il (NTE, National Teachers Exam)
mandated by the state Board of Education. students should consult the Education
Office (C-104) for dates on which the examination will be administered.
ADVISING AND SCHEDULING
All first-year education students are assigned faculty advisors from the depart-
menb in which they are enrolled. Scheduling for classes is completed through the
deparhnental offices/ advisors.
I.INTVERSITY POLICIES
students are reminded to refer to pertinent sections of this Bulletin and the
Shtdent Handbook for all policies to which they are subject.
STUDENT TEACHING
Sfudent teaching, which consisb of acfual classroom teaching under competent
supervision, involves full-day sessions for approximately one semester. During the
semester of sfudent teaching, the sfudent is not ordinarily permitted to carry more
than three semester hours of additional course work. These additional semester
hours are scheduled outside the normal school day in order to keep the student-
teaching experience intact for the full school day. Students should make financial
arrangements rych thatthey need not continue with part-time employment during
this semester. The faculty of the School of Education screen each candidate who
applies for student teaching on the basis of the following factors: (1 ) skill in oral and
written communication, (2) an overall quality-point average in course work of at
least 2.5, (3) physical and emotional fitness, (4) desirable personal and moral traig
(5) completion of.the prerequisite courses and field and Clinical experiences.
Prerequisites for candidary for student teaching are (1) officialbnrollment in a
teacher education program at the university, (2) prospective completion of the
minimum residence requirement of thirty semester hours inclusive of sfudent
teaching, (3) formal application for processing by the screening committee to whom
application mustbe submitted a term in advance of student teadring. (Application
blanks may be secured from the department offices, C-1L4 and FC-40.) The campus
supervisors have direct charge of the sfudent teaching experience.
_ 
Once a week throughout the term a sfudent teaching seminar is held on campus.
Once students have been approved and placed for student teaching, they may not
withdraw from the program except with the approval of the departrnent chairper-
son. A student who withdraws without this approval forfeib future placement in
student teaching.
TEACHER PLACEMENT
Students who qualify for teacher certiFication through the School of Education
are aided in securing teaching positions by the School's placement service in
Chaminade Hall, Room C-226. Placement requires cooperation from the candidate
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in filling out the necessary PaPers and in submitting recommendations.-Dates for
intervieivs with prospective employers arranged by the Office of Educational
Placement Services ate announced in advance.
TEACHER CERTTFICATION
The school of Education programs are approved by the state DePartment of
Education and accredited bi tha National eouncil for Accreditation of Teacher
Education. Ordinariln Ohio certificates are recognized by other states. Studenb
are encouraged to dteck certification requiremenb for states in which they are
seeking pooitions.
In a-ddltion to preparing properly certified elementary and secondaly teaclrers,
the Sclrool also enabies students to quatify for kindergarten-primary certification
and for special certification in art, fbreign language, pby.ti.4 education, health
education, mwic, and the teaching of the handicapped in three fields: specific
leamingdisabled,developmentallyhandicapP"g,1lrdT+tihandicapped.Endorse
menb ind validations ar-e available for adapted physical educatior1 driver educa-
tion, pre'kindergartery reading, and typing/keyboarding.
ATHLETIC TRAINING CERTIFTCATION
The Department of Health and Sport Science offers the State Curriculum which
enables a student to meet the State ofOhio Licensure and National Athletic Training
Association (NATA) certification requirements upon completion. TheUniversity of
DavtonCertificatecurriculumisopentoanystudentintheSchoolof Education.This
prder"tt consists of 45 semester hours oi classroom work and 1500 supervised
inte"rnship clock hours. Studenb complete 1000 clock hours in a traditional athletic
setting arid the remaining 500 clock hours in an allied clinical setting. This program
is desilned to give the stuldent a variety of clinical e-xperiences with team phyttg?Io,
ptrysicil ttrerapists, hospitals, and higih school athletic programs. Upon completion
bf lne State CdrUfication curriculum, a student must pass the State of Ohio exami-
nation and N.A.T.A. certification examination in order to practice in the State of
Ohio. See HSS.
INTERSCHOLASTIC COACHING CERTIFTCATION
The Certification of tntersdrolastic Coaches Program rnay be pursued by any
student in the Sctrool of Education.
BACCALAUREATE PROGRAMS
The school of Education offers and administers nine basic Programs leading
to the baccalaureate degree. (Six of these are outlined and their requiremenb
and options discussed in aetait later in this chapter under-code designations
of couise subjectmatter-for example, EDT signifies Teadrer Education.) These are
as follows:
PROGRAM E1: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION, grades 1-8
PROGRAM E1A: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION AND
EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED
PROGRAME2: SECONDARYEDUCATIONgTades.T-L2
at8
PROGRAM
PROGRAM
E6B:
PROGRAM E7:
PROGRAM E8:
PROGRAM E9:
PROGRAM E1O:
ElOA:
ElOB:
EIOC:
PROGRAM E1.1A:
School ofEducation
PROGRAM E3:
E3A:
PHYSICAL EDUCATION K-12
PHYSICAL EDUCATION 7-12
See HSS.
HEALTH EDUCATION K-12
HEALTH INFORMATION SPECIALIST
SPECIAL, grades K-12
VISUALART
See EDT. See also VAR, Chapter VI.
FOREIGNLANGUAGE
KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY, grades K-3
(This program is available separately and in combination
with Program E1, Elementary Education. Combined pro'
grams may require more than four years to complete.)
EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FTTNESS MANAGEMENT
See HSS.
E8A: EXERCISESCIENCEANDPRE-PFIYSICALTHERAPY.
See HSS.
SPORTMANAGEMENT
See HSS.
EDUCATION OFTHE HANDICAPPED, grades K-12
(This program is available separately and in combination
with Program E1, Elementary Education. Combined pro-
grams will require more *ran four years to complete.)
SPECIFIC LEARMNG DISABLED
DEVELOPMENTALLY HANDICAPPED
MULTIHANDICAPPED
TEACHERCERTIFICATION for studenb in the College of
Arts and Sciences
E11B: TEACHER CERTIFICATION for students in the School
of Bwiness Administration
See EDT. See also EDT, Chapters M and MI.
PROGRAM E12: FOOD AND NUTRITION, Option L-Didactic Program
in Dietetics
E12A: FOOD AND NUTRITION, Option 2 
- 
Nutrition
NOTE: All certification progranui and teaching fields described in this chapter are
subject to approval by the Ohio Departrnent of Education under the certification
standards effective fuly 1,7987.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS
For in-service teachers, the School of Education offers six graduate progmms
leading to the Master of Science in Education or Master of Science in Physical
Educatiory these are designed to prepare master secondary teachers, master elemm-
tary teachers, school counselors, school psychologisb, school social workers, social
agency counselors, college sfudentpersonnel professionals and school administra-
tors. The degrees Educational Specialist and Doctor of Philosophy in Educational
Leadership are also offered. For nonprofessional degree holders who are interested
in becoming certified teachers, the Departrnent of Teacher Education offers gradu-
ate programs leading to various certifications. For in-service teachers who wish to
retrain for certification in other areas, the Department of Teacher Education offers
a variety of progranui. (For details on the graduate programs request a copy of the
Graduate Issue of the Uniaersity of Dayton Bulletin.)
E4:
E4A:
E6:.
E5A:
HSS
HEALTH AND SPORT SCIENCE (HSS)
The mission of the Department of Health and Sport Science is to prepare studenb
to be proficient and professional in a vocation encompassing the health and physical
fitness needs of both youths and adults. The department prepares health and
physicaleducationteachers, schoolnurseeducators, coaches,and athletic trainers to
meet the needs of public and private schools. It also prepares exercise science and
fitness management specialists for careers in corporate, industrial, hospital, and
university wellness programs. Students also have the opportunity to pursue a
degree in exercise science with an emphasis in pre'physical therapy. A health
in-formation specialist program is offered for studenb interested in working with
health agencies. An interdisciplinary sport management progtam prepares stu-
denb for professional opportunities in private sports clubs, health clubs, sporb
organizations and federations, and various other aspects ofsports and recreation. A
2.5 G.P.A. is required to enter any program within the department.
PROGRAM E3: PHYSICAL EDUCATION (EDP) K-12
Dept. No. Semester Hours
FISS LD-1L0FISS LL7
FISS 130
HSS 18L
r$s L82FISS 183ENG LOI-102
FIST LO2
MTTI TO2
cMM 101PHL 103REL 103
HSS 305HSS 130
FISS 200HSS 220HSS 223HSS 275EDT 207EDT 208
HSS 225
First Yeat
Personal and Professional Dwelopment
Personal and Communitv Health
Physical Education Activities
Gymnastics
Conditioning I
Conditioning tr
College Composition I and II
History of Westem Civilization Since 1715
Fundahmtals of Mathematics
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Introduction to Philosophy
Introduction to Religion
Sophomore Year
Human Anatomv and Iaboratorv
Phvsical Educati6n Activities
MritorLeaming
Adapted Physical Education2
Basic Movement Education
History of Physical Education and Sports
Child and Adolescent in Education
Teaching and Leamingxr
General Education requirementsr
Computer Applications in Physical Education
Junior Year
HumanPhysiology
Basic First Aid,/CPR
Ins. Training First Aid/CPR
Phvsical Education Activities
Mtlthods of Teaching Physical Education
Elementarv Phvsical Education
Physiology of Exercise and lab.
LstTerm
2
3
2
ZndTerm
2
t7
HSS 305HSS 336HSS 337HSS 130tlss 300ltss 324l$s 408
1
3
J
3
t7
2
2
J
3
3
3E
J
2
3
2
1
3
3
3
3
17
J
2
J
3
6
2
1
2
J
3
School of Education HSS
3
16
L2
15
J
J
I
15
3
J
2
6
J
t7
HSS
FISS 431EDT 351EDT 469HSS 470
FISS
HSS
HSS
HSS
EDTP
Phvsical education electives
Nritrition for Exercise and Sport
School, SeE and Societya3
Reading in the Contmt Area
Curriculum Development in Physical Education
Senior Year405 Tests and Measurements
4@4@L Kinesiology and laboratory417 Student Teachinga
M8 Safefv and the Iaw in Phvsical Education
and Spors419 PhilosophyofEducation
Electives
General Education requirementr
lSeeGeneralEducationRequiremenb,ChapterV.SomeGeneralEducationrequirenrentsare
specified in the program (e.g., HST 102); others are to be chosen from the listing of approved
courses. Consult advisor.
2Students should leave one half day opm for field experience.
field experimces are arranged by the University. Register for EDT 100.
€fudents will have seminar on campus once a weelc
PROGRAM E3A: PHYSICAL EDUCATION (EDP) 7-12
Dept. No. Course Setnester Hours
FISS 109-110
HSS 1L7HSS 130HSS L82HSS L82
HSS 181
ENG 101-102
HST LO2
MTH 102
cMM 10L
PHL 103
REL 103
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
lrss
EDT
EDT
HSS
First Year
Personal and Professional Development
Personal and Community Health
Physical Education Activities
Conditioning I
Conditioning tr
Gvmnastics
Cirllege Composition I and tr
Historv of Westem Civilization Since 1715
Fundainentals of Mathematics
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Introduction to Philosophy
lrtroduction to Religion
Sophomore Year
Human Anatomv and Iaboratorv
Phvsical Education Activities
M6tor Learning
Adapted Physical Education2
History of Physical Education and Sports
Phvsical Education Electives
Chfua ana Adolescent in Education
Teaching and Leaming?r
General Education requirementt
Computer Applications in Physical Education
TstTerm 2ndTerm22
J
2
1
I
2
3
J
3
3
o
3
2
3
3
c
3
t?
J
3
3
E
o
2
J
J
J
J
t?
305
130
200
220
275
207
208
20s
HSS
HSS
r$s
HSS
FISS
HSS
HSS
EDT
3t
HSS
HSS
HSS 405
HSS 4W4@L
HSS 418
HSS M8
EDT 4L9
r$s
2
1
2
J
3
2
J
a
t2
3
G
n
J
3
2
3
6
t?
306
336
337
130
300
408
351
^:
43'r,
470
Junior Year
HumanPhysiology
Basic Fint Aid/CPR
Ins. Training Fint Aid/CPR
Phvsical Education Activities
M6thods of Teaching Physical Education
Physiology of Exercise and lab
School, SeIf, and Sociegrar
Reading in the Content Area
General Education requirementr
Electives
Nutrition for Exercise/Sport
Curriculurn Developmmt in Physical Education
Senior Year
Tests and Measuremmts
Kinesiology and Laboratory
Student Teachinga
Safety and the Iaw in Physical Education and Sports
Philosophy of Education
General Education requirementr
Electives
University of Dayton MII
1
J
1
c
rSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some Gmeral Education requiremmts
arespecified intheprogram (e.g.,HST102);othersaretobechosmfromthelistingof approved
courses. Consult advisor.
2studmts should leave one half day open for field experience.
field experiences are arranged by the University. Register for EDT 100.
€tudents will have seminar on campus once a week
PROGRAM E8: EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FITNESS
MANAGEMENT (EES)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
PHL 103REL 103IIST TO2
cMM 101ENG 101-102HSS 1t2
MTH 207HSS 7t7
Frss 182-183HSS 360HSS 130
First Year
Introduction to Philosophy
Introduction to Religion
Historv,/Westem Civ. Since 1715
Fund. 
-of Oral Communication
College Composition I and tr
lntro to Exercise Science
Introduction to Statistics
Personal and Comrnunitv Health
Gmeral Education Requirement (AS)
Conditioning I and tr
Addiction
Aerobics /STEP/Water Aerobics
'l-stTerm 2nd.Term
J
J
J
J
J
3
J
1
1
1?
4
2
J
2
J
1
2
1?
CHM
HSS
Sophomore Year
l2yl24 General Chemistry and Laboratory209 Teaching Aerobics
School ofEducation HSS
HSS
I5Y
BIO
r$s
PHL
I€Y
HSS
ECO
HSS
HSS
FTSS 307HSS 300ltss 230HSS 373HSS 220
FISS 226
FISS 35LMKT 305MGT 203
FISS 408ACC 301
FISS 435
HSS 4@4WLHSS 431HSS 405Frss 491,FISS 490PHL 31.5ltss 448ENG 370
HumanAnatomv
Intro. to Psycholirgy
Concepts of Biology I (S)
History of PE,/Sports
General Education requirement
Human Growth/Developmmt
Motor Leamhg
Principles Microeconomics (SS)
Conditioning Itr
Massage Therapy
Junior Year
HumanPhysiology
Methods of Teaching P.E.
Basic Athletic Training
Stress Management
Adapted Phlsical Education
Comp. Applications /Sport Science
Health Consumerism
Principles of Marketing
Legal Environment/ Business
Physiology of Exercise and Iab
Financial Accounting
Exercise ECG
Senior Year
Kinesiolosy and lab
NutritionTor Exercise and Sport
Tests and Measurements in P.E.
Internship 
- 
Off Camous
Intemshiir-On Camirus
Medical Ethics
Safety & The law in PElSports
Report Writing
3
3
J
18
3
2
3
J
J
3
17
2
6
3
L4
3
5
3
2
1
1
17
3
J
3
2
J
3
3
J
2
2
10
305
101
151
275
EI
200
203
184
335
i
lSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education requirements
are specified intheprogram (e.g.,IIST102);othersaretobechosenfrom thelistingof approved
courses. Consult advisor.
zField experience required.
3Consult program director.
PROGRAM E8A: EXERCISE SCIENCE AND
PRE-PHYSICAL THERAPY (PPT)
Dept. No. Course Sanestn Hours
lstTerm 2ndTerm
3
3
REL
PHL
FIST
IJSY
ECO
ENG
ENG
MTH
CHM
3
J
J
3
J
J
103
103
L02
10L
203
10L
102
148
L23
First Year
Intro to Religion
Introduction to Philosophy
Westem Civilization since L715
lntroduction to Psydrology
Principles of Microeconomics
College Composition I
College Composition II
Calculus
General Chemistrv
293
J
1
1
5
1
3
3
3
G
3
1
o
3
J
3
G
J
1
T
1?
J
3
1
J
J
3
1
L7
J
J
3
1
J
J
E
BIO 309BIO 3O9L
cHM l23I-CHM L24CHM L24LHSS LLAHSS 130
cMM 101T5Y 25LPHY zOLPHY aOLLPHY 202PHY 2O2LBIO 151Frss 305HSS 307MTH 207HSS ?30HSS 335
PHL
PHL 315PSY 363
cHM 313CHM 3T3LCHM 3L4CHM 3L4L
FiSS 226HSS 330
FISS 405HSS 435HSS 220HST 466
HSS 409FISS 4O9LFISS LUHSS 465BIO 403BIO 4O3LBIO ALIBIO ALLLltss M8HSS 408FISS 408LHSS 431.HSS 466
General ChemisW Iab
General Chemistrv
General Chemishi Lab
Introduction to Physical Therapy
Water Aerobics
Sophomore Year
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Human Growth & Developmmt
General Physics
General Phvsics Lab
General Physics
General Phvsics Lab
Concepts oi Biology I
Human Anatomy
Human Physiology
Introduction to Statistics
Basic AtNetic Training
Massage Therapy
General Education requirementr
University of Dayton VIII
T7
3
Junior Year
Medical Ethics
Abnormal Psychology
Organic Chemistry
Organic Chemistry Laboratory
Organic Chemistry
Organic Chemistry Laboratory
Cimputer Applicitions in Sp6rts Science
Advanced Athletic Training
Tests & Measurements
Exercise ECG
Adaptive Physical Education
History of Science
Senior Year
Comparative Anatomv of Vertebrates
Combarative Anatomv Lab
Genehl Education reciuirementr
Kinesiolosy
Kinesiolofr Lab
Conditionfhs Itr
Phvsical Theiapy Seminar
Phvsiolocvl "
Phi/siolofr I Lab
Geheral Microbiolosv
GeneralMicrobioloE Lab
Safety and the l^awii Physical Education & Sports
Phvsioloey of Exercise
Phvsiolofr of Exercise Lab
Ndtritioifor Exercise and Sport
Physical Therapy Research Design
3
2
1
1
2
3
1
J
1
2
2
1
2
3
L4L7
lSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education requirements
are specified intheprogram (eg.,HST 102); others aretobechosen fromthelistingof approved
courses. Consult advisor.
School ofEducation HSS
PROGRAM E9: SPORT MANAGEMENT (ESM) OPTION I
Dqt. No. Course Sematq Hours
First Year
Introduction to Sport Management
Physical Education Activities
Eni;lish Composition I and II
Historv of Westem Civilization Since 1715
Fundahentals of Mathematics
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Course in minor
Computer Applications in Sport Science
Introduction to Philosophy
Introduction to Religion -
Sophomore Year
HumanPhysiology
or
HumanAnatomy
History of Physiial Education and Sports
Phvsical Education Activities
Lefd Environment of Business
Management Information Systems
Introduction to Statistics
Courses inminor
General Education requirementsr
Junior Year
Financial Accounting
Advertising
Principles of Micoeconomics
Principles of Sport Marketing
Event Management
Sport Managemmt Practicum
Report Writing
Sports in Literature
Courses in minor
Sportswriting
Senior Year
Accounting for Management
Facility Management
Safety and the Iaw in Physical Education
and Sporb
Sport Management Intemship2
Business Finance
Personnel Managemmt
Electives
lstTam 2nilTermHSS 111
r$s 130ENG 101-102FtsT 102
MTT] IO2
cMM r.01.
HSS
Ftss
HSS
HSS
MGT
MIS
T
ACC
MKT
ECO
r$s
FISS
Ftss
ENG
ENG
HSS
2
2
J
1
3
o
HSS 
'26PHL 103REL 103
3
3
J
n
3
3
J
6
t?
3
2
3
J
J
3
L?
3
15
3
3
J
T6
J
3
3
1
3
3
3
t6
J
3
3
D
J
E
c
J
2
J
5
3
t7
305
305
275
203
%5
v
207
421
203
350
352
355
370
380
M9
ACC 208l$s 351HSS M8
HSS 485FIN 301
MGT 374
tSee General Education Requiremmts, Chapter V. Some General Education requirements
are specified in the program (e.g., IIST 102); others are to be chosen from the listing of approved
courses. Consult advisor,
€onsult program director.
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PROGRAM E9: SPORT MANAGEMENT (ESM) OPTION II
Dat. No. Course Semester Hours
First Year
HSS L11 Introduction to Sport Management
HSS L30 Physical Education Activities
FISS 226 Computer Applications in Sport Science
ENG L0L-102 English Composition I and tr
FIST L02 Historv of Westem Civilization Since 1715
MTH 102 Fundahentals of Mathematics
CMM 101 Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Course in minor
Introduction to Philosophy
lntroduction to Religion
Sophomore Year
Principles of Microeconomics
HumanPhysiology
or
HumanAnatomy
Phvsical Education Activities
Hiitory ofPhysical Education and Sports
Management Information Systems
Introduction to Statistics
Courses in minor
General Education requirementsl
Junior Year
Financial Accounting
Advertising
Principles of Sport Marketing
Event Management
General elective
Report Writing
Sports in Literature
Principles of Selling
Retail Merchandising
Courses in minor
Sportswriting
Senior Year
Facility Management
Safew and the Law in Phvsical Education
anil Spors
Sport Management Intemship2
Consumer Behavior
Course in minor
Electives
lst Term
2
2
3
J
J
2ndTerm
1
3
3
J
PHL 103
REL 103
3
J
J
T6 L6
3
J
3
1
J
3
33536
1,6 t7
c
ECO 203
FISS 305
FISS 305
F{SS 130
HSS 275
MIS 365
MTH 207
ACC
MKT
HSS
HSS
HSS
ENG
ENG
MKT
MKT
FISS
J
2
J
J
J
L7
J
J
J
3
2
301
42L
350
352
370
380
310
315
M9 3
15
FISS 351l$s M8
EDP il85MKT 405
HSS
12
J
J
6
17:.j
lSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education requirements
arespecified intheprogram (e.g.,HST102); othersaretobedtosenfrom thelistingof approved
courses. Consult advisor.
2Consult program director.
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PROGRAM E4: HEALTH EDUCATION (EDH) K-12
Dept. No. Course Semest* Hours
LstTern 2nilTerm
T6
Sophomore Year
School Health Services & Environmmt
Human Anatomy and Iaboratory
HumanPhysiology
Emotional Health
Sexuality Education
Health electives
Child and Adolescent in Education
Teaching and Leaming
Reading in the Content Area
General Education requirementsr
]unior Year
Methods for Teaching Health
Basic First Aid/CPR
Ins. Training. First Aid,/CPR
Addiction Education
Environmental Health Education
Community Health Resources
Health electives
School, Self, and Society
General education requirementsr
Second Teaching Field or electives
Senior Year
Seminar in Current Health Issues
Student Teachinga
Health Researdr and Evaluation
Principles and Administration of Health Programs
Health electives
Philosophy of Education
Computers in Education
Second Teaching Field or electives
First Year
FISS 110 TheProfessionofTeachingFISS I17 Personal and CommuniW HealthHSS %1 Health Consumerism
HSS 130 Phvsical Education ActivitiesENG 101-L02 Coilege Composition I and trHST 101or102 HistoryofWesternCMlizationMTH 1.02 Fundafoimtals of Mathematics
CMM 101 Fundamentals of Oral CommunicationPHL 103 Introduction to Philosophy
REL 103 Introduction to Religion
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
ltss
EDT
EDT
EDT
FISS
FISS
Ftss
FISS
HSS
HSS
r$s
?'
FTSS
HSS
FTSS
FISS
FISS
EDT
EDT
2
I
3
3
3
3
G
3
2
2
2
3
3
15
3
3
3
4
1?
t2
3
15
J
J
1
3
J
J
3
J
J
1
6
16
2
2
2
5
3
J
1?
2
J
2
J
J
4
E
251,
305
306
%3
364
207
208
^:
309
335
337
360
%2
4t2
35L
407
4t9
428
430
419
45't
rsee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
specified in the program (e.g., HSS 305); otheri are to be chosen from the listing of approved
courses. Consult advisor.
n7
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?Field experiences are arrangd by the University. Register for EDT 100 section.
lStudents should leave one half day open for field experience.
lSfudents will have seminar on campus once a week
PROGRAM E4A: HEALTH INFORMATION SPECIALIST (EHS)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
l.stTerm 2ndTerm33
J
ENG
REL
PHL
FIST
CMM
MT.H
r$s
HSS
r$s
r$s
REL/PHL
r$s 257HSS 305HSS 306
r$sMKT 305
ENG 378EDT 451.
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
HSS
ACC
soc
First Year
101-102 College Composition I & tr103 lntroduction to Religion
103 lntroductionto Philosophy
101-102 Historv of Westem CivilizationL0L Fundahentals of Oral Communication
LOz Fundamentals of Mathematics1L7 Personal and CommuniW Health130 Phvsical Education Activities336 Ba;ic Ftust Aid/cPR
337 Ins. Tmg. Fi$tAid/CPR
Sophomore Year
General Education requirementsl
School Health Service3 and Environment
HumanAnatomv
Human Physiolcigy
Health elective
Principles of Marketing
Professional and Technical Writing
Computers in Education
Junior Year
Methods of Teaching Health
Community Health Programs
Seminar in Current Health Issues
Community Health Resources
Health Agency Internships
Health electives
Financial Accounting
General Education requirementt
Sociology elective
Admin/Promotion elective
Senior Year
Health Agency Internships
Health Research/Evaluation
Prin/Admin. Health Programs
Admin/Promotion elective
EFIS electives or Second Teaching Field
3
3
3
1
2
L
16
3
4
3
3
L5
J
J
J
1
16
3
3
3
4
3
L6
309
367
407
4L2
415
301
=
J
2
22
3
6
HSS 4L5
HSS 428
FISS 430
3
3
GG
24
J
3
389
16 16
lSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
specified in the program (e.g., HSS 305); others are to be chosen from the listing of approved
courses. Consult advisor.
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STATE CURRICULUM IN ATHLETIC TRAINING
Dept. No. Course Semster Hours
15Y
Ftss
Ftss
HSS
HSS
FISS 306/307HumanPhysioIogy...........i.....................
...3
...3
CERTIFICATION PROGRAM IN INTERSCHOLASTIC COACHING
The cefificate in lnterscholastic Coaching may be pursued by any student in the School
of Education.
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
45
HSS
t$s
HSS
FISS
HSS
HSS
FISS
HSS
FISS
FISS
?30
336
337
403
N4
41{)8
431
v
Basic Athletic Training and Laboratory .............. ................. 3
Basic First Aid/CPR............... ...2
Ins. Training First Aid/CPR .......................... 1
Principles, Ethics, and Practices of Coadring ..................... 1-3
Coaching Intemship..-...-............., ................ 3
Phvsiolo-cvofExer&seandIab................... ............................3
Ndtrition"ior Exercise and Sport ...................2
Administration of Intersdlolastic and lntramural Athletics ..........,...........r 2
Coaching courses (Minimum of 2 coaching courses) .....................,............24
At least 3 sem. hrs. from recommended electives .. ,. ...d
?2-?5
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FACULTY
Lloyd L. Laubach, Chnirperson
Professors Emriti: LaVanche, Drees, Leonard
Professor: Schleppi
Associate P rofasors: Laubad; Siciliano
Assistant Profusors: Goldfine, Morefield, Roberts, Vanderburgh
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
HSS 109. PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEACHER:
A course to help the student define professional goals and assess personal shengths
and weaknesses in the light of competencies deemed essential for a physical and,/or
health education teadrer. 2 sem. hrs,
HSS 1.10. PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF TFIE TEACHER:
Practicum experiences on carnpus and in local area schools to enable the sfudent to
explore interests and test commitment to the teaching profession. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 111. INTRODUCTION TO SPORTS MANAGEMENT: A course to help the stu-
dent define professional goals and assess personal shengths and weaknesses in the liSht
of competencies deemed essential for a sports management career. 2 sem. hrs,
HSS 112. INTRODUCTION TO EXERCISE SCIENCE AND FITNESS MANAGE-
MENT: A course to help the student define professional goals and assess personal
strengths and weaknesses in the light of competencies deemed essential for an exercise
scienEe and fibress management cireer. - 2 sem. hrs,
HSS 114. INTRODUCTION TO PHYSICAL THERAPY: An introductory seminar dis-
cussing the history present and future, of physical therapy. A successful undergraduate
preparation for entrance into this higNy selective gtaduate Program will be this field's
secondary focus. 1, sem. hr,
HSS 117. PERSONAL AND COMMUNITY HEALTH: Survey of health science and
principles of preventive medicine as introduction to other courses in personal or
-ommunity health and health education. Required for physical 
"Ut.udo. lljrollo. ,r,
HSS 130. PHYSICAL EDUCATION ACTIVTilES: Skills and understanding basic to an
appreciation of selected activities. Open to all Universify students. Consult the composite
foicurrent offerings. 1'-2 sem, hrs.
HSS 181. GYMNASTICS: Preparation of physical education teachers to instructbegin-
ningJevel gymnastics. Skills for both male and fernale events useful in teaching coedu-
cational cla-sses. Required for EDP majors. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 182. CONDITIONING I: Aerobic conditioning techniques developed primarily
through running and water exercise programs. Required for EES and EOU 
^i?X.r. rr.
HSS 183. CONDITIONING II: Principles and techniques for developing muscular
strength and endurance conditioning. Required for EES and EDP majors. 1sem. hr.
300
HSS184. CONDIONINGIII: AcoursedesignedforExercisescienceandPrePhysical
Therapy majors to introduce them to concepts and techniques of aerobic conditioning
using-exercise devices such as treadmills, birycle ergometers, stairmasters,. rowing
madines, etc. Prerequisites HSS 182; HSS 183. L sem. hr.
HSS 200. MOTOR LEARNING: lnvestigation of fundamental principles of human
movement. Physical and psychological variables essential to motor leaming are consid-
ered. Prerequiiite for HSS 300. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 209. TEACHING AEROBICS: The fitness concept of aerobic conditioning through
exercise routines done to music. Basic dance steps, Pattems, teaching tips to enable
students to choreograph their own warm-up, aerobic, and cool down routines.sem. 
hrs.
HSS 220. ADAPTTVE PHYSICAL EDUCATION: A coutse to PrePare prospective
teachers to adapt a physical education program so all children and youth can successfully
participate in ictivitf programs. Study of the atypical child in order to organize and
idminister a prograir whiih will meet individual needs. 3 sem. hrs.
}irSS223. BASIC MOVEMENT EDUCATION: Study of movement fundamental to all
the traditional content areas of games and sports, dance, and gymnastics, Prerequisitefor
HSS 324. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 225. COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION: The course
focuses on understanding the ethical uses of computers as a tool for assessment,
instruction, grading and multimedia in physical education. lmphasig is placed on
demonstrated proficiency in word processing with Word Perfect &t Microsoft W1rF,
Children's Wrirtng and Publishing, Microsoft Works Spreadsheet and D.at4bas9' and the
evaluation and useofeducational softwareand specific sportpackages forbasketballand
other sports. All progams will be on MAC or Apple tr.
School of Education HSS
3 sem, hrs.
IirSS 226. COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN SPORT SCIENCE: The course focuses on
understanding the practical uses of comPuters as a tool in exercise science and sport
management ictivities. Emphasis is placed on demonstrated proficienry in word pr-o'
cessing, spreadsheets, graphics, and databases, and the evaluation and use of sp-ecific
exerciJe science and sport management packages. Emphasis will be on use of IBM
compatible computers. 3 sem, hrs.
HSS 230. BASIC ATHLETIC TRAINING: Application of principles and methods in-
volved in prevention, care, and treatment of athletic injuries. 3 sem, hrs,
HSS 245. MODERN DANCE: Basic and interrnediate techniques in modem dance.
The sfudy of dance as an art form. First term, every other year. Elective. 2 sem' hrs.
HSS 251. SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES & ENVIRONMENT: The organization and
administration of a sdrool health program with emphasis on health services, and
healthful school living. - 3 sem. hrs.
}JSS 275. HISTORY OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND SPORT: Study of the
historical development of physical education and sport as it relates to significant events
in the history of Westem civilization. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 300. METHODS OF TEACHING PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Study of the
methods and skills essential for effective teaching in physical education. Prerequisite:
HSS 2OO. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 305. HUMAN ANATOMY AND L-A'BORATORY: Study of the humanbody with
emphasis on the interdependent relationships of strucfure and function. Prere-quisite toHS'S40ru9. - 3sem.hrs.
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HSS 305. HLTMAN PHYSIOLOGY: Study of the functions of body systems. Cell phy-
siolory, structural contributions or limitations, concepts of biochemistry, control of
functions, physiological limib of functioru and examples of pathologic developments.
3 sem. hrs.
HSS 307. HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY: A suwey of the functions of body systems with
respect to general cell physiology and speciatlation into tissues, structuril c"ontributions
to tissue/organ physiology, pertinent concepts of biochemical physiology, tissue me-
tabolism and energy,/food requirements during sbess and exercise, recentresearch into
control and regulation of functions of major systems, physiologic limitations outside
environmental ranges, and selected examples of pathophysiology. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 309: METHODS OF TEACHING HEALTH: Study of the insructional phase of
the school health program with emphasis on the methods of teaddn8 health., 
sem. hrs.
Sfdl?r:3*ffi !?X,tiff TfrLSl"H;y'sk'rs'stratesies'and^;W;:
HSS 312. COACHING FOOTBALL: The theory skills, strategies, and methods of
coaddng football. Second term, each year. Elective. 2 sem. lrs.
HSS 314. COACHING BASEBALL: The theory, skills, strategies, and methods of
coaching baseball. Elective. 'L sem. hr.
HSS 316. COACHING S CER: The theory, skills, shategies, and methods of coach-
ing soccer. First term, each year. Elective. 'L sem. fu.
HSS 317. COACHING TRACK AND FIELD: The theory, skills, strategies, and
methods of coadring track and field. Elective. L sem. hr.
HSS 318. TEACHING AND COACHING GOLF: The theory, skills, strategies, and
methods of teadring and/or coaching golf. 7 sem. hr.
HSS 322. COACHING VOLLEYBALL: The theory, skills, strategies, and methods of
coaching volleyball. Elective. 1" sem, hr.
HSS 324. ELEMENTARY PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Basic theory, techniques and
methods for conducting a program for elementary students. Prerequisite: HSS 223.
3 sem. hrs.
HSS 330. ADVANCED ATHLETIC TRAINING: Advanced techniques of evaluation,
treatment, and rehabilitation of athletic injuries; basic phar:nracology and therapeutic
modalities. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 335. INTRODUCTION TO THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE: Introduction to body-
work and issues of health and wellness. Laboratory sessions will provide an opportunity
to integrate and apply ma$iage knowledge and skill drawn from a variety of healing
systems; Swedish Massage Acupressure, Reflexology and Hydrotherapy. Designed for
students in Exercise Science, Athletic Training and Health Care. Open to University.
L sem. hr.
HSS 336. BASIC FIRST AID/CPR Study of basic principles in personal safety and
accident prevention. Application of first aid knowledge and skills in emergencies.
National Red Cross Instructor's certificate for Standard First Aid and Personal Safety
maybe obtained. The American Red Cross course designed to certify the studentboth in
basi CPR techniques and CPR instruction. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 337. COMMUMTY FIRST AID AND SAFETY INSTRUCTOR CERTIFICATION:
The American Red Cross course desigrred to certify the student both in basic CPR/First
Aid techniques and their instruction. Prerequisite: Basic CFA&S Certification.
l sem. hr.
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HSS 338. ATHLETIC TRAINING INTERNSHIP: Practical experience in a traditional
athletic training progmm and allied clinical settings. Students must complete a mini-
mum of 1500 doik hours. Prerequisites: HSS 23O 336,337 . 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 341. INTRODUCTION TO RECREAIfONAL SERVICES: Fundamentals of the
nature, scope, and significance oforganized recreation services. 2 sem. hrs,
HSS 342. RECREATIONAL SPORTS PROGRAMMING: An overview of the current
programmatic elemenb and techniques in recreational sports. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 34:1. RECREATIONAL LEADERSHIP: The roles of recreation leaders in many
types of community organizations. Analysis of key concepb underlying successful
liridership and leadership techniques. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 344. OUTDOOR EDUCATION-SCHOOL CAMPING: Action seminar to famil-
iarize teachers and recreation leaders with the curricula, teaching tedrniqges, and skills
for good outdoor education programs. 2 sem, hrs.
HSS 345. RECREATION AND SPECTAL GROUPS: Brief history of rehabilitation and
recreation services. Development of skills essential for serving the recreational needs of
special populations: teenagers, elderly, juvenile and adult offenders, mentally retarded,
ptrysicaUy aisaUled, and sensory impaired. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 350. PRINCIPLES OF SPORT MANAGEMENT: Examination of the nature of
management from theoretical and practical perspectives in a variety of sport *ffilgt.
Focus-on managaial functions andskills. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 351. FACILITY MANAGEMENT: The Processes of planning, constructing,
equipping, and maintaining sport facilities are investigated in this course. In addition,
ttre niulti-faceted nature of Cvent management is examined in a variety of sport
settings. 3semhrs.
HSS 352. EVENT MANAGEMENT: The purposes, types, organization, administration
and evaluation of events as they reLate to sPort, facility and community 
^"iyr7ifr:.
HSS 355. SPORT MANAGEMENT PRACTICLJM/SEMINAR: The sport managemerit
practicum and seminar is designed for students to gain insight into a wide array 9{{eta
experiences within this discipline. Students are Srven droices of field work within a
vahety of sportand recreation settings.Inaddition, a weeklyseminar is required as part
of the practicum experience. 'L-3 sem. hrs.
HSS360. ADDICTIONEDUCATION: Thisisaseardrinto thecausesof humancompul-
sion which lead to addictive behavior, a survey of addictive substances, individual
research into preventive and treafinent Programs, and the current display of attitudes by
concemed social groups and individudls. 2 sem. hrs."
HSS 361. HEALTH CONSUMERISM: Sorting fad from fact in using health products
and services from the present market-includes fad dies, nutrition nonsense, survey- of
medical hoaxes, misleading advertising and protection that is available to all health
confltmers. Researdt into current fads and frauds and exPosure of health myths and
misconceptions is induded. 2 sem. hrs,
HSS 362. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH EDUCATION: A selected study of present
envtonmental health conditions. Emphasis is on improvement of those conditions
through individual effort and communify action. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 353. EMOTIONAL HEALTH: Study of emotions, behavior, personality, social
relationships, and adjustments to dunge. The aim is toward increased self-understand-
ing, and improved efficienry for healthful living. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 364. SEXUAUTY EDUCATION: Study of maturation, reproductio& pregnancy,
birth, and physiological development in humans. Emphasis on the psychological con-
cept of sexuality in American society. 2 sern, hrs.
HSS355. EDUCATIONFORPARENTING: Selected issuessuroundingfamilycompo-
sition and roles, life rycles, marriage, family relationships, and parenting.
2 sem. hrs.
HSS 367. COMMLINITY HEALTH PROGRAMS: Development of those skills neces-
sary to perform as a community health educator in a variety of seftings. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS371. DYNAMICSOFADDICTIONPROBLEMSINWOMEN: Thiscourseexplores
the facts, myths, attitudes, identification and referral resources with respect to women
and the nation's alcohol and drug-related problems. Emphasis will be on the physical,
mental,emotionalandsocialproblemsof thefemaleaddict,theassociatesandthefamily.
A number of "models" of abuse willbe studied including thoseby Segler, Osmond and
Newell. Case studies will be scmtinized to find practical guidelines for prevention/
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treatment. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS373. STRESSMANAGEMENTFORTHE EDUCATOR Examination of li.fe's stres-
sors, utilization of reduction techniques, and assisting others with the management of
stress. Special attention to controlling stress in the school setting. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS374. HEALTHFLILLIFESTYLES: Studyofbehaviors,attitudes,andvaluescontrib-
uting to positive health practices. Assessment of individual lifestyle to improve health
2 sem. hrs.
HSS 376. WOMEN'S HEALTH ISSUES: Women's Health Issues explores the myriad of
health problems and concerns facing today's women. The focus is on exarnining the
whole person from physical, emotional and spiritual perspectives. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 400. PHYSICAL EDUCATION WORKSHOPS: Various workshops will be
conducted depending upon the needs of the clientele. 1-3 sem. hrs.
HSS 403. PRINCIPLE ETHICT AND PRACTICES OF COACHING: General prin-
ciples governing the administrative and coaching functions of planning, organizing
and instructing atiletic teams. Elective. 2 sem. hrs,
HSS 404. COACHING INTERNSHIP: Practical coaching experience working in local
sctrools with intersctrolastic teams. Elective. '1.-3 sem. hrs.
HSS 405. TESTS AND MEASTIREMENTS IN PIIYSICAL EDUCATION: A direct
relationship of tests and measurements to the teaching situation. 3 sem, ltrs.
HSS r07. HEALTH TOPICS FOR TEACFIERS: A seminar on current health topics with
emphasis on preventiory solution, and the related roles of the health educator. The
discussion technique is used for the seminar presentations, 2 sem, hrs,
HSS 408. PHYSIOLOGY OF DGRCISE: Detailed studv of the effects of exercise on
human functions, as a basis for the study of physical fitiress, motor skills, and athletic
training. Prerequisites: HSS 30t305. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 408L. PHYSIOLOGY OF EXERCISE LABORATORY: Course to accompany HSS
408. Weekly two-hourlaboratory stressingpractical applications of exercisephysiology.
L sem. hr.
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HSS 1109. KINESIOLOGY: Investigation and analysis of human motion based on ana-
tomical, physiological, and mechanical principles. Prerequisites: HSS 30$306 or 307.
2 sem. hrs.
HSS 409L. KINESIOLOGY LABORATORY: Course to accompany HSS t109. Weekly
two.hour laboratory sbessing the practical application of kinesiology. 1 sem. hr.
HSS 412. COMMTINITY HEALTH RESOURCES: ThC fUNCtiONS ANd SCTViCES Of
various local health agencies. Course members select agencies to visit and/or invite to
campus. 3 sem' hrs'
HSS 413. HEALTH EDUCATION FOR THE ELEMENTARY EDUCATOR: A study of
the total sctrool health program. Elementary education majors only. 3 sem' hrs.
HSS 414. PHYSICAL EDUCATION FORTHE ELEMENTARY EDUCATOR: A COUTSC
designed to equip the elemmtary education major with b-asic theory, techniques, and
metfrods for conducting a physical education,program for elementary students. Elemen-
tary education majors 6nty' iunior status only. - 2 sem' hrs'
HSS 415. HEALTH AGENCY INTERNSHIP: Student spends 60 hours working with
agenry of his or her choice. Prerequisites: ]unior standin-&Tlss 412. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 416. STUDENT TEACHING (ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION CERTI.
FICATION): Teaching under close supervision of a certified adapted physical education
specialist for a minimum of ttuee weeks. Prerequisite: Formal admission a full semester
ii advance. - 3 sem. hrs'
HSS 417. STUDENT TEACHING (K-12 TEACHING FIELD): Teaching under close
supervision in the specialized subject area in both elementary and high school grades for
a ininimum of tw6lve weeks. A seminar is held once a week. Prerequisite: Formal
admission a ft:ll semester in advance. 12 sem. hrs.
HSS 418. STUDENT TEACHING (7-12 TEACHING FIELD): Teaching under close
supervision in the specielized subject area in the high school grades fora minimum of
tr,rrelve weeks, A sehinar is held-once a week. Prerequisite: Formal admission a firll
semester in advance. 'l'2 sem. hrs,
HSS 419. STUDENT TEACHING (FIEALTH): Teaching under close supervision in the
specialized subject area in elementary, junior high, and hiSh school grades for a
riir,im,rm of trn'elve weeks. A seminar-is held once a week. Prerequisite: Formal
admission a full semester in advance. L2 sem. hrs,
HSS 420. LmGUARDING: The American Red cross senior Life saving course. Pre-
requisite: Advanced Swimming. First term, each year. Elective. 1 sem' hr'
HSS 421. WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTION: The American Red cross safety In-
structor's Course. Prerequisite: Senior Life Saving. Second term, each year. Elective.
HSS 428. HEALTH RESEARCH AND EVALUATION: An introduction ,"'"iffiHi
analysis and research methodology. Emphasis will be on the use of these in determining
healih statistics, designing and ei'alua4rg health studies, accessing data banks; collec-
tion, analysis and intErpr6tation of health-statistics. 3 sem' hrs'
HSS 430. PRINCIPLES AND ADMINISTRATION OF HEALTH PROGRAMS: EStAb-
lishment of the need for health education, historical development, survey of various
philosophies, and discussion of specific professional standards, dl aimed toward
io.,"uptirutization of a personal phiiosophy by the health educator. 3 sem- hrs.
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HSS 431. NUTRITION FOR DGRCISE AND SPORT: Investigation of curent re.
search in the nutritional assessment of the athlete. Topics include dietary needs, fluid
replenishment, pre'game meals, and "fad" dieb for the athlete. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 432. ADVANCED ADAPTED PHYSICAL EDUCATION: A course designed for
prospective Adapted Physical Education Specialists. Emphasis is placed on the respon-
sibility, process and development of educating the exceptional population in a physical
education setting. Prerequisite: Adapted Physical Education. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 433. ADVANCED ATHLETIC TRAINING II: Advanced techniques emphasizing
use of therapeutic modalities, rehabilitation of athletic injuries, and basic phzrmacology.
Prerequisites: Basic Athletic Training CPR and Human Anatomy. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 435. EXERCISE ECG: Evaluation of exercise electrocardiograms from
healthy persons. herequisites: HSS 306; HSS 40& 408L. 3 sem. hrs.
HSS 436. SCHOOL NURSE PRACfiCUM: Approval of application on whidr is shown
completion of all entry requirements, coursework, field/dinical experience, and aca-
demic standards in the Sctrool Nurse Certification Program. 70 sem. hrs.
H:SS U7. ADMIMSTRATION OF INTERSCHOLASTIC AND INTRAMURAL ATH-
LETICS: Structure of intersctrolastic and intramural athletics and their appendages:
staffing financing, facilities, scheduling, aowd control, sports medicine, 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 448. SAFETYANDTHELAWINPHYSICALEDUCATIONANDSPORTS: Studv
of the legal aspects of physical education and athletics. Analysis of specific court case5.
Formulation of safety policies. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 449 SPORTSWRITING: Analysis of and practice in written communications ap-
propriate to sports including news releases, new articles, game progtrms, and features.
3 sem. hrs.
HSS 450. SELECTED STIIDIES IN HEALTH: Investigating analyzing, and reporting
on a problem in health. Permission of chairperson. 7-3 sem. hrs.
FISS 452. DEATH EDUCATION FOR LMNG: Emphasis is on "education for healthy liv-
ing" which is accomplished by bringing the subject of death into rmlity and comforl Field
trips, group sharing and guest speakers are highlights. 2 sem. lvs.
HSS 453. CHILD ABUSE-THE EDUCATOR'S ROLE: The educator's legal re-
sponsibilityinsuspected child abuse. Attention to thelocal, state, andnationalincidence
of child abuse, including physical, emotional, and sexual abuse. Teaching techniques for
mental health education and parenting education. 2 sem.ltrs,
HSS 455. SELECTED STLIDIES IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Investigating analyz-
ing and reporting on a problem in physical education. Prerequisite: Permission of
chairperson. Elective. L-4 sem. hrs.
HSS 465. PHYSICAL THERAPY SEMINAR: Addresses current issues facing prospec-
tive and present physical therapists in a reforming healthcare industry. 2 sem. hrs.
HSS 466. PHYSICAL THERAPY RESEARCH DESIGN: Establishment of the need for
and consumership of research in the field of physical therapp with direct application of
research methodology culminating in a research proposal. 3 sem. hrs.
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HSS 470. CURRICLIUM DEVELOPMENT IN PHYSICAL EDUCATION: Principles
andproceduresforcurriculumconstructionandrevision.Sfudyof philoso-phies (institu-
tional, professional, and personal) and their relationship to curiculum u""1:*1|,.
HSS 485. SPORT MANAGEMENT INTERNSHIP: Work experience carried out
under the auspices and supervision of the sPorts management staff. App_lication and
permission of 'director of Siorts Management program required. 1-L2 sem. hrs.
HSS 490. EXERCISE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP--ON CAMPUS: Work experience car-
ried out under the auspices and supervision of the University of Dayton Wellness
Program staff. Application and permission of director of Exercise Science and Fitness
Maiagement program required. 2 sem' hrs'
HSS 491. EXERCISE SCIENCE INTERNSHIP--OFF CAMPUS: Work experience car-
ried out under the auspices of an industrial, commercial, educational, SoYe_mment or
health agency-related ieltness Progtam. Application and pernrission of_director of
Exercise-science and Fitness Management program required. 'L-6 sem. hrs.
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FOOD AND NUTRTTTON (EHZ)
The Food and Nutrition Program (EHQ offers two majors: Didactic program in
Dietetics (EHA) and Nutrition (EHt9. The curriculum of both programs is an
integratio:r of the humanities and arts, social sciences, and the physical and life
sciences. The study of food and nutrition (EHZ) includes the scienie of food and the
role of nutrienb in the body to promote and maintain health. The Didactic program
in Dietetics (EHA) curriculum includes additional courses in food management and
medical nutrition therapy for specific pathology. This curriculum has been granted
continued approvalbyThe American Dietetic Association since 1943 and supporb
pursuit of the Registered Dietitian (RD) credential. The Nutrition @HN) curriculum
provides sufficient hours to obtain a minor to compliment nutrition career planning.
Both programs challenge you to strive for excellence.
PROGRAM E12: FOOD AND NUTRITION (EHA)
OPTION I_DIDACTIC PROGRAM IN DIETETICS
. 
TS program leads to a Bachelor of science in preparation for a required post-
baccalaureate experience. Upon successful compfution of the post-baccalauieate
experience, graduates are eligible to become aitive members of rhe American
Dietetic Association and to sitfor the registration examination tobecome registered
dietitians.
- 
Acceptance into a post-baccalaureate program is very competitive. post-bacca-
laureate programs maintain increasingly high a{mission standards. Acceptance is
based on the grades of major and support cburses, recommendation lettdrs, work
experience, extra-curricular activities, motivatior! and knowledge of the profession.
A gr1d9 point average above 2.9 in both the major and support courses is recom-
mended. At the end of the second year the Advisory iohmittee evaluates all
studenb enrolled in The American Dietetic Association Didactic Program in Dietet-
ics. Any sludent whose cumulative average for two years of study iJbelow 2.8 will
be advised to draft_a program forsuccess or consid6r changing liis or her major.
Studentsgenerallymakeformalapplicationinthesecondleriesterof theirsenior
yearto-post-baccalaureateprograms. selectionof thepost-baccalaureateprogramis
made through computer matching.
students enrolled in The American Dietetic Association Didactic program in
Dietetics do not practice as student dietitians in any observation experiencE. There
is, the-refore, 1o professional liability insurance required.Additional undergraduate costs may include a laboratory coat and public
transportation fares to an observation site. sfudents are encouraged to join The
American Dietetic Association as Affiliate members, cunently at $35.00 per mem-
bership year (June 1 to May 31.)
PROGRAM E12: FOOD AND NUTRITION (EHA)
OPTION I-DIDACTIC PROGRAM IN DIETETICS
Dept. No. Semester Hours
'l-st Term
4
1
J
EIIZ
ETIZ
ENG
First Year200 Introductory Foods and laboratorv202 lntroductiofr to Dietetics and Nuuition101-102 College Composition I and trt
ZndTerm
3
School ofEducation
CHM
CMM
HST
PHL
IJSY
BIO 15L-L52HSS 225ENG 370
ECO 203
t2TL24 General Chemistry and Laboratory101 Fundamentals of Oral Communication
101 or 102 Historv of Western Civilization103 lrtrodirctiontoPhilosoPhY
101 IntroductiontoPsYdtologY
4
J
J
3
t6
4
3
3
3
16
15
J
J
3
J
G
J
J
3
2
2
2
J
3
J
J
n
J
3
3
I
J
EHZ
16
L30 total hours
ECO 244Erfz 295EHZ N4EHZ 308REL 103
Sophomore Year
Concepts of Iiiology and laboratory
Computer Applications
Report Writingz
Prihciples of Microeconomics
OR
Principles of Macroeconomics
Nutrifron and Health
Quantity Food Production
Institutional Buying
Introduction to Religion
General Education Requirement
Junior Year
Oreanic Chemistry
iaboratory (rec6mmended but not required)
HumanPhysiology
Cultural Foods and Laboratory
Global Nutrition
OR
Communitv Nutrition
Advanced lrlutrition
Instructional Methods
Consumer Policy
OR
The American Political SYstem
Organizational Behavior
Financial Accounting
lnterviewing and Counseling
Cultural Anthropology
OR
Modem Social Problems
Senior Year
Foodservice Svstems Management
Medical Nutrition Therapy-I and IP
Introduction to Research -
General Microbiology and laboratory
Biochemistrv
Gmeral Edtication Requirement
Personnel and HumanResource Management
Nutrition for Exercise and SPort
CHM
FTSS
ETIZ
EHZ
EIIZ
EIfZ
EHZ
HEC
POL
MGT
ACC
r5Y
ANT
soc
3LT3T4
N7
300
305
403
401
405
351
201,
311
301
432
150
2M
Erfz 407ErlZ MU76ET{Z 49H95LBIO 411
cHM 420
MGT 3I4HSS 431
18
3
6
J
2
17
General Education Requirements 
- 
Thematic Cluster
Could indude second history GE
artstudvGE -
retigionTphilosophy GE
' 
Or ENG 114 or 1982OTENG 272o1372
3 Old I{EC 402 and 460
o
6
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PROGRAM E12A: FOOD AND NUTRITION (EHN)
OPNON 2-NUTRTTION
Minor is required. Suggestions are: MKI CMM, ANT, SOC, f€Y, BIq OTHERAREAS OF
HSS. Students may fr:lfill medical or dental schools'requirements with additional courses.
PROGRAM E72A: FOOD AND NUTRITION (EHN)
OPTION 2-NUTRITION
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
EHZ 200Eru 202ENG LOI-IO2
cMM 101IIST 101 or L02REL 103
CHM L23.124
r,sY 101
3
J
3
4
J
G
4
3
3
J
3
3
t6
3
J
3
J
15
3
3
6
2
4
1
3
J
4
15
3
J
J
3
15
J
3
3
G
4
J
J
BIOv
ENG
PHL
PSY
EHZ
CHM
HSS
EHZ
EILZyt
EIIZ
EHZ
BIO
BIOgt
HSS
EIA
ETTZ
First Year
Introductory Foods and Iaboratory
Introductioir to Dietetics and Nutrition
College Composition I and trr
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Historv of Westem Civilization
Introdirction to Religion
General Chemistrv and Iaboratorv
Introductory Psychology
lstTerm 2ndTerm
2
3
15 L4
123 total hours
Sophomore Year
1,51,-152 Concepts of Biology and Iaboratory225 Computer Applications in Sport Science
General Education Elective
General Elective370 Report Writing'?103 IntroductiontoPhilosophy2SL Human Growth & Devalobment303 Nutrition and Health
Senior Year411, General Microbiolocv and laboratorvM6 Biology of lnfectionl'Disease420 Bioctiemistrv
General Edtication Requiremmt
General Elective431. Nutrition for Exercise and Sport
410, 4L0L Nutritional Biochemistrv and laboratorv
495, 495L Introduction to Research
Junior Year31,T3I4 OrganicChemistry
Laboratory (Recommended but not required)307 Human PhySiology305 Global Nufttion
OR403 CommuniW Nutrition
Food Elective
General Education Requirements
General Elective405 Instructional Methods40L Advanced Nutrition
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General Education Requirements 
- 
Thematic Cluster
Could indude second history GE
art studv GE
religion/philosophY GE
IOrENG L14orl98
2 arENG2/2or372
J
6
FACULTY
Iulia A. Palmert, ProgtamDirector
Assistant Professors: Baer, Palmert
Part-time lnstructors: Freeman, Ganote, Stoia
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
EHZ 2O}.INTRODUCTORY F@DS: Study of scientific principles applied to the
processing and preparation of food to maintain nutritional quality and aesthetic value'
Lot"q,risiL, wiznot. 2sem'hrs'
frfz2ooL. INTRODUCTORY FOODS LABORATORY: Course to accomp any E[JZ200
i".tut". Two 2-hour periods each week. CorequisitetBHZ2$l' 2 sem' hrs'
EHZ2OL.INTRODUCTION TO DIETETICS AND NUTRITION: To acquaint the stu-
dents interested in a career in dietetics or nutrition with the professions, roles, responsi-
biliti"", and opportunities afforded them. Examples of-prictice f9r 9a& area will be
"[tii,a. n"qii.ed by all entering first-year studene andopen to students interested infood and nutrition careers. 1 sem' hrs'
8112203. ELEMENTARYNUTNTION: Course for thenonmajor interestedin food and
nutrition. Emphasis on basic nutrition as it applies to the individual' conternporary
issues pertaining to nutrition. 2 sem' hrs'
wlz295. NUTRInON AND HEALITI: Study of the nutrient needs of humans and of
their choices as modified by socioeconomic, cultural, and life cycle factors' 3 sem' hrs'
*EHZ 300. CULTURAL ASPECTS OF FOOD: Study of the relationship among conflrm-
ers, their culture and society and their food; the historical evolution of food; socioeco'
nomic influences on foodwiys. Corequisite: EHZ}}}L' 2 sem' hrs'
EHZ 300L. CLILTURAL ASPECTS OF FOOD LABORATORY: Course to accomPany
EHZ 300 lecture. One ghour period each week. Corequisite EHZ 300' 1- sem' hr'
Etlz3o4. QUANflTY FOOD PRODUCTION: Study of quantity food service systems'
Coordinated work experience. Prerequisite.EHz200,206L' 3 sem' hrs'
* EHZ31i. GLOBAL NUTRITION: A studyof the global nature of food systems focusing
-r, Or" i-p".t of food decisions on the environment, agrfulh{e production and
pi*""ritrg, *orld population relative to food supply, hunger, biotechnology, and safety
br o,r" roo'6 supply' - 3 sem' lrs'
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EHz308. INSTTTTIONA!n{YING: Applicationof principlesfordeterminingneeds
and procuring and storing foods in quantity. Insdtud;nal equipmo,t selection]main-
tenance, and layout. 3 sem. hrs,
EHZ3\0. CHILD NUTRITION: Nutritionasitappliestotheoptimalandcriticalgrowth
of children, including therelationships among thephysical, mental, socioecononic, and
emotional factors of development. Not open for EHA or EHN Maiors. 3 sem. hrs.
EHZ337. EXPERIMENTAL FooDS: comparative and experimental approach to food
preparation as it affects quality. Inhoduction to the standard experimeirial procedures
lading to 1{ endent prorect of student,s choice. prerequGites: EEIZ 200, 2A0L.Corequisite: EI1Z327L. 2 sem. hrs.
EHZ327L. EXPERIMENTAL FooDS LABORATORy: course to accompany wrzgzz
lecture. one $hour laboratory period each week. corequisite: Erizg27.' L sem. fu.
EHz 357- FooD McRoBIoLoGY: study of microorganisms that are related to
foodborne illnesses, food preservation, and iood sanitatioi. Prerequisites: BIO 101-102.
Corequisite: BIO 411L. ' 3 sem. hrs.
Etlz 401. ADVANCED NUTRITION: Extension of the student s knowledge of the
science of nutrition, stressing the metabolism of food constifuenb and recent idvances
in the field of nutrition. Prerequisites: Ftrz2gs,Blo ro3 or HSS g0z,crrMg1,4.
3 sem. hrs.
Bllz 403. coMMLlNlrY NUTRITIoN: study of public health nutrition programs and
their services to the community. An opportunity t6 explore alternate metirodi of heatth
care delivery and preventive measures. 2 sem. hrs.
Errz 405. INSTRUCTTONAL METHODS: Instructional planning and developing me
dia, methods, and materials for food and nutrition. i sem. hrs.
Etrz407. FOODSERVICE SYSTEMSMANAGEMENT: study of managementtheories
as applied to institutional and commercial food service operations. " 3 sem. hrs.
E|IZ 410. NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMISTRY: Biochemical and clinical methods for the
studyof jnutrition; evaluation and interpretation of the data in relation to various
nutritional states. Prerequisite: cHM 420 andwrz(ol.correquisite: Eri,z4l1L
1. sem. hr.
Errz 410L. NUTRITIONAL BIocHEMIsrRy LABORATORY: course to accompany
EHz 410lecture. one &hour period each week. corequisite: Errz 4lo. I sem. hi..
ELrz 437. MEAL MANAGEMENT: study of the influences on food paftems resulting
from the relationship between the economy and the consumer. Coreciuisite: EHZ eaZtl
2 sem. hrs.
Etrz437L. MEAL MANAGEMENT LABORATORY: Course to accompany Errz4gz
lecture. one2-hourperiodeachweek.corequisite EHz 4gz.'' 1. sem. lrs.
Ellz 451. ADVANCED NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMISTRy: comprehensive study
of the role of nutrimts in the conhol of body meiabolism. prerequisites: clilvl 420,EtIz407. 3 sem. hs.
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EItZ 455. PHARMACOLOGY 
- 
NUTRITION IMPLICATIONS: Study of the effect of
atrg m"t"py on the patient's body processes and nutritional status, including indica-
Uoti, do*gi, cautioris, side effecb, monitoring and drug-food inte8rations', 
sem. hrs.
EHZ 460. SEMINAR IN FOOD AND NUTRITION: Suwey, discussion, and oral pre-
sentation of selected topics from cufrent food and nutrition literature. May be taken
twice. L sem. h'r,
ET]Z 470. FOOD AND NUTRMON LABORATORY INTERNSHIP: PTACIiCA] ficld
experience in the sfudent's major area of study. Prerequisite Permission of d:P"tfi"grt
ch'air. Crade option 2. - L-6 sem' hrs'
E:HZlf1l & 476. MEDICAL NUTRITION TI'IERAPY I AND tr: Includes the study of
professional development issues, the Pfocess of nutrition assessment, nutrition care
olannine and the appropriatemedicalnutrition therapyfot specific pathophysiology in
fi"-ut 
"]poign"d fot tilose planning to become a registered 
dietitian. Preequisites are
CHM314 Elfr,10l,utdHSssOzorBIO40s. - 3sem'hrs'each
E]HZ 490 . TOPICS IN FOOD AND NUTRITION: Presentation and discussion of topics
ina specializedareaof foodandnutrition. Canberepeated underspecialcircumstances'- 1-6 sem. hrs.
EtsIZA}l. INIRODUCTIONTO RESEARCH: htroduction totheprocess of conducting
research in nutrition and dietetics including: writing the Research Proposal, Research
Methods (Descriptive Research, Analytical iesearch, Techniques used in Nrrtrition and
Dietetics Researdtt;, stutiru.ut Applic"ation, Analysis and Intelpretation of Dat4 APPIi-
cations of Reearch to Practice. Rdquired for nHZ alSf ' 2 sem' hrs'
EI1Z4}5L.INTRODUCTION TO RESEARCH LABORATORY: Course to accomPany
EHZ Agi,conducting and evaluating a research project' 1 sem' hr'
School ofEducation
*General education course' See Chapter V.
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TEACHER EDUCATION (EDT)
The Teacher Education De.partment's mission is the development of competent
and humane teachers. It provides students and fuculty the opp.j.tut itv i" serve and
F::_l "_t:^ryi?ry,*dtgcondary.schoots. rt dedic;tes ib&'f to the discovery andtransmlsslon ot the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values that enable teach'ers tobe professional leaders.
.To assure the competenry of its sfudenb, the Deparhnent has established a
selection and retention policy which requires Students to demonstratebefore student teaching af leasl a 2.5 overail grade.point aveiaee. abiliw to
pass the Praxis I (Pre.ProTessional skills Test); comieter,"i itr ttt" w";il;Jil;i'r";l
:quipment a1d,matg${s;and competency'in achieving selected obiectives in 300nours or clrrucal and held-based experiences. At the-completion of their programsto be- certiled, all students are required to pass the piaxis It exii erdmiiation
mandated_ by the state Board of Eiucation;'to verify they are of ,,good moral
character" and to be finger printed.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (EDE)
- 
The Department of reacher Education administers the program in elementary
education (E1), whichleads to the Bachelorof ScG"ceirrE;,i";ti';;;;;;f;;ii;i,
to teach grades L-8.
A sfudent in the Elementary Education program is required to have a concentra-tion of 20 or more semester hours in one of ine folowit g, *utt 
"-uti"s, nafuralsciences (bioloeical or ohysical), social sciences lpsycholo#), humanitiei (HistoryInternational s"tuaies oir titerature) orro.eig Li'nguage (French, Germanbr spafi-ish). See advisor for available concentratioirs.
^ 
A 
-sfudent_may also add Endorsements or validations to their Elementarvcerhlicate. A validation (V) is added to existing certificates and addresses specifi'c
needs of a defined student.popuration,(e.g, i'reschool). an Endorsemenf 61 i,
:99:1_.-=,:!1E_-c,e{ificati6n-and addies"ses' specific subject *uttur-u."u iui.g.,readmg, typing/keyboarding).
Endorsement (E) qnd validation (v) programs are available in the following:
Jyping/Keyboarding (E)Pre.Kindergarten (V)
Reading (E)
In order to do student teaching and be recommended for certification,
the elementary educatibn majorrrnusl.eam an overall quality poir* iver"ge 
"r 
aileast-2.5_and pasg the fraxis l(p.n.S.t.;
Checksheetsforeachcertifiiationarea areavailableintheDepartmentof Teacher
Education, C-1L4, and the School of Education, C-104.
PROGRAM E1: ELEMENTARY EDUCATION (EDE)
(Leading to Ohio Provisional Elementary Certificate: grades 1-g)
Dept, No. Course Semester Hours
LstTerm 2ndTerm
4
0
J
scr
EDT
EDT
First Year]9A-L90L PhysicalUniverse
\99 Peisonal Aspects ofTeaching110 The Profession ofTeachingl-
School of Education EDT
ENG 101-102
HST 102
FIST 251o1252PHL 103SCI 2l0or220
REL 103
vAE 101
EDT 3OO
EDT 207
EDT 208
EDT 290SCI 230o1240
MTH 2W205
MUS lM
cMM 10L
College Composition I and tr
History of Westem CivilizationSince 1715
American History
Introduction to Philosophy
Geology or Chemistry
Introduction to Religion
Fundamentals and Materials of Art
Sophomore Year
History of Education Since 1789
Child and Adolescent in Education
Teaching and Leamingl
Mainstreamed Handicapped Students
Biology
Mathematical ConcePts I and II
Music Literature for the Elementary Classroom
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Concentrationz or electives
General Education requiremenf
funior Year
Health Education for the Elementary Educator
Physical Education for the Elementary Educator
Teaching in the Elementary Schoola
Reading and Language Arts4
Social Studies in Elementary Schoola
Mathematics and Science in Elementary Schoola
Literature for Children and Adolescents
Art and Music in Elementary Sctroola
General Education requiremenf
Concentration2
3
l'
J
J
J
2
15
3or4
J
"
J
3
3or4
3
2
J
3
15
3
77
HSS
FISS
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
:'
J
4
J
4
3
t7
J
J
6
ti
4L3
4't4
296
320
325
326
360
:
t2
J
3
L2
15 15
EDT
3'
Senior Year
4I3 Student Teaching-Elementarys
4L9 PhilosoPhYofEducation
General Education requiremenf
Concentration2 and/or electives
lField experiences are arranged by the University. Register also for EDT 100.
2A concentration of 20 or more sem. hrs. in mathematics, natural science, social sciences,
humanities, foreign language or intemational studies.
5ee General idu.ation Requirements, Chapter V. Some humanities base and thematic
cluster requirements are specified in the program; others are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses. Consult advisor and dtecksheets.
' 'AEDT 
296,320,325,326, and382 must be taken concurrently. Field experience is required.
The methods block should be taken the term before student teaching'
lstudents will have seminar on camPus once a week.
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EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED (EHD)
- 
The Departrnent of reacher Education adrninisters the program in Education of
9" "Hl"dk_utped (E10), which leads to certification to teach grades K-12 and to theBachelor of Science in Education.
A student in the Education of theHandicapped programis required to haveone
specialization totalling a minimum of 20 sem. hrs. ln order to do student teaching
and be recommended for certification, the sfudent must eam a quality point average
of at least 2.5 in the specialization, 2.5 in professional education .or11io, and 2.5 in
any additional endorsement or validation area; and, pass praxis I (p.p.S.T.).
- {t th9 c9_mpletion of the program, to be certified, all students are required to passthe Praxis II exit examination mandated by the state Board of Edu"utio.r; to v6riry
they are o_f "good moral character" and, to be finger printed.
Specializations are the following:
Specifi c Leaming Disabled
Developmentally Handicapped
Multihandicapped
Endorsement (E) and validation (v) programs are available in the following:
Reading (E)
Typing/Keyboarding (E)
Pre.Kindergarten (V)
Checksheets for each specialization are available in the Department of reacher
Education, C-1.14, and the School of Education, C-104.
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PROGRAM E10: EDUCATION OF THE HANDICAPPED (EHD)
(Leading to ohio Provisional Certificate for Education of the Handicapped:
grades K-12)
Dept. No. Course Semester Hours
l.stTerm 2ndTerm
4
0
J
3
3or4
o
2
scI
EDT
EDT
ENG
}IST
HST
PHL
scI
REL
VAE
HSS
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
31,6
First Year
190-190L PhysicalUniverse109 Personal Aspects ofTeachine110 The Profession ofTeachingt -
101-102 College Composition I and tr102 History of Westem Civilization Since 1715
?5L ot 252 AmericanHistorv103 IntroductiontoPhilosophy
2L0ro220 GeoorChm103 IntroductiontoReligion
101 Fundamentals and Materials of Art
3
L6
3
3
15
3
41,4
300
207
208
290
390
Sophomore Year
Physical Education for the Elementary Educator
History of Education Since 1789
Child and Adolescent in Education
Teachingand Leamingr
Mainstreamed Handicapped Students
Introduction to Exceptionalities
School ofEducation
SCI 230o1240 BiologY
MTH 204205 Mathematical Concepts I and tr
MUS LO4 Music Literature for the Elemmtary Classroom
CI\4M 101 Fundammtals of Oral Communication
General Education requiremenf
EDT
3 or4
3
JEE
3
2
J
c
J
J
J
HSS
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT 479EDT 48LEDT 482ot494EDT 4183EDT MEDT 87
EDT
J
4
3
4
2
4L3
296
320
32j,
u6
350
39L
393
394
480 or 490
12
3
L7
3
3
3
2
2
3
t6
]unior Year
Health Education for the Elementary Educator
Teaching in the Elementary School3
Rmding and Ianguage Arts3
Social Studies in Elemmtary School3
Mathematics and Science in Elementary Sctrool3
Literature for Childrm and Adolescents
Ianguage Development
Counsetng Parents of Handicapped Children
Behavior Management
lntroductory course for DH-MH or SLD1
Senior Year
Philosophv of Education
essessrirent of the Special-Needs Learner
Special Methodsr
Multihandicapped{
Advanced Behavior Managemenf
Career Education for HandicaPPed
Student Teaching (485,488, or 495)s
General Education requirement
Elective
t5 16
lField experiences are arranged by the University. Register also for EDJ lff). 
.
2See General Education Req-uirenimts, Chapter V, Some Humanities base and Thematic
clusters requirements are specihed in the progr-am; others are to be chosen from the listing of
aoproved iourses. Consulf advisor and dreckshees'
' '3EDT296,920,32',and326mustbetakenconcunently.Fieldexperienceisrequired.Special
education students seeking elementary certification must also take EDT 382'
aMH majors only.
slStudents will hive semiftlr on camPus once a weelc
KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY EDUCATION (EKP)
The Department of Teacher Education administers the_ prggfam-for kindergar-
ten-primai' education (87) to teach grades K-3, which leads to the Bachelor of
Science in Education.
Inordertodostudentteachingandberecommendedforcertificatioothestudent
must eam an overall quality-point average of at least 2.5.
Endorsement of a itandaid Kindergarten-Primary Certificate is available for
Reading and Typing/Keyboarding; validation is available for Pre'Kindergarten.
Chdlsfreeti ilf course requirements are available in the Departrnent of Teacher
Education, c-I74, and the-school of Education, c-104. The suggested four-
year schedule of courses is similar to that shown for the Elementary Education
Program, El.
3L7
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SECoNDARY EDUCATION (EDS)
The Departrnent of Teacher Education administers the program in secondary
education @2), which leads to the Bachelor of Science in Education and high school
certification (gr ades 7 -12).
A student in the Secondary Education Program is required to have either (1) two
teaching fields, usually with a minimum of 33 semester hours in the principal
teaching field and a minimum of 30 semester hours in the second teachinf fieldJ or
(2) a single comprehensive field totaling a minimum of 50 semester hours. In order
to do sfudent teaching and be recommended for certificatiory the sfudent must eam
an overall quality point average of at least 2.5; plus a cumulative point average of 2.5
for professional education courses and for each teaching field in which certification
is sought Sfudents must verify "good moral character," and be finger printed, and
pass a state mandated Praxis II exit exam.
Secondary education teaching fields include the following:
Art
Biological Science
Bookkeeping and Basic Business
Chemistry
Computer Science
Drama/Theater
Earth Science
Economics
English
General Science
Health Education
History
Comprehensive fields include the following:
Business Education
Communications
Science
Journalism
Mathematics
Physical Education
Physics
Political Science
Psychology/Sociology
Religious Studiesl
Sales
Speech/Communication
Stenography and Typing/
Keyboarding
Social Studies
Vocational Business Education
Endorsement of a Standard Secondary (High School) Certificate is available for
Reading and Typing/Keyboarding.
Checksheets for each field are available in the Department of Teacher Education,
C-114, and the School of Education, C-1M.
INot a state of Ohio certification area.
PROGRAM SECoNDARY EDUCATTON (EDS)
Dept. No. Semester Hoars
First Year
Personal Aspects of Teaching110 TheProfessionofTeaddngl
101-102 Collese Composition I and lg tr
Historv of Westem Civilizati
lstTerm 2ndTerm
0EDT
EDT
ENG
}IST
3
3J
Jy ili tion Since L7L5
School ofEducation EDT
J
15-i16
L7 L7-L8
MT}I LO2PHL 103REL 103
Fundamentals of Mathematics
lntroduction to Philosophy
lntroduction to Religion
Teaching field
Physical or health education elective
General Education requirements2
Sophomore Year
Historv of Education Since 17893
Child ind Adolescent in Education
Teaching and Leamingr
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Teaching field
Physical or health education elective
General Education requirement2
Junior Year
School, SeU, and Societyt
Reading in the Content Areasrr
Teaching field
General Education requirements2
Senior Year
Human Relations in Education6
Philosophy of Education6
Studmt Teaching-Seconda4f
Special methods in teaching fieldr6
Teaching field and/or electives
J
34
EDT
EDT
EDT9-
,l
J
16
300
207
208
:'
J
3
3
399
L
J
16 18
J
12
463
:.218
J
2_3
11 1'
JJ
EDT 351EDT 469
EDT 31.8EDT 4L9EDT 420
rField experimces are arranged by the University. Register also for ED-T 100.
2See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some humanities base and thematic
clusters requirements are specified in the program; others are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses. Consult advisor and teaching-field checksheets.
- -1Some teaching fields have altemate courses; see checksheets.
€tudents with teaching fields in English and communications take 3 sem' hrs'
Students will have seminar on camPus once a week.
6EDtr 3\8,4L9, and special methods in teaching field should be taken concurrently.
MUSIC EDUCATION
The Departmentof Teacher Educationcooperates with the DePartmentof Music
to offer certification K-12, through the E11A Program. See MUS, Chapter VI.
SPECIAL PROGRAMS K-12
The Department of Teacher Education administers the proglam for specials (E6)
to teach grades K-12, which leads to the Bachelor of Science in Education.
A siudent in the special K-12 Program is required to have one teaching field
totatling a minimum of 45 semester hours. In order to do sfudent teaching and be
3r9
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recommended for certification, the sfudent must eam an overall quality point
averageof atleast2.5, pass the Praxis I (P.P,S.T.). At the end of the program, inorder
to be certified, sfudents must pass an exit exam, Praxis [I, verify "good moral
character" and be finger printed.
Special teaching fields include the following:
Visual Art (EAR), with three concentrations available:
Commercial Design Photography Studio Art
Foreign Language (ELA), with three concentrations available:French German Spanish
Music Education (K-12) is also available through the E1LA Program. Endorse-
ment of a standard Special Certificate is available for Reading and Typing/Key-
boarding.
Checksheets for each field are available in the Departmentof Teacher Education,
C-114, and the School of Educatiory C-104. The suggested four-year schedule of
courses is similar to that shown for the Secondary Education Program, E2.
ENDORSEMENTS AND VALIDATIONS
Following are requiremenb for endorsements and validations. For each, the
studentmustmeetalltherequiremenbinadditiontosatisfyingtherequiremenbfor
a standard teaching certificate.
READING (ENDORSEMENT): Valid for grades specified in standard
certificate.
EDT 320 Reading and Language Arts (including field experience
at appropriate level) .......,........
350 Literature for Children and Adolescmts
468 Diagnosis of Reading Difficulties (induding field
experience at appropriate level) ........................
469 Reading in the Contmt Areas (induding field experience)
EDT
EDT
EDT
4
J
4
J
TYPING/KEYBOARDING (ENDORSEMENT): Valid for grades
specified in standard certificate.
Six sem. hrs. (9 qtr. hrs.) of typing/keyboarding.
NOTE: Courses mustbe taken at another institution and a transcript provided.
PRE-KINDERGARTEN (VALIDATION)
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
EDT
2L9 Kindergartm-Primary Instruction ....................... 3
2fl0 IntroductiontoEarlyChildhoodEducation.... ............................. 3
3L9 Instructional Materials K-3..... ............................... 3
470 Pre-Kindergarten Instruction. ..................,.,.......... 3
47L Student Teaching-Pre.Kindergarten ................. 3
Electives ....,.......... 6
NOTE: This validation is available for only the following certification fields:
Kindergarten-Primary
Elementary
Education of the Handicapped
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CERTIFICATION FORSTUDENTS IN ARTS AND SCIENCESAND
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
PROGRAM E1LA: B.A. or B.S. WITH TEACHER CERTIFICATION (refer to
page 226).
PROGRAM E11B: B.S. iN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION WITH TEACHER
CERTIFICATION (refer to pages 282-283).
Students in the College of Arts and Sciences or in the School of Business
Administration may enroll in the Deparhnent of Teacher Education's Secondary
Education Program without transferring to the sctrool of Education. For require-
ments in professional education courses and in teaching fields consult the chairper-
son of the Deparhnent of Teacher Education.
Enrollment in theseprograms (E114 for students matriculating in theCollege of
Arts and sciences; E11B for students matriculating in the school of Business
Administration) is subject to the same admission requirements, counseling, main-
tenance of a unified systemof records, screening, and otherp:ofessionalprovisions
standard for regular itudents of the School of Education working toward the B.S. in
Education. These include passing the Preprofessional Skills Tesf maintaining-an
overall average of 2.5; completing field-clinical and student tea$rg hours (300
each); taking ihe comprehensive National Teacher Examinations (NTE); and being
in good academic standing at the University.
lnorder to finish in fouryears, asfudentinthe College of Arts and Sciences orthe
School of Business Administration will need to process an application for admission
to the Secondary Education Program no later than the third semester andbegin the
professional education sequence. Failure to enroll on time may necessitate going
beyond the normal four years in order to qualify for teacher certification and
griduation. The requirements for the College of Arb,and Sciences (Cfap!e1VI) or
Ihe School of Business Administration (Chapter VII) and those of the School of
Education mustbe completed before any degree is granted'
When the proper cotlrse requirements have been comPleted, the sfudent may
register for student teaching, piovided that the application for student teaching is
du"ly processed at the begiining of the semestef direcly prior to the- o-ne during
whicli student teaching w-ill take place and that the student has passed the normal
screening procedure.
Wfreiitt the requirements for teacher certification are completed, the student
should make appliiation for the standard state Teaching Certificate through the
official recommending officer of the School of Education , C-l04.
FACULTY
C. Daniel Raisch, Chairperson
Gordon Fuchs, Asst'sfant Chnirperson
Thomas !,Lasley,loseph l. Panzer, S.M. Chair in Teacher Edt'rcation
Professors Emerita: Petit, Frye
Professors: Fuchs, Geiger, Joseph, Losito, Watras
Asiociate Professors: Biddle, De Luca, Hart, Hunn, Rowley, Tillman, Sudzina, Weaver
Assistmtt Professors: Adams, Carlsen, Egnor-Brown, Giebelhaus, Lackner,
Talbert-johnson
kcturers: Landers, Neff
P art-time Instructors: Gay
Field Experimce Coordinators: Coy, Werbrich
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
EDT 100. FIELD-BASED EXPERIENCES: Planned, supervised, and evaluated
activities in urban, suburban, or rural schools. Sfudents register for this course in
conjunction with appropriate courses in the professional education sequence. Objectives
are identified in the Field-Based and Clinical Experiences section of the Student
Handbook. No nedit
EDT 109. PERSONAL ASPECTS OF TEACHING: General introduction to education
and the University. Identification of students' personal values, goals, motives, and
strengths in light of the qualities and requirements of effective teaching. No uedit
EDT 110. THE PROFESSION OF TEACHING: Study of the principal teacher be.
haviors that facilitate leaming and those that stand in ib way. Emphasis on aspects of
learning theory and their application to the teaching and learning process. Clinical and
field experiences (24 and 20 hrs.). 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 207. CHILD AND ADOLESCENT IN EDUCATION: Study of the empirical
principles of intellectual, moral, physicaf personality, and social development as related
to performance in the classroom. Interpretations for appropriate generic teaching betrav-
iors and developmental causes of behavior problems. Clinical experience (20 hrs.).
Prerequisite: EDT 110 or permission. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 208. TEACHING AND LEARNING: Study of the empirical principles of learn-
ing such as reinforcement, discovery, motivation, and transfer. Lrterpretations for
generic teachingbehaviorsespeciallyin diagnosis,prescription, and evaluation. Ctinical
'and field experience (10 and 20 hrs.). Prerequisite:EDT 207. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 219. KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY INSTRUCTION: Planning, diagnosis, in-
structional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teadring ddldren on the
kindergarten-primary levels. Clinical and field experience (10 and 20 hrs.). Prerequisite:
EDT 208, EDT 250 3 sem. lts.
EDT 250. INTRODUCTION TO EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION: Study of the
developmentof childrenfrombirththroughageeight,includingpsychologyof learning;
cultural, economic, govemmental, and social factors that affect family and child. Field
EDT 290. MAINSTREAMED HANDICAPPED STUDENTS: Study of special-needs
leamers and the leaming problems and difficulties they face in the mainstreamed
classroom; resources and curricular modifications; instructional strategies that facilitate
leaming in the regular classr@m. Clinical experience (10 hrs.). Prerequisite: EDT 207.
3 sem, hrs,
EDT 296. TEACHING IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: Studv of the role of rhe
teacher in the classroom including classroom management and huriran relations, lesson
planning, assessment, instructional methods and media, and evaluation of teaching.
Clinical experience (30 hrs.). Prerequisite: EDT 208. Corequisites: EDT 320,325,326,382.
3 sem. ltrs.
EDT 300. HISTORY OF EDUCATION SINCE 1789: Study of the relationship of
schools and social changes in Europe and America from the French Revolution to the
presmt in order to determine if schools advance social justice. Prerequisites: HST L02 or
experience (10 hrs.). Prerequisite: EDT 207 or permission.
Permrssron.
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3 sem. hrs.
3 sem. hrs.
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EDT 318. HUMAN RELATIONS IN EDUCATION: Study and development of the
human relations skills that promote leaming and dernocratic classroom interaction and
management regardless of race, political affiliatioo religion, age, se& socio-economic
status, or exceptionality. Clinical experience (15 hrs.). Prerequisite: EDT 208.
2 sem. hrs.
EDT 319. INSTRUCfiONAL MATERIALfK-3: Study of psychological principles
that should guide instructional material selection; examination, development, and
evaluation of materials for kindergarten-primary teaching. Clinical experience (20 hrs.).
Prerequisite: EDT 219. 3 sem hrs.
EDT 320. READING AND LANGUAGE ARTS: Foundations of teachingreading. Plan-
ning, diagnosis, instructional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teadring
reading and language arts to students with varied needs and abilities. Clinical and field
experience (14 and 48 hrs.). Prerequisite: EDT 208. Corequisites: EDT 296,325,326,34.
lI sem. hrs.
EDT 325. S@IAL STUDIES IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: Planning diagnosis, in-
structional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching social sfudies to
students with varied needs and abilities. Clinical and field experience (12 and 30 hrs.).
Prerequisite: EDT 208. Corequisites: EDT 296, 320, 326, 382. 3 sem, hrs.
EDT 326. MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: Planning
diagnosis, instructional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching
mathematics and science to students with varied needs and abilities. Clinical and field
experience (20 and 36 hrs.). Iterequisite EDT 208. Corequisites: EDT 296,320,H;tfir:.
EDT 331. TEACHING RELIGION: Planning, diagnosis, instructional methods,
materials, and evaluation techniques for teachingreligion to students with varied needs
and abilities. Prerequisites: REL courses, junior standing. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 351. SCHOOL, SELF, AND S@IETY: A study of the relationships among institu-
tional reform personalify development, and social change in rural, utban, and suburban
schools in order to see if the differences found in the different schools derive from
differences in the cultures of the communities they serve. An effort will also be made to
see if local districts responded differently to national laws and policies affecting minori-
ties and handicapped students. A 34 hour field experience is required. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 360. LITERATURE FOR CHILDREN AND ADOLESCENTS: Study of drildren's
books to develop critical standards for judgment. Guidance in selection of books for
specific needs, interests, and reading abilities in eight genres; techniques for use in the
classroom. Preschool through senior high school levels. Clinical experience (6 hrs.).
Prerequisite: EDT 208 or permission. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 382. ART AND MUSIC IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL: Curriculum, planninp
diagnosis, instructional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching art
and music to students with varied needs and abilities. Clinical experience (20 hrs.).
Prerequisite: VAE 101. Corequisites: EDT 296, 320, 325, 326. 3 sem. hrs,
EDT 390. INTRODUCTION TO EXCEPTIONAUTIES: Study of the special-needs
leamer for majors in Education of the Handicapped Program. Definition, etiology,
characteristics, and educational options. Field and clinical experience (20 and 10 hrs.).
3 sem. hrs.
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EDT 391. LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT: Study of language development in drildren
with implications for the special-needs learner including alternative communication
modes, sign language, communication boards, and augmentative devices. Clinical
experience (10 hrs.). Prerequisite: EDT 290 or 390. 2 sem. hrs.
EDT 393. COTINSELING PARENTS OF HANDrcAPPED CHILDREN: Theory and
techniquestohelpteachersworkwithparentstoimprovehome.schoolrelationshipsand
to develop parent-teacher partnerships. Prerequisite: EDT 390. 3 sem, hrs.
EDT 394. BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT: Principles and methods of observing,
recording, measuring, and managinghuman behavior with emphasisfor sfudents witlr
mental retardation, leaming disabilities, and behavior disorders. Prerequisite: EW 290
or 390. 3 sem. hrs,
EDT 4M. BUSINESS EDUCATION IN SECONDARY SCHOOL: Planning, diagnosis,
instructional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teadring business to
students with varied needs and abilities. Field and dinical erperience required. First
term. Prerequisite EDT 351. 4 sem. hrs,
EDT 4105. ENGLISH AND SPEECH IN SECONDARY SCHOOL: Planning, diagnosis,
instructional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teadting English and
speech to students with varied needs and abilities. Field and clinical experience required.
First term. Prerequisite: EDT 351. 4 sem. hrs.
EDT 406. SOCIAL STUDIES IN SECONDARY SCHOOL: Planning, diagnosis,
instructional methods, materials, and evaluation techniquesfor teadringhistory, sociol-
ogy, political science, psychology, and other socialstudies to students withvariedneeds
and abilities. Field and clinical experience required. First term. Prerequisite:
EDT 351. 4 sem. hrs.
EDT 407. SCIENCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOL: Planning diagposis, instructional
methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching the biological and physical
sciences to students with varied needs and abilities. Field and clinical experience
required. First term. Prerequisite: EDT 351. 4 sem, hrs.
EDT r!08. FOREIGN LANGUAGE TEACHING: Planning, diagnosis, instructional
methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching Latin and modem foreign
languages in elementary and secondary schools to studenb with varied needs and
abilities. Field and dinical experience required. First term. Prerequisite: EDT 351.
4 sem. hrs.
EDT 409. MATIIEMATICS IN SECONDARY SCHOOL: Planning diagnosis, instruc-
tional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching all levels of mathemat-
ics to students with varied needs and abilities. Field and clinical experience required.
First term. Prerequisite: EDT 351. 4 sem. hrs,
EDT410. STUDENTTEACHING-KINDERGARTEN-PRIMARY: Full-time super-
vised and evaluated teaching in a K-3 setting. Student is to demonstrate the
knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values required of a beginning K-3 teacher.
Weekly seminar. Prerequisites : EDT 219, 29 6, 379, 320, 325, 326, 382.
6-'10 sem. hrs.
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EDT 413. STUDENT TEACHING-ELEMENTARY: Full-time supervised and evalu-
ated teaching for a ftrll semester in an elementary school. Student is to demonstrate the
knowledge skills, attitudes, and values required of a beginning elementary school
teacher. Weekly seminar. Prerequisites: Formal admission to student teadring a firll
semester in advance; EDT 290, 296, 320, 3?5, 326, 382. 9-12 sem. hrs.
EDT 414. STUDENT TEACHING--OUTDOOR EDUCATION: Full-time super-
vised and evaluated teaching in an outdoor educationfacility. Studentisto demonstrate
the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values required of a beginning outdoor education
teacher. Prerequisite: Student teaddng in major progr€rm area. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 419. PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION: Study of normative principles including
the Marianist perspective; analysis of philosophical concepts related to education.
hterpretations for the developmentof a critical andhumane theory of teaching. Prereq-
uisitq EDT 320 or 35L. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 420. STUDENT TEACHING-SECONDARY: Full-time suPervised and evalu-
ated teaching in content area junior or sqtior high school classroom. Sfudent is to
demonstrate the knowledge skills, attitudes, and values required of a beginning second-
ary teacher after completion of a 6}hr. on+ite clinical experience. Weekly seminar.
Prerequisites: Formal admission to studsrt teaching a full semester in advance, methods
course. 12 sem. hrs.
EDT 421. STL}DENT TEACHING-ART K-12: Full-time supervised and evaluated
teaching in art dasses in elementary and secondary grades. Student is to demonstrate the
knowledge, skills, attifudes, and values required of a beginning teadrer after completion
of a 5Fhr. on-site dinical experience. Weekly seminars. Prerequisites: Forural admission
to student teaching a full semester in advance, methods course. '1.2 sem. hrs.
EDT 422. STUDENT TEACHING-MUSrc K-12: Full-time suPerr'lsed and evalualed
teaching in music classes in elementary and secondary grades. Student is to dertonstrate
the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values required of a beginning music teactrer after
completion of a 5Shr. on-site clinical experience. Weeklyseminar. Prerequisites: Formal
admission to student teaching a full semester in advance; methods courses.
'1"2 sem, hrs.
EW 423. CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION: Study of normative Princi-
ples and analyses of concepts related to Catholic education. Interpretations for ihe
development of a theory of teaching compatible with Catholicism. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 424. STUDENT TEACHING-I-A'NGLiAGES K-12: Full-time supervised and
evaluated teaching of foreigp. languages in both elementary and secondary classes.
Student is to demonstrate the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and values required of a
beginning foreign language teadrer after completion of a 65-hr. on-site clinical experi-
ence. weekly seminar. Prerequisites: Formal admission to student teaching a full
semester in advancg EDT t108. '12 sem. hrs.
EDT 431. AUDIO-VISUAL INSTRUCTION: Study of supporting leaming theory and
techniques of integrating audio'visual equipment and materials into curiculum and
teaching methods; demonstration lessons for sdlected content areas. 2 sem. hrs.
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EDT 437. V@ATIONAL BUSINESS CONTENT AND METHODS: A qualifying
course for vocational business certification. Study of the objectives, curriculum, student-
teacher relationship, community nee&, equipment, facilities, public relations, youth
groups, advisory committees, vocational reports, and PRIDE. Prerequisites: EDT 4m4,
comprehensive busincs education. 4 sem, hrs.
EDT 4!8. VOCATIONAL BUSINESS SUPERVISED FIELD D@ERIENCE: Applica-
tion of cliassroom theory conceming business and office skills in actual practice in the
community. May be repeated with permission of instructor. 'L sem. hr.
EDT 440. S'PECIAL TOPICS IN TEACHING: Study of specialized areas in teaclring
not normally investigated fully in professional education sequmce. Topics are
announced. 1-3 sem. hrs.
EDT 451. COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION: Introduction to the uses of computers in
education induding an examination of data management and applications in various
content areas and at various levels. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 452. TECHNIQIJES IN HOSPITAL INSTRUCTION: Planning, instructional
methods (i.e., fonnal classes, dinical work, on-the-job training), materials, and evalua-
tion techniques for providing instruction to adult leamers in hospitals and other allisd
health facilities. 2 sem. hrs.
EDT 454. HISTORY OF EDUCATION IN TFIE I-IMTED STATES: Study of the rela-
tionship of schools and social changes in the United States from colonial times to the
present. Interpretations of changes in educational policies and practices for the develop-
ment of a critical theory of education. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 456. INDEPENDENT STUDY: Study of selected topics in teaddng. Student
develops an individual leaming plan that includes objectives, schedule of activities,
producb, and methods of evaluation. Prerequisite: Perrrission of drairperson or assis.
tant chairperson. 1-3 sem. hrs.
EDT 458. CAREER EDUCATION-{OMMUMTY INVOLVEMENT: Curriculum,
planning instructional methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for facilitating
c.ueer awareness and choices in sfudents with varied needs and abilities; special
emphasis on use of community resorrces. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT M7. ADVANCED COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION: Design of instruction using
computers in the classroom. LOGO and word-processing skills presented and devel-
oped. Prerequisite EDT 451 or pemrission. 3 sem. hrs.
EW ML METHODHOMPUTERS IN EDUCATION: Techniques in teaddng the
use of microcomputers for problem solving in the classroom and in serving as a
microcomputer consultant in schools. Clinical experience (10 hrs.) Prerequisite:
EDT 461. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT M5. DISCPLINE SKILIS IN THE CLASSROOM: Study of selected theories and
2-3 sem. hrs.strategies to improve student behavior for academic success.
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EDT 1168. DIAGNOSIS OF READING DIFFICI-ILTIES: Study of formal and informal
diagnostic tests and procedures for identifying reading strengths and wealcnesses with
applications for reading programs. Field experience (36 hrs.). First term. Prerequisite:
EDT 320. 4 sem, hrs.
EDT M9. READING IN TIIE CONTENT AREAS: Study of reading problems and
techniques for teaching vocabulary and reading skills in various content areas. Clinical
experience (8 hrs.); plus field experience (24 hrs.) for secondary education majors.
Prerequisite: Elementary education majors EDT 320. 1-3 sem. lvs.
EDT 470. PRE-KINDERGARTEN INSTRUCTION: Study of the organization and struc-
ture of pre'kindergart€n programs induding working with parents, laws and regula-
tions, operational strategies, and teaching methods and materials. Field and clinical
experience (5 and 10 hrs). Prerequisite: EDT 250. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 47L. STUDENT TEACHING-PRE-KINDERGARTEN: Full-time supervised
and evaluated teaching in apre-kindergarten. Sfudentis to demonstrate the knowledge
skills, aftitudes, and values required of a beginning pre.kindergarten teacher. Weekly
seminar. Prerequisites: EDT 410 or 4L3; M0. 3 sem. hrs,
EDT 478. COMPARATryE EDUCATION: Study of educational systems in selected
countries. Appropriate comparisons of systems of education in Marxist countries and
those in democratic countries. Special projects. 3 sem, hrs.
EDT 480. PSYCHOLOCY AND EDUCATION OF THE MENTALLY RETARDED:
Study of identification, characteristics, leaming theories, and curriculum planning
approrpriate to the handicapped. Field experience (40 hrs.). Prerequisite: EDT 390.
3 sem. hrs.
EDT 481. ASSESSMENT OF THE SPECIAL-NEEDS LEARNER: Study of the multi-
disciplinary use of assessment devices and techniques in the diagnosis, planning, and
evaluation of the special-needs leamer and the development of individual educational
plans. Clinical experience (30 hrs.). Prerequisite: EDT t180 or 490. 3 sem. hrs,
EDT 482. CLIRRICLILUM AND METHODS-MR Cuniculum development, instruc-
tional materials, and evaluation techniques and individual Progamming for the MR
student. Clinical experience (10 hrs.). Prerequisite: EDT 480. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 483. MTILTIHANDICAPPED: Curriculum, planning, diagnosis, instructional
methods, materials, and evaluation techniques for teaching the pre-school to adult
multihandicapped. Clinical experience (10 hrs.). Prerequisites: EDT 394,48;0.
EDT 4184. ADVANCED BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT: Study of princip r*:^::
ods of dealing with the hard-to-manage student. Clinical experience (10 hrs.). Prerequi-
sites: EDT 394 480. 2 sem. Ltrs.
EDT 485. STLIDENT TEACHING-DH: Full-time supervised and evaluated teadring
in a DH classroom. Student is to demonstrate the knowledge, skills, aftitudes, andvalues
required of a beginning DH teacher. Weekly seminar. Prerequisite: EDT 482.
'1.2 sem. hrs.
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EDT 485. CURRENT INNOVATIONS IN EDUCATION: PresentatiorL examination,
and evaluation of recent trends in curriculum and instructional strategies in elementary
and secondarv schools. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 487. CAREER EDUCATION FOR HANDICAPPED: Theory and techniques of
job classificatiory assessment, selection, placement/ and activities related to work expe.
rience from pre'school to adult. Prerequisite: EDT 480 or 490. 2 sem.hrs.
EDT 488. STIIDENT TEACHING-MH: Full-time supervised and evaluated teaddng
in an MH classroom. Student is to demonstrate the knowledge, skills, attitudes, and
values required of a beginning MH teadrer. Weekly seminar. Prerequisite EDT 4ti2. EDT
l[84recommended. L2 sem. hrs.
EDT 490. EDUCATING SruDENTS WITH SLD: Study of history identification,
characteristics,leaming theories, and curriculumplanning appropriate to the education
of students with specific leaming disabilities. Field and dinical experience (10 and 20
hrs.). Prerequisite: EDT 390. 3 sem. hrs,
EDT 497. VALLIES CLARIFICATION AND MORAL DEVELOPMENT: Examination
and evaluation of the theories and techniques of darifying values and facilitating moral
development in students with varied needs and abilities. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 494. DIAGNOSTIC TEACHING IN SLD: Instructional sbategies, materials, and
evaluation techniques for teaching studurts with leaming disabilities. Field experience
(20 hrs.). Prerequisite: EDT 490. 3 sem. hrs.
EDT 495. STI-IDENT TEACHING-SLD: Full-time supervised and evaluated teaching
h an SLD dassroom. Sfudent is to demonstrate the knowledge, skills, attitudes and
values of a beginning SLD teacher. Prerequisites: EDT 394,494. 12 sem. hrs.
EDT 498. CREATTVE TEACHING WITH NEWSPAPERS AND OTHER MATERIAI.S:
Innovative uses of newspapers and other inexpensive or free materials to teach mass
communication media literacy and enhance the academic skills of students of varied
needs and abilities. Dayton newspapers cooperate in implementing this course.
3 sem, hrs.
EDT 498. HONORS THESIS: Selection design, investigation, and completion of an
independent, original research thesis under grridance of a faculty researdr director.
Restricted to students in the University Honors Program with permission of the
program director. 3 sem. hrs.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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IX School of Engineering
Joseph Lestingi, Dean
Nonnan S. Phillips, Associate Dean for Undergraduate Programs
Donald L. Moon, Associate Dean of Graduate Engineering Programs and Research
Antoinette Letavec, Assistant to the Dean
The School of Engineering has as ib purpose the preparation of men and women
for professional careers in engineering and in technology so that they may assume
responsible positions of a technical nafure in business, indusky, education, and
govemment. Of primary concem is the development of professional competencies
and philosophies within the various engineering and technology disciplines, as well
as providing a broad outlook at the technical and social problems that confront
society. Additionally, the engineering and technology programs provide excellent
background for other career areas.
As an educational unit of a private university, the fthool of Engineering strongly
emphasizes the advising of students so that they may achieve their educational
objectives within the engineering program. Each student is assigned a faculty
advisor. Academic advising begins before the students begin their formal course
work and continues as they progress toward their objectives.
The broader responsibilities of the engineering profession demand that the
professional education of an engineer include a significant component of humani-
ties, ethics, and social science studies so that the sfudent will become aware of the
urgent problems of society and develop a deeper appreciation of the cultural
achievements of humanity. Additionally, such studies provide the proper frame.
worktoinsure thatscientificdiscoveries and developmentsbyengineers mayresult
in the true advancement of the human race. The engineering programs are described
beginning on page 337, and the engineering technology programs are described
beginning on pages 360.
OPTIONAL COOPERATIVE EDUCATION
Cooperative education offers the student the opportunity to put classroom work
into practical use while still in school, resulting in early career identification and
greater motivation as well as providing a source of funds. All students majoring in
engineering and engineering technology mayparticipate in the cooperativeeduca-
tion program. To be eligible, they must have completed three semesters and have a
cumulativegrade-pointaverageof notless than2.3. Thoseapplyingfortheprogram
will be accepted on the basis of grade'point average, motivatiory and attitude. The
number of students placed depends on the availability of jobs. See also Chapter X.
UNDERGRADUATE ENGINEERING PROGRAMS
The engineering program in each of the fields of chemical, civil, electrical, and
mechanical engineering is designed to lead to a bachelor's degree in a four-year
period. While studenb pursue curricula they themselves have chosen according to
their fields of interest, they all take certain core courses in mathematics, chemisky,
physics, English, computer science, and engineering fundamentals. All of the
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programs permit additional specialization (as an overload) in 13 minors and in two
concentrations in areas such as aerospace, computer engineering, engineering
mechanica, digital systems, strucfures, and industrial engineering in the School of
Engineering and in other areas such as music, languages, and pottical science in
other units of the University. Although emphasis is on fundamental theories,
continued attention is paid to the solution of practical problems which the student
will encounter in the practice of engineering.
Theprograms in chemical engineering, civil engineering, electrical engineering,
and mechanical engineering are accredited by the Engineering Accreditation Com-
mission of the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology.
TRANSFER STUDENTS
The engineering programs welcome transfer sfudents from both community and
senior colleges and work closely with many schools to facilitate transfers from pre-
engineeringprograms. Students maycomplete the firsttwo years of study in other
accredited institutions and transfer to the University of Dayton with little or no loss
of credit provided that they have followed programs similar to those prescribed by
the University of Dayton fthool of Engineering.
The School of Engineering has dual degree arrangements with Wilberforce
University and the College of Mount St. Joseph (Ohio) as well as curriculum
agreements with Thomas More College, Brescia College, and Sinclair Com-
munity College.
MINORS IN ENGINEERING
The sfudent majoring in chemical, civil, electrical, or mechanical engineering
may choose a minor area of technical study. The minors program in the School of
Engineering provides an opportunity to specialize in a particular technical sub-area
while still pursuing a major program of study in one of the traditional and well
recognized engineering disciplines. Theminorsprogramwas designed inresponse
to the needs of industry and govemment and to the educational needs and career
objectives of students. Election of the minor is optiona! it may require additional
courses for completion.
The minor is defined as 12 semester hours of work. It can be composed of any
number of 1- to &semester-hour courses selected from the approved list of minor
areas of stud/, which currently includes the following:
Aerospace Engineering
Automatic Control Systems
Bio-Engineeringl
Chemical Processing
Computer Systems
Design and Manufacturing Engineering
Dynamic Analysis of Mechanical Systems
Energy Conversion
Engineering Mechanics
Environmental Engineering
Industrial and Systems Engineering
Manufacturing Engineering
Materials Engineering
Mechanics of Engineering Systems
Strucfures
Thermal Engineering
Water Resources Engineering
lAlthough the absence of a bioengineering supporting departsnent or deParfinental
specialty curriculum prevents the offering of a bio-engineering minor, the courses
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c9n1$tu!9 a preparation for bieengineering graduate work. 'Bio-Engineering prepara-
tion" will appear on the sfudent's transcript.
A L2-semester-hour concentration in computer engineering is available to elec-
trical engineering undergraduates. A 1S-semester-hour conceitration in aerospace
gngtneering is also available to mechanical engineering students. Additional minors
from oubide the school of Engineering are available in many subject areas.
students, in consultation with their faculty advisors, normally select the minor
or concentration in the second semester of the sophomore year. The minor or
concentration is designated on the sfudent's transcript.
ENGINEERING FIRST-YEAR REQUIREMENTS
sfudents who are recent high school graduates or who have eamed fewer than
L5 semester hours of collegiate credit are classified as first-year students and mwt
meet the common engineering program requirements as det-ailed below. Such credit
requiremenbmaybemetinanumberof ways, including (L) advanced college-level
course work at the University of Dayton or other collegiate institutions; (2) advanced
placement ocaminations; (3) departrnental examinati6ns during the firjt ierm, or (4)
t+ing the. prescriaed courses as part of the first year. Each rJquest for advanced
standing by credit must be initiated by the stirdent in coniultation with the
engineering faculty advisor, to the office of the dean of engineering.
REQUIRED FIRST-YEAR PROGRAM1
Dept. No. Courses Semester Hours
CHM 123 General Chemistryzr 4CPS 132 Computer Programming for Engineering and Scimcdr 3ENG 101-L02 or English Composition I, trs 6
114 or 198
HST 101 or102
MT}I 16VL69
MEE IML
PHL 103
PHY 206
REL 103
History of Western Civilization2F,
Analytic Geometry and Calculus I tr
Computer Graphics P!
Introduction to Philosophyzr
General Physics P ........,...........
Introduction to Religionz5
Total fi rst-year requirements
lAll first-year studmts will have 1 credit hour orientation sessions.2Courses maybe scheduled in either term.
3For the Electrical Engineeringstudents, PHY 2L0L is an allowable substitute forCHM 123L.aEle-ctricalEngineering_studentsarerequiredtosignupfortheEEdeignatedClsL32section
w_hidr emphasizes the C language program.
lSee General Education Requirements, chapter V. some General Education requirements
are specified in tle progral,(e.g., PHY 208)fothers are to be chosen from the lisiing of ap-
proved courses. Consult advisor.
6Chemical Engineering studmts must take CHM 124 in the second term and postpone these
requirements.
J
8
I
3
J
3
u
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DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
A student enrolls in the curriculum prescribed for the academic year in which he
or she is registered as a first-year student at the University of Dayton or elsewhere.
If for any reason it is necessary or desirable to change to a subsequently established
curriculum, the student must meet all of the requirements of the new curriculum.
The degree Bachelor of Chemical, Civil, Electrical, or Mechanical EngineerinS-
is conferred at commencement if the general requiremmts of Chapter V have been
fulfilled as well as those listed below:
1. All prescribed courses outlined in the respectivecurricula musthavebeenpassed
with grades of D or better and the student must obtain a minimum grade point
average of 2.000 for the prescribed courses. Although courses may be scheduled in
terms other than as listed, all prerequisites and corequisites must be met.
2. All students in the School of Engineering must register under Grade Option 1 for
all courses inengineering,mathematics, and scienceexceptthoseofferedonlyunder
Grade Option 2.
3. The cumulative grade.point average in all courses which have an engineering
prefix mustbe at least 2.0 (C average).
4. The student must have attended the School of Engineering at the University
of Dayton during the senior year, carrying at least 30 semester hours'
The semesterhours of creditrequired for graduationin each engineeringcurricu-
lum administered by the School of Engineering are as follows:
Bachelor of Chemical Engineering. .. 135
Bachelor of Civil Engineering 7%
Bachelor of Electrical Engineering 7U
Bachelor of Mechanical Engineering 135
Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering ..'.......... .................'.. 134
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s.YEAR COMBINED BACHELOR'S-MASTER'S
ENGINEERING PROGRAM
The School of Engineering offers a combined S-year program leading to both a
bachelols degree in a departmental major (chemical, civil, electrical, or mechanical
engineering) and a master's degree. Physics majors (College of Arts and Sciences)
may also participate. The program is designed for the qualified student who wishes
to pursue either greater specialization in a major area or to complement the
undergraduate program with a related graduate.level concentration. Most sfudents
who select the program have received some advanced placement upon entry to
engineering at the freshman level or take occasional summer courses.
The formal request for entrance into this program is made before the first
semester of the sfudenfs junior year. Admission requirements include a minimum
cumulative grade point average of 3.00 and permission from the chairperson of the
deparfrnent corresponding to the sfudent's undergraduate major. Selection of the
graduate (master's) program area is indicated below:
Undergraduate Program
Chemical Engineering
Graduate Program Selections
Aerospace Engineering
Chemical Engineering
Engineering Management
Engineering Science
Materials Engineering
Civil Engineering
Engineering Management
Engineering Science
Materials Engineering
Aerospace Engrneering
Electrical Engineering
Engineering Management
Engineering Science
Materials Engineering
Aerospace Engineering
Engineering Management
Engineering Science
Materials Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Materials Engineering
Civil Engineering
Electrical Engineering
Mechanical Engineering
Physics
The department chairperson and the graduate program director serye as an
advisory commitee to the student in establishing the S-year combined program
requirements. The freshman, sophomore, and junior years follow the curriculum of
the sfudenfs selected bachelols program. The guideline curriculum requirements
for the 4th and 5th years are given below.
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A student who elecb the S-year combined Program must satisfy.both under-
graduate and graduate degree requirements as to required cumulative grade point
average for graduation. The graduate of the combined Program will receive a
bachelor's degree in the undergraduate major (e.g., Bachelor of Mechanical Engi-
neering) and a master's degree in the graduate area (e.g;, Master of Science in
Material Engineering). A student in the S-year combined program who drooses not
to complete the program must complete all the undergraduate major Program
requirements to receive the bachelor's degree.
PROGRAM EN6: S-YEAR BACHELOR,S-MASTER,S PROGRAM
Course Aru Sanester Hours
Senior Year tstTerm 2nd Term
Undergraduatedeparhnentmajor 11 11
Undergraduate department or University requirement or electives 3 3
Graduate major ($aduate credit) 3 3
17 L7
Fifth Year
Graduate major (induding thesis or project) t2
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CHEMICAL ENGINEERING (CME)
Chemical engineering applies theprinciples of the physical sciences, economics,
and human relations to fields that pertain to processes and prccess equipment in
which matter is treated to effect a change in state, energy, content, or composition.
The majority of chemical engineers are involved in the chemical proceis indus-
hies that produce many of the materials and items needed in everyday life. These
include medicine, food, ferfilizers, plastics, synthetic fibers, petroleum, petroctremi-
cals, ceramics, and pulp and paper products. A chemical bngineer rray pursue a
professional career in many other fields, such as energy conversion, pollution
control, medical research, and materials development in aerospace and electronic
industries. Chemical engineers are employed in research, development, design,
production, sales, consulting, and management positions. They ar-e also foundin
government and education. Many use a chemical engineering education as a
stepping stone to law, medicine, or colporate management.
The curriculum in chemical engineering serves as basic training for positions in
these diverse areas of the manufacfuring industry or for graduate sfudy leading to
advanced degrees. The first part of the chemical engineering curriculum provides
a firm foundation in mathematics, physics, and chemistry The chemistry back-
grounq is stressed. Courses include general, organic, and physical chemistry. The
second part of the curriculum stresses chemical engineering topics such as transport
phenomena, thermodynamics, kinetics and reactor design, unitoperations, process
control, and process design.
T!9r" interested in pursuing careers in medicine or biochemical engineering
should consult the department chailperson.
PROGRAM EN1: BACHELOR OF CHEMICAL ENGINEERTNG
(cME)1
Dept. No. Lst Term2 2nd Term
cME 203
cME 204
cHM 313.314
cMM 10L
MTH 2L8
MTF{ 219
MEE 1.04L
T* 207-208
CME 305
cME 324-325
CME 326L
CME 381
cHM 30!304
EGM 201ELE 32L
Sophomore Year
Material and Energy Balances
Experimental Methods in Chemical Engineering
Organic Chemistry
Fundamentals of Oral Communication3
Analytic Geometry and Calculus Itr
Applied Differential Equations
Computer Graphics I
General Physics tr, III
General Education requirement3
Junior Year
Thermodynamics
Transport Phenomena I, II
Transport Phenomena Laboratory
Applied Mathematics for Chemical Engineers
Physical Chemistry
Statics
Basic Electric Theory
General Education requirements3
3.0-3
17
3-0-3
*54
&,0-3
0-3-1
}'0-3
3-0-3
17
3.0-3
}E
&0-3
4-04
'0-3
30-3TU
&0-3
3.0-3
g0-3
0-$1
TU
$0-3
t6
$.0-3
&0-3
17
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Senior Year
CME 406 Chemical Reaction Kinetics and Engineering &0-3
CME 408A-B Seminar 1-0-0 1-0-1
CME A|LALZ Unit Operations | tr 3'0-3 2'0'2
CME ALlL Unit Operations Laboratory 0-5-2
CME 430431, Chemical Engineering Design I, tr $0-3 3-0-3
CME 452 Process Control 90-3
CME 453L Process Control Laboratory 0-U2
CME Technical electivea 3-0-3
General Education requirements3 3-0-3 60-6
t7 17
rAll chemical engineering courses must be taken under Grading Option 1.
lFor example: 34-3 means 3 class hrs.,0lab. hrs.,3 sem. hrs. credit.
5ee General Education Requirements, Chapter V, Some General Education requirements
arespecified intheprogram (e.g., PHY208); othersaretobechosenfromthe listingof approved
courses. Consult advisor.
tselect from list approved by the Departrnent of Chemical and Materials Engineering.
FACULTY
Tony E. Saliba, Chairperson
Professors: Eylon, Lee, T. Saliba, Sandhu, Servais, Snide
Associate Professors: Flach, Lu, Myers
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CME 101. INTRODUCTION TO CHEMICAL ENGINEERING: Introduction to the
chemical engineering faculty, facilities, and curriculum; survey of career oPPortunities
in chemical engineering. Introduction to the University first year experience. 1sem. hr,
CME 203. MATERIAL AND ENERGY BALANCES: Introductory course on the
application of mass and energy conservation laws in solving Pry!19*: gPiglly
eniountered in chemical process industries. Prerequisites: CHM 123, MTH 168. First
term, each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CME 204. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING: Inho-
duction to experimental methods, instrumentation, digital data acquisitio+ aqt3 u"4_y:
sis, and repoit writing. Emphasis on use of digital computer. Prerequisites: CME 203,
CHM 124L, CPS 132. Second term, each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CME 305. THERMODYNAMICS: Development of the fundamental principles of ther-
modlmamics, particularly with respect to chemical engineering Processes. Prer_equisites:
CME 204 MTi{ 218. 3 sem. hrs.
CME 324. TRANSPORT PHENOMENA I: Viscosity, shell momentum balances, iso-
thermal equations of change, thermal conductivity, shell energy balances, non-isother-
mal equations of change, diffusivity, concentration profiles. Prerequisites: CME 204,
MTH 219. Corequisite:CME 381. 3 sem. hrs.
CME 325. TRANSPORT PHENOMENA tr: Multidimensional transPort, dimension-
less parameters, turbulence, and numerical solution methods. Prerequisites: cIrIE324,
381.'second term, each year . 3 san. hrs.
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CME 326L. TRANSPORT PHENOMENA LABORATORY: Viscosity, conductivity,
diffusion coefficient measurements, velocity, temPerature, concentration profiles, engi-
neering instrumentatiorL and experimental error analysis. Prerequisite: CME 324.
Coreqriisite CME 325. Second term, each year. 1sem. hr.
CME 381. ADVANCED MATHEMATICS FOR CHEMICAL ENGINEERS: Study of
analyticalandnumericaltechniquestosupportupper-levelchemicalengineeringclasses.
Vector analysit matrices, differential equations, numerical integration and differentia-
tion, root finding, and curve fitting. Prerequisite: i|/tlll'219. First term, each year.
cME 406. cHEMICAL REACTIoN KINETIcS AND ENGINEERING: 
t.t:^::
kinetics, ideal reactor analysis and design, and heterogeneous catalysis. Prerequisite:
CME 305. First term, each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CME 4084. SEMINAR: Presentation of lectures on contemPorary chemical engineer-
ing subjects by students, faculty, and engineers in active practice. Registration required
of fust-ierm senior sfudents only. First term, each year. No credit
CME 4088. SEMINAR: Presentation of lectures on contemPorary chemical engineer-
ing subjects by students, faculty, and engineers in active practice. Registration required
oflecofrd-term senior studentd only. Second term, each year. '1" sem. hr.
CME 409. INTRODUCTION TO POLYMER ENGINEERING: Introduction to the
c-hemistry, structure, and properties of polymers; polymer synthesis and processing.
PrerequiSites: CME 305; CFIM 303,314. 3 sem. hrs.
CME 411. LINIT OPERATIONS I: Staged separation techniques, distillation, evaPora-
tion, extraction, adsorption, drying, and filtration. Prerequisites: CME 305, 324. First
term, each year 3 sem. hrs.
CME 412. LINIT OPERATIONS II: Fluid mechanics, transportation and metering of
fluids, agitation and mixing, heat transfer and its applications. Prerequisites: CME 305,
324. Second term, each year. 2 sem. hrs.
CME 413L. UNIT OPERATIONS LABORATORY: Unit operations equipment and its
utilization. Corequisite: CME 411. Fhst term, each year. 2 sem. hrs.
CME 430. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DESIGN I: Study of the principles of process
development, plant design, and economics. Corequisite: CME 411. First term, 
T*.{.?tr:.
CME 431. CHEMCAL ENGINEERING DESIGN II: Application of the principles of
process development, plant design, and economics. Prerequisite: CME t130. Second term,
iach year. - 3 sem. hrs.
CME 452. PROCESS CONTROL: Mathematical models, Laplace transform techni-
ques, and process dynamics. Feedback controlsystems, hardware, and instrumentation.
Gtroductibn to frequenry response, advanced techniqueq and digital control systems.
Prerequisite: CME 3S1. First term, each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CME 453L. PROCESS CONTROL LABORATORY: Project-oriented study of process
dynamics and control using computer-based data acquisition and control_systems.
Prerequisites: CME 413L, 452. Second term, each year. 2 sem. hrs,
CMrE 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING: Particular assign-
ments to be aranged and approved by chairperson of the dePartrnent. 1"-6 sem. hrs.
CIE
CryIL ENGINEERING (CIE)
Civil engineering is the profession in which a knowledge of the mathematical and
physical sciences gained by study, experience, and practice is applied with judge.
ment to develop ways to utilize the materials and forces of nafure economically
in improving and protecting the environment and providing structures and facili-
ties for community, industry, and transportation for the progressive well-being
of humanity.
Civilengineers,leadingusers of hightechnologyinwide.rangingapplications in
both the public and the private sectors, are essential to the continued improvement
of society. Civil engineers can enter traditional fields such as construction, bridge
and building design and analysis, highway design and traffic control, water
treatment and distributiory environmental engineering hydraulics, and geotechnics.
However, their broad education also prepares them for materials engineering,
engineering management, and the aerospace and automotive industries. Civil
engineering has applications in conceptual and detail design, field operations,
computers, and consulting.
The civil engineering curriculum prepares the graduate to function not only
within the civil, environmental, and aerospace communities but also with other
engineering disciplines and nontechnical components of society. The first and
second years build a sound foundation in mathematics, physics, chemistry, and
basic engineering science. The junior and senior years focus on technical subjects
related primarily to civil engineering, with electives available to permit either
specialization or preparation for graduate study.
Members of the student chapter of the American Society of Civil Engi-
neers have the opportunity to meet regularly with practicing engineers in the
Davton communitv.
PROGRAM EN2: BACHELOR OF CIVL ENGINEERING (CIE)
Dept. No. Course LstTermr 2ndTerm 3rdTerm
CIE 273CIE 22OLCHM 124
EGM 201
MTH 2I8PHY 207
cIE 408
ctE 214
EGM 202
EGM 303MTH 219
CMM 101
Sophomore Year
Surveying ' 2-0-2
Civil Coriputation Laboratory 0-3-1
Gmeral Chemistrv tr 3.0-3Statics ' 3-0-3
Analvtic Geometrv and Calculus Itr +0-4
Gene?al Phvsics If 3.0-3
Seminar I - 1-0-0
Fighway Geometricsljvnanucs
Stiength of Materials
Applied Differential Equations
Fundamqrtals of Oral Communication2
General Education requirement2
Suweying Field Practice
Junior Year
Hydraulics
Airalvsis of Determinate Structures
Civil-Engineering Analysis
Engineering Economics
1-0-0
2-0-2}'0-3
$.0-3
3-0-3
&.0-3
3.0-3
16
TU
3-0-3
3.0-3
1-0-1
21.5L
313
31,6
320
420
CIE
CIE
CIE
CIE
CIE
School of Engineering CIE
GEO 2t8PHL 316CIE rm8CIE 31OL
cIE 312CIE 3I7crE 1,
CTE
CIE
CIE
CIE
CIE
CIE
CTE
CIE
T'
3-G.3
3-0-31-0-0 1-0-0
0-31
3-H
3-0-3
3-0-3
3-0-3
3.0-3
17 17
&.0-3
1-0-0
'0-3&.0-3
3-3-4$.0-3 &.G.3
1-0-1
3-0-3
3.0-3
&0-3
3.0-3
16 16
N3
408
41,'1
472
434
428
450
:
Engineering Geology
Engineering Ethics
Seminar I
Civil Engineering Laboratory
Soil Mechanics
Analysis of Indeterminate Shuctures
Environmental Engineering I
Engineering or science elective3
General Education requiremenf
Senior Year
Transportation En gineerin g
Seminar I
Design of Steel Structures
Design of Concrete Sffuctures
Environmental Engineering II
Civil engineering electives3r'
Seminar II
Civil Engineering Design
History of Civil Engineering
Engineering or science electivd
General Education requiremenf
tFor example, &0-3 means 3 class hrs., 0lab. hrs.,3 sem. hrs. credit.
2See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education require-
mentsarespecifiedintheprogram (e.g.,GEO218);othersaretobechosenfromthelisting
of approved coruses. Consult advisor.
lSelect from list approved by the Deparfment of Civil and Environmental Engineering
and Engineering Mechanics.
aMay be used to concentrate sfudies in the areas of Environmental, Construction,
Structures, Soils, Transportation, and Water Resources Engineering.
FACULTY
|oseph E. Saliba, Chnirperson
Professors Emeriti: Payne, Thomson
Distingished Smtice P rofessor: Ryckman
Profusors: Bogner, Phillips, ]. Saliba, Whitney
Associate Professors: G. Shaw, Zoghi
Assistant Professors: Chasg Safferman
kcturer: Al-Akkad
Adjr.mct Assistant Professor: Sack, McCrate
COTIRSES OF INSTRUCTION
CIE 101. INTRODUCTION TO CIVIL ENGINEERING: Introduction to the civil engi-
neering faculty, facilities, and curriculum; to the career opportunities offered by the civil
engineering profession; and to the areas of specialization within civil engineering.
No credit
gE 213. SURVEYING: Th*ry of measurements, computation, and instrumentation.
Boundaryandconstructionsurveys,triangulation,andlevelnetadjushnenb.Corequisite:
MTH 168. First term, each year. 2 sem. hrs.
ut
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CIE 274. HIGHWAY GEOMETRICS: Study of circular and spiral curyes, vertical
curves, grade lines, earthwork and mass diagram, slope and grade stakes, and contour
gfading. Prerequisite: CIE 213. Second term, each year. 2 sem. hrs.
CIE 215L. SURVEYING FIELD PRACTICE: Field work and computation in topogra-
phy, highway surveying, triangulatiory level net, celestial observations, evaluation of
errors, and preparation of plans. Five eight-hour days a week for three weeks. Prerequi-
site: CIE 214. Summer, each year. 3 sem. hrs.
C[E220L. CIVIL COMPLIATION LABORATORY: Civil engineering applications of
minicomputers and microcomputers. Basic and FORTRAN programming of statics,
calculus, and physics problems. Word processing, spreadsheet, and database applica-
tions. Corequisite: EGM 201. L sem. hr.
CIE 310L. CIVIL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: Experiments and studies relating
the engineeringproperties of certainbuilding materials to theirfundamental nature and
composition. Prerequisite: EGM 303. Second term, each year. 1sem. hr.
CIE 312. SOIL MECHANICS: Principles of soil structures, classificatiorL capillarity,
permeability, flow nets, shear strength, consolidation, stress analysis, slope stability,
lateralpressure,bearingcapacity, andpiles. Prerequisites: CIE 313, GEO218. Corequisite:
CIE 312L. Second term, each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 312L. SOIL MECHANICS LABORATORY: Laboratory tests to evaluate and iden-
tify soil properties for engineering puposes. Design problems included. Corequisite:
CIE 312. Second term, each year. L sem. hr
CIE 313. HYDRAULICS: Principles of liquid statics and fluid flow including similitude,
measuring devices, channelandpipeflow, furbines, andpumps. Corequisites: CIE313L,
EGM 202. First term, each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 313L. HYDRAUUCS LABORATORY: Laboratory experiments and problems as-
sociated with CIE 313. Corequisite: CIE 313. First term, each year. 1sem. hr.
CIE 315. ANALYSIS OF DETERMINATE STRUCTURES: Elastic analysis of statically
determinate strucfures; deflections; moment-area theorems; conjugate.beam; virfual
work; influence lines; shear center; unsymmetric bending; stresses and strains at a
poinf theories of failure. Prerequisite: EGM 303. First term, each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 317. ANALYSIS OF INDETERMINATE STRUCTURES: Elastic analysis of stati-
cally indeterminate structures; virtual work; Castigliano's theorems; slope deflection
andmomentdistribution;developmentofstiffnessmatricesforuseincomputeranalysis;
influence lines, column analogy, limit analysis. Prerequisite: CIE 316. Second term,
each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 320. CIVIL ENGINEERING ANALYSIS: Mathematical modeling and numerical
solution of civil engineering problems: basic concepts of probability with emphasis on
applications to structures, transportation, and hydrar:lics problems; application of
numerical computational methods in civil engineering problems. Prerequisites: EGM
202,303;MTH21.9. First term, each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 333. ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING I: Integrated study of the principles of
water sanitatiory water supply, stream pollution abatement, and waste water disposal
systems. Prerequisites: CIE 313, 313L. Second term, each year.
u2
3 sem, hrs.
School of Engineering CIE
CIE 390. ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTION CONTROL: Study of environmental
pollution problems relating to air, water, and land resources. Causes and effects of
pollution; technology for solving the problems. Legal and political considerations. For
juniors and seniors other than civil engineering students. Credit may not be applied
toward civil engineering degree. Prerequisite: Some knowledge of chemistry.
CIE 403. TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING: Fundamentals of ,*r:rt:^::
engineering including design, construction, maintenance, and economics of transporta-
tion facilities. Prerequisites: CIE 310L, 313. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 408. SEMINAR I: Practice in the presentation and discussion of papers; lectures by
staff and prominent engineers. Attendance required of all civil engineering sophomores,
juniors, and nongraduating seniors. No credit
CIE 411. DESIGN OF STEEL STRUCruRES: Design and behavior of structural steel
connections, columns, beams, and beams subjected to tension, compression, bending,
shear, torsion, and composite action. Prerequisites: CtE 310L,317. 3 sem. hrs,
CIE 412. DESIGN OF CONCRETE STRUCTURES: Design and behavior of reinforced
concrete slabs, beams, columns, walls, and footings subjected to tension, compression,
bending, shear, and torsion. Prerequisites: CIE31,0L,377. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 420. ENGINEERING ECONOMCS: Basic principles and techniques of economic
analysis of engineering projects. Prerequisite: MTH 169. 1' sem. hr.
CIE 42L. CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING: Organizatiory planning, and control of
construction projects, including a study of the use of machinery economics of equip-
ment, methods, materials, estimates, costconEols, andfundamentals of CPM and PERT.
Departmental elective. Corequisite: CIE 403. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 422. DESIGN ANDCONSTRUCTION PROIECTMANAGEMENT: Fundamentals
of project management as they relate to the design and construction professional , and
the application of project management techniques to the design and construction of
major projects. Prerequisite: CIE 421. 3 sem. hrs.
C\E 428. SEMINAR II: Practice in the presentation and discussion of papers; lectures
by staff andprominentengineers. Aftendancerequired of civil engineeringsecond-term
seniors only. First and second termq eadr year. L sem. hr.
gE 434. ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERNG tr: Problems of air, water, and land
pollution; development and design of public water supply and waste water disposal
systems; legal, political, ethical, and moral considerations. Prerequisites: CHM 124. First
term, each year. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 4UL. ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: Laboratory exercises,
demonstrations, and design problems associated with environmental engineering.
Corequisite: CIE 434. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE ML. INTRODUCTION TO HYDROLOGY: Detailed study of the hydrologic cycle
including precipitatiory precipitation losses, and rainiall/runoff Processes. Concepts
relating to streamflow, urban drainage, river and reservoir routing, hydrologic measure-
ment, subsurface flow, and water qualify are also addressed. Unit hy&ograph theory,
watershed modeling, and analysis and design of drainage structures. Prequisites: CIE
312, CIE 313. 3 sem. hrs.
University of Dayton IX
CIE 450. CIVIL ENGINEERING DESIGN: Group design of complete projects, drawing
on theknowledgeacquired inaspectrumof civilengineeringsubjects. Prerequisites: CIE
312, 403,471,4\2,420,4U. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE 470. CIE COMPUTER APPLICATIONS: Applications of mainframe, mini, and
micro computers to the solution of selected civil engineering problems, including data
analysis, plotting, optimization, and simulation. Prerequisits FORTRAN. 3 sem. hrs.
CIE499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN CIWL ENGINEERING: Particular assignments to
be arranged and approved by chairperson of the deparfrnent. Departrnental elective.
1-6 sem. hrs.
ln addition to courses listed above, with departmental approval, students may
select electives from the civil and environmental engineering (CIE) and engineering
mechanics (EGM) offerings in the 500 series listed in the Graduate Issue of
the Bulletin.
y4ei
#
ELE/CPE
ELECTRICAL & COMPUTER ENGINEERING (ECE)
The Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering offers two under-
g1lq1r3te pfo_gr1ms leading to Bachelor of Electrical Engineering (ProgramqN34), *9 Ba-clglor of Science in Computer Engineering (Progrlm EN3B).
The Bachelor of Electrical Engineering degree program also allo*s the oppor-
funity to take sufficient elective courses to obtain a concentration in computer
engineering or enhanced knowledge in several specific areas. The department
offers master's and doctoral degrees in electrical engineering and is closely
coupled to the graduate program in electro-optics where both master's and
doctoral degrees are offered.
_ 
Electri-cal engineering is an exciting field within the engineering disciptine.
It offers the opportunity to enter some of the most rewarding and challenging
careers available. The explosion of capabilities in the computer, communica-
tiory automotive, and aerospace industries has resulted from advances in the
electronics field. Electrical engineers are equipped to enter this dpramic arena
as well as equally challenging and rewarding careers in the fields of electro-
optics, computer engineering, signal processing, biomedicine and many more.
Electrical gnglneers work in all phases of technological programs. They are
involved from the conception of the basic ideas through desigR, fabricdtion,
verificatiory manufacturing, and marketing of the final product.
Computer engineering represents perhaps the most sought-after profes-
sional component of an engineering team which develops the technological
possibilities inherent in the design, construction, and operation of computer
fystems. The-computer engineer performs a wide variety of tasks involving
hardware, software,peripherals, computer-controlled systems, and hardware-
software integration.
Both electrical engineering and computer engineering are broad-based
engineering disciplines that provide for a wide range of career choices within
the engineering field as well as providing an excellent basis for careers in such
diverse areas as business, law and medicine.
The electrical engineering curriculum is designed to provide an understand-
ing of basic electrical engineering principles with emphasis on the development
of problemsolvingskills. Anextensivelaboratoryexperienceisintegratedwith
the classroom work to assure that the sfudent develops a working knowledge
of the fundamentals. Upper level courses integrate the knowledge base with
current tedmology and computational tools resulting in a graduate capable of
makingacontributiontotheengineeringprofessionbyeitherenteringthework
force or pursuing a graduate education.
PROGRAM EN3A: BACHELOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
(ELE)
Dept. No. 'l"st Terml 2ndTerm
4-04
0-2-1
1-0-1
4-04
4.04
ELE
ELE
ELE
MTH
EGM
201,
201L
211,
2L8
2t3
Sophomore Year
Circuit Analvsis
Cirorit Analysis Iaboratory
Probability and Statistics
Analytic Geometry and Calculus III
Mechanics of Solids
u5
ELE/CPE
PHY
ELE
ELE
ELE
MT}I
CMM
University of Dayton IX
3.0-3
$.0-3
0-2-1
3-0-3
$0-3
1-0-1
G0-6
1-0-1
90-3
$0-3
&0-3
0-2-l
3-0-3
90-3
T7
GU6
&0-3
90-3
$0-3
1-0-1
L5
rFor example:34-3 means 3 dass hrs.,0lab. fus.,3 sem. hrs. credit.
2See Geneial Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education requirements
arespecifiedintheprogram (eg., pHYZOS); othersaretobechosen fromthe listingof approved
courses. Consult advisor.
Select from list approved by the Department of Electrical and computer Engineering. 
-aAlthough the senior courses are lisied by term, the senior year is- structured to offer the
student miximum flexibility in selecting their courses for either the first or second semester.
207-208 GeneralPhysicstr&III
202 Signals and Systems
20T- Signals and Systems Laboratory
2LS Introduction to DiSital Systems
2L9 Applied Differential Equations
L01 Fundamentals of Oral Communications
Junior Year301 Electronic Devices
301L Electronic Devices Laboratory
334 Discrete Signals and Systems
332 Electromagnetics
315-315 Random Signals I & II
General Education Requirements2
333 Applied Electromagnetics
302 Electronic Systems
302L ElectronicSystemslaboratory
31.4 Fundamentals of Computer Architecture
Mathematics Elective3
Senior Year{
401 Communication Systems
401L CommunicationSystemslaboratory
4L4 Electro-Mechanical Devices
Technical Elective3
General Education Requirements3
415 Control Systems
Engineering thermodynamics elective3
401 Engineering Economics
t7
$.0-3
+04
0-2-1
9G3
&0-3
90-3
L7
ELE
ELE
ELE
ELE
ELE
ELE
ELE
ELE
ELE
ELE
ELE
It
ELE
tsE
v
&0-3
0-2-'t
&0-3
GM
&0-3
t6
The computer engineering curriculum is designed to provide an-und€rstanding
of basic computer engineering principles with emphasis on the development of
problem solving skillI. The soff.arare aspects of cohPuter engineering are intro-
buced in the firJt-vear, while hardware and hardware'software integration topics
are emDhasized st'artins in the sophomore year. An extensive hands-on laboratory
experi6nce is integrated"with the ciassroom work to assure that the student develoPs
a *orking knowi6dge of the fundamentals.
PROGRAM EN3B: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER
ENGINEERING (CPE)
Dept. No. Course 'l.st Terml 2nilTerm
ELE
First Year
Introduction to ECE
u6
101 L-0-1
School of Engineering
REL 103 lntroductiontoReligionCHM L23 General ChemistrvENG 10L-1.02 or English Composition I, tr
114 or 1.98
MIII L68-169 Analytic Geometrv & Calculus L trgf'S 150-151 afo-rittrms & Proi4ramming I, nPHL 103 Introduction to PhilosophyHST 101 or 102 History of Western Civilization
Sophomore YearELE 20L Circuit AnalvsisELE 20IL Clrcuit Analvsis LaboratorvCPS 2Jl0 Algorithms & Programmirig ltPHY 2l0L General Physics laboratory 12MTII 2W279 Analytic Geometry & Calculus ItrPHY 20G207 General Physics P, trMTH 219 Applied Diiferential EquationELE 202 Signals & Systems
ElE 202L Signals&SystemslaboratoryELE 21,5 Introduction to Digital SystemsCMM 101 Fundamentals of Oral C6mmunication
Junior YearEGM 2L3 Mechanics of Solids
General Education3CPS 350 Data Structures and AlgorithmsELE 314 Fundamentals of Computer ArchitectureELE 301 Electronics DevicesELE 301L Electronics Devices LaboratoryELE 302 Electronic SystemsEm 3flzL Electronic Systems laboratoryELE 211. Probability ltstatisticsCPS Y7 Discrete SiructuresCPS U6 Operating Systems IMTH 302 Linear Algebra & \4atrices
Technical Electivea
+04
90-3
&.0-3
3.0-3
3.0-3
0-2-l
&0-3
0_2-1,
1-0-1
&s3
g0_3
3-0-3
&0-317 L7
Senior Year439 Social Implications of Computing 2-A-2M9 Computer Systems Engineering 3.0-34LB Software Engineering 3-0-3W Systems Programaing 30-3
General Educatiof G0-6M6 Microelectronics Systems Design
Technical Electivea 
1Z
lFor example:30-3 means 3 class hrs.,0laboratory hrs.,3 sem, hrs. creditzPt{Y 205 and PHY 210L are postponed until sophomore year to make room for cns 151
inlhe first year.
rSee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Consult advisor.
aSelect from a list of such electives approved by the Deparhnmt of Electrical and
Co;nputer Engineering.
rAlthough the senior courses are listed by term, the senior year is structured to offer the
studmt maximum fledbility in selecting their courses for either the first or second semester.
l0-3
3.0-3
3-0-3
+04
TU
ELElCPE
3,0-3
+04
ul4
g0-3
&.0-3
17L8
4-04
0-2-1,
$1-4
0-2-1,
+M
&0-3 &0-3
3.0-3
+04
0-2-L
&.0-3
90-3
t717
EI.E
ELE
cts
CI€
ELE
GM
$0-3
G0-6
15
ELElCPE Universitv of Davton IX
FACULTY
Mohammad A. Karim, Chairperson
Distingished Sercice Profasor: fthmidt
P r ofessor Emeriht s : Ev ers
Professors: Karim, Moon, Pasala, Rogers, Rowe, Thiele
Associate Professors: Scalpino, Westerkamp, Williamson
Assistant Professors: Daniels, Duncan, Hardie, Kee, Koh, Penno, Tuthill
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
ELE 101. INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING:
Introduction to electrical and computer engineering faculty, facilities, and curriculum.
Career opportunities in electrical and computer engineering and areas of specializxligl
are disoissed. 'l' sem. hr.
ELE 201. CIRCLIIT ANALYSIS: Principles of linear circuit analysis and problem solving
techniques associated with circuits containing both passive an{ 1{ve comPonents.
Analviis of both transient and steady-state behavior of circuits with D.C. and sinusoidal
excitition. Corequisite: MTH 159. ioncurrent with ELE 201L. 4 sem. hrs.
ELE 201L. CIRCLIIT ANALYflS LABORATORY: Laboratory course stressing experi-
mental techniques, laboratory reporting, safety, and instrumentation._ Experimental
investigation o? basic steady-state and transient circuits. Concurrent with ELE 201.l sem. hr.
ELE 202. SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS: Mathematical framework associated with the
analysis of linear systems including signal repreentation by orthogolal. functions,
convolution, Fouritir and Laplace analysis, and frequenry resPonse of circuits and
systems. Prerequisites: ELE 201, MTH 218. Concurrent with ELE 202L. 4 sem. hrs.
El,E 202L. SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS LABORATORY: Laboratory investigation of
signals and systems including signal decomposition, system impulse response, convo-
lu-tion, frequency analysis of systems, and filter design and realization. Concurrent with
ELE2O2. - 7sem.hr.
ELE 211. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS: InEoduction to the topics of random
variables, probability density functions, cumulative distribution functions, mean values
and mom6nts. Prerequisite: MTII 168. lsem. hr.
ELE 2L5. INTRODUCTION TO DIGITAL SYSTEMS: Inhoduction to binary systems,
logic circuits, Boolean algebra, simplification methods, combinational circuits and net-
w6rks, programmable logic devices, flip flops, registers, co$ters,,.memory elements,
and analysG and design of sequential circuits. Prerequisite: ELE 201. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 301. ELECTRONIC DEVICES: Study of the terminal characteristics of electsonic
devices and basic single stage amplifier configurations using lipolar iunctiol hansistors
and field-effect transistors. Anblysis of the devices includes a qualitative physica]
descriptiory volt-ampere orves, and the development of small- and large'signal
equivilent circuitmodels. Prerequisites: ELE202,ELE202L. Concurrentwith ELE 301L.
3 sem. hrs.
348
ELElCPE
ELE 301L. ELECTROMC DEVICES LABORATORY: Laboratory investigation of elec-
tronic devices: diodes, bipolar junction transistors, field-effect transistors and opera-
tional amplifiers. Concurent with ELE 301. 'L sem. hr.
ELE 302. ELECTROMC SYSTEMS: Study of cascaded amplifiers, feedback ampli.fiers,
linear integrated circuits, and oscillators including steady state analysis and analysis of
frequenry response. Prerequisite: ELE 301.. Concurrent wittr ELE 302L. 3 sem. Itrs.
ELE 302L. ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LABORATORY: Design, construction and verifica-
tion of multistage feedback amplifiers, passive and active filters. Automated data
collection. Concurrent with ELE 302. l sem. hr.
ELE 314. FUNDAMENTALS OF COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE: Study of computer
systems organization, representation of data and instructions, instruction set arcfiitec-
fure, processor and control units, memory devices and hierarchy, I,/O devices and
interfacing peripherals, assembly language programming, subsystems simulation and
implementation, applications and practical problems. Prerequisites: ELE2l5, ELE 301.
3 sem. hrs.
ELE 315. RANDOM SIGNALS I: Study of multiple random variables, continuous and
discrete random processes, autocorrelation and cross correlation. Prerequisites: MT}I
278,F,LB2L1. L sem. hr.
ELE 316. RANDOM SIGNALS tr: Continuation of Random Signals I. Study of spectral
density and ig relation to autocorrelation, statistical characterization of noise, and the
response of linear systems to random inputs. Prerequisites: ELE 202, ELE 315.
1, sem. hr.
ELE 321. BASIC ELECTRIC TFIEORY: Mathematical analysis of passive and active
electric circuits using time domain and frequency domain methods. Practical areas
represented include instrumentation, power, telecommunication, and control circuits.
Formechanical, civil, chemical, and advanced-standingscienceor engineeringsfudents.
Prerequisites: MTH 218, PHY 207. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE322. BASIC ELECTROMCS: Introduction to electronic devices, circuib, and sys-
tems. Includes the design, analysis, and applications of amplifiers and other electronic
elements. For mechanical, civil, drernical, and advanced-standing science or engineering
students. Prerequisite: ELE 201 or ELE 321. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 332. ELECTROMAGNETICS: Shrdy of vector calculus, elecEo' and magneto-
statics, Maxwell's equations, and elechomagnetic plane waves and their reflection and
transmission from discontinuities. Prerequisites: PHY 202 illTH 219, ELE 202.
3 sem. hrs.
ELE 333. APPLIED ELECTROMAGNETICS: Electromagnetic theory applied to prob-
lems in the ateas of waveguides, radiation, electseoptics and electromagnetic interfer-
ence and electromagnetic compatibility. Prerequisite: ELE 332. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 334. DISCRETE SIGNALS AND SYSTEMS: Introduction to discrete signals and
systems including sampling and reconstruction of continuous signals, digital filters,
frequmry analysis, the Z-transform, and the discrete Fourier transform. Prerequisites:
ELE202, ELE 215. 3 sem.ltrs.
ELEICPE Universitv of Davton IX
ELE 4101. COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS: Study of amplitude, angle, pulse, and digital
communication systems including generation, detectioo and analysis of modulated
signals and power, bandwidttu and noise considerations. Prerequisites: ELE 314 ELE
302,ELE 334 or equivalent. Concurrent with ELE 401L. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 401L. COMMUMCATION SYSTEMS LABORATORY: Design, fabrication, and
laboratoryinvestigation of modulators, detectors, filters, and associated communication
componenb and systems. Concurrent with ELE 401. 'L sem. hr.
ELE474. ELECTRO.MECHAMCAL DEVICES: Properties and theory of elecho-me.
chanical devices: nonlinear electromagnetic actuators; rotating machine analysis; field
and circuit concepts; rotating fields; direct current, synchronous, and induction ma-
chines; special-purpose machines; and fractional horsepower machines. Prerequisites:
ELE202, ELE 333. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 415. CONTROL SYSTEMS: Studv of mathematical models for control systems and
analysis of performance characterisiics and stability. Design topics inilude pole-
placement root locus, and frequency domain techniques. Prerequisite: BLE202.
3 sem. hrs,
ELE439. S@IAL IMPUCATIONS OF COMPUTING: Professional, social and ethical
issues in computing: computers and privacy; crime, abuse, hacking, and virus; respon-
sibility and liabilify; artificial intelligence and expert systems. 2 sem. hrs.
EI-E 4ll0. PFIYSICAL ELECTROMCS: Introduction to wave mechanics, electron ballis-
tics, theory of metals and semiconductors, electron emissiorL space charge flow, and
modem electron devices. Prerequisites: MTH 219, PHY 208. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE Ml . INTEGRATED CIRCUIT ELECTROMCS: lntegrated circuit design, construc-
tion and verification including the study of biasing, multistage differential and analog
power amplification, and computer assisted design tools for "on<hip" design and
layout. Prerequisite: ELE 302. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE M2. ENGINEERING ELECTROMAGNETICS: Processing Maxwell's equations
andapplyingthepredictionstotheanalysisanddesignof engineeringsystemsthatmake
use of electromagnetic energy from ELF through optical frequencies. Topics include
propagation, radiation, interactions with matter, guided waves, and antenna fundamen-
tals. Prerequisits ELE 333. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE M3. INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRGOPTICS: lntroductorv overview of electro-
optics starting with Maxwell's equations and leading to lasers, liolography, and other
timely applications. Prerequisite: ELE 332. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 44. ADVANCED DIGITAL DESIGN: Systems approach to digital design indud-
ing: structured top-down development process using simple and complex logic modules
from various logic families; practical aspects of the design, construction, and verification
of digital subsystems; application of microcomputer and/or controller as a flexible logic
device; real-time embedded systems design; and the use of HDL tools and simulation.
Prerequisites: ELE374, ELE 334 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE M5. SIGNAL PROCESSING: Study of signal conditioning, digital signal process-
ing, and data processing. Topics include transducers, high gain amplifier design, digital
filtering, and spectrum estimation. Specialized application determined by instmctor.
Prerequisites: ELE 314 ELE 3M or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
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ELE 4/16. MCROELECTRONIC SYSTEMS DESIGN: Basic integrated circuit design
concepts, system layout, application of design methodology, the fabrication process,
manufacturing limitations of the design process, and CAD/CAE utilization to realize the
design process. Prerequisites: ELE 302, ELE 334 or equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 47. DIGITAL CONTROL SYSTEMS: Analvsis and svnthesis of feedback control
systems including digital compensators. Topiis includ6 performance and stability
analysis, regulator and servomedranism design using time and frequency domain
methods, and digital implementation case studies. Prerequisites: ELE 41t ELE 334 or
equivalent. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 1148. FIBER OPTIC COMMUNICATIONS: General light guidance principles; ray
optics; dispersion; single mode, multimode, and graded index fibers; basic laser and LED
source principles; photodetectors; error probability in digital optical systems; rise time
analysis; loss budget analysis; local area networks and long haul communication links.
Prerequisite: ELE 333, Corequisite: ELE tt01. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE M9. COMPUTER SYSTEMS ENGINEERING: An introduction to advanced com-
puterarchitectureandcomputersystemsdesign. Topicsinclude:explorationofprinciple
architecfurefeaturesof modemcomputers, instructionsetprinciples,pipelining,storage
systems, interconnection networks, introduction to parallel and multiprocessor systems,
and the use of hardware description languages (HDLs) in system implementation.
Prerequisites: ELE 314 and CPS346, or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
ELE 450L. PROIECTS LABORATORY: Project-oriented laboratory applylng engineer-
ing skills in the design, development, and demonstration of electrical and electronic
systems. Prerequisite: permission of the project advisor. 1.-3 sem. hrs.
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING (MEE)
The Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering offers a Bachelor of
Mechanical Engineering with sufficient elective courses to permit a concentration in
aerospace or minors in several other areas. The departrnent offers master's and
doctoral degrees in both mechanical engineering and aerospace engineering.
Mechanical engineering is an active, versatile, creative branch of engineering.
Medranical engineers conceive, design, and plan a wide variety of devices, ma-
chines, and systems and direct their manufacfure, distributior; and operation. They
are concerned with energy-its transformation, transmission, and utilization.
The field of mechanical engineering is so broad that several specialized
branches have grown from it. Mechanical engineers engage in all the mgineering
functions.<eative design, applied researdr, development, application and sales,
and management. The mechanical engineer's widely diversified professional cur-
riculum gives the graduate a broad base for further development. A mechanical
engineering background forms the basis for training in many other fields such as
law, medicine, and business management. It is also an excellent professionalbase
for interdisciplinary activities.
PROGRAM EN4: BACHELOR OF MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING (MEE)
Dept. No. Course 'LstTerml 2nilTerm
CMM
EGM
MTH
MEE
PHY
EGM
EGM
MTH
MEE
MEE
MEE
MEE
MEE
MEE
MEE
MEE
ELE
MEE
MEE
MEE
MEE
Sophomore Year
101 Fundamentals of Oral Comrnunication2
201 Statics
2LB Analytic Geometry and Calculus Itr
227L Computer Graphics tr
General Education requiremenf
207-208 General Physics tr, III
202 Dvnamics
303 Sti'engthofMaterials
219 Applied Differential Equations
301 Thermodynamics I
34OL EngineeringExperimentationlaboratory
Junior Year302 Thermodynamics tr
308 Fluid Mechanics
310L Machining Laboratory
312 Engineering Materials I
316 Mechanical Engineering Analysis
4'L4B Seminar
General Education requirements2
321 BasicElectricTheory
313 Engineering Materials II
3L9 Mechanical Vibrations
321 Theory of Machines
410 HeatTransfer
$.0-3
&0-3
4-04
0-&1
$.0-3
$0-3
&0-3
&0-3
0-91
$3-4
90-3
l.-0-0
90-3
$0-3
3-0-3
90-3
3,0-3
3-0-3
L?
0+2
-
t7
1-0-0
90-3
9S3
2-0-2
3-0-3
&0-3
3.0-3
v
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ELE 3?2ISE 401
MEE 423L
School ofEngineering MEE
Senior Year
Basic Electronics
Engineering Economy
Mechanical Engineering Laboratory
Design electivd
Controls electivea
Tedrnical electivess
90-3
1-0-1
0-9-3
TH
$0-3
&0-3
L-0-0
90-3
1-0-1
G0-6
3.G3
!0-3
T6
rFor example:3{-3 means 3 dass hrs.,0lab. hrs.,3 sem. hrs. credit.
2See General Education Requirements, ChapterV. Some General Education requirements
arespecifiedintheprogram (e.g.,PHY208);othersaretobechosenfromthelistingof approved
courses. Consult advisor.
3Either MEE 427, Mechanical Design I, or MEE425, Aerospace Daign'
aEither MEE 435, Feedback Control Systems, or MEE 408, Aircraft Performance and
Control.
sTedrnical electives to be selected from mgineering, mathematics, or science, and approved
by faculty advisor.
6Either PHL 315, Engineering Ethics, or REL 359, Christian Ethics and Engineering.
FACULTY
Glen E. johnson, Chairperson
Professor Emeriti: Smith, Wurst
Profasors: Ballal, Boehman, Brockmary Chuang, Doepker, Doyle, EasteP,
Eimermacher, Iain, Iohnson, Lestingi, Sargent, Schauer
Associate Professors.'Endres, Hallinan, Harmer, Kashani, Petrykowski, Takahashi
Assistant Professors: Amette, E. Ervin, I. Ervin, Kissock, Murray
Adj unct P rofessor : Shine
Adjunct Associate Professors: Ostdiek, Wursbrer
Labor atory Instntctor : Keehnen
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MEE 101. INTRODUCTION TO MECHANICAL ENGINEERING: Weekly meeting of
first-semester first-year mechanical engineering students. Presentation of medmnical
engineering program and discussion of student opportunities. No credit
MEE 104L. COMPUTER GRAPHICS I: Fundamentals of engineering graphics and the
part that graphical communication plays in engineering. Introduction to computer aided
design (CAD). 1sem. hr.
l\t1FF,227L. COMPUTER GRAPHICS ft Advanced engineering graphics and graphi-
cal communication in engineering; introduction to project design and engineering
Prerequisite: MEE 104L. 'l' sem- hr.
MEE 414 Seminar
MEE Mechanical engineering electives
Ethics elective6
General Education requirement2
T?
MEE University of Dayton IX
MEE 301. TT{ERMODYNAMICS I Concepts, definitions, and laws of thermodynam-
ics. Properties of puresubstances, inhoduction touse of thermodynamicproperty tables
and equations of state. Applications of the laws of thermodynamics to processes, heat
englnes, and control volumes. Corequisite: MTH 218. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 302. THERMODYNAMICS II: Gas and two'phase heating, cooling, power cycles.
Gas mixtures and air conditioning. First and second law analysis of reacting systems.
Chemical equilibrium. High velocitynozzle and diffuser flow. Prerequisite: MEE 301.
I sem. hrs.
MEE 308. FLtnD MECHAMCS: Laws and theory relative to incompressible fluids,
continuity, momenfum, and energy relations in flow sifuations; internal and extemal
flow in laminar and turbulent regimes. Prerequisites: MEE 301, MTH 219.
MEE 310L. MACHINING LABORATORY: Study of metal removal ,.*:t:::
machine tools such as lathes, grinders, milling machines, shapers, and planers; theory
and practice of precision dimensional metrology. Three hours of laboratory. Prerequi-
sites: MEE 1.04L,PHY 206. 'L sem. hr.
MEE 312. ENGINEERING MATERIAIS I: Principles of the mechanical behavior of
metallic and ceramic materials. Stnrcture of solids, deformation of solid, diffusion in
solids, strengthening mechanisms in materials, equilibrium and non-equilibirium pro'
cesses in ferrow and nonferrous metals and ceramic materials. Intsoduction to fractwe
mechanics. Prerequisites: EGM 303, MEE 301, PHY 208, or permission of instructor.
Corequisite: MEE 312L. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 312L. MATERIALS LABORATORY: Experiments illustrating the behavior of
metallic, ceramic, and polymeric materials. Strengthening mechanisms, crystallizatiorl
metallography, corrosion, thermal processing. Corequisite: MEE 312. L sem. hr.
MEE 313. ENGINEERING MATERIALS II: Chemistry and properties of high poly-
mers, composite materials, electrical properties of conductors and semiconductors,
dielectric and magnetic properties of materials, optical and thermal properties of
materials, and corrosion science. Prerequisites: MEE 31e or permission of instructor.
2 sem. hrs.
MEE 316. MECHAMCAL ENGINEERING ANALYSIS: Problem formulation and
mathematical modeling of engtn*ring systems and control volumes. Development of
computer skills; analysis and generalization of system responses. lntroduction to vibra-
tion and heat transfer theory and to the application of Fourier series and partial
differential equations to engineering problems. Prerequisites: CPS 132, MTH 219, MEE
30t,BGI|/ I202. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 319. MECHANICAL VIBRATIONS: Undamped and damped, free and forced
vibrations of single degree of freedom hanslational and rotational systems; vibration
isolation and absorption; multi-degree of freedom systems, continuous system, transient
vibration, approximate and numerical solution. Prerequisites: CI'S L32,EGM202,NITH
219. Corequisite: EGM 303. 3 sem, hrs.
MEE 321. THEORY OF MACHINES: Applications and design of mechanisms; use of
graphical and analytical techniques for the kinematic and dynamic analysis and synthe'
sisof machines. Analysisanddesignof cams, gears,andgeartrains. Balancingof rotating
masses. Prerequisite: EGM 202.
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MEE 330. ENGINEERING ECONOMICS: Basic principles and techniques of econo-
mic analysis of engineering projects. Prerequisite: MTH 169. l sem. hr.
MEE 340L. ENGINEERING EXPERIMENTATION LABORATORY: Design of ex-
periments; use of instrumentation; data acquisition and processing; error and statistical
-analysis;comparisontotheory;oralpresentation;technicalreportwriting.Measuremefit
of bisic engineering properties including temPerature, Pressure' floy rate, Power,
frequency, displacemene, friction, stress, and voltage. Prerequisites: ENG 102, PHY
207. Cor6quisiie: MTH 219. 2 sem. hrs.
MEE 401. AERODYNAMICS: Fundamentals of steady incompressible, invixid aero-
dynamic flows over wings. Emphasis on force and moment determination for air foil and
fiirite wings. Prerequisite: MEE 308. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 402. ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS: Inboduction to global energy con-
cems;fossilandnuclearfuels;energyconsumPtionanalysis;solarenergyandaltemative
energyconcepts; nuclear powerplants, steampowerplants, industrial gas turbines, and
totallnergy power planb; mergy management and conservation techniques. Prerequi-
site: MEE 302 or CME 305 or MCT 232. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 408. AIRCRAFT PERFORMANCE AND CONTROL: Elementary development
of aircraft equations of motion; performance in level flighg climbing and descmding
performance; tuming performance, takeoff and landing P{ormqTt 
_static and dy-
namic stability and control in all three axes. Prerequisite: MEE 4)1, EGM202' 
sem. hrs.
MEE 409. AEROSPACE STRUCTURES: Structural properties of wing and tuselage
sections. Nonsymmetrical bending of skin-stringer wing sections. Shear stresses in thin-
walled and skin-seinger multiple-celled sections. Deflection by energy methods. Intro'
duction to finite elernent stiffness method. Prerequisite: EGM 303. 3 sem. hrs.
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MEE 410. HEAT TRANSFER: Fundamentals of conduction, convection, and thermal
radiation energy transfer. Conduction of heat in steady and unsteady state. Principles of
boundary layer theory applicable to free and forced convectionheat transfer forintemal
and extemal flows. Radiation analysis with and without convection and conduction.
Prerequisites: MEE 308, 315. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 413. PROPULSION: Principles of propulsive devices, aerothermodynamics, dif-
fuser and nozzle flow, energy transfer in furbo-machinery; furbojet, furbo.fan, prop-fan
engines; turbo'prop and turboshaft engrnes. RAM and SCRAM jet analysis and a brief
introduction to related materials and air frame-propulsion interaction, Prerequisite:
MEE 418. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 4144. SEMINAR: Presentations on contemporary mechanical engineering sub-
jects by student+ faculty, and engineers in active practice; student involvement in
ptofessional and service activities. Registration required of all students in their last term
prior to graduation. l sem. hr.
MEE 4148. SEMINAR: Presentations on contemporary medranical engineering sub-
jects by students, faculty, and engineers in active practice; sfudent involvement in
professionalandserviceactivities. Registrationrequiredofalljuniorandseniorstudents
not registered in MEE 4144. No credit
lv|EE 417. INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES: Combustion and energy release
processes. Applications to spark and compression ignition, thermal jet, rocket and gas
tutbine engines. Emphasis on air pollution problems caused by intemat combustion
engines. Idealized and actual cycles studied in preparation for laboratory testing of I. C.
engines. Prerequisite: MEE 301 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 418. GAS DYNAMCS: Application of the basic thermodynamic and fluid
motion laws to the solution of engineering problems in fluid mechanics. Use of differen-
tial and integral equations for internal and extemal flow of compressible fluids with
friction and heat transfer. Isentropic flow; adiabatic flowi normal and oblique shocks;
Prandtl-Meyer flow; Fanno and Rayleigh line flow. Prerequisites: MEE 308.
MEE 4120. HEATING AND AIR CONDmONING: Theory and methods .r::#,-
ing comfortableindustrialand residential environments. Psydrrometrics; effects of solar
radiation; heat transmission through solid boundaries and transparent materials; heat-
ingandcoolingloadcalculations;sizingof equipmenf energyconservationandmanage.
ment concepts. Corequisite: MEE 410 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs,
MEE 423L. MECHAMCAL ENGINEERING LABORATORY: Three.hour laboratory
session and three-hour out-of-class group session each week. Analysis, modeling,
testing, and oral and written presentation of studies in power generatiory heat transfer,
and fluid dynamic systems. Prerequisite: MEE 302, 308,340L,470. 3 sem. hrs,
\IIEE 424L. AEROSPACE ENGINEERING LABORATORY: Analysis, modeling, test-
ing, and oral and written presentation of sfudies in aerodynamics; propulsiory heat
transfer, and controls. Three-hour laboratory session and three'hour out-of-class group
session eactr week. Prerequisites: MEE 302, 308,340L,410. 3 sem. hrs,
MEE4[25. AEROSPACEDESIGN: Designprojectinwhichteamsof studentssynthesize
an engineering solution toa complex aerospace relatedproblem through the integration
of mechanical and aerospace engineering principles. Prerequisites: MEE 408, 4@, 473 ot
permission of instructor. Corequisite: MEE 425L.
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MEE 425L. AEROSPACE DESIGN LABORATORY: Laboratory to accompany MEE
425. Prerequisites: MEE 4fr8,4@,413. Corequisite: MEE 425. 'L sem. hr.
.}l4EE 427. MECHAMCAL DESIGN I: Stress and deflection analysis of machine
components; theoriesof failure; fatiguefailureofmetals;designandanalysisof meduni-
cal components such as spur gears, shafts, springs, fasteners. Prerequisites: EGM 303,
MEE 321. Corequisite: MEE 427L. 3 sem. hrs.
NIF,E 427L. MECHANICAL DESIGN LABORATORY I: Design projects applying prin-
ciples coveredinMEEtl2T. Solutionof complexproblemswith emphasison synthesisand
design of mechanical systems. Corequisite: IvreE 427. L sem. hr.
NIEE 428. MECHANICAL DESIGN II: Advanced topics in stress and deflection
analysis; analysis and design of mechanical elements such as gears, joumal and ball
bearings, belts, brakes, and clutdres; principles of fracture mectranics; failure analysis;
madrinery construction principles. Contemp orary design methods and issues associated
with the product development ryde. PrerequisitetlvEE 427. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 430. MECHANICS OF MANUFACTURING PR@ESSES: Casting processes,
design of castings, and casting defects; metal working Processes, such as extrusio&
forging, rolling, and &awing, and principles of die design; metal shearing and forming;
welding processes, design of weldments, and study of microstructure in heat affected
zone; powder metallurgy and design principles for P/M parts; metal removal Processes.
Prerequisites: EGM 303, MEE 310L,312. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 435. FEEDBACK CONTROL SYSTEMS: Analyses of automatic feedback
control systems using time domain solutions, Laplace transforms, block diagrams,
transfer functions, characteristic equations, stability criteri4 and control actions, System
performance based on Nyquist, Bode, and root-locus with system compensation. Prereq-
uisite: MEE 319. 3 sem' hrs'
MEE 436. VEHICLE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS: Ground, air, water, space
vehicles. Development of force, moment, and kinematic equations. Advanced applica-
tions including stability, control, performance evaluations. Vehicle simulation. Analog
computation. Prerequisite: MEE 308 or permission of instructor. 3 sem. hrs.
MEE 438. ROBOTICS AND FLEXIBLE MANTIFACTLIRING: Overview of induseial
robots; physical configuration, operation, and programming of robots; actuators, drive
mechanisms, sensors, vision systems, controls, and control methods for robots; economic
considerations; and automated factory concePt. Prerequisites: MEE 321. 3 sem, hrs,
MEE 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN MECHAMCAL AND AEROSPACE ENGINEER-
ING: Particular assignments to be arranged and approved by deparbnent chairperson.
L-5 sem. hrs.
In addition to the courses listed above, sfudenb may select as undergraduate
electives mechanical or aerospace engineering (MEE or AEE) courses from the 500
series listed in the Graduate Issue of lhe Bulletin.
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SERVICE (EGR, EGM,ISE)
AND INTERDISCIPLINARY (ENI)
COURSES FOR ENGINEERING
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION-EGR
EGR 102. SEMINAR FOR UNDECLARED STUDENTS: A seminar to acquaint the
student with the University and the departrnents of the School 
"t *f"iflr?r'
EGR 201. TECHNOLOGY AND THE ENGINEERING METHOD: Survey of the
fields of engineering and their tasks and tools. Development of simplified engineering
skills with application to case problems. Review of contemporary technology. Exposure
toanengineeringdesignandlaboratoryexperience.Notforengineeringand/ortechnol-
ogymarors. 3 sem, hrs.
EGR320. SYSTEMSDESIGN-HONORS: Interdisciplinarysystems-designexperience
to emphasize the basic problem-solving approach and philosophy of engineering for
students of varied backgrounds. By permission only. 3 sem. hrs.
EGR 498. HONORS THESIS: Selection, design, investigation, and completion of an
independent original research study resulting in a document prepared for submission
as a potential publication and a completed undergraduate thesis. Restricted to students
in University Honors Program. 3-6 sem. hrs.
EGR 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN ENGINEERING: Particular assignments to be
arranged and approved by the dean of engineering. '1.-5 sem. hrs.
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION-EGM
Engineering mechanics (EGM) courses are taught and administered by the
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics.
EGM 201. STATICS: The principles of medranics; force systems, free body diagrams,
resultants and equilibrium, cenhoids and centers of gravity; application to trusses,
frames, machines, and beams; friction; moments of inertia. Corequisit",*rtffi. 
*r.
EGM 202. DYNAMICS: Kinematics, including translation, rotation, plane motion, and
relative motion; kinetics of particles and bodies by the methods of force'mass-accelera-
tion, work-energy, and impulse-momentum. Prerequisite: EGM 201. 3 sem. hrs.
EGM 303. STRENGTH OF MATERIALS: The study of stresses, shains, and deflec-
tions in tension, compressiory shear, flexure, and torsion; shear and moment diagrams;
analysis of stresses and strains at apoin! Mohr's circle; analysis of columns. Prerequisite:
EGM 201. Each terrr. 3 sem' hrs'
EGM 304. ADVANCED STRENGTH OF MATERIALS: Stresses and shains at a point;
shear center; unsymmetrical bending; curved beams; flaj plates; torsionof noncircular
bars; beams on elistic supporg bucldling. Prerequisite: EGM 303. First and second terms
each year. - 3 sem' hrs,
EGM 4145. FIMTE ELEMENT APPUCATIONS: Lrtroduction to the fundamentals
of the finite element method; modeling of engineering systems and elements using
computer-aided engineering. Prerequisites: EGM 303, MTH 219. 3 sem. hrs.
EGMI 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN ENGINEERING MECHANICS: PATTiCUIAT
assignments to be arranged and approved by chairperson of the deparfinent.
'1.-6 sem. hrs.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION-ISE
Industrial and systems engineering (ISE) courses are taught and administered by
the Departrnent of Engineering Management and Systems.
ISE 313. ENGINEERING LAW: Legal principles applied to engineering. 3 sem' hrs'
ISE 369. PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS FOR ENGINEERS: Conceptual develop-
ment of probabitity and statistics with engineering applications. R,an{om variables,
probabili'4, distributions, Bayes theorem, cenhal limit theorem, population andsample
moments,-point and intervai estimates, hypothesis testing, regression analysis. Prereq-
uisite M'fH 218. 3 sem. hrs'
ISE 4101. ENGINEERING ECONOMY: Basic principles and techniques of economic
analysisof engineeringprojects.Timevalueof money, short-andlong-terminvestm€nts,
replicement analysis, feireciation methods, cost allocation, and meagures of cost
efiectiveness. Prerequisite-: MTH 218. 3 sem' hrs.
ISE 402, ECONOMIC DECISION ANALYSF FOR ENGINEERS: INtTOdUCtiON tO
the models and methods of economic decision analysis as they relate to engineering
decisions. Fundamental economic concePts, cost estimates, interest and time value of
money, comparison of altematives, before and after-tax analysrs, analysis of public
acdvilies, decision making under risk and uncertainty, break-even analysis, linear
programming models. Prdequisite: MTH 218' 1-3 sem. hrs.
ISE, ENI
rsE 421. RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY: Applicarion of probability and
statistical th.eorytoengineeringreliabilitydesign and anatysis; reliabilityof components
and assemblies; design of systems for reliability and maintainability. Prerequisites: MTH
368 or ISE 359;Q5732. 3 sem. hrs.
ISE 423. QUAUTY ASSURANCE: Principles of statistical quality conhol. Application
of attributes and variable acceptance sampling plans; conhol charts; design of quarif
control systems and procedures. Prerequisites: MTH 368 or ISE 369; CpS 132.
3 sem. hrs.
ISE 428. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF ENGINEERING D@ERIMENTS: Application
of statistical methods to engineering experimentation; analysis of experimental iesponse
through statistical methods. Prerequisites: MTH 368 or ISE 369; CpS 132. 3 sem. hrs.
ISE 451. PRODUCTION AND INVENTORY PLANNING AND CONTROL: Anal-
ysis and design of systems of personnel and machines for production processes. Forecast-
ing- scheduling, production and inventory control. Preriequisites: MrH goa or ISE 359;
CPS 132. 3 sem. hrs.
ISE 452453. OPERATIONS RESEARCH I AND tr: Applicarions and elementary
theory of selected topics such as linear programming, transportation and assignment
pt"l-I"-"p, network analysis, game theory, nonlinear programming, queueing theory,
and Markov processes. Prerequisites: MTH 368 or ISE 359; CI,S 132. J sem. hrs. eaih
ISE 455. PRINCIPLES OF SYSTEMS: Basic concepts of structure in dynamic
systems; starting point for systems approach to dynamic systems in multidisciplinary
courses in urban, ecological, cor?orate, or other social systems. Prerequisites: Nrrnr g68
or ISE 369; CPS 132. 3 sem. hrs.
ISE 499. SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN SYSTEMS: Particular assignments to be arranged
and approved. 1.-6 sem.hrs.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION-ENI
Information on engineering interdisciplinary @NI) courses is available in the
Office of the Dean of the School of Engineering.
ENI 299. SPECIAL PRoBLEMS: special problems courses at an introductory level
relative to engineering problems and activities. To be arranged and approved by
the dean. L-6 sem. hri.
ENI 451. INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC POLICY PLANMNG: Introduction to
publicpolicyandprogramplanning theroleofengineeringinpublicpoliryformulation,
systems aPproaches to complex decisionmaking, inhoduction to interpretive structural
modeling and its poliry-oriented uses. 3 sem. hrs.
ENI 455. SYSTEMS MODELING I: Introduction to the modeling of social systems,
emphasizing feedback loops and their behavior; development of methods for under-
standing mechanisms underlying growth, stagnatiory and cydical fluctuations; formu-
lation of models for industrial, economic, social, and ecological systems; laboratory
digital simulation. Prerequisites: MTH 358 or ISE 369; CPS 132. 3 sem. hrs.
ENI 456. SYSTEMS MODELING tr: An individual or group project in guided re.
search with emphasis on modeling of economic, industrial, urban, ecological, and
world systems. Prerequisite: ENI 455. 3 sem. fu*
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ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
The School of Engineering also offers a Bachelor of Science in Engineering
Technology. The curricula in which the degree is offered are chemical Process
technology, electronic engineering technology, environmental engineering technol-
ogy,industrialengineeringtechnology,manufacturingengineeringtechnologyand
mechanical engineering technology. The engineering technologist is usually in-
volved in the design, performance evaluation, service and sales of products,
equipment, and manufacfuring systems or the management of these activities. The
managementof processoperations, environmental activities, and plantfacilities are
also important career paths.
The engineering technology prograrns provide: (1) specialized technical courses
that emphasize rational thinking and the application of engineering and scientific
principles to the practical solution of technological problems; (2) courses in applied
mathematics and science sufficient to support the technical courses and to prepare
the student for future growth; and (3) education to prepare students to communicate
intelligently and to take places in society as responsible, humane, complete profes-
sionals.
Theprograms in electronic engineering technology, industrial engineering tech-
nology, manufacturing engineering technology and mechanical engineering tech-
nology are accredited by the Technology Accreditation Commission of the
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology.
TRANSFER STUDENTS
The engineering technology programs welcome transfer students from associate
degree programs in engineeiing technology who wish to pursue the Bachelor of
Science in Engineering Technology. Graduates of two-year associate degree pro-
grams in engineering technology should normally expect to undertake at least two
additional years of work for the bachelor's degree.
MINORS IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Sfudents majoring in any engineering technology programmay eam a minor in
another engineering technology program by completing 12 approved semester
hours of work in the second discipline. Courses already required in the studenfs
program may not be counted in the minor. The director of the program in which the
minor is to be eamed is responsible for approving the list of courses for the minor.
Engineering technology sfudents also may eam a minor in computer science by
taking the set of courses prescribed by the Department of Computer science.
Non-engineering technology majors may earn a minor in an engineering
technology discipline.
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY FIRST-YEAR REQUIREMENTS
students selecting any of the six engineering technology majors should take the
courses prescribed for the first year as listed in the individual curricula later in this
section of the Butletin. Undeclared engineering tedrnology students should follow
the first vear schedule listed below.
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FIRST YEAR PROGRAM_UNDECLARED ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY STUDENTS
Dept. No. Semester Hours
SET L'1.2 Precalculus for Engineering Technology ............... 4-M
SET L1.3 Finite Mathematics for Engineering Technology 90-3
SET 153L Technical Computation Laboratory.................. 0-31CPI 125 Inorganic Chemistry with Laboratory............... TU
IET 2LS Organization and Management 3-G3
ENG I0L-102 English Composition I, tr.......... .. G04
REL 103 IntroductiontoReligion 3-0-3
PHL 103 Introduction to Philosophy 3-0-3
HST 101 or L02 History of Westem Civilization I or II ............ 90-3
CMM 101 Fundamentals of Oral Communication.............. ....... 30-3
Total first-year requirements 33
ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
DEGREE REQUIREMENTS
The degree requiremenb listed under the engineering degree requirements are
applicable to the engineering technology degree programs. Only the number of
semester credit hour requirements for graduation differ. The semester houts re-
quired for the engineering technology programs are:
Bachelor of Science in Engineering Technology:
Chemical Process Technology Major 131
Electronic Engineering Technology Major 129
Environmental Engineering Technology Major 130
lndustrial Engineering Technology Major 131
Manufacturing Engineering Technology Major 130
Mechanical Engineering Technology Major 732
%2
CPT
CHEMICAL PROCESS TECHNOLOGY (CPT)
Graduates of the Chemical Process Technology Program are suited for
professional positions in process operations. The chemical process industries
produce and distribute many key materials such as pharmaceuticals, petro-
leum products, paper, plastics, rubber, insecticides, fertilizers, and metals.
Typical positions involve the supervision of production, the management of
quality assurance, maintenance planning and control, or marketing and tech-
nical service. The program includes mathematics, basic and engineering sci-
ences/ process technology, computer programming, and General Education
courses. Topics in industrial engineering technology are taken as electives.
PROGRAM T1: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
CHEMICAL PROCESS TECHNOLOGY (CPT)
Dept. No. Course lstTermt 2ndTerm
First Year
CPT 125 Inorganic Chemistry
SET 153L Technical Computation Lab
MCT 110L Technical Drawing and CAD
REL 103 Introduction to Religion2
SET 112 Precalculus forEngineering Technology
ENG 101-102 College Composition I, IF
or 114 or 198
3-H
1-0-1
0-G2
3-0-3
4-04
3-0-3
SET
CPT
PHL
HST
CPT
MCT
IET
101,/102 History of Westem Civilization2
Sophomore Year
2L2 Quantitative Analysis?20 Statics and Dynamics
zLS Organization and Management
General Education requirement2
SET 2L0-27J, Calculus I, tr for Engineering Technology
MCT ?3'1. Fluid Mechanics
PHY 203 ModemTechnicalPhvsics
EET 201 Fundamentals of Elecfuonic Technology
CPT 316 Analytical Instrummtation
113
210
103
cPT 313EET 36L
sET 305
cMM 101
Finite Mathematics for Engineering Technology
Organic Chemistry
lntroduction to Philosophy'?
Junior Year
Topics in Physical Chemistry
Programming Struchres
Differential Equations for Engineering Tech.
Fundamentals of Oral Communicationz
General Education requirements2
Tedmical Writing
Thermodynamics
Materials Science
Strength of Materials
Technical elective
t7
2-il
90-3
!0-3
g0-3
$0-3
&0-3
&0-3yu
3.0-3
90-3
t6
&0-3
$0-3
3-24
3.0-3
3-H
t7
$0-3
2-0-2
&0-3
3-0-3
$0-3
3.0-3
L7
363
16
3-0-3
3,0-3
&0-3
$0-3
3,0-3
sET t34
MCT U2
cPT 305
MCT 22L
9G3
-
CPT
Senior Year
CPT 215 The Chemical Industry
SET 499 Seminar
CPT 40L402 Process Operations I, II
General Education requirements2
Tedmical electives
CPT 420 Instrumentation and Control
University of Dayton IX
3.0-3
1-0-1
3-H
$.0-3
6''0-6
t7
3-34
&0-3
6-0-6
3.0-3
L6
lFor example,30-3 means 3 class hr.,0 lab. hrs., and 3 sem. hrs. of credit
2See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
specified in the program (e.g. PHY 203); others are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses.
FACULTY
foseph A. Untener, Chairperson of Department of Engineering Technology
Warren H. Smith, Program Coordinator
P r ofes sm Emeri tu s : Gr oss
Associate Professor: Smith
Assistant Professolsj Trick, Utgikar
Part-tim.e lnstructors: Abrahamso& Dichiaro, Haws, Hughes, Woods
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
CPT 122. GENERAL CHEMISTRY: Suwey of the general principles of drernistry includ-
ing elements and their simpler compounds. Emphasis on topics of importance in
industrial activities. 3 sem. Itrs.
CYt 122L. GENERAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: To accompany CPT 122. Three
hours oflaboratory a week. L sem. hr.
CPT 125. INORGANIC CHEMISTRY: Comprehensive treafinent of the structure,prop-
erties and reactivities of chemical elements and their inorganic compounds. Prerequisite:
high school chemistry with screening testpassing score or CW 122. 3 sem. hrs'
CPT 125L. INORGAMC CHEMSTRY I-A.BORATORY: Physicochemical measute-
ments to accompany CPT 1"25. Three hours of laboratory a week. '1, sem. hr.
CPT 210. ORGANIC CHEMSTRY: Study of aliphatic, aromatic, and heterocyclic
compounds, induding structure, reactions, properties, and applications. Prerequisite:CPA125. 3 sem. hrs.
CPT 210L. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY LABORATORY: To accompany CPT 210. Three
hours of laboratory a week. 1, sern. hr.
Cm 212. QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS: Fundamental principles and teclrniques in-
volvedinexact analysis. Theoryof gravimetry, titrimetry, and colorimetry. Prerequisite:
CW 125,270. 2 sem. hrs.
CW 212L. QUANTITATIVE ANALY$S LABORATORY: To accompany CPI 212.
Five hours of laboratory a week. Prerequisite: CPT 125L. 2 sem. hrs.
CPT215. THE CHEMCAL INDUSTRY-TECHNOLOGYANDISSTIES: Broad survey
of the dremical processindustries sbessing their underlying chemistry, unit operations,
and generation of by-products. Environmental concetns and key economic factors are
examined as issues bearing on individual values and the ethics of industrial decisions.
Prerequisite: CPT 210. 3 sem. hts.
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CPT 305. MATERIALS SCIENCE: Introduction to engineering materials and their
properties and behavior. Emphasis on physical metallurgy, metals, alloys. Some cover-
age of ceramics, cements, and aggregates. 3 sem. hrs.
CPT 313. TOPICS IN PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY: Consideration of several topics
pertinent to physical &emistry: thermochemistry, states of matter, reaction kinetics,
electrochemistry. Prerequisite: CPT 125. 3 sem. hrs,
CPT 316. ANALYTICAL INSTRLIMENTATION: Study of analytical instrumentation
commonlyavailabletoresearchlaboratoriesandprocessindustries.Includesunderlying
physical principles, equipment operations, and the interpretation of spectra and other
data. Prerequisits CPT 212. 3 sem. hrs.
CPT 316L. ANALYTICAL INSTRTIMENTATION LABORATORY: To accompany
CPT 315. Three hours of laboratory a week. Prerequisite: CW 212L. 1 sem. hr.
CPT 340. ENMRONMENTAL PROCESS MECHAMCS: Key teclrnologies in erviron-
mental control practice including mechanisms of specie diffusion, phase equilibrium,
destruction by oxidization and separation by soqption and desorption. Principles of
material and energy balances and stage-wise mass transfer. Computer solutions and EPA
data bases. Prerequisites: SET 305, MCT 23L, U2. 3 sem. hrs,
CPT 400. SELECTED CHEMCAL TOPICS: lnvestigation and discussion of cu:rent
te&nical topics in chemical technology. May be taken more than once. Prerequisite:
Permission of departnrent chairperson. i sem, hrs.
CIrf rm1. PROCESS OPERATIONS I: Study and apptcation of the engineering prin-
ciples and methods which r:nderlie dremical process operations. Material and energy
balances, fluid flow, heat transfer, evaporation, drying and filtration. Prerequisites:
MCT 231, 342,CPT 313. 3 sem. hrs.
CPT 402. PROCESS OPERATIONS tr: Continuation of CPT 40L, ernphasizing mass
transfer operations. Humidification, distillation,liquid-liquid extraction, gas scnrbbing
and adsolption. Prerequisite: CPT 401. 3 sem, hrs.
CPT 4101L-402L. PROCESS OPERATIONS LABORATORY I, tr: To accompany CPT
4$-qL Three hours of laboratory a week. 1, sem. hr. each
CPT 420.INSTRLIMENTATION AND CONTROL: Survey of devices for detecting
and signaling the state of processcontrol variables. Principles and methods of automatic
process control. Control modes, controllers, feedback and feed forward operations,
tuning methods, and data acquisition systems. lncludes tuning exercises using com-
puter-simulated processes, 3 sem. hrs.
CPT 452. AIR POLLUTION CONTROL: Study of air pollution, its origins and effects,
and methods of pollution abatement. Emphasis on abatement altematives, industriat
equipmenN and operations. Prerequisites: CPT 125. SET 211. 3 sem. hrs.
CPT 4153. WATER POLLUTION CONTROL: Study of water pollution, its origins,
effects, and methods of abatement. Emphasis on chemical and biological factors; regula-
tions governing surface water, drinking water and industrial effluents; distribution and
treatment of municipal drinking water and waste water. Prerequisite: BIO 350. MCT 231.
3 sem, hrs.
CPT Universitv of Davton X
CPT453L. WATERPOLLUTIONCONTROL LABORATORY: To accompanyCPT 453.
Experimenb in quantitative and qualitative methods of water analysis, including bio'
logical and chemical techniques. Possible visits to municipal or water treabnent facilities.
No absmces permitted. Prerequisite: CW 2L2L. 1. san. hr.
CPT 454. HAZARDOUS WASTE POLLUTION CONTROL: Study of hazardous
wastes, their generation, storage and methods of abatement. Emphasis on toxiciology,
regulatory provisions, management for minimizing impact. Thermal conversion and
incineration systems are examined extensively. Prerequisite: CPT 125,340, BIO 350.
3 sem. hrs.
CPT455. GROTINDWATERPOLLUTIONCONTROL: Studiesof ground water occur-
rence, hydrogeology, contaminant entry, plume fate and transport and control method-
ologies. Strong emphasis on regulatory provisions and site clean-up, mitigation and
remediation technologies, solid waste disposal practices. Prerequisite: GEO 218, CPT
340, BIO 35().
*General Education course. See Chapter V.
3 sem. hrs,
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ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (EET)
The Electronic Engineering Technology Program prepares sfudenb for careers in
the electronics field. The curriculum includes a strong emphasis on computer
engineering technology while centering on applied engineering topics in circuit
analysis, electronic design, communications, digital circuits, microprocessors, and
instrumentation. The graduate is prepared to work in industry at a variety of tasks
including analog and digital design, microprocessor hardware and software appli-
cations, electronic controls, automatiory engineering sales, product design and
development, and electronic communications. The curriculum provides the shong
foundation in basic electronics necessary to support any future career sfudies or
development as dictated by changing technology or career roles.
PROGRAM T2: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
(EEr)
Dept. No. lstTermt 2ndTerm
First Year
SET 100 First-Year Seminar
PHL 103 Introduction to Philosophy2
SET 112 Precalculus forEngineering TechnologySET 113 Finite Mathematics for Engineering Technology
SET 153L Technical Computation
EET 1LU120 Electrical Circuits I, tr
ENG 101-102 College Composition I, II2
or 114 or 198
HST L0L/102 History of Westem Civilization2
REL 103 Introduction to Religion2
1-0-1
90-3
+04
0-&1
3-H
&.0-3
3.G3
TH
$.0-3
&.0-3
3-0-3
cMM 101EET 220EET 223LEET 224SET 2IO
sET 334EET 3OOEET 206CPT L?2EET 357SET 2L1,
EET
EET
EET
MCT
SET
EET
Sophomore Year
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Electrical Circuits Itr
Schematics and Diagrams
Digital Computer Fundamentals
Calculus I for Engineering Technology
Technical Writing
Electronic Engineering Technology Seminar
Electron Devices I
General Chemistrv
Microprocessors i
Calculus II for Engineering Technology
Junior Year
Cathode Ray Oscilloscope
Elechon Devices tr
Microprocessors II
Statics and Dynamics
Differential Equations for Engineering Technology
Electronic Engineering Technology Seminar
L6
3.0-3
30-3
0-$.1
'-H3.0-3
2-0-2
1-0-0 1-0-0
v34
3-H}}4
3.0-3
208
305
358
220
306
300
L6
1-0-1
TU
$0-3
&0-3
$0-3
L-0-0 1-0-0
367
EET University of Dayton IX
t7
TU
1-0-1
1-0-0
G0-6
60-6
17
EETEET 36IEET 328IET 2L5PHY 203
EET 427
sET 499T' 1'
EET 430
Electronic Engineering Technology Electives
Programming Structures
Electronic Communications
Organization and Management
Modem Technical Physics
Senior Year
Pulse and Digital Circuits
Seminar
Electronic Engineering Technology Seminar
General Education requirements2
Technical electives
Special Electronic Projects
T7
1-0-0
9-U9
G04
1-0-1
L6
lFor example, 90-3 means 3 dass fus., 0 lab. hrs., and 3 sem. hrs. of aedit.
2See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
::#f 
in the program (e.g., PHY 203); others are to be chosen from the listing of approved
FACULTY
Joseph A. Untener, Chairperson of Department of Engineuing Technology
|oseph M. Farren, Program Coordinator
Professor Emeritus: Hazen
Professors: Farren, Hanneman, Rooney
Associate Professors: Coures, Ismail
P art-time Instntctors: Gels, Iselin, Surber, VanDonkelaar
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
EET 100. FIRST-YEAR SEMINAR: Inhoduction to the deparfinent, its faculty, its cur-
riculum, opportunitiesfor graduates, and the variousproceduresandpoliciesnecessary
for the suciessful student to follow. No credit
EET 110. ELECTRICAL CIRCUTTS I: Practical concepts of DC circuits: resistance,
resistivity, power, and magnetism. Circuit calculations using basic formulas. Corequi-
site: sET 112. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 110L. ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS I LABORATORY: To accompany EET 110. Three
hours of laboratory a week. 'l' sem. hr,
EET 120. ELECTRICAL CIRCUTTS II: Practical concepts of AC circuits: capacitance,
inductance, reactance, impedance,phase, and circuitanalysis. Circuitcalculationsutilize
vectors and complex quantities. Prerequisites: SET 112 and EET LlO,201' or PHY 202.
3 sem. hrs.
EET 120L. ELECTRICAL CIRCUITS II LABORATORY: To accomPany EET 120.
Three hours of laboratory a week. 1 sem. hr.
EET 201. FLINDAMENTALS OF ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY: Physics of elec-
tricify, DC and AC circuit fundamentals, measutements, and electron devices for non-
electronic engineering technology majors. Prerequisite: SET 112. 3 sem. hrs.
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*H
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EET 206. ELECTRON DEVICES I: p*t6.66x1rals of semiconductor diodes, transistors
(bipolar and field effect), amplifiers,biasingand small signal analysis. Prerequisitq EET
120. Corequisite: SET 210. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 205L. ELECTRON DEVICES I LABORATORY: To accompany EET 206. Three
hours of laboratory a week. 1 sem. hr,
EET 208. CATHODE RAY OSCILLOSCOPE: Study of the design, operation and
application of the cathode ray oscilloscope. Prerequisite: EET 120. - - 1 sem. hr.
EET 220. ELECTRICAL CIRCTITS Ift Topics in AC circuits including power factor
9oryegtion, resonance, polyphase circuits, Fansformers, pulse response,-and the use of
PSPICE to analyze circuits. Prerequisite EET 120. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 223L. SCFIEMATICS AND DIAGRAMS: Procedures, standards and symbols
used on electronic circuit diagrams. Inhoduction to sctrematic capfure using a CAO
system. Three hours of laboratory a week. Prerequisite: EET 120. 1 sem. fu.
EET 224, DIGITAL COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS: Fundamental rheorv and tech-
ryques of electronic data processing to include binary arithmetic, switching theory(Boolean algebra), and basic circuitry (gates, adders, registers, and memory). Pre-
requisite: Permission of advisor. 3 sem. hrs,
EET 224L. DIGITAL COMPUTER FUNDAMENTALS LABORATORY: To accom-
parryEET 224. Three hours of laboratory a week.
EET 300. ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY SEMINAIT Exdrange of
ideas in elecbonics, induding guest lecturers and sfudentpresentations. Required of all
F/T EET students with sophomore standing. - No credit
EET 306. ELECTRON DEVICES tr: Fundamentals of integrated circuits, operational
amplifiers, tsansistors, photoelectric devices, silicon-controlled rectifiers, and their asso.
1. sem. hr.
ciated circuits. Prerequisite: EET 206. Corequisite: SET 211. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 305L. ELECTRON DEVICES tr LABORATORY: To accompany EET 306. Three
hours of laboratorv a week. 7 sem. hr.
EET 307. ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS: Application of direct and altemating
current circuit analysis to electrical measuring methods and techniques with emphasis
on industrial problems and considerations. Prerequisite: EET 120. 3 sem. hts.
EET 328. ELECTRONIC COMMLINICATIONS: Principles of operation of filters,
modulators, demodulators, and converters. Prerequisite: EET 305. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 328L. ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS LABORATORY: To accompany EET
328. Threehoursoflaboratorya week. 'l sim.hr.
EET 357. MICROPROCESSORS I: Study of microprocessor architecture, hardware,
software, and application. Prerequisite: EET224. Corequisite EET35Ernustbetdcenat
same time. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 357L. MCROPROCESSORS I LABORATORY: To accompany EET 357. Em-
phasis on memory design, I/O design, and software development. Three hours of
laboratory a week. 7 sem. hr.
EET 358. MCROPROCESSORS II: Studies in microprocessor software design, mass
storage systems, and applications. Prerequisite: EET 357. 3 sem. hrs.
EET University of DaytonIX
EET 351. PROGRAMMING STRUCTURES: The study of programming language
structure concepts for microcomputers. Emphasis on the C programming language and
itsapplication to software andhardware development. TopicsincludeC operators, flow
control statements, functions, Pointers and arrays, I/O structures, and library routines.
Prerequisite: SET 113 orEET 224. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 362. CONCEPTS AND APPLICATIONS OF COMPUTER OPERATING
SYSTEMS: Introduction to the fundamentals and applications of comPuter operating
systemsand theinteractionof hardwareand software. Operatingsystemsforlarge-scale,
mini-, and microcomputers introduced through case studies. Prerequisite: EET 357.
3 sem. hrs.
EET 4100. SELECTED ELECTROMC TOPICS: Investigation and discussion of current
technical topics in electronic engineering technology. May be takm more than once.
Prerequisite: Permission of department chairperson. 'l'-4 sem. hrs.
EET 427. PULSE AND DIGITAL CIRCIITS: Design and analysis of circuits relating to
computers and digital control. Topics indude integrators, differentiators, multivibrators,
flip-hop+ time'base generators, and programmable logic devices (PLD's). Laplace
transform analysis is utilized. Prerequisites: EET 220,224;SET 306. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 427L. PULSE AND DIGITAL CIRCTIIS LABORATORY: To accompany EET 427 .
Three hours of laboratory a week. 1" sem. hr.
EET 430. SPECIAL ELECTRONIC PROIECTS: Laboratory work and reading associ-
ated with a phase of electricity selected by the student and approved by departrnent
chalperson. Prerequisite: EET 306. 1 sem. hr-
EET 450. MICROELECTRONICS: Study of the principles, desigrr techniques, and fab-
rication processes utilized in the construction of thick film, thin film, and integrated
chcuits. Frerequisite: EET 205. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 451. ADVANCED INSTRTIMENTATION: Unstructured laboratory study of
modem instrumentation. Indepmdent projects including CRT system, integtating DVM,
acoustical equipment, and advanced standards. Prerequisite: EET 208. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 452. FEEDBACK CONTROLS: Study of signal flow, circuit stability. Nyquist
criteria Bode plots, oscillators, amplifiers, and electromechanical devices. Pre-requisite:
EET 306. - 3 sem' hrs'
EET 453. ANTENNAS: Study of basic antenna types and their application to arays
and other systems. Prerequisite EET 328. i sem. hrs.
EET 454. ENVIRONMENTAL NOISE CONTROL: Study of noise, noise measutement,
physiological effects ofnoise, federal regulations, and design criteria for noise reduction.
i'r6requiJite: |unior status. 3 sem. hrs.
EET 459. MCROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS DESIGN: Introduction to industrial design
procedures for microprocessor-based conhol systems. Emphasis on the integration of
hicrocomputer hardware and software. Prerequisite: EET 357. 3 sem' hrs'
EET 460. ADVANCED MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEMS: Study of advanced miao-
processor families and their applications to systems, including single and mut!-nrqe-
ior design. Prerequisite: EET 357. 3 sem' hrs'
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EET 461. PowER DISTRIBUTION AND coNTRoL: study of power distribution
systems indgding components, basic operation, and characteristics. Emphasis on the
generationof electricpower, its transmissionandcontrol. Prerequisite: EEf 120or201..
3 sem. hrs.
EET M2. TELEcoMMI-lMcATIoNs rEcHNoLocY: study of rhe theoreticat and
practical electronic strucfures involved in the telecommunications industry. Applica-
tions to data transmission, satellite communications, telephony, and television. prar;qui-
sites: EET 224 and EET 328 or communications background. 3 sem. hrs.
EET M3. ELECTRONIC cAD: Methods and tedrniques qtitizing computer-aided de.
{qinelectronicdesign,layout,andevaluation.Prerequisites:EET206,223L.corequisite:
EET 453L. 2 sem. hrs.
EET 453L. ELEcrRoMc cAD LABORATORY: To accompany EET 453. Three labora-
tory hours a week. L sem, hr.
EET M4. PROGRAMMABLE LOGIC CONTROLLERS: Srudy of prograrnmable Logic
confrollers (PLC's) and their applications in manufacturing. Topics include pLC arcfu-
tecture, pfogramming, program documentation, system monitoring, automated manu-
facfuring systems, and man-machine.interfacing software. Prerequisite: SET 113 or
EET 465' DIGITAL DATA COMMUNICATIoNS: study of the tedrniques for trans-
mission of messages between digital electronic devices separated by short and long
distances. Various data formats used along with hardware, codes, and I/O devices.
EETZ24.
Prerequisite: EET 357 or equivalent.
Prerequisite: EET 357 or equivalent.
3 sem. hrs,
3 sem. hrs.
3 sem. hrs.
EET M6. MICROCOMPUTER ARCHITECTURE: To develop an understanding of the
basic hardware and software architecture of an indusby standard microcomputer such
astheIBM-PC series. Tobecomefamiliarwith thevarious termsandconceptsusedin the
PCindustry.ToresearchcurrentandfuturedevelopmentsinPChardwareandsoftware.
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EVT
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (EVr)
The Environmental Engineering Technology Program is offered and adminis-
tered by the Departrnentof EngineeringTechnology and theChemical Technology
Prograin. Graduates of the program are prePared for respons-ibilities in both the
private and public sectors *here the effects and control of pollution are of major
io.,c"rn. Tniical professional positions include the oversight of waste treatment
operations, the supervision of pollution abatement Programs, and the manageme-nt
oi regulatory implementation. The program has a strong science base augmented by-
studles of *ater, solid and air pollution control technologies, the management of
hazardous wastes and federal regulatory provisions.
PROGRAM T3: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (EVT)
Dept. No. |stTerml 2ndTerm
CPT L25SET 153L
MCT 110LSET TL2REL 103
ENC 101-102SET 113
cPT 270PHL 103
HST t0l/L02
BIO 151CPT 2L2
MCT 220
GEO 218
sET 2LvzrrEET 2OL
MCT 23L
PHY M3
cPT 31,6
First Year
lnorganic Chemistry
Tedrnical Computation lab
Technical Drawing and CAD
Precalculus for Engineering Tectrnology
lrtroduction to Religion2
College Composition I, IP
Finite Mathematics for Engineering Technology
Organic Chemistry
Introduction to Philosophy
History of Western Civilization
Sophomore Year
Concepts of Biology I
Quantitative Analysis
Statics and Dynamics
Engineering Geology
Calculus I, II for Engineering Tedmology
Fundamentals of Electronic Tedmology
Fluid Mechanics
Modem TednicalPhyics
Analytical Instrumentation
Junior Year
Applied Miaobiology
Thermodvnamics
Differential Equations for Engineering Tedrnology
Fundamenhls of Oral Communicationz
Physical Chemistry
General Education requirements2
Tedmical Writing
3.34
1-0-1
0-G2
+04
&0-3
90-3 3.0-3
&.0-3}34
&0-3
$0-3
t7
90-3
2-H
$,0-3
&0-3
90-3
BIO 350
MCT U2
sET 306
CIVIM 101
cPT 313
SET 3U
&0-3
3-0-3
&0-3
u24
3-H
t7L6
&0-3
$0-3
&.0-3
$c3
3-0-3
G04
2-U2
School of Engineering EVT
}'0_3
s.0-3
$,G3
15 17
EET 36LIET 318CPT UO
Programming Structures
Statistical Process Control
Environmental Process Mechanics
Senior Year
Organization and Managemmt
Air Pollution Control
Hazardous Waste Control
Seminar
Technical electives
General Education requiremmts2
Water Pollution Control
Groundwater Pollution Control
IET 2I5
cPT 452
cPT 454
sEr y
cPT 453
cPT 455
&0-3
$.0-3
3-0-3
1-0-1
&0-3
&0-3
3-0-3
64-5
vL4
g0-3
t616
rFor example, 90-3 means 3 dass hrs., 0 lab. hrs., and 3 sem. hrs. of credit.
2See Gmeral Education Requirements, Chapter V, Some General Education courses
are specified in the program (E.G., PHY 203); others are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses.
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INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (IET)
The lndustrial Engineering Technology Progtam has as its objective providing
specialized education to prepare studenb for management and technical staff
pbsitions insuch areas as manufacfuring, healthcare, banking, transportation, food
service, and govemment. They may be involved in the economic selection and
locationof equipmen! theplanningof workmethods and expected output, and the
scheduling and controlling of the flow of materials. The curriculum emphasizes
courses in time and motion sfudy, production planning and control, facilities layout,
economic analysis, statistical Process control, labor and wage administratiorL and
mathematical decision making.
PROGRAM T4: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
(rEr)
Dept. No. Course lstTermt 2ndTerm
First Year
CPI L22 General Chemistry
MCT 110L Technical Drawing and CAD
REL 103 htroduction to Religion2
ENG 10L-102 College Composition I, IP
or 114 or 198
}H
0-G2
l0-3!0-3 }'0-3
4104SET L12PHL 103IET 215
Precalculus for Engineering Technology
Introduction to Philosophy'?
Organization and Management
Historv of Westem Civilization2FIST 101, /1,02 ySET 113 Finite Mathematics for Engineering TechnologyET
sET 153 Tedrnical Computation
L6
3-0-3
3,0-3
0-91}34
$0-3
&0-3
$0-3
&0-3
&0-3
90-3
0-&1
L6
$&3
90-3
90-3
90-3
v34
0-3-1
CI€
IET
MFG
MFG
CMM
SET
EET
MCT
IET
IET
MFG
Sophomore Year
lM FORTRAN
108 Production Methods and Controls
108L ManufacturingProcesseslaboratory
204 Industrial Materials and Processes
101 Fundamentals of Oral Communication2
2L0-211 Calculus I, tr for Engineering Technology
201 Fundamentals of Electronic Tedmology
220 Statics and Dynamics
225 Elemenb of Cost Control
230 Work Measurement
206L DimensionalMehology
Junior Year3L6 Quantitative Methods in Industrial
Engineering Tedmology
317 Industrial Economic AnalYsis
422 Human Factors
313 Industrial Mechanisms
3U Technical Writing
Technical elective
T7
90-3
},0-3
90-3
$0-3
2-0-2
}'0-3
IET
IET
IET
MCT
SET
L7
IET 31.EIET 418PHY 203
Statistical Process Control
Cost Estimating
Modem Tedmical Phvsics
General education re{uirement2
Seminar
General Education requiremenf
Senior Year
Industrial and Environmental Safetv
Facilities Layout
General Education requireurent2
Tednical electives
Labor Administration
Project Managemmt
General Education requiremenF
IET
!G3
&,G3
T24
3..0-3
1-0-1
9G.3
SET 499
IET 420T':
IET 405IET 42't
17
$G3
2-}}
&G3
G0-5
15
L7
!0-3
3-0-3
&0-3
3-0-3
&.0-3
---:
l5
rFor example, 90-3 means 3 class hrs., 0lab. hrs., and 3 sem. hrs. of oedit.
29ee Gmeral Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education courses are
specified in the program (e.9., PF{Y 203); others are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses.
FACULTY
Joseph A. Untener, Chairperson of the Departmmt of EngineeringTechnology
James F. Courtright, Program Coordinator
P r ofes sm E merittts : McGraw
P rofessms: Courtright, Simon (IvIFG), Summers
Associate Prcfesnrs: Edmonson, Shary ffFG), Untener (MCT)
Adjunct Associate Professor: Morris
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
IET 108. PRODUCTION METHODS AND CONTROLS: Introduction to the principles
and curent practices of managing the production of goods and services. just-in-time,
materialsrequiremenbplanning, forecasting, billsof material, scheduling, and optimiz-
ing production. 3 sem. hrs.
IET 215. ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT: Study of the structure of in-
dustrial and service organizations; the responsibilities and duties of a rnanager or
superrrisor in developing an effectiveproduction team. Written and oral team pres€nta-
tions, role playing and the application of human relations. 3 sem. hrs.
IET 225. ELEMENTS OF COST CONTROL: Survey of the methods of breakdown
and cost analysis of Labor, material, and overhead used in manufacfuring and service
organizations.Basiccostaccountingindudingbalancesheeb,incomestatemenb,change
of financial condition, and ratio analysis. Prcrequisites: SET 112 153. 3 sem. hrs.
IET 230. WORK MEASUREMENT: Fundamentals of work simplification and motion
economy using the techniques of time-and-motion study. Setting of labor standards
using tlie tedrniques of stop watch, pre-determined time, standard data, and work
sampling. Introduction to CM and automated manufacturing. Prerequisites: SET 1L2,
University of Dayton IX
3 sem. hrs.
3 sem. hrs,
153. Corequisite: IET 230L.
IET 230L. WORK MEASTIREMENT LABORATORY: The application of real-world
timeand-motion-sfudy tedrniques such as flow Process, man-mactrine, and gozinta
charts. Calculations for time standards, production effici"rtry line balance, cost reduc-
tion, manpower, and equipment. A written and oral rePort on an automated madrine
line; computer programs and computerized time studies. Thfee hours of laboratory each
week. Pr&equisites: SET !12,753. Corequisite: IET 230. 1 sem. hr.
IET 315. QUANTITATIVE METHODS IN INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY: Intsoduction of the mathematical techniques used to support decision
making and managerial analysis. Probability theory decision theory, linear program-
ming, and queuing theory. Iterequisites: SET 113, 153. 3 sem. hrs'
IET 317. INDUSTRIAL ECONOMC ANALYSIS: Comparison of manufacturing or
service industry projects and investments based on their economic value. Quantification
of costs and benefitry analysis using present worth and annual worth methods. Study of
simple and comPound interest. Prerequisites: SET 153,210.
IET 318. STATISTICAL PROCESS CONTROL: Statistics and probability theory aP-
plied to produce control charb (x-bar, R, s, p, u, and c) to monitor processes' Interpreta-
tionandlpp[cation of thesecharts. Sample sizeselection, reliability,pareto analysis, and
modern quality managernent techniques. Prerequisites: SET 113, 153. 3 sem. hrs.
IET 319. QUALITY IMPROVEMENT METHODS: Study of problem identification
techniques, quality team development and use in relation to problem solving. Students
wiU learn to use pareto analysis, cause and effect diagrams, scatter diagrams, and other
quality contsolpioblem solving tools. Quality costs, qualityaudits, andproductliability
iisuesare also covered. Prerequisites: IET 318, SET 113, 153. 3 sem. hrs.
IET 320. QUALITY ASSURANICETECHNIQLIES: Studentswillbe exposed to avariety
of current quality assurance topics that companies use to improve quality, increase
productivity and reduce costs. Topics include: total preventive maintenancel qualily
iunction delloyment, reliability engineering, designof experiments, and Taguchi meth-
ods. Prerequisities: IET 318, SET 113, 153. 3 sem. hrs.
IET 321. QUALITY MANAGEMENT: Provides the student with an understanding of
managing a total quality envirorrment to improve quality, increase produ$ytJy 11{
reduce costs. An inhoduction to Deming Juran, and others. Requirements of ISO-900O
Q-90, and the Malcolm Baldrige award will be covered. Also a discussion of Total Quality
Management implementation strategies' Prerequisites: IET 318, SET 113, t*.r 
rr*. hrr.
IET 400. SELECTED TOPICS: A self-paced research course. Preparation of a docu-
mentedwrittenreearclrprojecton an engineering technologysubject. Maynotbe taketr
more than once. Prerequisites: Junior or senior status; permission of program ffirii;.
School of Engineering IET
IET 405. LABOR ADMINISTRATION: Brief history of labor legislation and labor
unions to provide an understanding of the origins of current labor practices. Case studies
on cu:rent labor topics as examples of management techniques. Collective bargaining,
employee rights, contracts, grievances, and arbitration. 3 sem, hrs,
IET 418. COST ESTIMATINIG: Study of the fundamentals of cost estimating of labor,
material, and overhead for products, projects, operations, and systems. The concepts of
intemal and extemal cost estimating, types of costs, ethics, budgets, and profit. Semester
team and individual projects, written and oral. Prerequisites: SET 153,210. 3 sem. bs.
IET 420.INDUSTRIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY: Study of practices and
devices such as OSHA, Life Safety Code 101, sprinkler systems, special protection
systems, hazardous materials, SARA, machine guarding poisons, pests, construction,
helicopters, the National Electric Code, health, and personal protection. Written inspec-
tion reports. 3 sem. hrs.
IET AL. PROIECT MANAGEMENT: Study of the structure, techniques, and applica-
tion of project management induding mathematical models, decision making, styles of
management, and communications. Analysis of and oral reports on project management
problems. Semester team project with written and oral presentations. Prerequisites: SET
113, 153,334; IET 215; CMM 101. 3 sem. hrs.
IET 422. HI-IMAN FACTORS: Methods of improving the interface of humans with
their physical work environment. Study of human draracteristics to determine the best
designsfortasks,products,workstations,andotherenvironmentalfeatures.Writtenand
oral projects. Prerequisite: ]unior or serrior status. 3 sem, hrs.
IET 423. THE IET IN SERVICE ORGAMZATIONS: Case studies, articles, guest
speakers, and projecb to provide insight into how industrial engineering technology
skills and training can be applied to service industries including hospitals, banks, and
eating and retailing establishments. Prerequisite: IET junior status. 3 sem. hrs.
IW 432. FACILITIES LAYOUT: Design of facilities for the most efficient flow of raw
materials, work-in-process, and completed stock through aworkplace. Facilitieslayout,
material handling; and waretrousing in relation to trends toward reduced inventory
smaller lot sizes, and just-in-time. Prerequisites: IET 23O 230L, and IET junior status.
Corequisite: reT $2L. 2 sem. hrs.
IET 432L. FACILITIES LAYOUT LABORATORY: To accompany IET 432. Projects to
investigate efficient layouts of production facilities, hospitals, libraries, warehouses,
receivingdocks,andotherareas.Threehoursoflaboratoryaweek. Prerequisites:IET23O
230L; IET junior status. Corequisite: IET 432. 1. sem. hr.
3n
MFG
MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (MFG)
The Manufacturing Engineering Technology Program PrePares graduates for
professional careers in technical and management positions in a broad range of
industries such as those producing automobiles or constuner goods; the metals,
paper, or food process industries; the plastics, metal and wood parb fabricating
industries; and those which produce manufacturing machinery. Career opportuni-
ties in manufacturing engineering include facilities, manufacturing automation,
and toolingdesign; plant, quality, and process capabittyengineerinp manufactur-
ing supervision, and technical sales.
The curriculum is highly interdisciplinary since the manufacturing professional
must possess extensive technical skills and excellent humanistic skills in communi-
cations, computers, teamwork, information technology, globalism and
multiculturalism.Thetechnicalcoursesemphasizeengineeringmaterialsandnunu-
facfuring processes; mechanical and fluid Power automation; elechonic controls;
computer integrated manufacturing; manufacfuring planning and controli exten-
sive laboratory experiences; the technical sciences and applied mathematics from
college algebra, probability, statistics, calculus, and linear programming. The cur-
riculum contains strong components from the humanities, social sciences, and
communications. The technical electives allow the studentversatility in developing
technical breadth or depth. The program is designed to prepare the graduates for
drallenging careers in manufacturing and a base for a variety of continued study.
This program is accredited by The Technology Accreditation Commissionof the
Accreditation Board for Engineering and Tedrnology.
PRoGRAM T5: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR
IN MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (MFG)
Dept. No. l,st Terml 2nd Tertn
First Year
SET 100 First Year Seminar
CPT L22 General Chemistry
MCT 1t0L Tedrnical Drawing and CAD
SET llz PrecalculusforEngineeringTechnology
SET 153L TechnicalComputationlaboratory
REL 103 IntroductiontoReligion2
ENG 101-102 College Composition L IP
or 1L4 or 198
1-0-1
UM
0-G2
+04
&0-3
3-0-3
0-3.1
$G3
3-0-3yu
$0-3
3-0-3
t717
SET
MFG
PHL
}IST
113
2M
103
Finite Mathematics for Engineering Technology
Industrial Materials and Processes
Introduction to Philosophl
LOl /L02 History of Western Civilization2
MFG 1O8L
EET 36L
cMM 101
IET 108
MFG 2O6L
MCT 220
sET 210
SET 2LI
IET 318
MCT 22L
MCT 231,
MFG 240
SET 3U
Sophomore Year
Manufacturing Processes Iaboratory
Programming Structures
Fundamentals of Oral Comnunication2
Production Methods and Control
Dimensional Metrology
Statics and Dynamics
Calculus I for Engineering Tedrnology
Calculus tr for Engineering Tedrnology
Statistical Process Control
Strength of Materials
Fluid Mechanics
Manufacturing Design
Tednical Writing
Junior Year
Quantitative Methods in Industrial
Engineering Tednology
Fundammtals of Electronic Tedrnology
Numerical Control
lndustrial Mechanisms
Fluid Power
General Education requiremenf
Automated Manufacturing Systems and CM
Controls for lndustrial Automation
Modem TedmicalPhysics
Seminar
Tednical elective
Senior Year
Manufacturing Engineering Technology Project
Mechanical Measurements
Industrial Economic Analysis
Technical electives
General Education requirements2
Organization and Management
0-$1
$0-3
!0-3
&,0-3
0-$1
3{-3
9G3
MFG
&0-3
90-3
90-3
$,0-3
9&3
2-U2
3.0-3
&0-3
$G3
90-3
3-H
EET 2OL
MFG 4U
MCT 313
MCT 336
MFG 426
MFG 43L
PHY 203
sET 499
2-0-2
0-91
$0-3
3{-3
G04
15
3-0-3
$0-3
3-0-3}z4
t-0-1
3-0-3
MFG 450
MCT 333LIET 317
IET 215
64-6
G04
3'0-3
L5
tFor example, 90-3 means 3 dass hours, 0 lab. hours, and 3 sem. hrs. of credit
2See General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some Gmeral Education courses are
speci.fied in the program (e.g., PHY 203); others are to be chosen from the listing of
approved courses.
FACULTY
foseph A. Untener, Chairperson of the Department of Enginening Technology
Robert L. Wolff, Program Coordinator
Professors: Courtright (IET), Simon, Summers (IET), Wolff
Associate Professors: Slrarp, Untener (MCT)
Adjunct P rofessor : Wendeh
MFG
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
University of Dayton IX
MFG 108L. MANUFACTURING PROCESSES LABORATORY: Application of
metal-cutting theory using single' and multiple'point cufting tools, basic metal removal
process of toolroom and production machines. Experience on conventional mining
madrines, shapers, lathes, surface grinders, and drill presses. Three hours of laboratory
a week. 1. sem. hr.
MFG 204. INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS AND PROCESSES: Chemical and physical
properties of metals, ceramics, and polymers; casting processes; powdered metallurgy;
heial forming; plastic processes. Oral and written presentation of a team case study.
Corequisite: IvIFG 204L. 3 sem. hrs.
MFG 204L. INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS AND PR@ESSES LABORATORY: Destruc-
tive testingof metal usingstandard testinstrum€ntsandProcedures for tension, impact,
and hardness. Heat-treaEnent studies including tempering, hardening, annealing, and
hardenability curve determination. Hardness testing including Rockwell, Brinell,
and Shore Scleroscope. Impact testing. Visits to local industries. Corequisite: 
Yr?,iff,.
MFG 206L. DIMENSIONAL METROLOGY: Theory and practice of dimensional me-
trology including the surface platg angle and sine plates, basic measuring instruments,
optical microscope and profile projector, elechonic Sauges, coordinate measrrring
madrine,fixedgauges,lengthstandards,measurementof geometricsizesofparts,height
gauget dial indicators, sfudy of sources of measurement error, engineering drawing
interpretation. Three hours of laboratory a week. Prerequisites: SET l\2, 1'l'3;MCT-110L. l sem. hr.
MFG 240. MANTIFACTLIRING DESIGN: Manufacturing planning; drawing inter-
pretation; geometric dimensioning and tolerancing; process planning; machine tools;
workholdeis; power presses; blanking, forming, and draw dies; fine blanking; group
technology. Prerequisites: MFG 108L,204 206L; MCT 110L. 3 sem. hrs.
MFG 400. SELECTED MANTIFACTURING TOPICS: Investigation and discwsion of
current topics in manu.facturing engineering technology. May be taken more than once.
Prerequisite: Permission of the program director. 1-4 sem. hts.
\IFG q24. ROBOTICS: Study of robotics including history robot geometry, cost iustifi-
cation, end-effector (tn>es, use, and desigrr), sensors, and
robots in industries. Robotprogrammingand operationprojects and
projects. Prerequisites: SHI 1f 3, 153; MCT 220 or 217,313.
I'IFG 426. AUTOMATED MANUFACTLIRING SYSTEMS AND CM: CM systems
and interrelationships; group technology, computer-aided process planning expert
systems, local area networks, automated flow lines, data collection, material handling.
Team project to plan, design, and make an oral presentation of a proposal for acomplete
manufacturing iell. Prerequisites: MFG 108L,204; SET 153. 3 sem. hrs.
MFG 431. CONTROIS FOR INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION: Electrical motor and
control types and selection, conventional machinery control input-output devices,
stepper rirbtors. tnterpretation and design of conventional ladder relay logic control
systems, programmable logic controller systems using manual data input and off-line
computer-programming projects, and moving-part pneumatic logic systems. Prereqrri-
sites: EET 201; SET 113,153. 3 sem. hrs.
380
MFG 432. MATERIALS AND PROCESSE$PLASTICS AND COMPOSITES: Intro-
duction to the more conunon plastics and composite engineering materials and their
properties. Study of processes induding extrusion, injection molding, blow moldinp
iompression and hansfer molding, forming. Topics on part and tooling design. Prereq-
uisites: MFG 204, CW 122. 3 sem' hrs.
MFG 434. COMPUTER NLIMERICAL CONTROL: CNC programming for the mill
and lathe; application of CAM software to design CNC programs, edit programs, and
display tool paths. Parametric part programming concePts to Produce complex surfaces.
Machine set-up and operation. Design, programming, and production of a product on
the CNC mill and lathe. Prerequisites: SET 112,753; MFG 108L; MCT 110L. 3 sem. ltrs.
MFG 435. ADVANCED NLIMERICAL CONTROL: hstruction in the programming of
complex, multi-axis CNC maddnes. Extended parametric programming. Programming
School ofEngineering MFG
language techniques. Prerequisite: MFG 1t!}4. 3 sem. hrs,
MFG 450. MANIIFACTLIRING ENGINEERING TECHNOL@Y PROJECT: Study
and researdr in a specific area that integrates major elements from previous design and
manufacturing process courses, culminating in individual and/or group projects and
technical reports. Prerequisite: MFG senior status. 2 sem. hrs,
:l**J.;l " "i*
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MCT
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY (MCT)
The Mechanical Engineering Technology Program emphasizes the practical
application of the principles of the mechanical field. Career opportunities are in
mechanical design, computer-aided design, productevaluation and development,
manufacturing engindering, computer-aided manufacfuring plant engineering,
technical sales, technical service, fluid power, automation, and supervision. A
significant portion of the graduates are in technical management. The curriculum
includes a core of technical sciences; applied courses in design, thermodynamics,
fluid mechanics, and manufacfuring; extensive laboratory experiences; and math-
ematics from college algebra through probability, statistics, calculus, and differen-
tial equations. Cowses are required in oral and written communication, with
componenb in the humanities and social sciences to provide insight into the impact
oftechnology on society. Concepts frombasic education are stressed in technical
courses. The curriculum is broad to prepare graduates for employment and provide
a foundation on which to base continued study of changing technology.
PROGRAM T6: BACHELOR OF SCIENCE WITH A MAJOR IN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
TECHNOLOGY (MCT)
Dept. No. lstTerml 2ndTerm
First Year
SET 100 First Year SeminarCPT L22 General Chemistrv
MFG 108L Manufacturing Prbcesses Iaboratory
MCT 1t0L Tedrnical Drawing and CADSET tL2 PrecalculusforEngineeringTechnology
REL 103 LrtroductiontoReligion2
ENG 101.-102 College Composition L IP
1-0-1TU
0-G2
+04
3-0-3
&0-3
90-3
&0-3
3,0-3
0-&L
$0-3
3-24
0-3.L
F0-3
&0-3
0-!1
a-G2}}4
&.0-3
L7
SET
SET
MCT
MFG
FIST
or 1L4 or 198
113 FiniteMathematicsforEngineeringTechnology
153L TechnicalComputationlaboratorv
111 Computer Graihics
204 Industrial Materials and Processes
L01./102 History of Westem Civilization2
Sophomore Year
2L0 Calculus I for Engineering Tedmology
361 Programming Structures
2LS Statics
206L Dimensional Metrology
103 Introduction to Philosophy2
20L-202 GeneralPhvsics
2L1 Calculus tr for Engineering Technology
2L7 Dvnamics
22L Sti'ength of Materials
23L Fluid Mechanics
L7
SET
EET
MCT
MFG
PHL
P}rY
SET
MCT
MCT
MCT
3-24
3.0-3
3{-3
$0-3
$.0-3
L6L7
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School ofEngineering MCT
sET 305
MCT 313
MCT 333L
MCT 335
MFG 240
sET 334
sET 499
MCT 330
MCT 334L
MCT 92
cMM 101
funior Year
Differential Equations for Engineering Technology
Industrial Mechanisms
Mechanical Measuremmts
Fluid Power
Manufacturing Design
Tedmical Writing
Serninar
Design of Machine Elements
Fluid and Themul laboratory
Thermodynamics
Tedrnical elective
Fundammtals of Oral Communication2
General Education requiremenF
Senior Year
Medunical Design
Elec. Circuits U or Digital Computer Fund
Mechanicd Tedrnical Electives
Technical Electives
General Education requiremmts2
Organization and Management
3.G3
&0-3
G'1
5-'H
90-3
2-0-2
1-0-1
&G3
1-0-1
&0-3
3.0-3
90-3
$0-3
T7
MCT
EET
-*
IET
433
:'"n
2t5
16
2-U2
3-0-3
$.0-3
&,0-3
G0-5
17
&G.3
$,0-3
GO6
&0-3
15
tFor example, &0-3 means 3 class hours, 0 lab. hours, and 3 sem. hrs. of credit
25ee General Education Requirements, Chapter V. Some General Education coutses
are specified in the program; others are to be drosen from the listing of approved counies.
FACULTY
foseph A. Untener, Chairperson of Department of EngineeringTechnology
David H. Myszka, Prcgram Coordinator
P rofessor Emeritus: Wilder
Professors: MoQ Wolff (MFG)
Associate Professors: Myszka, Sharp (MFG), Untener
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
MCT 109L. INTRODUCTION TO CAD: Coordinate systemsi display commands;
computer generation of various geometric primitives sudr as points, line, arcs, string+
text-groups, and symbols; edidng and manipulating geometry; layer: gd layering
standards; theedimensional modeling. Three hours of laboratory a week. Prerequisite:
Approval only. 7 sem. hr.
MCT 110L. TECHNICAL DRAWING AND CAD: Technical sketdring and shape de'
scription, orthographic proiection theory, multi-view drawings, necessary views, sec-
tionlal views, working ana 6hop drawings, dimsrsioning praqtices, tolerancing thread
and fastener representation and nomendature, assembly and detail drawings. Six hours
of laboratory a week using conventional drafting instruments and commercial com-
puter-aided design (CAD) software. 2 sem. hrs.
MCT University of Dayton IX
MCT 111L. COMPUTER GRAPHICS LABORATORY: ANSI Y14.U1982 tolerancing
and drafting standards, auxiliary views, selected topics from descriptive geometry, weld
symbols, maddning and surface finish symbols. Blueprint reading. Individual and team
design projects. Laboratory assignments utilizing traditional and computer-aided de'
sign(CAD)tedniques.AdvancedtopicsfromCAD,threedimmsionalsohdandsurface
modeling. Prerequisite: MCT 110L. 2 sem. hrs.
MCT 215. STATICS: Principles of applied engineering mechanics: force systems, free
body diagrams, resultants and equilibrium inboth tr.rro- and three'dimensional systems;
centroids and centers ofgravity; distributed load systems; application ofloads to trusses,
frames, machines, and beams; friction; moments of inertia of areas. Prerequisites: SET
112,753. 3 sem. Ltrs.
MC"1277. DYNAMICS: Principlesof appliedengineeringdynamics;kinematicsinclud-
ing translation, rotation, plane motion, and relative motion; kinetics of particles and
bodies by the methods of force'mass-acceleration, work-energy, and impulse'momen-
tum; introduction to mechanical vibrations. Prerequisites: MCT 275o1220; SET 153,210.
3 sem. hrs.
MCT 220. STATICS AND DYNAMICS: Study of forces on bodies at rest and in
motion using Newton's three laws of motion. Vectors, force systems, components,
reactions, resultants, free body diagrams, equilibrium, centroids, moment of inertia
kinetics, and kinematics. For non-MCT majors only. Prerequisites: SET LLz,'1,53.
Corequisite SET 210. 3 sem, hrs.
lvICT 221. STRENGTH OF MATERIALS: Analysis and design of load-carrying
mernbers, considering stress, strain, and deflection. Study of direct tensioru compresiion,
and shear; torsion; shear and moment diagrams; bending; combined stress; analysis of
columns; pressure vesselg. Prerequisites: MCT 215 or 220; SET 153,210. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 231. FLUID MECHANICS: Fluid properties, fluid statics including manometry,
submerged surfaces, buoyancy and stability of floating bodies. The principles of fluid
flow induding Bemoulli's and energy equations, energy losses, and pump power.
Analysis and design of pipe line systems and open channels; pump selection. Prerequi-
sites: MCT 215 or 220; SET L12,t53. 3 sem. hrs,
MCT 313. INDUSTRIAL MECHANISMS: Design and analysis of linkages and cams.
Graphical solutions to kinematics problems induding the concepts of instantaneous
motion and relative motion. Development and analysis of motion diagrams. Study of
geometricfeatures of gearsand geartransmission systems. Prerequisites: MICTL70L,277
or220;SET 153. Corequisite SET 210. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 330. DESIGN OF MACHINE ELEMENTS: Analytical design techniques used to
evaluate machine elements; stress analysis, working stress, failure theories, fatigue
failure; design methods for spur gears, shafts, keys and couplings, roller and joumal
bearings, and springs. Original design project. Prerequisites: MCT 111, 111L,215,227,
313; SET 153. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 333L. MECHANICAL MEASUREMENTS: Laboratory evaluations of metal fa-
tigue, stress, strain, noise, vibration, buclCing, and nondestructive examination. Utiliza-
tion of power supplies, transducers, conditioners, amplifiers, recorders; computer data
acquisition. Log books and written final reports. Prerequisites: ENG 102, EET 201; MFG
2M, 2ML; MC"l 217, 220, 227.
384
'1" sem. hr.
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MCT 334L. FLLIID AND TTIERMAL LABORATORY: Experimentsinfluid medunics,
thermodynamics, and energy conversion. Pressure, terrPerature, flow, and power
measurementsusingmedranicaldevicesandelectronicinstrumentationindudingtsans-
ducers, sensors, and data acquisition. Prerequisites: MC*l 231,U2. 7 sem. hr.
MCT 335. FLLIID POWER: Study of hydraulic and pneumatic fluidpower comPonents
and systems used in industrial, mobile, and aerospace applications; standard symbols in
circuit desigry circuit analysis; specification for pumps, valves, cylinders, and circuits;
hydraulic fluids; filtration; electric motors; system efficiencies; proportional control
and electrohydraulic servo control systems; seals; fluid conductors; pneumatic comPo-
nenb and systems. Library research project. Prerequisite: MCT 231. Corequisite:
MCT335L. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 336L. FLUID POWER LABORATORY: To accompany MCT 335. Evaluation of
fluid power components: pressute, flow, RPM, sound level, current, voltage, Power,
torque, and time. Graphical design, computational analysis, assembly, and testing of
typical circuits and systems. Testing of hydraulic fluids for viscosity, pour point, flash
and fue point, specific gravity. Three hours of laboratory a week. L smu hr.
MrCI U2. THERMODYNAMICS: Energy analysis of engineering systems using the
concepts and laws of therrrodynamics. The principle of the medranical equivalent of
heat, betravior of pure substances, use of therurodynamic property tables, and sfudy of
gas mixtures. Application of the Camot cycle to both heat engmes and reversed heat
engines. Prerequisites: SET 153, 210. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 400. SELECTED MECFIANICAL TOPICS: Investigations and dtscussion of cur-
rent tedmical topics in mechanical engineering technology. Researdr report. May be
taken more than once. Prerequisite: Permission of the department chairPerson.
7-4 sem. hrs
MCT 42f!. PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT: Synthesis of mechanical devices and systems.
Emphasis on the integration of various machine elements into a single unit. Activities
indude design scheduling, budgeting purchasing, fabrication, assembly and perfor-
mance testing of an original team project. Prerequisite: MCT 330. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT 430. DESIGN OF FLUID POWER SYSTEMS: Enengy efficiency; pressure drop
determinationt variable volulnepressure-compensated pumps, accumulators, ProPor-
tional and electrohydraulic valves, cylinder design, hydraulic motor selection; circuit
desigr, open and closed loop systerns, power rmit design; sizing of electric motors; use
of industrial data and National Fluid Power Assn.-[C design standards. Individual
design proiect. Prerequisite: MCT 336. 3 sem, hrs.
MICI 432. HEAT POWER: Applications of the principles of thermodynamic cydes.
Analysis of energy transfer systems such as intemal combustion and gas furbine engines.
Power generation through steam cycles including reheat and regenerative cydes' Re'
versed heat orgine cycles and vapor compression cycles used in heating and cooling'
Prerequisites: MrCI 342, SET 153. 3 sem. hrs.
MCT r1i}3. MECHANICAL DESIGN: Btitgtg together analytical and Faphical tedt-
niques from previous courses to accomplish the design of a complete medranism,
madrine, or mechanical system. Conceptual, preliminary, and final design; design
criteria; decision analysis; scheduling; electric motor selection, fasterring, and joining.
2 sem, hrs.
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MCT 438. HEAT TRANSFER: The principles of conduction, convection, and thermal
radiation energy transfer. Conduction through series and parallel walls, pipes, and
containers. Forced and free convection through films, thermal radiation of energy
between surfaces, and the overall transfer of heat. Prerequisites: MCT 23'J., 342;
SET 153. 3 sern. hrs.
MCT 440. APPLIED VIBRATIONS: Free and forced vibration of single degree of
freedom systems with and without damping. Industrial applications including recipro.
cating and rotating machinery, balancing, isolation, and noise reduction. Demonstra-
tions of vibration sensors and instrumentation. Prerequisites: MCT 2\2 SET 153, 306.
3 sem, hrs.
MCT 445. EXPERIMENTAL MECHAMCS: Princi
andmotionmeasurementusinsstraing""u"ron"[Ll'"3i;f,ffii"'H"tf; .,?,T1J:I
ometers, and computerized data acquisition and analysis. Computer analysis of strain
gauge rosettes to determine principal stresses. Prerequisites: EET 201, SET 153.
Corequisites: MCT 330,445L. 2 sem. hrs.
MCT 445L. EXPERIMENTAL MECHANICS LABORATORY: lnstallation of strain
gauge rosettes. Experiments to determine the state of strain and stress in strucfures using
strain gauges, photoelasticity, and brittle coatings. Vibration measurement using strain
gauges, accelerometers, and motion transducers. Written and oral reports. Corequisite:
MCT4145. '1" sem. hr.
NflCT %. APPLIED FINITE ELEMENT MODELING: Introduction to the tundamen-
tals of structural finite element modeling. Geometry creation, element types, material
specification, problem solution and results postprocessing. A focus is placed on model-
ing techniques using commercially available software. Prerequisites: SET 113, 153,
MCT330. 3 sern, hrs,
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ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY SERVICE
couRSES (SET)
FACULTY
Joseph A. Untener, Chairperson of Department of Engineering Technology
Profusor: Strange
Associate Professor: C. Schleppi
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
SET 100. ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY FIRST YEAR SEMINAR: A seminar for
undeclaredengineeringtedrnologymajors.LrtroductiontotheUniversityof Dayton,the
fthool of Engineering, and Engineering Tedrnology, engineering technology programs
and careers. Academicpolicies, academic planning, registrationprocedures, counseling
and career placement services, and assistance in selecting a major.
No ctedit
SET 101. INDUSTRIAL MATHEMATICS: Review of introductory algebra and other
selected mathematical topics. 3 sem' hrs.
SET 112. PRECALCULUS FOR ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY: Engineering tectF
nology applications of linear, polynomial, rational, exponential, logarithmic, and trigo'
nometriCfunctions, triangle trigonometry, vectors and complex numbers. 4 sem' hrs,
SET 113. FINITE MATHEMATICS FOR ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY: Engineer-
ing technology applications of selected topics in finite mathematics such as linear
systems, matrices, sere, probability, statistics, finance, logic, and Boolean algebra. Prereq-
disite: SET 112. 3 sem. hrs.
SET 153L. TECHNICAL COMPUTATION LABORATORY: Introduction to tednical
computation. Use of personal comPuters, text Processors, comPuter programming using
QBASIg and spreadsheets. Programming logic, syntax, input, output, looping, brandt-
ing, arays, and subprograms. 'L sem. hr.
SET 210. CALCULUS I FOR ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY: lntroduction to the
basic concepts of differential and integral calculus. The derivative, maxima and minima,
differentials, the antiderivative, applications. The definite integral, integration, areas,
volumes, centroids, work. Prerequisite SET 112. 3 sem. hrs.
SET 211. CALCULUS tr FOR ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY: The derivative and
antiderivative formulas for composite functions: chain rulq exponential and logarith-
mic functions, trigonometric ftrnctions, integration techniques, conic sections.Introduc-
tion of partial derivatives, infinite series, and multiple integrals. Prerequisite: SET 210.
sET 306. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIoNs FoR ENGINEERING tt""-tjl",
Selected topics from ordinary differential equations induding Laplace ln{rsfonrw for
solving problems encountered in engineering technology. Prerequisite SET 211.
3 sem. hrs.
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SET 334. TECHMCAL WRITING: Comprehensive treatsnent of the fundammtals of
writing effective technical documentation for industry, including use of technical illus-
trations and tables. Prerequisite: ENG 102. 2 sem, hrs.
SET 400. SPECIAL TOPICS IN ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY: Investigation and
discussion of current topics in engineering technology. Maybe taken more than once.
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 1.-4 sem. hrs.
SET 401. DESIGN OF SYSTEMS: An interdisciplinary course in whidr a team of
sfudenbsolvesacomplexproblemusingathree-phasedsystemsapproadr.Projecbvary
from terur to terur, but all areconcemed with societal problems, such as transportation,
en€rgfr or environment. 3 sem. hrs.
SET 499. SEMINAR Career planning for engineering technology maiors. The job search
process, resume preparation, the job interview, professional development. Required of
all engineering technology majors in the junior or senior year. L sem. Ltr.
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AFFIRMATTVE ACTION OFFICE
As an integral part of the Office of Human Resources, the Office of Compliance
and Affirmative Action, in St. Mary's Hall, Room 1.22, provides services to all
employees,indudingstudentemployees.Theassistantdirectorof hurnanreeoluces
for compliance and affirmative action is the University's compliance officer for
Affirmative Action/Equal Employment Oppo*unity (AA/EEO), Title IX of the
Education Amendment of.7972, Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, Section402 of the VietnamEra Veterans ReadjustrnentAssistance Actof.1974,
and the Age Discrimination Act of 1975.
AIR FORCE RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORP (AFROTC)
The Air Force Reserve Officer Training Corp (AFROTC) program is offered
through the Deparbnent of Aerospace Studie at Wright State University. Students
may enroll in Air Force ROTC courses tfuough the consortium cross-regisbation
procedures (contact the Registrar's Office to obtain a list of coutse numbers,
scheduled class times and locations). For more information contact the Air Force
ROTC Detachment located inRoom232 of the Frederick A. White Health Center at
Wright Sate University or phone 873-2730.
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
The Center for Intemational Programs provides leadership, coordinatiory and
administrative support for the development of intemational understanding and
sensitivity among the Universit;/s faculty, staff, and studmts through research,
sfudyabroad, ercchanges, services to intemationalsfudenb and scholars, and other
progranrs. The Center for Intemational Programs assists academic unib with
faculty and curriculum development, cultivating relationships with institutions in
other countries, and hosting visiting scholars. It incolporates Intemational Educa-
tion Programs, International Services and the English Language and Multicultural
Institute (ELlvII). International Education programs coordinates and provides ad-
ministrative support for study abroad, and other intemational educational pro'
grams including immersior; intemships, work, and service. It coordinates the
Interdepartmental Summer Study Abroad Program flSSAP) and provides peer
counseling, study abroad and informational forurns, general travel orientation and
services. It serves also as a resource center.
Intemational services assistswith the recruitment, admission, advising, orienta-
tion, and support services for international graduate and undergraduate sfudents at
the University, induding credential evaluation for admissiory assistance with legal
or immigration issues, and a variety of programs and activities designed to foster
interactive integration of American and intemational sfudents.
The English Language and Multicultural Institute serves the University of
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Dayton and the greater Dayton area with intensive English as a second language
instruction, seminars in cross-cultural communication and management,
multiculturalclassroomteachingtedrniques,andspeciallanguageprograms.ELMl's
Intensive Language Program provides all-day immersion in the language and
culture of the United States as well as an understanding of the dynamics of American
universities and workplaces and opportunities to meet American sfudents and
professionals.
The Center for Intemational Programs is also committed to community outreach
through conferences, seminars, speakers, and workshops organized in cooperation
with the UniversitSr's academic units and community agencies. This includes
University of Dayton's Model United Nations Program.
CENTER FOR THE SruDY OF FAMILY DEVELOPMENT
The Center for the Study of Family Development provides an interdisciplinary
minor in family development within the College of Arts and Sciences. It also
promotes, conducts, and disseminates research on contemporary family issues and
seryes as a resource to the communig *d to national Church and professional
associations in developing solutions to the problems of families. The center is
committed to an integrated perspective on farnilies that draws on both the humani-
ties and the social sciences. See also FDV, Chapter VI.
COMPUTER CENTER
The University's Office for Computing Activities (OCA) operates several time-
sharing computers and microcomputers for the benefit of students, faculty, staff,
academic support, sfudent support, and many administrative functions. In
addition, access tothe Ohio Supercomputer Center is available for large parallel
processing projects. Applications include visualization, finite element analysrs,
and molecular modeling.
A DEC Alpha 2100 system supporb L8 departmental computer laboratories on
the campw, and provides access to scientific, engineering, statistical, and program-
ming software. DEC Alpha computer account numbers may be applied for at the
Office for ComputingActivities, Miriam Hall 300. A valid University of Dayton ID
is required. The Computer Store sells manuals produced by the staff to explain the
Computer Center's equipment and how to use the DEC Alpha system.
Sfudent monitors, consultanb, and technicians are hired each year to assist the
staff in providing computing service to the University community. Students inter-
ested in working in any of these positions are encouraged to visit the office of the
assishnt director for Microcomputing Services, the director of OCA, the senior
consultant for Instructional Computin& or any of the departmental labs.
CONTINUING EDUCATION
Continuing Education serves adults of ttre Daytoncommunitywho are not ftrll-
time students. It introduces them to, and facilitates their entry into, courses and
prograrns the University offers that they may find useful for any number of their
own purposes. It helps them adapt the Universit;/s broad range of academic
offerings to their personal schedules, interests, and goals.
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ln addition, ContinuingEducationprovides avarietyof noncreditcourses, many
in the form of workshops, seminars, sfudy tours, conferences, and teleconferences.
These are planned to meet the educational and training needs of organizations and
of thecommunityand areheldbothonand off campus. This office also adrninisters
Elderhostel and Senior Fellows, for persons sixty and over. Continuing Education
Unib (CEI-D are awarded for some offerings.
cooPERATM EDUCATION (COP)
Cooperative education is an optional plan of full-time, on'campus study altemat-
ing with terms of full-time, off-campus work training. Among the expected benefits
to the student are on-the.job experience, career identification, financial assistance,
and professional development. The work training terms average seventeen weeks.
Three full terms of work training are considered minimum for the Program'
Students are encoluaged to begin their first co-op work experience after their third
semester of academic study.
Qualifications for entering and remaining in cooperative education are (1) to be
admitted to the Universityls a full-time undergraduate with the intention of
graduating; (2) to be a declared major in one of the academic de_partments Pqgg-
fating in the co-op program; (3) to maintain good academic gtanding a9 specified by
ttre pirticutar acidemic departmenf (4) to engage in full-time study and make
progress toward the degreeduring each study term following eqcl ft]l-time work
training term; and (5) tobe a U.S. citizen or pertnanent resident of the United States.
Placement in a job is not guaranteed since i[ depends on the studenfs qualifications
and on the availability of jobs.
Cooperative educitiori is currently available as an option to full-time under-
graduate majors in the following:
COLLEGE OF ARTSAND SCIENCES: Chemistry (CHM), Computer Science (CI5),
Computer lnformation Systems (CIS), Mathematics (MTH).
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION: All majors are eligible to apply.
SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING: All engineering and engineering technology majors
are eligible to apply.
If thecooperativeeducationoptionbecomes availableinothermajors,noticewill
be released through the admission counseling staff of the University.
Incoming first-year sfudents or transfer sfudents interested in cooperative edu-
cation should attend a Co-op New Student Seminar during the new student
orientation week in August or attend one of the seminars held in September and
|anuary of each year. After each Co-op New Student Seminar, such sfudents may
begin the process of entering the program, which includes filing an application and
having an-initial interview with one of the coordinators. Thosewho start as first-year
students at the University are eligible for placement after completing three terms of
full-time study on campus. Transfer students, whether from two'year or four-year
instifutions, spend one fulI-time sfudy term on camPus after transferring before
becoming eligible for the firstwork-training term.
Further information on the cooperative educationprogrammaybe obtained by
writing or calling the Career Placement Center, University of Daytory Dayton, Ohio
45469 -1710 ; telephone (573) 229 -2045.
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CORE
CORE is an interdisciplinary curriculum designed to fulfill and to integrate the
University's General Education requiremenb. Studenb take ten courses (six in the
first-year, three in the second, and one in the third) which fulfill all General
Education requiremenb (except physical and life sciences) as well as the basic skills
requirement in reading and writing. Faculty teaching in CORE work together to
inte-grate the material in their courses and encowage studenb to draw on what they
are leaming in other CORE classes.
Annually, CORE accepts approximately 150 students with a variety of academic
profiles; it is not an accelerated or honors program. All entering first-year students
are invited to apply;studentsinsomemajors in theCollegeof Arts and Sciences are
enrolled automatically.
DEVELOPMENTAL SKTLLS (DEV)
Developmental courses are offered by the Learning Assistance Center. (See
Chapter II.) Their purpose is to assist studenb who need additional work in reading
writing, or mathematics. Although credit is attached to these courses, ttris credit is
notapplicable toward graduationin any academicprogram.Itis counted,however,
in determining class status and eligibility for financial aid.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
DEV 050. CRITICAL READING AND STLIDY SKILLS: Instrucrion and practice in
critical reading 11a ftin]dng qkills necessary to analyze, synthesize and evaluite college-level material; also study skills such as time management, note takin& test taking andtextbookreading. 3sent.hrs.
DEV 060. DEVELOPMENTAL MATHEMATICS: Masterv review of the skills of arith-
metic and basic alggbrq qpth confidence-building, commirnication of problem-solving
principles, and study skills. 3 sem. hri.
DEV 070. DEVELOPTvIENTAL WRITINGI lndlvldllalized instruction and practice in
the writing process with emphasis on developing student abilities in organi2ing ideas,
generating support, and expressing ideas effectively; also basic grarnmar skills such as
s€nt€rice structure, usage, and punctuation.
GENERAL STTIDIES (GEN)
3 sem. hrs,
Students who find the traditional programs with departmental majors unsuit-
able to their pulposes, needs, or interests may follow pattems of their own design
in choosing courses under the General Sfudies Program, which leads to the degree
of Bachelor of General Studies. See GEN Chapter VI.
GRADUATE GUIDANCE CENTER
The mission of the Graduate Guidance Center is to assist undergraduate students
in determining their needs with respect to graduate schools. The Center has an up-
to.date library of graduate school bulletins as well as information on scholarships
and fellowships. In additiory it offers help in filing applications and seeking
Special Areas
nationally recognized fellowships and scholarships.Itcaninformstudentswhether
they may be eli6ble for any of these awards and assist them in prep_qing applica-
tions. Airy UD undergraduate interested in pursuing graduate studies is encour-
aged to visit the Center and take advantage of its services.
HOME-STUDY COURSES
Students who wish to accrue academic credit during the summer but find it
inconvenient to be on camptrs for classroom courses during either session of the
third term should see the official third-term composite of courses and consult wi*r
their advisors for information about the home'study courses that several depart-
ments offer. These are conducted by mail on a futorial or semitutorial basis for
students who have proven their ability and their motivation to work alone.
INSTITUTE FOR THEOLOGY, EDUCATION AND MINISTT{Y (ITEM)
ITEM brings the resources of the university and the Catholic and christian
community into cooperation and dialogue with groups in the local community,
the archdiocese, the nation, and the world. ITEM is a collaborative effort of the
Marianist community, the faculty, staff, and students of the University, and the
Church community of the Archdiocese of Cincinnati. Activities of ITEM and its
constifutive organizations are made possible by the resources, contributed services,
and financial support of the Marianist community. The following two organizations
carry out the mission of ITEM.
CENTER FOR MINISTRY WITH DISABLED PEOPLE
The Center for Ministry with Disabled People affirms that persons with disabili-
ties are an integral part of society with a fundamental value and dignity. It offers
programs of spiritual enrichment to persons with disabilities, facilitates tlrcir
acceptance into more inclusive communities, Prduces and disseminates resources
for these purposes, develops and implements workshops and courses in the field of
this miniitry, and assists the University of Dayton in its mission to prepare studenb
to be morally aware and committed.
CENTER FOR RELIGIOUS COMMUNICATION (CRC)
Communication is an integral part of the Church's mission and an indispensable
tool for achieving ib goals of evangelization, education, and spiritual formation.
Recent technological developmenb have confronted the Church with new ques-
tions regarding the most effective means of communicating with the modern world
and the most appropriate ways of using the new communication technologies..To
assist the Church in meeting these needs, the Center for Religious Communication
(CRC) has as ib primary purpose, to monitor the development of new communica-
tion technologies, to asiess their potential for Church use, and to design models of
effective utilization to meet specific Church needs. CRC offers consultation, courses,
workshops, and seminars; designs and coordinates audio- and video-teleconfer-
ences; and aids in the production of religious programs for local and national
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distribution. Students interested in special projects or internships with the Center
are invited to see the executive director of CRC.
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
All interdisciplinary and experimental studies at the University of Dayton must
involve University students and faculty, must be commensurate with University
resources or resources accessible to the University, and must further the recognized
goals and purposes of the University. When these studies involve disciplines within
the College of Arts and Sciences or one of the Schools, they are administered by or
through the offices of the respective deans. When they are University-wide, i.e.,
inter-school, they are usually administered by the Office of the Provost. See also
Interdisciplinary Studies in Chapters VI (ASI), VII (BAD, IX (END.
UNIVERSITY INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES (UDI)
Courses considered suitable for the UDI designation are submitted for ap-
proval to the Committee on Minicourses (COMC), which is accountable to the
Provost. UDI courses are administered through University Continuing Education.
The following courses have been offered at least once from the first term of 1993-
94 through the second term of 1994-95.
COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
UDI 158M. INTRODUCTI : Surveyofcareerdevel-
opment theories and the w terests, decision making,
and developing a personal ce required.
UDI 169M. GETTING ALONG IN ITALIAN: An introduction to conversational ltalian
designed to give the prospective traveler to ltaly the basic tools and information
necessary to get along in the language.
UDI 238M. FRENCH IMPRESSIONISM-BIZET AND DEGAS: An inhoduction to the
cultural world of France in the late 19th century. students will study the art of Degas,
including both sculptures and two-dimensional works, and Bizet's opera Carmen.
This service-learning
ementsinclude20hours
red readings, a reaction
s discussions on related
TRAIMNG: S
completion s
tudent to str
UDI 270M. PORGY AND BESS: An interdisciplinary, team-taught minicourse that
explores and celebrates the American musical classic Porgy and Bess .The course examines
nT"*:of;.T,T,l'lil:Hl".'ff l#
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UDI272M. CARLOS FLIENTES AND MODERN MEICCO: The study of three major
novels of Cados Fuentes, in Englishtranslation,interms of theirartistry, as wellas their
historical and cultural contexb.
UDIzmv[ REFLECTIONS ON LAY MINISTRY This lay ministry minicourse oper-
ates out of a framework of praxis, the finely-tuned interplay between action and
theological reflection. Students will also be challenged to discem the current hends in lay
ministry, and they will draw upon their previous experiences in the field. Requirements
include required readings, weekly reflection PaPers, a reaction paper to a book of one's
droice on lay ministry, and class discussion on related topics.
UDI320M. PROCESS-MUSICASATHERAPY: Thiscourseisanintegrated approach
to psych theories and music therapy practice. Practice through ergeriential sessions,
self-study, and written projects. Prerequisite: PSY 101. funiors and seniors only.
tlDI 330M. WWII AND THE MAKING OF THE MODERNWORLD: A study of the end
of theSecondWorldWaranditsimpactonbothU.S.societyandAmericanforeignpolicy.
INTERNATIONAL MARIAN RESEARCH INSTITUTE (IMRI)
To facilitate and encourage Marian Studies in the United States and abroad, the
lnternational Marian Research Institute (IMRI) was founded n1975 at the Univer-
sityof DaytoninaffiliationwiththeRomanPontificalTheologicalFacultyMarianum.
Housed in the Marian Library, IMRI offers annual graduate'level summer schools
on a three'year cycle to promote the programs of Marian Studies established by the
Marianum. World-renowned theologians often join the faculty as guest instructors
or lecfurers.
Through IMRI, students can work toward a Pontifical Licentiate of Sacred
Theology (S.T.L.) or Doctorate of Sacred Theology (S.T.D.)-each with
specialization in Mariology-a certificate in Marian Studies, or a master's degree
in religious studies with specialization in Mariology from the Universit;/s
Department of Religious Studies, offered in a joint Program. Course offer-
ings include studies in Mariology,Christology, ecdesiology, spirituality, and theo'
logical anthropology.
Recognized as one of the world's leading centers for Mariological studies, the
International Marian Research lnstifute also is committed to scholarly Marian
research and the promotion of Marian art.
Admission is approved by the director of IMRI and an advisory council.
MARIAN LIBRARY
The Marian Library, on the seventh floor of the Roesch Libtary, houses the
world's largest collection of theological, artistic, and devotional literature dedicated
to the Virgin Mary. ScJrolars from many nations have been using ib resources, which
include 85,000 books and pamphlets in over fifty languages (several thousand
printedbefore 18@), runs of L25 periodicals, a dippingfileof 52,000 items, some200
microforms, and a largephilatelic collection, as well asmedals, slides, photographs,
and other pictorial maierials. This assemblage of Mariana is supplemented by
national and regional bibliographies, reference tools for studies of the Bible, and
works on the history of printing, ecclesiastical and dogmatic history, and Christian
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art, with special emphasis on the art of the Eastem Churches and medieval Europe.
A Ukrainian collection of Marian art and Iiterature was begun in 1981.
Professors can make arrangements for special class sessions at the Marian
Library on such topics as thehistoryof printing, Christian art, and the development
of Marian devotion. The Marian Library features exhibits of its holdings and
sponsors occasional lecfuree by visiting speakers.
TheLibrar5/sscholarlymultilingualannual,MnrianLibrary Studies,promotes the
renewal and development of scientific studies in Mariology by integrating them
with other spheres of research such as the critical edition of texts, historical
bibliography, and comparative studies in theology, psychology, and religious
anthropology.
The Mariological Society of America's editorial office is located at the Marian
Library and its joumal,MarianShdies,isedited there. The MarianLibraryNeusletter
appears twice yearly with information about the center/s activities and book notices.
MINICOURSES
Minicourses are special, short-term, interdisciplinary credit courses developed
by University faculty, (or sometimes by students with the advice and consent of a
faculty member), to meet specific, sometimes highly current needs or interests not
provided forin theregularcurricula. Theyarefreeof chargetoallfull-timestudenb,
even if the course pub them over the full-time limit, and are open to part-time and
non-UD students for credit or audit. The minicourse program is administered by
Continuing Education. The typical minicourse carries one semester hour of credit,
or fifteen class hours. Classes can be in various sequences, extending over several
weeks or concentrated within a few days. Some minicourses take the form of
workshops. Occuring at various times in the year, minicourses are publicized
throughout campus. They can be added to students' schedules during the term. For
a sample listing of minicourses, see University Interdisciplinary Studies (JDI).
OFFICE OF EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
The Office of Educational Services provides assistance to Catholic schools and
public school districts to enable school personnel to reach poliry decisions based on
relevant knowledge and value commitments. "Relevant knowledge" includes
financial sfudies, needs assessments, attifude surveys, eruollment projections, and
other information necessary for making intelligent decisions about specific policie.
"Value commitments" include consideration of educational aims and ethical ques-
tions inherent in poliry decisions. One of the priorities of the Office is service to
Catholic schools. Another is its effort to act as a network linking those who share
value concerns as they relate to educational poliry-making. The Office is located in,
draws support from, and uses the resources of the School of Education.
PRELAW
ThePrelaw Program, designed to servestudents fromall areas of theUniversity,
provides those interested in law school with the opportunities to acquire the
knowledge and skills necessary for a successful legal career. While students inter-
ested in careers in law should choose their undergraduate majors in accord with
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their interests and abilities, they should also contact the Prelaw Program as early in
their undergraduate careers as possible so they can receive effective prelaw advice.
The Prelaw Program, with its six prelaw advisors, provides students with
suggestions for courses that help develop skills needed for legal educatiory with
information about the law school admission process, and with aid in taking the Law
School Admission Test (LSAT) including simulated tesb and prep courses. In
addition, the Program sponsors a prelaw intemship where sfudenb work at legal
duties inan attomey'soffice, a mock trialprogramwheresfudentscompete locally,
regionally, and nationally, and intensive counseling on an individual basis.
For further information concerning the Prelaw Program at the University of
Dayton, students should contact the Prelaw Program secretary in O'Reilly Hall.
RESEARCH INSTITUTE (UDRI)
The University includes research as one of its stated purposes. In addition to
faculty members in academic departments, a large staff of research scientists,
engineers, and technicians conduct basic and applied research. Most of these
activities are extemally funded and are conducted in the laboratories of the Univer-
sity of Dayton Research lnstitute.
Several hundred students are employed on research programs in accord with the
Universify's emphasis on integration of research and instruction. In addition to
financial benefib, this research participation provides studenb with valuable
experience and an exposure to issues at the forefront of contemporary science and
engineering.
RESERVE OFFTCERS TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)
The Department of Military Science offers the Army ROTC baining program on
campus, leading to a commission as a second lieutenant in the U.S. Army at the time
of graduation. See MIL, Chapter VI.
STRATEGIES FOR RESPONSIBLE DEVELOPMENT
Strategies for Responsible Development (SRD) is an interdisciplinary center
where the University of Dayton and community leam and work together to address
urban issues and promote neighborhood development. Founded in 1974 SRD
reflects the concem of the Church for social and economic justice, as well as the
University's sense of responsibility to the larger community.
SRD's special focus is neighborhood development. On campus, SRD works with
faculty to enrich the curriculum with special seminats, neighborhood tours, infor-
mation and referrals and help in tuming community needs into practical student
projects. For the greater Dayton community, SRD gives nonprofit community-based
organizations a resource center that includes haining and support services. SRD's
programs put special emphasis on teaching skills in planning board development,
and project and financial development because all of these contribute to a commu-
nity organization's capacity to achieve its development goals. The office draws
support from, and collaborates with, the College of Arts and Sciences.
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STUDY ABROAD
AUGSBURG EXCHANGE PROGRAM
Students in the School of Business Administration are eligible to participate in an
exchange program with the University of Augsburg in Germany. About thirty
business sfudenb spend eleven weeks each suuuner in Augsburg taking courses
from both University of Dayton and University of Augsburg faculty. Clisses are
taughtin Englistr, althoughsome knowledge of German is desirable. studenb may
reside in dormitories or apartment unib or with host German families. Augsburg
and Dayton are sister cities, and the sister city organizations facilitate cultural
exchanges while studenb are in Augsburg. students'are given the opportunity to
visit and have discussions with executives of German firms. In addition, several
Augsburgstudents attend theUniversityof Dayton duringtheregularsemestersin
the graduate program in business and assist with the exchange program.
INTERDEPARTMENTAL SUMMER STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM
The lnterdepartrnental summer study Abroad Program (ISSAp) was established
n1972lo $vestudents from all majors the opportunity to study and experience one
or more foreign culfures. The progmm is open to anyone attending or eligible to
attend the University of Dayton. The program sites, which vary from year io year,
are major European cities. students spend one month at a site with University of
Daytonprofessors and may choose to attend oneor two of thesites. Various courses
are offered ateach site, and a variety ofdisciplines are represented eachyear. A two-
site participant can complete a full semester of course work abroad.
_ 
In thepast, ISSAP students have studied in Athens, Dublin, Florence, Fribourg,
London, Madrid, Munich, Paris, Rome, and Vienna, where they have taken courses
in art history business, communication, foreign languages, history, literafure,
music, philosophy, photography- political science, religious studies, and sociology.
For more information, contact the Center for Intemational Programs.
SUMMER STTIDY IN MARBURG
The Summer Study Program in Marburg, Germany, provides a month-long
experience of living and sfudying in a German setting. sfudenb take two classes, one
with German professors of the Lessing Kolleg and another with the accompanying
University of Dayton professor. Program participants live either in a dormitory or
with families. Two excursions--one full-day and one half-day-are planned for the
group. Because sfudenb are expected to use German exclusively, completion of
intermediate German or the equivalent is required.
SUMMER SruDY IN MEXICO
The Summer Sfudy in Mexico Program provides an intensive, thirty-day pro-
gram of immersion in Cuemavaca, where program participants live with Mexican
families. Students take two courses with the accompanying University of Dayton
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professor and Spanish professors at the Cemanahuac Comunidad Educativa. Excur-
sionoubideCuemavacaincludeavisittoTepoztldn,Taxco,Xochicalco,Teotihuacdn
and Mexico City. This program is available to students who have completed
elementary Spanish II or the equivalent.
SUMMER STUDY IN PARIS
The Summer Study in Paris Program, begun in1977 , is avulable only to studenb
who have completed intermediate French II or the equivalent. In addition to an
intensiveFrench language course, sfudents take a second course on a topicbased on
the available local culture such as French cinema, theatre, arts, and crafts; historical
Paris; and France and the French. Visits to important sites near Paris (Versailles,
Fontainebleau) and tripselsewhereinFrance (MontSaintMichel,Nice, Lourdes) are
worked in to the curriculum.
SUMMER STUDY IN QUEBEC
Summer Sfudy in Quebec is a five-week program of total immersion in
Chicoutimi, situated in the beautiful Saguenay-Lac St. ]ean reglon of Quebec.
Program participants live with Francophone families. The academic Program
features intensive language courses at all levels that put emphasis on oral corunu-
nication, as well as classes in Quebec culfure; courses are taught by faculty from the
Universit6 du Qu6bec d Chicoutimi. ln addition, students participate in afternoon
workshops with qualified instructors that allow them to practice their linguistic
skills while engaging in social, cultural, and sporting activities. This program is
available to studenb who have completed Elementary French II or the equivalent.
SUMMER STUDY IN SEGOVIA
The Summer Study in Segovia Program is a thirty-day program of total immer-
sion in a Spanish environment. The academic program includes intensive language
sfudy as well as courses in culfure and literafure. To complement their course work,
sfudents visit museums, theaters, palaces, and castles in and near Segovia and take
tours to such historical sites as Madrid, Toledo, and El Escorial. This program, in
which participants are required to use Spanish at all times, is available only to
students who have completed intermediate Spanish II or the equivalent.
UNIVERSITY HONORS
TheUniversityHonorsProgramprovidesuniqueopportunitiesforacademically
gifted undergraduate students to develop their skills and talents in a supportive
educational environment. Each year a limited number of entering first-year studenb
from the four undergraduate divisione-Arts and Sciences, Business Administra-
tion, Education, and Engineering-are selected from the pool of applicants. Partici-
pation in the program entitles these sfudents to numerous benefits and privileges,
including eligibility for honors scholarships.
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The honors curriculum consists of a sequence of five honors seminars and a
thesis. In most instances the seminars fulfill University requirements and fit well
into eadr studenfs regular course of sfudy. The honors thesis is a major research
project selected by the student in the junior year and completed before graduation.
Honors research grants are available to cover housing expenses, travel, and sup-
plies. All honors students are expected to maintain a 3.0 grade-point average.
UNIVERSITY SCHOLARS
The University Scholars Program provides curricular offerings, programming
andbenefits toundergraduateswhohave superior academic records. Students eam
the designation "University Scholar" in one of two ways. Entering first-year
students with outstanding credentials are automatically accepted into the Scholars
Program. (They are also eligible to apply for admission to the Honors Program.)
Matriculated studenb who have achieved a 3.5 grade'point average at the end of
their first, second, or third years are also designated University Scholars. All
Scholars are expected to maintain at least a 3.0 grade-point average.
University Scholars are offered a wide selection of courses each term, ranging
from special sections of General Education courses to senior-level seminars. While
enrollment in Scholars courses is not mandatory in most instances, first-year
University Scholars will usually be placed in English 114. In addition, the program
sponsors muneror.lsi speakers, cultural events, and at least one syrnposium each
year. Special housing is available for a limited number of Scholars. Upperclass
students who have completed at least two Scholars courses are eligible to apply for
grants to support their professional and academic development.
)fl Directories
GOVERNING AND ADVISOT{Y BODIES
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Thomas I. Danis, Chair; James F. Fitz, S.M., Vice-chair;
Raymond L.Fitz, S.M., Secretary; Richard A. Abdoo, Susan B. Beck, John W.
Berry, Sr., Thomas G. Breitenbach, Margaret A. Cavanaugh, Michael E. Ervin,
M.D., Richard H. Finan, Richard F. Glennon, Stephen M. Glodek, S.M., Max
Gutmann, Jane G. Haley, Allen M. Hill, Cordell W. Hull, foseph H. Kamis, S.M.,
Dolores R. Leckey, Paul M. Marshall, S.M., Ronald Mason, Mary C. Mathews,
Stanley G. Mathews, S.M., Clayton L. Mathile, Charles R. McNamee, Dennis I.
Meyer,JohnJ. Moder, S.M., Colombe M. Nicholas, Charles H. Noll, Ronald L.
Overman, S.M., David C. Phillips, Thomas M. Roberts, Iohn L. Schaefer,
ferome P. VanderHorst, William S. Weprin.
EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP COUNCIL
Raymond L. Fitz, S.M., Chair; Frances E. Ary, Mary J. Brolvn, Thomas E.
Burkhardt, Chris W. Conlon, S.M., Francis J. Conte, Patricia F. First, Edward D.
Garten,fohnO. Geiger, SamGould, Elizabeth F. Gustafson,fames L. Heft,S.M.,
Theodore L. Kissell, Joseph Lestingt, Paul J. Morman, Chris Mufloz, Mary A.
Neacy, Patrick F. Palermo, Bernard f. Ploeger, S.M., Gordon A. Sargent, Will-
iam C. Schuerman, Mary fo Vesper, faculty and student members of the
Executive Committee of the Academic Senate, the president of the Student
Government Association.
ACADEMIC SENATE
fames L. Heft, S.M., Presiden| Brian P. Conniff, Francis I. Conte, Bruce A.
Craver, George R. Doyle, Jr., John E. Erdei, Elizabeth F. Gustafson, Patricia F.
First, Sam Gould, Lawrence H. Hadley, Charles G. Hallinan, Nicoletta C. Hary,
Patricia A. Iohnson, Gerald Kerns, foseph Lestingt, William F. Lewis, George
K. Miner, Nancy K. Mohan, Xavier Monasterio, Paul J. Morman, Fred P.
Pestello, A. William Place, Thomas W. Rueth, Tony E. Saliba, Gordon A.
Sargent, Carroll M. Schleppi, Faiza W. Shereen, Pamela L. Thimmes, OSF,
students.
STUDENT LIFE COUNCIL
William C. Schuerman, Chairperson; Louis I. Boehman, Christopher W.
Conlon, S.M., Donna M. Cox, fack D. Cox,lr., Elizabeth I. Edwards, Albert V.
Fratini, John E. Kauflin, fody O'Neil, S.P., Alex f. Tuss, S.M., Kathleen Webb,
Donald D. Yoder, students.
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OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY
President Raymond L. Fita S.M.
Provost ..... James L. Heft, S.M.
Senior Vice President for Administration............. ....... Bemard J, Ploeger, S.M.
Vice President for Student Development and Dean of Students ......... William C. Schuerman
Vice Presidmt for University Advincement.... . Frances E. Ary
Director, Campus Ministry .--.....,...,-.. ..,........,... Christopher W. Conlon, S.M.
Vice President for Graduate Studies and Research and
Dean of Graduate Studies ........................ Gordon A. Sargent
Vice President for Financial Affairs and Treasurer ...........,.... Thomas E. Burkhardt
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
President Raymond L. Fitz, S.M.
Rector.............. .,...... Eugene Contadinq S.M.
Executive Assistant to the President.,...,.,,..,..... Marv A. Neacv
Assistant to the President for Regional
and Government Relations Richard T. Ferguson
Secretary to the President
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
Provost Iames L. Heft, S.M.
Vice Presidmt for Graduate Studies and Research and
Dean of Graduate Studies ......... Gordon A. Sargent
Associate Dean for Graduate Studies .................... ...... Kitayun E. Marre
Director, Center for Competitive Change and Coordinator,
ContinuingEducation,........... ............... Carol M. Shaw
Associate Provost for Faculty Affairs ............. ........................ fohn O. GeigerRegistrar......... Daniel F, Palmert
Assistant Registrar.-Records . Thomas J. Westendorf
Assistant Registrar-Registration
iate Provost for Undersraduate E
Patsy L. Martin
Associ t g ducation ...........................,....,.... Patrick F. Palemro
Director, Career Placement Center ... Gregory D. Hayes
Director, English Language & Multicultural Institute Clara S. Delgado
Director, Honors and Scholars Programs R. Alan Kimbrough
Director, Center for Intemational Progmms ................... R. Bruce Hitdner
Director, Intemational Services ......,.................................. . Alison J. Glick
Coordinator, International Educational Programs.............. Ann E. Halpin
Academic Coordinator for AthIetics..........,,.......... Don C. Ross
Associate Provost for Enrollment Management .......... Chris Mufioz
Director, Admission MyronAchbadr
RobertF. DurkleDirector, Student Recruitnent...
Director, Financial Aid................... ..-......Joyce ]. Wilkins
Director, Student Scholarships ..............,.. James F. Kelly
Director, Operations ...... ................. Suzanne M. Petrusch
Assistant to the Provost ........ Mary J, Brown
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences,.........,............. Paul|. Morman
Associate Dean for Graduate and Administrative Affairs R Gerald Keil
Associate Dean for Undergraduate and Student Affairs ........................ Mary |o VesperAssistantDean RaeEllenHuff
Assistant Dean ................Sam F. Johruon
Dean, School of Business Administration Sam Gould
Associate Dean John E. Rapp
Associate Dean and Director, Graduate Program .................................. E. James Dunne
Director, Center for Business and Economic Research.............................John E. Weiler
Director, Management Development Center ................ Dennis F. MichaelsDean,SchoolofEdircation .. PatriciaF.First
Associate Dean James R. Biddle
Associate Dean
Assistant Dean
Dean, School of Engineering.
................ Roger L. Coy
,........... Joseph Lotingi
Director, Education Placemmt Services
oseP
...,....... Joseph F. Rogus
....... Donald J. Frericks
q v
Associate Dean of
Graduate Eneineerinq Programs and Researdr.. ..... Donald L. Moon
Associate Dean-for Und-ergra?uate Programs ........ Norman S. Phillips
Dean, School of 1aw.,,............ Francis J. Conte
Associate Dean Richard P. Perna
Director, Iaw Library ........-.... .......... Thomas L. Hanley
Dean, Univercitv Libraries and Information Tedrnologies............Rev. Edward D. Garten
Director, Mahan Library .................:-......... Thomas A. Thompsory S.M.
Director, Institute for Theology, Education, and Miniscy.......... George A. Deinlein, S.M.
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS
Chairpercons
Accounting ... RonnieJ. B'urrows /
Biology
Chem-ical and Materials Engineering ................. . Tony E. Saliba /,Chemisky '....... Albert V. Fratjni I
Civil and Environmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics ...............JosePhE.Saliba y' ,Communication ......................... Thomas D. Skill r'
Computer Scimce....................... ......'..'........'.... Barbara A. Smith y'-
Couriselor Education and Human Services . Eugene K. Moutn y'
Economics and Finance ............ Ralph R Fnsrca r'.r
Educational Administration .... Charles J' Russo /,2
Electrical and Computer Engineering ...,.......... ...,........... Mohammed A' Karim v ,
Engineerhg Management and Systems............... PatrickJ. Sweeney '/.
Engineering Techno1ogy................ .................Joseph A.Unte er vl
Eng1ish............ .. AlexJ. Cameron v,
Ge6logy .......... Michael R Sandyr'^
Heatti'"ana Sport Scimce.. ..... Lloyd L.lrafuacht,.
History.........i.. Iawrenie]. Floclcerzie /
Human Ecology .....'...................Iu1ia A1 Palmert ,Ianguages....., Arthur Df Mosher r',
Management and Marketing ..................'.....Wesley C.\King, fr. /
Management Information Systems and Decision Sciences .............,...........'....IeffteY 4.Hoffer r' ,Mathelnatics ......................... Thomas-E. pantner /
Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering................ ...............'..'. Glm E. fohnson /
Military Science ........ LL Col. Dennis M.lcassert
Music '............. .....................Richard P. Btnedum /
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMS
American Studies......,..........................
Directors
FrancisI. Henninger
Chenical Technology....-............ WarrenH. Smith
Criminal |ustice Studies............ ..................... fames A. Adamids /
Electronic Engineering Technology ................Ioseph M. Farren
Food and Nutrition ...................Iu1ia A. Palmert
Industrial Engineering Tedrnology .................. ]ames F. Courtright
Intemational Studies ....-.--..-.-- Maureen F. OMeara
Manufacturing Engineering Tedrnology ................. Robert L. Wolff
Mednnical Engineering Technology
Premedical and Predental Studies ...
INSTITUTE FOR THEOLOGY, EDUCATION AND MIMSTRY
Director ,,...... George A. Deinlein, S.M.
Director, Ministry with Disabled People ...... Marilyn E. Bishop
Director, Cmter for Religious Communication ..,......... Angela Ann Zukowski, M.H.S.H.
UNTVERSITY LIBRARIES
Dean, University Librarie and Information Technologies .................. Rev. Edward D. Gartm
Head, Climt Services .............. Linda Keir Simons
Supervisor, Circulation,/Reserve Desk Bonnie VandmBos
Supervisor, Interlibrarylaan/Document Delivery .-.-.,.-....,...-...... Christina Sommer
Supenrisor, BuildingServices James Blair
Coordinator & Head Collection Managemmt ......................... Fred ]enkins
Head, Bibliographic Management .......,..,........ .... Suean Tsui
University Archivist........, ...... Kerrie Moore
Academic Tedmology Services
Instructional Computing Group
Director of the MarianLibrarv
James Baccus
Rev. Thorras A. Thornpsory S.M.
RESEARCH
Vice Presidmt for Graduate Studies and Research and
Dean of Graduate Studies ,........ GordonA. Sargmt
Associate Vice President for Research and
Director, Research Institute.,.. .................foseph E. Rowe
Associate Director, Operations & Financial Planning Michael V. McCabe
Head, Aerospace Mechanics Blaine S. West
Head, Electrical and Computer Engineering .... Dennis D. Stafford
Head Experimmtal and Applied Mectnnics ........... George]. Roth
Head, Materials Engineering
Hea4 Metals and Ceramics .
...... Dennis A. Gerdeman
|ohnA. Detrio
Head, Nonmetallic Materials ...... KennethA. Davis
Head Stnrctural IntSgnty ......... Joseph P. GallagherController....... ...... |ohn U. Weckesser
Purdusing Agent and Property Administrator ,...............Sigmund W. Brzezicki
Associate Director, Technology Commercialization ............ Lloyd Huff
Associate Director, Contracts and Infornration Systems .................. Robert P. Boehrner
Contracb and Grants Administrator.....,.,..,..,.......... Claudefte M. Groeber
Tedrnical Editor....................... .............. Niki Maxwell
Technical Infornution Services Administrator JudithN. Heclt
Associate Director, Human Resources ... Paula L. Mller
Contract Security, Export, and Environmmtal Safety ................. M. Francina Lester
Associate Director for Busines Development &
Strategic Planning ....,...........Lawrence D. Howell, Jr.
CAMPUS MINISTRY
Director ....,....... Rev. Christopher Conlon, S.M.
AssistantDirector,R"'il;;;;':::::::::::::::::::::::::::::...................... IodycrNeilS.P.
Assistant Directors forSocial Concens Nancy Bramlage, S.C,
Campus Ministerc................... ...................... Phil Aaron, S.M
Nidrolas Cardilino
Eileen Cehyra, F.M.I.
Rev. Gerald Chinchar, S.M.
Rev. Gme Contadino, S.M.
Yolanda Copeland
Mary Louise Foley, F.M.I.
Monica Gundler, S.C.
Daniel fordan
Margaret Matley
Conor Mclntyre
Thomas Pieper, S.M.
Kathleen Rossmaru O.SJ.
AllenStock
Patti Stock
Christine Wisniewski
ADMINISTRATION
Senior Vice President for Adninistration ............. ....... Bernard f. Ploeger, S.M,
Vice President for Financial Affairs and Treasurer .. Thomas E. BurkhardtComptroller ......... Thomas J. Weckesser
Assistant Comptroller.............. .... Davidine Rinehart
Accounts Payable ......................... Barbara A. McCloskey, Crystal A. Hempker,
Carrie Allegretto
Bookkeeping.. ......................... B€tty M. Hill, Barbara L. Sturgeon
Payroll Manager Robin A. Steberl
Pawoll Clerk.. ....... Leona Hite
Director of Budgets .-.--.-
Assistant Budlget Dit""d:::::::::::::
LisaS. Mastrobuono
AngelaK. Buedile
Staff Accountants ...................... ..... Kathleen Berger, foan M. Will
Bursar, Coordinator of Pricing Policies NancyV. Graft
Assistant Busar,,................... Stephen G. Schissler
Head Teller ......... Diana L. Behme
Supervisor Cashier's Office ............. Gwendolynl. Klemmer
Assistant Bursar ..............,....., ]ulie E. Bruns
Financial Administrator, Perkins Loans ..,......,........,...., Edward M. McCormick
Director of Purchases and Business Services Ken R Soucy
Assistant Purclnsing Manager......... ................... TBA
Coordinator, Postal Operation and Procurement Analyst....... Dmise Dobberstein
Postmaster ....... Thomas E. Seifert
Supervisor, Central Receiving ............ Jmnifer Durbin
Director of UD Childrm's Center ............. ................,...,. Marv Tane Kelleher
Office Supervisor ....................... ....... Carol 5. McDermott
Director Administrative Computing
and Telecommunication Services ..............,...., ......,,............. Keith A. Weber
Special Assistant to the Director,.....................,. .........,... Albert ]. Roemer
Assistant Director for Administrative Computing ...... Robert C. Zinck
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Assistant Supervisor, Central Receiving .....................,..............Vincent P. Seifert
Assistant Manager......:.:..-:... ...... Jo Lynn
nager, UD Printing and DesignManager, 
Assistant Manager.-.--.-..-.-. ......... Robert L. BrownForeman Michael D. Purk
Internal Auditor...................
::::::::::::.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::::::'b5#s;ffii:lInveshnent Officer
Assistant Director for Telecommunications William A. Honingford
Assistant Director for
Director of Facilities Managemmt Herman A. Cole
Assistant Director for Operations ... James R Hogue, Jr.
Plannine and Work Control....... Duane M. Plessineer
John C. Tumer
Betty J. Rose
?I ti g r
lnterior Space Designer ...
Grounds Mairager ..............
Environmentaf safew aJm'insi'e !. 
n9ge1!4\n
l S f ty Ad trator/lnsurance Coordinator........ Sandra F. Kulik
 Operations
Assistant Director for Microcomputing Services
w f I
Environmental Safety Tedrnician ................. Charles J. Gausling S.M.
of Human Resources .........,..... Charles E. Chamberlain
rlannrnS o w rK L tr l. ... u I'r r
Manager of Extemal Contracts ..... Joseph M. Eaglowski
Assistant Director for Energy and Budget...,..... ...... Russell A. Potyrala
Assistant Director for Interior Design ........--.-. Beth H. Keyes
I i r esigner .................. Leslie A. Gordon
Assistant Director for Benefits . ,................ B€ttr A. Jacobs
Assistant Director for Employment .......-.-.-.-.. Daniel f, Giner
Assistant Director for Records. ...,............ Helm L. Gross
Assistant Drector of Human Resources
for Compliance and Affirmative Action Melissa Azallion
Director of Institutional Studies .,.................. ...................... Patricia P. Detzel
Research Assistant .................. ................. Susan K. Sexton
Director of Legal Affairs,/University Counsel ]ohn E. Hart
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT
Vice President for Studmt Development and Dean of Students ......... William C. Schuerman
Assistant Dean of Students Mary Sue Hufnagle
Director esources ..,.... 
Assistant Vice President .................. ........ Rosemary T. O'Boyle
Lou E. TalbottDirector, Student Activities
Director, Special Programs . L. B. Fred
Assistant Vice President Residmtial Services ....................... ]oseph A. Belle
Director, Kennedy Union ...................... Thomas A. Gutsnan
Residential Prograrns ...................,.... Carol Cummins-CollierAssociate Dean of Students:
Associate Dean of Students
Director, Learning Assistance Center ............. .,.......,.....,.. Iames J. Melko
Director, African American Student Services................................ Timothy B. Spraggins
Director, Counseling and Health Services............,..,.... ... Stevm D. Mueller
Medical Director ...fohn H. Dirckx, M.D.
Director, Public Safety ........ Iolur I. Delamer
Director, Recreational Sports . Billy R Mayo
Director, University rodd Services .................... Pau6 H. Smith
UNIVERSITY ADVANCEMENT
Vice President for University Advancement.... . Frances E. Ary
Director of Development ........... David Raibli
Director, Corporate Relations ...,,....... E. Shelley Outlaw
Director, Foundation Relations ,...,........ ....... Len Roberts
Director, Major & Planned Gifts............ .... Janice I. Livel
Director, Annual Fund .......
Director, Advancement Services Susan SauerDirector,Alumni-ParmtRelations RegisJ. Lekan
Assistant Director, Alumni Chapters ............,..... ............ Kathy Harmon
Assistant Director, Dayton Area Programming. ....,..... Wiliam E. Hunt
Assistant Director, Class Reunion Program Richard K. Munn
Director, Public Relations .......... Teri J. Rizvi
Director, Publications.... ........,.. Deborah McCarty Smith
Director, Media Relations Pamela T. Huber
ATHLETIC PROGRAMS AND FACILITIES
Director of Athletics ................. Theodore L. Kissell
Secretary to the Director of Athletics ..............,.. Renee Jones
Senior Associate Athletics Drector......,..,............ ........... R. Elaine Dreidame
Assistant Athletics Drector ...... Ken Keck
Director of Sports Information .....,...,,.... Doug Hauschild
Assistant Director of Sporb Information Pennv Smith
Coordinator of Student-Atilete Services ........ Joe Owens
Men's Basketball Coach......... .............,....,,.. Oliver Pumell
Assistant Coaches ...,......,. Frank Smith, Pete Strickland
Women's Baskeiball Coach ......,.. .......... Clemette Haskins
Assistant Coadres ...,.........,. Marialice Jenkins, Nicole Harrison, Tony Hemmelgam
Football Coach Mike Kelly
Assistant Coaches ...... Rick Chamberlin, Eric Schibler
Dave Whilding
............. Chris Sorrell
AssistantBusinessManagerforAthletics............. 
......,.....MargaretGantt
ndemic Coordinator for Ath1etics.................. .... Don Ross
Volleyball Coach..................... . Pete Hoyer
Assistant Coach ............ Xangrong Lui
Assistant Coach ......Megan McCalister
Softball Coadr ...................Iodi Eickemeye
Equipment & Awards Manager Tony Caruso
Athletics Trainer 
..............,.,.... Steve Foster
Assistant Trainer...................... Carolvn Keith
Assistant Trainer........................ Vic Miller
Compliance Coordinator & Administrative Assistant......,.....................,...., Katina Banks
Arena Sports Manager & Events Coordinator Dick Netzley
Spirit & Special Athletic Evenb Coordhator Trish Kroeger
Associate Director of Athletics for Extemal Services and Finance ....,,,-,-.-.... Tim Wabler
Secretary to the Drector..,. ........................ Tanmy Kidder
Director Arena Operations & Business Manager ..,.................................... Tim O'Connell
Season Tickets & Promotions. ..........,........... Garv McCans
Box Office Manager.................... .......................I6e Granito
Arena Events Marketing Manager.............,......,... Kim Swallen
AtNetics Marketing Manager ..
Baseball Coach
Aca
Assistant Academic Coordinator .......... John Ralph
Director of Athletic Fund Development ............ Jim Paxson
Faculty Athletics Representative .......,............. ................... George A. BoNen
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DEANS EMERITI
Hobery Williaml. (1956), Accounting 
-8.5., University of Dayton, 1950; M.B.A., XavierUniversity, 1950; C.P.A., Ohio, 1960.
loseph, Ellis A. (1961), Education-A.8., University of Notre Dame, 1955;
M.A,,1956;Ph.D., 1962; L.H.D. (Honorary), College of Mt. St. ]oseph, 1989.
PROFESSORS EMERTTI
Anderson,GordonS. (L969),TeacherEilucation-B.A.,BethanyCollege,t953;M.S.,State
University of New York, 1959; Ed.D., Case Western Reserve University, 1969.
Beauregard, Erving E. (19471, Histary-A.B., University of Chicago, 1942; M.A., Univer-
sity of Massachusetts, 1945; Ph.D., Union Institute, 1976.
Burns, Rev. Norbert C., S.M. (1.959), Religious Studies-8.4., University of
Dayton, 1945;S.T.L., University of Fribourg, 1954; S.T.D., The Angelicum, 1955.
Casey, Anthony L. (L969), Managemmt Information Systems anil Decision Scimces-M.Ed.,
Wright State University, 1973; M.S., University of Dayton, 1972.
Clark, Willard C.,Jr.(L963), Accounting-B.S.,UniversityofDayton't919; M.B'A., Miami
University, 1960; C.P.A., Ohio, 1952.
Cochran, Bud T. (1958), English 
- 
B.A., College of Steubenville, L955; M.A., Ohio State
University, 1957 ; Ph.D., t9 67.
Comer, Orville L. (1950), Marketing-8.S., Washington University, 1948;M.5., L949.
Deibel, Francis A., S.M. (1954), Library-A.B., University of Dayton, L929; B.S.L.S.,
Western Reserve University, 1943.
Drees, Doris A. (1956), Health I Sport Science- B.S., University of Dayton, 1956; M.A.,
The Ohio State University, L959; Ph.D., University of lowa, 1968.
Drury, William R. (1984), Educational Ailministrution-8.S., University of Dayton, 1958;
M.5., 7962; Ed.D., Wayne State University, 1971.
Eley, Marion 1.(J95L'), Accounting-8.S., University of Dayton, 1959; M.B.A., Xavier
University, 1964; C.P.A., Ohio, 1966.
Evers, Anthony I. G966), Electrical Engineering 
- 
B.E.E., University of Dayton, 1953;
M.S.E.E., University of Notre Dame, 1955. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Eveslage, Sylvester L. (1948), Chemistry-8.S., University of Notre Dame, 1944; M.S.,
1945; Ph.D., 1953.
Fioriti, Andrew A. (1965), Accounting-8.S., University of Scranton, 1955; M.B.A., Uni-
versity of Detroit, 1958; C.P.A., New fersey, 1964.
Fraker, Iohn R. (1975), Engineering Management anil Systems-B.S., University
of Tennessee, 1956; M.S., 1955; Ph.D., Clemson University,l97I. Reg. Prof. Engr.
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Frye, Helen B. (1967),Teacher Education-8.A., Ohio Wesleyan University,L9M;M.Ed.,
Wittenberg University, 1962;Ph.D, Ohio State University, 1967.
Gay, fames E. (1958), Teacher Education 
-8.A., Ohio University, 1951; M'A., University
of Wisconsin, 1956;D.Ed., University of Maryland,L972.
George, Norman (L962), Law 
- 
Ohio State University, 1950; M.B.A., University of
Pittsburgh, 1954;Ph.D., Ohio State University,L962;J.D.,Salmon Chase CoIlege,t967
Gilvary, Patrick S. (1955), Communication-Theatre-8.5., University of Dayton, 1950;
M.A., Xavier University, 1963; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1975.
Grob, M. Aud rey (1961),Teacher Education-8.S., University of Dayton,l942;M.4.,1948;
Ph.D., Catholic University of America, 196L.
Gross, David I. (1981), Chenical Technology-B.Ch.E., Georgia Institute of Technology,
1959; M.S., Air Force Institute of Technology, 1965. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Hopfengardner,]errold (1978),EducationalAdministration-B.A.,Universityof Dayton,
1959; M.Ed., Miami University, L96'1.; Ph.D., The Ohio State University, 1970.
Huth, Mary Jo (L962), Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work- 8.S., University of
Dayton, 1950; M.A., Indiana University, 1951; Ph.D., St. Louis University, 1955.
Jehn, Lawrence A. (7946), Computer Science-B.M.E', University of Dayton, 'l'943;M.5.,
University of Michigan, 1949. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Kester, Jack E. (1956), Computer Science 
- 
B.S., University of Dayton, 1952; M.S., Ohio
State University, 1958.
King, Edwin R. ('/..953),History-B.S., University of Dayton,l949;M.A.,Western Reserve
University, 1950.
Klosterman, Rita(1960),Teacher Education-B.A.,Immaculate Heart College,7942;M.4.,
St. John's College, 1956; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1968'
Koehler, Rev. TheodoreA., S.M.(L969),Library-Lic. Litt., University of StrasbotttgL934;
Lic. Thl., University of Fribourg,7942.
Kubach, Reinhold W. (1958), Electrical Engineering-B.E.E', Staatliche Ingenieurschule,
Esslingen, L947;M.5.8., University of Dayton, 1966.
Labadie, Patricia B. (1959), English-B.A.,University of Washington, L945; M.A., Miami
University, 1961; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1974.
Laufersweiler, Joseph D. (1963), Biology-8.5., University of Notre Dame, 1952; M.Sc',
Ohio State University, 1954; Ph.D., 1950.
La Vanche, ]ames B. (7957), Health and Sport Science-8.A., Emory and Henry College,
1948; M.S., West Virginia University, 1952.
Leonard, Mary T. (1956), Health B Sport Science, A.B., Radcliffe College, L948; M.S.,
MacMurray College, 1951; Ed.D., Boston University, 1960.
Leonard, Thom asJ. (1969), Library 
-8.A., St. fohn's University, 1951; M.S., Kansas StateTeachers College, 1956.
McGraw, James L. (1952), Industrial Engineering Technology-8.S.I.E., Lafayette College,
1951; M.B.A., Xavier University, 1950.
University of Dayton XI
McKenzie, George f., S.M. (1959), Languages 
- 
B.A., University of Dayton, 1933; M.A.,
Ohio State University, 1948; Ph.D., Western Reserve University, 195L.
Maras, Raymond l. (1959), History-B.4., University of California, L946;M.A. Catholic
University of America, 1948; Ph.D., University of California, L955.
Mathias, Frank F. (L963), History-L.B., University of Kentucky, 1950; M.A., t96l;
Ph.D., 1956.
Michaelis, Carl I. (1954), Chemistry-8.4., University of Kansas, I945;M.4.,L947;Ph.D.,
University of Florida, 1953.
Miller, RichardL. (1968),Managemrnt and Marketing-8.5., Ohio State Univetsity,1947;
M.B.A., 1959; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1981.
Montavon, Robert E. (L966), Library-B.A., St. Charles College, 1955; M.A., Catholic
University of America, L962; M.5.L.5., 1965.
Murphy, Lorraine M. (1953), English-BA., Augustana College, 1946; M.A., Miami
University, 1952.
Nartker, Raymond H. (1962), Library-B.A., University of Dayton, 1942; M.S.L.S., West-
ern Reserve University, 1955.
Nersoyan, H. James (L957), Philosophy-Baccalauteate, College Champagnat des Freres
Maristes, L939;5.T.8., Berkeley Divinity School, L949; Ph.D., Columbia University,
L966.
Palumbo, Suzanne D. (1965), English-8.A., Northwestern University, 1957; M.A., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1965.
Patyk, Josef (1963), Political Science-Certificate, School of Public Administration, Po-
land, 1935; LL.M., Jagiellonski University, 1945; Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1965.
Payne, Elmer H . (1961), Cioil and Enaironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics 
-B.S.C.E., Washington University, 1958; M.S., 1961. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Purcell, Sylvia S. (L967), Library-A.B., University of lllinois, 1940; M.A.L.S., Kent State
University, 1955.
Ramsey,JamesM,(L964),Biology-B.S.,Wilmington College, 1948; M.S., Miami Univer-
sity, 1951.
Rang,JackC. (L979),Communication-B.S.,NorthwesternUniversity,l94S; M.A.,Aquinas
College, 1965; Ph.D,, Northwestern University, 1972.
Ray, Alden E. (196L), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering-B.A., Southern Illinois
University, 1953; Ph.D., Iowa State University, 1959.
Rhodes, Rev. Edmund L., S.M. (1947), Philosop@-A.8., University of Dayton, L934;
S.T.L., Caftolic University of America, 1942.
Ritter, Charles J. $967), Geology 
- 
8.S., University of Dayton, 1959; M.S., Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, L962; Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1971.
Schroeder, Elizabeth (1950), Human Ecology-B.S., College of Mt. St.loseph-on-the-Ohio,
\942;M.5., Ohio State University, 1958.
Shay, Gertrud eD. (1949), Biology 
- 
B.S., Mary Manse College, 1945; M.S. University of
Detroit, L948.
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Smith, HowardE., (195E), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering- B.M.E., University of
Dayton, 1951; M.S., University of Cincinnati, 1961.; Ph.D., 1969.
Staub, Albert E. (1956), Engineering Technology 
- 
A.8., University of Missouri, 1951;
M.A., Miami University, 1953.
Steiner, Wilfredl. (L946), History-A.B.,Loras College, 1936; M.A., Haruard University,
1938; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1957.
Stockum, Eleanore K. (1957), English 
- 
B.A., College of St. Teresa, 1"950; M.A., Marquette
University, L953.
Thomson, Robert A. (1952), Cioil and Enaironmental Engineering anil Engineering Mechan-
fcs 
- 
B.S. in Ed., University of Dayton, 1950; B.M.E., 1954; Ph.D., Illinois Institute of
Technology, 1958. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Vines, Alice G. (1969r, History-B.A., B.S. in Ed., University of Cincinnati, 1950; M.A.,
196L; Ph.D.,1975.
Wilder, ]esse H. (1953), Mechanical Engineering Technology-8.S.M.E., Duke University,
L947;M.5., State University of lowa, 1949. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Wolff, Florencel. (L969),Communication-8.S., Temple University, 1941; M.Ed., Duquesne
University, 1967;Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, L969.
Wurst, John C., (L957), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering- B.M.E., University of
Dayton, 7957; M.5., L968i Ph.D., 197L.
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE PROFESSORS
Chudd, Cletus C., S.M. (1947'), Chemistry-8.5., University of Dayton, 1935; M.S., West-
ern Reserve University, 1948; Ph.D., 1952.
Drees, Doris A. (1956),Health B Sport Science-B.5., University of Dayton, 1955; M.A.,
The Ohio State University,1959; Ph.D., University of lowa, 1958.
George, Norman (L952), Law 
- 
Ohio State University, 1950; M.B.A., University of
Piftsburgh, 1954; Ph.D., Ohio State University, L962;1.D., Salmon Chase College,
L967.
joseph, Ellis A. (1,96L), Education-A.B., University of Notre Dame, 1955;
M.4., '1.956; Ph.D., L962; L.H.D. (Honorary), College of Mt. St. joseph, 1989.
Kohmescher, Rev. Matthew F., S.M. (1951'), Religious Studies 
- 
A.8., University of
Dayton, 1942;S.T.D., University of Fribourg, 1950; M.A., Westem Reserve Univer-
sity, L956.
Lucier, John ]., S.M. (1945), Chemistry-8.5., University of Dayton, 1937;M.5., Western
Reserve University, 1950; Ph.D., 1951.
Murphy, Harry C. (L950), Marketing-8.8.A, University of Minnesota, L948;8.5., L949;
M.A.,1951.
Noland, George B. (1955), Biology-B.S, University of Detroit, 1950; M.S., 1952; Ph.D.,
Michigan State University, 1955.
Ryckman, Seymour J. (1959), Cioil anil Enoironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechan-
ics-B.S., Michigan State University, L939; M.S., University of Missouri, 1.942. Reg.
Prof. Engr.
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Schmidt, Bernhard M. (1948), Electrical Engineering-B.E,E, University of.Dayton,L942;
M.S., Ohio State University,7957; Ph.D., 1963. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Schraut, Kenneth C. (1940), Mathematics-A.8., University of Illinois, 1935; M.A., Uni-
versity of Cincinnati, 1938; Ph.D., 1940.
Springer, George H. (7946), Geology-A.8., Brown University, 1938; ScM., 1940.
Stick, Henry H. (1975), Economics and Einance 
- 
8.S., U.S. Military Academy, 1945;
M.B.A., University of Pennsylvania,1951; Ph.D., Ohio State University, L957.
RANKED FACULTY
Aaron, Philip T., S.M. (1979), International Stuilies Progran, Administrative-8.S., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1954; M.S., St. Louis University, L964;Ph.D.,Case Western Reserve
University, 1973.
Achbach, Myron H. (1969), Director of Admission, Administrative-8.A., University of
Dayton, 1958; M.A., Western Reserve University, 1955.
Adamitis, James A. (L9701, Criminal Justice, Associate Professor-B.A', Kent State Uni-
versity, 1955; M.A., 1967;Ph.D., Miami University, 1981.
Adams, Shauna M. (1993), Teacher Education, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.S., University of
Dayton, 1979 I M.5., 1985,
Ahern, David W.(L977),PoliticalScimce, AssociateProfessor-B.A., Southern Connecti-
cut State College, |97O;M.A., University of Maryland, L972;Ph.D., L975.
Al-Akkad, RiadS. (L985),Ciuil anil Enoironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics,
Lecturer-B.C.E., University of Dayton, 1980; M.S.C.E', 1981.
Alexander, Roberta S. (1959), History, Professor-B.A., University of California, 1954;
M.A., University of Chicago , 7966; Ph.D.,1974.
Allik, Judith P. (1976), Psychology, Associate Professor-B.A., Wellesley College, 1958;
M.S., University of Pittsbur gh, 197 4; Ph.D, 197 8.
Amin, Julius A. (1989), History, Associate Professor-B.A., University of Cameroon,
1979; M.A., West Texas State University, L983; Ph.D., Texas Tech University, 1988.
Amsden, RobertT.(l978l,Managemmt Information Systems andDecision Sciences, Associ-
ate Professor-B.A., University of New Hampshire, 1960; M.S., Rutgers University,
L964; Ph.D,1969.
Anderson, Da rllellF. (L974\, Communication-Theatre, Assistant Professor-B.A., Univer-
sity of Daytory 1969;M.F.A., Ohio State University, 1991.
Anderson,Rev.WilliamP. (1968),ReligiousStudies,Professor-A'B',BloomfieldCollege,
19 6L ; 8.D., Princeton Theological Seminary, L9 64; Tl'.D., 1968.
- Angel, Mary A. (1988), Communication, Lecturer 
- 
B.A., University of Cincinnati, 1977;
M.A.,1979.
Arnette, Stephen A, (1996), Mechanical anil Aerospace Engineering, Assistant Professor 
-B.S., Tennessee Technological University, 1990; M.S., The Ohio State University,
t992; Ph.D., L995.
Arons, Peter L. (1965), English, Associate Professor-A.B., New York University, L957;
M.A., Yale University, L958; Ph.D., 1964.
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Artz, Theodoras. (L974),l^aw Library, Assistant Professor-B.Ed., university of Toledo,
1962;M.4.L.5.,7974.
Ary- Frances Evans (L993), vice Presidentfor Adaancement, Administrative-B.A., Emory
University, L975.
August, Eugene R. (1966), English, Professor, Alumni Chair in the Humanities-B.A.,
Rltgers University, L958; M.A., University of Connecticut, 1960; ph.D., University of
Piftsburgh,1965.
Avila-]ohn, Karin (1993), English Language ancl Multicultural Institute, Administrative 
-B.A., Instituto Nacional Superior del Profesorado Joaquin v Gongalez,l979;M.A,,So.
Illinois University, 1982.
Baccus, ]ames (1979), Instructional computing Group, Administrative 
- 
B.s., university
of Dayton, 1964;M.5., Purdue University, 1966.
Back, S]anley I. $959), Mathcmatics, Associate Professor-B.S., University of Dayton,
1957 ; M.5., Purdue University, 1959.
Baer, janine T. (1994r, Health anil Sport Science, Assistant professor 
- 
B.S., Mt. Mary
College, 1983; M.S. Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, l9g5; ph.D.,
1988.
Bajpai,?raphulla K. (1964), Biology,Ptofessor-B.V.Sc. and A.H., Agra University, 195g;
M.V.Sc., 1950; M.Sc., Ohio State University, t963; Ph.D., 1965.
Ballal, Dilip R. (1990), Mechaniul and Aerospace Engineering, professor-B.Sc. (Eng.),
V3llT"1"4 C_ollege of Technology,'t967; M.Sc., Cranfield Insritute of Technology,7968;Ph.D., L972.
Barnes, Michael H. (L958), Religious Studies, Professor-A.8., St. Louis University, 1961;
Ph.L., L962; Ph.D., Marquette University, 1976.
Becker, Roger I- (1988), Electro-Optics, Associate Professor-B.A., Lake Forest College,
L967; M.5., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1972; ph.D., Thomas JeffersonUniversity, 1976.
Bedard, Beatrice w. (1982), coordinator,Disabledstudent s*olces, Administrative-8.A.,
University of Dayton, 1974; M.A., 1976.
Bedard, Bernard I. $952'), English, Professor-A.B., University of Notre Dame, L949;
M.A., University of Michigan, 1950; Ph.D., 1959.
Bednarek, Janet R. (L992), History, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.A., Creighton University,
1981; M.A., 1983; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1987.
Beitel, Frank E. (1989), Computer Science, Adjunct professor-8.S., University
of Dayton, L974;M.5., Wright State University,l9B4.
Beladi, Hamid (1988), Economics and Finance, Professor, William I. Hoben Scholar in
International Business-B.A., Utah State University, 1976;M.5., 1979; ph.D., l9gg.
Bell, Tom W. (L995), Law, Associate Professor 
- 
B,A., University of Kansas, 1987; M.A.,
University of So. California,l989;1.D., University of Chicago, 1993.
Belle, Joseph A. (L973), Assistant vice Presiilent; Residential seraices, Administrative-
B.S., University of Dayton, 1973;M.5., L975.
Benedum, Richard.P. (1973), Masfc, Professor-B.A., Concordia Teachers College,1966;
D.M.A., University of Oregon, L972.
University of Dayton XI
Benson, Paul H. (L985), Philosophy, Associate Professor-8.A., St. Olaf College, 1979;
Ph.D., Princeton University, 1984.
Benz, Carolyn R. (1990), Educational Ailministration, Associate Professor-B.A., Indiana
University, 1964; M.A.T., 1957;Ed.D., University of Akron, 1980.
Beran, Donna L. (L995),Communication,Lecbrrer-B,F.A., Eastern Kentucky University,
L979;8.A.,1980; M.F.A., University of Cincinnati, 1982.
Berger, Robert N. (1954), Management and Marketing, Assistant Professor-B.S., Univer-
sityof Dayton,L960;M.A., OhioUniversity,L96SiJ.D., ChaseSchool of Law,1970.
Berney, Rex L. (1978), Physics, Associate Professor-B.S., University of Missouri, 1971;
M.5., L973: Ph.D., 1978.
Bickford, Deborah j. (1988), Management andMarketing, Associate Professor-8.A., State
University of New York, Cortland, 1974; M.S.B.A., University of Massachusetts, 1975;
Ph.D., 1980.
Biddle, James R. (L990), Teacher Education, Associate Professor 
- 
8.A., Bob Jones
University, 1958; M.Ed., University of Cincinnati, 1970; Ph.D., Ohio State University,
1973.
Biers, David W. (1976), Psychology, Associate Professor-8.A., Lafayette ColIege, L965;
M.S., Northwestern University, 1968; Ph.D., 1970.
Bilocerkowycz,laroM. (L985), Political Science, Associate Professor-8.A., Eastem IlIi-
nois University, L973; M.A., University of Washington, 1975; Ph.D., 1983.
Blatt, Stephen !. (1971),Communication, Associate Professor-B.A., Morehead State Uni-
versity, 1964;M.A., Ohio University,7967; Ph.D., 1969.
Boehman, Louis I. (1967), Mechanical and Anospace Engineering, Professor-B.M.8.,
University of Dayton, 1950; M.S.M.E., Illinois Institute of Technology 
' 
L963; Ph.D.,
1967. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Boehnlein, ]ames M. (\992), English, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.A., University of Dayton,
1973; M.S.Ed., L97 8; M. A, 1988; Ph.D., Miami Univer sity, l9)2.
Bogner, Fred K. (1969), Cioil anil Enoironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics,
Professor-B.S.C.E., Case Institute of Technology, 1961; M.S.E.M.,t964;Ph.D.,1967.
Bohlen, George A. (L980), Management Information Systems and Decision Sciences, Associ-
ate Professor-8.S.M.E., Clemson University, 1958; M.S.I.E., Purdue University,
1953; M.S.B.A., George Washington University, 1958; Ph.D., Purdue University,1973.
Bower, Samuel M. (1965), Psychology, Associate Professor-B.A., Mexico City College,
1957; Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, 1963.
Bowers, feanne (1993), English l-anguage and Multicultural Institute, Administrative 
-8.A,, California State University, Sacramento, 197 4; M.5., L977 .
Boyer, David (1987), Associate Director for Residmtial Programs, Administrative 
- 
8.A.,
Baldwin Wallace College, 1978;M.5. Ed., University of Dayton, 1980.
Brady, Thomas J. (1981), Accounting, Associate Professor-B.S., New York University,
1966;M.8.A., Adelphi University, 1968; Ph.D., St. Louis University, 1981.
Branick, Vincent P. (1979), Religious Studies, Professor-8.A., Chaminade College of
Honolulu, L963; M.A., Catholic University of America, 1964; S.T,B., University of
Fribourg, 1966;5.T.L.,1969; D.Phil., \97L; S.S.B., Pontifical Biblical Institute, 1972;
S.S.L., 197 3 ; S.S.D., 197 5; M.B.A., University of Dayton, 1983.
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Brecha, Robert J. $993), Physics, Assistant Professor-B.S., Wright State University,
1983; Ph.D., Califomia Institute of Technology, L990.
Bredestege, Paul F., S.M. (L987), Languages, Lecturer-B.A., University of Dayton, L950;
M.A., Middlebury College, L970;M.5., University of Dayton, L985.
Bregenzer, John M. (1968), So ciology, Anthropology anil Social Worlc, Associate professor-
8.A., Carleton Co-llege, L961;M.A., University of Minnesota,'1.967:Ph.D.,1976.
Breitwisch, Randall J. (1988), Biology, Associate Professor-8.S., University of Miami,
L973; M.5., 1977; M.5., University of Michigan, 1,982; Ph.D., University of
Miami, 1987.
Brenner, Susan W. (1988), Law, Associate Professor-8.A., Southwestern Oklahoma
State University, L968; M.A., Kent State University, L971; J.D., Indiana University,
198L.
Brown, Darryl K. ('1.996),Law,AssistantProfessor-B.A., East Carolina University, 1984;
J.D., University of Virginia, 1990; M.A., College of William & Mary, 1991.
Brockman, RobertA, (1984), Mechanicaland AerospaceEngineering,Ptofessor- B.S.M.E.,
Camegie-Mellon University, 1973; M.M.E., University of Dayton, 1974;Ph.D.,1979.
Brown, Squire L. (1995), Engineering Management and Systems, Adjunct Professor 
-B.S.A.S.E., University of Texas at Austin, 1953; Ph.D., 1967.Reg. Prof. Engr.
Buby, Rev. Bertrand A., S.M., (1967), Religious Studies, Assistant Professor-B.A., Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1955; S.T.L., Pontifical Biblicum Institute,1964;5.5.L., University
of Fribourg, L965;5.T.D., Pontifical University of the Marianum, L980.
Buckley, David M. (1968), Library, Associate Professor-8.A., Miami University, 1966;
M.A.L.S., Western Michigan University, 1968; M.A., University of Dayton, 1975.
Buckley,lames P. (1993), Computer Scimce, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.A., State University
of New York at Oswego, L981; M.E., Tulane University, L990,Ph.D.,1994.
Bueche, Frederick J. (L961), Physics, Distinguished Professor at Large-B.S., University
of Michigan, L9M;Ph.D., Cornell University, L948.
Burkhardt, Thomas E. (1992), Vice President for Financial Affairs and Treasurer, Adminis-
trative-B.S., University of Dayton, 1.970.
Burky, AlbertJ.$973),Biology, Professor-8.A., HartwickCollege, 1954; Ph.D., Syracuse
University, 1969.
Burnell,Juliann(L991),Psychologist,CounselingCenter, Administrative-B.S. Ed., Miami
University, L979; Psy. D., Wright State University , L989.
Burrows, Ron l, $981), Accounting, Associate Professor-B.S., Northem Illinois Univer-
sity,7965; M.S., 1968; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1980.
Butter, Beverly l. $984), Instructor, Learning Assistance Center, Administrative 
- 
8.A.,
Hunter College, '1.966; M,Ed., University of Massachusetts, L971.
Butter, Eliot 1.0"97L),Psychology, Professor-B.A., Brooklyn College, L965;M.A.,1,969;
Ph.D., University of Massachusetts, L97L.
Byrd, Thomas H., Captain, U.S. Army 999Q, Military Science, Assistant Professor 
-8.A., Central Washington University, L988.
Cadegan, Una M. (L987), History Assistant Professor-B.A., University o f D ay ton, 1982;
A.M., University of Pennsylvania, 1983; Ph.D., 1987.
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Cameron, Alex J. (1964), English, Associate Professor-A.B., University of Notre Dame,
1959; Ph.D., L973.
Carlsen, Roger N. (L98t), Teacher Education, Assistant Professor-B.S. Ed., Northern
Illinois University, t967;M.5. Ed., Chicago State University,L9T2; Ed.D., Western
Michigan University, 1979.
Carlson, Marybeth (1992), History, Assistant Professor-8.A., University of Maryland,
1979 ; M. A., University of Wisconsin, L985 ; Ph.D., 1992.
Carr, Bruce, Minority Engineering Program, Administrative 
- 
8.S., Bowling Green State
University, 1983; M.S., University of Dayton, 1990.
Castro, P6rcio B. de, f r. (L994), lnnguages, Assistant Professor-Law, Fluminense Federal
University (Rio de Janeiro), 1984; M.A., Temple University, 1989, Ph.D., Temple
University, 1991.,
Chantell, Charles I. G965), Biology, Associate Professor-8.S., University of Illinois,
1951; M.S., University of Notre Dame, 1963; Ph.D., 1965.
Chartoff, Richard P. (lg84), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Professor-B.S., Case
Institute of Technology, t96L; M,5., Princeton University, L962; M,A., 1955; Ph,D.,
1968.
Chase, Donald V. (1993), Cioil and Enaironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics,
Assistant Professor 
- 
B.S.C.E., University of Kentucky, 1985; M.S.C.E. , T989; Ph.D.,
t993.
Chen, Rong-chin Carl (1977), Economics and Finance, Professor-B,A., National Taiwan
University, L969 ; M.5., Auburn Univercity, 1.973; Ph.D., University of Geotgia, 1977.
Chenoweth, Richard K. (1983), Music, Associate Professor-8.M., Manhattan School of
Music, 1970; M.M., University of Cincinnati,l9M; D.M.A., 1988.
Chiodo, Andria l. (1958), Ianguages, Assistant Professor-8.A., University of Oregon,
'1.966;M.4.,1968.
Chuang, Henry N. (L965), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Professor-8.S., Na-
tional Taiwan University, 1958; M.S., University of Maryland, L962;Ph.D., Carnegie
Institute ofTechnology, 1966. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Church, Kevin M. (1990), Chemisfry, Associate Professor-8.S., University of Nebraska,
1982; M.S., University of Nebraska Medical Center, 1985; Ph.D., 1988.
Clark, Russell l. $995), Computer Scimce, Assistant Professor- 8.S., Vanderbilt Univer-
sity, L987 ; M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, L992; Ph.D., L995.
Cochran, Rebecca A. (L99L), Iaar, Assistant Professor-B.A., Colorado College, 1974;
M.A., Northwestern Universlty, L975;1.D., John Marshall Law School, L984.
Columbus, Thomas M. (1967), Public Relations, Administrative-A.B., College of the
Holy Cross, L966;M.4., University of Yirginia,1967.
Conard, Robert C. (L967), Languages, Professor-B.B.A., University of Cincinnati,1956;
M. A., 1962; Ph.D., L969.
Conlon, Rev. Christopher W., S.M. (1988), Campus Ministry, Administrative-8.A.,
University of Dayton, 1.957; S.T.L., University of Fribourg, 1966; M.S.Rel.Ed., Loyola
University of Chicago, 197 2.
Faculty
conniff, Brian P. (1990), English, Associate Professor-B.A., Rutgers university, L92g;
M.A., University of Scranton, 1980; Ph.D., University of Notre Dam e, L9g4.
Conte, Francis l. (7987), I'aw, Professor-B.A., pennsylvania state university, L964;
J.D., University of Texas, 1969.
corbitt, Elizabeth M. (1995),^P-sychology, Assistant professor 
- 
B.A., Brown university,
1985; M.A., University of Kentucky, 1990; ph.D., 1993.
cou-r,es, George (1987), Electronic Engineering Technology, Associate professor- B.s.E.E.,
Illinois Institute of Engineering and rechnology,IgsL; M.s.Ed., Miami university,
1985.
courhey, Nancy D. (1986), Library, Assistant Professor-8.A., Northwestern univer-
sity, 1983; M.S., University of Illinois, 1984.
courtrighf James F. (1984), Industrbl Engineering Technology, professor-8.T., Univer-
sity of Dayton, L975;M.8.A.,1982; Ed.S., 1988.
cox, Donna M. (1990), Masic, Associate Professor-B.A., virginia union university,
L979 ; M.M., Washington University, 1,982; ph.D., 1986.
craver, Bruce A. (1978), Physics, Associate Professor-B.s., purdue University, 1969;
M.5., I97t; Ph.D., 1976.
crist, Maria Percz (1989),Irar, Instructor-B.A., Northwestern university, L97g; !.D.,University of Michigan, 1.981.
Crum, Roger I. 0991), Visual Arts, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of Michigan,
1985; M.A., L985; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1.992.
Cummins-collier, carol D. (1984), Associate Dean of students: Residentiat programs,
Administrative-B.A., Indiana University, 1976; M.5., 1978.
cusella, Louis P. (1985), communication, Professor-8.A., Kent state University, l9z1;
M.A., Ohio State University,1,974; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1978.
cusma, Teresa Paumier (1985), Associate Director, student Actioities programs, Adminis-
trative 
- 
B.S., University of Dayton, 1977;M. Ed., Kent State University,Igg4.
Dandaneau, Steven P. (7992), Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Wor&, Assistant
Professor-B.A., Michigan State University, L986; M.A., Brandeis University, 1990;
Ph.D., t992.
Daniels, Malcolm w. (1989), Electrical anil computer Engineoing, Assistant professor-
B.Sc., University of Strathclyd,e,1979; Ph.D., 1982.
DaPolito, Frank j. (1970), Psychology, Professor-B.A., Bowling Green state university,
L959; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1.965.
Davis, Richard A. (1993), Geology, Adjunct Professor 
- 
B.A., Comell College,1.963;M.5.,
University of lowa, L965; Ph.D., 1968.
Davis, Thomas I. (1990), Management lnformation systems and Decision sciences, Lec-
turer-B.S., University of Wyoming, L964; M.5., Air Force Institute of Technology,
L970.
Davis-Bermary fennifer L. (7986), Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work, Associate
Professor-8.S., Denison University, 1979; M.S.W., Ohio State University, 19g2;
Ph.D.,1985.
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De, prabuddha (L9871, Management Information systems and Decision sciences,
Professor, Standard Register-Sherman Distinguished Professor-B.Sc., University of
Calcutta, 1958; M.Tech', I97L; M.5., Pennsylvania State University, 1975; Ph.D.,
Carnegie-Mellon University, 1979.
DeConinck, James B. (1992), Management and Marketing, Associate Professor 
- 
B.S.B.A.,
University of Missouri, 1981; M.B.A., Central Missouri State University, 1984; Ph.D.,
University of Arkansas, 1988.
Deep, Ronald (L989), Engineering Management and Systems, Associate_Professor-B.S.,
0.S. eir Force Academy, L960; M.S.E., Purdue University, 1970; Ph.D.' Florida
State University, 197 6.
Dehler, Gordon E. (1988), Management anil MarketinS, Associate Professor-B.A', Uni-
versity of Northern Colorado, 1974; M,A., Ohio State University, L977; M'A.I.R.,
University of Cincinnati, 1986; Ph.D., 1990.
Deinlein, George A., S.M. (L988l,Institute for Theology, Education, and Ministry' Admin-
istrative-B.S.Ed., University of Dayton, 1948; M.A., Ohio State University, 1957'
Delgado, Clara s. (1993), Director, English Languase and Multicultural Institute, Adminis-
tiative 
- 
8.A., Murray State University,1974; M.A., Wright State University,1984'
Dellinger, H. Barrett (1982), Etectro-Optics, Associate Professor 
- 
8.s., University of
Noith Carolina, \97L; Ph.D., Florida State University, L975.
De Luca, Barbara M. (1975), Teacher Education, Associate Professor-B.s,, University of
Dayton, 1971;M,5., Miami University,lgTS; Ph.D., Ohio State University,l9U.
Detrio, John A. (1988), Electro-Optics, Associate Professor-8.S., Spring Hill
College, 1959; M.S., University of Alabama, 1961.
Diaz, Miguel H. (1995),Religious Studies, Assistant Professor- 8.A., St. Thomas Univer-
sity, 1988; M.A., University of Notre Dame, L992i Ph.D', 1995.
Dickey, Irene j. (L992), Management and Marketing, Instructor 
- 
8.S., University of
Dayton, 1982; M.B.A., Wright State University' 1987.
Dickinson, Kelvin H. (1979),L-aw, Professor-B.A., Western Michigan university,1965;
LL.B., Harvard UniversitY, 1968.
Dirckx, John H . (1967), Medical Director, Healthcenter, Administrative 
- 
B.s., university
of Dayton, 1959; M.D., Marquette University School of Medicine, 1963.
Doepker, Philip E. (L984), Mechanical anil Anospace Enginening, !rofessor-B'M'E',
University of Dayton, 1952 M.S.M.E., Ohio State University, 1968. Reg. Prof. Engr'
Dominic, vincent G. (1993), Electro-Optics, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.s.E.E., University of
Dayton, 1985; M.S.E.E., University of Southern Califomia, 1987 , Ph.D.' 1993'
Donnelly, Patrick G. (1979), Sociology, Anthropology, and social work, Associate Profes-
sor-B.S., St. Joseph's College,1974;M.A.,lJniversity of Delaware,1977;Ph.D., 1981'
Dorsey, Donald L. (L993), Chemical and Materials Engineerlzg, Adjunct Professor 
- 
B.S.,
The johns Hopkins University, 1983; M.S., Washington University, 1987; D.Sc., 1988'
Doyle, Dennis M. (1984), Religious studies, Associate Professor-8.A., LaSalle College,
1974;M.A., Ohio University, 1978; M.A., Catholic University of America, 1980; Ph'D',
L9U.
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Doyle, George R., fr. (1982), Mechanical and Aerospace Enginening, professor-B.S.A.E.,
!ur{1e University, 1955; M.S.A.E., 1967; Ph.D., University of Akron, 1978. Reg.Prof. Engr.
Dreidame, R. Elaine (1970), Athletics, Administrative-B.s. in Ed., university of cincin-
nati, 19 64; M.Ed., 1966 ; Ph. D., Ohio State Universi ty, 197 4.
Duke, Bruce E. (1974), counseling center, Assistant Director, Administrative 
- 
B.A.,
William Paterson College, 1965;M.A., Ohio State University, 196g; ph.D., Ohio State
University, 1983.
Duncan, Bradley D. (L997), Electrical anil Compater Engineering and Electro-Optics, Assis-
tant Professor-B.s.E.8., virginia Polytechnic Institute and state University, 19g5;
M.S., 1988; Ph.D., 1991.
Dunlevy-shackleford,Linda (1994),Communication-Theatre,Assistantprofessor-8.A.,
University of Kentucky, 1970; M.F.A., Indiana University, 1982.
Dunne, E. ]ames (L982), Managemmt Information systems and Decision sciences, profes-
sor-B.S., St. Louis University, 1962; M.5., Air Force Institute of Technology, 1964;
Ph.D., University of Illinois, 197|.
Durham,James Geoffrey (1980),Law,Professor-A.8., university of California at Berke-
Iey, 197 3; 1.D., University of California at Dav is, L97 6.
Durham, lgy." n. (L980), English, Associate Professor-B.S.Ed., Ohio University, L962;M.A., Ohio State University, L966; Ph.D., University of Maryland,1974.
Eastep, Franklin E. (1980), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, professor-B.S,, Ohio
State University, 1958; M.S., Air Force lnstitute of Technology, 1.953; Ph.D., Stanford
University, 1968.
Ebeling, Charles E. (1988), Engineering Management and Systems, Associate professor 
-B.S. University of Piftsburgh, 1965; M.5., Air Force Institute of Technology, 1.959;
Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1973.
Edmonson, Charlie P. (1993), lndustrial Engineering Technoloca, Associate professor-
B.S., Tennessee State University,1964; M.S., University of-Fittsburgh,196g.
Edwards, Elizabeth I. (1987), Visual Arts, Associate Professor-8.F.A., Temple Univer-
sity,L982; M.F.A., Indiana University, 1987.
Eggemeier, F. Thomas (1986), Psychology, Professor-B.A., University of Dayton,1967;
M.A., Ohio State University, 1969 ; Ph.D., I97 1,.
Egnor-Brown, Rose M. (1983), Teacher Eilucation, Assistant professor-B.S.Ed., Univer-
sity of Dayton, 1975; M.S.Ed., 1977.
Eid, Leroy V. (1961), History, Professor-B.S. in Ed., University of Dayton, 1953; M.A.,
St. fohn's University, L958; Ph.D., l96l;M.A., University of Toronio, 1968.
Eimermacher, John P. (1986), Mechanical anil Aerospace Engineering, professor-B.M.E.,
University of Cincinnati, 1963; M.S.M.E ., L967; Ph.D.,1973. Reg. prof. Engr.
Eloe, Paul W. (1980), Mathematics, Professor-B.A., Vanderbilt University, 1,975; M.5.,
University of Missouri, L977; Ph.D., L980.
Elvers, Greg C. (L990), Psychology, Associate Professor-8.S., purdue University, 19g4;
8.A., 1985; M.S., 1987; Ph.D., 1989.
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Epdres, Thomas E. (1987), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Associate Professor-
' B.M.E., University of Dayton, 1966; M.S.M'E ., 1969. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Ensalaco, Mark (1989), Political science, Associate Professor-B.A., State University of
New York at Buffalo, 1981; M.T., Harvard University, 1984; Ph.D., State University of
New York at Buffalo, 1991.
Erdei, ]ohn E. (1983), Physics, Associate Professor-B.S., Cleveland State University,
1973; M.5., L976; P}l..D., University of Cincinnati, l'983.
Ervin, Elizabeth A. (1994), Mechanical anil Aerospace Engineering, Assistant Professor 
-
B.S., University of Toledo, 1983; M.S., 1984; Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1994.
Ervin, Jamie s. (1992), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Assistant Professor 
-
B.S.M.E., Michigan Technological University, 1984; M.S.M.E., L985; Ph.D., University
of Michigan, 1991.
Evwaraye, Andrew O. (1995), Physics, Professor 
- 
B.S., University of Dayton, 1964;
Ph.D., University of Saskatchewan, 1969.
Eylon, Daniel (1986), Chemical and. Materials Engineering, ProJessor-B.Sc., Techniory
Israel Institute of Technology, L966:, M.Sc., 1968; D.Sc.' L972.
Fackovec, William M., S.M. (L960),Library, Associate Professor-B.S. in Ed., University
of Dayton, 1949; M.S.L.S., Westem Reserve University, 1959.
Farrelly, Barbara A. (1985), English, Lecturer-B.A., Good Counsel College,1965;M.4.'
University of Dayton, 1959.
Farrelly, James P. (1967), English, Professor-B.A., Providence College, 7964; M.4,
University of Dayton, 19 66 ; Ph.D., Boston Univer sity, L97 4.
Farren, Joseph M. (1965), Electronic Engineeting Technology, Professor-8.S., Bluffton
College, t959; S.E.E., University of Dayton, 196l; M.S" 1965; M.B.A.' 1977. Reg.
Prof. Engr.
Fasano, Juliin B. (1985),Chemical anil MaterialsEngineering,Adjunct Professor-8.s.c.E.,
University of Dayton, 1955; M.B.A., 1974;M.S.C.E', Lehigh Univercity' 1970.
Ferguson, Richard T. (1973), Assistant to the President for Regional and Goaetnmmt
Relations, Administrative-B.A., University of Dayton' L973.
Ferratt, Thomas w. (1986), Management Information systefls and Decision sciences,
Professor-B.B.A., University of Notre Dame, 1968; M.B.A., Ohio State University,
1973; Ph.D.,1974.
Fischer, Marilyn R. (1992), Philosophy, Assistant Professor-8.A., Wheaton College, 1971;
M.A., Boston University, 1975; P}:..D., 1978.
Fitz, Raymond L., S.M. (1959), Engineering Management and Systems, Professor-B.E.E.,
Universityof Dayton, 1964;M.S., Polytechniclnstituteof Btooklyn,1967; Ph.D.,1970.
Flach, Lawrance (1989), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Associate Professor- B.sc.,
University of Cape Town, 1980; M.9c,1982; Ph.D., University of Colorado, 1989.
Flanagan, Melissa T. (1989), Assistant Director of Student Actioities, Administrative 
-
' 8,5., Western Illinois University, 1986; M.A., Bowling Green State University, 1988'
Flannery, David L. (1988), Electro-Optics, Associate Professor-8.E.E,, General Motors
Instilute, L964;M.S.,Massachusetts Institute of Technology,L964;Ph.D.,L968.
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Flockerzie, Lawrence J. Q,987), History, Associate professor-B.A., universitv of Mass-
achusetts, 797 5 ; M. A., Indiana University, 1982; ph.D., L987.
Fogel, Lucetta I. $989), Languages-Teacher Education, Lecturer-B.s., Indiana university
o_f-Pennsylvania,lg6T;M.A., Ohio State University, 1969; M.S., University of Dayton,
19U.
Fogel, NormanJ. g97l), Political science, Associate professor-B.s., Millersville state
college, 1960; M.A., Universityof Delaware,lg6g;ph.D.,ohiostateuniversity, 1g75.
Forlani, Victor M., s.M. (1995), Management and Marketing, Lecturer 
- 
8.s., university of
Dayton, 1965; B.S.Ed.,.1965; M.S., Syracuse University, 1973;M.B.A., University of
Pittsburgh, 1989; D.B.A., Boston University, 1995.
Fouke, Daniel c'(L988),Philosophy, Associate Professor-B.A., university of lowa,r97s;
M.A., University of Chicago, 1983; Ph.D., 1985.
Fox, B. Lawrence (1956), chemisfry, Professor-8.s., fohn carroll university, 1962;
Ph.D., Ohio State University, L966.
Frasca, Ralph R. (1972), Economics and Finance, Associate professor-8.A., C.W. post
College, 79 67 ; M. A., Indiana University, I97 L ; ph.D., 1975.
Fratini, Albert v. (L967), chemisfry, Professor-8.s., university of Rhode Island, 1950;
Ph.D., Yale University, 1966.
Fred, L. B. (1985), Director, special Programs 
- 
student Development, Administrative 
-B.S.Ed., Miami University,TgV; M.S. Ed., University of Dayton,1979.
Frericks, Donaldl, (1978),Educational Administration, Associate professor-8,s., univer-
sity-of Dayton, L956; M.A., Miami Universiry, 1958; ph.D., Ohio State University,
1970.
Frick, Roy K. (L98n' Engineering Management and systems, Associate professor-B.s.,
Clemson University, 1950; M.S., Ohio State University, L956; ph.D., L970.
Friedland, Eric L. (1968), Religious studies,Professor, Harriet sanders professor offudaic
Studies-B.A., Boston University, 1960; M.A., Brandeis University, 1962;ph.D.,1967.
Friel, J. William (1963), Mathcmatlcs, Associate professor-B.S., Loras College, 1959;
M.A., Duquesne University, 1962.
Friese, Carl F. (L992), Biology, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.s., University of connecticut,
1982; M.S., University of Rhode Island, i.984; Ph.D., Utah State University,lggL.
Froilan, Kathryn L. (L991), Assistant Director, Resiilential programs, Administrative 
-B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, 1985; M.A., The Ohio State
University, L991.
Frost, Rev. William P. (L96n, Religious Studies, Professor-Drs. Th., Carolus Magnus
University, Netherlands, L96L; M.A., Loyola University, 1966.
Fuchs, GordonE. (L967), Teacher Education, Professor-8.S., University of Wisconsin,
1958; M.S., 1961; Ph.D., Ohio State University, L974.
Gallagher, Joseph P. (1984), Materials Engineering, Professor-B.S.C.E., Drexel Univer-
sity, L964; M.S., University of lllinois, 1.965; Ph.D., 1968.
Gannon, Loren S., lt. (1975), History, Adjunct Professor-B.S., University of Omaha,
1953; M.A., University of Dayton,1970.
University of DaYton XI
Gantner, Thomas E. (1966), Mathematics, Professor-8.S., University of Dayton' L962;
M.S., Purdue University, 1964: Ph.D., L956-
Garten, Rev. Edward D. (1985), Library, Professor-B.S., Concord College, t95E;
M.A., M.Div., in consortium, Pontifical College Josephinum, Ohio State University,
and Methodist Theological School in Ohio, 1972;M.L.S.,Kent State Univetsity,L9TL;
Ph.D., University of Toledo, 1977.
Gassert, Dennis M., Lieutenant colonel, u.s. Army (L996), Military science, Professor 
-
8.S., Millersville State College, L975;M.5., Georgia Institute of Technology, 1984'
Geary, K. Michael (7976), Accounfizg, Associate Professor-B.s., Indiana university,
tSOg;lvl.S.A'., Miami Universlty, L974; Ph.D., University of Cincinnan'7982; C'P'A',
Illinois, !97 5 ; Ohio, 197 6.
Geiger, Donald R., S.M. (1964), Biology, Professor-8.S., University of Dayton, 1955;
M.S., Ohio State University' t960; Ph.D., 1963.
Geiger, John o. (Lg7o), Teacher Education, Professor-B.A., Marquette University, 1965;
Ph.D.,1972.
George, Teresa M. (1992), Counselor/Psychologist, Administrative 
- 
B.A., San Jose State
Uiiversity, 1985; M.A., University of Maryland, 1988; Ph.D., Arizona State Univer-
sity,1992.
Gerla, Harry S. (lg7g), Laa;, Professor-8.A., Queens College, L970;M.A,' University of
Florida, L972;1.D., Ohio State University, 1975.
Ghere, Richard K. (1984), Political science, Assistant Professor-8.A., Concordia college,
1968; M.A., University of Toledo, L970;Ph.D., Wayne State University'1975'
Giebelhaus, carmen R. (1994), Teacher Education, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.A., The
University of Colorado, 1972;M.A., L974;Ph.D., The Ohio State University' t993'
Glass, Amy S. (1993), Chemistry, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.A., State University of New
York, 1982; M.S., New York University, 1984; Ph.D., 1988.
Goetz, Barry J . $996), sociology, Anthropology & social work, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.A.,
Boston University, Lg7grMr.A., University of California Berkeley, L985;Ph'D', 799L'
Gooch, Peter G. (1986), Visuat Arts, Associate Professor-B.s., B.F.A., Eastern Michigan
University, 1978; M.F,A., Western Michigan University, 1984.
Gorton, Robert B. (1969), Mathemafics, Associate Professor-B.s., illinois Institute of
Technology, 1964; M.S. , 1966; Ph.D . , 1970 .
Gould, sam (1985), Management and Marketing, Professor-B.s., ohio university, L965;
M.B.A., University of Colorado, 1970;Ph.D., Michigan State University, 1975.
Gowda, Raghava G. (1983), Computo Science, Associate Professor-B.S.E'E', Banaras
Hindu University, 1971; M.B.M., 1973; M.B.I.S., Georgia State University, 1981; Ph.D.,
1988.
Graetz, Kenneth A. (1992), Psychology, Assistant Professor-B.s., university of wiscon-
sin-Madison, 1986; M.A., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 1989; Ph'D',
L992.
Graham, Thomas P. (L964), Physics, Professor-B.S., Providence College, 1956; Ph'D',
Iowa State University, 1967.
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Griffin, James F. (1985), chemical and Materials Engineering, Adjunct professor-B.A.,
Oberlin College, 1951; M.S.Ch.E., Ohio University, L967.
Griffin, ]effrey,\.(lseoy communication, Assistant professor-A.B., University of North
Carolina, L979;M.A., University of Texas, 1983; ph.D., University of North Carolina,
1990.
Gustafson, Elizabeth F. (1983), Economics and Finance, Associate professor-B.A., Duke
University, L97 0; Ph.D., University of North Car olina, 197 4.
Gustafson, steven C. (1988), Electro-optics, Associate professor-8.s., university of
Minnesota, t9 67 ; M.5., Duke Univers ity,'19 69 ; ph.D., L9Z 4.
Hadley, Lawrence H. (L977), Economics and Finance, Associate professor-B.A., Rutgers
University, 1967; M.A., University of Connecticut, 1969; ph.D., 1975.
Hadley, Linda B. (L990), Accounfizg, Lecturer-B.S., State University of New york at
Albany, L958; M.B.A., University of Connecticut,1,969; C.p.A., Otrio, f SAS.
Hadley, Wanda M. (1980),.,{ssistant Director, Learning Assistance Cmter, Administrative
- 
8.S., Ohio State University, L978;M.A., 1979.
Hagel, Thomas L. (1.982), Lazu, Associate Professor-B.S., University of Nebraska, 1.972;
1.D.,1976; LL.M., Temple University, L982.
Hallinan, Charles G. (L983), Laar, Associate Professor-B.A., University o lDayton, L969;
J.D., University of Toledo, 1977;LL.M., Yale University,1983.
Hallinan, Kevin P. (L988), Mechanical anil Aerospace Engineering, Associate professor 
-B-S., University of Akron, 1982; M.S., Purdue University,LgM;ph.D., Johns HopkinsUniversity, 1988.
Hanley, Thomas L. (1982), Law Library, Assistant Professor-A.B., Earlham College,
1970;J.D.,Indiana University, 1973; M.S.L.S., Western Michigan University, 1925.
Hanneman, Douglas A. (1956,), Electronic Engineoing Technology, professor-B.E.E.,
University of Daytory 1956. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Harawa, Bernard A. (1977), Eilucational Administration, Associate professor-Dip. Ed.,
Stranmillis College, Belfast, 1951; B.S.Ed., University of Dayton, 1965; M.S.Ed:,tg67;
Ed.D., Columbia University, 1974.
Hardie, Russell c. (1993), Electrical anil Computn Engineering, Assistant professor-
B.E.S., Loyola College, 1988; M.E.E., University of Delaware, 1990;ph.D., t992.
Harmer, Richard s. (1,971), Mechaniul and Aerospace Engineering, Associate professor-
8.S., University of lllinois, 1963; M.5., L9 67 ; Ph.D., 197 7.
Hart, Patricia M. (1988), Teacher Education, Associate professor 
- 
B.s., university of
Dayton, L973;M.5.,1983, Ph.D., Ohio State University, L989.
Hartley, Linda A. (1991), Music, Assistant Professor-B.M., Bowling Green state univer-
sity, L979; M.M., Kent State University,1987; Ph.D., 1991..
Hartrum, Thomas c. (1995), Engineering Management and systems, Adjunct professor-
B.E.E., The Ohio State University, 1969; M.S ., 1969 ; Ph.D, LSTS; M.B. A., Wright State
University, 1979.
Hartwell, Carolyn L. (1993), Accounting, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.A., College of Mt. St.joseph, L978;M.8.A., University of Cincinnati, 1984.
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Harwood, Philip l. (1966), Communication, Associate Professor-8.S., Butler University,
1960; M.S., 1951; Ph.D., Ohio University,1972.
Hary, Nicoletta C. (L964), Library, Professor-Litt.D., Istituto Universitario Orientale,
Naples, 1951; Diploma in Library Science, Vatican Library School, Rome, 1952; Ph.D.,
Indiana University, L991.
Hatch, Edward L. (1972), lnnguages, Lecturer-B.A., Haverford College, 196'L; M'A',
English, University of Michigan, 1964;M.A.' German, 1958.
Hatch, Elke (L985),Languages, Lecturer-B.A., University of Michigan, L969;M.A.,1970;
Ph.D.,L975.
Hater, Robert J. (1981), Religious Studies, Professor-B.A., Athenaeum of Ohio, 1957;
M.A., 1959; Ph.D., St. John's University,1967.
Hayat, Majeed M. (1996), Electro-Optics, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.S., University of the
Pacific,'L985; M.S., University of Wisconsin-Madison, L988; Ph.D.' L992.
Hayes, Gregory D, (1992), Director, Career Placement Center, Administrative 
- 
B'S',
Morgan State CoUege, 1971;M.5., University of Dayton' L972'
Hecht, Norma nL. (L974),MatnblsEngineerlrg, Professor-B.s., Alfred University, 1950;
M.S., 1968; Ph.D, 1972.
Heffeman, Alfred J. (1988), Criminal lustice, Lecturer-8.A., Hobart College, 1'954;
M.A., Central Michigan University, 1974.
Heft, Rev. fames L., S.M. (L978),Religious Studies,Ptofessor-B.A', B.S.Ed., University of
Dayton, L966; M.A., University of Toronto, 1971; Ph.D,,'l'977.
Heitmann, John A. (1984), History, Professor-B.S., Davidson College, 1970;
M.A., Clemson University, L974;Ph.D', Johns Hopkins University, 1983.
Henderson, Kathleen D. (L982), Assistant Director: African-Amnican Student Sentices,
Administrative 
- 
B.S., University of Dayton, L986;M.5.,1993.
Henninger, Francis I. $965), English, Professor-B.A., St. John's University,
A.M--, University of Notre Dame, 1958; M.A', University of Pennsylvania,
Ph.D.,1965.
Herbenick, Raymond M. (1968),Philosophy,Professor-B.A., DuquesneUniversity,1964;
M.A., DePaulUniversity,1955;M.B.A., University of Pittsburgh, L968; Ph.D., George-
town University,L968.
Higgins, Aparna W. (1984), Mathematics, Associate Professor-B.Sc., University of
fornbay, 1978;M.5., University of Notre Dame, 1980; Ph.D., 1983'
Hirshfield, Deborah A. (1991), History, Assistant Professor-B.A., Rutgers university,
L978;M.A., University of California, 198L; Ph.D.' L987.
Hitchner, R. Bruce (1988), tlisfory, Professor-8.A., Pennsylvania state university, 1973;
A.M., University of Chicago,I976;Ph.D', University of Michigan, 1982.
Hitt, Terry K. (1975),Visual Arfs, Associate Professor-B.A., Otterbein College, 1959; M'
Div., United Theological Seminary, 1963; M.F.A., University of Cincinnati, 1981'
Hoffer, Jeffrey A. (1995), Management Information Systems and. Decision Scierces, Professor
- 
B.A., Miami Univer sity, L9 69 ; M.S., Cornell University, L97 2; Pll..D., 197 5'
Hoffman, David K. (L987), Music, Lecturer- 8.S., University of Illinois, 1981; M'M',
Northwestem University, 1985'
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Hofman, Marie-Claude (1995), Biology, Assistant Professor 
- 
M.S., University of
Lausanne, Switzerland, 1977 ; Ph.D., 1988.
Hollow, Christine M. (L993), Assistant Director of Residential Prograns, Administrative 
-B.A., Michigan State Univer sity, L987 ; M. A., 19 89.
Howarth, Cooley R. (L976),Inw, Associate Professor-B.A,, Michigan State University,
I97l;1.D., University of Denver, 1976.
Hu, Benjamin G. (L994), I-aw Library, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.A., East China Normal
University, 1985; M.A., University of Akron, 1988; M.L.S., Kent State University,
7992.
Hueth, Alan C . (L99L),Communication,Lecturer-B.A., California State University, 1979;
M.A., San Diego State University, 1984.
Huff, RaeE. (1991), AssistantDean,ArtsandSciences, Administrative-B.A.,WrightState
University, '1.976; M.A., 1983.
Hufnagle, Mary Sue T. (1969), Assistant Dean of Studmts: Discipline and ]udiciaries,
Administrative-B.A., Nazareth College, 1950; M.A., Michigan State University,
1964.
Hunn, Diana M. (1992),Teacher Education, Associate Professor- B.S., Miami University,
L972; M.Ed., I97 3; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1986.
Hunnicutt, Sarah S. (1990), Chemistry, Associate Professor-8.A., Duke University, 1983;
M.S., University of Utah, 1986; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1990.
Inglis, John A . (L993), Philosophy, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.A., University of St. Thomas,
1977;M. Div., University of Toronto,7982;M.4., University of Houston, 1989; Ph.D.,
University of Kentucky, L993.
Ingram, Jefferson L. (1978), Criminal lustice, Associate Professor-B.S.Ed., University
of Dayton, 1972; M. 4., 1977 ; 1.D., L978.
Inscho, Frederick R. (1976), Political Science, Assistant Professor-A.B,, University of
Detroit, L958; M.A., State University of New York at Buffalo, L972; Ph.D., L976.
Islam, Muhammad (1985), Mathematics, AssociateProfessor-B.S., University of Dhaka,
Bangladesh, L972;M.5., Carleton University, Ottawa, 1980; Ph.D., Southern lllinois
University, 1985.
lsmail, Amin R. (1981), Electronic Engineering Technology, Associate Professor-8.T.,
University of Dayton, L978; M.C.S., 1981.
Iwinski, Susan M. Endsley (1980),Counselor,Ailministratfue-8.A., Universityof Toledo,
L968;M.4., University of Minnesota, 1970.
Iain,VinodK. (1979),MechanicalandAerospaceEngineering,Professor-B.S.M.E.,Univer-
sity of Roorkee, India, 1964; M.S.M.E ., 1970; Ph.D., lowa State University of Science
and Technology, 1980.
fenkins, Fred W. (1987), Library, Associate Professor 
- 
B.A. University of Cincinnati,
L979; 4.M, University of Illinois, L981; Ph.D., 1985; M.S., 1985.
fohn, Reji (L993), Materials Engineering, Adjunct Professor-8.T., Indian Institute of
Technology, 1982; Ph.D., Northwestern University, L987.
fohnson, David W. (1984), Chemistry, Associate Professor-B.S., illinois Institute of
Technology, L979; Ph.D, 1,983.
University of Dayton XI
Johnson, Glen E. (L993), Mechtnical and Aerospace Engineering, Professor 
- 
B.S.M.E.,
Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 1973; M.S.M.E', Georgia Institute of Technology,
L974;Ph.D., Vanderbilt University, L978. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Johnson, Patricia A. (L979), Philosophy, Professor-B'A', Eckerd College, 'l'967; M.A.'
Columbia University, 1969 : M.A., University of Toronto, L974; Ph.D.' L979.
fohnson, Sam (1985), Assistant Dean, Arts and Sciences, Administrative-B.A., Millikin
University, 1966;M. Div., Union Theological Seminary, 1959'
Jones, Robert B . (1992), Music, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.M.E., Appalachian Sta'te Univer-
sity, L972; M.M., University of North Carolina, 1975;D-ljl.A.' University of Miami,
t991.
Karim, Mohammad A. (1985), Electrical and Computer Engineering and Electro-Optics'
Professor-B.S., University of Dacca, Bangladesh, 1976; M.S., University of Alabama,
1978; M.S.E.E. , 1979; Ph.D., 1982.
Karns, MargarctP, (1976), Political Science, Professor-B'A., Denison University, 1965;
M.A., University of Michigan, L966; Ph.D., 1975.
Kashani, A. Reza (L994), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Associate Professor, 
-
B.S.M.E., Sharif University,1977;M.S.M'E.,University of Wisconsin, 1979;M'S.,1988,
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1989.
Katsuyama, Ronald M. (1973), Psychology, Associate Professor-8.S., University of
California, 1966; Ph.D., Vanderbilt Univercity, t977.
Kauflin, John E. (1966), Mathemafics, Assistant Professor-B.S', University of Dayton,
1962; M.5., Michigan State University, L954; Ph'D., Georgetown University' L970.
Kearns, Robert J. $9M), Biology, Associate Professor-B'S., Washington State Univer-
sity,1968; M.S., 1975; Ph.D.,L978; M.T. (ASCP), 1971.
Kee, Richard J. (1985), Electrical and Computer Engineering, Assistant Professor-B.S.,
University of Tampa, 1971; M.S'E.E., Air Force Institute of Technology, 1976i D.E-'
University ofDayton, 1989. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Keil, R. Gerald, (1969), Chemisfry, Professor-B'S., Villanova University, 1963; Ph.D.,
Temple University, 1957.
Keim, loseph W. (1982), Computer Science, Adjunct Professor-B.S., University of Day-
ton, 1968.
Kelly, MichaelL. (1981),HeadFootballCoacft, Administrative-B.A., Manchester College,
1970;M.5., Ball State University, 1974.
Kenney, Wade R. (1996), Communication, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.A., St. Mary's Univer-
sity, 197 5 ; B.Ed., t97 6 ; M. A, 1979 ; M.A., University of Pittsbur gh, L995 ; Ph.D. 1994'
Kepes, Joseph J. $962), Physics, Professor-B'S., Case Institute of Technology, 1953;
Ph.D., University of Notre Dame, 1958.
Kerns, Gerald E. (1967), Political Science, Professor-B.A., University of Wichita, 1951;
Ph.D., Indiana University, 1959.
Kettering, KarenL, (L995),Visual Arts, AssistantProfessor- B.A., University of Wiscon-
sin, Madison, 1988; M.A., Northwestern University, 1992.
Faculty
Kimble, Charles E. (1973), Psychology, Professor-B.A., Baylor University, L966;M.A.,
19 69 ; Ph.D., University ol Texas, L972.
Kimbrough, R. Alan (1969), Englbh., Professor-B.A., Carthage College, 1965; A.M.,
Brown University, 1966; Ph.D., 197 4.
King, Wesley C., Jt. (L996), Managenent and Marketing, Associate Professor 
- 
B.B.A.,
Valdosta State College, L975;1.D., University of Georgia, 1983; Ph.D., 1988.
Kissell, Theodore L. (1992), Director of Athletics, Administrative 
- 
8.A., Elmhurst
College, 1969:, M.A., Northern lllinois, 1.972.
Kissock, John K . (L995), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.S.,
University of Colorado, L982; M.S., Washington University, 1989; Ph.D., Texas A&M
University, L993.
Knachel, Howard C. (1972), Chemistry, Professor-B.S., University of Daytory 1963;
M.S., Ohio State Universi ty, 19 69 ; Ph.D., 197 I.
Koh, Seungug (1.996), Electrical and Computer Engineering, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.S.,
Korea University, 1988; M.S., Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, L990; Pln.D.,
University of Cincinnati, 1994.
Korte, fohn R. (1973), Psychology, Associate Professor-A.8., University of California,
19 67 ; M.5., Purdue University, L97 0 ; Ph.D., L97 3.
Kozar, Rev. Joseph F., S.M. (1985), Religious Studies, Assistant Professor-B.A., Univer-
sityof Dayton,L969;M.A.,1973;M.Div., Universityof St. Michael's College, Toronto,
L976; P}:.D., L989.
Koziol, Andrea M. (1993), Geology, Assistant Professor 
- 
8,A., Boston University,lgE3;
Ph.D., University of Chicago, 1988.
Kreiss, Robert A. (1989), Laar, Professor-8.A., Reed College, L963;M,A., University of
Oregon, 1 965; Ph.D., L968; 1.D., Stanford U niv er sity, 1,977.
Krieger, Michael T. (1983), Library, Associate Professor-B.S., Central Michigan Univer-
sity , 1972; M.L.S., Western Michigan University, 1976.
Krisher, Trudy B. (L985), Coordinator,The Write Place, Administrative 
- 
8.A., College of
William and Mary, 1968; M.Ed., Trenton State College, L972.
Krugh, Janis L. (1987),languages, Assistant Professor-B.A., Ohio Northern University,
L974;M.A, University of Toledo, 1979;Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1986.
Kumar, Binod (L980), Electro-Optics, Associate Professor 
- 
B.S., Rajendra College, L962;
B. Sc., Banaras Hindu University, L967; M.5., Pennsylvania State University, 1973;
Ph.D.,L976.
Kunkel, Josephc.(L964),Philosophy,Professor-A.B., Loyola University, Chicago, L958;
4.M.,L962; Ph.D,, St. Bonaventure University, L968.
Kuntz, KennethJ. $969),Psychology, Associate Professor-B.A., Washington University,
'1.956;M.4., University of Cincinnati, 1963.
Lackner, Rev. Joseph H., S.M. (1980), Teacher Education, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.A.,
University of Dayton, L964; B.S. Ed., 1964; M.A., St. Louis University, L971; Ph.D.,
L9n.
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Lain, LaurenceB. (L975), Communication,Professor-B.S.,Indiana State University, 1969;
M.A., Ball State University,L9T3; Ph.D., Ohio State University,l9U.
Landers, Mary F. (1992), Teacher Education, Lecturer 
- 
B.S.Ed., Ohio University, 1965;
M.Ed., Bowling Green State University, 1970; Ed.D., University of Cincinnati, 192.
Lang, Joseph E. (1981), CoffiPuter Scimce, Associate Professor-A.B., Thomas More
College, t964; M.5., University of lllinois, 1965; Ph.D., 1970; M.S., Wright State
University, 1988.
Lapitary Antonio E. (L969), Political Science, Professor-A.8., University of the Philip-
pines, 1954; M.A., Lehigh University, 1957; Ph.D., University of Oregon, 1958.
Lasley, Thomas J., tr (L983), Teacher Eilucation, Professor, Ioseph J. Panzer, S'M. Chair in
Teacher Education-8.S., Ohio State University' L969;M.A., L972; Ph.D., 1978'
Laubach, Lloyd L. (L980), Health and Sport Science, Associate Professor-B.S., Central
State University, Edmond, Oklahoma, 1951; M.S., University of Oregon, 1962; Ph.D.,
Ohio State University, 1970.
Lee, C, William (1982), Chemical anil Materials Engineering, Associate Professor-B'S.,
National Taiwan University, 1976;M.S.,University of Akron, L979;Ph'D., Ohio State
University, 1982.
Lee, David R. (1982), Management and Marketing, Associate Professor-B.S., U.S' Air
Force Academy,l962;M.S.l.E, Purdue University, 1966; Ph 'D,,L972. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Lensick, Paul D ., (1996), History, Lecturer 
- 
B.A., Saint Olaf College, 1987; M.A., Indiana
University, 1990; Ph.D., 1995.
Lestingi, ]oseph (L992), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Professor 
- 
B.C.E., Man-
hattan College,1957;M.S.,Yirginia Polytechnic Institute, 1959; D.Engr. Yale Univer-
sity,7966.
Lewis, William F. (1980), Management and Marketing, Associate Professor-B.A., Spring
Arbor College,1967;M.B.A., Michigan State University,1969; Ph.D., University of
Cincinnati, 1976.
L'Heureux, Conrad E. (L970),Religious Studies,Prcfessor-B.A., St. Paul's College, 1952;
M,A., Catholic University of America, 1966;Ph.D.' Harvard University, 1972.
Lightman, Allan J. (1988), Electro-Optics, Associate Professor-B.A'Sc., University of
Toronto, 1963; M.A., 1965; Ph.D., Weizmann Institute of Science, Rehovot, 1971.
Little, Gordon R. (1988), Electro-Optics,Assistant Professor-B.S., Ohio State University,
1966; M.5, 1970; Ph.D, t973.
Liu, Shiqiang (1990),MaterialsEngineefing, AssistantProfessor-B.S., Beijing University,
1967;Ph.D., University of Dayton, 1989.
Lokai, Clement B. (L980), Computer Science, Adjunct Professor-8.S., University of
Dayton, 1953; M.B.A., 1968.
Loomis, John S. (1985), Eleetro-Optics, Professor-B.S., Case Institute of Technology,
1965; M.S., University of Illinois, 1968; M.S., University of Arizona, 1977;Ph.D.'L980.
Losito, William F. (1994), Teacher Education, Professor 
- 
8.A., University of Dayton,
L964; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1973.
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Lu, Chris C. (1975), Chemical and Materinls Engineuing, Associate Professor-B.S.,
Chen-Kung University, 1960; M.S., University of Missouri, 1.956; Ph.D., University of
Texas,1972.
Luke, Brian A. (L992),Philosophy, Assistant Professor-8.S.E.E., Washington University,
1984; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1992.
Lysaught, Mary T. (1995), fuIigious Studies, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.S., Hope College,
1985; M.A., University of Notre Dame, 1986; Ph.D., Duke University, L992.
McCloskey, John W. (L965), Mathemafics, Professor-B.S., University of Dayton, 1950;
M.S., Michigan State University,1962; Ph.D., 1965.
McCormick, Roger D. (1981), Counselor Education and Human Services, Associate Profes-
sor-B.S.Ed., Miami University,l949;M.A.,Ohio State University, L95| Ph.D.,L969.
McCrate,ThomasA.(1992), CioilandEnoironmentalEngineeringandEngineeringMechan-
lcs, Adjunct Assistant Professor 
- 
8.S., University of Dayton, 1970;M.5., L973.
McDougall, Kenneth J. $966), Biology, Professor-B.A., Northland College, 1957;
M.S., Marquette University, 1959; Ph.D., Kansas State University,1964.
McGrath, Rev.Iohn A., S.M. (1987), Religious Studies, Assistant Professor-B.A., Univer-
sity of Dayton,1957;M.A.,Ohio State Univetsity,L952;5.T.L., University of Fribourg,
1.966; Drs.Th., University of Nijmegen, 1958; Ph.D., University of St. Michael's
College, T oronto, L979.
McGrew, Allen J. $995), Geology, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.A., Earlham College, 1983;
M.S., Stanford University, L987;Ph,D., University of Wyoming,L992.
Mackliry F. Anthony (1962), English, Associate Professor-A.B., Villanova University,
1960;M.4.,L963.
Magnuson, Phillip C. (L98L), Music, Professor-8.A., Duke University, 1977; M.M.,
University of Massachusetts, L974; D.M.A., University of Wisconsin, 1977.
Majka, Linda C. (1981), Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work, Associate Professor-
8.A., College of William andMary,l959;M.A., University of California, 1973;Ph.D.,
L978.
Majka,Theof. (L983),Sociology,Anthropology,andSocialWorl<, AssociateProfessor-8.S.,
College of William and Mary,L969;M.A.,University of Califomia, L972;Ph.D.,1978.
Marcinowski, M, Gary, S.M, (1993), Visual Arts, Assistant Professor-B.F.A., Boston
University, 1980.
Markon, Elaine M. (1986), Naclear MedicineTechnology,Clinical Professor-B.S.,Indiana
University of Pennsylvania, 1966; M.S., Ohio University, 7972; Cettificate, N,M.T.,
Nuclear Medicine Institute, 1975; A.R.R.T., 1975; C.N.M.T., Nuclear Medicine Tech-
nologist Certification Board, 1978.
Marre, Kitayun E. (1966), English, Professor-8.A., University of Bombay, 1958; M.A.,
1960; Ph.D., State University of New York at Buf.falo,1966.
Marre, Louis A. (1965), English, Associate Professor-A.B., University of Notre Dame,
196L; M.A., 1963; Ph.D., L972.
Martin, Herbert W. (L970), English, Professor-8.A., University of Toledo, 7964; M.4.,
State University of New YorkatBuffalo, L967;M.L.,Middlebury College,L972;D.A,
Camegie-Mellon University, L979.
University of Dayton XI
Martin, Judith G., S.S.I. (1980), Religious Studies, Associate Professor-B.A., Medaille
College, 1959; M.A., Union Theological Seminary, L972;M.A.,McMaster University,
1975; Ph.D., 1983.
Martino, Joseph P. (1995), Engineering Mnnagement anil Systems, Adjunct Professor-
A.8., Miami University, 1953; M.S., Purdue University, 1955; Ph.D., The Ohio State
University, 196L.
Maruyama, Robert K., S.M. (L984), Computer Science,Lecturer-8.S., University of Notre
Dame,l96li M.S., 1968; M.S., University of Dayton, 1984.
Mashburn, joe D. (1981), Mathematics, Associate Professor-B.S., Southern Missionary
College, L976;M.A., University of California, 1978;Ph.D., L981.
Massucci, Rev. foseph D. (1987), School of Education, Administrative-M.A., Catholic
University of America, 1977;Ed.S., University of Dayton, 1988.
Matczynski, Thomas I. $987), Educational Administration, Professor-B.S., University
of Dayton, 1964;M.5.,1968; Ph.D., Ohio University, L977.
Matlack, ]ayne K. (1993), Visual Arts, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.S., University of Delaware,
1983; M.F.A., Tyler School of Art of Temple University, 1993.
Means, Michael H. (1963), English, Associate Professor-B.A., University of Wis-
consin-Whitewater, 1955; M.A., Ohio State University, t957; Ph.D., University of
Florida, 1953.
Melko, James J. (1985), Director, Learning Assistance Center, Administrative 
- 
B,A.,
Miami University, 1980; B.S., 1980; M.Ed., 1981.
Merenski, l. Parll (L975), Management and Marketing, Associate Professor-B.S., Wright
State University,l97I; M.B.A., 1972;Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1982.
Metzger, James (L970), Management and Marketing, Adjunct Professor-B.S., Butler Uni-
versity, 1950; M.B.A., Xavier University, 1966.
Michaels, Dennis F. (1993), Director, Management Deaelopment Center, Administrative 
-B.S., Bowling Green State University, t964;M.A., University of Toledo, 1959; M.Ed.,
Cleveland State University,L9T4; Ph.D., The Ohio State University, L978.
Mickel, Karen A. (199I), Instructor, Learning Assistance Center, Administrative 
- 
8.A.,
Wittenberg University, 1973;M,4,, Bowling Green State University, 1974.
Mildrum, Herbert(7975),Electrical andComputer Engineering, AdjunctProfessor-B.E.E.,
University of Dayton, L964; M.S.E.E.,'1.97'1..
Miller, Dan E. (L978), Sociology Anthropology, and Social Work, Associate Professor-8.S.,
University of lowa, 197 0 ; M. 4., 197 2; Ph.D., t979.
Miller, Richard L. (1968), Management and Marketing, Associate Professor-B.S., Ohio
State University,7947; M.B.A., 1959; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1981.
Miller, Sheila F. (1989), Laar, Instructor-A.B., Miami University, 1983; J.D., University
of Cincinnati, 1987.
Miner, George K. (1,976), Physics, Professor-A.8., Thomas More College, 1958;
M.S., University of Notre Dame,1960; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati,L965.
Mohan, Nancy (L987),Economics and.Finance, Associate Professor-B.S.,Indiana Univer-
sity, L975; M.B.A., Wright State University, 1977; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati,
L986.
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Monasterio, Xavier 0. (L966), Philosop&y, Professor-B.A., Instituto Oriente, Mexico,
L9M;M,A., Ysleta College, 1951; Ph.D., Universite de Paris, 1954.
Moon, Donald L. (1974), Electrtcal and Computer Engineering, Professor-B.S.E.E., West
Virginia Institute of Technology, 1963; M.S.E.E., University of Toledo, L966; Ph.D.,
Ohio State University, 1974.
Moore, Cecilia A. (L996), Religious Studies, Assistant Professor 
- 
A.8., Sweet Briar
College, 1988; M.A., University of Virginia, L991;Ph.D,1996.
Morefield, Donald W. (1969), Health and Sport Science, Assistant Professor-B.S. in Ed.,
University of D ayto, 1957 ; M.A. in Ed., Ball State Universi ty, 19 ST ; Ed.S., University
of Dayton, 1988.
Morlan, DonB. (1977), Communication, Professor-B.S., lndiana State University,1952;
M.5., L965; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1959.
Morman, Paul I. (1990), History, Professor-B.A., University of Dayton, 1965; M.A.,
Bowling Green State University, 1966; Ph,D., Pennsylvania State University, 1973;
M.S., State University of New York at Binghamton, 1984.
Moroney, William F. (1990), Psychalogy, Associate Professor-8.A., Cathedral College,
L964; M.A., St. John's University, L967; Ph.D., L968.
Morris, feffrey W. (L981),law, Professor-8.A., Providence College, 1.974;l.D.,Wash-
ington and Lee University, 1977.
Morris III, Willie L. (19931, Music, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.M.E., East Carolina Univer-
sity,1982; M.A., Stephen F. Austin State University,1984.
Morrow, Gary W. (1988), Chemistry, Associate Professor-8.A., Ohio State University,
1984; Ph.D., 1988.
Mosher, Arthur D. (1994), Languages, Associate Professor 
- 
8.A., Wheaton College,
l97L;M.A., Syracuse University, L975;PhD., University of Massachusetts,1979.
Mosser, Kurt (L992), Philosopfty, Assistant Professor-B.A', Southem Methodist Univer-
sity, L979 ; M. A., University of Chica go, 19 82; Ph.D, L99 0.
Mott, Robert L. (L966), Mechanical Engineering Technology, Professor-8.M.E., General
Motors Institute, 1963; M.S.M.E., Purdue University, 1965. Reg' Prof. Engr.
Moulin, Eugene K. (1968), Counselor Eilucation and. Human Services, Professor-B.A.,
Mount Union College, 1956;M.E., Kent State University, L959;Ph.D., University of
Toledo,1958.
Mueller, Steven D. (L976), Counseling Center, Administrative-B.A., University of Day-
ton, 1974;M.A, L976; Ed.D., University of Cincinnati,7987.
Mullins, Monalisa M. (1989), Philosophy, Lecturer-B.A., St. Leo College, 1985; M.A.,
University of Dayton, L987.
Muftoz, Chris (1D2), Associate Prooost for Enrollment Managemmt, Administrative 
-8,A., California State University, L970; M.5., University of Oregon, L979.
Murphy, Ellen M., O.P. (L97I), Communication, Administrative-B.A., Barry College,
L949;M.A., Loyola University, Chicago, 1956; M.S.Ed., University of Dayton, 1971.
Murphy, feffrey L. (1995), Visual Arfs, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.F.A., The Ohio State
University, L989; M.F.A., University of Florida, 1995.
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Murray, Andrew P. (79961, Mechanical and Aerospace Enginearing, Assistant Professor 
-8.S., Rose-Human Institute of Technology, L989; M.5., University of California,
Irvine, 1993; Ph.D., 1996.
Mushenheim, Cecilia A. (1991), Marian Library, Assistant Professor- B.A., St. Mary's
University, L965; M. 4., 1972.
Mushenheim, Harold G. (1965), Mathematics, Associate Professor-B.S., Universitv of
Dayton, 1955; M.A., University of Cincinnati, 1960; Ph.D., 1963.
Myers, KevinJ.$986),Chemicaland MaterialsEngineering,AssociateProfessor-B.Cm.E.,
University of Dayton, 1981; D.Sc., Washington University, 1985.
Myszka, David H. (1989), Mechanical Engineering Technology, Associate Professor-
B.S.M.E., State University of New York at Buffalo, 1985; M.S.M.E., 1989. Reg. Prof.
Engr.
Neff, Jerry L. $99o), Mathematics-Teacher Eduution, Lecturer-B.S., Otterbein Colleg+
1953; M.A., Miami University, 1955; Ph.D., t973.
Nelson, Peter B. (\979), Political Science, Assistant Professor-B.S., Florida State Univer-
sity,1969; B.S., Florida International University, L973;M.S.M., L975;P}l..D., Univer-
sity of Mississippi, 1982.
Nguyen, Phuong, (1996),Visual Arts,Lecturer 
- 
B.F.A., Stephen F. Austin State Univer-
sity, 1992; M.F.A., University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1995.
Niles, Fred (1985),Visual Arfs, Associate Professor-8.S., Edinboro State College, 1964;
M.A., University of Northern Colorado, L974;M,F.A., Syracuse University, 1987.
O'Boyle, Rosemary T. (1980), Assistant Vice Presiilent for Student Deoelopment,
Administrative-B.A., St, Bonaventure University, 1972;M.5. in Ed., 1.978.
O'Hare, ]. Michael (L965), Physics, Professor-B.S., Loras College, 1960; M.S., Purdue
University, L962;Ph.D., State University of New York at Buftalo,1966.
Oldenski, Thomas, S.M. (1994), Educational Administration, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.A.,
University of Dayton, L972; M.Ed., Boston College 1975; M.A., Western Michigan
University, L978;Ed.S., University of Dayton, 1984; Ph.D., Miami University,1994.
O'Leary,KimberlyE. (L993),Law,AssistantProfessor-B.A.,OberlinCollege,1979;1.D.
Northeastern University School of Law, 1982.
O'Leary-Kelly, Anne M. (1995), Management and Markeflzg, Associate Professor 
- 
B.A.,
University of Michigan, 1981; Ph.D., Michigan State University, t99D.
O'Meara, Maureen F. (1986), Ianguages, Associate Professor-8.A., Trinity College,
L97L; Ph.D., Cornell University, 1976.
Oumlil, A. Ben (1983), Management anil Marketing, Associate Professor-B.S., Southwest
Missouri State University,1975; M.B.A., 1977;Ph.D., University of Arkansas, L983.
Pair, Donald L . (1991),Geology, Associate Professor-8.S., St, Lawrence University, 1983;
M.Sc., University of Waterloo, 1985; Ph.D., Syracuse University, 1991.
Paler'mo, Patrick F. (1971), History, Professor-B.A., Fordham College, 1965; M.A., State
University of New York at Stony Brook, L967;Ph.D., L974.
Palmert, Daniel F. (L977), Registrar, Administrative-B.S., University of Dayton, 1950;
M.B.A., 1978.
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Palmed, Julia Ann (1975), Health arul Sport Science, Assistant Professor-8.S., University
of Dayton, 1952;M.5., Ohio State University, 1953. R.D., L.D.
Pan, Yi (L9911, Computer Science, Associate Professor-B.E., Tsinghua University, 1982;
M.E., 1984; M.S., University of Pittsburgh, 1988; Ph.D., L991.
Pasala, Krishna Murthy (1985), Electrical and Computer Engine*ing, Professor-B.E.,
Andhra University, L970;Ph.D.,Indian Institute of Science, 1974.
Patrouch, Joseph R. (L964), English, Professor-A.B., University of Cincinnati, 1958;
M.A., L960; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin, 1955.
Payne, MichaelA.Ggn),Philosophy, Associate Professor-8.A., Xavier University, 1966;
M.A., Boston College, L970; Ph. D., University of Georgia, L972.
Pedrotti, Leno M. (L987), Physics, Associate Professor-B.A., Wright State University,
1981; Ph.D., University of New Mexico, 1986.
Peflas-Bermejo, Francisco !. (L99Lr, Ianguages, Associate Professor-8.A., Universidad
Complutense, 1984; M.A., University of Georgia, L986, Ph.D., 199I.
Penno, Robert P. (1987), Electrical and Computer Engineering, Assistant Professor-
B.S.M.E., Rose Hulman Institute of Technology, 1971; M.S.E.E., 1984; Ph.D., Univer-
sity of Dayton, 1987.
Perna, Richard P. (1982), Laar, Professor-B.A., Villanova University, 1971,;1.D.,1'975.
Pestello, Fred P. (1984), Sociology , Anthropology , and. Social Worlc, Associate Professor-
B.A., John Carroll University, 1974, M.A., University of Akron, 1981; Ph.D., Univer-
sity of Akron-Kent State University, 1985.
Pestello, H. Frances Geyer (1985), Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work, Associate
Professor-8.A., College of Wooster, 1973;M.A., University of Akron, 1977;Ph.D.,
University of Akron-Kent State University, 1983.
Peterson, Richard E. (1957), Mathematics, Professor-8.A., Hiram College, 1955; M.S.,
Purdue University, 1957.
Petrykowski, ]ohn C. (1985), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineerit?8', Associate Professor-
B.S., University of Wisconsin, L975; M.S., University of lllinois, 1978; Ph.D., 1981.
Phillips, Julieanne A., (1996), History, Lecturer 
- 
B.A., Baldwin-Wallace College, 1989;
M.A., History, 1990; Ph.D., Case Westem Reserve University, 1996.
Phillips, Norman S. (L974), Cioil and Enoironmental Engineering anil Engineering Mechan-
ics, Professor-8.A.E., Ohio State University, t955; M.S.E., University of Dayton,
1958; M.S.Ed., 1983. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Pici, Joseph R. (1965), English, Professor-B.S., University of Dayton, 1962;M.4., L964.
Place, A. William(1994),Educational Administration, Assistant Professor- 8.S., Univer-
sity of Dayton, L976;M.5.,1980; Ph.D., The Ohio State University, 1988.
Ploeger, Bernard J., S.M. (1985), SeniorVice Presidmtfor Administration, Administrative-
B.S., University of Dayton, L97t;M.5., Ohio State University, L973;P}:..D.,1975.
Polzella, Donald I. $972), Psychology, Professor-8.A., University of Rochester, 1957;
M.A., Bucknell University, L969;Ph.D., University of Michigan, 1974.
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Prasad, Jayesh (1990), Management Information Systems and Decision Sciences, Associate
Professor-B.Tech., Indian lnstitute of Technology, Kharagpur, 7982; P.G.D.M.,
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta, 1984.
Putka, Rev. John S., S.M. (1991), Political Science, Lecturer-B.S., University of Dayton,
1950; S.T.B., University of Fribourg, 1967; M.A., St. Louis University, L969; Ph.D,
University of Cincinnati, 1979.
Quinn, John F. (1970), Philosophy, Associate Professor-B.A., Gonzaga University, L965;
M.A., 1966; Ph.L., Mount St. Michael's College, 1966: M.A., University of Washing-
ton, 1968; J.D., University of Dayton, 1982.
Raisch, C. Daniel (L991), Eilucational Administration, Assistant Professor-8.S., Wilming-
ton College,'1.96'L;M.A.,lilittenberg Univetsity,L966;Ph.D., Miami University, L973.
Randall, Vernellia R. (1990), Lazo, Professor-A.A., Amarillo College, 1968;8.S., Univer-
sity of Texas, 1972; M.5., University of Washington, t978; J.D., Lewis and Clark
Northwestem School of Law, 1987.
Rapp, John E. (L972), Economics and Finance, Professor-B.A., University of Missouri,
1959; M.A., 1,960 ; Ph.D, 1964.
Reeb, Roger N. (1993),Psychology, Assistant Professor-B.A., Westminster College, 1984;
M.S., Virginia Commonwealth University, 1987; Ph.D. Virginia Commonwealth
University, 1.993.
Reising, John M. (1995), Engineering Management and Systems, Adjunct Professor- 8.S.,
Xavier University,1964; M.A., Southern Illinois University, L967;Ph.D.,1969.
Revere, Amie L. (L98'1.\, Counselor Education and Human Seroices, Associate Professor-
B.S., Central State University,l9ST;M.Ed., Miami University, 1970; M.S.Ed., Univer-
sity of Dayton, 1985; Ph.D., Miami University, 1985.
Reynolds, Patrick A., (1996), Music, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.M., University of Michigan,
1981; M.M.,1983.
Rice, Bernard l. 0960), Mathzmatics, Professor-8.S., St. Louis University, 1955; M.S.,
Ohio State University, 1961.
Richards, William M. (1970), Philosophy, Associate Professor-B.A., LeMoyne College,
1966; Ph.D., Georgetown University, 1.970.
Ridder, Todd, S.M. (L9961, Music, Lecturer- B.M., University of Dayton, 1969; M.M.,
University of Cincinnati, 1974; M.P.S., Loyola University of Chicago, '1.990; Ph.D.,
Catholic University of America, 1993.
Roberts, CaroleL, (1968), Health and Sport Science, Assistant Professor-B.S. in Ed., Ohio
State University, L964; M.A., 1968.
Roberts, William P. (1980), Religious Studies, Professor-B.A., Fordham University, L955;
M.A., 1957; Ph.L., Loyola Seminary, 1955; S.T.L., Weston School of Theology, 1953;
Ph.D., Marquefte University, 1968.
Robinson, James D. (1982), Communication, Associate Professor-B.A., University of the
Pacific, t978;M.A., West Virginia University, 1979;Ph.D., Purdue University, 1982.
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Robinson, fayne B. (1994), Biology, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.S., Bowling Green State
University, 1978;M.5, The Ohio State University,lg%t Ph.D., 1991.
Roecker, Carotyn E. (1995), Psychology, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.S., University of Illinois,
1984; M.S., illinois State University, L990; Ph.D., University of Iowa, 1994.
Roehm, Harper A, (L992) Accounting,Professor 
- 
B.A., DePaw University, L957 ;M.8.4.,
Indiana University, 1963; D.B.A., Florida State University, L972.
Rogers, Dana B . (L982), Electrical and Computer Engineering, Professor-B.S.8.8., Arizona
State University, 1962; M.S.E.E., Air Force Institute of Technology,1969; Ph.D.,
University of. D ayton, 197 8.
Rogus,foseph F. (1981),Educational Administration,KuntzProfessor-B.S., University of
Dayton, 1960; M.Ed., Miami University,1962; Ph.D., Ohio University, 1968.
Romaguera, Enrique (7969), Languages, Associate Professor-B.A., University of Day-
ton, 1965; M.A., Ohio University, 1955.
Romero, Kerrie A., (L993), Library, Assistant Professor- B.A., University of Dayton,
L987;M.A., Wright State University, L990.
Rooney, Victor M. (1966), Electronic Engineering Technology, Professor-8.E.8., Univer-
sity of Dayton, 1965; M.S.E.E., Ohio State University, 1970. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Rosenzweig, Kenneth Y. (1981), Accounting, Associate Professor-8.A., University of
Texas,1965, M.B.A., University of Houston, 1968; Ph.D., Michigan State University,
1977; C.P.A., Ohio, 19E0; C.M.A., 1980; C.I.A., 1983.
Roten, Rev. Johann G., S.M. (1987), lnternational Marian Research Institute, Administra-
tive-B.Ed., Ecole Normales des Instituteurs, Sion, L963;8,4., College of St. Michel,
Fribourg, L962;S.T.L.,tJniversity of Fribourg, 1959; Lic.Phil.,1972;5.T.D., Pontifical
University of the Marianum,7987.
Rowe, fohn l. $977),Biology, Professor-B.S., Colorado State University, 1968; M.S.,
Arizona State University,I9Tl; Ph.D., University of Kansas Medical Center, 1975.
Rowe, Joseph E . (L992), AssociateVicePresidentforResearchand Director,Researchlnstitute,
Electrical Engineering, Professor 
-B.S.E.E., University of Michigan, 1951; B.S.E.,Universityof Michigan, 1951; M.S.E., Universityof Michigan,L952;Ph.D.,University
of Michigan, 1955.
Rowley, |ames B. (1989), Teacher Eilucation, Associate Professor-8.S., University of
Dayton, L969;M.5., Miami University, 1974; Ph.D., Ohio State Uniyersity, L989.
Rueth, Thomas W. (1987), Counselor Education and Human Seraices, Associate
Professor-B.S., University of Dayton, 1963;M.A., L969;Ph.D.' Loyola University of
Chicago,1973.
Ruggiero, fohn G. (1995), Economics and Finance, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.A., State
University of New York at Cortland, 1988; M.A., Syracuse University, 1992; Ph.D.,
t995.
Ruff, Lawrence A. (L950),English, Associate Professor-B'S., University of Daytory 1958;
M.A., Catholic University of America, 1959; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1958.
Russo, CharlesJ., (1996),Educational Administration,Prof.essor- 8.A., St. John's College,
1.972;M. Div., Seminary of the Immaculate Conception, 1978;J.D., St. John's Univer-
sity School of Law, 1983; Ed.D., St. John's University, 1989.
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Sack, Laurence A. (1986), Cioil and Enoironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics,
Adjunct Assistant Professor-8.S.C.E., University of Dayton, 1981.
Safferman, Steven l. (1994), Ciail anil Enoironmental Engineering and Engineering
Mechanics, Assistant Professor-8.S,, University of Cincinnati, 1987; M.5., t988;
Ph.D.,L994.
St. John, Edward P., (L996), Educational Administration, Professor 
- 
B.S., University of
California, '1.973; M.Ed., University of California, 1974; Ed..D., Harvard University,
1978.
Saintignon, Paula L. (1.983), Mathematics, Lecturet-8.S., Bowling Green State Univer-
sity,1978; M.S., University of Dayton, L982.
Saliba, Joseph E. (1980), Cioil and Enoironmental Enginening and Engineering Mechanics,
Professor-B.S., University of Dayton, 1.979; M.S., 1980; Ph.D., 1983. Reg.
Prof. Engr.
Saliba, Tony E. (1986), Chemical and Materials Engineerizg, Professor- B.Cn.E., Univer-
sity of Dayton, 1981.; M.S., L982;Ph.D.,1986.
Sanders, Terrance J., Capt. (1996), Military Science, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.A., Jackson-
ville State University, 1985; B.S., Eastern New Mexico University, 1990.
Sandhu, Sarwan S. (1980), Chemical and Materinls Engineering, Professor-B.Sc., Panjab
University, L961; B.Sc.C.E., 1966; M.Sc.E., University of New Brunswick, L970; D.I.C.,
Imperial College, University of London, 1973;Ph.D., University of London, 1973.
Sandness, Marilyn I. (1974), Music, Associate Professor-B.Mus., Eastman School of
Music, 1958; M.Mus., New England Conservatory of Music, 1950. Reg. Music Thera-
pist. Music Therapist, Board Certified.
Sandy, Michael Reginald (L987), Geology, Associate Professor-B.Sc., Queen Mary
College, University of London, 1980; Ph.D., 1984.
Saphire, Richard B. (L976), Laar, Professor-8.A., Ohio State University, 1967; 1.D.,
Salmon P. Chase College of Law, |977;LL.M., Harvard University, 1975.
Sargent, Gordon A. (1985), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering,Professor-B.Sc., Impe-
rial College of Science and Technology, University of London, L960; Ph.D., 1964.
Sauer, David A. (L991), Economics and Finance, Assistant Professor-B.8.A., Pacific
Lutheran University, 1981; M.B.A., University of Oregon, 1983; Ph.D., University of
Michigan, 1991.
Saxton, Stanley L. (1977), Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Wor&, Professor-8.S.,
University of Wisconsin, L964; M.A., University of lowa, 1969; Ph.D., 1973.
Scalpino, Frank A. (1987), Electrical and Computer Engineering, Associate Professor-
B.S.E.E., University of Cincinnati, 1963; M.S.E.E. ,1970;Ph.D., University of Dayton,
1987.
Schaller, Molly A. (L989\, Coordinator of Critical Issaes, Administrative 
- 
8.A., The Ohio
State University,l9ST; M.S., Miami University, J.989,
Schauer, john l. $968), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Professor-B.M.E., Univer-
sity of Dayton, 1958; M.S., Carnegie Institute of Technology , L959; Ph.D., Stanford
University, 1964.
Schenk, ]oseph A. (1980), Management and Marketing, Associate Professor-8.B.A.,
University of Kentucky, 1970;M.B.A., Kent State University, 1972;D.B.A., L976.
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Schleppi, Carrotl M. (1984), EngineeringTechnology, Associate Professor-B.S., Chestnut
Hill College, 1953; M.S., Ohio State University, 1965.
Schleppi, John R. (1963), Health and Sport Scimce,Prof.essor-8.S., Ohio State University,
L96t; M.4, 1963; Ph.D, 1972.
Schoen, Rev. Thomas A., S.M. (19591, Computn Sciance, Associate Professor-B.S,, Uni-
versity of Dayton, 1954; M.A., University of Cincinnati, 1959.
Schuerman,WilliamC. (1985),VicePresidentforStudentDevelopmentandDeanofStudents,
Administrative-B.A., University of Cincinnati, L969;M.A., Michigan State Univer-
sity, I97L; Ph.D., American University, 1980.
Schweikart, Larry E. (1985), History, Professor-B.A., Arizona State University,'l'972;
B.A.Ed., M.A., 1980; Ph.D., University of California, Santa Barbara,1984.
Searcy, E. Dale(7976),Law,Professor-B.S., General Motors Institute, 1959;f.D.,Indiana
University, L963;LL.M., New York University, 1956.
Seielstad, Andrea M., (1996), Laar, Assistant Professor 
- 
A.8,, Princeton University,
1988; J.D., University of Michigan Law School, 1991.
Sekely, WilliamS. (L976), Management anil Marketing, Associate Professor-8.S., Allegh-
eny College, I966;M.8.A., Case Western Reserve University,1970;D.8.A., Kent State
University, 1975.
Servais, Ronald A. (7974), Chemical and Materials Engineering, Professor-B.S. in A.E.,
Parks College, St. Louis University, 1953; M.S., L966;D.Sc., Washington Universify,
1969. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Shapiro, Kenneth R. (1994), Area Coordinator, Residential Programs, Administrative 
-B.A., The Ohio State University, 1991; M.S., University of Dayton,1994.
Sharp, Daniel D. (1987), Manufacturing Engineering Technology, Associate Professor-
B.S., Central Missouri State University, l98l; M.S., University of Southem Missis-
sippi, L987.
Shaughnessy, Gerald J. 0957), Mathemafics, Associate Professor-8.S., University of
Daytory 1963; M.S., Florida State University,7964.
Shaw, Carol M.(1968),ChemicalTechnology,Professor-B.S., Ohio University, 1953; M.S.
in Ed., University of Dayton , L968; M.5., 1973.
Shaw, George B. (L967), Cioil and Enoironmental Engineering and Engineering Mechanics,
Associate Professor-B.C.8., University of Dayton, 1967;M.S.C.E', 1971. Reg. Prof.
Engr. and Surveyor. Diplomate AAEE.
Shaw, Lori E. (1988),1-aw,Instructor-B.S., University of Dayton, t983;J.D., University
of Dayton, 1987.
Shereen, FaizaW. (L988), English, Associate Professor-B.A., University of Alexandria,
!967;M.A., University of Dayton, L975;Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1988.
Shine, Andrew l. (1985), Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering, Adjunct Professor-
B.M.E., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, 7946;M.M.E., L947;Ph.D., Ohio State Uni-
versity,1957. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Siciliano, Caroll. $964\, Health and Sport Science , Associate Professor-B.S.Ed., Bowling
Green State University, 1959; M.A.Ed., Westem Reserve University, 1962.
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Simon, Marvin D. (1987), Manufacturing Enginening T echnology, Professor-B.S.M.E.,
University of Cincinnati, 1956; M.B.A., University of Dayton, 1978.
Simons, Linda K. (1975), Library, Professor-B.S., University of Illinois, L969;M.5.,I972;
M.B.A., University of Dayton, L983.
Simpson III, Wendell P. (1995), Engineering Managemmt and Systems, Adjunct Profes-
sor- B.S., United States Air Force Academy, 1980; M.S., Air Force Institute of
Technology, 1984; Ph.D., Indiana University, 199L.
Singer, Sanford S. (1972'), Chemistry, Professor-B.S., Brooklyn College, 1962; M.5.,
University of Michigan, 1964; Ph.D., 1967.
Sinha, Atish P. (1991), Management lnformation Systems and Decision Sciences, Assistant
Professor-B.S., University of Calcutta, 1980; B.Tech., 1984; M.Tech., 7986, Ph.D.,
University of Pittsburgh, 1992.
Skill, Thomas D. (1,984), Communication, Professor-B.A,, State University of New York
at Buffalo, L978;M.A.,1980; Ph.D., 1984.
Smith, Barbara A. (1989), Comput* Science, Associate Professor-8.A., St. Louis Univer-
sity, L97 6; M S., University of Missouri, 1980; Ph.D., 1988.
Smith, David B. (1992'), Accounting, Professor, Ernst and Young Faculty Scholar of
Accounting 
- 
B.A. Carleton College, 1970; M.B.A., University of Pennsylvania,
1973;Ph.D., University of Illinois, 1979.
Smith, Warren H. (1993), Chemical Technology, Associate Professor 
- 
B.S., City College
of New York, 1958; Ph.D., Syracuse University, 1954.
Snide, James A. (1974), Chemical and Materials Enginening, Professor-B.S., Ohio
University, 1959; M.S., Air Force Institute of Technology, 1955; Ph.D., Ohio State
University, 1975.
Snyder, Linda June (1989), Music, Associate Professor- B.M., Miami University, 1970;
M.M., University of Illinois, L972; D.M.A, 1982.
Sparks, John R. (1,995), Management and Marketing, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.B.A., West
Texas State University, 1988; Ph.D., Texas Tech University, 1995.
Speers, BrianK.(1994),AreaCoordinator,ResidenceLife, Admnistrative-B.A., Wilmington
College, 1991; M.S., Miami University, 1993.
Spraggins, Timothy B. (1987), Director, African-American Stuilent Seroices, Administrative
- 
8.S., University of Alabama, 7977;M.5., L979.
Stander, Joseph W., S.M. (L96O), Milhemafics, Professor-8.S., University of Dayton,
19 49 ; M.5., Catholic University of America, L957 ; Ph.D., 1959.
Stavenhagen, Jeffrey B., (7996), Biologyl Assistant Professor 
- 
8.S., Carnegie-Mellon
University, 1984; Ph.D., Columbia University, L989.
Steiry Kara M. (L995), Law, Assistant Professor 
-8.A., YaIe College, 1986; |.D., Yale LawSchool, 1991.
Steiner, ThomasL, (L993),Economics and Finance, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.A., University
of St. Thomas, L985; M.A., University of Arizona, L989.
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Steinlage, Ralph C. (L966), Mathemafics, Professor-B.S., University oI Dayton, 1962;
M.S., Ohio State University, L963; Ph.D., 1956'
Stilwell, C. Dean (1990), Managetnent and Marketing, Associate Professor-B'S., Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, L977;M.8.A.,1979,Ph.D.' Georgia Insti-
tute of Technology, 1993.
Strain, MargaretM. (1995), Erzglish, AssistantProfessor-8.A., BellarmineCollege,l9TT;
M.A., University of Louisville,1986; Ph.D., 1995.
Strange, Jerry D . (1958),EngineeringTechnology, Professor-B.S., Otterbein College, 1958;
M.S., Xavier University, 1954.
Street, P, Eric (L992), Masic, Associate Professor 
- 
B'Mus., Cornell CoIIege' L975;
M.Mus., Indiana University, 197 7 ; D.Mus., 1985.
Stull, Paul A. (L974), Biology, Clinical Associate Professor-D.V.M., Ohio State Univer-
sity,1966.
Sudzina, Mary R. (L988), Teacher Education, Associate Professor-B.S., Virginia
Commonw6alth University, 1970;M.A., Villanova University, L974;Ph.D., Temple
University, 1987.
Sultan, Allen (1978), Laar, Professor-A.8., Syracuse University, 1952; I.D.' Columbia
University, 1958; A.M., University of Chicago, L967; LL.M.' New York University,
1965.
Summers, Donna C. S. (1984), lndustrial Enginening Technology, Professor-B.S.M.E',
University of Cincinnati, 1982; M.S.I.E., Purdue University, 1984; Ph.D., University of
Cincinnati, 1991.
Sweeney, Patrick|. $978),Engineering Management and Systeng,-!1ole-ss9r--p.S., Univer-
sity irf Notre Dame, 1957; M.S., University of Missouri, 1967; Ph.D., University of
Dayton, 1977. Reg. Prof. Engr.
Talbert-Johnson, Carolyn (1991), Teacher Eilucatian, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.A., Ohio
Dominican College,-1976; M.A., Ohio State University' 1978; Ph.D., 1991.
Talbott, Lou E. (1988), Director, student Actiztities, Administrative 
- 
8.s., wright state
University, I97 6; M.5., L984.
Taylor, Annette M: (1988), Communication, Assistant Professor-8.A., Michigan State
University, 197 4; M.4., 1988.
Taylor, Bruce M. (L967), History, Associate P:ofessor-8.A., Dartmouth Cotlege' L957;
-M.A., Columbia University, 1962; Ph.D., Fordham University, 1973.
Taylor, David L. (L971),Biology, clinical Associate_Professor-8.A., Wittenberg univer-
- 
sity, L963; M.S., West Virginia University,1965; Ph.D., 1968.
Taylor, Philip H. (1988), Etectro-Optics, $djqnc_t Professor-B.S., State University Col-
-lege 
at Orieonta, 1980; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University' 1984.
Taylor, sandr aK. (7978), Sociology, Anthropology , and social worl<, Assistant Professor-
'8.A., Ohio University, 1970; M'S.W., Ohio State University, 1978.
Teevan, Lenore R. (1993), English l-anguage and Multicultural lnstitute, Administrative 
-8.A., Miami University, 1985; M.A., American University in Cairo, 1991'
Tewari, Harish c. (L975), Management and Marketing Associate Professor-B.8.A., Delhi
University, 1953; M.B.A., Central Michigan University, 1969; M.A., University of
Cincinnati, L97 4; Ph.D., 1977.
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Thebert-Peeler, Deborah (1995), Engineering Management and Systems, Adjunct profes-
sor- 8.S., Purdue University,1977;M.S.,University of Cincinnati,lgTg;1.D., Salmon
P. Chase College of Law, 1983; Ph.D., University of Dayton,1992.
Thewes, Richard, Captain, (L996), Military Science, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.S., Xavier
University, 1988.
Thiele, Gary A. (L979), Electrical and Computer Engineering, Tait Professor-B.S.E.E.,
Purdue University, 1960: M.Sc., Ohio State University, L964;Ph.D.,1968. Reg. Prof.
Engr.
Thimmes, Pamela L., O.S.F. (1985), Religious Studies, Assistant Professor-B.S.Ed., Ohio
University, L970; M.A., Canisius College, L979; M.A., Vanderbilt University, 1986;
Ph.D., 1990.
Thompsory Teresa L. (1985), Communication, Professor-8.A., University of Wisconson,
1975;M.4., Purdue University, 1976;Ph.D., Temple University, 1980.
Thompson, Rev. Thomas A.,S.M.(L987),MarianLibrary, Administrative-8.A., Univer-
sity of Dayton, L958; M.A., University of Pittsburgh, 1963; S.T.L., University of
Fribourg, 1968; Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh, 1977.
Tibbetts, Paul E., Jr. (L969), Philosophy, Professor-B.A., Clark University, '1.964;M.A.,
Boston University, 1955; Ph.D., Purdue University, 1973; Ph.D., University of
Illinois, L985.
Tiller, Kathleen (L983),Library, Associate Professor-8.S., University of Wisconsin, L971;
8.A., University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, L981; M.L.S., 1983; M.A., University of
Dayton, L990.
Tilley, Terrance W. (1994), Religious Studies, Professor 
- 
A.B., University of San Fran-
cisco, L970; Ph.D., Graduate Theological Union, Berkeley, L976.
Tillman, Beverly A. (1990),Teacher Education, Associate Professor-B.S., Miami Univer-
sity, L974; M.A., University of Michigan, L975; Ph.D., Ohio State University, L992.
Titlebaum, Peter J., $996), Heakh and Sport Science, Assistant Professor 
- 
8.S., State
University of New York at Brockport, L982;M.5., Ohio State University, 1985; Ph.D.,
Temple University, 1993.
Tolson, William E., Major, U.S. Army (L993), Military Science, Assistant Professor-B.A.,
Florida Institute of Technology, 1984; M.S., Florida Institute of Technology, 1992.
Trick, Kimberly A. (L994), Chemical Technology, Assistant Professor 
- 
B. Ch. Eng.,
University of Dayton, L984; M.5., L988; Ph.D., 1994.
Trifiletti, Melissa A.(1994),HeadResident,ResidenceLife, Administrative-B.A., Baldwin-
Wallace College, 1991. ; M.5., Miami Univer sity, t994.
Troiani, Anna Marie R. (1994), Area Coordinator, Garden Apartments, Administrative 
-B.A., Wheeling Jesuit College, 1991; M.S., Ed., University of Dayton, L994.
Trollinger, William Vance, (1995), History, Associate Professor 
- 
B.A., Bethel College,
L977;M.4., University of Wisconsin-Madisory 1980; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin-
Madison, 1984.
Tsonis, Panagiotis A, (L989), Biology, Associate Professor-B,S., Patras University,LSTT;
M.S., Nagoya University, 1980; Ph.D., L983.
Tsui, Susan L. (7965), Library, Professor-B.A., National Taiwan University, 1961;
M.S.L.S., University of Illinois, 1964.
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Turner, Dennis!. (LgTq,Iaw,Professor-B.A., Georgetown University,196T;1.D"1970'
Tuss, Alex J., S.M. (1991), English, Assistant Professor-B.S., University of Dayton,l97L;
M.A., L977; Ph.D., Fordham University, 1991.
Tuthill, Theresa A. (1991), Electical and Computer Engineering, Assistant Professor-B.S.,
University of Rochester, 1984; M'S., 1986;Ph.D.'L991'.
ullett, Jill s. (lgg4), Materinls Engineering, Adjunct Professor 
- 
B.s., university of
Dayton, 1979; M.5., t987 ; Ph.D., 1992.
Ulrich, LawrenceP. (1954),Philosophy,Ptofessor-8.A., Catholic University of America,
fS6t; \4.a., tg62i6.Ed.,Xaviei University,lg64; Ph.D., University of Toronto, 1972;
M.S., University of DaYton, 1985.
Untener, Joseph A. (1987), Mechanical Engingqing Technolory, Associate-Professor-
B.M.i.; Geireral Motois Institute, 1984; M.S', Purdue University, 1985' Reg' Prof'
Engr.
Uteikar, vivek P. (1994), ChemicalTechnolo3y, Assistant Professor 
- 
B. ch. Eng- Univer-
"sity of Bombay, 1983; M.Ch.En'., 1985t Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1993'
Vanderburgh, Paul M. (L995), Heatth and sport 
-science, Assistant Professor - 8.s., u.s.Military"Academy, 1982; M.A., University of Georgia, 1988; Ed. M., Columbia Univer-
sity, 1991; Ed.D., 1992.
vanvleck, ]am es (\992l,Schoolof Business Administration,Executioe-in-Residence, Admin-
istrative 
- 
B.A., Principia iollege, 1952; M.B.A., Harvard Graduate School of Busi-
ness Administration, 1956.
vesper, Mary Jo (L9821, Biology, Associate Professor-B.A., Thomas More colLege'1973;
M.S., Otrio State University,l9TS; Ph.D., 1978.
Vlahos, George E. (L978), Managernent Information Systems-and.D-ecision Scimces, Profes-
sor-B.S.,"Universityof Illin-ois, 1954iM.S., Southern Illinois university, 1967;Ph'D.,
University of Northern Colotado, 1974.
Vorherr, Philip H. (1980),4ccounting, AssociateProfessor-B.8.A., Universityof cincin-
nati, L964; M.B.A., 1965; Ph.D., 1975.
Voydanoff, Patricia G. (L98L), Center for the study of Family Dmelopmen t,_Adjunct Profes-
'sor-S.A., Ohio Wesleyin Univirsity, 196q M'A., Wayne State University' 1963;
Ph.D.,1974.
Walker, Mary Ann (L970), Library, Associate Professor-B.S. in Ed., Kent State Univer-
sity,1966; M.L.S., L968; M.B.A., University of Dayton, 1981'
wallace, samuel P. (1982), communication, Associate Professor-8.A., Ohio state uni-
versity, 1975; M. A., 1979 ; Ph.D.' L985 -
watras, Toseph L. (L979), Teacher Education, Professor-8,A., Boston University, 1955;
U.na., University of Hawaii, L969;Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1972'
watson, Blake A. (1992),Isw, Associate Professor 
- 
B.A., Vanderbilt university, L978;
J.D., Duke UniversitY, 1981.
watters, Kathleen B, (1989), Communication, Associate Professor-B.s., university of
Minnesota, 1976; M.A., L979 ; Ph.D., L988.
weatherly, Michael (1958), C ommunication,Assjstant Professor-8.A., Stephen F. Austin
St"t" 6oll.9", 19!8; M.A., Bowling Green State University, 1961; Ph.D., Ohio State
Univetsity, L972.
weaver, Roberta (1969), Teacher Education, Associate Professor-B.sc., ohio state Uni-
.r"ttity, 1960; M.Sc. Ed., University of Cincinnati, L966;Ed'D''L982'
Webb, Kathleen M. (1993), Library, Assistant Professor 
- 
BrS. Pennsylvania State
University, 1982;M.L.S'', Univeisity of Califomia, Los Angeles, 199L'
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1't/gilgr, John E , (1967), Economics and Finance,professor-B.A., university of cincinnati,
L960; M.A., 1961.; Pll..D., 1973.
wells, charles E. (1984), Management Information systems and Decision sciences, profes-
sor-A.B., Harvard University,LgT6;M.8.A., Miami University, L977;ph.D.,lJnive*
sity of Cincinnati, 1982.
wendeln, Donald E. (1965), Manufacturing Engineering Technology, Adjunct professor-
B.M.E., University of Dayton, 1950.
wernersbach, Geraldine s. (1979-), Law Libraly, Assistant professor-B. Mus., Duquesne
University, 1949;M.A.L.S., Kent State Universify, L959.
wegtgr\aqrp, John J. (1986), Electrical and computer Engineering, Associate professor-
B.E.E., University of Dayton, 1.980; M.S.E.E., Purdue Univeisity, 1981; ph.D., 1985.
Whitaker, Joel A. (1.993), Visual Arfs, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.F.A., University of
Montevallo, 1985; M.F.A., Florida State University, 1988.
whitaker, Leslie A. (L990), Psychology, Associate Professor-B.S., Northeastern state
Colleg_e.l965;IVl.A.T., University of Monta na,197]-;M.5., pennsylvania State Univer-
sity, L973; Ph.D., 1975.
whitne-y,fame1M. (1989), ciail andEnztironmentalEngineering andEngineeringMechanics,
Professor-8.A., Illino_is college, 1959; B.s.T.E., Georgia Institute of fechnology,
1959; M.S.T.E., L96t ; M.5., Ohio State University, 1964; ph.D., L968.
Whyte, Ann M arie (1993), Economics and F inance, Assistant professor 
- 
A.A., palm Beach
funior College, 1983; B.B.A., Florida Atlantic University, 1985; M.B.A., .1.997; ph.D.,
L99r.
Wieland, Sara G. (1988), English, Coordinator of Composition, Administrative 
- 
A.B.,
Indiana University, 1961,;M.A., University of Dayion, 1985.
Wilbers, Timothy A. (1983), Visual Arts, Associate Professor-B. Art Ed., Ohio State
University, 1972; M.A., t974; M.F.A.,Southern Illinois University, 1981.
Wilhoit, St_ephe1W. (19E8), English, Associate Professor-8.A., University of Kentucky,
1980; M.A., University of Louisville, 1983; Ph.D., Indiana University,-1988.
Wilkinson, Sean (1.973), Visual Arts, Professor-B.A,, Antioch College, 1970;M.F.A.,
Rhode Island School of Design, L972.
Williams, P. Kelly (1973), Biology, Professor-B.A., University of Texas, '1.966; M.5.,
University of Minnesota, 1969; Ph.D., Indiana University, 1923.
williamson, Tommy L. (1981) ,Electricaland cornputer Engineering, Associate professor-
B.S.E.E., Ohio University, 1962; M.S.E.E., Ohio State Univeriity, 1965; ph.D., 1975.
Willis, G_r-egory W., \19!6), Economics and Finance, Visiting Instructor-8.S.B., WrightState University, 1988; M.S., Wright State University,1990.
Winger, Bernard I, $966), Economics and Finance, Professor-B.S., Xavier University,
L959;M.4., University of Cincinnati, L960; C.P.A., Ohio, 1955.
Winslow, Leon E. (1981), Computer Scienca, Professor-B.S., Marquette University, 1956;
M.S., 1950; Ph.D., Duke University, 1965.
Wohl, Laurence B. (1983), Laar, Professor-B.S., University of California ,1969;J.D.,L972.
Wolff, Robert L. (1958), Manufacturing Engineering Technology, professor-B.S., Univer-
sity of Dayton, L959; M.B.A., Xavier University,'1.967.
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Wright, Shirley Jane (1993); Biology, Assistant Professor-8.S., Loyola University of
Chicago, 1981; M.S., 1983; Ph.D., University of lowa, 1981.
Wurstner, Robert P. (1985), Mechaniul and Aerospace Engineering, Adjunct Professor-
B.S., University of Cincinnati, 7974; M.S.M.E., University of Dayton, L976.
Yaney, Perry P. (L963),Physics, Professor-B.S.E.E., University of Cincinnati, 1954; M.S.,
t957: Ph.D., L963.
Yates, Rebecca M. J. (1980), Management and Marketing, Associate Professor-8.B.A.,
University of Cincinnati, t973 ; M.B. A., L97 5 ; Ph.D., 1980.
Yocum Mize, Sandra (1992), Religious Studies, Assistant Professor-B.A., University of
Oklahoma, t976; Ph.D., Marquette University, 1987'
Yoder, Donald D. (1989), Communication, Associate Professor-8.s., Iowa state univer-
sity,1973;M.A., University of Nebraska-Lincoln, 1975; Ph.D., Ohio State University,
1982.
Young, Saul (1983), Management lnformation Systems and Decision Sciences, Associate
Pr6fessor-B.A., University of texas, L952; M.5., University of Wisconsin, 1969;
Ph.D., Stanford UniversitY, L975.
Youngkin, Betty R. (1991), English, Assistant Professor- 8.A1.,.!ig]r Polnt C-o^llege, 1965;
MlA., Northwestem University,Lg6g; Ph.D., Texas A & M University, 19E9.
Yungblut, Laura N. (L9891, History, Assistant Professor 
- 
B.A', Western Carolina
University, L983; M.A., University of Cincinnati, 1985; Ph.D., 1993.
Zabinski, Jeffrey S. (1993), Materials Engineering, Adignct Professo-r 
- 
f.{.-$eingi-
neering, pensacoia Junior College, lt79;B.S.ChE, University of Florida, 1982; Ph.D.,
Auburn University, 1990.
Zahner, Mary A. (1971),Visual Arts, Associate Professor-8.F.A., Ohio University, 1950;
M. A., L969 ; Ph.D., Ohio State University, 1987.
Zamierowski, Edward E., s.M. (1974\, Strategiesfor ResponsibleDnelopmenf, Administra-
tive-B.Sc.E., University of Dayton, 1955; M.Sc., Ohio State University, 1960; Ph'D',
University of Nairobi, 1973'
Zembaty, Jane S. (L975), Philosop,hy, Professor-8.,{- S_t_atg University of New York at
Buffilo, 197 L; M. A., Georgetown University, L97 5; Ph'D -, L97 5.
Zoghi, Manoochehr (1986), Cioit and Enoironmental Engineering anil Engineering Machan-
rYcs, Associate Professor-B.S., University of Louisville, 1979; M.E,, 1981; Ph'D',
University of Cincinnati, 198E'
Zukowski, Angela Ann, M.H.S.H. (1979), Religious studies, Associate Professor-B.A.,
University 5f Dayton,!974;M.A.,1978; D.Min., United Theological Seminary, 1988'
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Abfalter, Garry H. (1988), Research Engineer-8.M.8., University of Detroit, 1968;
M.S., Oklahoma State University, 1972.
Anderson, David P. (1983), Research Materials Scientist-8.A., University of Con-
necticut, L973; M.5., University of Massachusetts, 1977; Ph.D., 1981.
Andrews, Robert f. (L969), Research Engineer-8.5.M.E., University of Dayton, 1973;
M.S.,1986.
Ashbaugh, Noel E. (L982), Senior Research Engineer-8.5., Purdue University, L962;
M.S., 1963; Ph.D., University of California, I97L.
Askins, Donald R. (196'4), Research Engineer-V.5., University of Dayton, 1953; M.S.,
1974.
Aulds, James M. (1975), Research Engineer-8.T., University of Dayton, L975.
Bai, Shih Jung (1982), Research Physicist-8.S., Fu Jen University, 1968; M.S., Univer-
sity of Maine,1971; M.S.E., University of Michigan, 1974; Ph.D,,1,979.
Ballal, Dilip R. (1983), Senior Research Engineer-B.S., Maulana Azad College of
Technology, 1967; M.5., Cranfield Institute of Technology,1968; Ph.D., L972.
Bapu, Puthamkuzhiyil T. (1978), Senior Research Analyst-M.A., University of
Madras, 1959; M.S., University of Cincinnati, L974; Ph.D., L975.
Barnes, Karen S. (7978), Budget Analyst.
Becker, Roger |. (L977), Senior Research Physicist-8.A., Lake Forest College, L967;
M.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, L972; Ph.D., Thomas Jefferson
University, 1975.
Beitel, Frank E. (L978), Research Programmer-Analyst-8.5., University of Dayton,
1974;M.5., Wright State University, L984.
Benner, Charles L. (1963), Associate Research Chemist-8.5., Findlay College, 1963.
Berens, Alan P. (L969), Senior Research Statistician-8.S., University of Dayton, 1955;
M.S., Purdue University, L957; Ph.D.,1963.
Bergeron, David W. (1993), Associate Research Engineer-8,5., Texas A&M, 1987.
Bertke, Robert S. (L964), Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Dayton, 1963;
M.S.E., 1958.
Bertke, Robert V. (1970), Professional Technologist.
Best, P. Scot (1995), Assistant ResearchTechnical Analyst-B,A., Clemson University,
1997;M.4., University of South Carolina, 1995.
Binns, Kenneth E. (1992), P-T Research Engineering-B.S., University of Dayton,
L957.
Blanchard, Robert E, (1977), Research Engineer-8.5., Rensselaer Polytechnic Insti-
ttte, 1975; M.S., Rochester Institute of Technology, 1977.
Boehmer, Robert P. (L962), Associate Director for Contracts B Information Systems-
B.S., University of Dayton, 1962;M.5., L972.
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Borgwardt, ]on j. (19E5), Administratioe Assistant, Purchasing and Property Control.
Bouchard, Michael P. (1981), Research Engineer-B.5., University of Dayton, 1981.
Bowman, Daniel R. (1985), R esearch Engineer-B.S., University of Dayton, 1985; M.S.,
1988.
Brademeyer, Diana M. (1993), Administratioe Assistant-8.S., Wright State Univer-
sity, 1988.
Braisted, William R. (1988), Ass ociate Research Engineer-B.5., University of Dayton,
1988; M.S., 1991.
Brar, Nahhatter S. (1985), Research Physicist-8.5., University of the Punjab,
'1962; M.5., 1965; M.S., Trent University, '1.971; Ph.D., University of Western
Ontario, 1979.
Brockman, Robert A, (L976), Senior Research Engineer-8.S., Carnegie-Mellon Uni-
versity, 1973; M.S.M.E., University of Dayton, 1974; Ph.D', L979.
Btzezicki, Sigmund W. (1961), Purchasing Agent and Property Administrator-8.5.,
University of Dayton, 1970.
Buchanan, Dennis J. (L991), Assistant Research Engineer-B.5., University of Wiscon-
sin, 1989; M.S., University of Wisconsin, 1991.
Burkett, ]erald L. (1958), Research Chemist-8.A., University of Dayton, 1977.
Cerbus, Clifford A. (1984), Associate Research Mathematician-B.S., Xavier Univer-
sity, L982; M.S., University of Dayton, 1984.
Cervay, Russell R. (1970), Research Engineer-8.M.E., University otDayton, 1967;
M.5., t977.
Chao, Kenneth K. (1990), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., City College of New
York, 1985; M.S., Pennsylvania State University, 1987;Ph.D',7990.
Chartoff, Richard P. (1978), Senior ResearchEngineer-8.S., Case Institute of Technol-
ogy, 1961 ; M.S.E., Princeton University, L962; M. A., 1965 ; Ph.D., L966.
Chen, Grace I. $978), Research Chemist-8.5., Chung Yuan College,1964; M.S.'
Howard University, 1969.
Chen, Loomis S. (1977), Research Chemist-8.5., Chung Yuan College, L964; M.S.'
Clarkson College, 197I; Ph.D., 1973.
Chuck, Leon (1989), Part-Time Associate Research Scientist-8.5., University of Mary-
land,L978; M.S., 1984.
Cinnamon, Karen E. (L995), Assistant Research Cornputer Ptogrammer-8.S., Univer-
sity of Washington, 1994.
Click, William E. (1955), Professional Technologist.
Collins, George T. (1955), Research Engineer-B.5.E.E., University of Dayton, L956.
Crasto, Allan S. (1988), Research Materials Scientist-8.5., University of Bombay,
1974, L977; M.S., Washington State University, 1983; Ph.D., 1985.
Criminski, David A. (1988), Assocl ate Research Programmer-B.S., University of Day-
ton, 1988.
Crorrpton, Karen L. (1978'), Administratioe Assistant, Accounting.
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Cross, Clarence W., ]r. (1981), Associate Research Programmer-8.S., University of
Dayton, L980.
Cunningham, Paul H. (19931, Research Manager-B.S., Middle Tennessee State Uni-
versity, 1,967; M.3., University of Southern California, 1972.
Dang, Thuy Dinh (1987), Associate Research Chemist-8.5., Wright State University,
1983; M.S., 1.986.
Dante, James F. (1995), Associate Research Materials Engineer-8.5., John HopkinsUniversity, 1990; M.S., University of Virginia, 1993.
Davis, Kenneth A. (1980), Senior Research Chemist-8,A., Southern Illinois Univer-
sity, 1955; M.S., Pennsylvania State University, 1962; Ph.D., Technische
Hochschule, Munich, L959.
Dellinger, H. Barrett (1982), Senior Research Chemist-8.S., University of North
Carolina, L971; Ph.D., Florida State University,1975.
Dempsey, David V. (L963), Electromechanical Specialist-A.S., University of Dayton,
L953.
Detrio, John A. (1,966), Senior Research Physicist-8.S., Spring Hill College, L959;
M.S., University of Alabama, L961..
Detroit, Mark J. (799t), Associate Research Human Factors Engineer-8.5., Embry-
Riddle Aeronautical University, 1984; M.S., University of Dayton, 1988.
Dieterle, Gordon L, (1992), Associate Research Mechanical Engineer-B.5., Wright
State University,1979; M.S., University of Dayton, L989.
Dodaro, Mary Ann (1981), Assistant Human Resources Administrator-B.5., University
of Dayton, L98L.
Dotrong, Minhhoa (1988), Associate Research Chemist 
-8.5., Technical University ofBraunschweig, 1.974; M.5., L977.
Dotrong, My (1988), Associate Research Chemist-8.5., Technical University of
Braunschweig , 1974; M.5., 1976; Ph.D., 1980.
Drake, Michael L. (1,973), Research Engineer-8.5., University of Cincinnati, 1972;
M.5., 1973.
Dreesbach, Donald A. (L993), Research Engineer-B.5., United States Military Acad-
emy, West Point, 1951; M.S., Arizona 9tate University,1973.
Dusz, Thomas A. (1968), Professional T echnolo gist.
Eapen, Kalathil C. (1978), Senior Research Chemist-8.S., St. Iohn's College, 1.955;
M.S., L958; Ph.D., Loyola College, Madras, L953.
Eckley, Carol A. (1983), Subcontract Administrator.
Esterline, Ronald L. (1975), Professional Technologist-A.S., Clark Technical College,
L970.
Fielman, John W. (L962), Research Mathematician-B.5., University of Cincinnati,
1958.
Fiscus, ba B. (L964), Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Dayton, 1953.
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Flanagan, Michael J. $993), Associate Research Engineer-B.S.A.A.E., Ohio State
University, 1981; M.S.A.A,E., Massachusetts Institute of Technology ,1982;Pll..D.,
Ohio State University, 1991.
Flannery, David L. (1,984), Senior Research Engineer-8.S., General Motors Institute,
L964; M.5., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1964; Ph.D., 1968.
Fox, Jeffrey A. (1974), Research Engineer-8.5., Wright State University,1979;M.5.,
Wright State Univers ity, 1,989.
Frank, Geoffrey J. (1988), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., University of Dayton,
1,987 ; M,S.,Stanford University, 1988.
Frock, Brian G. (1985), Research Engineer-8.A., Wilmington College, 1955; M.S.,
University of Dayton, L958; M.S., 1981.
Fuchs, Steven P. (1.991), Assistant Research Engineer-8.5., University of Dayton,
t989.
Fultz, George W. (1965), Chief Fluids Technologist.
Gallagher, Joseph P. (1978), Senior ResearchEngineer-V.S.C.E., Drexel College,L964;
M.S., University of Illinois, 1965; Ph.D., 1968.
Gayman, Aaron J. (19951, Assistant Research Technical Analyst-8.A., Ambassador
College,1,994.
Gentner, Frank C. (1992), Research Psychologist-8.S., University of Florida, 1,966;
M.S., University of Florida, 1967.
Gerdeman, Dennis A. (L962), Senior Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Day-
ton, L962; M.S.E., 1970.
Glasgow, Gerald D. (1993), Senior Polymer ResearchScientisl-8.A., College of Wooster,
1958; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, 1953.
Goldfine, Ruth A. (1991), Technical Editor-B.5., University of Dayton, 1986; M.S.,
L995.
Goodman, Richard C. (1"976), Professional Technologist.
Graham, John L. (1980), Research Engineer-B.S., University of Dayton, 1980.
Grant, Dale W. (1973), Professional Metallography Technologist-8.A., University of
Dayton, L984.
Grant, John T. (1978), Senior Research Engineer-8.S., University of New South
Wales, 1,964; Ph.D., L968.
Grant, Richard A. (1966,), Scientific Glass Technologist.
Graves, George A., Jr. (1955), Senior Research Ceramist-8.5., Alfred University,
1960; M.S., University ot Dayton, L973.
Grazulis, Laty (1979), Associate Research Engineer-B.E E., University of Dayton,
L984.
Greason, Paul R. (1971), Laser Specialist.
Griffen, Charles W, (L979), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., Edinboro State Col-
lege, L953; 8.S., Michigan State University, 1.958; M.S., University of Massachu-
setts, L971.
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Grinstead, Becky R. (L993), Assistant Research Chemist-8.5.. Wright State Univer-
sity,1992.
Grove, David ]. (1979), Associate Research Programmer-Analyst-V.5., Miami Univer-
sity,L977; M.S., University of Dayton, 1979.
Gunderson, Stephen L. (1.976), Assistant Research Scientist-B.5., University of Day-
ton, 1988.
Gustafson, Steven C. (I976), Senior Research Scientist-8.S., University of Minnesota,
1967; M.A., Duke University, 1969; Ph.D.,1974.
Gutman, Michael J. (1985), Assistant Research Electronics Engineer-B.5., University
of Dayton, 1986.
Hanchak, Stephen f . (L963), Professional Technologist-A.M.E., University of Dayton,
L963.
Harper, StevenD. (L992), Associate HumanFactors Engineer-B.5., Ohio State Univer-
sity, 1984; M.S., Wright State University,199L.
Hart, Dale L. (1979), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., University of Dayton,'1977.
Hartman, George A., Iil (1981), Research Engineer-8.5., University of Wisconsin,
1979; M.5., t98'1..
Hecht, ]udith N. (1973), Technical lnformation Seroices Supervisor-8.S., Alfred Uni-
versity, 1958; M.A., University of Dayton, 1977; M.5., University of Kentucky,
L978.
Hecht, Norman L. (L963), Senior Research Scientist-B.S.Cer.E., Alfred University,
1960; M.S., 1968; Ph.D., L972.
Hegde, Shrikrishna M. (1985), Research Physicist-B.5., Karnatak University, 1970;
M.S., University of Cincinnati, L974; Ph.D., 1978.
Held, Thomas W. (1981), Research Engineer-8.5., Michigan State University, L977;
M.S., University of Cincinnati, 1979; M.S., L980.
Heneghan, Shawn P. (L987), Research Scientist-8.9., San Diego State University,
7977; Ph.D., University of Southern California, 1982.
Hill, Charles S. (1992), Assistant Research Engineer-8.5., University of Cincinnati,
L992.
Hill, Susan I. (L995), Part-Time Associate Research Engineer-8.5., University of
Dayton, L979; M.5,, Case Western Reserve University, 1982.
Hoenigman, ]ames R. (L974), Research Physicist-8.5., University of Dayton, 1963;
M.S., Purdue University, 1974.
Hoffman, Ronald (1993), RasearchPhysicisf-B.S., Southern Illinois University,'1.973;
M.S.,1975.
Holthaus, Dennis F. (1979), Facilities Specialist.
Hopkins, Alan K. (L99L), Part-Time Senior Research Metallurgist-B.S., Ohio State
University, 1956; M.S., Air Force Institute Technology, L970; Ph.D., Ohio State
University, 1972.
Hopkins, David M. (1978), Professional Technologist.
Research Institute
Houck, Michael R. (1986), Research Psychologist-B.S., Juanita College, 1977;M.5.,
Bucknell University, 1979; Ph.D., University of Delaware; 1985.
Howell, Lawrence D., Jr. (1989), Associate Director for Business Deoelopment €t Strate-
gic Planning-8.S., U.S. Air Force Academy, 1.969; M.5., Ohio State University,
7976; Ph.D.,'1980.
Huber, Karl R. (L993), Assistant Research Psychologist-B.A., University of North
Carolina, 1989.
Huelsman, Marc A. (1992), Assistant Research Engineer-8.5., University of Dayton,
t992.
Huff, Lloyd (197 4), Associate Dir ector for T echnolo gy Commer cialization-8.5.E.E.,
Purdue University, 1962; M.S.E.E., 1964; Ph.D., University of Southern Califor-
nia,1969.
Hunter, Joseph T. (1993), Assistant Research Engineer-8.S., Wright State University,
L993.
Iarve, Endel V. (7995), Research Engineer 
- 
8.S., Latvian State University, L978;M.5.,
1983; Ph.D., Leningrad University, 1.989.
John, Peter I. (1988), Associate Research Physicist-8.5., University of Dayton, L982;
M.S., University of lllinois, 1984; Ph.D., 1988.
John, Reji (1.987), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., India Institute of Technology,
7982; Ph.D., Northwestern University, 1988.
Johnson, David A. (1983\, Associate Research Engineer-8.5., University of Dayton,
L989.
fohnson, Paul E. (1973), Research Engineer-8.5.M.E., Tri-State College, 1972; M.5.,
University of Dayton, 1973.
Kancler, David E. (1993), Assistant Research Psychologist-8.A., Ohio State Univer-
sity, L990; M.A., University of Dayton, L993.
Karpur, Prasanna (L989), Associate Research Engineer-8,5., University of Mysore,
L974;8.5.,1980; M.S., University of Alberta, 1983; Ph.D., Drexel University,1987.
Kauffman, RobertE, (L979), Research Chemisf-B.S., Bowling Green University, 1975;
M.S., Ohio State University, 1.978.
Keller, Michael A. (1980), Research Chemist-8.5., Wright State University, 7975;
M.S., University of Notre Dame, 1977,
Khobaib, Mohammad (1.984), Research Engineer-B.S., Regional Institute of Technol-
o9y,1.965; M.T., Indian Institute of Technology,1969; Ph.D., University of Con-
necticut, L974.
Kim, Ran y. (1,974), Senior Research Engineer-8.S., Seoul National University, 1957;
M.S., 1960; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, 1971.
Klauer, Ken M. (L995), Assistant Research Technical Analyst-8.A., University of
Dayton, 1990.
Klosterman, Donald A, (7994), Associate Research Assistant-8.5., University of
Dayton,'1.989 ; M.5., 199L.
Krauskopf, Philip J. (1984), Research Mathematician-8.5., Ohio State University,
1982; M.S., 1984.
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Kroupa, ]oseph L. (1985), Associate Research Engineer-8.S., University of Wisconsin,
1985; M.S., 1985.
Kuhbander, Ronald J. $964), Chief Materials Specialist.
Kuhl, G. Edward (L993), Senior ResearchPhysicist-B.5., Thomas More College, 1963;
M.S., Wright State University, L972; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati, L958.
Kumar, Binod (L980),Sr.ResearchEngineer-B.S., Rajendra College,1962; B.Sc., Banaras
Hindu University, L967; M.S., Pennsylvania State University, 1973; Ph.D.,1976.
Landis, Gerald R. (1988), Assistant Research Engineer.
Landis, Jeffrey A. (1988), A ssistant Research Psychologist-B.S., University of Dayton,
1980; M.S., 1991.
Lawless, Garth W. (L967), ResearchChemist-8.S., University of Dayton, 1.957;M.5.,
t970.
Leese, Robert E. (1963), Professional Technologist.
Lester, M. Francina (1981), Security, Export and Safety Administrator.
Lewis, Arthur B. (1988), Research Physicist-B.A., University of Mississippi, L954;
M.S., Air Force Institute of Technology,1.975.
Liang, ]im C. (1988), Associate Research Chemist-B.5., National Taiwan Cheng Kung
University, 1968; M.S., Cleveland State University, L977; Ph.D., Texas Tech
University, 1980.
Lightman, Allan J. 0978r, Research Physicist-B.A.Sc., University of Toronto, 1.963;
M.4.,1965; Ph.D., Weizman Institute of Science, 1971.
Lindsay, S ally (L9 69), A dmini s tr a tio e As sis t ant.
Little, Gordon R. (1985), Research Physicist-B.5., Ohio State University, L955;
L970; Ph.D.,1"973.
Liu, Shiqiang (L987), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., Beijing University,
M.S., 1980; Ph.D., University of Dayton, 1989.
Loomis, John S. ('1,979), Research Physicist-B.S., Case Institute of Technology, L966;
M.S., University of Illinois, 1968; M.S., University of Arizona, 1977; Ph.D.,
University of Illinois, 1978.
Luers, james K . (1964), Senior Research Mathematician-B.S.,Xavier University, 1952;
M.S., 1963; Ph.D., University of Tennessee, 1989.
Macy, Samuel C. (1970r, Electronics Specialist-A.E.T., Ohio Mechanics Institute,
1955.
Martin, Richard W. (1,976'), Associate Research Engineer-8,5.E.E., Ohio University,
1970;8.5., 1,972.
Matikas, Theodoros (1,993), Associate Research Engineer-B.5., Aristotle University,
1983; M.S., University of Paris, 1985; M.S., University of Techn. of Compiegne,
1987;Ph.D., t99L.
Maxwell, David C. (L966), Professional Technologist-8.A., University of Dayton,
1983.
McAdams, Alberta (1988), Assistant lnformation Training Specialist 
-8.S., Manches-ter College, L958.
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McCabe, Michael V. (1993), A ssociate Director-Operations B Einancial Planning 
-B.5.,Capital University, L97I;M.5., University of Cincinnati, L975; M.5.,1980; Ph.D.,
L975.
McCullum, Dale D. ('I..965), Ceramic Specialist.
McKellar, RobertB. (1995), Assistant Polymer Chemist-8.S., Southwest TexasJunior
College, 1978; Ph.D., University of Texas, 1987.
McKiernan, James C. (1953), Materials Specialist-A,8.T., Valparaiso Technical Insti-
tute, L953.
Miedlar, Peggy G. (L986), Associate Research Engineer-B.5., University of Notre
Dame, 1980.
Miller, Paula L. (1994), Associate Director for Human Resources-8,S., Ohio Univer-
sity, L975.
Mitman, Robert D. (1,993), Assistant Research Engineer-B.A., Wright State Univer-
sity, 1991.
Mittleman, Martin L. (1993), Associate Research Polymer Scientlsf-B.S., University of
Buffalo, 1962; M.5., Case Western Reserve University, 197I;8.5., University of
Akron,1992.
Mohlman, Henry T. (1960), Research Analyst-8.S., University of Dayton, L960.
Molnar, Kathleen l. (7989), Part-time Administratioe Assistant, Human Resources-
8.S., Miami University of Ohio, 1980; M.B.A., Wright State University, L982.
Murray, Paul T. (L982),ResearchChemist-B.S., University of Cincinnati,L9T4;Ph.D.,
University of North Carolina,'1.979.
Neumann, Richard D. (L992), Research Engineer-B.5., Park College, 1956; M.S.,
University of Illinois, 1958.
Neumeier, Mark E. (L993), Assistant Research Engineer-8.5., Wright State Univer-
sity, 1988.
Newman, Ronald K. (L957), Research Engineer-V.M.E., University of. Dayton,7957;
M.S.E., 1957.
Oliver, Michael P. (L992), Associate Research Engineer-B,5., North Carolina State
University, \987;M.5., University of Dayton, 1990.
Olson, Nicholas J. (L967), Materials Specialist.
Olson, Steven E. (1992), Assistant Research Engineer-8.5., University of Dayton,
199t.
Orr, Carl E. (L978), Research Programmer-Analyst-8.5., Miami Univetsity, 1.976;
M.5.,L978.
Osborne, Nora R. (L988), Associate Research Engineer-8.A., Antioch College, 195L;
B.S., Ohio State University, 1985; M.S., University of Dayton, 1987.
Papp, Mary L. (1985), Associate Research Programmer-Analyst-8.5., University of
Dayton,'1,97 4; M.C.S.,'1.98t.
Pestian, David J. (L993), Assistant Research Engineer-8.5., University of Dayton,
L993.
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Pettus, Karen K. (1973), Assistant to the Director, Research Institute.
Phelps, Andrew W. (1990), Research Scientist-B.5., Pennsylvania State University,
L983; M.S.,'1.987 ; Ph.D.,'1.990.
Piekutowski, Andrew I. $962), Senior Research Engineer-B.M.E., University of
Dayton,1970.
Pinnell, William B. (1988), Associate Research Engineer-B.5., University of Dayton,
1988.
Pollack, lay G. (1987), Research Human Factors Engineer-8.5., Colorado State Uni-
versity, 1969; M.5., University of Miami, 1973; Ph.D., L975.
Poormon, Kevin L. (1987), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., University of Dayton,
1.987; M.5., L988.
Porter, William J., III (1990), Assistant Research Engineer-8.A., Miami University,
1988; M.S., University of Dayton, L990.
Price, Gary E. (196,5), Chief Polymer Property Technologist-A.8.T., Franklin Univer-
sity, 1965.
Price, William A. (L977), Assistant Research Engineer-8.T., University of Dayton,
1981.
Purcell, William M. (1993), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., University of Cincin-
nati, 1960.
Quill, Laurie L. (L992), Associate ResearchHuffianFactors Analyst-B.S.,Ohio Wesleyan
University, 1981.
Quinn, Iohn W . (L984), Associate Research Mathematician-B.S., University of Dayton,
1980; M.S., 1985.
Ramabadran, Uma B. (L992),Part-time AssociateResearchPhysicist-B.5., Stella Maris
College, 1983; M.S., University of Cincinnati; 1985; Ph.D., 1990.
Reineke, Kathleen E. (1988) , Marketing Technical Transfer Analysf-8.S., Wright State
University, 1991.
Reynolds, Michael C. (1993), Associate Research Engineer 
- 
8.A., Wright State Uni-
versity, 1986; M.4., 1'990.
Rice, Brian Patrick (1986), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., Ohio State University,
L986.
Roach, Kevin P. (1,993), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., University of Maryland,
L988.
Robbins, C. Glenn, Jr. (19E1), Associate Research Human Factors Psychologist-8.A,,
Morehead State University, 1979; M.A., 1983.
Rondeau, Roger A. (1982), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., Wright State Univer-
sity, 1983.
Roth, George I. $954), Senior Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Dayton, 1954.
Rowe, foseph E. (L992), Associate Vice President I Research Director-8.5.E.E., Uni-
versity of Michigan, 1951; B.S.E., 1951; M.S.E., 1952; Ph.D., 1955.
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Roy, Ajit K. (1987), Research Engineer-M.S., University of Minnesota, 1983; Ph.D.,
1985.
Rubey, Wayne A. (1963), Research Engineer-8.T., University of Dayton, 1.965.
Ruddell, Mark J. (L979), Professional Vibrations Specialist.
Ruschau, John J. (1974), Research Engineer-B.S.M.E., University of Dayton, 1973;
M.5, L979.
Saba, CostandyS, (1976), Senior ResearchChemist-B.S., Messiah College, 1968; M.S.,
Ohio State University, 1971; Ph.D.,1974.
Saliba, Susan S. (L986), Part-time Associate Research Materials Engineer-8.S., Auburn
University, 1984; M.S., University of Dayton, 1986.
Salyer, Ival 0. (1978), Senior Research Scientist-8.S., University of Rochester,194!.
Sarkar, Asok K. (1988), Research Engineer-8.S., University of Calcutta , \970; M.5,,
Pennsylvania State University, 197'1.; Ph.D., L978.
Schehl, Norman D. (7993), Part-Time Assistant Research Engineer-8.5., University of
Dayton, 1991; M.5., L993.
Schmoll, Walter J. (7983), Associate Research Physicist-8.5., Miami University, 1981;
M.S., 1983.
Schopper, Aaron W. (19931, Research Human Factors Engineer-8.A., Arizona State
University, 1968; M.A., l97O:Ph.D., L973.
Schreiber, Bruce F. (1966), Professional Technologist.
Sharbaugh, Christopher J. $993), Assistant Research Psychologist-B.A., University
of Dayton, 1991.
Sidhu, Sukhjinder S. (1992), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., Osmania University,
7987;M.5., University of Chicago, I99l;Ph.D., L992.
Sjoblom, Peter O. (1985), Research Scientist-M.5., University of Linkoping, 1978;
Ph.D., 1983.
Skinn, Donald A. (L979), Associate Research Programmer-8.A., Ohio State Univer-
sity, L975.
Smith, Steven R. (1976), Research Physicist-8.5., Eastern lllinois University, 1970;
M.S., Ohio University, L975.
Solomon, James S. (1959), ResearchEngineer-B,5., University of Dayton, 1964;M.5.,
L982.
Spanel, Claudette M. (1985), Contracts and Grants Ailministrator-8.S., University of
Dayton, t98L;1.D., Ohio State University, 1984.
Stafford, Dennis D. (1985), Senior Research Engineer-8.S., Wright State University,
7971; M.5., L976,
Stenger, Gregory J. (1980), Research Engineer-8.5.M.E., University of Cincinnati,
1979; M.S.M.E.,L979.
Stierlin, George I. $994), Research Engineer-V.5., University of Detroit, 1967;M.5.,
University of Detroit, L973.
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Stoll, Frederick (1992), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., University of Michigan,
7979; M.5., University of Florida, 1986; Ph.D., Virginia Polytechnic Institute,
199t.
Strader, Edward A. (1966), Professional Technologist.
Striebich, Richard C. (1986), Associate Research Engineer-V.5., University of Notre
Dame, 1982.
Stubbs, David A. (1990), Associate Research Physicist-8.9., Miami University, 1980;
M.S., 1981.
Stump, William J. (1983), Associate Research Programmer-8.S., Wright State Univer-
sity, 1983.
Sturgill, Jeffrey A. (1993), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., University of Toledo,
1985; B.S., Wright State University, L993.
Swartzbaugh, Joseph T. (L982), Research Enoironmental Scientist-V.S., University of
Dayton, 1950; M.S., Worcester Polytechnical Institute, 1962;Ph.D., Arizona State
University, 1971.
Swift, Hallock F. (L982, 1,995), Senior Research Engineer-8.5., Cornell University,
1957.
Szmulowicz, Frank (1978), Senior Research Physicist-8.S., Case Western Reserve
University, L97L; M.5.,1973; Ph.D., 1,976.
Takahashi, Fumiaki (1988), Research Engineer-B.5., Keio University, 1973; M.5.,
1975; Ph.D., 1980.
Taylor, David P. (7995), Associate Basiness Deoelopment Coordinator-B.S., Findlay
College, L972; M.5., I976.
Taylor, Philip H. (1985), Associate Research Scientist-8.5., Oneonta State College,
1980; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, L984.
Thebert-Peeler, Deborah L. (1.992),ResearchEngineer-B.S., Purdue University,1977;
M.S., University of Cincinnati,'1979;1.D., Salmon P. Chase College of Law, 1983;
Ph.D., University of Dayton, 1992.
Thomas,GinaF. (1,994),AssistantResearchConferenceCoordinator-B.S.,WrightState
University, 1990.
Thorp, Katie E. ('1.99I), Associate Research Engineer-8,5., University of Washington,
1989; M.5.,1991.
Timko, Francis W. (1968), Professional Technologist.
Toth, Douglas K. (1990), Associate Research Engineer-B.5., Southern Methodist
University, 1987;M.5,, Case Western Reserve University, 1980,
Ullett, Jill S. (1"987), Part-Time Research Engineer-8.5., University of Dayton, L979;
M.5, 1987 ; Ph.D., 1992.
Unger, Rebecca A. (L991,), Associate Research Psychologist-B.S., Ohio State Univer-
sity, 1980; M.S., Wright State University, L99L.
Urzi, Debra A. (1995), Associate Research Human Factors Engineer-B,4,, Wright State
University, 1988; M. 4., L994.
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Vangsness, Marlin D. (1985), Associate Research Physicist-B.5., North Dakota State
University, 1.985.
Vissoc, Roger L. (L965), Chief Coatings Technologist.
Vondra, Robert J. $990), Research Scientist-8.5., Harvard University, L959; M.S.,
University of Southern California, 1961; Ph.D., New York University, 1968.
Wang, Chyi-Shan (1985), Research Engineer-8.5., Tatug Institute of Technology,
L975;M.5., National Tsing Hua University, L977;Ph.D., University of Cincinnili,
1983.
Weckesser, ]ohn U. (1970), Controller of Research lnstitute 
- 
B.S., University of
Dayton, 1966; M.B.A., 1,973.
Wellik, Marvin R. (1986), Research Manager-8.A., State University of lowa, 1964;
M.S., University of Southern California, 1984.
West, Blaine S. (1,966), Senior Research Engineer-8.S., West Virginia University,
1960; M.5.,1,952.
Whitney, Thomas J. (1988), Associate Research Engineer-8.M.E., University of Day-
ton, 1985; M.M.E., University of Delaware, 1988.
Williams, Theodore F. (1990), Associate Research Engineer-8.5., University of Day-
ton, L982.
Wolf, |ames D. (1979), Research Scientist-8.5., University of Dayton, L979; M.5.,
L982.
Wourms, David D. (19921, Assistant Research Technical Analyst 
- 
8.A., Wright State
University, 1989.
Wilt, BenjaminH.. (L97L), Research Engineer 
- 
B.M.E., Villanova University, L965.
Wittberg, Thomas N. (1976), Research Physicist 
- 
B.S., University of Dayton, 1976.
Zabarnick, Steven S. (1988), Associate Research Chemist-8.5., State University of
New York at Binghamton, 1980; Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University, L984.
Ziegenhagen, John A. (L967), Associate Research Chemist-8.A., University of Wis-
consin at Oshkosh, 1963.
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73,395
International Services, Office of ,20,389
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Language requirement, 31, 7 4
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Latin, 159
Law , School of , 75, 7
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Learning Disabled, Education of ,316
Librarie s, 77 , 404
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Magna Cum [-aude,62
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Manufacturing Engineering Technol ogy, 378
Map of campus, inside back cover
Marburg, Summer Study in,398
Marian Library, L3,17,395, 404
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Marian Researdt Institute, 13,395
Marianists, 11
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Materials Engineering, 332
Mathematical Skills, lts
Mathematics, 162
Mathematics, Developmental, 25, 48, 392
MBA preparation,253
Meal Tickets,21,39
Mechanical Engineering 352
Mechanical Engineering Tednology, 382
Mechanics, Engine et'ng, 332, 359
Mechanics of Engineering Systems, 332
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Mexico, Summer Study Abroad in,398
Military Science, 168
Minicourses,391,396
Ministry Campus, 25,405
Model United Nations, 153,389
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Multihandicapped, Education of, 316
Music, 171
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Music Education, 77 4, 3L9
Music fees, 184
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National Guard Tuition Grant, 45
New Student Orientation, 24
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Nondiscriminatory policy, inside front cover
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Refunds,37
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Scholarships, 40,47
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Student Handbook,25
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Study Abroad, 389,398
Study at home ,393
Summa Cum Laude,62
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Summer study abroad, 398
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DIRECTIONSTO
THE UNTVERSITY OF DAYTON
FBOM l-75 (Southbound from Toledo)
Exlt (#51)at Edwin C. Moses Blvd. Turn left and follow
Edwin C. Mose Blvd. east to Stewart St. Tum right and
'continue on Stewart St. to the University of Dayton main
entrancg at Zehler Ave.
FROM F75 (Northbound from Glnclnnat)-
Exit (#51) at Edwin C. Moses Blvd. Turn right and follow
Edwln C. Moses Blvd. East to Stewart St. Turn right and
continue on Stewart St. to the University of Dayton mdn
entrance at Zehler Ave.
FROM l-70 Westbound from Golumbus)
Exit l-70 at l-675. Proceed southbound to state route 35.
Go w6t towad Dayton to l-75. Take l-75 south to exit (#51)
at Edwin C. Moses Blvd. Tum left and follow Edwin C. Moses
Blvd. east to Stewart St. Turn rlght and continue on Stewart St.
to the University of Dayton main entrance at Zehler Avs.
FROM h70 (Eastbound form Indlanapolls)
Exlt l-70 at l-75. Proceed southbound through Dayton and exlt
(#51) at Edwln C. Mose Blvd. Tum left and follow Edwin C.
Mosos Blvd, east io Stewart St. Tum rlght and contnue on
Stowart St. to the Unlversity of Dayton maln entance at
Zehler Ave.
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UNTVERSITY OF DAYTON GMDUATE AND TJNDERGMDUATE ACADEMIC CODES
ACC AccountingAEE AerospaceEngineering
AN4S American Studie
ANT AnthropoloevASI fnteraisbptfiiaryStudiesART FineArts
Business Interdisciplinary Studies
Biochemistrv
Biology
Chemistry
Chemistrv
Civil Eneineerine
Comoutler Inforfr ation SvstemsCrifial Justice Studies '
Classics
Chemical Engineering
Communication
Computer Science
Cherirical Process Technology
Predentistrv
Developmehal Skills
Decisioh Science
ECA Eonomics
ECO EconomicsEDE ElementarvEducation
EDH HealthEdircationEDL EducationalleadershipEDP PhvsicalEducationEDS Ser5ondaryEducationEDT TeacherEducationEES Exercise Scimce and Fitness ManagementEET ElectronicEngineeringTechnologf
EGM EngineeringMedunics
EGR EneineeringEHA Fodd and Nutrition-Detetics
EHD Education of the Handicapped
EHN Food and Nutrition-NdtiitionEt{S HealthlnfomrationSpecialistElfZ Food and NutritionEKP Kindergarten-PrimaryEducationELE Electric-alEngineering
ENG EnelishEM Enffneeringlnterdisciplinary
EOP Elecho-Optics
ESM Sport ManagemmtEVB fnvironmm-talBiolocy
EVG Environmentalc€old'tiyEVT EnvironmentalEngin6ringTedrnology
Family Developnent
Finance
Frendr
Gmeral Studiei
Geology
Geman
HumanEcology
Art History
MAT
MBA
MCH
MCT
MED
MEE
MFG
MGT
MIL
MIS
MKT
MPA
MT}I
MUC
MUE
MIJP
MUS
MUT
NMT
Healthand SportScimce
History
lnterior Desim
Ind$trid Eniineerine Technology
International bevelop'mmt Studiti,r
International Studies
Ita(an
Latin
Iaw
Ianguage
Materials Eneineerine
Graduate BGiness Ailministration
Church Music
Mechanical Engineering Technology
Premedicine
Medranicd Eneineerine
Manufacturing"Engineihng Tectrnology
Managemmt
Militaiv Science
Managirrent lnforrration Systems
Marketing
Public Administration
Mathematics
Music Composition
MusicEduchtion
Music Performance
Music
Music Therapy
Nuclear Medicine Technology
PCS Phvsics{omputerSciencePHL Philosophv
PHO Photogiaphy
PHY Phvsics
PLW Pnllaw
POL PoliticalSciencePPT Exercise Science & Pre'Physical fr*Py
PSC PhvsicalSciencePSY fsydrology
trIY Photography
REL Religious Studies
RUS Russian
SCI IntesratedscienceSET Engheering Tech. Service Courses
SOC SociologySPN SpanishSTA Fine Arts
SWK SocialWork
TI{R Theatre
UDI Universitylnterdisciplinary
VAR VisualArb
VCD VisualCommunicationDesign
WST Womm'sStudies
FISS
HST
IDE
IET
IND
INS
ITA
LAT
LAW
LNG
BAI
BCM
BIO
CHA
CHM
CIE
crs
cJs
CLA
C\4E
CMM
cr5
CPT
DEN
DEV
D6C
FDV
FIN
FRN
GEN
GEO
GER
TIEC
HOA
